RWB Marine (R.W Basham Pty Ltd) have been wholesale suppliers to the
marine industry throughout Australia since 1968.
We are proud to supply the Australian marine industry with many of the
worlds leading boating brands such as RULE, JABSCO, PLASTIMO,
NUOVA RADE, LALIZAS and many others you will see throughout this
directory that are internationally recognised for their quality and innovation.

We supply to the marine TRADE only - we DO NOT sell
directly to the public.
This RWB MARINE PRODUCT DIRECTORY is provided as an aid in
selecting products for your boat, caravan, RV or other applicable recreation.
Products in this directory are available from marine retailers and service
providers throughout the whole of Australia and many of the Pacific Islands.
Please select the products of interest to you. See www.rwbmarine.com.au
then “store locations” to find the nearest stockist in your area - or contact
your preferred retailer. Take this directory to them - or simply take note of
the RWB product codes shown throughout this directory.
Should your preferred retailer not have the items you require in stock they
can order them in for you - RWB Marine provide trade customers with very
fast stock deliveries - normally within 1 - 2 days in most metro areas of
Australia (stock on hand permitting). Rural or more remote areas may take
a little longer depending on the size or type of product.
Thank you for your interest in RWB Marine products.
We hope you enjoy many years of safe and trouble-free boating.
TRADE CUSTOMERS ONLY SUPPLIED
R.W. Basham Pty Ltd (RWB Marine)
ACN 000 134 467 ABN 66 000 134 467
Wholesale Suppliers To The Australian Marine Industry Since 1968
DISCLAIMER
Product descriptions, sizes, material types and stated quality were to the best of our knowledge correct at the time of printing.
We accept no responsibility for any discrepancy in this regard. We reserve the right to change product specifications without notice.

COPYRIGHT
No part of this catalogue may be reproduced in whole or in part without the written permission of R.W.Basham Pty Ltd.
Copyright 2015 R.W.Basham Pty Ltd. A.B.N 66 000 134 467
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Access hatches...................40 - 48
Accumulator tanks.......................226
Adjusters - hatch...........................41
Aerators - bait tank...............198 - 201
Air inflator pump..........................250
Alarms - bilge.............................183
Amalgamating tape.....................276
Anchors & accessories......331 - 336
Anchor - chain swivels.....336 - 337
Anchor - grapnel.........................334
Anchor - kits...............................333
Anchor - plough..........................334
Anchor - reef...............................335
Anchor - ropes..................329 - 330
Anchor - sand.............................333
Anchor - sea...............................332
Anchor winch switch...................103
Anodes - zinc.......................164 - 165
Antenna bases...............................65
Anti-chafe guard - Spiroll.............327
Aquafresh.................................227
Aquaviro products................170-171
Arms - windscreen wiper..........85 - 88
Auxilliary motor brackets...148 - 149

Bags - dry....................................13
Bags - gear.................................371
Bags - GPS...................................13
Bags - mobile phone.....................13
Bags - radio...................................13
Bags - rope tidy...........................313
Bags - safety grab.......................371
Bailing bucket..............................374
Bailing scoops.............................374
Bailers - self.................................291
Bait boards.........................293 - 296
Bait stations - Manta..........293 - 295
Bait tank products.............198 - 201
Ballast pumps..............................251
Ball catches...................................31
Ball joint.......................................378
Ball shape....................................372
Ball valves...................................284
Barometers................................8 - 9
Barrel bolts....................................32
Bathiscopes..............................326
Battery boxes.........................93 - 94
Battery condition tester...............102
Battery fasteners...........................94
Battery isolators.....................95 - 96
Battery switches.....................95 - 96
Battery terminals............................93
Battery tie-downs...........................94
Battery trays..................................94
Bearing kits - trailer......................413
Bearing mates.............................413
Bearing protectors.......................413
Bells........................................16
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Bezels - steering helm.................381
Bilge alarms..................................183
Bilge blowers...........................79 - 80
Bilge cleaner.................................169
BilgeMate oil absorb mat..............163
Bilge pumps........................172 - 201
Bilge pump controls.............182 - 183
Bilge pumps - electric...........172 - 180
Bilge pumps - manual...........194 - 197
Bilge strainers...............................288
Bilge switches.....................181 - 183
Binoculars................................373
Blades - windscreen wiper.........85 - 88
Blinds - sunset curtain...................52
Blowers - bilge..........................79 - 80
Blower hose....................................78
Blower vents...................................78
Boat care products................167 - 171
Boat hooks...........................144 - 145
Boat hook heads..........................145
Boat hook holders........................146
Boat maintenance kit...................167
Boat movers & wheelers......401 - 403
Boat rollers....................................403
Boat scrubbers..............................167
Boat wash.....................................171
Bollards...................................61 - 63
Bolts - eye, U, ring..................344 - 348
Bow rollers...............................60 - 61
Boxes - battery..........................93-94
Boxes - glove.........................54 - 55
Boxes - recessed...................54 - 55
Brackets - O/B motor.............148 - 149
Brackets - trailer...........................408
Brackets - transducer...................304
Breathers - fuel.........................70 - 71
Bridles - ski..................................306
Briefcase dry bag...........................13
Bronze impeller pumps.......184 - 193
Bronze gear pumps......................192
Brushes - paint.............................166
Bucket........................................374
Buckles - webbing........................349
Buffer strip - dinghy.......................141
Buffers - dock...............................323
Buffers - fenders...................317 - 324
Bungs..................................290 - 292
Buoys - life............................366 - 367
Buoys - marker......................319 - 320
Buoys - mooring....................319 - 320
Buoys - regatta..............................322
Buoys - rowing lane......................320
Buoys - teardrop...........................320
Buss bars........................................92

Cabin hardware.....................30 - 41
Cabin door hooks.....................30 - 31
Cables - engine control..........376 - 378

Cables - steering...................380 - 382
Cable - clamp block.......................378
Cable - drum steering...................382
Cable covers...................................92
Cable deck glands..........................90
Camlocks...................................263
Cans - jerry...................................151
Canopy fittings.........................66 - 67
Catches...................................30 - 31
CD player cover................................55
Chafe guards - Spiroll...................327
Chain..........................................335
Chain claws & links................336 - 337
Chart dividers..................................17
Chart lights....................................135
Chart plotters...................................17
Cigarette lighter................................90
Cigarette sockets.....................89 - 90
Circuit breakers...............................91
C links............................................337
Clamps - hose................................279
Cleaners & polishes...............167-171
Cleats......................................62 - 64
Clevis - engine control...................378
Clevis - steering.............................382
Clips - olive...................................315
Clips - tube...................................146
Clocks..........................................8 - 9
Coastal lifejacket...........................354
Cockpit drains................................287
Code flags.......................................14
Compasses.............................18 - 29
Compasses - contest...............26 - 27
Compasses - hand bearing............19
Compasses - horizon......................25
Compasses - kayak........................20
Compasses - offshore.............20 - 24
Compasses - olympic..............28 - 29
Compensators - mooring.......324 - 325
Cone shape...................................372
Connectors - deckwash.........211 - 212
Connectors - exhaust...................163
Connectors - hose.................280 - 283
Connectors - washdown........211 - 212
Controls - engine...................378 - 379
Control cables......................376 - 378
Cord - motor start...........................147
Cord - shock...................................314
Cord - VB.......................................309
Coupling - trailer.............................414
Covers - buoys..............................321
Covers - cable.................................92
Covers - drain................................290
Covers - fender..............................316
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Covers - radio..................................55
Covers - teardrop buoys................321
Cradle strip - trailer........................407
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airleads - aluminium................62
Fairleads - stainless steel.............64
Fan..............................................80
Fasteners - hatch..........................40
Faucets & taps.....................231 - 236
Fenders..............................316 - 323
Fender covers - standard............316
Fender covers - teardrop............321
Fender - dinghy buffer strip...........141
Fender - dock fenders..................323
Fender holders.............................318
Fender - multi..............................319
Fids - splicing..............................312
Fillers - deck.............................69 - 70
Filters - Jabsco pump..................213
Filters - drinking water..................227
Filters - fuel..........................158 - 159
Filters - raw water................288 - 289
Filters - Shurflo pump.................213
Fire blanket..................................365
Fire extinguishers.........................365
Fire extinguisher boxes........364 - 365
Fishing equipment...............293 - 304
Flags - Australian..........................14
Flags - code..................................14
Flags - pirate.................................14
Flags - propeller...........................149
Flagpoles & sockets......................65
Flare container.............................372
Flexible water tanks.............230 - 231
Flojet caravan / RV pump...........216
Flo-N-go fuel siphon....................152
Floats.................................319 - 320
Float switches.....................181 - 182
Flushers - outboard.....................150
Flush latches..........................39 - 40
Flush pull rings........................32 - 33
Foils - outboard............................147
Folding eye plates.......................348
Footrests..................................394
Fork terminals...........................344
Forsheda mooring springs...324 - 325
Forty two knot card......................312
Freshwater tanks...............228 - 231
Freshwater pumps.............216 - 236
Fuel breathers.......................70 - 71
Fuel conditioner...........................158
Fuel filters..........................158 - 159
Fuel gauges.......................157 - 158
Fuel hose & lines.................160 - 161
Fuel jerry cans.............................151
Fuel lines...........................160 - 161
Fuel line fittings...................161 - 163
Fuel senders & gauges......157 - 158
Fuel siphon..................................152

Deck glands....................................90
Deck hardware.........................58 - 68
Deck plates...............................48 - 50
Deck washdown connectors.211 - 212
Deck washdown products.....202 - 215
Deck washdown pumps........202 - 208
Degreaser...................................170
Dee rings.......................................350
Diablo tanks..........................156 - 157
Diesel transfer pumps...................242
Dinghy buffer strip.........................141
Dinghy wheels......................401 - 402
Divider - chart..................................17
Dock cleats......................................64
Dock fenders.................................323
Dock lines.............................328 - 330
Dock wheels..................................323
Doggy lifejackets...........................357
Door catches............................30 - 31
Door hooks...............................30 - 31
Dorade boxes...........................74 - 75
Double braid rope.........................308
Drain covers..................................290
Drains..................................287 - 290
Drains - scupper...........................287
Drains - well drain..........................290
Drain plugs...........................290 - 292
Drink holders............................52 - 53
Drum steering cable......................382
Dry bags..........................................13
Dual station selector.....................378

Ecoblast

horn.............................296
Elbows - hose.......................280 - 283
Electrical accessories............79 - 105
Electrical connectors................89 - 92
Emer-Gel rust remover.................167
Engine control cables............376 - 378
Engine controls....................378 - 379
Engine control fittings...................378
Engine exhaust blowers............79 - 80
Engine oil extractors.............243 - 244
E-Treat toilet chemical..................262
Exhaust connectors.......................163
Exhaust guards.............................163
Exhaust waterlocks.......................163
Extension handles - outboard.......149
Extension rod holder.....................301
Extinguishers - fire.......................365
Eye bolts & nuts.....................346 - 347
Eye - mini......................................348
Eye plates.....................................348
Eye screws....................................346
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alley pumps - electric.....216 - 225
Galley pumps - manual........234 - 236
Gas cylinders - lifejacket.............363
Gas horns......................................82
Gas seat pedestals....................394
Gauges - fuel / waste............157- 158
Gear pumps................................192
Generators - wind........................81
Giftware..................................8 - 16
Glands - deck................................90
Glove boxes...........................54 - 55
GPS - dry bag...............................13
Grab rails......................................58
Grab safety bags.......................371
Grease gun.................................414
Grease - trailer............................414
Grips - wire rope.........................340
Grunt Emer-Gel..........................167
Guards - exhaust........................163

Handles - cabin....................30 - 31
Handles - outboard extension....149
Handles - sheet winch................312
Handles - suction........................167
Handles - trailer winch................406
Hand rails..............................58 - 59
Hand sanitizer.............................171
Harness - safety.........................364
Hasp & staples.............................34
Hatches - access....................44 - 48
Hatches - deck........................48 - 50
Hatches - Nuova Rade............44 - 48
Hatches - storage...................44 - 48
Hatches - tackle box...................298
Hatch - utility..................................55
Hatch - ventilation..........................52
Hatch adjusters.............................41
Hatch fasteners.....................40 - 41
Hatch latches.........................39 - 41
Hatch lifters............................39 - 40
Hatch springs................................41
Hawse pipe...................................65
Helm - planetary.........................381
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Deck fillers.............................69 - 70

Fuel transfer pumps...................242
Fuel tanks..........................151 - 156
Fuel tank fittings.................161 - 163
Fuel transfer pumps...................198
Funnel......................................163
Fun plaques...........................10 - 11
Furlers - headsail....................42 - 43
Fuses.......................................91
Fuse blocks...........................91 - 92
Fuse holders.................................91
Fynspray galley pumps.......234 - 235
Fynspray gear pumps................192
Fynspray impeller pumps...190 - 193
Fynspray sump pumps...............244
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Curtains........................................52
Cushions - tinnie seat....................387
Cutting boards......................293 - 296
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Helm - hydraulic.......................383

Identiplates................................11

Hi-Lo seat system......................397
Hinges...................................34 - 38
Hinges - offset.............................38
Hinges - piano.............................34
Hinges - separating.....................35
Holders - boat hook...................146
Holders - drink......................52 - 53
Holders - fender..........................318
Holders - fuse...............................91
Holders - lifebuoy........................369
Holders - radio..............................52
Holders - rego.............................406
Holders - rod......................297 - 303
Holders - toilet roll.......................262
Holders - tube.............................146
Holding tanks.....................256 - 258
Hooks - boat.......................144 - 145
Hooks - cabin................................31
Hooks - lifebuoy..........................369
Hooks - mini................................348
Hooks - pelican...........................345
Hooks - S....................................350
Hooks - shockcord......................315
Hooks - ski..................................307
Hooks - snap......................351 - 352
Horns....................................82 - 84
Horns - Ecoblast...........................82
Horns - gas...................................82
Horns - electrical...................83 - 84
Horn - TREM gas........................82
Horn switches.............................104
HoseCoil hose...................208 - 212
Hose.................................276 - 278
Hose - bilge......................276 - 278
Hose - blower................................78
Hose - clear vinyl........................277
Hose - fuel..................................160
Hose - hosecoils...............208 - 212
Hose - reinforced........................277
Hose - sanitation.........................263
Hose - toilet.................................263
Hose - washdown...............208 - 212
Hose clamps...............................279
Hose connectors................280 - 283
Hose guns..........................209 - 212
Hose tails & connectors.......280 - 283
Hose tails plug-in........................213
Hubs - trailer...............................413
Hub mate bearing protectors.......413
Hull cleaner - Aquaviro................170
Hull stain remover......................169
Hurricane vent...............................73
Hydraulic oil.................................383
Hydraulic steering.......................383
HydroAir bilge switch.................182
Hydrofoils.................................147
Hygrometers.............................8 - 9

Ignition switch...........................103
Impellers - Fynspray...........190 - 193
Impellers - Jabsco...............188 - 189
Impeller lubricant.........................190
Impeller pullers............................190
Impeller pumps..................184 - 193
Impeller removal tools................190
Inclinometers............................16
Inflatable boat rollers..................403
Inflatable fenders...............316 - 323
Inflatable life jackets............358 - 363
Inspection ports......................48 - 50
Isobond tape...............................276
Isolators - battery....................95 -96
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Jabsco bronze pumps......184 - 188
Jabsco clutch pumps..........186 - 187
Jabsco deckwash pumps....202 - 205
Jabsco freshwater pumps...217 - 220
Jabsco impellers................188 - 189
Jabsco toilets.....................264 - 272
Jabsco waste pumps..........253 - 255
Jackets - life......................354 - 362
Jackets - inflatable.............358 - 363
Jackets - foam...................354 - 357
Jackets - kayak...........................357
Jackets - ski.......................356 - 357
Jamb cleats - aluminium..............62
Jamb cleats - nylon......................64
Jerry cans...................................151
Jetski Baitstations.......................293
Jetski nav lights..........................108
Jib reefers.............................42 - 43
Jiggler siphons...........................152
Jockey wheels............................412

Key rings....................................15
Kill switch...................................103
Knot card....................................312

Life jackets - inflatable.......358 - 362
Life jackets - kayak.....................357
Life jackets - pet.........................357
Life jackets - recharge kits..........363
Life jackets - ski................356 - 357
Life jackets - Solas.....................354
Life jackets - spares...................363
Life jackets - standard block......354
Lifeline netting............................313
Lifelink - Lalizas.........................366
Lighting............................106 - 135
Lights - Aquasignal Nav.............116
Lights - Aquasignal mast/deck...110
Lights - bunk.....................134 - 135
Lights - cabin interior.........127 - 135
Lights - chart..............................135
Lights - cockpit...........................126
Lights - courtesy.................128 - 129
Lights - deck flood..............124 - 125
Lights - emergency nav..............108
Lights - flood......................124 - 125
Lights - interior...................127 - 135
Lights - LED interior............127 - 135
Lights - LED navigation.......106 - 115
Lights - lifebuoy.................368 - 369
Lights - life jacket.......................353
Lights - navigation..............106 - 116
Lights - portable.........................108
Lights - port & starboard....109 - 116
Lights - remote control.......119 - 122
Lights - search...................119 - 123
Lights - spot................................119
Lights - spreader........................125
Lights - trailer....................416 - 417
Lights - underwater............117 - 118
Livewell products..............198 - 201
Lockjaw trailer lock....................415
Locks - outboard motor..............147
Locks - pad.................................32
Locks - trailer.....................414 - 415
LoPro Rule pumps....................178
Lubrimatic trailer grease...........414
LVM pumps (now Rule).............245
LVM wind generators..................81

L

abels - boat............................418
Labels - code flag..........................14
Ladders.............................136 - 139
Ladders - safety..........................375
Latches.................................39 - 40
Letters - rego..............................418
Lifebuoys...........................366 - 367
Lifebuoy holders........................369
Lifebuoy lights....................368 - 369
Life jacket lights.........................353
Life jackets - PFD’s..............354 - 362
Life jackets - accessories..363 - 364
Life jackets - coastal...................354
Life jackets - doggy.....................357
Life jackets - foam.............354 - 357

M

acerator pumps....................255
Macerators - toilet..............255 - 267
Majoni Buoys.............................320
Majoni Fenders.................317 - 318
Manual bilge pumps...........194 - 197
Manual galley pumps.........233 - 236
Manual waste pump..................254
Marker buoys....................319 - 320
Masking tape.............................166
Mats - welcome...........................16
Mildew stain remover................169
Mirror - porthole..........................16
Mirror - signalling......................372
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ars.....................................140
Oar stops....................................141
Ocky straps.................................314
Offset hinges.................................38
Oil absorb mat............................163
Oil - hydraulic............................383
Oil pumps...........................243 - 249
Olive clips..................................315
Outboard accessories......146 - 150
Outboard brackets............148 - 149
Outboard extension handles.....149
Outboard flushers......................150
Outboard fuel filters...........158-159
Outboard fuel fittings........161 - 163
Outboard fuel lines............160-161
Outboard fuel tanks.........151 - 156
Outboard locks...........................147
Outboard motor brackets..148 - 149
Outboard protection pad............146
Outboard support bracke.t.........150
Outboard trolley..........................150
Outboard wedges.......................147

P

addles.........................142 - 143
Padlocks...................................32
Pad - outboard protect...............146
Pad eyes.....................................348
Painting accessories..................166

Quicklinks.............................337
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Navigation aids.............................17
Navigation lights.................106 - 116
Needles - sailmaker...................310
Netting - lifeline..........................313
Nets - storage............................313
Neutral safety switch................378
Non return valves......................286
Non slip step pad..........................58
Nuova Rade hatches..............40 - 47

Pumps - deck washdown....202 - 208
Pumps - diesel transfer......242 - 245
Pumps - drill................................250
Pumps - engine cooling......184 - 193
Pumps - engine sump........243 - 244
Pumps - flexible impeller.....184 - 193
Pumps - float switches................181
Pumps - Flojet.............................216
Pumps - fresh pressure......216 - 225
Pumps - fuel transfer.........242 - 245
Pumps - galley electric......216 - 226
Pumps - galley manual.......233 - 236
Pumps - gear Fynspray...............192
Pumps - gear puppy Jabsco........243
Pumps - general purpose....245 - 252
Pumps - hand bilge.............194 - 197
Pumps - head kits bronze............188
Pumps - impeller................184 - 192
Pumps - inflate air.......................250
Pumps - Inline (LVM-Rule).........245
Pumps - junior puppy..................246
Pumps - kayak............................197
Pumps - livewell.................198 - 201
Pumps - LoPro............................178
Pumps - LVM (Rule)...................245
Pumps - macerators...................255
Pumps - magnetic drive..............248
Pumps - manual bilge........194 - 197
Pumps - manual galley......231 - 236
Pumps - maxi puppy..................247
Pumps - mini puppy...................246
Pumps - oil change..........243 - 244
Pumps - oxygenator...................199
Pumps - Par-Max fresh....217 - 220
Pumps - Par-Max wash....202 - 205
Pumps - portable electric..244 - 245
Pumps - portable manual...........197
Pumps - pressure.............202 - 225
Pumps - puppy Jabsco.....246 - 247
Pumps - Rule bilge .........172 - 180
Pumps - Rulemate auto...179 - 180
Pumps - RV................................216
Pumps - shower sump...............237
Pumps - Shurflo deck.......206 - 208
Pumps - Shurflo fresh.......222 - 224
Pumps - sink drain.....................237
Pumps - sump oil..............243 - 244
Pumps - switch panels......182 - 183
Pumps - utility.............................252
Pumps - utility puppy...................247
Pumps - vane puppy...................242
Pumps - V flow...........................219
Pumps - wakeboard ballast........251
Pumps - washdown...........202 - 208
Pumps - waste..................252 - 255
Pumps - water puppy.........246 - 247
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Name plates...............................11

Palms - sailmaker......................310
Parallel rules................................17
Par-Max pumps - fresh.......217 - 220
Par-Max pumps - deckwash.202 - 205
Parrel beads..............................315
Pedestals - seat.................394 - 397
Pedestals - table.......................400
Pegs - rail....................................16
Pelican hooks............................345
PFD’s - life jackets.............354 - 362
Piano hinge..................................34
Pickups - water..........................201
Pins - tralier................................408
Pin pedestals.............................397
Pirate flag.....................................14
Plastimo compasses.............18 - 29
Plates - deck..........................48 - 50
Plates - rowlock........................141
Plug-in pedestals.......................396
Plugs - drain......................290 - 292
Plugs - power.........................89 - 91
Plugs - Sutars cig..........................89
Plugs - USB..................................90
Plumbing.........................280 - 289
Pockets - storage..................54 - 55
Pocket - winch handle...............312
Polishes & wax.........................168
Pole / tube holders.....................146
Poles - ski..................................305
Port holes.....................................51
Port hole mirror...........................16
Port lights.............................50 - 51
Ports - Armstrong..................48 - 49
Ports - Beckson............................51
Ports - inspection...................48 - 50
Ports - Nairn.................................50
Power plugs..........................89 - 91
Power sockets......................89 - 91
Pressure regulator......................226
Primer bulbs.....................160 - 161
Propeller flag.............................149
Protractor................................167
Pull rings...............................32 - 33
Puller - impeller.........................190
Pulley - impeller pump...............190
Pumps.............................172 - 252
Pumps - 240 volt........................255
Pumps - aerator.................198 - 201
Pumps - air.................................250
Pumps - automatic.............178 - 180
Pumps - bait tank..............198 - 201
Pumps - ballast..........................251
Pumps - bilge electric........172 - 180
Pumps - bilge manual.......194 - 197
Pumps - bronze ...............184 - 193
Pumps - caravan........................216
Pumps - circulation....................248
Pumps - clutch bronze.....186 - 187
Pumps - cyclone........................248
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Mirror - ski..................................307
Mobile phone dry bag...................13
Mooring buoys...................319 - 320
Mooring equipment............319 - 330
Mooring rope......................328 - 330
Mooring springs.................324 - 325
Mooring swivels..........................337
Motor accessories..............146 - 163
Motor brackets...................148 - 149
Motor locks.................................147
Motor flushers............................150
Motor start cord.........................147
Movers - boat....................401 - 402
Movers - jockey wheels.............412
Multi-fender..............................319
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reflectors......................372
Radio cover....................................55
Radio dry bag................................13
Radio holder..................................52
Rail fittings.............................59 - 60
Rated shackles...........................338
Raw water strainers....................288
Recessed boxes & holders......54 - 56
Recharge kits - lifejacket.............363
Reefing - sail...........................42 - 43
Reflective tape............................367
Reflectors - trailer........................417
Regatta buoys.............................322
Rego holder.................................406
Rego letters.................................418
Regulator - water pressure.........226
Remote control lights..........119 - 123
Rigging hardware...............337 - 352
Rigging flange kit........................382
Rigging screws............................344
Ring bolts....................................347
Ring plates..................................348
Ring pulls..............................32 - 33
Rings........................................350
Rod holders.......................297 - 303
Rod holder extension.................301
Rod holder inserts......................303
Rod racks....................................297
Rollers - boat..............................403
Rollers - bow.................................61
Rollers - paint..............................166
Rollers - trailer...................408 - 409
Rope - anchor....................329 - 330
Rope - dinghy line.......................309
Rope - docking..................328 - 330
Rope - double braid.....................308
Rope - hanks anchor...................330
Rope - mooring..................328 - 330
Rope - nylon.......................328 - 330
Rope - silver.......................328 - 330
Rope - ski....................................306
Rope - socks.....................326 - 327
Rope - spectra ...........................309
Rope - tidy bags..........................313
Rope - trailer winch.....................405
Rope - VB cord...........................309
Rope - wire rope.........................342
Rope - yachting...................307 - 309
Rope - yachtspec.......................307
Rowlocks..................................141
Rowlock plates............................141
Rule aerator pumps....................199
Rule bilge pumps...............173 - 180
Rule in-line pumps (LVM)...........245
Rule livewell pumps............198 - 199
Rule float switches.......................181
Rust remover...............................167
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S addles..................................349
Safety equipment.................353 - 375
Safety harnesses..........................364
Safety tethers...............................364
Sailing accessories..............308 - 315
Sail anti-chafe covers...................312
Sail furlers................................42 - 43
Sail regatta buoys........................322
Sail palms & needles....................310
Sail ties.........................................315
Scoops - bailing...........................374
Scoops - inlet strain.....................284
Scoop skin fittings.........................284
Scoops - water.............................290
Scrapers - paint...........................166
Screw eyes...................................346
Scrubbers..................................167
Sculls........................................140
Scuppers...............................287
Sea anchors..................................332
Seabird vent....................................73
Sealant.....................................168
Searchlights.......................119 - 123
Seats...................................387 - 393
Seat clamps ................................400
Seat cushions...............................387
Seat pedestals...................394 - 397
Seat slides..........................398 - 399
Seat swivels.......................398 - 400
Self bailers....................................291
Selma splicing kits.......................312
Senders - fuel / waste...........157 - 158
Separating hinges..........................35
Shackles............................338 - 340
Shackle key...................................340
Shapes - ball / cone.....................372
Shockcord................................314
Shockcord hooks.......................315
S hooks.........................................350
Showers............................238 - 241
Shower drain pumps...................237
Shurflo pumps - deckwash.....206 - 208
Shurflo pumps - fresh.............222 - 224
Signal shapes...............................372
Signal mirror.................................372
Silver rope...........................329 - 330
Sinks..........................................233
Siphons - fuel................................152
Ski equipment.....................305 - 307
Ski hooks......................................307
Ski jackets...........................356 - 357
Ski mirrors.....................................307
Ski poles.......................................305
Ski pole baitstations.............293 - 294
Ski ropes......................................306
Skin fittings..........................282 - 283
Slam latches...................................39
Slides - seat.........................398 - 399
Slop stoppers................................382
Snap hooks.........................351 - 352

Snap shackles..............................350
Sockets - Sutars cig ........................89
Sockets - USB...............................90
Socks - fender............................316
Socks - rope protector...................326
Solar vents....................................72
Solas life jackets.........................354
Speakers - waterproof..................84
Spectra rope................................309
Spiroll rope guard.......................327
Splashwell kit - steering...............382
Splicing fids.................................312
Springs - mooring................324 - 325
Stainless cleaner.........................171
Stainless rigging.................337 - 352
Standard life jackets...................354
Starter cord.................................147
Stanchions & bases................59 - 60
Steering.............................380 - 386
Steeering - accessories.......381 - 382
Steering - cables........................380
Steering - drum cable................382
Steering - helms.........................381
Steering - hydraulic....................383
Steering - kits boxed..................380
Steering - mechanical......380 - 383
Steering - wheels.............384 - 386
Steps..........................................58
Step pads......................................58
Stern lights..........................107 - 115
Storage hatches.....................44 - 48
Storage nets................................313
Storage pockets.....................54 - 55
Strainers............................288 - 289
Strainers - bilge...........................288
Strainers - Jabsco pump.............213
Strainers - raw water..................288
Strainers - Shurflo pump............213
Straps - ocky / rubber...................314
Straps - tiedown...................410 - 411
Straps - winch.............................406
Strumbox..................................288
Suction handle.............................167
Sudbury products...............168 - 169
Sutars cig sockets........................89
Swages.....................................342
Swage terminals.................344 - 346
Switch panels.......................97 - 102
Switch panels - bilge pump...182 - 183
Switches - anchor winch..............103
Switches - assorted.............103 - 105
Switches - bilge...................181 - 183
Switches - battery....................95 - 96
Switches - float............................181
Switches - ignition.......................103
Switches - kill..............................103
Switches - neutral safety.............378
Switches - toggle...............104 - 105
Switch - vacuum........................188
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RWB

Tables......................................400

V

sheet.......................................372
Vacuum switch...............................188
Valves - 3 way................................285
Valves - ball ..................................284
Valves - fuel...................................158
Valves - non return.........................286
Valves - one way............................286
Valves - scupper............................287
Valves - Y......................................285
VB cord..........................................309
Vented loops..................................261
Ventilation................................72 - 78
Vents - blower..................................78
Vents - cowl.............................73 - 75
Vents - deck.............................72 - 75
Vents - dorade..........................74 - 75
Vents - Hurricane.............................72
Vents - louvre...........................76 - 78
Vents - Seabird................................72
Vents - solar.....................................72
Vultail plumbing fittings.........280 - 281

Y

valves....................................285
Yachting rope.......................305 - 307
Yachtspec rope.............................307

Zinc anodes.........................145-146

W

akeboard ballast pumps.........251
Washdown pumps.................202 - 215
Washdown hose - coiled.........208 - 211
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Index

U

bolts - stainless........................347
U bolts - trailer................................413
Underwater lights..................117 - 118
USB plugs........................................90
USB sockets....................................90

Washdown connectors...........211 - 212
Washer - windscreen wiper.............87
Waste pumps.......................252 - 255
Waste tanks.........................256 - 258
Waste tank gauges.......................257
Waterlocks - exhaust...................163
Water filters & strainers.........288 - 289
Water filters - drinking...................227
Water scoops................................284
Water separating fuel filters..........159
Water ski equipment.............305 - 307
Water tanks.........................228 - 231
Waxes & polishes........................168
Webbing buckles..........................349
Webbing winch straps..................406
Wedges - bow trailer.....................408
Wedges - outboard motor.............147
Welcome mats................................16
Wheeleeze - boat mover........401 - 402
Wheels - steering..................384 - 386
Wheel bearing kits.......................413
Wheel bearing protectors.............413
Whistle.......................................353
Winch - sheet.................................67
Winches - trailer............................406
Winch handles - sheet..................312
Winch handle - trailer....................406
Winch handle pocket...................312
Winch ropes..................................405
Winch webbing straps..................406
Winch wires...................................406
Wind generators..............................81
Wind indicators..............................311
Windscreen wipers..................85 - 88
Windscreen wiper accessories......88
Window stop...................................31
Wipers - windscreen..................85 - 88
Wiper blades...................................88
Wire rope......................................342
Wire rope grips..............................340
Wobble rollers...............................408

Product

Table brackets.................................32
Table pedestals.............................400
Tackle box hatches.......................298
Tanks - Diablo.......................156 - 157
Tanks - fuel...........................151 - 156
Tanks - waste holding............256 - 258
Tanks - water........................227 - 231
Tank fittings - fuel...................161 - 163
Tape - Isobond.............................276
Tape - masking............................166
Tape - reflective...........................367
Tape - self amalgamating............276
Taps....................................231 - 236
Tarp eyelets..................................314
T bolt hose clamps......................279
Teardrop buoys............................320
Terminal blocks - electrical............92
Terminal ends - stainless.............344
Terminals - battery........................93
Tethers - safety...........................364
Thermometers............................8 - 9
Thimbles....................................341
Tie downs - battery..........................93
Tie downs - boat...................410 - 411
Tie downs - tank............................157
Tiller arms - steering.....................381
Tiller extension - outboard...........149
Toggle switches..................104 - 105
Toilets & waste systems.......253 - 275
Toilet chemicals..................262 - 263
Toilet conditioner..........................263
Toilet paper..................................262
Toilet pumpout adaptors.............263
Toilet roll holder...........................262
Toilets - elec conversions.....258 - 260
Toilets - electric Jabsco........266 - 272
Toilets - electric TMC............273 - 275
Toilets - Jabsco....................264 - 272
Toilets - lite flush..........................272
Toilets - macerators.............255 - 260
Toilets - manual Jabsco.......264 - 265
Toilets - manual pump..................260
Toilets - quiet flush..............268 - 269
Toilets - service kits......................260
Toilets - silent flush...............270 - 271
Toilets - TMC.......................273 - 275
Torches.....................................371
Tow balls & couplings...........414 - 415
Trailer accessories.............404 - 417
Trailer - adaptors.........................417
Trailer - bearing kits....................413
Trailer - bearing mates...............413
Trailer - boards............................416
Trailer - brackets.........................408

Trailer - electrical connectors.....417
Trailer - grease..............................414
Trailer - hubs.................................413
Trailer - jockey wheels..................412
Trailer - light boards......................416
Trailer - lights.......................416 - 417
Trailer - locks........................414 - 415
Trailer - pins...................................408
Trailer - plugs.................................417
Trailer - rescue kit..........................407
Trailer - rollers......................408 - 409
Trailer - sockets.............................417
Trailer - strip..................................407
Trailer - tie downs................410 - 411
Trailer - winch webbing straps.......406
Trailer - winch ropes.......................405
Trailer - winch wires.......................406
Trailer - winches.............................404
Transducer brackets......................304
Transom protector..........................146
Transom showers.................238 - 239
Trim rings.......................................382
Trolley - outboard...........................150
Tube clips.......................................146
Turnbuckles.........................342 - 343

Index
RWB

Swivels - anchor................336 - 337
Swivels - mooring.........................337
Swivels - seat.......................398 - 400

Product

1 - Brass Clocks & Barometers
Brass Clocks & Barometers

G I F T S & N O V E LT I E S

A range of quality European made “ANVI” brand brass nautical instruments including
clocks, tide clocks, radio room clocks, barometers, hygrometers and thermometers.
Available in polished brass or chrome plated brass cases in various sizes and styles.
They are supplied complete with fastenings and batteries are supplied in the clocks.

70mm Face Diameter - Polished Brass
Case diameter : 95mm Face diameter : 70mm Depth : 45mm
Includes fastenings and also a battery in the clocks.
RWB4540
RWB4541
RWB4542
RWB4543

Clock - polished brass with Roman numerals
Barometer - polished brass
Thermometer & Hygrometer combo - polished brass
Clock - radio room with red & green radio silence zones - polished brass

70mm Face Diameter - Chrome Plated Brass
Case diameter : 95mm Face diameter : 70mm Depth : 45mm
Includes fastenings and also a battery in the clocks.
RWB4544
RWB4545
RWB4546
RWB4547

Clock - chrome brass with Roman numerals
Barometer - chrome brass
Thermometer & Hygrometer combo - chrome brass
Clock - radio room with red & green radio silence zones - chrome brass

95mm Face Diameter - Chrome Plated Brass With Black Face
Case diameter : 115mm Face diameter : 95mm Depth : 40mm
Black face with red print. Includes fastenings and also a battery in the clock.
RWB4568
RWB4569
RWB4570
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Clock - chrome brass with black face
Barometer - chrome brass with black face
Thermometer & Hygrometer combo - chrome & Black
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1 - Brass Clocks & Barometers
Brass Clocks & Barometers

120mm Face Diameter - Polished Brass
Case diameter : 150mm Face diameter : 120mm Depth : 45mm
Includes fastenings and also a battery in the clocks.
RWB4550
RWB4551
RWB4552
RWB4553
RWB4554

Clock - polished brass with Roman numerals
Barometer - polished brass
Thermometer & Hygrometer combo - polished brass
Barometer, Thermometer & Hygrometer triple combo - polished brass
Clock - radio room with red & green radio silence zones marked - polished brass

120mm Face Diameter - Chrome Plated Brass
Case diameter : 150mm Face diameter : 120mm Depth : 45mm
Includes fastenings and also a battery in the clocks.
RWB4555
RWB4556
RWB4557
RWB4558
RWB4559

Clock - chrome plated brass with Roman numerals
Barometer - chrome plated brass
Thermometer & Hygrometer combo - chrome plated brass
Clock - radio room with red & green radio silence zones - chrome plated brass
Barometer, Thermometer & Hygrometer triple combo - chrome plated brass

120mm Face - Polished Brass Code Flags

120mm Face - Tide Clocks

Attractive nautical code flags design instrument face.
Case dia : 150mm Face dia : 120mm Depth : 45mm
Includes fastenings and also a battery in the clocks.

Indicates high, low and sectors of tides.
Degree of accuracy depends on location
within Australia. Inc fastenings & battery.
Case dia : 150mm Face dia : 120mm
Depth : 45mm

RWB4560
RWB4561
RWB4562

Clock - polished brass code flags
Barometer - polished brass code flags
Thermometer & Hygrometer combo flags

RWB4564
RWB4565

Tide clock - polished brass
Tide clock - chrome brass

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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A range of quality European made “ANVI” brand brass nautical instruments including
clocks, tide clocks, radio room clocks, barometers, hygrometers and thermometers.
Available in polished brass or chrome plated brass cases in various sizes and styles.
They are supplied complete with fastenings and batteries are supplied in the clocks.

1 - Nautical Fun Plaques

G I F T S & N O V E LT I E S

Nautical Fun Plaques
A perfect gift or display item. 55 different plaques with nautical
themes. Fun plaques are made of durable moulded black plastic
with engraved print and rope design surround. They have a
self-adhesive backing - easy to apply, no screws required.
Size : 140mm x 77mm - except FP1 which is 95 x 63mm.

RWB446 Fun Plaques
Please also state Fun
Plaque - FP number
when ordering
FP-1
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FP-27

FP-28

FP-18

FP-29

FP-2

FP-10

FP-19

FP-30

FP-3

FP-11

FP-20

FP-31

FP-4

FP-12

FP-21

FP-32

FP-5

FP-13

FP-22

FP-33

FP-6

FP-14

FP-23

FP-34

FP-7

FP-15

FP-24

FP-35

FP-8

FP-16

FP-25

FP-36

FP-9

FP-17

FP-26

FP-37
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1 - Fun Plaques / Identiplates
Identiplates

Nautical Fun Plaques
RWB446 Fun Plaques

FP-39

FP-47

FP-48

Actual Size Of Identiplates

Moulded plastic Identiplates to identify many on-board
instruments and items. Solid plastic with engraved white
writing on a black background. 120 different types.
Size : 38mm (1 1/2") x 12.5mm (1/2")
2 holes drilled to suit 4 gauge self tappers.
RWB459A Packet of 5 Identiplates
RWB459C Single identiplate
Buying in packets of 5 (RWB459A) is much cheaper
than buying them per each (RWB459C).

FP-40

FP-49

FP-41

FP-50

FP-42

FP-51

FP-43

FP-52

FP-44

FP-53

FP-45

FP-54

When Ordering - Please State RWB Number
And Identiplate Number As Shown Below.
1 Anchor Light
2 Bilge Pump
3 Blower
4 Choke
5 Compass
6 Deck Light
7 Depth Sounder
8 Forward
9 Horn
10 Life Jacket (Red)
11 Light
12 Master
13 Masthead Light
14 Neutral
15 Off
16 On
17 Panel Lights
18 Radio
19 Reverse
20 Running Lights
21 Search Light
22 Starter
23 Stern Light
24 Throttle
25 Water Temperature
26 Wiper
27 6 volt
28 12 volt
29 32 volt
30 110 A.C.
31 Aerator
32 Aft
33 Automatic
34 Bait Pump
35 Baitwell
36 Bilge Blower
37 Bow Light
38 Cabin Light
39 Chlorinator
40 Closed
41 Control
42 Controller
43 Courtesy Lights
44 Docking Lights

45 Dome Lights
46 Electric Toilet
47 Engine Room
48 Engine Shutoff
49 Fan
50 Flares (Red)
51 Flood Light
52 Fresh Water System
53 Fuel
54 Fuel Pump
55 Gas
56 Generator
57 Heater
58 Holding Tank
59 Ignition
60 Instrument
61 Loran
62 Manual
63 Misc.
64 Navigation
65 Negative
66 Oil Pressure
67 Oil Temp
68 Open
69 Pilot
70 Pilot Light
71 Port
72 Port Light
73 Positive
74 Power
75 Power Tilt
76 Power Winch
77 Radar
78 Radio Telephone
79 Range Light
80 Record
81 Refrigerator
82 Shower
83 Siren
84 Spreader Lights
85 Starboard
86 Starboard Light
87 Switch
88 Tank 1
89 Tank 2
90 Tank 3

91 Towing Lights
92 Tilt
93 Trim
94 Water Pressure
95 24 volt
96 110 D.C.
97 Blank
98 Strobe Light
99 Vapor Detector
100 Shift
101 High
102 Low
103 Battery Parallel
104 Emergency (Red)
105 Alarm
106 Alternator
107 Amp Meter
108 Sling
109 Icebox
110 Salt Water
111 Tachometer
112 Battery 1
113 Battery 2
114 Cockpit Drain
115 Engine Intake
116 Exhaust
117 Galley Sink Drain
118 Head Discharge
119 Head Intake
120 Head Sink Drain
138 Raw Water Washdown
139 Fresh Water Washdown
142 Starboard Engine
143 Port Engine
147 Live Well
148 GPS
149 VHF
150 Fire Extinguisher (Red)

Identiplate Display Kit
Includes 31 packets of the most
popular identiplates in a handy
counter display box.

FP-46

FP-55

RWB459B Identiplate display kit
RWB459D Display box only

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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FP-38

1 - Bathiscopes
Bathiscope - Large Deluxe
Just break the water surface with the lens of the bathiscope
and look through the soft rubber face piece for a view as far
as the water clarity permits.

G I F T S & N O V E LT I E S

A
A
A
A
A

Check your mooring, anchor, cray pots or traps
Search for fish
View coral reefs
Simply use to see what's below
Dismantles into four sections for ease of storage

High quality, heavy duty orange plastic construction with
all round circular handle and soft flexible rubber face seal.
This bathiscope quickly and easily dismantles into four
sections which fit inside each other for easy storage.
510mm x 360mm total size assembled.
Dismantles into
4 sections that fit
inside each other
for easy storage

RWB3796

Bathiscope - deluxe

SP283

Replacement rubber face seal

Bathiscope - Standard
Economically priced Bathiscope
made from plastic with a rubber
viewing face.
Check your mooring or anchor,
look for fish, search the bottom.
Simply place the bathiscope in
the water and view through the
soft rubber face protector.
410mm height.
170 x 200mm diameter.
RWB3682

Decorative Ring Lifebuoys

Ideal for pleasure craft, pool or decorative
purposes. Closed cell foam lifebuoys with white
PVC cover. Available with red or blue bands &
poly rope. 650mm (26") diameter.
RWB590
RWB591
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White with red bands
White with blue bands

Bathiscope - standard

42 Knots Card

Laminated, double sided colour
card complete with 2 x 750mm
lengths of coloured rope.
This card shows how to tie
42 of the most popular knots.
Ideal for boating, Scouting Etc.
215 x 135mm
RWB419
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1- Lalizas Dry Bags
Lalizas Dry Bags

Fill the
dry bag

Standard Series Dry Bags
Economically priced series in red colour
available in a range of sizes.
RWB8830
RWB8831
RWB8832
RWB8833

400 x 250mm
600 x 300mm
700 x 350mm
800 x 500mm

5 litre
12 litre
18 Litre
55 Litre

Atlantic Series Dry Bags
The Atlantic series Dry Bags have a
reinforced top closure and a reinforced
bottom to allow packing of heavier objects.
The clear see-through PVC allows you
to easily see what you need without
having to unpack the entire bag.
Clear PVC with blue bottom and handle.
RWB8835
RWB8836
RWB8837
RWB8838

400 x 250mm
600 x 300mm
700 x 350mm
800 x 500mm

5 litre
12 litre
18 Litre
55 Litre

Roll
the top
over at
least 3
times

Clip the
buckle
together

The bag
is now
secure
and has
a handle

Lalizas Dry Bags For Handhelds
Lalizas Dry Bags offer protection for all your handheld electronic
equipment - GPS, VHF, mobile phone Etc. Made of durable vinyl,
they have a clear front panel which allows you to see displays and
buttons so you can access many functions on the handhelds
without removing it from the bag.
Each dry bag has a lanyard loop and is secured by a velcro patch.
The sizes shown below are the useable size - after it has been
secured - when the bag is empty.

RWB8841

RWB8843

RWB8842

RWB8844

RWB8840
RWB8841
RWB8842
RWB8843
RWB8844
RWB8845

RWB8840

Mobile phone
Small VHF radio
Standard VHF radio
Small GPS
Standard GPS
Dry Briefcase

190mm x 95mm
350mm x 95mm
400mm x 95mm
230mm x 90mm
295mm x 120mm
375mm x 265mm

Dry bags are NOT
guaranteed to float.
It is also suggested
that you test for
waterproofness
regularly to detect
any pinhole leaks.

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

RWB8845
Ideal for onboard
documents
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Lalizas Dry Bags are remarkably strong and
have a 3 roll closure system to keep clothes
and valuables clean and dry.
They are available in a number of sizes and
2 styles to suit your requirements.

1 - Flags & Code Flags
Australian Flags
Australian flags made from UV treated knitted polyester with
reinforced polyester header and 3.5mm diameter nylon tie line.
A range of sizes are available.

G I F T S & N O V E LT I E S

RWB8811
RWB8812
RWB8813
RWB8814

200mm height x 300mm width
300mm height x 450mm width
500mm height x 750mm width
1 metre height x 1.5 metre width

Pirate Flag
Jolly Roger Pirate flag made from UV treated knitted
polyester with reinforced polyester header and 5mm
diameter nylon tie line.
RWB8815

300mm height x 450mm width

International Code Flags - Complete Set
Complete set of 40 international
code flags made from UV treated
knitted polyester with reinforced
polyester header and 3.5mm
diameter nylon tie line.
Supplied in roll-up storage bag.
26 x letters 300mm x 200mm
11 x pennants 430mm x 150mm
3 x substitutes 300mm x 150mm
RWB8810

Complete set of 40 code flags

Code Flags - Individual

Nylon code flags
with header and
tie line.
300 x 400mm
(12” x 16”)

RWB8254
		

“C” Yes or affirmative.
Change of course (sailing regatta)

RWB8255
		

“N” No or negative.
Abandonment and re-sail (sail regatta)

RWB8256

“Q” Request clearance into port

RWB8257
		

“A” Divers flag.
Keep clear diver below
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Code Flags - String Of Pennants
Ideal to dress up
your yacht for
special occasions.
A complete set of 40
colourful code flag
pennants fitted on a
string to easily hoist.
12 metres long. Each
flag is 120mm x 220mm.
RWB8259

String of 40

International Code Label
Stick-on lightweight vinyl.
White label with coloured
international code flags.
167 x 122mm
RWB455
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1 - Floating Key Rings
Floating Key Rings - Fenders / Buoys

The fenders are 100mm long x 30mm wide excluding
the ring and come in white with blue dipped ends or
white with black dipped ends.
The buoys are 60mm long x 45mm wide excluding the
ring and come in white with blue dipped head or bright
orange with black dipped head.

Max 2 x small
standard keys

Floating Key Rings

Yellow plastic lemon style key float
which is well made and very buoyant.
Complete with stainless steel ring clip.
Float size 90 x 47mm.
25mm diameter stainless ring clip.
RWB637

Fender - white with black ends
Fender - white with blue ends
Buoy - orange with black head
Buoy - white with blue head

Screen Printed Key Rings

Yellow plastic floating key ring as described
at left. They can be screen printed with your
company name, phone number and logo
Etc. in a single colour.
Minimum quantity order is 500 key rings.
Delivery approx 6 - 8 weeks from order.
RWB639

Cork Floating Key Ring

Solid 50mm cork ball provides a high amount
of buoyancy - enough to safely float 4 keys.
Complete with flecked rope and chrome
plated ring clip.
RWB515

RWB5580
RWB5581
RWB5582
RWB5583

Screen printed key ring
Minimum Qty 500

Floating Key Rings

Bright and very buoyant fluoro coloured
key floats in five assorted nautical patterns
- complete with brass chain and ring catch.
RWB1009

Assorted key rings

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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Miniature versions of our range of genuine Majoni
fenders and buoys.
Designed for maximum of 2 x standard small keys.
Supplied pre-inflated ready to use.
Two colour combination in each style, complete with a
heavy duty stainless steel key ring.

1 - Bells / Mirror / Mats

G I F T S & N O V E LT I E S

Traditional Bronze Bells

Brass Porthole Mirror

High quality, solid bronze
ships bells complete with
bronze wall bracket, striker
and rope lanyard.
Solid construction with
elegant styling and good
solid sound.
The size shown is the
diameter of the base.

Polished solid brass with
authentic fold-down brass
toggle fasteners and
hinged opening mirror.

RWB1202
RWB1203

RWB2072

Overall diameter : 290mm
Mirror diameter : 195mm
Supplied with brass
screws.

100mm - 4"
150mm - 6"

Welcome Mats
These welcome mats are made from soft yet durable PVC for
resistance to salt water, fuels and general spills. They are UV
stabilised suitable for areas exposed to the sunlight.
They are soft and comfortable to walk on and are anti-slip.
The loop layer is constructed to trap dirt and grime and can be
easily cleaned by vacuuming and rinsing with fresh water.
2 colours - Blue with light grey printing or grey with red printing
2 sizes - 600 x 400mm (24” x 16”) or 900 x 600mm (36” x 24”)
RWB8825
RWB8826
RWB8827
RWB8828

Boat Rail Pegs

Grey 600 x 400mm
Blue 600 x 400mm
Grey 900 x 600mm
Blue 900 x 600mm

Sailing Inclinometer
Bright fluorescent green
fluid with easy to read
markings from 0 - 45
degrees. Self-adhesive
backing for easy
installation. 90 x 40mm.
RWB2743

Dual Scale Inclinometer
Made in New Zealand from non-corrosive
UV stabilised plastic - no problems with rusty pegs.
Designed to clip over a standard 25mm (1”) railing.
Ideal for hanging towels to dry etc.
Pegs simply push onto the rail and are removed
by applying a gentle squeeze to release them.
Blister packed set of 10 pegs for open shop display.

White plastic dual scale
inclinometer with easy
to read markings. Scale
from from 0 - 45 degrees
and 0 - 5 degrees to attain
optimum heel angle.
100 x 81mm.

RWB184

RWB2742
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Pack of 10 pegs
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2 - Binoculars & Navigation Instruments
Plastimo Binoculars
7 x 50 Water-Repellent Marine Binoculars

RWB8246

Plastimo 7 x 50 water-repellent marine binoculars

7 x 50 WATERPROOF Marine Binoculars

Plastimo 7 x 50 waterproof marine binoculars

Floating Lanyard For Binoculars
Nylon outer with foam inner slips over the neck strap to assist in
keeping binoculars afloat.
RWB8248

Floating lanyard for binoculars

Parallel Rules

Quality British made Captain Fields pattern parallel
rules. Precision injected moulded in 5mm acrylic,
with divisions for the protractor and compass
points, giving greater accuracy.
Bevelled on all 4 edges for ease of use.
RWB434
			
RWB431
			

Brass Dividers
Quality British made solid
brass single handed dividers
with stainless steel points.
175mm (7") length.
RWB432

Standard. 400mm (16") length
with anodised aluminium link arms.
Deluxe. 400mm (16") length with
solid brass link arms.

Course Plotter

Portland navigational course plotter provides a
quick and easy method of plotting courses and
bearings and gives a direct reading of corrections
for magnetic variation with rotatable compass rose.

Square Protractor
125mm (5") navigational
protractor, which can also be
used as a simple parallel rule
and plotter.
It has a variety of navigational
uses and is made in England
from clear acrylic.
RWB435B

RWB430

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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RWB8247

&

Waterproof and fog proof binoculars for optimum visibility & reliability.
7x magnification with 50mm diameter multi-coated green lenses and
superior quality BAK-4 optics giving brighter crisper images with 30%
more light entering the binoculars.
116 metre field of view with central eye focus and fold down eye cups.
Waterproof and fog proof with ergonomic design and non-slip grip.
990 grams. 200 mm height.
Supplied complete with neck strap, flexible case and cleaning cloth.

C O M PA S S E S

Quality marine binoculars with highly resistant metalic body, impact
resistant armouring and non-slip grip. Water-repellent (NOT waterproof).
7x magnification with 50mm diameter multi-coated lenses for clearer
colours improved brightness and contrast. BAK-7 standard prism.
122 metre field of view with central eye focus and fold down eye cups.
850 grams. 170 mm height.
Supplied complete with neck strap and flexible case.

2 - Compasses - Plastimo

&

N AV I G AT I O N

Plastimo Compasses

C O M PA S S E S

Flat back reading compass card.
Ideal when viewing from well above
the compass mounting position.

Conical dual front and top reading
compass card. Ideal when viewing
from in front or just above the
compass mounting position.

Hand bearing compasses
Iris 50 and Iris 100 range.

Offshore 55 range.
Power boats to 6Mtrs

Offshore 105 range. Suits power
boats 5-9 Mtr. 91mm dia card

Mini-Contest. Sail boats
up to 9 Mtr. 81mm card

Page 18

Plastimo have been manufacturing compasses for 50 years
and over that time have perfected their quality and design.
Plastimo selects the best components coupled with modern
styling to give an elegant look to their dependable range of
instruments. With a compass to suit just about every style
of boat - and application (power, sailing, racing, cruising Etc)
Plastimo has the range to satisfy most requirements.
Some of our stock range of Plastimo compasses are world
balanced for use anywhere in the world - the rest are
balanced for zone C south pacific and Australia.
Plastimo compasses include A 5 year limited warranty
A Quality European made compass
A Saphire bearings - hard wearing & long lasting
A Flat cards or dual reading conical cards
A Anti-spin card dampening mechanism
A “VA” Vibration absorber system (Offshore 75 & 95)
A Viton expansion diaphragm
A Operating temperature : -20 deg C to + 60 deg C
A Domes are shock resistant and UV resistant
A Variety of mounting options and colour combinations
A The compass fluid magnifies and clarifies for legibility
A Balanced for Zone C - Australia and South Pacific
A Some series have Universal Global Balance
A Style - accuracy - affordability

Offshore 75 range. Suits power
boats 5-9 Mtr. 70mm dia card

Offshore 115 range. GLOBAL
BALANCE. 6 - 12 Mtr boats

Contest 101 range. Sail
boats 9 Mtr+. 100mm card

Offshore 95 range. Suits power
boats 6-12 Mtr. 81mm dia card

Offshore 135 range. Power
boats 9 Mtr+. 130mm card

Contest 101 tactical. Sail
boats 8-12 Mtr. 100mm card

Olympic 135 range. Sail
boats 9 Mtr+. 130mm card

Contest 130 range. Sail
boats 9 Mtr+. 127mm card

QUALITY MARINE PRODUCTS - www.rwbmarine.com.au

2 - Compasses - Plastimo Hand Bearing
Iris 50 Handbearing Compass
Ideal handbearing compass - easy to use, very accurate, compact.

Yellow Iris 50 compass
Blue Iris 50 compass

RWB8002

Army olive green Iris 50 compass
(Non-stock item available to indent order - min qty is 10)

Iris 100 Handbearing Compass
A versatile universal handbearing / bracket mount steering compass
- easy to use with the pistol grip handle.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Global balance for use in any world zone - ideal for cruising yachts
Can be simply removed from the bracket mount to take bearings
Smooth edge no-snag quick release brkt - ideal for sailing dinghies
Can be read like a standard steering compass whilst on the bracket
Additional brackets can be purchased to mount anywhere
Universal mounting - can be installed at any angle or position
- vertical, horizontal, lying flat, upside down
The compass card always remains horizontal at any inclination
Easy to read conical style dual reading card
70mm diameter compass card. 2 x mobile lubber lines
It floats!
Soft rubber casing protects against shocks
Pistol grip handle for easy sighting
Weighs only 295 grams
Supplied with bracket and screws, lanyard and padded pouch
5 year limited warranty
2 colour accents available - and with or without lighting
Clamshell colour retail display packaging

RWB8005
RWB8006

Light grey with YELLOW accent - NO lighting
Light grey with BLUE accent - NO lighting

RWB8007
RWB8008

Light grey with YELLOW accent - WITH LED lighting
Light grey with BLUE accent - WITH LED lighting
Lighting is LED operated by 1.5v standard AAA battery

SP630
SP631

Additional mounting bracket
12v light unit for Iris 100 (retro-fit)

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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RWB8000
RWB8001

&

Soft-grip armour : non-slip and shock resistant against knocks
Easy to read - magnified card with 1 degree graduations
Highly accurate - no parallax error and very stable card
Non-corrosive and maintenance free
Compass can also be read from above like a standard compass
Built-in photo luminescent lighting - no batteries required
Wide 20 degree field of view
Very compact - pocket sized compass and weighs only 105 grams
Supplied complete with lanyard
Balanced for zone C - Australia and South Pacific
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
5 year limited warranty
Various colours available
Clam shell retail display packaging

C O M PA S S E S

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

2 - Compasses - Plastimo Offshore 55

C O M PA S S E S
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Offshore 55 KAYAK Compass

The Plastimo Offshore 55 Kayak compass is an ideal addition to any
Kayak. It can be mounted via the integral base bracket which is fully
adjustable and also has shockcord and hook attachment supplied.
The compass has a 55mm conical card for easy front reading and
also has an in-built heading notch in the body to easily visualise the
compass heading.

This compass has
“Universal Global Balance”
which means it is NOT
zone dependant - so it
can be used anywhere
in the world.
Ideal if kayaks are being
exported - including a
compass - or paddle to
anywhere!!

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Optional Accessories
SP735		 LED lighting unit
			 suits 12 & 24v
SP632		 Compensator

Base bracket mount compass with 55mm diameter conical card
Also attaches via shockcord and hooks supplied with compass
Easy to read card with moulded-in heading notch
Global Universal Balance
Watertight one-piece moulded bowl and flange
All parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
82mm diameter x 69mm height

RWB8108

Kayak Offshore 55 compass

Offshore 55 Powerboat Compass

Suits Small
Power Boats
To 6 Metres
The Offshore 55 Powerboat Compasses
have a clever bracket mount system
that allows mounting on horizontal,
vertical and inclined surfaces.
They also have Universal Global
Balance - NOT zone dependant - so the
1 compass can be used anywhere in the
world - ideal for export boatbuilders.

The Plastimo Offshore 55 compasses are
suitable for Powerboats up to 6 metre length.
They have “Universal Global Balance” which
means they are NOT zone dependant compasses so they can be used anywhere in the world.
These compasses have a large stable base
bracket that absorbs vibration and conical cards
for easy front reading.
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A

Bracket mount with 55mm dia. conical card
Bracket is adjustable up to 90 degrees for easy
mounting and reading on horizontal, vertical or
inclined surfaces
Global Universal Balance
Watertight one-piece moulded bowl and flange
All parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
Style - accuracy - affordability
82mm diameter x 69mm height

RWB8106
RWB8107

Black Offshore 55
White Offshore 55

			
Optional Accessories
SP735		 LED lighting unit suits 12 & 24v
SP632		 Compensator unit
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2 - Compasses - Plastimo Offshore 75
Offshore 75 Powerboat Compasses

A variety of colours and mounting options are available.

RWB
Mount Compass
Code
Style
Exterior
			 Colour
Dash flush mount - allows mounting
at any inclination vertical to horizontal
RWB8013 & RWB8014

RWB8010
RWB8011
RWB8013
RWB8014
RWB8015
RWB8016
RWB8017
RWB8018

Flush
Flush
Dash
Dash
Binnacle
Binnacle
Bracket
Bracket

Black
White
Black
White
Black
White
Black
White

Card
Type

Card
Colour

Conical
Conical
Conical
Conical
Conical
Conical
Conical
Conical

Black
White
Lt Grey
White
Black
White
Black
White

Mini-binnacle mount on horizontal
surface. Includes quick remove
clip plate. RWB8015 & RWB8016

Bracket mount. Bracket can be
mounted at any angle, as long as
compass & card remains horizontal.
Includes quick remove clip plate.
RWB8017 & RWB8018

Optional rail mount
clip for bracket mount
compasses. Suits
18mm - 22.5mm dia
rails. Does NOT
include compass.
SP633 Rail mount
clip only

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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70mm apparent card diameter
Conical dual read card with 5 degree graduations
Vibration absorber system to keep the card stable
Watertight one-piece moulded bowl and flange
Quick remove clip supplied (Binnacle & Brkt Mnt)
12v lighting included
Compensators optional (not possible for flush Mnt)
Variety of mounting positions
Variety of colour combinations
All parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
Universal global balance - use worldwide
Style - accuracy - affordability

&

Flush mount on flat horizontal
surface. RWB8010 & RWB8011

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

C O M PA S S E S

The Offshore 75 range of compasses are suitable for
powerboats from 5 to 9 metre length. Whatever the
boat speed, hull pounding or vibrations, the offshore
75 will remain fully efficient due to Plastimo’s exclusive
“vibration absorber” system which ensures that the
compass card remains stable in all conditions.
In addition - these compasses (except dashmount)
have universal global balance - not zone dependant so they are suitable for use in any zone worldwide.

2 - Compasses - Plastimo Offshore 95
Offshore 95 Powerboat Compasses

C O M PA S S E S

&

N AV I G AT I O N

The Plastimo Offshore 95 range of compasses are
suitable for powerboats from 6 to 12 metre length.
Whatever the boat speed, hull pounding or vibrations,
the offshore 95 will remain fully efficient due to
Plastimo’s exclusive “vibration absorber” system
which ensures that the compass card remains stable
in all conditions. Available in flush or bracket mount
in a variety of card types and colour combinations.

Flush mount on flat horizontal surface.
Available with flat or conical card in white
or black or white compass with black card.
RWB8022 - 8026 flush mount compasses

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

81mm apparent card diameter
Conical or flat card with 5 degree graduations
Vibration absorber system keeps the card stable
Watertight one-piece moulded bowl and flange
Quick remove clip supplied (Binnacle & Brkt Mnt)
12v lighting included
Compensators included - easily adjustable
Optional plastic protective sun covers
Variety of colour options
All parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
Balanced for Zone C - Australia and South Pacific
Style - accuracy - affordability

RWB
Mount Compass
Code
Style
Exterior
			 Colour

Bracket mount compasses. Bracket can be mounted
at any angle - as long as the compass and card
remains horizontal. White conical dual reading card
shown left. Black flat card shown right. Available in
all white, or black and white compass with black card.
The bracket mount compasses are easily removable
using the quick remove clip plate supplied.
RWB8027 - 8030 bracket mount compasses

Optional protective
covers for offshore
95 compasses.
SP634
SP635

Black
White

RWB8022
RWB8023
RWB8024
RWB8025
RWB8026
RWB8027
RWB8028
RWB8029
RWB8030

Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush
Bracket
Bracket
Bracket
Bracket

Black
Black
White
White
White
Black
Black
White
White

Card
Type

Card
Colour

Flat
Conical
Flat
Conical
Conical
Flat
Conical
Flat
Conical

Black
Black
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
White

Optional rail mount
clip for bracket
mount compasses.
Suits 18mm 22.5mm dia rails.
Does NOT include
compass.
SP633 Rail mount
clip only
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2 - Compasses - Plastimo Offshore 105 & 135
Offshore 105 & 135 Powerboat Compasses

Offshore 105 Powerboat Compasses

RWB
Mount Compass
Code
Style
Exterior
			 Colour
Telescoping roll down hood protects against sun and weather

RWB8035
RWB8036
RWB8037
RWB8038
RWB8039
SP647
SP648
SP636
SP637

Shown with optional
bracket mount kit

Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush

Black
Black
White
White
White

Card
Type

Card
Colour

Flat
Conical
Flat
Conical
Conical

Black
Black
Black
White
Black

Black bracket mount kit
White bracket mount kit
Replacement black hood kit
Replacement white hood kit

Offshore 135 Powerboat Compasses
The Plastimo Offshore 135 range of compasses are
suitable for powerboats over 9 metre length.
Available in flush mount or can be bracket mount
by purchasing optional bracket mount kit. Available
in a variety of card types and colour combinations.
Features as per Offshore 105 range above.
A
A
A
A

130mm apparent card diameter
Conical or flat card with 5 degree graduations
Flush mount as standard (bracket mount kit option)
Other features and approvals as per Offshore 105

RWB
Mount Compass
Code
Style
Exterior
			 Colour
RWB8043
RWB8044
RWB8045
RWB8047
SP649
SP650
SP638
SP639

Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush

Black
White
Black
White

Card
Type

Card
Colour

Flat
Flat
Conical
Conical

Black
Black
Black
Black

Black bracket mount kit
White bracket mount kit
Replacement black hood kit
Replacement white hood kit

Telescoping roll down hood protects against sun and weather

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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91mm apparent card diameter
Conical or flat card with 5 degree graduations
Flush mount as standard (bracket mount kit option)
Built-in roll-down telescopic sun hood/cover
12v lighting included
Compensators included
All parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
Balanced for Zone C - Australia and South Pacific

&

Available with conical front reading or flat back reading card

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

C O M PA S S E S

The Plastimo Offshore 105 range of compasses are
suitable for powerboats from 5 to 9 metre length.
Available in flush mount or can be bracket mount
by purchasing optional bracket mount kit. Available
in a variety of card types and colour combinations.

2 - Compasses - Plastimo Offshore 115

N AV I G AT I O N

Offshore 115 Powerboat Compasses

C O M PA S S E S

&

The Offshore 115 Powerboat
Compasses Include Universal
Global Balance - NOT zone
dependant like other
compasses - these can be
used anywhere in the world

Flush mount with flat card.
All black colour RWB8093

Flush mount with flat card.
White / black RWB8095

The Plastimo Offshore 115 range of compasses are
suitable for powerboats from 6 to 12 metre length.
This range has “Universal Global Balance” which
means they are NOT zone dependant compasses
so they can be used anywhere in the world.
Whatever the boat speed, hull pounding or vibrations,
the offshore 115 will remain fully efficient due to
Plastimo’s exclusive “vibration absorber” system
which ensures that the compass card remains stable
in all conditions. Available in flush mount in a variety
of card types and colours - with an optional binnacle
if binnacle mount is desired.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Flush mounting horizontally. Optional binnacle
101mm apparent card diameter
Universal Global Balance for use Worldwide
Articulated telescoping roll down hood
Conical or flat card with 5 degree graduations
Vibration absorber system keeps the card stable
Watertight one-piece moulded bowl and flange
LED lighting included - suits both 12 & 24 volt
Compensators included
All parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
Style - accuracy - affordability

RWB
Mount Compass
Code
Style
Exterior
			 Colour

Flush mount with front
read conical card. All
black colour RWB8094

Flush mount with front
read conical card.
White / black RWB8096
All white RWB8097 is
available - not shown

RWB8093
RWB8094
RWB8095
RWB8096
RWB8097
SP735
SP736
SP737

Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush

Black
Black
White
White
White

Card
Type

Card
Colour

Flat
Conical
Flat
Conical
Conical

Black
Black
Black
Black
White

Replacement LED light suits 12 & 24v
Optional black binnacle only
Optional white binnacle only

All Offshore 115
compasses have
a 3 piece roll down
telescoping hood
Optional binnacle can be fitted
to make a complete binnacle
mount compass as shown

All Offshore 115 compasses
include watertight one-piece
moulded flange and bowl
with Viton expansion and
retraction diaphragm
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2 - Compasses - Horizon / Mini-Contest
Horizon 135 Power & Sailboat Compasses

RWB8090
RWB8091

Black flush compass with black card
Black flush compass with red card

SP670
SP671
SP672
SP660
SP662
SP663

White plastic binnacle
Polished stainless steel binnacle
Replacement sun cover (supplied with compass)
Replacement 12v light unit
24v light unit
Red light cover for black card compass

Mini-Contest Sailboat Compasses
The Plastimo Mini-Contest compass is suitable for
sailing boats up to 9 metre length.
The Mini-Contest is one of Plastimo’s most popular
compasses with the style to match modern cockpits.
Vertical bulkhead mounting or can be mast mounted
by purchasing optional mast mounting kit.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
SP652

SP632

Mast mounting
bracket kit

Compensator

81mm apparent card diameter
Conical front read card with 5 degree graduations
Vertical bulkhead mounting
Suits any bulkhead mounting thickness
Optional mast mount bracket (suit sailing dinghies)
3 lubber lines, at 45 degrees
Clinometer showing angle of heel
12v lighting included
Protective cover included
Compensators optional
All parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
Balanced for Zone C - Australia and South Pacific

RWB8054
RWB8055

Black compass with red card
White compass with red card

SP652
SP632

Mast mounting bracket kit. Moulded plastic
Compensator unit (optional)

SP634
SP635

Spare black cover
Spare white cover

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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130mm apparent card diameter. Red or black.
Large flat card with 5 degree graduations
Horizontal flush mount or optional binnacle mount
12v lighting included
Protective sun cover included
Compensators included (tunnel rod style)
All parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
Balanced for Zone C - Australia and South Pacific

&

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

C O M PA S S E S

The Plastimo Horizon 135 compass is suitable for
both power and sailing boats over 9 metre length.
A top quality solidly built compass in the traditional
fashion. Available standard as a flush mount
compass but can be pedestal mounted with the
optional binnacles in white plastic or stainless.

2 - Compasses - Plastimo Contest 101
Contest 101 Sailboat Compasses

C O M PA S S E S
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The Plastimo Contest 101 compasses are suitable
for sailing boats of 9 metres+ length.
The Contest 101 series are Plastimo’s most popular
sailboat compasses with high performance engineering
and elegant styling to match modern cockpits.
Vertical bulkhead mounting or can be mast mounted
by fitting the optional mast mounting kit.

RWB8060

RWB8061

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

100mm apparent card diameter
Dual front and top reading compass card
Double reading - can be read from cockpit & cabin
Vertical bulkhead mounting up to 10 Deg incline
Suits any bulkhead mounting thickness
Optional aluminium mast mounting bracket
3 lubber lines, at 45 degrees
Clinometer showing angle of heel
12v lighting included
Protective cover included
Compensators optional
Watertight construction & all parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
Balanced for Zone C - Australia and South Pacific
Will be Global balance Multizone as we clear stock

RWB
Code
		

RWB8062

RWB8063

Compass Card
Exterior Colour
Colour

RWB8060
RWB8061
RWB8062
RWB8063

Black
Black
White
White

Red
Black
Red
White

Compass for inclined bulkheads 10-25 degrees Where the bulkhead is inclined more than 10 degrees
this compass is required.
RWB8066

White compass with red card 10-25 deg

Compass with tactical compass card - can be used
as a normal compass with top reading card - or
tactical with segmented colour card & numerals, which
makes it easier to steer a triangular olympic course.
RWB8065

RWB8066

RWB8065

Black compass with tactical card

Accessories & Spare Parts

Front facia bezels for
contest 101 compasses.
Use as replacements or to mix and match
various colour schemes.
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SP653

Mast mounting bracket

SP660
SP661
SP662
SP663

12v light unit for black compass
12v light unit for white compass
24v light unit for all compasses
Red light cover for black card compass

SP655

Replacement sun cover 101
(supplied with compass)

SP632

Optional compensator

SP657
SP658
SP659

Black bezel
White bezel
Blue bezel

QUALITY MARINE PRODUCTS - www.rwbmarine.com.au

2 - Compasses - Plastimo Contest 130
Contest 130 Sailboat Compasses

RWB
Mount
Code
Style
			

RWB8075

RWB8070
RWB8071
RWB8072
RWB8074
RWB8075

Compass Card
Exterior Colour
Colour

Bulkhead vertical
Bulkhead vertical
Bulkhead vertical
Bracket mount
Bracket Mount

Black
Black
White
Black
White

Red
Black
Red
Red
Red

Accessories & Spare Parts
SP654

Mast mounting bracket

SP660
SP661
SP662
SP663

12v light unit for black compass
12v light unit for white compass
24v light unit for all compasses
Red light cover for black card compass

SP656

Replacement sun cover 130
(cover supplied with compass)

SP632

Replacement compensator
(supplied with compass)

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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RWB8071

127mm apparent card diameter
Dual front and top reading compass card
Vertical bulkhead mounting up to 10 Deg incline
Bracket mount in any position. Easily removable
Optional aluminium mast mounting bracket
3 lubber lines, at 45 degrees
Clinometer showing angle of heel
Dual 12v lighting included - upper and lower
Protective cover included
Compensators included as standard
Watertight construction & all parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
Balanced for Zone C - Australia and South Pacific

&

RWB8070

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

C O M PA S S E S

The Plastimo Contest 130 compasses are suitable
for sailing boats of 9 metres+ length.
The Contest 130 series have a large 127mm diameter
card with exceptional magnification giving the user an
unparalleled quality of reading by day or night.
The contest 130 remains perfectly legible from a
distance of 5 metres away.
Vertical bulkhead or bracket mounting or can be mast
mounted by fitting the optional mast mounting kit.

2 - Compasses - Plastimo Olympic 115 Sail

N AV I G AT I O N

Olympic 115 Sailboat Compasses

Suits 6 - 13
Metre Yachts

C O M PA S S E S

&

The Olympic 115 Sail boat
Compasses Include Universal
Global Balance - NOT zone
dependant - so the 1 compass
can be used anywhere in the
world - ideal for cruising yachts.

Flush mount with flat card.
All black colour RWB8100

Flush mount with conical
card. All black RWB8101

The Plastimo Olympic 115 range of compasses are
suitable for Sailboats from 6 to 13 metre length.
This range has “Universal Global Balance” which
means they are NOT zone dependant compasses so they can be used anywhere in the world making
them ideal for cruising yachts.
Available in horizontal flush mount models - or an
up to 45 degree inclined flush mount - in a variety
of card types and colours - with an option to purchase
a binnacle - if a binnacle mount compass is desired.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Flush mount - horizontal or 45 deg incline model
Optional binnacle to make them binnacle mount
101mm apparent card diameter
Global Universal Balance
Conical or flat card with 5 degree graduations
Watertight one-piece moulded bowl and flange
LED lighting included - suits both 12 & 24 volt
Compensators & protective cover included
All parts fully UV treated
5 year limited warranty
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
Style - accuracy - affordability

RWB
Mount Compass
Code
Style
Exterior
			 Colour

Card
Type

Horizontal Flush Mount Models
RWB8100
Flush
Black
Flat
RWB8101
Flush
Black
Conical
RWB8103
Flush
White
Conical

Card
Colour

Black
Black
White

Inclined Flush Mount - Up To 45 Degrees
RWB8102
Flush
Black
Conical
Black
45 degree incline mount
with front read conical card.
All black colour RWB8102

Flush mount with front
read conical card.
All white RWB8103

All Olympic 115 compasses
include watertight one-piece
moulded flange and bowl
with Viton expansion and
retraction diaphragm
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Optional binnacle can be fitted
to make a complete binnacle
mount compass as shown.
SP736
SP737
SP735

Optional black binnacle only
Optional white binnacle only
Replacement LED light suits 12 & 24v
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2 - Compasses - Plastimo Olympic 100 & 135
Olympic 100 Sailboat Compass
The Plastimo Olympic 100 compass is suitable
for sailing boats of 8 - 12 metres in length.
Flush mounting on a horizontal surface.
Flat red 100mm apparent card diameter
Flush horizontal mounting
3 lubber lines, at 45 degrees
12v lighting and compensators included
Protective cover included
5 year limited warranty
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
Zone C balance - Australia and South Pacific

&

RWB
Compass Card
Code
Exterior Colour
		
Colour
RWB8078
Black
Red

The Plastimo Olympic 135 compasses are suitable
for sailing boats of 9 metres+ length.
They have a large 130mm diameter card with stylish
design and unique telescoping protective hood.
Designed for yacht pedestal mounting - flush mount
in pedestal or complete with white plastic binnacle.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
RWB8083

Telescopic
Sun Hood

RWB8087

RWB8086

Flat 130mm apparent card diameter
Pedestal mounting, with or without white binnacle
Optional stainless steel binnacle. Binnacles can
be fitted, or retro-fitted to flush mount compasses
Optional watertight flush mounting kit
3 lubber lines, at 45 degrees
Dual 12v lighting included
Telescoping protective sun hood
Tunnel rod compensators included as standard
5 year limited warranty
SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
Zone C balance - Australia and South Pacific

RWB
Mount
Code
Style
			
RWB8080
Flush
RWB8081
Flush
RWB8083
Flush
RWB8085
Binnacle
RWB8086
Binnacle
RWB8087
Binnacle
RWB8088
Binnacle

Compass
Exterior
Colour
Black
Black
White
Black
Black
White
White

Card
Colour
Black
Red
Red
Black
Red
Black
Red

Accessories & Spare Parts
SP660
SP661
SP662
SP663
SP665
SP666
SP667
SP668
SP669

12v light unit for black compass
12v light unit for white compass
24v light unit for all compasses
Red light cover for black card compass
White binnacle only
Stainless steel binnacle only
Replacement black hood kit
Replacement white hood kit
Flush mount kit. Ensures watertight installation
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Olympic 135 Sailboat Compasses

A
A
A

C O M PA S S E S

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

CABIN

H A R D WA R E

3 - Cabin Hardware - Door Catches
Deluxe Door Catch - Smartcatch

Deluxe Door Catch

High quality door catch made from cast 316 grade
stainless steel. This is a true anti-rattle catch with
telescopic, spring loaded black rubber stopper.
It has an adjustable foot lever for left or right hand
opening doors and additionally the “Smartcatch”
has a pivoting striker plate allowing various
mounting applications.
Base Dia - oval shaped 54 x 44mm
Total length including striker plate - 90mm

High quality door catch made from cast 316 grade
stainless steel. This is a true anti-rattle catch with
telescopic, spring loaded black rubber stopper.
It has an adjustable foot lever for left or right hand
opening doors, with fixed striker plate.
Base Dia - oval shaped 54 x 44mm
Total length including striker plate - 65mm

RWB2817
		

RWB2816

Deluxe stainless door catch

“Smartcatch” deluxe door catch
with pivoting striker plate

Door Catch - Standard

Door Catch - Twist Lock

Cast 316 grade stainless steel door catch with
black rubber stopper and fixed striker plate.
Spring loaded catch holds door firmly in the
open position. Base Dia - 50mm
Total length including striker plate - 65mm

Twist lock door catch made
from cast 316 grade stainless
steel. 42mm diameter.
RWB2216

RWB2815

Push Button Cupboard Door Latches
Italian made push button latches for cupboards and drawers.
The knob remains flush with the facia plate when closed,
then pops out when pushed to release the door.
Made from plastic with a chrome plated brass knob and a
plastic retainer lug.
4 sizes are available to suit 4 door thicknesses - or larger
sizes can be packed up to suit thinner door thicknesses.
RWB2210A
RWB2210B
RWB2210C
RWB2210D
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13mm door thickness
16mm door thickness
19mm door thickness
23mm door thickness
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3 - Cabin Hardware - Catches & Hooks
Flush Slam Latches
Made from strong UV resistant polycarbonate in black or
white colour. Self-latching catches with finger pull release
supplied with S/S keeper and screws.
Concealed fastenings for a smooth finish.
Suits door thickness up to18mm.
Face diameter : 61mm Depth : 35mm Cutout : 50mm
RWB2895
RWB2896

Nylon Cupboard Catches
Quality Australian made white nylon
in straight flush or right angled style.
Supplied BULK only - NOT hang
packed. Base size : 32 x 13mm

RWB1369
RWB1370

RWB1371
RWB1373

45mm
60mm

Straight
Right angled

RWB1371
RWB1373

Cupboard Catch & Teak Ring

A simple but effective method
to secure a cupboard.
RWB1332

Teak ring
28mm I.D

RWB1334

Brass catch
spring loaded

Sliding Window Stop

Polished cast 316 grade stainless steel,
with black cushion sleeve.
Hinges 270 degrees.
Total Length : 90mm
Flap length : 60mm
RWB2929

Handle - Cast Stainless

Solid, heavy duty handle made from cast 316
grade stainless steel.
Length : 145mm Height : 43mm
4 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes.
RWB2226

Cabin Door Hooks - Chrome Brass

Chrome plated brass cabin door hooks
in a variety of sizes.
RWB526 50mm
RWB525 75mm
RWB524 100mm
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Cupboard or small door
catches in plain brass.
Universal - front or side mounting.
Available in two sizes.

CABIN

Brass Ball Catches

White
Black

3 - Cabin Hardware - Assorted
Brass Marine Padlocks
High quality, heavy duty marine grade
padlocks made from brass and stainless steel.

Removable Table Brackets

Body
Dia.

Shackle Total
Dia.
Length

RWB2650 Standard 30mm
RWB2653 Standard 45mm
RWB2655 Long
45mm

5mm
7mm
7mm

Brass Body With Stainless
RWB2658 Standard 30mm
RWB2661 Standard 45mm
RWB2663 Long
45mm

Shackle
5mm
50mm
7mm
70mm
7mm
152mm

Set of 4 pieces

Barrel Bolts - Nautical

Solid and robust cast 316 grade stainless
steel barrel bolts in 2 sizes.
RWB2290

90mm length x 36mm width.
7 x 4mm countersunk fastening holes

RWB2292

110mm length x 36mm width.
7 x 4mm countersunk fastening holes

Barrel Bolts - Standard

Nautical pattern barrel bolts in polished
316 grade stainless or chrome plated brass.
75mm x 30mm.
Stainless steel cast 316
Chrome plated brass

All chrome plated brass in 2 lengths.
RWB528 50mm
RWB529 75mm

Rectangular Brass - Small
Plain brass or chrome plated brass
flush ring pulls. 43 x 37mm.
RWB227
RWB2232

Chrome plated brass
Polished brass

Rectangular Brass - Large
Plain brass or chrome plated brass
flush ring pulls. 60 x 47mm.
RWB2231
RWB2230
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50mm
70mm
152mm

Barrel Bolts - Cast 316 S/S

Robust 304 grade stainless
steel construction.
Allows tables or other
on-board equipment to be
easily fitted and removed.
6mm screw holes.

CABIN

H A R D WA R E

All padlocks are supplied with
two brass keys.

RWB2229
RWB2286

Padlock
Style

Brass Body With Brass Shackle

2 Styles - Standard length shackle
		 - Long shackle
2 Types - Brass with a brass shackle
		 - Brass with a stainless shackle

RWB1726

Product
No.

Chrome plated brass
Polished brass
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3 - Cabin Hardware - Flush Ring Pulls
Round Flush Pull Rings
Choice of cast 316 grade stainless steel,
plain brass or chrome plated brass.
52mm diameter.

RWB2228

RWB2228

Cast 316 grade stainless steel

RWB2288

Chrome brass

RWB2288

CABIN

Cast 316 Stainless "Anti-Rattle"

RWB2812

H A R D WA R E

Top quality solid cast 316 grade stainless steel
with spring loaded handle for silent operation.
Concealed fastening holes under handle and
bevelled edges for neat, attractive appearance.
Protrudes 6mm above and 12mm below the
surface it is mounted on.
Round 51mm diameter

Cast 316 Stainless Rectangular
Cast 316 grade stainless steel.
Robust and non-corrosive.
Easy lift finger hole.

RWB2233

RWB2234

RWB2234
RWB2233

48mm x 38mm
62mm x 44mm

Cast 316 Stainless - Heavy Duty
Heavy duty cast 316 grade stainless steel
flush pull. Robust construction, solid pin
and large handle for easy use.
RWB238

76 x 57mm

Pressed Stainless - Standard
304 grade pressed stainless steel flush
ring pulls in 2 sizes.
RWB520
RWB1329
RWB1329

65 x 55mm
76 x 57mm with large handle

RWB520

Pressed Stainless "Anti-Rattle"
304 grade pressed stainless steel with stainless
spring loaded handle to stop the ring rattling.
3 sizes are available.

RWB2811

RWB1706
RWB2810

RWB2810
RWB1706
RWB2811

44 x 38mm
65 x 55mm
76 x 57mm
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3 - Cabin Hardware - Hasps & Hinges
Hasp & Staple - Deluxe

Hasp & Staple - Standard

CABIN
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Double Hinged Style
Elegant double hinged chrome
plated brass hasp & staple. Robust
construction & attractive design. The
double hinge aids mounting at various
angles and allows the fastening screws
to be concealed for security.
135mm length x 33mm width.

Pressed 304 grade stainless steel
hasp & staple. Standard style - non locking.

RWB283 Chrome plated brass

RWB226 70mm x 25mm

Stainless Steel - Twist Lock

Pressed 304 grade stainless steel with a
rotatable staple to lock the hasp in place.
RWB2814

70mm x 25mm

Cast Stainless - Twist lock

Very heavy duty cast 316 grade stainless steel.
It has a rotatable staple to lock hasp in place.
High polished finish for attractive appearance.
Staple has 8mm eye for padlock.
RWB2898

Hasp & Staple - Chrome Brass

Chrome plated brass hasp & staples
Standard style.
RWB522

100 x 22mm

Offset Hinge - Stainless

77mm x 25mm

Piano Hinge - Stainless

Continuous length 304 grade stainless steel
hinge. Can then be cut to desired length.
4mm countersunk screw holes with hole centres
50mm apart. Hinge is 42mm overall diameter.
Sold per Each.
RWB1248

1 metre length

RWB1249

1.83 metre length

Offset Hinge - Nylon

Large offset hatch hinge
made from 304 grade
Stainless steel.
Length overall - 130mm
Width - 48mm
Offset - 34mm
Sold per each
RWB1374

Each

Strong black nylon offset hinge with stainless
steel pin.
Nuova Rade Italian made.
Sold per Pair.
Length overall - 85mm
Width - 58mm
Offset - 6mm
RWB2930
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3 - Cabin Hardware - Hinges
Separating Hinges - Cast 316
Right

Left

Separating Hinge - Chrome
Chrome plated cast brass
hinge of robust costruction.
Designed for engine covers
Etc. that need to be removed.
Left handed. 102mm x 50mm.
Sold per Each hinge.

RWB2835

Left hand

RWB228 Each

RWB2836

Right hand

CABIN

Left and right hand heavy
duty separating hinges made
from polished cast 316 grade
stainless steel.
85 x 50mm.
Sold per Each hinge.

Packed in pairs
(2 complete hinges,
4 pieces)
1 x right hand
1 x left hand

Separating Hatch Hinge

Solid chrome bronze, high
quality, heavy duty, NZ made
separating hinges. Spring
loaded pin for easy removal.
Use vertically or horizontally.
Use on hatches, doors,
engine covers, table leaves,
chart tables Etc, anything
that needs to be removed.
Size: 57 x 55mm.
Sold per PAIR.

Cast 316 grade stainless steel
construction. Ideal as a hatch
hinge as it has a built in stopper
to hold the hinge upright.
Has a removable pin to
separate the hinge.
Length - 63mm
Width - 75mm
Sold per Each.
RWB230 Each

RWB2050 CP bronze Pair

Easy Fit Butt Hinge

Piano Hinges

Dual Pin Hinge

304 grade pressed stainless
steel. Easier installation and
gives flush closure.
Length - 87mm
Width - 52mm : 26/26mm

Continuous length 304 grade
stainless steel hinge. Can then be
cut to size. 4mm countersunk screw
holes with hole centres 50mm apart.
Hinge is 42mm overall diameter.

RWB1372

RWB1248
RWB1249

Pair

1 metre
1.83 metre

Cast 316 grade stainless hinge
has dual hinge pins to allow a
o
full 180 opening action whilst
also giving flush mounting.
Ideal table hinge.
Size : 41mm x 70mm.
RWB2909

Pair

Stainless Steel Butt Hinges
Pressed 304 grade stainless steel.
Heavy pattern robust 1.5mm thick hinges.
Size is length x width open.
Countersunk fastening holes.
Sold in pairs.
RWB1311
RWB1312
RWB1313
RWB1314
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100 x 58mm
75 x 48mm
63 x 38mm
52 x 33mm

Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
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Separating Hinges

3 - Cabin Hardware - Hinges
Zytel Nylon Hinges

RWB2881

Code

Colour

RWB2880
RWB2881
RWB2882
RWB2883
RWB2884
RWB2885

Black
White
Black
White
Black
White

RWB2882

RWB2883

RWB2884

RWB2885

Size L x W
40 x 35mm
40 x 35mm
60 x 38mm
60 x 38mm
80 x 38mm
80 x 38mm

A range of strong UV stabilised
zytel nylon hinges with stainless
steel pins and stainless steel end
caps. Available in black or white.
Sold in pairs.

Nylon Butt Hinges
Quality Australian made nylon with a
stainless steel hinge pin.
Size is length x width when open.
Available in black or white. Sold in pairs.

CABIN
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RWB2880

Size
45 x 33mm
63 x 36mm
75 x 53mm
89 x 53mm

Black		
RWB2872
RWB2873
RWB2874
RWB2875

White
RWB2872W
RWB2873W
RWB2874W
RWB2875W

Cast 316 Stainless Steel Hinges - Low Profile
A range of high quality hinges made from cast 316 grade stainless steel, mirror polished. These hinges are
very strong yet have an unobtrusive low profile - only 3mm thick - and fully enclosed hinge pin arrangement
(no hinge pins or caps are showing) making them very attractive and practical hinges. Sold in Pairs.

Length overall - 38mm
Width - 38mm
RWB2911 Pair
Length overall - 50mm
Width - 52mm
RWB2912 Pair

Length overall - 60mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 20/40mm
RWB2915 Pair

Length overall - 76mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 38/38mm
RWB2917 Pair

Length overall - 75mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 20/55mm
RWB2916 Pair

Length overall - 104mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 52/52mm
RWB2918 Pair

Length overall - 52mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 16/36mm
Offset height - 10mm
RWB2919 Pair
Length overall - 68mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 16/52mm
Offset height - 10mm
RWB2920 Pair
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Length overall - 104mm		
Width - 26mm			
Length ratio - 52/52mm		
RWB2913 Pair		

Length overall - 154mm
Width - 26mm
Length ratio - 77/77mm
RWB2914 Pair
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3 - Cabin Hardware - Hinges
Cast 316 Stainless Steel Hinges

RWB232

A range of 4.5mm thick, solid cast 316 grade stainless steel hinges with a solid S/S pin
Various types and sizes available. Sold in Pairs.
Cabin Hinge
Length overall - 38mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 19/19mm
RWB231
RWB2275 Pair

Small Strap Hinge
Length overall - 102mm
Width - 26mm
Length ratio - 51/51mm
RWB232 Pair

Cabin Hinge
Length overall - 72mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 36/36mm
RWB2277

Pair

Stainless Hinges - Stamped - 304 Grade

Length overall - 80mm
Width - 43mm
Length ratio - 40/40mm
RWB1712 Pair

Length overall - 72mm
Width - 40mm
Length ratio - 36/36mm
RWB1714 Pair

Length overall - 84mm
Width - 40mm
Length ratio - 36/48mm
RWB1715 Pair

Length overall - 38mm
Width - 40mm
Length ratio - 19/19mm
RWB1717 Pair

Offset Hinge
Length overall - 66mm
Width - 40mm
Length ratio - 18/48mm
Offset - 10mm
RWB1723 Pair

A range of robust hinges made
from heavy, flat stamped 304 grade
stainless steel. These hinges have
solid pins with end caps.
Countersunk drilled for 5mm
fastenings. Supplied in pairs.

Length overall - 54mm
Width - 40mm
Length ratio - 18/36mm
RWB1716 Pair

Offset Hinge
Length overall - 66mm
Width - 40mm
Length ratio - 18/48mm
Offset - 20mm
RWB1724 Pair

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

Length overall - 74mm
Width - 40mm
Length ratio - 35/35mm
RWB1721 Pair

Offset Hinge
Length overall - 36mm
Width - 40mm
Offset - 10mm
RWB2070 Pair
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Cabin Hinge
Length overall - 58mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 20/38mm
RWB2276 Pair

CABIN

Large Strap Hinge
Length overall - 154mm
Width - 26mm
Length ratio - 77/77mm
RWB231 Pair

3 - Cabin Hardware - Hinges
Strap Hinges - Heavy Stainless Steel
Heavy, flat stamped 304 grade stainless steel hinges. They have
solid pins with end caps. Countersunk drilled for 5mm fastenings.
Supplied in pairs.
Length overall - 126mm
Width - 43mm
Length ratio - 39/87mm

H A R D WA R E

RWB1711

Length overall - 176mm
Width - 43mm
Length ratio - 88/88mm
RWB1710 Pair

Pair

Strap Hinge - Light Stainless Steel

CABIN

Length overall - 102mm
Length ratio - 51/51mm
Width - 30mm
RWB1718

Light duty 304 grade pressed stainless
steel hinge with a shaped, raised design.
Complete with end caps on hinge pin.
Countersunk drilled for 5mm fastenings.
Supplied in pairs.

Pair

Offset Hinges - Assorted
304G Stainless Steel
Length overall - 130mm
Width - 48mm
Offset - 34mm
Sold per each
RWB1374 Each

304G Stainless
Length overall - 66mm
Width - 40mm
Offset - 10mm
RWB1723 Pair

Length overall - 68mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 16/52mm
Offset height - 10mm
RWB2920 Pair

304G Stainless
Length overall - 66mm
Width - 40mm
Offset - 20mm
RWB1724 Pair

Strong black nylon offset hinge with stainless
steel pin.
Nuova Rade Italian made. Sold per Pair.
Length overall - 85mm
Width - 58mm
Offset - 6mm
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Pair

304G Stainless
Length overall - 36mm
Width - 40mm
Offset - 10mm
RWB2070 Pair

Cast 316 Low Profile
Length overall - 52mm
Width - 38mm
Length ratio - 16/36mm
Offset height - 10mm
RWB2919 Pair

Offset Hinge - Nylon

RWB2930

A range of stainless steel hinges
in various styles and materials all
with a raised offset flap.

Separating Hatch Hinge
Cast 316 grade stainless steel
construction. Ideal as a hatch
hinge as it has a built in stopper
to hold the hinge upright.
Has a removable pin to
separate the hinge.
Length - 63mm
Width - 75mm
Sold per Each.
RWB230 Each
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3 - Cabin Hardware - Hatch Latches
Flush Slam Latches

RWB2895
RWB2896

CABIN

Made from strong UV resistant polycarbonate.
Available in black or white colour.
Self-latching catches with finger pull release
supplied with S/S keeper and screws.
Concealed fastenings for a smooth finish.
Suits door thickness up to18mm.
Face diameter : 62mm
Depth below : 35mm
Cutout : 50mm
White
Black

Quality 316 grade stainless steel flush mounting latches
are low profile and self latching. Lift ring has spring return.
Comes with stainless keeper and 6mm spacer ring.
Optional spacer rings of other sizes available.
Total Diameter 62mm Depth below 35mm
Two models available - standard or key lockable.

Standard

Key Locking

RWB2899
RWB2900

Standard latch
Key locking latch

SP390
SP391
SP392

2mm spacer (optional)
6mm spacer (standard)
9mm spacer (optional)

Waterproof Flush Latch - 316 Stainless
High quality waterproof 316 grade stainless steel latch.
The waterproof mechanism makes it suitable for both
exterior and interior installation.
Simply pull the finger tab on the latch to open.
Outside diameter : 60mm
Depth below : 38mm
Door thickness : to 16mm Cut-out : 50mm
RWB2999

Waterproof stainless flush latch

Hatch Latch - Round S/S
Cast 316 grade stainless steel for floor mounted hatches Etc.
Concealed fastening via a plate below deck (plate supplied).
Spring loaded heavy duty twist latch design.
78mm total diameter.
RWB2997

Round latch

RWB2992

Lock kit to suit
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Flush Latches - Cast 316 Stainless

3 - Cabin Hardware - Hatch Fasteners
Hatch Latches Cast 316 Stainless Steel

CABIN

H A R D WA R E

Heavy duty cast 316 grade stainless steel latches.
Ideal for floor mounted hatches. Supplied with keeper plate
and below deck fastening plate (Type B).
Spring loaded camlock anti-rattle design.
Large tee handle grip twists the plate to open the hatch.
2 sizes and styles are available.
Lock kits are available as an option to lock the latches.
TYPE A - Fastening
Holes In Top Plate

TYPE B - Concealed
Fastening Via Plate Below

RWB2897		

RWB2996

RWB2994		

RWB2995

Outside dia
Hole cut-out
Deck thickness
Mount holes

TYPE A - Countersunk
fastening holes in top
plate. RWB2897 / 2994

TYPE B - Concealed
fastening via plate
below. RWB2995 /96

Outside dia
Hole cut-out
Suits thickness
Mount holes

96 x 75mm
83 x 67mm
33 - 55mm
4 x 5mm

77 x 63mm
70 x 50mm
33 - 55mm
4 x 5mm

Outside Dia
Hole cut-out
Deck thickness

Outside Dia
Hole cut-out
Deck thickness

97 x 80mm
83 x 70mm
To 25mm

77 x 63mm
69 x 55mm
To 25mm

Lock Kits To Suit Above Latches
RWB2992
RWB2993

Suits RWB2897 & 2996 large latches
Suits RWB2994 & 2995 small latches

Hatch Fasteners - Screw Down
Chrome plated brass adjustable length screw
down closure. Tightens with a knurled nut.
Width - 40mm
Length - 65mm to 85mm
RWB521

Hatch Fasteners - Stainless
Cam Action Adjustable
Robust pressed 304 grade stainless steel with cam
action lever. Length adjusts by turning threaded bolt.
Lockable - has an integral eye for a padlock.
RWB2791
RWB2792
RWB2795

80mm x 27mm
120mm x 40mm
145mm x 40mm

Hatch Fasteners - Anti-Rattle Type
Lever action, silent anti-rattle toggle type with an
eye for a padlock. Available in cast 316 grade
stainless steel or chrome plated brass.
Bolt-down area size : 70 x 48mm.
Total length - 105mm
RWB2789
RWB229
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Cast 316 Stainless
Chrome plated brass
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3 - Cabin Hardware - Hatch Supports
Hatch Fasteners - Slimline

Flat Mount

CABIN

Slimline cam action over centre
type fastener available in cast
316 grade stainless steel or
light duty chrome plated brass.
Angled or flat mounting plate.

Angle Mount
With angle mount hook.
Long shank, lever action
with an eye for a padlock.
100mm x 30mm.

RWB2787
RWB1366

RWB2788
RWB1367

Cast 316 Stainless
Chrome plated brass

H A R D WA R E

Standard flat mounting.
Long shank, lever action
with an eye for a padlock.
100mm x 30mm.

Cast 316 Stainless
Chrome plated brass

Hatch Adjusters - Telescopic

Standard Adjusters

Heavy Duty Adjuster

Chrome plated brass telescopic hatch
adjusters with a positive locking nut. A variety
of installation positions is possible as one end
swivels and the other end pivots.

Chrome plated brass. Features same as
standard size shown at left - but with larger
diameter tube, heavier swivel, pivot and
locking knob.

RWB1360
RWB2237

275 to 455mm telescopic
350 to 600mm telescopic

RWB1362

310 to 530mm telescopic

SP270

Replacement knob

SP269

Replacement knob assembly suit both

Hatch Support Spring

Stainless steel spring type hatch holder.
Holds hatch open with straight, solid spring.
Simply push spring sideways to release and
close the hatch. Also useful for table leaves,
ice box lids Etc.
The ends pivot and rotate to allow a variety
of mounting positions. Total length - 260mm.
RWB1364
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4 - Deck hardware - Jib Reefing Systems
Plastimo Jib Reefing Systems
Plastimo Jib reefing systems are the result of 40 years
of experience in this field. Designed for 4 to 13 metre
boats our headsail reefing systems meet the needs of all
Yachtsmen, whether experienced sailors or beginners.
Easily operated underway and virtually maintenancefree, being made from non-corrosive high precision
injection plastics and stainless steel components.
A great advantage is that Plastimo reefing systems
can be easily installed without unstepping the mast.

H A R D WA R E

All our stock models of Jib reefing systems are “T” series
for twin groove spars which allows the setting of twin
headsails and easy headsail changes.

DECK

All our stock models are turnbuckle mounting which
allows more accurate rigging adjustment with the reefer
in place - and allows the use of your existing turnbuckle
on the forestay. They still include the chain plates end but have an additional funnel engineered into the spar
to run the turnbuckle through.
Selecting a model - whilst boat length is important, you must also consider
the forestay size and headsail area size to determine which model suits.
406-T Jib Reefing System - 4 to 6 metre (14 - 20ft) boats
Lightweight and sturdy, the 406 jib reefing features all the benefits of a large
headsail reefing system including 2 Delrin twin ball races in both drum and
halyard swivel. Twin groove spar and turnbuckle mounting version.
A
A
A
A
A

Suits forestay diameter 4mm to 7mm
Max headsail area size 12 Square metres
Supplied complete for forestay 6.85 Mtr (additional spar package avail)
Luff rope diameter, finished 5mm
Drum sheet capacity 7 metres of 5mm diameter rope

RWB8213
RWB8225

406-T Jib reefing system
Additional spar package 2.15 Mtr. Includes
alloy spar and quick coupling sleeve with screws

609-T Jib Reefing System - 6 to 9 metre (20 - 30ft) boats
The 609 drum cheeks swivel through 360 deg ensuring safe manoeuvres
through a smooth and regular feeding of the rope. These cheeks protect
the reefing drum and the round unobtrusive design allows free running of
the ropes. The reefing drum features stainless steel and Delrin ball bearings.
The halyard swivel features Torlon and Delrin ball bearings which enhance
the overall performance. Twin groove spar and turnbuckle mounting version.
A
A
A
A
A

Suits forestay diameter 4mm to 7mm
Max headsail area size 25 Square metres
Supplied complete for forestay 9.1 Mtr (additional spar package avail)
Luff rope diameter, finished 5mm
Drum sheet capacity 13 metres of 6mm diameter rope

RWB8214
RWB8225
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609-T Jib reefing system
Additional spar package 2.15 Mtr. Includes alloy spar
and quick coupling sleeve with screws
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4 - Deck hardware - Jib Reefing Systems
Plastimo Jib Reefing Systems
Model 811-T Jib Reefing System - 8 to 11 metre (26 - 36ft) boats
The 811 drum cheeks swivel through 360 deg ensuring safe manoeuvres
through a smooth and regular feeding of the rope.
These cheeks protect the reefing drum and the round unobtrusive design
allows free running of the ropes. The reefing drum features an aluminium
core combining performance and lightweight features.
Both the reefing drum and halyard swivel features Torlon and Delrin ball
bearings for smooth drum rotation and increased performance.
The 811-T comes standard with adjustable chain plates allowing both
chain plate and turnbuckle mounting.
Suits forestay diameter 4mm to 7mm
Max headsail area size 35 Square metres
Supplied complete for forestay 11.4 Mtr
Luff rope diameter, finished 5mm
Drum sheet capacity 17.5 metres of 8mm diameter rope
811-T Jib reefing system
Additional spar package 2.15 Mtr. Includes alloy
spar and quick coupling sleeve with screws

Model 1213-T Jib Reefing System - 10 to 13 metre (33 - 42ft) boats
The 1213 is Plastimo’s top-of-the-range system manufactured from special
fibreglass IXEF for strength and low weight. The drum core and halyard
swivel are made from machine-cut aluminium. All bearings are Torlon
ensuring maximum efficiency even under heavy strain.
It is supplied with quick coupling sleeves for easy installation.
The 1213-T comes standard with adjustable chain plates allowing both
chain plate and turnbuckle mounting.
A
A
A
A
A

Suits forestay diameter 10mm
Max headsail area size 55 Square metres
Supplied complete for forestay 16.5 Mtr
Luff rope diameter, finished 5 - 5.5mm
Drum sheet capacity 8mm diameter rope

RWB8217
RWB8226

1213-T Jib reefing system
Additional spar package 2 Mtr. Includes alloy spar
and quick coupling sleeve with screws

Options And Accessories For Jib Reefing Systems
RWB8220

Rope pre-feeder. Stainless steel. Suits all models.

RWB8221

Halyard diverter wheel. Prevents the Genoa halyard from
twisting around the Spar. Suits all models.

Halyard feeder, stainless steel. For a masthead or fractional rig. 2 sizes.
RWB8222

Halyard feeder - large. Suits all except 406-T

RWB8223

Halyard feeder - small. Suits 406-T reefing system

RWB8227

Halyard diverter. Suits 1213-T reefing system

Spare Parts For Jib Reefing Systems
SP730
SP731
SP732

Plastimo 55980 junction liners and screws set T series
Plastimo 55978 top end cap and screw set T series
Plastimo 55976 screws set T series (27 screws & nuts)
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RWB8215
RWB8225
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4 - Deck Fittings - Storage Hatches
Deluxe Model Opening Storage Hatches

		

A range of deluxe storage hatches from Nuova Rade of Italy.
Made from UV inhibited ASA material. Featuring reinforced
construction, full 180 degree door opening and screw holes
completely covered by the lid for an attractive flush finish.
Strong recessed handles. Designed for mounting vertically
- only the two small sizes - A and B can be floor mounted
where they may be walked on.

RWB2331G

RWB2331

A
A
A

DECK
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RWB2335

A Strong UV inhibited ASA material
A Full 180 degree door opening with solid hinge pin
A Low profile reinforced lid which completely

A
A
A
A

RWB2333

RWB2331G

covers the mounting screw holes for an 			
attractive, flush, non-skid finish
Supplied with strong recessed handle(s)
The 2 small sizes only can be floor mounted if desired
Complete with neoprene lid seal and is splashproof in
vertical installations. NOT 100% water tight horizontally
Some sizes available with key lock, integral storage 		
box or with tackle box hatch with slide-out trays.
Locks can be retro-fitted (code SP387 lock kit)
Pre-drilled 5mm (3/16") countersunk fastening holes
6 size ranges are available in white or grey colour

			
Size A
A Overall size : 375mm x 275mm
A Cut out size : 298mm x 198mm
A Single recessed handle
A Also available with lock or storage box fitted
RWB2331
RWB2331G
RWB2332
RWB2333
RWB2334
RWB2335

White
Grey
White
White
White
White

- Standard flush type
- Standard flush type
- Flush type with key lock
- With storage box fitted
- With storage box & key lock
- With box and tackle trays

RWB2331 & 2332

RWB2334

RWB2333 to 2335

RWB2338

			
Size B
A Overall size : 380mm x 380mm
A Cut out size : 305mm x 305mm
A 2 x recessed handles
A Available with lock or storage box fitted
RWB2338
RWB2338G
RWB2339
RWB2340

White
Grey
White
White

- Standard flush type
- Standard flush type
- Flush type with key lock
- With storage box fitted

RWB2338 & 2339

Other Sizes Continued Next Page
RWB2339
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4 - Deck Fittings - Storage Hatches
Deluxe Model Opening Storage Hatches

Size C
A Overall size : 600mm x 355mm
A Cut out size : 530mm x 280mm
A 2 x recessed handles
- Standard flush type
- Standard flush type
- Flush type with key lock
- With storage box fitted

RWB2344

			
Size D
A Overall size: 510mm x 460mm
A Cut out size: 445mm x 390mm
A 2 x recessed handles

H A R D WA R E

These are additional
sizes of deluxe hatches
shown on previous page.
Features are the same.

White
Grey
White
White

DECK

RWB2342
RWB2342G
RWB2343
RWB2344

RWB2342
&
2343

RWB2345
White - Standard flush type
RWB2345G Grey - Standard flush type

			
Size E
A Overall size: 600mm x 250mm
A Cut out size: 530mm x 173mm
A 2 x recessed handles
RWB2341

White - Standard flush type

			
Size F
A Overall size: 440mm x 315mm
A Cut out size: 357mm x 237mm
A 2 x recessed handles
RWB2337

White - Standard flush type

Deluxe Tackle Box Hatch

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Deluxe style hatch as detailed in size A on previous page
Complete with colour coded sliding tackle storage trays
Opening door is fully hinged for 180 degree opening
Single recessed turn latch handle
Hatch lid completely covers mounting screws
3 trays - 57 x 47 x 120mm
2 trays - 93 x 47 x 120mm
2 trays - 195 x 47 x 120mm

RWB2335

White
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4 - Deck Fittings - Storage Hatches
Standard Model Opening Storage Hatches

A Range Of Hatches To Create Storage Lockers On Board

A
A
A

Made from durable, UV inhibited ASA plastic
Full 180 degree door opening
Supplied with strong recessed handle(s)
Low profile, non skid reinforced lid surface
Supplied with fastening hole cover caps
Available in white and grey
Complete with lid seal for a splashproof finish in
vertical installations. NOT 100% watertight horizontally
NOT designed to be floor mounted and walked on
Pre-drilled 5mm (3/16") countersunk fastening hole
See below for tackle box hatch & next page for removable lid hatches

Size A
A Overall size: 375mm x 275mm
A Cut out size: 298mm x 198mm
A Single recessed handle

DECK
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A
A
A
A
A
A
A

RWB2380

RWB2380
White - Standard flush type
RWB2380G Grey - Standard flush type

RWB2380

Size C
A Overall Size: 600mm x 355mm
A Cut out size: 530mm x 282mm
A 2 x recessed handles
RWB2384

RWB2384
White - Standard flush type
RWB2384G Grey - Standard flush type

Size D

RWB2384

A Overall size: 517mm x 463mm
A Cut out size: 442mm x 386mm
A 2 x recessed handles
RWB2388

White - Standard flush type
RWB2388

RWB2388

Tackle Box Hatch - Standard Style

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Hatch is same as size A as detailed above
Complete with sliding tackle storage trays
Opening door is fully hinged for 180 degree opening
Single recessed turn latch handle
3 trays - 57 x 47 x 120mm
2 trays - 93 x 47 x 120mm
2 trays - 195 x 47 x 120mm

RWB2396
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4 - Deck Fittings - Storage Hatches
Hinged Hatches - With Removable Lids
These storage hatches have the same features and style as the standard
hatches on the previous page, except that the hinged lid is fully removable,
allowing easy access if the hatch is in a position where it may be difficult
to fully open the lid in the normal fashion.
The dimensions are the same as size A and size C on the previous page.
Available in white colour only. Designed for vertical mounting not designed to be floor mounted and walked on.
White with single recessed handle. Fully removable lid.
Overall size : 376 x 277mm. Hole cut out : 298 x 198mm

RWB2385

White with 2 x recessed handles. Fully removable lid.
Overall size : 605 x 355mm. Hole cut out : 530 x 282mm

DECK

RWB2381

H A R D WA R E

Standard Hatches - With Removable Lids
Storage hatches made from UV stabilised ASA plastic with
neoprene lid seal giving splash proof finish in vertical installations.
Simply turn twist lock recessed handle to open and remove hatch
lid to allow full access through port. Pre-drilled 5mm (3/16")
countersunk holes, includes blank off buttons to cover screws.
Rectangular Style
Size : 356mm x 310mm outside
RWB2378 White
RWB2378G Grey

303mm x 254mm cut-out

Round Style
RWB2391 Round flush white
Overall diameter : 265mm
Hole cut-out : 215mm Inside hole size : 185mm
RWB2392

Round flush white
Overall diameter : 315mm
Hole cut-out : 265mm Inside hole size : 235mm

SP280
SP281
SP518
SP519

Replacement white hatch handle assembly
Replacement grey hatch handle assembly
WHITE screw cover button
GREY screw cover button

Spare Parts For Storage Hatches
Spare parts to suit current Nuova Rade standard and deluxe style hatches.
SP385
SP386
SP387

Complete white recessed hatch handle assembly
Complete grey recessed hatch handle assembly
Complete lock & key set for hatches.
Can also be easily retro-fitted to any new style standard or
Deluxe Nuova Rade hatches to make them lockable.

SP752

Neoprene gasket seal kits suits both style hatches

Spare parts to suit OLD style Nuova Rade standard and deluxe hatches - and
RWB2378 / 2391 & 2392 above.
SP280
SP281
SP282
SP518
SP519

Complete white handle assembly - Handle, post, backing nut Etc.
Complete grey handle assembly - Handle, post, backing nut Etc.
Complete lock & key set for lockable hatches (old style)
White screw cover button
Grey screw cover button
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4 - Deck Fittings - Hatches / Deck Plates
Access Hatches - Round Hinged
Round storage access hatches that have a hinged lid which
opens a full 180 degrees.
They have a non-skid surface and an O ring lid seal for a
watertight finish.
They can be mounted horizontally as well as vertically.

DECK
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A
A
A
A
A
A

Strong UV resistant plastic material
Lid hinges 180 degrees
The fastening holes are hidden by the lid for a neat finish
Non skid surface and O ring lid seal
Mount horizontally or vertically
White or grey colour in 2 sizes

RWB
Colour
Code			
RWB8820
White
RWB8821
Grey
RWB8822
White
RWB8823
Grey

Beckson Pry-Out Deck Plate
A large watertight non-corrosive
deck plate with a non-skid
dimpled centre and a
watertight rubber "O" ring seal.
Pry-out style pops open with
the use of a screw driver Etc.
Ideal for cockpit floor.
Manufactured from marine
grade polypropylene with added
UV inhibiter and strengthener.
Overall size : 255mm
Cut-out size : 215mm
Inside hole size : 200mm
RWB2780
SP249

White

Spare "O" ring

Outside
Dia mm
280
280
334
334

Inside Hole
Dia mm
200
200
254
254

Cut-out
Dia mm
207
207
263
263

Large Deck Plates With Latch

White UV resistant ASA plastic with neoprene
lid seal. Flush style with lid that is completely
removable for easy access. Plastic insert
buttons cover fastening holes. 2 sizes.

A Lid is completely removable
A Single rotating turn latch.
RWB2391
RWB2392
SP280

265mm overall. 185mm inside hole size
315mm overall. 235mm inside hole size
Replacement handle set

Waterproof Deckplate - Rectangular
Style and all features as per round Armstrong deckplates on next page.
This rectangular version is larger and offers easy access.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Made from polypropylene with UV inhibitors
Quick, tool-free, fast & easy installation
No trim ring to install, no fasteners or sealant required - no clean up
High strength & weatherability
Textured non-skid surface
Suitable for varying deck thickness by reversing the retaining bracket
100% waterproof - watertight EPDM seal

Opening size : 500 x 250mm
Outside diameter : 532 x 285mm
RWB5209
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4 - Deck Fittings - Deck Plates
Waterproof Deckplates - Round
Armstrong USA made deck plates are high quality 100% waterproof
deck plates with fast and simple installation, saving time and money.
Ideal for motor wells, cockpits, waste/water tanks, pods Etc.

Simply turn the knob on top of the deck plate to tighten the plate against
the seal. The retaining bracket locks the deck plate in place.
3 round sizes. Colours - white or black
Opening
Size
170mm
170mm
220mm
220mm
270mm
270mm

H A R D WA R E

RWB
Colour
Code		
RWB5200
WHITE
RWB5201
BLACK
RWB5203
WHITE
RWB5204
BLACK
RWB5206
WHITE
RWB5207
BLACK

Outside
Size
200mm
200mm
250mm
250mm
300mm
300mm

Aluminium Deck Plates
Top quality Australian made aluminium alloy deck plate
complete with rubber "O" ring and key.
Threaded screw-out style. Ideal for aluminium boats for
survey requirements. For weld-on or fastening down,
as it has pilot holes drilled under the top plate.

Available in 2 sizes.
100mm - 4" or 150mm - 6" inside
hole size. Supplied with key.

RWB3702

100mm (4”) inside hole size
140mm outside diameter.
110mm hole cut-out

RWB3703

150mm (6”) inside hole size
208mm outside diameter.
160mm hole cut-out

SP569

Spare alloy key

Deck Plates - Cast 316 Stainless
Heavy duty cast polished 316 grade stainless steel deck
plates complete with rubber O ring. The deck plate centre
screws out with the stainless steel opening key provided.
RWB2783

RWB2784

RWB2785

SP585

100mm (4”) inside hole size
140mm outside diameter. 111mm hole cut-out.
4 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes
125mm (5”) inside hole size
170mm outside diameter. 138mm hole cut-out.
6 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes
150mm (6”) inside hole size
205mm outside diameter. 165mm hole cut-out.
6 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes
Spare stainless steel key
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Made from polypropylene with UV inhibitors
100% WATERPROOF
White or black colour
FAST INSTALLATION
Quick, tool-free, fast & easy installation
No trim ring to install, no fasteners or sealant required - no clean up
High strength & weatherability
Textured non-skid surface
Suitable for varying deck thickness by reversing the retaining bracket
100% waterproof - watertight EPDM seal

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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4 - Deck Fittings - Inspection Ports
Inspection Ports - Standard
A range of imported inspection ports offering great value for money.
Manufactured from UV resistant polypropylene material.
They are screw-out type and they have an "O" ring lid seal.
Available in 3 sizes and 2 colours.

H A R D WA R E

RWB2750
RWB2751
RWB2754
RWB2755
RWB2758
RWB2759

White 100mm (4") hole size x 145mm O.D
Black 100mm (4") hole size x 145mm O.D
White 125mm (5") hole size x 170mm O.D
Black 125mm (5") hole size x 170mm O.D
White 150mm (6") hole size x 200mm O.D
Black 150mm (6") hole size x 200mm O.D

Inspection Ports - Nairn

DECK

Excellent quality heavy duty "Nairn" brand Australian made nylon inspection ports
with rubber "O" ring lid seals.
Most ports are available black or white - with clear, white or black lids.
Ports with synthetic storage bags are available in 5" and 6" sizes.
All ports other than 8" are screw in type (8" is pry-out type).
The size quoted is the inside hole size of the port.
Inspection Ports

Size 100mm - 4"

All black
All white
Black with clear lid
White with clear lid
All black with kit bag
All white with kit bag
Black/clear with kit bag
White/clear with kit bag

RWB4100
RWB4101
RWB4102
RWB4103

Replacement Lids And Spare Parts
Black lid only
RWB4130
White lid only
RWB4131
Clear lid only
RWB4132
Rubber "O" ring seal
RWB4140
Kit bag only

125mm - 5"

150mm - 6" 200mm - 8"

RWB4104
RWB4105
RWB4106
RWB4107
RWB4108
RWB4109
RWB4110
RWB4111

RWB4112
RWB4113
RWB4114
RWB4115
RWB4116
RWB4117
RWB4118
RWB4119

RWB4133
RWB4134
RWB4135
RWB4141
RWB4144

RWB4136
RWB4137
RWB4138
RWB4142
RWB4145

RWB4120

RWB4143

Inspection Ports - Full Cover

Stainless Fixed Portlight

Inspection ports with textured finish and full cover
lid for neat appearance, so the base cannot
be seen when the lid is closed. Made from UV
inhibited polypropylene material.
Lid screws into threaded base.
Overall Dia 210mm Inside hole size 150mm

Modern eliptical shaped surface mount
fixed portlight. Polished 316 grade pressed
stainless steel exterior dress rim, smoked
tinted acrylic lens and black trim ring
incorporating a 13mm spigot flange.
Ideal for a fixed window on cruisers or yachts.
Total size : 400mm x 127mm
Cut-out
: 358mm x 88mm

RWB5380
RWB5381
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4 - Deck Fittings - Beckson Portholes
Beckson Opening Ports
Beckson "rain drain" opening ports are made in the U.S.A from
the finest marine grade plastics available today. All metal parts
are stainless steel. The lens is made from tough Lexan material.

Self-Drain Moulded Gutters

Self draining style - with moulded drain on exterior housing.
Smoked (tinted) lexan lense standard. Clear lense optional.
Unique, simple cam lock opening and closing mechanism
Exterior is made of white UV resistant marine grade plastic
Rim sits tightly against the gasket for a waterproof seal
Unique hinge allows the window to hold open at any angle
All metal parts are made of stainless steel
Supplied complete with gasket, insect screen and trim ring
All ports have a 50mm (2") spigot which suits a maximum
hull thickness of 45mm (1 3/4"). Can be cut down to size.
Cut-out Size
Overall Size
89 x 264mm		140 x 314mm
114 x 254mm		172 x 324mm
140 x 318mm		197 x 372mm
114 x 365mm		172 x 425mm
190 x 365mm		248 x 425mm

Spare Parts For Beckson Ports
Simple Flip Open Cam Latch
For Opening And Closing

PORT
SIZE
CODE
OVERALL
		

CODE
CLEAR
LENS

CODE
TINTED
LENS

CODE
GASKET
SEAL

CODE
FLY
SCREEN

RWB2760
RWB2762
RWB2764
RWB2766
RWB2767

SP361C
SP240C
SP241C
SP242C
SP362C

SP361S
SP240S
SP241S
SP242S
SP362S

SP365
SP243
SP244
SP245
SP366

SP363
SP246
SP247
SP248
SP364

140 x 314
172 x 324
197 x 372
172 x 425
248 x 425

SP250 Pair complete white cam latch (suits all Beckson ports)

Beckson Fixed Ports
Beckson fixed ports are designed for boats where bulkheads,
shelves or other restrictions prevent mounting an opening window,
or when just a light source is required.
These are standard style ports - not self draining style.
Supplied with a smoked (tinted) lexan lens.
		
Cut-out Size
RWB2768 Small
114 x 254mm
RWB2769 Medium
140 x 318mm
RWB2770 Large
114 x 365mm

Overall Size
172 x 324mm
197 x 372mm
172 x 425mm

Oval Flex Portlight
A watertight, fixed (non-opening), one-piece, flexible port for flat
or curved surfaces. Ideal for a window on powerboats or yachts.
Made from high quality marine grade plastic which is flexible for
ease of installation on curved surfaces.
Black trim with tinted lexan lens and black interior trim ring.
Inside frame size
: 41mm (ends) x 95 x 559mm
Outside frame size
: 86mm (ends) x 140 x 600mm
Suits hull thickness from : 5mm to 16mm
RWB2773 Black with tinted lens
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RWB2760
RWB2762
RWB2764
RWB2766
RWB2767

Size Name
3 x 10
4 x 10
5 x 12
4 x 14
7 x 14

DECK

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

4 - Deck Fittings - Hatch / Drink Holders
Ventilation Hatch
Manufactured from ASA plastic for strength and UV resistance.
Ideal for ventilation of the cabin, galley or bathroom areas.
Opening ventilation hatch with trim ring, neoprene gasket seal,
one stay with stainless steel shaft and one opening handle.
White satin finish exterior with smoked (tinted) acrylic lens.
Made in Italy - CE certified.
Low profile only 22mm above deck.
Outside size : 448 x 268 mm
Inside opening size : 376 x 196mm

H A R D WA R E

RWB5220

"Sunset Curtain" Boat Blinds

DECK

Stainless steel frame, white epoxy coated. Stainless steel springs.
Easy mounting. Off-white fabric with reflective backing material.
Supplied complete with curtain base retainer fitting.
6 sizes available. Made by TREM Italy.
Code

Size
Width x Height

RWB5730
RWB5731
RWB5732
RWB5733
RWB5734
RWB5729
SP572

360 x 400mm
450 x 500mm
500 x 600mm
550 x 650mm
680 x 780mm
940 x 580mm
Spare retainer hook

Soft Mate Holders - Drink & Radio
Drink holder suits a standard size
can. Also suits hand held gas horns.
Measures - I.D - 120mm H x 70mm
RWB2203

Drink holder

Radio holder measures
63mm x 48mm x 115mm I.D
RWB2204

Radio Holder

Beckson Soft-mate holders
are made in the USA from
high quality marine vinyl
to withstand sun, salt
and impact. Both holders
include stainless steel
mounting screws as well
as a drain hole.

Suction Drink Holder
White PVC suction grip holder with
printed nautical logo.
Holds cans, cups and small bottles
Etc. up to maximum 65mm diameter.
Convenient suction grip allows you
to move it wherever required.
Buy qty 6 to be supplied in a colour
counter display box.
RWB1040
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4 - Deck Fittings - Drink Holders
Folding Drink Holders
These plastic drink holders have adjustable spring loaded
arms (stainless steel spring) to firmly grip various size cans,
bottles and glasses from 65 - 80mm diameter.
They are designed to mount permanently to any vertical
surface as they simply fold up near flat after use - protrudes
only 23mm when folded up.
Manufactured from ABS plastic with a stainless steel spring.
Mounting base size : 97 x 97mm Fastening holes: 4 x 5mm C/S.
Protrudes Out : 23mm when closed - 102mm when open.
Holds items from 65mm to 80mm diameter.
Black
Grey
White

DECK

RWB477
RWB478
RWB479

Made in the U.S.A by Beckson, these superior quality drink
holders are made from strong, UV resistant marine grade plastic.
The recessed design is ideal for fitting as original equipment or
they can be fitted as an aftermarket line. 2 styles available.
Standard Size - Suits standard sized cans and bottles
I.D - 68mm
Depth - 78mm Hole Cut out - 72mm
RWB464 Black
RWB466 White
Large Dual Size - With Drain
Suits standard cans - stubbies - wine bottles. Stepped twin size.
Complete with moulded drain outlet to suit 10mm hose.
I.D - 88mm / 68mm Depth - 95mm
Hole Cut out - 92mm
RWB468 Black
RWB470 White

Recessed Drink Holder - Stainless
Polished stainless steel recessed mount drink holder complete
with under flange mounting gasket, PVC base inside the holder
and a 10mm hose tail drain.
Large stepped dual size accepts cans, bottles and wine bottles.
O.D : 113mm I.D : 88mm / 65mm
Depth - 115mm Inc hose drain
Hole Cut out - 85mm
RWB467

S/S drink holder

Recessed Drink Holder - LED

LED

Polished stainless steel recessed mount drink holder as detailed
above (RWB467) which also includes 3 x BLUE 12v LED lights
fitted which emits a warm soft blue glow and also allows you to
find the drink holder at night without reducing night vision.
Includes under flange mounting gasket, PVC base inside the
holder, 10mm hose tail drain and 170mm wiring.
O.D : 113mm I.D : 88mm / 65mm
Depth - 115mm Inc hose drain Hole Cut out - 85mm
RWB471

12v S/S drink holder with blue LED
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Recessed Drink Holders - Plastic

4 - Deck Fittings - Glove Box / Pockets
Glove Box - Standard
Strong, yet lightweight plastic glove box with
stainless steel hinge pins and key lock.
Includes 2 x moulded recessed drink holders
on inside of door.
Door size : 345 x 138mm
Cut-out size : 300 x 106mm
Depth
: 170mm

H A R D WA R E

RWB650
SP256

Black
Replacement lock set

Glove Box - Deluxe

DECK

Lockable glove box with attractive textured finish.
Strong quad hinged front cover complete with 2 x folding
drink holders. These easily fold down and then snap back
into place when not required. They suit standard cans and
bottles and adjust to smaller containers.
Enclosed box has ample room for storage of small items.
Complete with lock set fitted. 6 x stainless steel fastening
screws supplied. Black or white colour.
Face size : 340mm wide x 135mm high
Cut out
: 300mm wide x 100mm high
Depth behind dash : 153mm
RWB652
Black
RWB652W White

Recessed Pocket
White ABS plastic recessed box with flexible facia flange.
Ideal for a recessed storage pocket in a dry or covered area.
Face Dia

420 x 170mm

Cut-out 375 x 123mm

Inside Dia

370 x 120mm

Depth

110mm

RWB5122

Recessed Side Mount Container
Quality UV stabilised ASA plastic with a smooth attractive
gloss finish. Flexible facia flange. Ideal for recessed storage.
Large size gives lots of storage space.
Outside dimensions Inc flange Length : 561mm Height : 266mm

Depth : 125mm

Inside Dimensions Length : 475mm Height : 195mm

Depth : 110mm

Hole cut out : 496 x 200mm
RWB5128
Page 54
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4 - Deck Fittings - Recessed Containers
Recessed Utility Hatch

CD / Radio Watertight Cover

Face dia
Cut-out
Inside dia
Depth

Outside sizes
A : 110mm
Inside hole size C : 190mm

245 x 120mm
210 x 80mm
205 x 75mm
165mm

RWB5125
RWB5126

RWB5130

Recessed Boxes

Smoked watertight cover
White watertight cover

Recessed Boxes - Hinged Door

White ABS plastic recessed
boxes. Can be used for storage,
transom shower holders, battery
isolator enclosure and a variety
of other uses.

White ABS plastic recessed
boxes. Can be used for
storage, transom shower
holders, battery isolator
enclosure and a variety of
other uses. Complete with
hinged opening door.

RWB5132 183 x 110mm I.D
A 164 B 235 C 110
D 183 G 95mm

RWB5131 183 x 110mm I.D
A 164 B 235 C 110
D 183 G 95 L 247 M 186

RWB5134 150 x 105mm I.D
A 145 B 188 C 105
D 150 G 80mm

Recessed Box With Door

B : 235mm
D : 60mm

RWB5133 150 x 105mm I.D
A 145 B 188 C 105
D 150 G 80 L 198 M 163

Toilet Roll Recessed Holder

White ABS plastic recessed
box with hinged door.
Can be used for Deck fills,
shower holders and a variety
of other uses.
200mm high x 165mm wide
x 78mm depth behind
RWB5109

With hinged door

White ABS plastic recessed box with full cover
snap-lock opening door and rubber seal on 3
sides. Recess in bottom side of box allows the
paper to easily be withdrawn from the box.
Face Dia
168 x 166mm
Cut-out
135 x 125mm
Inside Dia 130 x 120mm
Depth
120mm
RWB5120
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Watertight hinged facia panel for CD player and
radio systems. Has a rubber door seal and tinted
smoked front panel or white panel.
Suits instrument up to 190mm wide x 60mm high

DECK

Mini glove box, storage hatch, CD/Radio hatch
and any storage uses. White ABS plastic
recessed box with snap-lock full cover lid and
rubber seal all round for a weatherproof finish.

4 - Deck Fittings - Recessed Containers
Covered Toilet Roll Holder
White plastic toilet roll holder with a hinged full cover
to stop the toilet paper getting wet in the bathroom.
Can be fastened to any flat surface by screws - or it
comes with a strong adhesive backing tape on it to
stick it onto the wall.
Width : 143mm
Height : 150mm
Depth : 145mm

H A R D WA R E

RWB5137

Fire Extinguisher Box - Standard

420

White moulded box for recessed storage of
a fire extinguisher. UV resistant white ABS plastic.
The box flush mounts into a panel allowing storage,
without the extinguisher protruding into a cabin area.
Suits most standard 0.9 & 1 Kg fire extinguishers.
370 x 120mm inside.

120

DECK

370
7

170

95

RWB2376

Standard recessed

Fire Extinguisher Boxes - Deluxe
Recessed with fully hinged door and clip-lock closure.
Quality UV stabilised white ASA plastic with a smooth gloss finish.
Available with white (1 Kg size only) or transparent hinged door to
suit most 1 Kg and 2 Kg fire extinguishers. May not suit all types.

Suit 1 Kg Fire Extinguishers
Outside dimensions including door Length : 434mm Width : 196mm

Depth : 105mm

Inside dimensions Length : 370mm

Width : 120mm

Cut out size : 374 x 124mm
RWB2377
RWB2394

With White hinged door
With Transparent hinged door

Suit 2 Kg Fire Extinguishers
Outside dimensions including door Length : 484mm Width : 226mm

RWB2377

RWB2394 / 95

Depth : 120mm

Inside Dimensions - Length : 420mm Width : 150mm
Cut out size : 424 x 154mm
RWB2395

With Transparent hinged door

Rope Tidy Bags
Australian made from open mesh polyester fabric with
two brass eyelets for attachment. Cream colour with
shockcord sewn in across the front to tension and close
the bag. Ideal for stowing rope tails to reduce tangles or for stowing many other onboard items. 2 sizes.
RWB2208
RWB2209
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Small 350 x 265mm
Large 475 x 315mm
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4 - Deck Fittings - Nets & Netting
Storage Nets - With Rigid Frame
Storage nets with a rigid plastic frame, very strong woven
polyester netting and shockcord threaded through the top
for spring action retention. Ideal for use on bulkheads or
seat backs. 3 sizes available in black and white colour.
RWB5372
RWB5373
RWB5374
RWB5375

Black 295mm x 165mm
Black 375mm x 180mm
White 375mm x 180mm
Black 415mm x 210mm

DECK

Elastic Securing Nets

RWB1095
		

400mm x 200mm netting with
shock cord and corner securing hooks

RWB1094
		

700mm x 400mm netting with
shock cord and corner securing hooks

H A R D WA R E

Polyester woven nets with elastic shock cord all
round and nylon securing hooks on each corner.
Ideal for securing cupboards, lockers, storing items
in open cupboards or shelving and many other
on board uses.

Elastic Bunk / Cupboard Net
Large size woven polyester netting with elastic
shockcord all round and nylon corner securing
clips. This versatile elastic netting can be used
for securing bunks or open cupboards, as lifeline
netting or many other onboard uses.
RWB1093

2 metres x 600 mm netting with
shockcord and corner securing hooks

Polyester Lifeline Netting
Manufactured from strong, diamond mesh,
salt water resistant polyester fibre.
Ideal for securing the deck area of yachts and
many other on-board uses.
The length quoted is at a height of 200mm (8").
The netting can be extended to a height of 600mm
(24") and so the length reduces accordingly.
2 different reel lengths are available.
RWB1090
RWB1091

30 metre
100 metre

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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4 - Deck Fittings - Hand Rails / Handles
Stainless Steel Hand Rails - Wave Pattern Grip
Bolt through style hand rails with wave pattern hand grip
underneath and flared ends. Manufactured from heavy
duty 25mm diameter polished 304 grade stainless steel.
The studs are 45mm long with 5/16" whitworth thread
and hex nut and are welded into the hand rail base.
All handrails are 60mm height above deck.
Sold per Each single hand rail.

H A R D WA R E

	Total
Length Stud Centre
Length	To Stud Centre
RWB1112 260mm
220mm
RWB1113 350mm
305mm
RWB1114 450mm
405mm
RWB1115 500mm
455mm
RWB1116 655mm
610mm

Stainless Steel Hand Rails

DECK

High quality, heavy duty, New Zealand made
316 grade stainless steel bolt-thru grab rails with
concealed fastening through the base plates.
20mm diameter tube. Supplied complete with 8mm
x 25mm S/S bolts and washers.
2 sizes. Supplied in pairs.
RWB627
RWB629

Pair 270mm total length
Pair 500mm total length

Grab Handle - Soft Grip
Non-corrosive soft-grip handle. Strong polypropylene
inner core with moulded vinyl cover. Attractive streamlined
styling featuring a hinged fastening cover system. One
piece design eliminates the problem of loose caps which
can be lost over time. Fastenings required : 2 x 12 gauge.
Length : 235mm
RWB2832
RWB2833
RWB2834

Non-Skid Self Adhesive Step Pads

Height : 60mm

Width : 30mm

White
Black
Grey

Transom Step / Handle

White flexible self-adhesive vinyl step pads that
conform to the contour of the placement area.
The step-mate pads can be cut to suit any size.
Ideal for interior or exterior use.
Size : 310 x 85mm.
Sold in a hang pack of 2 pads.

Manufactured from high impact plastic.
Can be used as a large handle or as
a transom step. Black colour.
Length : 160mm
Height : 42mm
Depth : 65mm

RWB2794 Pair Step-Mate Pads

RWB1657
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4 - Deck Fittings - Hand Rail Fittings
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Handle - Stainless

Solid, heavy duty handle made from
cast 316 grade stainless steel.
Length : 145mm Height : 43mm
4 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes.
RWB2226

Cast 316 stainless steel

RWB1784
RWB1785

End fitting 22mm
Centre fitting 22mm

Cast 316 Grade Stainless Steel Rail Fittings

90 Degree Tee

60 Degree Tee

RWB1120
RWB1347

RWB1122
RWB1346

22mm
25mm

22mm
25mm

Cast 316 grade stainless steel fittings
for making complete guard rail systems.
Available in 2 sizes - to suit 25mm (1")
O.D or 22mm (7/8") O.D tube.
The tube fits internally.
All have S/S grub screw retainers.
The Bases are countersunk drilled.
25mm size for 6mm fastenings.
22mm size for 5mm fastenings.

90 Degree Round Base

60 Degree Round Base

RWB1123
RWB1348

RWB1124
RWB1349

22mm
25mm

22mm
25mm

90 Degree Rect. Base

60 Degree Rect. Base

45 Degree Rect. Base

RWB1127
RWB1126

RWB1129
RWB1128

RWB1130
RWB1350

22mm
25mm

22mm
25mm

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

22mm
25mm
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Cast 316 grade stainless steel. Make your own hand rails to
any desired length using the end and centre fittings.
These fittings suit 22mm (7/8") O.D tube. Tube fits internally.

DECK

Stainless Hand Rail Fittings

4 - Deck Hardware - Stanchions / Bow Rollers
Stanchion Bases - Standard

H A R D WA R E

Stanchion Bases - Heavy Duty
These heavy duty cast 316
grade stainless rail fittings with
25mm I.D will accept
the stanchions below.
They come with 2 x grub
screws which can be removed
if desired, to screw or rivet the
stanchion in place.

Reinforced, pressed 304 grade
stainless steel sockets to suit
25mm diameter stanchions.
Base : 90 x 77mm.
3 x 6mm countersunk
fastening holes.
Complete with stanchion
securing screw.

RWB1348

RWB2255
RWB2256

RWB1126

Round base
70mm diameter
Rectangular base
81 x 48mm base

Pelican Hooks

Stanchions

DECK

Stainless steel tapered
stanchions with a ferruled
centre eye and a cast
stainless steel top eye.
Top eye and ferruled eye
are 10mm I.D.
The stanchion is 25mm
diameter at the base.
Size shown below is the
total length.
RWB2258
RWB2259

Vertical
Angled 6 degrees

Quick release and tensioning hook for
stanchion lifelines. Made from cast 316
stainless steel with quick release pin.
This pelican hook body is used in
conjunction with swage terminal studs,
which are sold separately.
2 thread sizes and 4 possible wire sizes.
RWB2605
RWB2017
RWB2019
RWB2020

515mm (21")
625mm (25")

Body with 6mm thread
6mm terminal - suits 3/32" wire
6mm terminal - suits 1/8" wire
6mm terminal - suits 5/32" wire

RWB2606 Body with 8mm thread
RWB2021 8mm terminal - suits 5/32" wire
RWB2022 8mm terminal - suits 3/16" wire

Pressed Aluminium Bow Roller
Bright polished pressed aluminium alloy bow roller.
Ideal for aluminium boats.
Complete with removable retainer pin and strong black
nylon roller. Base is plain - no holes drilled.
Base : 120mm x 57mm Overall length : 187mm
RWB3914

Bow Roller Chrome Brass
Chrome plated brass
with spring loaded
retaining pin.
RWB2271
Length : 145mm
Width : 75mm
Roller width : 25mm
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Bow Rollers Aluminium Alloy

Marine grade aluminium alloy.
Weld-on or bolt-on.
Total length : 120mm
Base length : 75mm
Base max. width : 80mm
RWB3912
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Plain alloy

4 - Deck Hardware - Bow Rollers / Bollards
Stainless Bow Rollers

Hinged Stainless Bow Rollers

304 Or 316 Grade Stainless Steel

316 Grade Stainless Steel

Pressed stainless steel bow
rollers with 50mm black nylon
roller. Quick release captive
pin retains rope or chain on
roller. 3 x 6mm C/sunk holes.
Two sizes available in either
304 grade or 316 grade
polished stainless steel.

Comes with 2 x 50mm rollers and hinged nose
has angled rope guides. 3 x 6mm countersunk holes.
Quick release pin retains rope or chain on rollers.
RWB2243
Total Length : 335mm
Base Length : 105mm
Base Width : 55mm

H A R D WA R E

SP389
SP532

RWB2244
Total Length : 360mm
Base Length : 130mm
Base Width : 55mm

Replacement quick release pin kit
Replacement nylon roller only

Cast Stainless Steel Split Bollards
Heavy duty cast 316 grade
stainless steel split bollard
allows securing of anchor chain.
Split will accept from 8mm to
13mm chain depending on
size - as shown below.
Product
Type
Code		
RWB2246
RWB2247
RWB2248
RWB2249

No Pin
With Pin
No Pin
With Pin

Spring loaded captive pin
models offer the ability of
securing the chain into
the bollard. Polished
finish and gentle rake
gives attractive appearance.

Base
Height
Fastenings
Size			
60mm x 60mm
60mm x 60mm
85mm x 85mm
85mm x 85mm

Cross Bollards - Cast 316 Stainless

Heavy duty solid cast 316 grade stainless steel cross
bollards that are beautifully finished and highly polished.
RWB3716

90mm height x 87mm cross width
Base 60mm x 60mm.
4 x 6mm countersunk fastening holes

RWB3717

115mm height x 110mm cross width
Base 75mm x 75mm.
4 x 8mm countersunk fastening holes

84mm
84mm
115mm
115mm

4 x 6mm CS
4 x 6mm CS
4 x 6mm CS
4 x 6mm CS

Suits Chain
Size
8mm - 10mm
8mm - 10mm
10mm - 13mm
10mm - 13mm

Cross Bollards - Alloy

Upright style, plain marine grade
aluminium alloy. Can be welded
or fastened on. Pilot holes drilled.
RWB3714
RWB3715

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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RWB2222 304 grade
RWB2223 304 grade
RWB2240 316 grade
RWB2241 316 grade
Total Length : 195mm
Total Length : 220mm
Base Length : 100mm
Base Length : 125mm
Base Width : 55mm
Base Width : 55mm
SP389
Replacement quick release pin kit
SP532
Replacement nylon roller only

Pressed 316 grade
stainless steel bow rollers
with hinged nose section
to aid retrieval and
storage of the anchor.

Height : 80mm
Base : 60 x 60mm
Height : 100mm
Base : 88 x 75mm
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4 - Deck Hardware - Aluminium Alloy
Aluminium Alloy Deck Hardware
Strong, yet lightweight range of superb quality deck hardware manufactured in
England from LM5 aluminium alloy with attractive, hard wearing silver anodised
finish. They are robustly constructed and non-corrosive for long life service.
There is a complete range of fittings suitable for yachts or cruisers,
all beautifully finished with attractive, sleek lines.

Open Base Cleats
H A R D WA R E

Our most popular style of cleat available in 3 sizes.
Length

Fastening holes
4 x 6mm countersunk
4 x 8mm countersunk
4 x 8mm countersunk

DECK

RWB133 200mm (8")
RWB134 250mm (10")
RWB135 330mm (13")

Solid Base Cleats

Wide Base Cleat

Solid central base with 2 fastening
holes through the centre of the cleat.

Solid base cleat with wide
flat base and 4 x 5mm
countersunk fastening holes.

RWB136 150mm (6") with 2 x
8mm C'sunk holes
RWB137 200mm (8") with 2 x
8mm C'sunk holes

Stern

Port

RWB159 125mm (5")

Sheet Jamb Cleat
Traditional style yacht sheet
jamb cleat suitable for rope size
10 - 14mm. Robust construction
with 2 x 8mm countersunk
central fastening holes.
RWB132 163mm (6 1/2")

Starboard

Alloy Fairleads

Horn Bollards

Port and starboard handed style, or straight stern chocks.
Code

Style

Length

Fastening holes

RWB147
RWB144
RWB148
RWB149
RWB145
RWB150
RWB151
RWB146
RWB152
RWB153

Straight
Straight
Port
Starboard
Straight
Port
Starboard
Straight
Port
Starboard

100mm (4")
125mm (5")
125mm (5")
125mm (5")
150mm (6")
150mm (6")
150mm (6")
200mm (8")
200mm (8")
200mm (8")

3 x 5mm
3 x 5mm
3 x 5mm
3 x 5mm
3 x 6mm
3 x 6mm
3 x 6mm
3 x 6mm
3 x 6mm
3 x 6mm

C'sunk
C'sunk
C'sunk
C'sunk
C'sunk
C'sunk
C'sunk
C'sunk
C'sunk
C'sunk

Heavy duty mooring bollards with large solid
base and 6 x countersunk fastening holes.
RWB141
RWB142
RWB143A
RWB143B

150mm (6")
200mm (8")
250mm (10")
300mm (12")

Deck Fillers
Suits 38mm (1 1/2") hose.
Fitted with "O" ring seal.
RWB126
RWB129
RWB130
SP261
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6 x 5mm holes
6 x 8mm holes
6 x 8mm holes
6 x 10mm holes
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"Waste"
"Water"
"Fuel"

Spare cap

4 - Deck Hardware - Stainless Cleats
Cast Stainless Steel Cleats

Bolt-Thru Heavy Duty

Total
Length

Base
Size mm

Bolt
Size

RWB1282
RWB1283
RWB1284

200mm
250mm
300mm

145 x 35
177 x 43
213 x 50

60 x 10mm
60 x 10mm
65 x 12mm

200mm Cleat
250mm Cleat
300mm Cleat

H A R D WA R E

Code
Description
		

Stainless Steel Deck Hardware
Attractive, strong and corrosion resistant range of mirror polished cast 316
grade stainless steel cleats. Sleek design to match today's modern craft.

Slimline Bar Cleats
RWB1244
RWB1245
RWB1246

Open Base Heavy Duty Cleats

155mm (6") 4 x 6.5mm
C'sunk fastening holes
200mm (8") 4 x 6.5mm
C'sunk fastening holes
250mm (10") 4 x 8mm
C'sunk fastening holes

Elegant, strong and practical styling.
Code
RWB1289
RWB1290
RWB1291
RWB1292

Length
150mm
200mm
240mm
300mm

Base
60 x 70mm
60 x 79mm
65 x 81mm
69 x 105mm

Fastenings
4 x 6mm C/S
4 x 6mm C/S
4 x 8mm C/S
4 x 8mm C/S

Flush Pull-Up Cleats Stainless Steel
Attractive flush mounting streamlined cleats made from polished 316
grade stainless steel. The cleat simply pulls up from the base and
sits almost flush on deck when not in use, so as to not catch toes or
ropes. Supplied with below deck retaining bracket (not shown) and
integral stainless steel mounting bolts with washers and nyloc nuts.
RWB162 122mm overall length. 113mm cleat length.
Protrusion above : 10mm. Below : 55mm. 8mm dia bolts
RWB160 160mm overall length. 150mm cleat length.
Protrusion above : 10mm. Below : 62mm. 10mm dia bolts
RWB161 215mm overall length. 200mm cleat length.
Protrusion above : 14mm. Below : 83mm. 10mm dia bolts

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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These cleats have American boat & yacht council
(ABYC) approval. RWB1282 to 35 foot, RWB1283
to 40 foot, RWB1284 to 50 Foot boats.

Superb quality mirror polished cast 316 grade
stainless steel bolt-thru style cleats, ideal for larger
yachts and cruisers.
These cleats are bolt-thru style attached from
underneath the cleat, to keep the sleek styling.
The stylish raked design looks great, is extremely
strong and robust, allows use of large rope sizes
and can also be used as a fairlead or stern chock.
Supplied complete with 2 x stainless steel all-thread
bolts, stainless nyloc nuts and washers.
Maximum deck thickness for bolt through is 40mm
(with bolts and nuts supplied standard with cleat) however you can use longer allthread if required.
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4 - Deck Hardware - Cleats / Fairleads
Alloy Dock Cleats
Solid, heavy duty, aluminium alloy dock cleats for marinas, wharves, pontoons Etc.
Solid base with large hole for mooring ropes. 2 sizes.
RWB3720
Length : 290mm
Height : 90mm
Base
: 180mm L x 45mm W
Fastening hole centres : 105mm
Fastening hole diameter : 13mm

H A R D WA R E

RWB3721
Length : 350mm
Height : 105mm
Base
: 200 mm L x 70mm W
Fastening hole centres : 125mm
Fastening hole diameter : 13mm

DECK

Aluminium Cleats

Nylon Cleats

Economical solid base plain cast aluminium alloy
cleats for aluminium boats or lightweight dockside
cleats. 2 bolt fastening holes through centre.

Strong black UV resistant nylon material.
Flat base with two central fastening holes
through the cleat posts.

RWB944
RWB945
RWB946
RWB947

RWB950
RWB952
RWB954
RWB956

100mm
150mm
200mm
250mm

Nylon Jamb Cleats

Quality black nylon rope jamb cleats made by
Cleveco Murray of New Zealand.
RWB959 Suit rope size 3 - 6mm			
Base size 83 x 18mm
RWB960 Suit rope size 6 - 10mm
Base size 108 x 25mm

Nylon Fairleads
Port & Starboard handed
fairleads in solid black nylon.
Ideal for aluminium boats.
2 lengths. Sold in pairs.
1 x Port, 1 x Starboard
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RWB1242

Pair 112mm

RWB1243

Pair 150mm

110mm
145mm
180mm
210mm

Stainless Mini Eye & Hook
Small 316 grade stainless steel
fittings with a wide variety of
on-board uses.
Hook or eye available.
RWB2220
RWB2221

Eye 34 x 28mm
Hook 25 x 25mm

Stainless Fairleads
Hollow cast 316 grade stainless
steel medium duty fairleads.
Supplied in pairs 1 x Port, 1 x Starboard
RWB1240

Pair 112mm (4 1/2")
3 x 5mm C'sunk holes

RWB1241

Pair 150mm (6")
3 x 6mm C'sunk holes
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4 - Deck Hardware - Assorted
Stern Hawse Pipe

Hawse Pipe - S/S

Cast 316 grade stainless
steel triangular shaped
hawse hole which is ideal
for stern corner mounting
on cruisers.
O.D : 200 x 125mm
I.D : 125 x 75mm
3 x 5mm Countersunk
fastening holes.

316 grade stainless steel.
Used mainly as a rope
guide through the
gunwale of larger craft.
RWB1310
O.D : 150 x 80mm
I.D : 100 x 50mm
4 x 5mm C'sunk holes

RWB1309

Rail Mount Flag Pole

600mm (24")
800mm (32")
1.25Mtr (50")

RWB2175

RWB2741
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Antenna Base - Standard
A white ABS plastic quick
release antenna base with
stainless steel bolts & nuts.
Adjusts in all directions.
Suits various internally
threaded GPS antennas
and other aerials with 3/4"
female thread size.
Base size : 93mm x 65mm
Height : 125mm
RWB2146
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Cast 316 grade stainless
steel angled style with
large knurled screw knob
to hold flag pole in place.
25mm inside diameter
of the socket which is also
the approximate max base
diameter of the flag pole
it will accept.

We

Flag Pole Socket

Antenna Base - Rail Mount
White nylon rail mount antenna
base suits both 22mm (7/8")
and 25mm (1") rails - vertical or
horizontal rail mounting.
Full ratchet angle adjustment
and locking handle.
Suits various internally threaded
GPS antennas and other aerials
with 3/4" female thread size.
RWB1296
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A rail mount polished stainless
steel pole complete with pennant
attachment rings.
Suits both 22mm and 25mm
diameter rails. Length : 385mm

Varnished wooden flag poles with
tapered shaft design.
Supplied complete with plastic
cleat and stainless steel fasteners.
RWB2744
RWB2745
RWB2746

DECK

Wooden Flag Poles

4 - Deck Hardware - Canopy Fittings S/S
Canopy Fittings - Cast 316 Stainless Steel

Type
Replacement
grub screw
SP520

Product
Code

Suits
Tube Dia

Total
Size

Fastening
Holes

Heavy Duty Stainless Steel Canopy Fittings
Bow End Insert
Fits on inside of tube.

RWB1675

16mm I.D

48 x 18mm		

N/A

RWB1678
RWB1679
RWB1680

20mm O.D
22mm O.D
25mm O.D

60 x 25mm		
60 x 29mm		
60 x 32mm		

N/A
N/A
N/A

RWB1681
RWB1682
RWB1683

20mm O.D
22mm O.D
25mm O.D

26 x 26 x 45mm
29 x 29 x 53mm
32 x 32 x 56mm

N/A
N/A
N/A

Canopy Tube Ends

DECK
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A range of very robust canopy fittings made from mirror polished cast 316 grade
stainless steel. Virtually unbreakable and non-corrosive to give many years of
reliable service. 2 types - STANDARD heavy duty or EXTRA heavy duty.

Fits on outside of tube.
3 tube O.D sizes.
Tube Knuckle Clamps
Fits on outside of tube.
3 tube O.D sizes
Canopy Deck Mounts
Standard Type

RWB1684 		

56 x 12 x 35mm

2 x 5mm

Standard type with
10 degree inclined top

RWB1689		

56 x 18 x 35mm

2 x 5mm

Standard type with
quick release toggle pin

RWB1685		

56 x 12 x 35mm

2 x 5mm

Concave Rail Mounts - Concave bases for rail mount on 20mm - 25mm tube
Standard concave base

RWB1686		

56 x 20 x 37mm

2 x 5mm

Concave base with quick
release toggle pin

RWB1687		

56 x 20 x 37mm

2 x 5mm

Replacement quick
release toggle pin only

RWB1688

Canopy Side Mount

RWB1690		

51 x 23 x 32mm

2 x 5mm

EXTRA Heavy Duty Stainless Canopy Fittings
RWB1694

25mm O.D

60 x 32mm			 N/A

Tube Clamp		RWB1695

25mm O.D

31 x 30 x 60mm		 N/A

Tube End Cap		
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Deck Mount		RWB1696		

53 x 25 x 30mm		 2 x 6mm

Side Mount		RWB1697		

72 x 47 x 32mm		 4 x 6mm
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4 - Deck Hardware - Assorted
Canopy Clamps Hinged - 316 S/S

Canopy Swivel Deck Mount - 316 S/S

316 grade stainless steel
hinged tube knuckle clamps.
The handy hinge arrangement
allows quick and easy fitting
to a canopy system without
having to disassemble the
entire canopy.
RWB1692

Suits tube O.D 22mm - 7/8"

RWB1693

Suits tube O.D 25mm - 1"

316 grade stainless steel deck
mount for canopy fittings.
Swivels from side to side to
allow easier alignment of the
canopy layout.
Can be mounted vertically or
horizontally. Suits all heavy
duty stainless canopy fittings.
RWB1691

DECK

Cleveco Murray Sheet Winch
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Manufactured from glass filled nylon with bronze base and gears.
1 to 1 gear ratio. 6 to 1 mechanical advantage with a 200mm winch handle.
Ideal for a sheet winch on trailer sailers or sail trimming on small yachts.
Size : Base diameter - 90mm
Height - 85mm
RWB2831
A lock-in winch handle can be used with these winches
however the lock-in facility will not currently work with them.

Alloy Winch Handles And Holder
RWB2212				

RWB2213

Winch Handle
Pocket

Aluminium Alloy Winch Handles
Lightweight anodised aluminium alloy construction for use
as an emergency winch handle or general light duty use.
Plastic hand grip with lock-in handle mechanism.
RWB2212
RWB2213

250mm total length
285mm total length

Large winch handle holder made from
white flexible PVC. Suits up to 290mm
handles. Length - 300mm Width - 90mm
Supplied with Stainless fastenings.
RWB2206

"U" Bolts - Stainless Steel
L1

304 grade stainless steel with crimped shaft and metric thread.
Supplied with 1 x cross plate, 2 x washers and 2 x hex nuts.

D

L
L2

B
A

Code

Size (D) x L

L1

L2

A

B

RWB2413
RWB2409
RWB2410
RWB2411
RWB2412

6mm
8mm
8mm
10mm
12mm

30
35
40
55
75

45
45
60
75
75

35
35
35
53
60

40
40
48
55
60

80
80
100
130
150

Stepped Stainless Steel "U" Bolts
D2
D1

L

L1

304 grade stainless steel "U" bolts with
a stepped shaft giving a solid bearing
surface for the bearing plate for
added strength. All have 8mm thread and
10mm dia. material. 4 different lengths.

Code

L

L1

D1

D2

RWB2695
RWB2696
RWB2697
RWB2698

76
90
115
140

32
47
47
47

8
8
8
8

10
10
10
10
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4 - Deck Hardware - Eye Plates & Hooks

DECK
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Stainless Steel Ski Hook

Standard Ski Hook

316 grade stainless steel ski
hook can be transom or pole
mounted. Anti-snag ring
prevents catching of ropes
and clothing. Complete with
10mm S/S nuts & washers.
Ring Diameter : 65mm
Hull Thickness : 60mm
Protrusion : 45mm

Stainless steel shaft, washers and
nut with chrome brass base.
Has a keeper to retain ski rope.
Length : 120mm

RWB1940

RWB1945

Folding Pad Eyes - Cast 316 Grade Stainless
Cast 316 grade stainless steel pad eyes that fold
down after use. 2 piece construction - cast base
with 3 x countersunk fastening holes - and cast
folding dee ring. 2 sizes available.

See Rigging Hardware Section 16 For
Our Full Range Of Stainless Products

RWB2618
		
		

6mm diameter dee ring
45mm x 45mm overall size 			
Only 12mm height. 3 x 5mm C/S

RWB2619
		
		

8mm diameter dee ring
60mm x 60mm overall size			
Only 15mm height. 3 x 6mm C/S

Folding Eye Plates - Stainless Steel
304 grade pressed stainless steel eye plates with 2 piece body
and dee ring that folds down and is only 14mm high, when not
in use. 2 dee ring diameter sizes. Total size : 65mm x 50mm.
RWB2424
RWB2425

Plate with 6mm x 40mm dee ring
Plate with 8mm x 40mm dee ring

Eye Plates - Stainless Steel
A

H

G

B

D

W

304 grade stainless steel with welded eye and
4 x countersunk fastening holes drilled.
Code
Size (D)
A
B
H
RWB2420 6mm
35
40
26
RWB2421 8mm
40
50
33

W
18
20

G
5
5

Ring Plates - Stainless Steel
A

H

G
D

B

L
D

304 grade stainless steel plate with welded eye and welded
ring attached. 4 x countersunk fastening holes drilled.
Code

Size (D)

RWB2418 6mm
RWB2419 8mm

A

B

H

L

G

35
40

40
50

26
33

40
50

5
5

Ring Bolts - Stainless Steel
304 grade stainless steel with metric thread. Supplied with
1 x stainless steel washer and 1 x stainless steel hex nut.
Code
Size (D) x H
L
T
RWB2464
M6			 75
35 65
RWB2466
M10			 110 50 95
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4 - Deck Hardware - Deck Fillers
Deck Fillers - Heavy Duty Cast 316 Stainless
High quality heavy duty cast 316 grade stainless deck fillers to suit
38mm (1 1/2") or 50mm (2") hose. Supplied complete with stainless
steel retaining chain, "O" ring seal and opening key. The name plate
is cast into the filler in large print in four different types.
Suits 50mm (2") hose
Rim Diameter
88mm
Length below rim 77mm

RWB1980
RWB1981
RWB1982
RWB1983

RWB1984
RWB1985
RWB1986

"Petrol"
"Diesel"
"Water"
"Waste"

"Petrol"
"Diesel"
"Water"

SP325 Spare key
suits both
38 & 50mm
deck fillers.

RWB1983 waste deck fill has a rim diameter of 88mm and internal 1 1/2" BSP thread inside cap for
connection of pumpout camlock adaptors.

Nylon Deck Fill - Colour Code

Universal type black nylon deck
fillers with pop-up key for easy
use. Supplied with 4 different
coloured keys - red for fuel, blue
for water, green for diesel, black
for waste.
A complete set of 6 metalic
labels (Stick-on/screw-on) is also
included - diesel, fuel, gas, petrol,
water and waste.
Supplied complete with "O" ring
lid seal and stainless steel cap
retainer chain.

These low profile black nylon deck fillers
feature a quick, easy opening cap with "O" ring
seal and a stainless steel cap retainer chain.
No tools required for opening - simply turn by
hand. Universal type - supplied with 6 pair of
silver metallic stick-on name plates - fuel, petrol,
gas, diesel, water and waste - so one type suits
six applications.
RWB2824
RWB2837

RWB2825

Suits 38mm (1 1/2") hose
Suits 50mm (2") hose

Deck Fillers - White

Aluminium Deck Fillers
Superb quality deck fillers
made from bright anodised
LM5 Aluminium alloy,
which is non-corrosive,
beautifully finished and
will last a lifetime.
Matches with our full range
of British made aluminium
deck hardware shown
earlier in this section.

White nylon deck fills with
printed colour cap, retaining
chain, “O” ring and integral
pop-up key for easy opening.
Suits either 38mm or 50mm
hose. Fuel has RED cap,
Water has BLUE cap
RWB5110
RWB5112

Fuel 38mm
Water 38mm

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

85

38

48

33

26

70

40

RWB5116
A
85

B
50

C
48

Fuel 50mm
D
33

E
26

Suits 38mm hose

F
70

G
40

Available in 3 different name markings and supplied
complete with a rubber "O" ring seal in the cap.
Suits 38mm (1 1/2" hose).
RWB126
Marked "Waste"
RWB129
Marked "Water"
RWB130
Marked "Fuel"
SP261

Spare cap with "O" ring
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Nylon Deck Fills - Easy Open

DECK

Suits 38mm (1 1/2") hose
Rim Diameter
75mm
Length below rim 74mm

4 - Deck Hardware - Deck Fillers
Attwood Vented Deck Fills
Attwood’s range of vented deck fills incorporate a waterproof screen
that eliminates the possibility of water entering the boats fuel system,
whilst also allowing free airflow in and out of the tank to let the boats
engine breathe freely.
Attwood’s unique design includes an integral tank vent with flame
arrestor and anti-surge technology. Choice of straight or angled
configuration and a choice of cap materials and types.

H A R D WA R E

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Waterproof screen eliminates water entering fuel system
Integral tank vent with flame arrestor
Anti-surge technology prevents fuel splashing out due to surge
Engineered composite plastic body for extreme strength
Choice of cap colour and material to suit many applications
Oval or round head, straight or angled shaft
Stainless steel beaded chain on round deck fills to prevent cap loss
ISO symbols for gasoline, diesel and water located on cap
Suits 16mm (5/8”) breather hose and 38mm (1 1/2”) filler hose

Oval Shaped Vented Fuel Deck Fills

DECK

Available in white or black cap in straight or angled configuration.
Hinged cap with push-button click opening and closing mechanism.
ISO gasoline symbol stamped into both the cap and the interior surface
of the deck fill. 115 x 70mm base size.
RWB7850
RWB7851
RWB7852
RWB7853

Straight black
Straight white
Angled black
Angled white

Round Shaped Vented Deck Fills
Available in white, black, chrome or stainless steel cap in straight
or angled configuration.
ISO symbols stamped into the cap and interior surface of the deck fill.
Deck fills with stainless steel caps also include colour printed
symbol - red for petrol fuel, green for diesel and blue for water.
Screw open caps with ribs for easy opening. Gasoline fillers also
include a key for opening and tightening. 83mm diameter.
RWB7854
RWB7855
RWB7856
RWB7857

Straight black gasoline
Straight white gasoline
Straight chrome gasoline
Straight stainless steel gasoline

RWB7858
RWB7859
RWB7860
RWB7861
RWB7862
RWB7863

Angled black gasoline
Angled white gasoline
Angled chrome gasoline
Angled stainless steel gasoline
Angled stainless steel WATER
Angled stainless steel DIESEL

Rubber Deck Filler Hose
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Key included
with Gasoline
deck fills

Fuel Breather Trap

Flexible, extendable, fuel resistant
black neoprene rubber hose.
Extends 300 - 600mm.
Suits 38mm diameter fittings.

The breathers 16mm hose tail
end fastens into the trap and
then the breather hose is
connected to the traps 16mm
hose tail. Simply puts a loop
in the vent line without having
to loop the hose. Black nylon
with stainless steel fastenings.

RWB1344

RWB2845
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4 - Deck Hardware - Fuel Tank Breathers
Fuel Breathers - Flush Recessed Style - Stainless

RWB2842 Suits 16mm hose
Face dia 44mm. Suits hull
thickness up to 25mm
RWB2844 Suits 20mm hose
Face dia 50mm. Suits hull
thickness up to 32mm

RWB2841

Chrome plated brass fuel
breather vents with 90 deg
bend and stainless steel mesh
spark arrestor. Choice of pipe
facing up or down. Suits hull
thickness up to 16mm.
Suits16mm hose.
RWB1302

Chrome brass with 		
pipe facing down

RWB2841

Chrome brass with 		
pipe facing up

Nylon - With Water Trap

Cast 316 grade stainless
steel fuel breather vent
with 90 deg bend and
pipe facing up.
Includes mounting gasket
and stainless steel mesh
spark arrestor.
Suits hull thickness up
to 16mm.
Suits16mm hose.
RWB2843

Nylon - Streamlined

TENOB high quality 90 degree
fuel breather vent with a unique
water trap to make it virtually
impervious to water entering
the fuel line in normal use.
Made from tough UV resistant
nylon material for non-corrosive
durability and fuel resistance.
Complete with spark-proof mesh.
The vent separates into two
parts to make it easy to fit.
Suits both 16 and 20mm hose.

TENOB high quality, economy
priced, UV stabilised nylon,
fuel or water tank breather.
Supplied complete with
stainless steel mesh spark
arrestor and retaining nut.
Suits 16mm hose. Drill a
20mm hole for mounting.
RWB1589
RWB1591

Black
White

RWB1576 Black
RWB1577 White

Chromed Brass - Straight

Stainless Steel - Steamlined

Compact design chrome plated
brass breather for venting fuel
vapours. Complete with
mounting gasket and stainless
steel mesh spark arrestor.
Suits hull thickness up to 13mm.
Suits 13 - 16mm hose.
RWB221 Chrome brass

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

All 316 grade stainless steel
fuel breather vent.
Attractive streamlined head
design with mounting gasket
and stainless steel mesh
spark arrestor. Suitable for
hull thicknesss up to 16mm.
Suits 16mm (5/8") hose.
RWB1974
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RWB1302

90 Deg Fuel Breather Stainless

DECK

90 Deg Fuel Breathers CPB

316 grade stainless vent sits flush on exterior
of boat for attractive flush finish.
The pipe faces up to prevent water entering
the line.
Includes rubber gasket and fixing hardware.
2 sizes - to suit 16mm hose or larger 20mm
hose for superior venting capacity.

V E N T I L AT I O N

5 - Ventilation - Exterior Vents
Solar Vent - Stainless Steel

Solar Vent - Plastic

Low profile, weatherproof, solar powered vent with
stainless steel housing. Extracts up to 900 cubic
feet of air per hour in bright sunlight conditions.
Works successfully in natural daylight.
Mount at any angle on almost any surface.
No wiring or running costs. Supplied complete
with mounting gasket, dress rim and instructions.
Blades supplied for both intake and exhaust use.
Above deck height : 33mm Overall dia. : 215mm
Hole cut-out size 120mm

Weatherproof, solar powered exhaust vent that
extracts up to 900 cubic feet of air per hour in
bright sunlight conditions. Works successfully
in natural daylight. No wiring or running costs.
Can be mounted at any angle on almost any
surface. Supplied complete with mounting
gasket, dress rim and installation instructions.
Blades supplied for both intake and exhaust use.
Above deck height : 38mm Overall dia. : 215mm
Hole cut-out size 120mm

RWB1739

RWB1738

Solar Vent - Stainless steel exterior

Solar Vent With Battery

Solar vent - plastic exterior

Solar Vent With Battery

With
Stainless
Steel
Cover

Solar powered ventilator that also has a switch and
integral Nicad battery that will operate the vent for
up to 30 hours when no sunlight is present.
No wiring is required. The Nicad battery recharges
itself again when sunlight is present.
Moves up to 700 cubic feet of air per hour.
Supplied with 2 types of interchangeable blade
for either intake or exhaust ventilation. Polished
stainless steel body with weatherproof seals.
Above deck height : 40mm Overall dia. : 190mm
Hole cut-out size 95mm

Solar powered ventilator that also has a switch and
integral Nicad battery that will operate the vent for
up to 30 hours when no sunlight is present.
No wiring is required. The Nicad battery recharges
itself again when sunlight is present.
Moves up to 700 cubic feet of air per hour.
Supplied with 2 types of interchangeable blade for
either intake or exhaust ventilation. UV resistant
white plastic body with weatherproof seals.
Above deck height : 40mm Overall dia. : 190mm
Hole cut-out size 95mm

RWB1737

RWB1736

Solar vent with battery - stainless

Solar vent with battery - plastic

Ventilation Hatch
Manufactured from ASA plastic for strength and UV resistance.
Ideal for ventilation of the cabin, galley or bathroom areas.
Opening ventilation hatch with trim ring, neoprene gasket seal,
one stay with stainless steel shaft and one opening handle.
White satin finish exterior with smoked (tinted) acrylic lens.
Made in Italy - CE certified. Low profile only 22mm above deck.
Outside size : 448 x 268 mm
Inside opening size : 376 x 196mm
RWB5220
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5 - Ventilation - Exterior Vents
"Hurricane" Ventilator

The Hurricane ventilator is a revolutionary Australian
designed and manufactured product.
It is a tough, durable and practical ventilator made from UV stabilised
ASA plastic which remains completely waterproof, while allowing
air to circulate below deck. It has a low profile and no sharp edges to
snag ropes. Fastenings and deck tube are supplied with the vent and
it is easy to install.

Deck

Cross-section of vent showing airflow

In all weather, air enters freely - toxic or explosive gas is removed
Even if the decks are awash - no solid water can leak in
Unobtrusive, aerodynamic design
No sharp edges to snag ropes

A
A
A
A

RWB1960

"Seabird" Ventilator

WATER
&
AIR

VENT TOP
WATER
DRAIN

BAFFLE
PLATE

Seabird RWB

The original high quality Australian made ventilator
manufactured from durable, UV resistant, reinforced
nylon material to withstand the harshest of Australian
conditions. The special nylon material also allows it
to withstand impacts such as standing on the vent,
without the ventilator breaking.
The "SEABIRD" ventilator gives a large airflow
either intake or exhaust - while remaining
waterproof due to the unique baffled design.
190mm long x 145mm wide x 110mm high.
Includes an integral internal hose flange
to take 75mm blower hose.
Requires a 75mm diameter mounting hole.
Suitable for yachts, cruisers, pontoon
and dock venting Etc.
RWB125

AIR ONLY

Stainless Clearview Vent

Mushroom Style Vent

White plastic with brass spindle, integral
mosquito screen and internal dress rim.
Vent can be closed off from inside the boat.
Low profile - only 30mm above deck height.
Base diameter : 145mm
Internal diameter : 100mm

304 grade stainless steel vent with clear top allows
light to enter the cabin. Unrestricted airflow with
low 30mm on-deck profile. Supplied complete with
screen, deck ring, sealing gasket and fastenings.
Internal airflow dia : 90mm Overall dia : 225mm

RWB554

SP263

RWB224 Stainless steel vent
Replacement clear lens
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Vent Dia : 220mm Height : 64mm Cut-out hole : 70mm
Complete with all stainless steel fastenings and fitting instructions.

5 - Ventilation - Plastimo Cowl Vents
Plastimo Flexible Cowl Ventilators
Plastimo Cool-N-Dry Dorade Box Vents

V E N T I L AT I O N

Plastimo Cool-N-Dry dorade vents allow continuous
ventilation when sailing or moored, whilst ensuring
the boat remains dry, even in bad weather.
No water entry through the vents thanks to the
patented Plastimo spring damper shut-off system
which closes automatically in the event of heavy
rain or a strong wave over the deck.
Can be closed manually by simple finger pressure.
Rugged weatherproof construction - flexible PVC
vent with plastic dorade box - both UV treated.
86mm diameter internal air flow.
The dorade box is 200mm diameter on deck.

Heavy rain or a strong wave (2)
shuts off the damper temporarily,
preventing any water intrusion

As water evacuates (3) the
damper lifts automatically,
to allow air circulation again

RWB8230
RWB8231

Low profile cowl vent with dorade box
High profile cowl vent with dorade box

RWB8232
RWB8233

Spare low profile cowl vent only
Spare high profile cowl vent only

Plastimo Large Dorade Box Vent
The Plastimo dorade box vent allows continuous
ventilation when sailing or moored, even in bad
weather, whilst ensuring the boat remains dry.
The dorade box is made from rigid plastic with a
large low profile soft flexible PVC vent - both are
UV treated for long life.
It is also supplied with a deck screw-on cover,
a screw storm cap, a female cut-out sleeve and
male deck head protection sleeve to give an
attractive interior finish to the cabin.
Dorade box : 335mm length x 200mm width
Height : 205mm inc vent. Air flow dia 80mm
Cut-out 90mm. Max deck thickness 60mm
RWB8234
RWB8239

Large dorade box with flexible cowl vent
Spare flexible cowl vent only

Plastimo Standard Style Cowl Vents

RWB8238

RWB8239

Plastimo have 40 years experience in PVC dip
moulding which is used to manufacture these flexible
cowl vents. The most prestigious boatbuilders trust
Plastimo ventilators for their consistent high quality
smooth and glossy cowls, UV resistance and easy
mounting features.
Each vent includes the flexible cowl, the deck plate
base and a watertight sealing cover. RWB8238
pushes onto the base - the rest screw onto the base.
RWB8238
RWB8239
RWB8240

RWB8240
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RWB8241

RWB8241

Small low profile flexible cowl vent
170mm W x 90mm H x 75mm cut-out
Large low profile flexible cowl vent
190mm W x 90mm H x 90mm cut-out
Large high profile flexible cowl vent
140mm W x 235mm H x 90mm cut-out
Extra large high profile flexible cowl vent
200mm W x 300mm H x 120mm cut-out
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5 - Ventilation - Assorted Vents
Flexible Cowl Ventilators
Economically priced UV inhibited white PVC cowl
ventilators that snap or screw off for easy stowage.
The cowl swivels 360 degrees for intake or exhaust use.
Complete with a foul weather protection cap.
Standard high profile or low profile available in 2 sizes.

Low Profile

RWB555 75mm I.D - 90mm height - snap on style
RWB556 100mm I.D - 130mm height - screw on style

Standard High Profile

RWB557 75mm I.D - 220mm height - snap on style
RWB558 100mm I.D - 240mm height - screw on style
Spare Parts

Deck base only for 75mm vent
Cap for base of 75mm vent
Deck base only for 100mm vent
Cap for base of 100mm vent

Ventilator / Scupper - Aluminium Alloy
Made from aluminium alloy. Can be used as an opening
vent or as a drain scupper. Spring loaded with strong
stainless spring and watertight sealing gasket.
Available in two sizes and in two finishes - plain aluminium
alloy or white enamelled version.

Plain Aluminium Alloy
RWB3710
RWB3711
Service Kits
Includes stainless spring
and sealing gasket.
SP330
SP331

Small - 167 x 112mm - plain alloy
Large - 240 x 147mm - plain alloy

White Enamelled Aluminium Alloy
RWB3712
RWB3713

Service kit for small size
Service kit for large size

Nylon Cover / Ventilation Scoop

Small - 167 x 112mm - white enamelled alloy
Large - 240 x 147mm - white enamelled alloy

Cover / Ventilation Scoop
Mini clam pressed 304
grade stainless steel
vents.
Commonly used as
anchor well drain
covers or for covering
thru-transom wiring
connections.
2 sizes available.

TENOB quality UV stabilised
marine grade nylon in two
colours.
Some applications - Ventilation or water scoop
- Cover for exit of engine
control cables or anchor
well drains

Medium Size

Dimensions at Base
Length: 60mm
Width: 55mm
Height: 20mm
RWB1740 Black
RWB1741 White

Large Size

Dimensions at base
Length : 85mm
Width : 78mm
Height : 30mm
RWB1742 Black
RWB1743 White

RWB1731

Small cover / vent
40mm L x 44mm W x 13mm H

RWB1732

Large cover / vent
53mm L x 54mm W x 25mm H
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SP264
SP265
SP266
SP267

5 - Ventilation - Assorted Vents
Rotating Ventilator

Quality, UV stabilised nylon.
Applications - Locker vent
Anchor well drain
Motor well drain
Bait tank overflow
"Knock - in" design has barbs that grip
edge of drilled hole. Quick and simple
to fit - just drill a 20mm hole.

Pressed 304 grade stainless steel
ventilator with a rotating control to
open or close the airflow.
Suitable for doors, storage lockers,
cupboards Etc.
127mm diameter.

RWB1588

RWB1730

White

Stainless Louvre Vent

Stainless Louvre Vents

Polished 304 grade stainless steel vents
with raised "V" style louvres - ideal for
engine room venting.
Both sizes have a 12 mm wide external
flange with a 25mm inside flange depth.
RWB500

3 louvre 210 x 113mm overall
Cut-out 187 x 90mm

RWB501

5 louvre 325 x 113mm
Cut-out 303 x 90mm

Polished 304 grade stainless steel vent with
10 x raised flat top style louvres - ideal for
engine room venting.
12 mm wide external flange with a 25mm
inside flange depth.
RWB1915

10 louvre 530 x 113mm overall
Cut-out 506 x 90mm

Slimline Louvre Vent

p

id
rov

riendly and reliab
eaf
le s

Modern design louvered deck vent from
Attwood U.S.A.
Manufactured from rugged ABS plastic
with strong chrome plated finish.
External size : 445 x 67mm
Internal hole cut : 390 x 50mm
RWB1990
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Chrome plated ABS
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Short Drain / Vent

5 - Ventilation - Louvre Vents
Stainless Steel Louvre Vents
304 grade pressed
polished stainless steel
vents with holes drilled
for 4mm fastenings.

6 louvre
127 x 115mm

2 x 6 louvre
227 x 115mm

14 louvre
227 x 127mm

RWB505

RWB504

RWB506

RWB507

Plastic Louvre Vents

Plastic Louvre Vent

Moulded ABS plastic louvred vents in 2 colours.

Moulded black ABS plastic louvred vent.

6 louvres. 260 x 125mm overall size.
6 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes

6 louvres. 200mm x 100mm overall size
with rounded style corners. 9mm height.
4 x 4mm countersunk fastening holes.

RWB1674
Black
RWB1674W White

RWB1673

Nylon Louvre Vents

UV resistant nylon material with a serration
across the centre so it can be made into two
smaller 6 louvre vents, if required.
Choice of black or white colour.
Total size : 255 x 118mm
2 x 6 louvres.
RWB509
Black
RWB509W White

Flush Nylon Vents

UV stabilised nylon louvre vents in both
black and white colours.
These flush mounting vents are suitable
for lockers, doors, cupboards Etc.
Size : 86mm x 86mm.
RWB1667
RWB1668

Black
White
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3 louvre
127 x 65mm

5 - Ventilation - Louvre / Blower Vents

V E N T I L AT I O N

Nylon Blower Vents - 75mm 3"

Nylon Blower Vents - 100mm 4"

UV stabilised nylon ventilators in both black
and white colours. These louvre ventilators
have a hose tail end for connection to
75mm bilge blower exhaust outlet hose.
Suits 75mm (3') hose
Overall face size : 85mm x 85mm
Flange length (depth below) : 60mm

UV stabilised nylon ventilators in both black
and white colours. These louvre ventilators
have a hose tail end for connection to 100mm
bilge blower exhaust outlet hose.
Suits 100mm (4”) hose
Overall face size : 127 x 127mm
Flange length (depth below) : 45mm

RWB1665
RWB1666

RWB1669
RWB1670

Black 75mm
White 75mm

Stainless Blower Vent

Black 100mm
White 100mm

Blower Vents

Cowl ventilator suitable for surface mounting
on deck or vertical surface mounting on the stern.
Polished 316 stainless steel top with plastic base.
This vent is specifically designed as an exhaust
vent for use with bilge blowers.
It is supplied with a plastic flange to take 75mm
(3") diameter bilge blower hose.
Size: 124 L x 147 W x 50mm H
6 x 4mm screw holes.

We stock a range of
ventiltaors for use as
blower hose outlet vents.
Small plastic vents above
or RWB659 vent shown
left or the Australian
made Seabird vent is
ideal - see page 73.

RWB659

Flexible Bilge Blower Hose
White, extremely flexible,
UV resistant vinyl hose used
to supply or extract air.
Includes corrosion resistant
wire support frame.
Fire resistant hose - will
not support a flame.
Made in U.S.A.
Bulk packs or hang packs.
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RWB1260
RWB1261

75mm (3") I.D x 3 Mtr (10Ft) hang packed for display
75mm (3") I.D x 15 Mtr (50Ft) bulk packed

RWB1264
RWB1265

100mm (4") I.D x 3 Mtr (10Ft) hang packed for display
100mm (4") I.D x 15 Mtr (50Ft) bulk packed
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6 - Electrical - Jabsco Bilge Blowers
Jabsco / Rule Bilge Blower Range
Designed to remove fumes and petrol vapours from the engine room prior to
starting the engine. Can also be used for exhausting warm air from galleys or
engine rooms, ventilating odours or steam from heads and general marine air
circulation. Select the blower required according to the application and level of
continuous duty. Continuous duty cycle depends on ambient temperature.
In-line, flange mount or flex mount types available to suit 3" 75mm or 4" 100mm
blower ducting.
Standard, heavy duty or EXTRA HEAVY DUTY motor ratings.

Flangemount			

Standard Blower

ELECTRICAL

In-Line Mounting		

Flexmount

Extra Heavy Duty Blowers

Intermittently rated motor
20 minutes on - 20 minutes off.
This duty is sufficient for most
standard blower applications.
105 cubic feet - 3 cubic metres
per minute air flow.
Suits 75mm blower hose.
J70-210 12 volt 4.4 amp
Jabsco 35115-0020
J75-051

Replacement rotor wheel
Jabsco 34742-0001

Heavy Duty Blowers
High capacity output with quiet
running Delrin rotor.
Continuously rated motor
maximum 1 hour with 50% duty
cycle = 1 hour on then 1/2 hour
off for cool down.

Flange Mount
Suits 75mm blower hose.
150 cubic feet - 4.2 cubic metres
per minute capacity.
J70-212 12 volt 6.5 amp		
Jabsco 34739-0010
J70-213 24 volt 3.3 amp
Jabsco 34739-0020
J75-051

Replacement rotor wheel
Jabsco 34742-0001

Continuously rated extra
heavy duty motor with min.
5,000 hour motor life.
Suitable for commercial or
high use engine room air
intake or extraction. Ideal
for continuous operation
applications where engine
rooms with generator
sets require the constant
venting of warm air.
Flangemount type or flexmount
in-line design where the blower
can be rotated in the bracket
to allow discharge in any
direction.

A Suits 100mm blower hose
A 250 cubic feet - 7.1
cubic metres per
minute capacity

Flange Mount
J70-202 12 volt 11 amp
Jabsco 35760-0092
J70-203 24 volt 6 amp
Jabsco 35760-0094

Flex Mount
J70-204 12 volt 11 amp
Jabsco 35770-0092
J70-205 24 volt 6 amp
Jabsco 35770-0094
J75-050
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Replacement rotor
wheel suits all above
Jabsco 35714-0000
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Flange Mount

6 - Electrical - Bilge Blowers
In-Line Bilge Blowers
RULE in-line bilge blowers are designed to be the most
efficient, high performance, yet economically priced bilge
blowers available on the market today. Ideal for venting
bilges, engine compartments, galleys and heads.

ELECTRICAL

ACCESSORIES

Features -

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

In-line style allows the air to cool the motor
1 Year limited warranty. Subject to motor brush life.
High performance - low amp draw - ignition protected
Five blade fan with nose cone for super efficient airflow
Quiet operation - high volume output
Compact - easily installed on any flat surface
Integral mounting bracket and hose flange stops
Front and rear shaft seals for moisture protection
Available in both 12 volt and 24 volt
Available to suit both 75mm and 100mm blower hose

75mm (3") Blower - Suits 75mm Hose

100mm (4") Blower - Suits 100mm Hose

Capacity : 3.8 cubic metres per minute (135 CFM)
Size inc. mount brkt : 130 L x 125 W x 95mm H

Extra large capacity : 6.7 cubic metres per minute
capacity (235 cubic feet per minute)
Size inc. mount bracket : 130 L x 150 W x 120mm H

RWB653 12 volt - 2.9 amp
RWB649 24 volt - 1.7 amp
OEM Bulk Packed Models Available

Standard Bilge Blower

RWB654 12 volt - 4.3 amp
RWB655 24 volt - 2.4 amp

In-Line Bilge Blower
Economical TMC bilge blower giving good
performance and durability at a budget price.

A 3.45 cubic metres per minute
(122 CFM) capacity

A White ABS plastic housing
A Water resistant motor casing
A Complete with integral
TMC bilge blower giving good performance and
durability at a budget price.

A
A
A
A

2.55 cubic metres per min (90 CFM) capacity
ABS plastic housing with mount flange
Suits 75mm blower hose
Optional mounting kit

mounting bracket

A Hose connections each end
to suit 75mm blower hose

RWB1320

12 volt - 4.5 amp

Oscillating Fan

RWB542 12 volt - 3 amp blower
RWB542B Plastic flange only 		
for 75mm blower hose

RWB542C Plastic mounting 		
collar and plastic 		
flange kit for 75mm
blower hose
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High capacity fan with
adjustable automatic
oscillation speed control.
150mm diameter blades
with epoxy coated guard.
An on / off switch is
located on the base.
RWB2802
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12 volt 2 amp

6 - Electrical - Wind Generators
LVM Wind Generators

Aero 4 Gen - For Cruising Yachts With Significant Power Usage

RWB2627
Voltage regulators are sold RWB2628
separately. They should be
used to prevent overcharge RWB2633
and damage to the battery. RWB2636
SP170

12 volt Aero 4 Gen wind generator
24 volt Aero 4 Gen wind generator
Model 4TB12 12 volt regulator for twin battery set up
Model 4TB24 24 volt regulator for twin battery set up
Replacement white blade - suits Aerogen 4 and old Aerogen 3

Aero 6 Gen - For Live Aboard Yachts With Very High Power Usage
The Aero 6 Gen is LVM's largest capacity wind generator for use where
continuous high power consumption prevails. Heavy duty construction.
12 volt model produces 4 amps (48 watts) at 12 knots. 8 amps (96 watts)
at 17 knots. Capable of continuously producing 20 amps (240 watts) at 30
knots and produces up to 30 amp (360 watts) at higher wind speeds.
Propeller Dia. : 1220mm Turning radius : 650mm
Mounting : to 38mm tube Weight : 11 Kg

Aero 6 Gen

RWB2629
Voltage regulators are sold RWB2630
separately. They should be RWB2634
used to prevent overcharge RWB2638
and damage to the battery. SP169

Model 6TB12 12 volt regulator for twin battery set up
Model 6TB24 24 volt regulator for twin battery set up
Replacement white blade for Aero 6 Gen

Wind Speed

Aero 4 Gen

Aero 6 Gen

5
10
15
20
25
30
40
45

1
12
36
72
96
144
180
228

1
24
72
120
204
240
300
360

(Knots)

Specification chart
showing rated output in
Watts and Amps (12v) at
wind speed in Knots.
At 24v amperage is
reduced by 50%.

12 volt Aero 6 Gen wind generator
24 volt Aero 6 Gen wind generator

Output
Watts
Amps
0.1
1
3
6
8
12
15
18

Output
Watts
Amps
0.1
2
6
10
17
20
25
30
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Aero 4 Gen

The Aero 4 Gen is a 6 bladed generator offering powerful continuous
performance, from a compact and lightweight unit. Heavy duty construction
throughout to give long life, maintenance free performance.
Charges in winds over 5 knots.
12v model produces 1 amp (12 watt) at 10 knots, 6 amp (72 watt) at 20 knots.
Maximum continuous output 20 amps (240 watt) at 60 knots. See chart below.
Propeller diameter : 870 mm Turning radius : 480mm
Mounting : to 25mm (1") tube Weight : 8.5 Kg

ELECTRICAL

LVM Aerogen MARINE wind generators are made by Jabsco / Rule to
very high standards. They are extremely efficient, sturdy and robust,
yet compact and lightweight.
2 models cover the needs of weekend, cruising and live-aboard
yachtsmen. LVM wind generators supply a constant trickle charge to
the battery in winds over 5 knots. They are continuously rated, quiet,
and due to their robust nature will operate safely in gale force winds.
These are Jabsco LVM MARINE versions which have a powder coated
aluminium housing, with other parts made from corrosion resistant
stainless steel, aluminium bronze and reinforced polypropylene blades.

6 - Horns - Air & Gas
"Super Sonar" Gas Air Horn

Mini Gas Air Horn
Hand held pressure pack
horn giving a loud blast.
Only 125mm x 44mm,
small enough to keep in
a hand bag to use as a
personal safety device.
50 Ml cannister with
red plastic horn top.

ACCESSORIES

Hand held and operated gas air horn giving
a loud blast. Friendly to the environment does not contain any gas harmful to the
ozone layer.
250 Ml cannister with plastic horn top.
RWB1003

Complete horn - blister
packed for open display
BOX QUANTITY 6

RWB1004

250 Ml cannister only
BOX QUANTITY 12

RWB1005

Plastic mounting bracket

RWB999
Complete horn
with 50 Ml cannister

Plastic Fog Horn

RWB1003

ELECTRICAL

DANGEROUS
GOODS

RWB1004

RWB1005

For freighting purposes the 1003 horn and 1004 cannister are
classed as "dangerous goods" and must be freighted separately
from other goods. A dangerous goods freight surcharge will
apply if purchasing in less than the box quantity packs as
shown above. Also - a large discount is offered for box
quantity purchases - see our price list for details.

Blow your own - mouth
operated horn.
All plastic complete with
an attachment hole to tie
a rope lanyard, if desired.
Length - 320mm
RWB1750

Ecoblast Rechargable Horn

ECOBLAST HORN
RWB6905

ECOBLAST is a rechargable AIR horn - just pump in new AIR with a
bicycle hand pump, a compressor, or at your local service station.
This quality product is made in Canada to high standards and is
suitable for marine use, industrial safety, sporting events Etc.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

RWB6906

RWB6907
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Uses plain normal AIR - not gas. Easily rechargable for FREE
Safe for the environment - uses AIR only, no harmful gas
Never have to buy a refill cannister
Recharges via a recessed valve in the base of the horn
Easily refills with the mini air pump included in the kit, any bicycle
pump, air compressor or tyre pump at your local service station
Horn has a plastic base cover to prevent any rust rings on surfaces
Powerful 115 decibel blast
Can be safely stored - no harmful or dangerous gas - Just AIR
Operates in all weather and temperature extremes

The horn is delivered without air in the cannister. Ecoblast is available
as the complete horn or as a kit which includes a mini hand pump.
RWB6905
RWB6906
RWB6907
RWB1005

Ecoblast horn
Ecoblast kit - includes horn and mini pump blister packed
Mini hand pump only
Plastic mounting bracket
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6 - Electrical - Horns
Economy Trumpet Horns
Budget priced, compact marine trumpet horns
made from chromed plastic and stainless steel
with all stainless steel fastenings.
Supplied with rubber mounting pad.
Gives a loud blast at a low price.
12 volt - single or dual trumpet versions.
105 decibels sound rating.

Trumpet Horns - Stainless Steel

Single Horns - 390mm L x 100mm W x 125mm H
RWB990 Single 12 volt 3.5 amp
RWB991 Single 24 volt 2 amp
Dual Horns - 455/390mm L x 100mm W x 125mm H
RWB992 Dual 12 volt 7 amp
RWB993 Dual 24 volt 4 amp

Fullblast Dual Trumpet Air-Electric Horns

RWB622-23

Marinco AFI of America offer these dual trumpet
Air / Electric horns which produce a deep, rich,
distinctive tone.
The trumpets are available in chrome plated solid
brass or white epoxy coated solid brass with a
non-corrosive Lexan diaphragm.
The horn comes in a kit form which includes the
horn with mounting bracket, air compressor,
air tubing, fittings and mounting hardware.
Available in 12 or 24 volt.
121 decibels sound rating.
425mm L x 175mm W x 95mm H
121 decibel rating. Dual tone.
Frequency 375+-15, 315+-15

RWB624-25

RWB622 12 volt 20 amp Chrome plated brass
RWB623 24 volt 10 amp Chrome plated brass
RWB624 12 volt 20 amp White epoxy coated brass
RWB625 24 volt 10 amp White epoxy coated brass
SP381
SP382

Replacement 12 volt compressor only
Replacement 24 volt compressor only
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Marine quality trumpet horns with 100% stainless
steel exterior. Supplied complete with integral
stainless mounting bracket on rear and shaft of horn.
Dual horns include a stainless steel joining bracket.
Sound rating : 110 decibels sound rating..
Single and dual tone versions in both 12 and 24 volt.

ELECTRICAL

RWB934 Single 12 volt horn 225mm
RWB936 Dual 12 volt horn
1 x 225mm & 1 x 290mm horn

6 - Electrical - Horns / Speakers
Concealed “Drop-In” Horn
Concealed horn with stainless steel diaphragm,
sealed sound unit and 2 x facia plates.
This horn is fitted to many American made boats such
as Bayliner, Sea Ray and many others and is ideal as
a drop-in replacement.
Blister packed for retail display complete with both
white and black facia grills with waterproof fabric
backing and stainless steel screws.
12 volt 4 amp. 107 decibel rating.

ACCESSORIES

RWB606

Mini Stainless Horn

ELECTRICAL

Compact marine horn with stainless steel cover and
mounting base and non-corrosive black ABS plastic
horn base. 100 decibels sound rating.
Length : 90mm
Width : 80mm
Height : 50mm
12 volt 3 amp
RWB1352

Waterproof Speakers
Lalizas “Sea Sound” 2 way speakers are waterproof and
corrosion resistant speakers for use indoors or outdoors.
They have a UV stabilised plastic frame and corrosion proof
silicone coated terminal wires. The speakers have a crisp
and clear sound and are supplied as a colour boxed pair.
Supplied with speaker wiring with terminals and S/S fastenings.
They are flush mounted and are available in 2 sizes 80 watt 5 1/4” speakers. Face diameter : 147mm Depth : 62mm
Impedance : 4 Ohm
Sensitivity : 88 Db
RWB8816

80 watt speakers - pair

100 watt 6 1/2” speakers. Face diameter : 181mm Depth : 75mm
Impedance : 4 Ohm
Sensitivity : 90 Db
RWB8817

100 watt speakers - pair

CD / Radio Watertight Cover
Watertight hinged facia panel for CD player and
radio systems. Has a rubber door seal and tinted
smoked front panel or white panel.
Suits instrument up to 190mm wide x 60mm high
Outside sizes
A : 110mm
Inside hole size C : 190mm
RWB5125
RWB5126
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B : 235mm
D : 60mm

Smoked watertight cover
White watertight cover
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6 - Electrical - Windscreen Wipers
Wiper Set - Standard With Stainless Cover
Standard light duty wiper set for smaller pleasure boats only.
Standard wiper set includes A Motor with stainless steel cover
A Adjustable stainless arm 180 - 280mm
A Stainless steel / rubber blade 280mm
Self parking with 110 degree sweep angle. Supplied boxed in a set.
Not recommended for commercial or prolonged use.
Shaft length : 60mm Shaft diameter : 9mm
RWB215

12 volt - 1.5 amp wiper set complete

SP95
SP96

Replacement arm - push connect type adjustable 180 - 280mm
Replacement blade - push connect type 280mm

Light duty motor for smaller pleasure boats only. Has a sealed
motor housing for waterproof mounting on open boats.

RWB2847

12 volt - 1.5 amp waterproof wiper set complete

SP95
SP96

Replacement arm - push connect type adjustable 180 - 280mm
Replacement blade - push connect type 280mm

Wiper Set - With Motor Switch
Light duty motor for use on smaller pleasure boats only. The motor
has an on/off switch on the end for easy, simple use. Switch is NOT
waterproof - recommended for use only in enclosed pleasure boats.
Switched wiper set includes A Motor with black cover & switch
		 A Adjustable stainless arm 180 - 280mm
		 A Stainless steel / rubber blade 280mm
Self parking with 110 degree sweep angle. Supplied boxed in a set.
Shaft length : 80mm Shaft diameter : 9mm
RWB2849

12 volt - 1.5 amp wiper set complete

SP95
SP96

Replacement arm - push connect type adjustable 180 - 280mm
Replacement blade - push connect type 280mm

Wiper Arm & Blade Spares For Standard Wipers
Wiper Arms - stainless steel adjustable lengths with either push-on style blade attachment ends.
Wiper Blades - stainless steel with flexible rubber blade in either push-on or old style hook-on type.
		
These blades and arms suit wipers shown above.

Push-On Arms & Blades - Std

Push-On Arms & Blades - Long Hook-On Wiper Blade

Standard size stainless steel.
Arm and blade push connect.
Suits RWB215, 2847, 2849 wipers

Optional long size stainless steel.
Arm and blade push connect.
Suits RWB215, 2847, 2849 wipers

Standard size stainless steel.
Blade hooks onto arm.
Suits older style wipers.

SP95 Adjustable arm 180-280mm
SP96 Push connect blade 280mm

SP97 Adjustable arm 200-340mm
SP98 Push connect blade 350mm

SP100 Hook-on blade 280mm
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W'Proof wiper set includes A Motor with white waterproof cover
		 A Adjustable stainless arm 180 - 280mm
		 A Stainless steel / rubber blade 280mm
Self parking with 110 degree sweep angle. Supplied boxed in a set.
Shaft length : 87mm Shaft diameter : 12mm

ELECTRICAL

Wiper Set - With Waterproof Cover

6 - Electrical - Windscreen Wipers
AFI 1000 Waterproof Wiper Motor

ACCESSORIES

3 YEAR WARRANTY

The AFI 1000 heavy duty wiper motor is fully waterproof with a
thermoplastic cover and powers wiper arm & blade combinations
up to 450mm (18”) length. 2 drive shaft lengths are available.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Fully waterproof heavy duty motor
Sealed UV resistant thermo-plastic cover
Solid brass 16mm diameter drive shaft and knurled nut
Single speed motor
Coast to park feature. Adjustable right or left park.
RF shielded circuitry
110 deg sweep angle. Adjustable 50, 65, 80 or 110 degrees
Includes 5 amp fuse & fuse holder
Full 3 year limited warranty. CE certified.

No load current 0.8 to 1.2 amp. Stall current 10 amps.
Stall torque 63kgf/cm 6.2 Nm
Motor Length : 169mm Width : 84mm Depth : 51mm - plus drive arm
12 volt only. 2 shaft lengths are available
RWB5806
RWB5807

12 volt 40mm shaft length (plus knurled arm nut)
12 volt 63mm shaft length (plus knurled arm nut)

ELECTRICAL

The AFI 1000 wiper motor suits a variety of AFI arms and blades up
to 450mm length as shown on following pages of this catalogue.
Pantographic arms will only function properly with wiper motor sweep
angles of 80 degree or less. Wiper motor angle can be easily adjusted.

AFI Heavy Duty Wiper Motors - Waterproof
3 YEAR WARRANTY
These AFI heavy duty wiper motors suit a variety of arms and blades
shown on following pages. The 1.5 motor will power up to 500mm
arm/blade length, 2.5 motor up to 600mm arm/blade length.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

2 Powerful motor sizes available. Fully waterproof
Fully sealed grey powder coated aluminium waterproof housing
50mm length solid chrome brass drive shaft and knurled nut
2 speed motor (can be wired for single speed)
Coast to park feature. Adjustable right or left park
RF shielded circuitry
80 or 110 deg sweep angle. Adjustable 45, 60, 80 or 110 degrees
Includes sealed 150mm length wires with fuse & fuse holder
Full 3 year limited warranty. CE certified

Pantographic arms will only function properly with wiper motor sweep
angles of 80 degree or less. Wiper motor angle can be easily adjusted.

AFI 1.5 Wiper Motor

AFI 2.5 Wiper Motor

Powers up to 500mm (20") length arm and
blade combination. 80 or 110 deg sweep
angle motors. No load current up to 1.2 amp.
Stall current 13 amps.
Stall torque 125kgf/cm 12.3 Nm
Length : 197mm, width : 101mm
Depth : 71mm - plus drive arm.

Powers up to 600mm (24") length arm and blade
combination. Available in 12v or 24v.
80 or 110 degree sweep. Sweep is also adjustable.
No load current to 1.6 amp. Stall current 10.5 amps.
Stall torque 160 kgf/cm 15.7 Nm
Length : 201mm, width : 108mm
Depth : 77mm - plus drive arm.

RWB5800
RWB5801
RWB5805

RWB5802
RWB5803
RWB5804
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12 volt 110 Deg 1.5 Motor
12 volt 80 Deg 1.5 Motor
24 volt 110 Deg 1.5 Motor

12 volt 110 degree 2.5 Motor
12 volt 80 degree 2.5 Motor
24 volt 110 degree 2.5 Motor
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6 - Electrical - Wipers & Accessories
Heavy Duty Wiper Motor - 2 Speed
An excellent quality heavy duty wiper motor offering superior
durability and performance at minimal cost.
This 2 speed, self parking wiper motor has user adjustable
sweep angles (110 degrees, 80 deg etc) and is available in
12 or 24 volt versions. Adustable self park left or right.

A 2 speed and self parking
A Adjustable sweep angles

Shaft size - 65mm length x 16mm diameter
Powers up to 500mm length wiper arm and blade combination.
Suitable for use with AFI wiper arm and blade combinations up
to 500mm length - shown on the next page.
RWB2853
RWB2854

ELECTRICAL

Pantographic arms will only
function properly with wiper
motor sweep angles of 80
degree or less. Wiper motor
angle can be easily adjusted.

A High torque motor
A Robust construction

12 volt - 2 amp wiper motor
24 volt - 1 amp wiper motor

AFI Intelligent Wiper Switch
AFI’s new microcontroller based “Intelligent” wiper switch controls
all necessary wiper motor functions in one switch unit.

with 2, 4 or 8 second delay

A Washer system operation function
A Blinking LED lights in switch to indicate function operating
A Includes 1 x 10 pole electrical connector with female pins and
2 x female quick connectors

RWB5815

Intelligent wiper switch kit

AFI Windshield Washer Kit
AFI windshield washer kit below deck mounting. Use in conjunction
with AFI premier wet wiper arms shown below. The kit includes -

A
A
A
A
A

Water tank complete with mounting bracket
12 volt pump
Through-deck fitting and hardware
Underdeck T fitting
Below deck clear hose - 4.8 metres (16Ft)

RWB5814

Washer kit - below deck mount 12v

AFI Premier “Wet” Wiper Arms

Standard style Premier arm

Pantographic style Premier arm
Pantographic
Sets For Flat
Square Sweep

AFI’s Premier wet wiper arms are made from stainless steel with
heavy duty construction for premium performance. Match them with
PREMIER blades shown on next page. They are adjustable for
length and they bend back off the window for cleaning.
These arms include a built-in hose to connect up with the AFI washer
system shown above.
A simple and easy way to keep your windshield clean, the Premier
wet arms feature a black PVC hose that runs up the center of the
arm and ends in a four-nozzle fixture that is an integral part of the
wiper arm itself. Each solid brass nozzle is adjustable to provide
maximum coverage spray pattern for any windshield.
Available in standard style wiper arm or pantographic style.
RWB5808

Standard style arm 380 - 500mm length (15-20”)

RWB5817

Pantographic style arm 430 - 555mm (17-22”)
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A Controls 1 motor - Suitable for both 12v and 24v
A Settings for 2 continuous and 3 intermittent speed functions

6 - Electrical - Wiper Arms & Blades
AFI Pantographic Wiper Arms

ELECTRICAL

ACCESSORIES

Pantographic
Sets For Flat
Square Sweep

Pantographic arms provide a flat square sweep for improved vision.
These heavy duty stainless steel arms and blades match the AFI wiper
motors RWB5800 - 5807 and RWB2853 - 2854 heavy duty motors
shown on previous pages.
See the wiper motors on previous pages where maximum arm/blade
length is shown for each wiper motor.
The arms are all adjustable length and are interchangeable with the
blades shown below. They offer robust construction giving long life and
superior wiping ability.

Heavy duty marine grade stainless
steel construction. The arm is
blackened for reduced glare.

AFI Premier arm - Long.
Extra heavy duty marine grade
stainless steel construction.

RWB2855
RWB2856

RWB5810
		

Adjustable 300-425mm
Adjustable 425-550mm

Adjustable from
550 - 650mm

Pantographic arms will only function properly with
motor sweep angles of 80 degree or less. Wiper
motors can be easily adjusted to 80 deg sweep angle.

AFI Standard Wiper Arm

AFI Standard Wiper Blade

Stainless steel wiper arm which is fully
adjustable and has push connect type
arm end and swivel. The arm has
articulated bend back feature and set
screw clamping for the motor drive shaft.

Strong thermo-plastic construction
with marine grade rubber
squeegee blade.
Push-in connect type.

RWB2859 Adjustable 350-500mm

RWB2860

400mm

AFI Stainless Curved Blades
High quality AFI deluxe curved stainless steel blades.
Curved blades work well on both curved and flat
windscreens. Stainless steel with marine grade
rubber squeegee blade.
RWB2857
RWB2858

400mm
450mm

AFI Premier Wiper Blades
AFI’s PREMIER curved wiper blades are made from all stainless
steel with high quality silicone squeegee blade. The Premier
blades have extra stainless holders with additional squeegee
“claws” to spread pressure evenly along the blade, allowing the
blade to easily conform to a curved windshield as well as flat.
2 sizes of Premier stainless steel silicone blades are available.
RWB5812
RWB5813
Page 88

Premier blade 500mm (20”)
Premier blade 600mm (24”)
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6 - Electrical - SUTARS Cig Plug Connectors
Cigarette Socket Electrical Connectors

SUTARS ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS - superb quality range of Swedish made non-corrosive cigarette
lighter plugs and sockets for exterior or interior use. These high quality connectors allow any marine
electrical appliance such as spotlights, work lights Etc. that have a cigarette lighter plug attachment to
be easily connected to the non-corrosive socket. 2 pole nickel plated brass terminal connections. Existing
appliances without a plug attachment can be easily converted with SUTARS standard or ultimate plug.
Totally non-corrosive - UV stabilised black plastic casing with natural rubber weather flap cover
All metal connection parts are brass or nickel plated brass
All SUTARS sockets suit 12 or 24 volt up to 16 amp
Most SUTARS sockets are stamped "12 V" on the rubber cap - 2 types are available stamped as 24 V.
High quality materials and Swedish manufacturing - suits interior or exterior use
Easily connect spotlights Etc with cig plug ends - or use the SUTARS plugs to make your own connection
All sockets accept SUTARS plugs or other standard cigarette lighter type plugs

Round Flush Socket

Compact Socket

Suits 12 or 24 volt up to 16 amp
Stamped 12v on rubber cap
Width : 55mm
Height : 32mm
Depth : 50mm
Hole cut out - 30mm

Easier to fit - round style tends
to hide any off-skew mounting.
Stamped 12v on rubber cap
Diameter : 45mm
Depth : 50mm
Hole cut out : 30mm

A round compact socket which
is fastened by a screw nut at the
back, which is neat and easy to fit.
Takes up less space on the dash.
Stamped 12v or 24v on cap
Diameter : 35mm. Depth : 45mm

RWB2720

RWB2721

RWB2724
RWB2727

Stamped 12v

Stamped 12v

Stamped 12v
Stamped 24v

2726
2723

Surface Mount

Connection Plugs

Extension Cord

Easy to fit compact surface
mount plant-on socket.
Socket mounted inside a
U.V stabilised black box for
surface mounting vertically,
horizontally or underneath a
dash.
Available stamped as 12v or
24v on rubber cap
Length : 73mm
Width : 55mm
Height : 40mm

SUTARS non-corrosive plugs are
far superior to standard connection
plugs and simply screw apart for
fast, simple wire connection with
screw terminals - no soldering
required. 12 - 24 volt.
The "Ultimate" plug is the highest
quality available with 3 contact
springs ensuring true contact,
20 amp capacity, large screw
terminals and built-in cable restraint.

3 metre extension cord with
non-corrosive socket and Sutars
"ultimate" connector plug.
Allows connections from fixed
socket to spotlight Etc to be
extended by 3 metres.
Suits 12 - 24 volt 8 amp.

RWB2722
RWB2731

Stamped 12v
Stamped 24v

RWB2723
RWB2726

RWB2725

Standard plug 16 Amp
"Ultimate" plug 20 Amp
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Rect. Flush Socket

ELECTRICAL

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

6 - Electrical - Plugs / Sockets
Cigarette Lighter / Map Light

Stamped 304 grade stainless steel cigarette
lighter socket complete with PVC cover cap,
terminals and wiring leads.
Use as a power socket for spotlights, utility
lights and other 12 volt appliances that have
cigarette lighter plug electrical attachments.

Stainless steel 304 grade cover and base
complete with stainless steel mounting
plate and mini chart light. Simply flick
the switch to activate the mini light in the
lighter head. Comes with 300mm
of elecrical wire with crimped terminals.

RWB2820

RWB2821

12 volt 10 amp max

12 volt 16 amp

Cig Charger - USB Ports
Quality USB chargers with a chrome flip-up handle to make it easy
to remove the charger from the cigarette socket after use.
They simply plug into a Sutars style cigarette socket and you can
then charge your device through the USB ports.
Input voltage 12 - 24v : Output 5v 1.2 amp single 2.1 amp double
Dimensions : 33mm face diameter x 45mm depth
Available with 1 or 2 USB ports

ELECTRICAL

ACCESSORIES

Power Socket - Stainless Steel

RWB5840
RWB5841

Single USB port
Double USB port

Cig Socket & USB Panel
A splashproof panel made from black aluminium plate with
1 x cigarette lighter socket and 1 x USB charger socket.
Both sockets have a splashproof rubber cover.
12 volt only.
Panel size : 81mm x 62mm
RWB5842

USB & Cig Socket panel 12v

Cable Thru - Deck Glands
For a watertight seal when
passing electrical cable through
deck or bulkhead.
Chrome plated brass with rubber
grommet that compresses
around the cable.
4mm countersunk fastening holes.
All have a base diameter of 38mm.
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RWB1325

Suits 6mm dia. cable

RWB2235

Suits 8mm dia. cable

RWB1326

Suits 12mm dia. cable

In - Line Power Plug

Moulded rubber capped plug and socket with
brass bullet type pin connectors for reliability
and endurance. Suitable for 12 or 24 volt use.
Size 30mm x 40mm
Max 12 volt @ 15 amp
24 volt @ 7.5 amp
RWB2866

2 Pin set
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6 - Electrical - Power plugs / Fuse Holders
Power Plugs - Chrome Brass

Flush Power Plug & Socket

Chrome plated brass screw apart
electrical plug & sockets with
base seal, retainer chain and
socket cover. Contact hole sizes
are different - to eliminate reverse
polarity contact. 3 amp. 12 / 24v.
RWB194
RWB195
RWB1780

2 pin complete
3 pin complete
4 pin complete

RWB563
RWB564
RWB565

2 pin plug only
3 pin plug only
4 pin plug only

Circuit Breakers

SP162
SP163
SP164
SP166
SP167

5 amp
8 amp
10 amp
15 amp
20 amp

Fuse Holder - Blade Type

Quality magnetic
overload circuit
breakers. Toggle
switch to reset.

Weather resistant in-line fuse holder rated up
to 30 amp. Suits auto type blade fuses.

SP370
SP371
SP372
SP373

RWB2085A 5 amp fuses
RWB2085B 10 amp fuses
RWB2085C 15 amp fuses
RWB2085D 20 amp fuses

5 amp
10 amp
15 amp
20 amp

In - Line Fuse Holder

RWB1779

RWB2084

Fuse holder
- orange (Packet of 4)
- red (Packet of 4)
- blue (Packet of 4)
- yellow (Packet of 4)

Fuse Holder - Waterproof

Screw apart bakelite
in-line fuse holder
rated to 30 amps.
Includes wiring.
Fuse not included.

Yellow thermoplastic in-line
fuse holder with wiring.
Pushes together and seals
for a waterproof connection.
Fuse not included.

RWB2082

RWB2083

Fuse Holders - Square

RWB1778

2 pin plug and socket complete
2 pin plug only

Fuse Holder - Round

Clip open, square head fuse holders
with red fuse cap and dress ring.
Suits RWB alloy illuminated panels.
Requires 15mm dia. mounting hole.
Length : 50mm. 2 types.
Fuse not included.
RWB1778

Side entry opening cap
suits vertical panels

SP324

Spare red cap suit RWB1778

RWB1779

Top entry opening cap
suits horizontal panels

30 amp rating

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

Panel mount screw apart
black fuse holder with
round top. Complete with
washer and dress ring.
Mounting hole : 15mm Dia.
Length : 50mm.
Suits RWB192/193 panels.
Fuse not included.
RWB1773
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ACCESSORIES

Economical thermal
overload circuit breakers.
Push button to reset.

RWB561
RWB562

ELECTRICAL

Plugs Only
Chrome plated brass

2 pin flush mount power socket and plug
with plastic sealing cap for socket.
Chrome plated brass socket with rubber
plug and brass contacts. Contact hole sizes
are different - to eliminate reverse polarity
connection. Suits 12 or 24 volt. 3 amp.

6 - Electrical - Assorted

ELECTRICAL

ACCESSORIES

Cable Outlet Covers

Size : 48 L x 32 W x 9mm H
Cable opening : 17 x 5mm
Mounting holes 4mm dia.
38mm centre to centre.

Ideal for covering cable entries on transoms and
instrument panels, fish finder transducer cables,
electrical lighting cables etc.
It can cover holes up to 28mm diameter.
Manufactured in New Zealand from UV resistant
nylon material making it ideal for use on
aluminium or glass boats.
The cable cover comes as a kit complete with
a nylon thru-hull snap bushing to protect cables
from sharp edges of the hole.
RWB1574
RWB1575

Black kit
White kit

Electrical Connection Boxes

Buss Bars

Waterproof

RWB2116

RWB2120

Quality bakelite box with brass fittings and rubber
grommet giving waterproof cable entry points
for multiple wire sizes. Ideal for professional or
amateur electrical fit-ups. Complete with insulated
terminal strips. Rated to 40 amp.

Quality, heavy duty electrical buss bars allow
connection of multiple DC items from one main
supply. Made of tin plated copper for high
conductivity with insulated ABS base.
2 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes provided.

RWB2080

Small - 2 separate internal terminal
strips with 4 conductors each
125mm x 75mm x 45mm

RWB2115 4 Stud
RWB2116 6 Stud

150 Amp 150 x 32mm
150 Amp 233 x 32mm

RWB2081

Large - 2 separate internal terminal
strips with 8 conductors each
140mm x 100mm x 55mm

RWB2117
RWB2118
RWB2119
RWB2120

100 Amp
150 Amp
250 Amp
150 Amp

Terminal Blocks

2 Stud 5 Screw
2 Stud 10 Screw
2 Stud 12 Screw
2 Stud 20 Screw

107 x 23mm
152 x 32mm
200 x 38mm
233 x 32mm

Fuse Blocks

Moulded bakelite base with nickel plated
contacts used as a junction for electrical
wiring. All are rated to 20 Amp.

Moulded black bakelite with all brass
fuse holders, ganged onto buzz bar.
2 sizes available to hold 4 or 6 fuses.

RWB2868
RWB2869
RWB2870

RWB1771

4 gang 63 x 56mm

RWB1772

6 gang 93 x 56mm
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4 gang 65mm x 23mm
6 gang 82mm x 23mm
8 gang 108mm x 23mm
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6 - Battery Terminals & Boxes
Battery Master Terminal

Battery Terminals
Economically priced battery terminals available
in 2 types - brass or lead. Hang packed in pairs.

Lead Terminals
lead material with brass wing
nuts and tapered post hole.
RWB2711

CP Brass Terminals
Chrome plated brass with
tapered post hole.
Marked + and -

RWB2719

RWB2712

Rubber Self - Amalgamating Tape

Brass Battery Terminals

ACCESSORIES

Speed seal your electrical or water leakage
problems with this high quality elastic self
bonding rubber tape.
Seals leaking hoses - waterproofs electrical
wiring - can be used to make grommets or
washers. Temperature range -40 deg C to
+90 deg C. Ideal for emergencies - a really
handy product. Individual hang packed.

Quality precision cast solid brass easy-fit
battery terminals with red & black indicator
covers on the wingnuts.
They have a perfectly round inside contact
area for best contact with the battery posts.
Sold in pairs - hang packed.
RWB3706

Pair

PAIR cast brass battery terminals

RWB1110
RWB1111

Black 19mm x 5 metre
White 19mm x 5 metre

"Power Centre" Battery Box
Large size vented marine battery box fully fitted with power
accessories.
Comes complete with -

A Portable - includes large soft-grip carry handle
A 2 x cigarette socket power outlets with cover caps
A
A
A
A

and wired 10 amp fuse
Pre-wired positive & negative battery terminals
30 amp fuse on positive power connection
Battery condition indicator built into lid
Battery strap and hardware

Outside size
Base size
Inside size
Purchase a box of 6
for discounted price

Inc. lid & handles : 410mm x 230mm x 300mm H
: 345mm L x 198mm W
: 340mm L x 190mm W x 225mm H

RWB663
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ELECTRICAL

Brass battery terminal with a quick release knob.
Simply turn the knob to disconnect battery power
and separate the terminal.
Supplied blister packed on card singly.

Pair
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6 - Battery Boxes & Tie-Downs
Marine Battery Boxes

ELECTRICAL

ACCESSORIES

Quality, vented, marine battery boxes manufactured from black
hi-density, reinforced polyethylene which is impervious to battery acids.
Includes sturdy carrying handles, two vents and the lid has 4 recesses
to allow for cable entry. Supplied complete with webbing strap,
mounting cleats and stainless steel fastenings.

Purchase in box
lots of 12 (or 6 for
RWB665) to get a
discounted price

RWB661
Outside size
Base size
Inside size

Standard battery box
Inc. lid & handles : 335mm L x 220mm W x 250mm H
: 285mm L x 197mm W
: 282mm L x 190mm W x 200mm H

RWB662
Outside size
Base size
Inside size

Large battery box
Inc. lid & handles : 410mm L x 230mm W x 290mm H
: 345mm L x 198mm W
: 340mm L x 190mm W x 225mm H

RWB665
Outside size
Base size
Inside size

Extra long battery box
Inc. lid & handles : 480mm L x 220mm W x 260mm H
: 410mm L x 190mm W
: 395mm L x 185mm W x 205mm H

SP103
SP104

Replacement 1 metre strap with mount hardware suits 661
Replacement 1.3 metre strap with mount hardware suits 662 / 665

Battery Hold-Down Trays
All parts are made of non-corrosive black polyethylene which is
impervious to battery acid.
These battery trays protect the hull and secure the battery in
place. Hang packed for open display.
RWB657
RWB658

Standard
Large

Inside dimensions : 280 x 180mm
Inside dimensions : 320 x 180mm

Battery Tie-Down - White Polypropylene
Non-corrosive white polypropylene battery fastener
which is impervious to battery acid.
Australian made quality.
Maximum battery width : 170mm
Maximum battery height : 190mm
RWB3744

Battery Tie-Down - Stainless Steel
Strong 304 grade pressed stainless steel
battery fastener.
Max battery width : 165 to 190mm
Battery height
: 170mm to 225mm
RWB3745
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6 - Electrical - Battery Switches
Battery Selector Switch

Battery Selector Switch

Heavy Duty Black

Battery selector switch 1, 2, both or off positions.
Vapour proof housing.
Suitable for 12 or 24 volt.
Rating at 12 volt
- 250 amp momentary
- 150 amp continuous
Base diameter : 140mm
Height : 70mm

Battery selector switch 1, 2, both or off positions.
Vapour proof housing.
Suitable for 12 or 24 volt
Rating at 12 volt
- 300 amp momentary
- 175 amp continuous
Base diameter : 135 x 135mm
Height : 70mm

RWB190

RWB191

Battery Selector Switch

Battery Selector Switch

Extra Heavy Duty

A compact size battery selector
switch with a high amp rating.
Surface or flush mounted.
Vapour tight housing.
Luminous label for night vision.
1, 2, both or off positions.
Suitable for 12 or 24 volt.
Rating at 12 volt
- 350 amp momentary
- 250 amp continuous
Base diameter : 100 x 100mm
Height : 74mm

Extra high amp rated switch
with heavy duty contacts.
Surface or flush mounted.
Vapour tight housing.
Luminous label for night vision.
1, 2, both or off positions.
Suitable for 12 or 24 volt.
Rating at 12 volt
- 800 amp momentary
- 350 amp continuous
Base diameter : 138 x 138mm
Height : 90mm

RWB2121

RWB2122

Battery Selector Switch
Heavy Duty - Very Compact
Very compact battery selector switch with a high amp rating.
Made from nylon with silver plated brass studs and other
marine grade non-corrosive metals. Can be surface mounted
or flush mounted into a panel by removing the back casing.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

360 degree turn knob for battery 1, 2, both or off
Compact size 72mm x 72mm x 87mm
250 amp continuous rating, 350 amp intermittent @12v
Vapour tight and ignition protected
Can be surface or flush mounted
Luminous label for low light vision
Made from non-corrosive materials
Suitable for both 12 & 24 volt systems

RWB2164

Battery selector switch
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ACCESSORIES

Heavy Duty - Compact

ELECTRICAL

Medium Duty Red

6 - Electrical - Battery Isolators
Battery Selector Switch

Key
Lockable

Battery Isolator Switch

High amp battery selector
switch with key lockable
anti-theft feature.
1, 2, both or off positions.
Vapour proof housing.
Suitable for 12 or 24 volt.
Rating at 12 volt
- 345 amp momentary
- 230 amp continuous
Base diameter : 135mm
Height : 65mm

ACCESSORIES

RWB1221

Simply turn key and remove
to isolate and secure the
electrical system.
Rated 500 amp momentary
at 12 volt. Supplied complete
with rubber sealing cap on
both switch and key.
Suitable for 12 and 24 volt.
RWB543 Complete switch
SP93

Spare red key
complete with cap

Mini Battery Isolator Switches

ELECTRICAL

Very compact battery isolating switch with a high amp rating.
Available in removable key or twist knob style.
A Compact size 68mm x 68mm
A 250 amp continuous rating, 350 amp intermittent
A Vapour proof and ignition protected
A Can be surface or flush mounted
A Luminous label for low light vision
A Made from non-corrosive materials
A Suitable for both 12 & 24 volt systems
RWB2086 Twist knob style
RWB2087 Removable key style (with rubber cap)
SP378
Spare key suit RWB2087

Compact Battery Isolator Switch
Very compact size battery isolating switch with a high amp rating.
A Simple On / Off 90 degree turn of knob
A Compact size 68mm x 68mm x 68mm
A 250 amp continuous rating, 350 amp intermittent @ 12v
A Vapour tight and ignition protected
A Can be surface or flush mounted into a panel
A Luminous label for low light vision
A Made from non-corrosive materials
A Suitable for both 12 & 24 volt systems
RWB2163 Battery isolator switch

Heavy Duty Battery Isolators
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Standard Type Isolator

4 Pole Isolator

Rated to 180 amp continuous
duty at 12v.
800 amp Intermittant.
Plastic body complete with
rubber sealing cap.
10mm brass bolts & nuts.
Suits both 12 and 24 volt.

Isolates both the positive and
negative circuit which is a
requirement for commercial
and survey applications.
1,200 amp momentary and
240 amp continuous rating at
12 volt (120 amp continuous
at 24 volt) 4 x 10mm brass
bolts and nuts. Removable key.
Rubber sealing cap. Suits both
12 and 24 volt.
RWB2079 4 pole switch
SP535
Spare Key

RWB2077

Isolator Switch

SP534

Spare key
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6 - Electrical - Switch Panels
Switch Panels - Wave Design
Contoured wave design splashproof switch panels
with circuit breakers and rocker switches with LED
indicators in a variety of sizes and configurations.
Facia is made of UV treated black plastic
Reinforced fastening holes on each corner
UL approved rocker switches IP65 splashproof rated
Switches include an LED indicator light
Push to reset circuit breakers incorporated into all panels
Panels are fully wired for use
Variety of configurations inc. cig socket and battery meter
Panels can be fitted in vertical or horizontal position
Includes S/S fastenings
Includes 30 assorted stick-on name labels
12 volt only

Panels With Switches & Circuit Breakers
12v switch panel with 4 x switches
Circuit breakers - 2 x 5 amp, 1 x 10 amp, 1 x 15 amp
Panel size - 114 x 107mm

RWB5823

12v switch panel with 6 x switches
Circuit breakers - 2 x 5 amp, 2 x 10 amp, 2 x 15 amp
Panel size - 160 x 107mm

RWB5824

12v switch panel with 8 x switches
Circuit breakers - 2 x 5 amp, 3 x 10 amp, 3 x 15 amp
Panel size - 210 x 107mm

Panels With Switches, Circ Breakers & Cig Socket
RWB5825

12v switch panel with 3 x switches & 1 x cig socket
Circuit breakers - 1 x 5 amp, 1 x 10 amp, 2 x 15 amp
Panel size - 130 x 107mm

RWB5826

12v switch panel with 5 x switches & 1 x cig socket
Circuit breakers - 2 x 5 amp, 2 x 10 amp, 2 x 15 amp
Panel size - 180 x 107mm

Panels With Switches, Circ Breakers & USB Socket
RWB5828

12v switch panel with 5 x switches & 1 x USB Socket
Circuit breakers - 2 x 5 amp, 2 x 10 amp, 2 x 15 amp
Panel size - 180 x 107mm

Panel With Switches, Circ Breakers & Battery Meter
RWB5827

12v switch panel with 5 x switches & 1 x battery
voltage meter with red & green voltage indicator.
Circuit breakers - 1 x 5 amp, 2 x 10 amp, 2 x 15 amp
Panel size - 160 x 107mm
Replacement Parts For All Above Panels
RWB1781 12v 20 amp switch only - with LED indicator
SP162
5 amp circuit breaker
SP164
10 amp circuit breaker
SP166
15 amp circuit breaker
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ACCESSORIES

RWB5822

ELECTRICAL

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

6 - Electrical - Switch Panels
Waterproof Backlit Switch Panels
Quality CE certified 4 and 6 switch panels with snap-on
contoured matt black facia panel and quality waterproof booted switches.
Supplied with panel mounting gasket and stainless steel mounting screws.
The panels have LED backlighting and 30 assorted stick-on name labels.
Can be mounted horizontally or vertically.
2 Types available - With auto type fuses
- With push-to-reset circuit breakers.

ACCESSORIES

Backlit Panels With Auto Type Blade Fuses
Supplied with auto type blade fuses (15 amp max per circuit). 12 Volt only.
The switch panel has a large rubber sealed housing which encloses the
fuses to keep them completely watertight.
Can be mounted horizontally or vertically.
RWB2112

ELECTRICAL

RWB2113

4 switch panel with fuses
108mm H x 98mm W x 75mm depth behind
6 switch panel with fuses
152mm H x 98mm W x 75mm depth behind

Backlit Panels With Circuit Breakers
Supplied with push-to-reset circuit breakers that have a
waterproof cap to keep them watertight. 12 Volt only.
4 or 6 switch panels - both can be mounted either
horizontally or vertically.
RWB5820
RWB5821

4 switch panel with circuit breakers
108mm H x 110mm W x 75mm depth behind
6 switch panel with circuit breakers
152mm H x 110mm W x 75mm depth behind

Switch Panels - Water Resistant - Wave Pattern Style
"Wave" series water resistant switch panels. Flat back with wave style face.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

3 styles - 3 switch & cig socket. 5 switch & cig socket. 6 switches.
Black plastic panel with reinforced corners to prevent cracking
Mounting gasket for watertight seal. Includes mounting template
Rubber water resistant boots on switches
Quality 20 amp switches and 15 amp fuses
Water resistant fuse holders
12 volt. Fully wired for use.
Includes 28 assorted name labels
Clam shell packaged for retail display

All panels are the same size - 109mm width x 96mm height.
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RWB2160

Panel with 3 x switches and 1 x cigarette plug socket

RWB2161

Panel with 5 x switches and 1 x cigarette plug socket

RWB2162

Panel with 6 x switches
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6 - Electrical - Switch Panels
Splashproof Switch Panels
Contoured plastic panels with switches covered by black neoprene rubber boots.
The fuse holders are mounted behind the panel and are weatherproof
enclosed type with 15 amp blade fuses.
These quality switch panels are UV resistant, splashproof and fully wired.
Available in 4 or 6 switch standard version and 6 switch with red LED
indicator lights. They are suitable for both 12 and 24 volt.
Supplied clam hang packed for open display complete with 15 amp
fuses and label set with 28 alternative names. Grey or white panels available.
RWB2090

Grey 4 switch panel

RWB2093

White 4 switch panel 95mm L x 105mm W

RWB2091

Grey 6 switch panel

RWB2094

White 6 switch panel 120mm L x 105mm W

RWB2092

Grey 6 switch panel with red LED indicators 120 L x 105mm W

SP354
SP355
SP356
RWB2084
RWB2085A
RWB2085B
RWB2085C
RWB2085D

Spare label set
Rubber boot only
Switch only (Without boot)
Fuse holder - blade type
5 amp fuses - orange (Packet of 4)
10 amp fuses - red (Packet of 4)
15 amp fuses - blue (Packet of 4)
20 amp fuses - yellow (Packet of 4)

ELECTRICAL

95mm L x 105mm W
120mm L x 105mm W

ACCESSORIES

Splashproof Panel - With Cig Socket
Grey UV resistant ABS switch panel with 5 switches and a cigarette plug
socket. Water resistant rubber booted switches with 15 amp auto type
blade fuses in water resistant holders. Fully wired for use.
Comes complete with rubber mounting gasket and a set of 28 assorted
name labels.
125mm x 112mm fascia. 60mm depth.
RWB2114

5 switch panel with cig socket

Spare parts - as for above switch panels.
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6 - Electrical - Switch Panels
Weatherproof Switch Panels

ACCESSORIES

Extremely weather resistant black textured alloy switch
panels with LED illuminated rocker switches with
weatherproof gaskets.
Each switch is isolated by its own fuse which has an
"O" ring seal.
The panels come pre-wired and include a backing gasket,
blackened stainless steel fastening screws band a label
set which covers the most common accessories.
Suits both 12 and 24 volt systems. Max 21 amp.
Vertical panel in 3 or 6 switch, 4 switch in horizontal
configuration.
RWB2104

3 switch vertical panel 135mm x 95mm

RWB2106

4 switch horizontal panel 135mm x 95mm

RWB2105

6 switch vertical panel 135mm x 190mm

RWB1774
SP521

Replacement switch
Replacement fuse holder

ELECTRICAL

Standard Switch Panels - Black
Black bakelite panels fully wired for use with chrome
plated brass toggle switches, fuse holders, 5 amp
fuses and a pack of assorted metallic name plates.
3 and 6 gang panels suitable for 12 and 24 volt.
RWB192

3 switch panel
Height - 88mm. Width - 113mm

RWB193

6 switch panel
Height - 163mm. Width - 113mm

RWB1773
SP168
SP357

Replacement fuse holder
Replacement toggle switch
Optional rubber boot only for switch

Switch Panels - With Splashproof Boots
Black bakelite switch panels as detailed above
complete with switches that have weatherproof
black neoprene boots.
An improvement over standard switch panels for little additional cost.
These panels are fully wired for use, include
screw-in fuse holders with 5 amp fuses and
asstd stick-on name labels.
Suits 12 and 24 volt.
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RWB2088
RWB2089

3 Switch.
6 Switch.

RWB1773
SP168
SP357

Replacement fuse holder
Switch only (without boot)
Rubber boot only

88mm H x 113mm W
163mm H x 113mm W
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6 - Electrical - Switch Panels
3 Switch / Tester / Lighter

Circuit Breaker Panel
6 switch panel with the added
convenience of thermal circuit
breakers - push to reset.
Matt black aluminium board
with 6 red illuminated rocker
switches and 6 circuit breakers
2 x 5 amp
2 x 10 amp
2 x 15 amp
Suitable for 12 volt only
Height : 165mm
Width : 115mm

RWB538

RWB539

Black 12v

Black 12v

Alloy Illuminating Switch Panels

ACCESSORIES

A range of switch panels in either silver anodised or matt black aluminium board with white
printed nameplates. Fully wired with bus bar, red illuminated rocker switches, fuse holders
with clip out red top and 5 amp glass fuses (up to 15 amp can be used).
A set of assorted name plates is provided in addition to the names printed on the panels.
These panels are not weatherproof and are not recommended for open cabin boats.
Suitable for 12 volt only.

4 Gang Switch Panel

Matt black 4 switch vertical
panel. 4 x 5 amp fuses
Height : 123mm Width : 116mm
RWB540 4 Switch Black 12v

6 Gang Switch Panels

6 switch panels in both horizontal
and vertical styles in silver or matt
black aluminium finish.
5 x 5 amp fuse, 1 x 15 amp fuse
All panels are 167 x 116mm.
6 Switch Vertical Mount
RWB537
RWB537B

Silver 12v
Black 12v

6 Switch Horizontal Mount
RWB2073
Silver 12v
RWB2073B Black 12v

Spare Parts For Switch Panels

Red illuminating on/off
rocker switch. 12v only.
Suits all aluminium
board switch panels
on this page.
RWB1775

Fuse holder - square head
with side entry red cap.
Suits RWB 537 & 540
vertical switch panels.

Fuse holder - square head
with top entry red fuse cap.
Suits RWB2073 - 2073B
horizontal switch panels.

RWB1778 Fuse holder
SP324
Red cap only
for RWB1778

RWB1779
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Thermal circuit breakers
suit RWB539 panel.
Simply push to reset.
SP162
SP163
SP164
SP166
SP167

ELECTRICAL

Matt black aluminium board
with 3 red illuminated rocker
switches, 3 fuse holders and
fuses, battery condition meter
and a cigarette lighter with
fuse - which can be used as
a power outlet. 12 volt only.
Supplied with names printed
and a pack of additional stick
on labels is also provided.
Height : 165mm
Width : 115mm

5 amp
8 amp
10 amp
15 amp
20 amp
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6 - Electrical - Switch Panels
Cig Socket & USB Panel
A splashproof panel made from black aluminium plate with
1 x cigarette lighter socket and 1 x USB charger socket.
Both sockets have a splashproof rubber cover.
12 volt only.
Panel size : 81mm x 62mm
RWB5842

USB & Cig Socket panel 12v

ACCESSORIES

Battery Condition Tester
Battery test switch panel. Simply flick
the switch to check condition of battery.
Suits 12 volt - 1 or 2 batteries.
Black coated aluminium panel.
Size : 80 x 63mm

ELECTRICAL

RWB544

Magnetic Overload Switch Panels
These quality switch panels are assembled on a non-corrosive 3mm
thick alloy plate with a matt black finish.
Supplied fully wired ready for use incorporating quality magnetic circuit
breaker switches, red LED indicator lights and heavy duty buzz bars.
Suits 12 volt systems only.
These attractive panels are ideal for mounting in yacht and cruiser
cabins and will add a professional touch to your boats electrical station.
Not designed for use in open cabin vessels as they are not weatherproof.
Supplied blister hang packed for open display.
3 Breaker Panel includes 1 x 5 amp 1 x 10 amp 1 x 15 amp circuit
breakers and 30 pre-printed name labels.
RWB2101

3 gang 12 volt

133mm wide x 94mm high

5 Breaker Panel (possible 8) includes 1 x 5 amp 2 x 10 amp 1 x 15 amp
1 x 20 amp magnetic circuit breakers and 30 pre-printed name labels.
This panel also includes 3 blank offs which can be removed to install
up to 3 additional circuit breakers, LED's and wiring, if desired.
See spare parts shown below for additional items required.
Dual buzz bars are already set up to accept the additional breakers,
LED's and wiring.
RWB2103

5 gang 12volt

133mm wide x 189mm high

Spare Parts
Magnetic Overload Breakers
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SP370
SP371
SP372
SP373

5 amp
10 amp
15 amp
20 amp

SP375
SP376

Red LED unit with holder
Wiring to suit LED
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6 - Electrical - Switches
Bilge Pump Panels & Float Switches
A full range of bilge pump control panels, bilge alarm panels and pump float
switches are available. See pump section 9 in this catalogue for full details.

RWB1166

Deck switch complete

SP517

Replacement rubber deck seal only

Ignition Safety Cutout Switch
Red safety switch with coiled extendable lanyard with
attachment clip that connects to the driver.
The switch pulls apart and cuts out the ignition if the
driver is thrown overboard. Closed circuit with cap off.
Dash thickness : max 12mm Shaft stem dia : 10mm
Coiled lanyard extends from 320mm to 1.5 metres.
RWB1356

12 volt switch complete

Kill Switch Keys & lanyard

NOW INCLUDES 10
DIFFERENT KEYS

Ideal to always keep in the boat as a spare in case you
break or lose your original kill switch key - which can
easily ruin your day out on the water.
Includes 10 spare kill switch keys to suit all Johnson,
Evinrude, Mercury, Yamaha, Honda, Tohatsu and Suzuki.
Coiled extendable lanyard with nylon swivel snap hook to
prevent tangles. Blister hang packed for open display.
RWB1357

Kill switch keys & lanyard

Switch - Brass Ignition
Brass body 3 pole ignition starter switch off - on - start.
All brass construction with brass terminals and screws
2 keys provided. Rated 12 volt - 20 amps.
Dash thickness : max 25mm Shaft stem diameter : 20mm
RWB1304
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ACCESSORIES

Deck mounted, foot operated switch for anchor winches or
other high amp applications. Supplied complete with hinged
plastic sealing cap which protects, adds to its appearance
and stops people inadvertently operating the switch.
Diameter of above deck cap : 120mm
Drill a 64mm diameter mounting hole.
Rated to 200 amp - suits 12 or 24 volt.

ELECTRICAL

Deck Switch For Anchor Winch

6 - Electrical - Switches
Switch - Brass 2 Position
Brass push-pull switch. 2 position - on or off.
Brass switch unit with chrome plated knob.
Rated at 25 amps - suits 12 or 24 volt.
Dash thickness : max 20mm Shaft stem diameter : 9mm
RWB196

ACCESSORIES

Switch - Brass 3 Position
Brass push-pull switch. 3 position - off - on 1- on all.
Brass switch unit with chrome plated knob.
Rated at 25 amps - suits 12 or 24 volt.
Dash thickness : max 20mm Shaft stem diameter : 9mm
RWB197

Switch - Brass Starter / Horn

ELECTRICAL

Brass momentary push switch for starter or horn.
Brass switch unit with chrome plated knob and bezel.
Rated at 25 amps - suits 12 or 24 volt.
Dash thickness : max 22mm Shaft stem diameter : 16mm
RWB1303

Switch - Starter / Horn - Weatherproof
All brass momentary push switch for starter or horn complete
with red rubber weather resistant cap.
Rated at 25 amps - suits 12 or 24 v.
Dash thickness : max 23mm Shaft stem diameter : 16mm
RWB1305

Switch - Weatherproof Horn Button
Compact pushbutton momentary switch with rubber cap
and chrome plated bezel and contacts. Ideal horn switch.
Rated at 8 amps - suits 12 or 24 volt.
Dash thickness : max 6mm Shaft stem diameter : 22mm
RWB1307

Switch - Toggle With Boot & Leads
Chrome plated brass toggle switch complete with 150mm wire
leads and rubber waterproof boot with brass insert.
2 position - on or off. Rated at 15 amps - suits 12 or 24 volt
Dash thickness : max 8mm Shaft stem diameter :12mm
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RWB2172

Complete switch with 150mm wires and rubber boot

RWB2173

Rubber boot only C/W brass insert suit 12mm shaft
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6 - Electrical - Switches
Switch - Toggle With Rubber Boot
Robust on / off toggle switch rated to 50,000 cycles.
Chrome plated toggle, rubber spray-proof boot,
sealing washer and chrome retaining nuts.
12mm diameter shaft stem.
Rated at 15 amp. Suits 12 or 24 volt.
RWB2174

Switch - C/P Brass Toggle

ELECTRICAL

Chrome plated brass toggle switch.
2 position - on or off.
Rated at 15 amps - suits 12 or 24 volt
Dash thickness : max 8mm Shaft stem diameter : 12mm
RWB1351

Switch - Toggle With On / Off Sign

ACCESSORIES

Plastic toggle switch. 2 position - on or off. Complete with
aluminium on/off sign. Rated at 15 amps - suits 12 or 24 volt
Dash thickness : max 8mm Shaft stem diameter :12mm
RWB1353

Switch - Toggle 3 Position
Plastic toggle switch.
3 position on- off - on.
Rated at 15 amps - suits 12 or 24 volt
Dash thickness : max 8mm Shaft stem diameter :12mm
RWB1254

Weatherproof Rocker Switch
Quality weatherproof charcoal coloured rocker switch
with Red LED illumination when on.
Complete with sealing gasket. Fastens using four
locking tabs fixed to switch. Suitable for 12 or 24 volt.
Max 21 amp Hole cut-out : 20mm x 35mm
RWB1774

Rocker Switch - Red Illuminated
Black plastic on-off rocker switch which
glows red when on.
Fascia size : 30 x 16mm.
Supplied with plastic retaining clips.
RWB1775

12 volt - 20 amp max

Mini LED Rocker Switch
A neat and compact on / off rocker switch with red LED indicator light.
12 volt 20 amp. No screws - the switch clips into the facia or panel
with retaining lugs. Also suits RWB5822 to 5828 switch panels.
23mm face diameter. 25mm total depth.
RWB1781

Mini LED rocker switch 12v 20 amp
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7 - Navigation Lights - Anchor Lights
LED Folding 360 Deg Lights
Approved for boats to 12 Mtr length,
USCG Colregs as a 2 mile light.
360 degree anchor riding lights with
bright long-life LED’s giving low
power consumption.
Black nylon ratchet adjustable base
with anodised aluminium tube and
white plastic lens.
Available in 2 lengths. 12 volt only.
RWB3876
RWB3877

265mm height
625mm height

LED Folding 360 Deg Lights
Folding 360 degree anchor riding
lights with bright long-life LED’s
giving low power consumption.
Black nylon ratchet adjustable
base with stainless steel tube
and fluted reduced-glare lens.
Available in 2 lengths.
12 volt only.
RWB1918
RWB1919

LIGHTING

LED
Folding 360 Degree Lights

LED
Plug-In 360 Degree Lights

Standard Bulb Type

Standard Bulb Type

Fold-down 360 deg clear anchor
riding light.
Black nylon toothed base locks light
in desired position and stainless
steel pole resists corrosion and rust.
Twist lock lens allows easy service
or maintenance. 12 volt 10 watt bulb.
2 lengths available.

360 degree anchor riding lights with
2 pin "plug-In" pole which quickly
removes for easy storage.
Black nylon base has a rubber
splash-proof cover.
Anodised aluminium tube.
Approved for boats to 12 Mtr length,
USCG Colregs as a 2 mile light.
12 volt 10 watt standard bulb.
2 lengths available.

RWB1937
RWB1938

250mm 3600 white light
625mm 3600 white light

SP393
SP394

Replacement 12v 10w bulb
Replacement clear lens

LED Plug-In 360 Deg Lights

RWB1650
RWB1653

600mm length
1 metre length

SP359

Replacement lens only

LED Plug-In 360 Deg Light

Black Nylon Base

Stainless Steel Base

360 degree anchor riding lights with
bright long-life LED’s giving low
power consumption.
Black nylon base with aluminium
tube and sealed LED light unit.
Pole plugs into base and removes
easily for storage. Approved for
boats to 12 Mtr length, USCG
Colregs as a 2 mile light.
12 volt only. Choice of 600mm (24")
and 1.05 Mtr (42") height.

360 degree anchor riding light with
bright long-life LED’s giving low
power consumption.
Cast stainless steel base with
plastic tube bush, aluminium tube
and sealed LED light unit.
Pole plugs into base and removes
easily for storage.
Approved for boats to 12 Mtr length,
USCG Colregs as a 2 mile light.
12 volt only. 600mm height.

RWB3878
RWB3881

RWB3891
			

12v 600mm height
12v 1.05 Metre height

LED
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250mm length
625mm length

12v plug-In with cast
stainless steel base

LED
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7 - Navigation Lights - Anchor & Stern
Pole Light Storage Clips

LED Telescopic 360 Deg Lights

LED

Plug-In Base
LED plug-In removable type 360
degree anchor lights which quickly
remove from the base for storage.
Telescopic locking shaft allows
adjustable length. 55mm diameter
black nylon base with stainless steel
cover and rubber sealing plug.
Aluminium telescopic shaft with
sealed long-life LED's in an
anti-glare lens. 12 volt only.
Approved for boats to 12 Mtr length,
USCG Colregs as a 2 mile light.
2 x telescopic sizes.
RWB3896
RWB3897

600mm to 1.2 Mtr
850mm to 1.5 Mtr

RWB5339

LED Fixed 360 Deg Lights

LED

Standard Bulb Type
Economically priced 360 degree
all round clear light ideal for cabin
top mounting.
Made from non-corrosive black
polypropylene with clear lens.
Supplied with 12 volt 10 watt bulb.
Total height : 120mm
Light

SP393

Replacement 12v 10w bulb

Approved for boats to 12 Mtr
length, USCG Colregs as a
2 mile light. 360 degree cabin
top anchor riding lights with
bright long-life LED’s giving
low power consumption.
Black nylon base with
anodised aluminium tube
and clear fluted lens.
2 height sizes available.
12 volt only.
RWB3879
RWB3880

100mm height
200mm height

LED 360 Nav Light Bulb

LED

360 Deg fixed Lights
Standard Bulb Type
Economically priced 360 degree
clear lens anchor riding light.
Black polycarbonate base with
stainless steel thru-fastening bolts.
12 volt 10 watt conventional bulb.

12 volt LED 360 degree nav light bulb.
2 pin parallel bayonet style.
Replaces standard 10 watt bulbs in
the majority of 360 deg anchor riding
lights used in smaller powerboats.
Suits Easterner, AAA, RWB and
many other brands.
Suits the standard bulb anchor
lights shown on these 2 pages.
RWB3294

12V LED bulb

RWB1850B 360 deg anchor light
SP393

Replacement 12v 10w bulb

LED Stern Lights

LED

LED stern lights to suit boats to 12 metre length.
Bright long life LED's giving low power consumption
and won't rattle free like standard bulbs.
Low profile with modern streamlined design.
Vertical mounting - black or white housing colour
with clear diffused lens. 12 volt only.
Height : 70mm Width : 63mm Depth : 38mm
RWB3898
RWB3899

Black housing 12 volt		
White housing 12 volt
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LIGHTING

360 Deg Pedestal Light

RWB1652

Pair

Black plastic clips to store
a removable pole light.
Suits 19mm diameter tube
which includes most
Attwood, Eastern and
Perko pole lights including
the pole lights shown on
previous page.
Sold per pair, clam packed
for pegboard display.

7 - Navigation Lights - Emergency / Portable
LED Emergency Nav Lights

Ideal For Jet Skis / Kayaks / Canoes / Powerboats / Yachts L E D
These set of 3 emergency LED navigation lights are compact and
economically priced and are ideal for emergency navigation lights
on all craft - or navigation lights on craft without DC battery power.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Quality flexible silicone material - water resistant and non-corrosive
8 hour life on batteries - batteries supplied complete with the lights
Each light uses 2 x CR2032 batteries (supplied with unit)
Easy tool-free installation
Easily & quickly mounts onto rails, poles and handlebars of jet skis
Includes 3 x O rings to extend the length for larger diameter mountings
Simply press the top to turn on - 3 modes - on / fast flash / slow flash

RWB1939

Set of 3 LED emergency navigation lights

Small Craft Nav Lights - Sets Of 3

LIGHTING

LED

Set of 3 - 1 each port, starboard
and stern / anchor light.

Ideal for small boats, kayaks, tenders Etc where
there is no 12v battery onboard - or as an
emergency set of nav lights on larger craft.
Available in standard bulb type - or long life, low
draw LED type - and no bulb to change.
Black ABS plastic weatherproof construction with
reflectors and integral mounting brackets on each light.
Supplied with rubber "O" ring lens seal.
Operated by simply turning the lens. Height : 130mm
RWB1096

Standard bulb lights - set of 3
1.5 volt 0.2 amp screw globe.
Requires 3 x D cell batteries for the set
of 3 - 1 battery for each light (not included)

RWB1916

LED lights - set of 3
Requires 9 x AA batteries for the set of 3
- 3 batteries for each light (not included)

Portable Nav Lights - Suction & Clamp - On

LED

Available with either standard bulbs or with long life, low draw LED light unit
which also has the advantage that bulbs don't rattle free in choppy conditions.
The body is made from non-corrosive, hi-impact ABS plastic and incorporates
a slide action switch.
Bi-colour bow light and 360 degree clear lights available in both clamp-on
style or with heavy duty rubber suction cup. Lights are approx. 205mm in length.
Standard bulb type uses 2 x "D" cell batteries (not included).
LED version uses 3 x "C" cell batteries (not included).
Clamp-on style bi-colour
Suction cup mounted
port & starboard light.
bi-colour port & starboard.
RWB1646
RWB5793

Standard bulb
LED

Clamp-on 360 degree
clear light on a pole
complete with mounting
clamp & bracket.
Total height : 650mm.
RWB1647
RWB5794
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Standard bulb
LED

RWB1648
RWB5746

Standard bulb
LED

Suction cup mounted light
with 360 degree clear light
for vertical or horizontal
mounting.
RWB1649
RWB5747
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Standard bulb
LED

7 - Navigation Lights - Port & Starboard
Port & Stbd Nav Lights - LED - Approved To 20 Metre Boats
Our most popular LED Port & Starboard lights.
Fully approved USCG IMO Colregs as a 2 mile light.
Certified for boats up to 20 metres, meets ABYC A-16 and NMMA standards.
Side mounting port & starboard navigation lights with bright, long-life
12 volt LED’s in a sealed waterproof housing.
Supplied with rubber mounting gasket.
Length : 90mm		 Width : 55mm Height : 35mm
Sold in pairs. Clamshell packed. Suitable for 12 volt only.

LED

RWB1080
RWB1081
RWB1082

Pair - Black plastic shroud
Pair - White plastic shroud
Pair - Polished stainless steel shroud

LED Port & Starboard Lights

Nav Lights - Port & Starboard
Standard Bulb Type

LED

Economical plastic side mount port & starboard
lights supplied in pairs clamshell packaged.
Standard 12 volt 5 watt festoon bulb.
Complete with rubber sealing gasket around
the base of the lens.
Length : 135mm Width : 60mm Height : 47mm
Supplied in pairs - 1 x port, 1 x starboard.

RWB4517
RWB4518

RWB1663
RWB1664

Black pair
White pair

LED Port & Starboard Lights

Nav Lights - Port & Starboard
Standard Bulb Type

LED

LED vertical side mount Port & Starboard lights
fully approved to USCG COLREGS 2 nautical
miles for boats up to 20 metre length.
Compact size with fully sealed, waterproof LED
housing and long life LED’s.
White or black housing. 12 volt only.
Clamshell packaged for open pegboard display.
Length : 72 mm Width : 57mm Height : 40mm
RWB4510
RWB4511

Black pair
White pair

Black pair
White pair

Plastic port and starboard lights with standard
12 volt 5 watt bulb. Fully wired.
Compact streamlined attractive design.
Length : 90mm Width : 57mm Height :34mm
Available in black or white housing colour.
Clamshell packaged for open pegboard display.
RWB1097
RWB1098

Black Pair
White Pair
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LIGHTING

Traditional style LED 12 volt plastic side mount
port & starboard lights in pairs clamshell packaged.
Long life LED’s, no need to change bulbs.
Complete with sealing gasket around the base
of the lens. 12 volt only.
Length : 135mm Width : 60mm Height : 47mm
Supplied in pairs - 1 x port, 1 x starboard.

7 - Navigation Lights - Assorted
LED Horizontal Mount Nav Lights - Approved

LED

A range of LED horizontal mount navigation lights fully approved to
USCG COLREGS 2 nautical miles for boats up to 20 metre length.
Sealed, waterproof LED housing and long life LED’s.
Available in port & starboard or bi-colour with a choice of white
plastic or stainless steel cover.
Clamshell packaged for open pegboard display
All lights are : Length : 90mm Width : 80mm Height : 30mm
12 volt only.
Port & Starboard horizontal mount
Available in white or stainless steel
casing. Includes a white PVC
mounting pad. Sold in pairs.

LIGHTING

RWB4515 Stainless steel pair
RWB4516 White pair
Bi-Colour horizontal mount
Available in white or stainless steel casing.
Includes a white PVC mounting pad.
Sold per each.
RWB4512 Stainless steel each
RWB4513 White each

Bi - Colour Navigation Light

Masthead / Deck Light

Standard Bulb Type

Economically priced horizontal mount bi-colour
(combined port & starboard) navigation light
has a polished chrome housing mounted on an
insulated non-corrosive plastic base.
Length : 100mm Width : 77mm Height : 50mm
12 volt 5 watt festoon bulb.
RWB1934

Bi-colour light

Economically priced combined
masthead and halogen deck
illumination light made from
corrosion resistant black nylon
materials.
Flexible plastic mounting plate
allows the unit to wrap around
the mast for easy mounting.
1800 clear masthead 12v
10 watt light and 12v 10w
halogen down light.
RWB1935

Combination masthead / deck light

SP531
SP530

12v 10 watt festoon bulb
12v 10 watt halogen downlight bulb

Masthead / Deck Light
®

Aquasignal German made combined
masthead light and halogen deck
illumination light. Made from
non-corrosive black nylon materials.
Flexible plastic mounting plate
allows the unit to wrap around
the yacht mast for easy mounting.
1800 clear masthead 12v
10 watt light and 12v 10w
halogen down light.
RWB3231
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Aquasignal combination
masthead / deck light

RWB3232

RWB3234

RWB3233
RWB3234
RWB3232
RWB3230

RWB3233

RWB3230

12 volt 20 watt halogen
(old style) downlight bulb
12 volt 20 watt halogen
(new style) downlight bulb
12 volt 10 watt festoon
Nav bulb (old) Pre 2010
12 volt 10 watt festoon
Nav bulb (new) After 2010
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7 - Navigation Lights - Lalizas LED To 12 Mtr
“FOS 12” LED Navigation Lights - 12 Mtr

LED

The Lalizas “FOS 12” 12 metre series navigation lights offer low power
consumption, reliability, efficiency and optimal visibilty at sea.
Super efficient 12v LED’s offer up to 80% less power consumption than
conventional bulb navigational lights and the LED’s are rated for 50,000
hour life. They are compact in size, non-corrosive and IP67 rated to
ensure they are reliable and waterproof under the harshest conditions.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Approved for all boats up to 12 metre length
USCG Colreg 72, ABYC A-16 & EN14744 approvals
Suits 12v DC only
IP67 waterproof rating
50,000 hour life rated LED’s
Low power consumption - up to 80% lower than conventional bulb
All lights include 600mm wiring, fastening screws and double sided
adhesive sticker that can be used as a drilling template
Full range of styles and mountings to suit most requirements
Black or white body colour
Retail hang packaged in clam style blister

Traditional Vertical Mount Port & Starboard Lights
60mm height x 44mm width x 38mm depth
Packaged & priced per PAIR
Approved to 12 metre boats
Visible distance 1 nautical mile
12 volt DC only. 0.5 watt
RWB8620

Black vertical mount PAIR

RWB8621

White vertical mount PAIR

Side Mount Port & Starboard Lights
60mm length x 46mm height x 34mm depth
Packaged & priced per PAIR
Approved to 12 metre boats
Visible distance 1 nautical mile
12 volt DC only. 0.5 watt
RWB8635

Black side mount PAIR

RWB8636

White side mount PAIR

LED

Horizontal Mount Port & Starboard Lights
Deck or cabin top mounted on a horizontal surface
40mm height x 56mm length x 36mm width
Packaged & priced per PAIR
Approved to 12 metre boats
Visible distance 1 nautical mile
12 volt DC only. 0.5 watt
RWB8637

Black horizontal mount PAIR

RWB8638

White horizontal mount PAIR
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LIGHTING

“FOS 12” LED PORT & STARBOARD LIGHTS - 12 Mtr

7 - Navigation Lights - Lalizas LED To 12 Mtr
“FOS 12” LED Navigation Lights - 12 Mtr
“FOS 12” LED BI-COLOUR NAV LIGHTS - 12 Mtr

LED

As per specifications detailed top of page 111.
Vertical Mount BI-Colour Light
Combined port & starboard light in 1 unit.
Flat back for mounting on a vertical surface.
60mm height x 68mm width x 42mm depth
Approved to 12 metre boats
Visible distance 1 nautical mile
12 volt DC only. 1 watt
RWB8626

Black vertical mount bi-colour

RWB8627

White vertical mount bi-colour

Horizontal Mount BI-Colour Light

LIGHTING

Combined port & starboard light in 1 unit.
Flat base for mounting on a horizontal surface
such as deck or cabin top.
40mm height x 69mm length x 62mm width
Approved to 12 metre boats
Visible distance 1 nautical mile
12 volt DC only. 1 watt
RWB8641

Black horizontal mount bi-colour

RWB8642

White horizontal mount bi-colour

“FOS 12” LED STERN LIGHTS - 20 Mtr
Vertical Mount Stern Light
Stern light 135 degrees with flat back
for mounting on a vertical surface.
60mm height x 44mm width x 38mm depth
Visible distance 2 nautical miles
12 volt DC only. 0.5 watt
These stern lights are approved
for up to 20 metre boats.
RWB8622

Black vertical mount stern light

RWB8623

White vertical mount stern light

Horizontal Mount Stern Light
Stern light 135 degrees with flat base
for mounting on a horizontal surface
such as deck or cabin top.
56mm length x 38mm height x 42mm width
Visible distance 2 nautical miles
12 volt DC only. 0.5 watt
These stern lights are approved
for up to 20 metre boats.
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RWB8639

Black horizontal mount stern light

RWB8640

White horizontal mount stern light

All Lalizas lights
are retail hang
packaged in
clam style blister
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7 - Navigation Lights - Lalizas LED To 12 Mtr
“FOS” LED Navigation Lights - 12 Mtr
As per specifications detailed top of page 111.

LED

225 Degree Masthead Light
Flat back for vertical mounting
225 degree white LED lights
60mm height x 68mm wide x 44mm deep
Approved to 12 metre boats
Visible distance 2 nautical miles
12 volt DC only. 1 watt
RWB8624

Black masthead light

RWB8625

White masthead light

360 Degree Anchor Light

RWB8628

Black 360 degree light

RWB8629

White 360 degree light

LIGHTING

Flat base for horizontal mounting
on cabin top or masthead.
360 degree white LED lights.
60mm width x 40mm height
Visible distance 2 nautical miles
12 volt DC only. 1.5 watt
These anchor lights are approved
for up to 20 metre boats.

Tri-Colour Light
Combined port, starboard & stern light
all in the one very compact housing.
Flat base for horizontal mounting.
60mm width x 40mm height
Approved to 12 metre boats
Visible distance 1 nautical mile port
& starboard 2 nautical miles stern.
12 volt DC only. 1.5 watt
RWB8630

Black tri-colour light

RWB8631

White tri-colour light

Tri-White Light
Combined port, starboard, stern light
and 360 degree anchor light all in the
one very compact waterproof housing.
Flat base for horizontal mounting.
60mm width x 70mm height
Approved to 12 metre boats
Visible distance 1 nautical mile port
& starboard 2 nautical miles stern
and anchor light.
12 volt DC only. 3 watt
RWB8632

Black tri-white light

RWB8633

White tri-white light
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7 - Navigation Lights - To 12 Mtr
“Classic 12” Navigation Lights - 12 Mtr
The Lalizas “Classic N12” 12 metre series navigation lights are very
economically priced conventional bulb style lights.
They are made from tough UV stabilized ABS plastic with a shatterproof acrylic lens, S/S electrical contacts and nitrile rubber seal.
A
A
A
A
A

Approved for all boats up to 12 metre length
Suits 12v DC only. Contains conventional 12 volt 10 watt bulb
All lights are 70mm height x 63mm width x 53mm depth
Vertical mounting - black housing colour only
Retail clam shell hang packaged

Vertical Mount Port & Starboard Lights
Packaged & priced per EACH light
RWB8680 Starboard light 12v 10 watt
RWB8681 Port light 12v 10 watt
Bi-Colour Light
Combined port & starboard light in the one unit
RWB8682 Bi-colour light 12v 10 watt

LIGHTING

Stern Light
135 degree stern light
RWB8683 Stern light 12v 10 watt
Masthead Light
225 degree masthead light
RWB8684 Masthead light 12v 10 watt
360 Degree Light
360 degree anchor light. base mount type.
RWB8685 360 deg light 12v 10 watt
Spare Bulbs
SP750 12v 10 watt Festoon - suits all
above except RWB8685
SP751 12v 10 watt - suits RWB8685 only

SP750

SP751

Navigation Lights - Approved To 12 Metre Boats
TREM "Mini Star" range of quality, very compact Italian made navigation
lights with conventional bulbs. Fully approved to international
standards (IMCO 72 COLREGS) to suit boats up to 12 metre length.
Features Include :

A
A
A
A
A

Fully approved to the relevant international standards
Quality workmanship and materials
Black non-corrosive polycarbonate body colour
Simple to disassemble for ease of sevice or bulb change
"O" ring seals to waterproof internal parts

For mounting on vertical surfaces. 1 mile visibility range on
coloured lenses. Black polycarbonate body.
Height : 61mm Depth : 34mm Width : 43mm
Supplied with a 12 volt 7 watt festoon bulb as standard.
RWB1829B
RWB1830B
RWB1831B
RWB1832B
RWB1833B
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Port
Starboard
Bi-Colour
Masthead
Stern

Replacement Bulb
SP525

12 volt 7 watt festoon bulb
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7 - Navigation Lights - Lalizas LED To 20 Mtr
“FOS 20” LED Navigation Lights - 20 Mtr

LED

The Lalizas “FOS 20” 20 metre series navigation lights offer low
power consumption, reliability, efficiency and optimal visibilty at sea.
Super efficient 8 - 30 volt LED’s offer up to 80% less power
consumption than conventional bulb navigational lights and the
LED’s are rated for 50,000 hour life.
They are non-corrosive and IP67 rated to ensure they are reliable
and waterproof under the harshest conditions.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Approved for all boats up to 20 metre length
USCG Colreg 72, ABYC A-16 & EN14744 approvals
Suits both 12v and 24v DC systems
IP67 waterproof rating
50,000 hour life rated LED’s
Low power consumption - up to 80% lower than conventional bulb
All lights include 1.2 metre wiring, fastening screws and double
sided adhesive sticker that can be used as a drilling template
Black or white body colour
Retail hang packaged in clam style blister

RWB8650
RWB8651

LIGHTING

Traditional Vertical Mount Port & Starboard Lights
90mm height x 65mm width x 38mm depth
Packaged & priced per PAIR
Approved to 20 metre boats
Visible distance 2 nautical miles
Suits both 12v and 24v systems. 1.5 watt
Black vertical mount P & S PAIR
White vertical mount P & S PAIR

Vertical Mount BI-Colour Light
Combined port & starboard light in 1 unit.
Flat back for mounting on a vertical surface.
104mm height x 77mm width x 45mm depth
Approved to 20 metre boats
Visible distance 2 nautical miles
Suits both 12v and 24v systems. 3 watt
RWB8656
RWB8657

Black vertical mount bi-colour
White vertical mount bi-colour

Vertical Mount Stern Light
Stern light 135 degrees with flat back
for mounting on a vertical surface.
96mm height x 72mm width x 32mm depth
Approved to 20 metre boats
Visible distance 2 nautical miles
Suits both 12v and 24v systems. 1.5 watt
RWB8652
RWB8653

LED

Black vertical mount stern light
White vertical mount stern light

Vertical Mount Masthead Light
Flat back for vertical mounting
225 degree white LED light.
104mm height x 77mm width x 45mm depth
Approved to 20 metre boats
Visible distance 2 nautical miles
Suits both 12v and 24v systems. 3 watt
RWB8654
RWB8655

Black masthead light
White masthead light
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7 - Lighting - Aquasignal Navigation Lights
Aquasignal Series 25 Navigation Lights

®

Approved To 12 Metre Boats
Conventional bulb lights approved for all vessels to 12 metres.
Minimum visibility range of one nautical mile for coloured lens
and two nautical miles for a clear lens. 12 volt 10 watt. Black housing.
Standard light size : 70mm height x 63mm width x 60mm depth.
RWB3223 Port light
RWB3228-29
RWB3224 Starboard light
RWB3225 Stern light
RWB3226 Masthead light
RWB3227 Bi-colour light
RWB3232
RWB3228 360 degree clear lens light
RWB3229 360 degree red lens light

RWB3223

RWB3232
RWB3230

RWB3225

12 volt 10 watt festoon (old) Pre 2010
12 volt 10 watt festoon (new) After 2010

RWB3230

Aquasignal Series 41 Navigation Lights
®

Approved To 20 Metre Boats

LIGHTING

Suitable for all vessels under 20 metres in length.
This series is a less expensive alternative to the series 40 Aquasignal lights.
The housing is made from high quality black polycarbonate.
Standard light size : 102mm height x 90mm width x 80mm depth.
Supplied with 12 volt bulb. Purchase optional 24v bulb if 24v required.
RWB3236
RWB3238
RWB3240

RWB3236

Port light
Bi-colour light
Stern light

RWB3237 Starboard light
RWB3239 Masthead light
See Next Page For Replacement Bulbs

AquaSignal Series 40 Navigation Lights
®

Approved To 20 Metre Boats
Conventional bulb lights suitable for all vessels to 20 metres in length.
These lights are approved worldwide. Minimum visibility range of two nautical
miles for a coloured lens and three nautical miles for a clear lens.
They are manufactured from black glass reinforced polycarbonate with polished
stainless steel screens and mounting bracket.
Standard light size : 130mm total height x 90mm width x 80mm depth.
Supplied with 12 volt bulb. Purchase optional 24v bulb if 24v required.

Standard Navigation Lights

RWB3241

RWB3241
RWB3242
RWB3243
RWB3244
RWB3245

Port light - black housing
Starboard light - black housing
Stern light - black housing
Masthead light - black housing
Bi-colour light - black housing

360 Degree Pedestal Lights
RWB3246
RWB3247

360 degree red lens - black housing
360 degree clear lens - black housing

Quickfit 40 Tri-Lights

RWB3247

RWB3255
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RWB3246

Mast top mounted combination lights with quick-fit mounting system.
RWB3255 Tri-colour light. Combines port,
starboard and stern light.
RWB3256 Tri-white light. Combines port,
See Next page For
starboard, stern and anchor light.
Replacement Bulbs
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7 - Lighting - Underwater Lights
Replacement Nav Light Bulbs - Standard
These bulbs suit AquaSignal series 40 and series 41 navigation lights.
They also suit "Scotti", "Quick" and various other brands of navigation
lights with conventional style bulbs. They have staggered offset pins.
25 watt suits lights with coloured lens and 10 watt bulbs suits clear lenses.
SP349
SP350

12 volt 25 watt
24 volt 25 watt

RWB3263
RWB3264

12 volt 10 watt
24 volt 10 watt

Replacement Nav Light Bulbs - LED

LED

Quality, long life LED bulbs to replace standard 10 watt navigation light
bulbs used in clear lens navigation lights.
Low power consumption with a life expectancy of approx 50,000 hours.
Dual voltage - Suits both 12 volt and 24 volt.
2 styles - bayonet style with parallel or staggered offset pin.
Staggered offset pin style suits AquaSignal series 40 and series 41 lights
and various other brands including "scotti" and "Quick" brand lights.
RWB3290
RWB3291

12v / 24v offset staggered pin
12v / 24v parallel pin

LED

Moulded Polymer With 12 x 0.2 Watt LED’s
Economical surface mount underwater lights for smaller boats.
The non-corrosive and chemical resistant polymer totally encapsulates the
LED’s and has an IP68 totally waterproof rating. The 12 x 0.2 watt white
LED’s have a bright effective rating of up to 180 lumen for the white light.
The lights are supplied with a rubber wiring grommet with 1.5 metres of
wiring, rubber backing pad, rubber mounting block and S/S fastenings.
The mounting block allows the wiring to be run up the transom if you don’t want to drill an underwater hole in the boat for the wiring entry.
These lights are also ideal for companionway or cockpit lighting anywhere a totally waterproof light is desired.
3 light output colours available - white, blue, green
12 volt only. Light size : 85mm x 40mm
RWB7800
RWB7801
RWB7802

WHITE underwater light 12v - 12 x 0.2 watt LED’s 180 Lumen
BLUE underwater light 12v - 12 x 0.2 watt LED’s 20 Lumen
GREEN underwater light 12v - 12 x 0.2 watt LED’s 34 Lumen

LED Underwater Lights - 9 Watt

LED

Moulded Polymer With 3 x 3 Watt LED’s
Surface mount underwater lights made from non-corrosive polymer which
totally encapsulates the LED’s and has an IP68 totally waterproof rating.
The 3 x 3 watt Samsung LED’s have a 50,000 hour life and an effective
rating of up to 460 lumen for the white light and 88 Lumen for the blue.
The lights are supplied with a rubber wiring grommet and gland with
1.5 metres of wiring and S/S fastening screws.
2 light output colours available - white or blue.
Suitable for both 12 volt and 24 volt systems.
MUST be used underwater as these bright lights are water cooled.
Light size : 103mm x 63mm
RWB7806
RWB7807

WHITE underwater light 12-24v - 3 x 3 watt LED’s 460 Lumen
BLUE underwater light 12-24v - 3 x 3 watt LED’s 88 Lumen
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LED Underwater Lights - 2.4 Watt

7 - Lighting - Underwater Lights
LED Underwater Lights - 18 Watt

LED

Moulded Polymer With 6 x 3 Watt LED’s
These surface mount underwater lights are made from non-corrosive and
chemical resistant polymer which totally encapsulates the LED’s and has
an IP68 totally waterproof rating.
The 6 x 3 watt Samsung LED’s have a 50,000 hour life and an effective
Lumen rating of up to 710 Lumen for the white light and 159 Lumen for
the blue colour light.
The lights are supplied with a rubber wiring grommet and gland with
1.5 metres of wiring and S/S fastening screws.
2 light output colours available - white or blue.
Suitable for both 12 volt and 24 volt systems.
MUST be used underwater as these bright lights are water cooled.
Light size : 162mm x 63mm
RWB7809
RWB7810

WHITE underwater light 12-24v - 6 x 3 watt LED’s 710 Lumen
BLUE underwater light 12-24v - 6 x 3 watt LED’s 159 Lumen

LIGHTING

LED Underwater Lights - 30 Watt

LED

Moulded Polymer With 10 x 3 Watt LED’s
These surface mount underwater lights are made from non-corrosive and
chemical resistant polymer which totally encapsulates the LED’s and has an
IP68 totally waterproof rating.
The 10 x 3 watt Samsung LED’s have a 50,000 hour life and an
effective Lumen rating of up to 1037 lumen for the white light and 235 Lumen
for the blue colour light.
The lights are supplied with a rubber wiring grommet and gland with
1.5 metres of wiring and S/S fastening screws.
2 light output colours available - white or blue.
Suitable for both 12 volt and 24 volt systems.
MUST be used underwater as these bright lights are water cooled.
Light size : 161mm x 76mm
RWB7812
RWB7813

WHITE underwater light 12-24v - 10 x 3 watt LED’s 1037 Lumen
BLUE underwater light 12-24v - 10 x 3 watt LED’s 235 Lumen

LED Underwater Lights - Stainless 30 Watt

LED

316 Stainless With 10 x 3 Watt LED’s
These surface mount underwater lights are made from non-corrosive
316 grade stainless steel and have an IP68 totally waterproof rating.
In addition to 10 x very bright 3 watt LED’s these underwater lights
have a secondary optical lens to further enhance their brightness.
The 10 x 3 watt Samsung LED’s have a 50,000 hour life and an
effective Lumen rating of up to 1130 lumen (equivalent to a 150 watt
standard bulb) for the white light, 245 Lumen for the blue and
590 Lumen for the green colour light.
The lights are supplied with a wiring gland with 1.5 metres of wiring,
driver unit and S/S fastening screws.
3 light output colours available - white, blue or green.
Suitable for both 12 volt and 24 volt systems.
MUST be used underwater as these bright lights are water cooled.
Light size : 138mm x 68mm
RWB7815
RWB7816
RWB7817
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WHITE underwater light 12-24v - 10 x 3 watt LED’s 1130 Lumen
BLUE underwater light 12-24v - 10 x 3 watt LED’s 245 Lumen
GREEN underwater light 12-24v - 10 x 3 watt LED’s 590 Lumen
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7 - Lighting - Spot / Search Lights
Rubber Cased Spotlight - 100 Watt
High powered, very bright, hand held spotlight with water
resistant rubber casing and non-corrosive fittings.

A
A
A
A

Powerful 12v 100 watt halogen bulb
Completely encased in rubber
Moulded grip rubber handle and rubber booted switch
Coiled wiring cord extends over 2 metres

Supplied complete with 2 pin male wiring plug end with
female deck socket and stainless steel hanging hook.
Total light size : 185mm wide x 165mm deep
RWB199

Rubber spotlight 12 volt 100 watt

SP180		

Replacement bulb complete

LED Remote Control Searchlight - 545 Lumen

Made of UV resistant polycarbonate with a sealed LED light unit
that has an IP67 water resistant rating. Includes a full function
hand held remote control for light operation from anywhere on
the boat - or up to 50 metres away. The remote unit controls all
functions - on - off - up - down - horizontal rotation.

LED
Dimensions
Round base :
Total height :
Total depth :
Light unit
:

122mm diameter
262mm
213mm
165mm diameter

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

9 x 3 watt Hi-Power LED light unit - total 545 Lumen
lighting distance approx 60 metres
Includes full function hand held RF remote control unit
Remote works up to 50 metres away from light
Light unit has IP67 water resistant rating
355 degree horizontal rotation - 70 deg vertical rotation
Suits both 12 volt & 24 volt DC
12v 1.7 amp 21 watt : 24v 1.0 amp 24 watt

RWB1658
SP768

Remote control LED spotlight 12-24 volt
Replacement RF remote control

LED Remote Control Searchlight - 1600 Lumen
Remote control searchlight with very bright 1600 Lumen light
output. Includes 12 x 3 watt cool white Hi-Power LED’s and a
special reflector giving a total light output of 1600 Lumens for
night piercing performance and energy efficiency.

LED
Dimensions
Round base :
Total height :
Total depth :
Light unit
:

122mm diameter
253mm
205mm
176mm diameter

Made of UV resistant polycarbonate with a sealed LED light unit
that has an IP67 water resistant rating. Includes a full function
hand held remote control for light operation from anywhere on
the boat - or up to 50 metres away. The remote unit controls all
functions - on - off - up - down - horizontal rotation.

A
A
A
A
A
A

12 x 3 watt Hi-Power LED light unit - total 1600 Lumen
Includes full function hand held RF remote control unit
Remote works up to 50 metres away from light
Light unit has IP67 water resistant rating
355 degree horizontal rotation - 70 deg vertical rotation
Suits both 12 volt & 24 volt DC systems

RWB1659
SP768

Remote control LED spotlight 12-24 volt
Replacement RF remote control
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Remote control searchlight ideal for smaller craft.
Includes 9 x 3 watt cool white Hi-Power LED’s with a total light
output of 545 Lumens and a lighting distance of around 60 metres.

7 - Lighting - Remote Control Search Lights
Safety - Lifebuoy & Life Jacket Lights
See section 17 safety products further
on in this catalogue to see our range
of lifebuoy lights and lifejacket lights.

Trailer Lights
See section 20 Trailer products
further on in this catalogue to
see our range of trailer lights lights.

LIGHTING

"LED" Cockpit / Courtesy / Cabin Lights
These flush mounting weatherproof LED lights have extremely low
power consumption, (1/10th of normal bulb), that extends battery life
while providing a soft bright focused light. Their weatherproof features
make them ideal for cockpit lighting on open boats, or as cabin lighting.
See Page 128 For Full Details Of These LED Lights.

LED

155SL Remote Control Searchlight Kit
Modern style 100,000 candlepower remote control searchlight kits offering
quality, value and up to date features. The powerful beam can spot
hazards over 250 metres away.
2 models available - standard control or electronic control
which provides additional features.
A Electronic control model (J60-103 Deluxe) offers many additional features
A Easily replaceable 130mm 100,000 candlepower halogen sealed beam
A Range where a reasonable level of detail can be distinguished - 268 metres
A Full 320 degree horizontal rotation - 75 degree vertical sweep
A Tough, UV resistant, non corrosive thermoplastic housing and base
A Complete with control panel and 4.5 metre cable harness (extensions avail)
A Long life gear drive and clutch mechanism. Low 4.5 amp draw
STANDARD MODEL - Supplied with standard joystick
control panel (shown right). Suits 12 volt DC only.
J60-102 155SL searchlight 12 volt with standard control panel
		
Jabsco model 61050-0012
DELUXE MODEL - Supplied with state-of-the-art electronic
touch pad control panel offering many additional features.
A The light can be used on both 12 volt and 24 volt DC
A Water resistant modern control panel
A Automatic 20 degree side to side sweep feature
A Two speed movement - fast for search, slow for pinpoint
A Emergency "SOS" signal transmits through 360 degrees
J60-103 155SL searchlight 12/24 volt with electronic panel
		
Jabsco model 61050-1224

Standard
control panel

Electronic
control panel

See Page 123 For Dual Station Kit, Extension harness and spare bulb
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7 - Lighting - Remote Control Search Lights
135SL Remote Control Searchlight Kit
Powerful 100,000 candlepower halogen sealed beam in a stylish non-corrosive
weather resistant thermoplastic housing. Fully motorized clutch and gear unit
allows 320 degree rotation and 75 degree vertical sweep.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Dusk-to-dawn piercing light from the 100,000 candlepower halogen beam
Range where a reasonable level of detail can be distinguished - 262 metres
Stylish and practical design is ideal for small to medium sized boats
Non-corrosive, weather resistant white thermoplastic housing
Motorized, long life clutch and gear drive
320 degree rotation - 75 degree vertical sweep
Supplied complete with remote switch panel - either standard or 		
stylish electronic panel - and 4.5 metre wiring cable

J60-100 12 volt 3.6 amp searchlight with standard panel Jabsco 60020-0000
J60-099 12 volt 3.6 amp searchlight with electronic panel Jabsco 60020-7014
J60-101 24 volt 2 amp searchlight with electronic panel Jabsco 60020-7015
Standard
Panel

Electronic
Panel

See page 123 for optional dual station control kit, extension cables and parts.

Powerful 175,000 candlepower halogen sealed beam in a stylish non-corrosive
weather resistant Lexan housing. Fully motorized clutch and gear unit
allows full 360 degree rotation and 60 degree vertical sweep.

A Dusk-to-dawn piercing light from the 175,000 candlepower halogen beam
A Range where a reasonable level of detail can be distinguished - 386 metres
A Stylish and practical design is ideal for medium to large sized boats
A Non-corrosive, weather resistant white Lexan housing
A 2 speed directional control panel for precise beam aiming
A Motorized, long life clutch and gear drive
A Full 360 degree rotation - 60 degree vertical sweep
A Supplied complete with water resistant remote control switch panel
suitable for fly-bridges and 4.5 metre plug-in wiring cable

J60-105 12 volt 4 amp 146SL searchlight Jabsco 60080-0012
J60-106 24 volt 2 amp 146SL searchlight Jabsco 60080-0024
See page 123 for optional dual station kit, extension cables and spare parts.

255SL Remote Control Searchlight Kit
Powerful 200,000 candlepower dual halogen sealed beams in a stylish weather
resistant non-corrosive thermocast housing with tough polyurethane finish.
Motorized clutch and gears allow full 360 deg rotation and 60 deg vertical sweep.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Night piercing light from the 200,000 candlepower dual halogen beams
Range where a reasonable level of detail can be distinguished - 315 metres
Stylish and practical design is ideal for medium to large sized boats
Non-corrosive rugged white thermocast housing with polyurethane finish
2 speed directional control panel for precise beam aiming
Motorized, long life clutch and gear drive
Full 360 degree rotation - 60 degree vertical sweep
Supplied complete with water resistant remote control switch panel suitable
for fly-bridges and 7.5 metre plug-in wiring cable

J60-107 12 volt 8 amp 255SL searchlight Jabsco 60010-2012
J60-108 24 volt 4 amp 255SL searchlight Jabsco 60010-2024
See page 123 for optional dual station kit, extension cables and spare parts.
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146SL Remote Control Searchlight Kit

7 - Lighting - Remote Search Lights
233SL Remote Control Searchlight Kit
Powerful 200,000 candlepower dual halogen sealed beams in an elegant
weather resistant non-corrosive white coated aluminium housing with a grey
trim finish. Stylish 8-way backlit controller gives superfast time to target area
by moving across all diagonals - and it is wireless - so minimal power cables
are required for fast and simple installation.
Patented bayonet quick release base and locking feature on the light for fast
mounting and disconnect.
Fast or slow option with 360 deg rotation. Any beam angle from spot to flood.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

LIGHTING

A
A
A
A

Night piercing light from the 200,000 candlepower dual halogen beams
Range where a reasonable level of detail can be distinguished - 375 metres
Wireless controller minimises electric cable runs and saves installation time
Stylish and practical design is ideal for medium to large sized boats
Non-corrosive, long life, white coated aluminium housing
Full 360 degree sweep rotation - 27 degree vertical sweep
Superfast multi-directional 8-way wireless controller with automatic
20 degree continuous sweep feature, fast or slow rotation and spot / flood
Stylish grey/black controller is backlit with red LED's for night illumination
Spot to flood focus feature allows the user to choose any beam
configuration desired between spot and flood
Up to 4 wireless controllers can be fitted eliminating flybridge cable runs
Patented bayonet quick release base and locking feature

J60-115 12 volt 10 amp 233SL searchlight Jabsco 60233-0012
J60-116 24 volt 5 amp 233SL searchlight Jabsco 60233-0024
J65-242 Secondary wireless controller suits 12v + 24v Jabsco 63233-1224

Chrome Brass Remote Control Searchlight Kits
Available in 3 sizes - 125mm, 175mm & 200mm light diameters
These high quality remote control searchlight kits are constructed of rugged
triple chrome plated brass for attractive appearance and long life. They feature
powerful sealed halogen bulbs from 100,000 to 500,000 candlepower for night
piercing light. They have a water resistant remote control panel suitable for
open fly-bridges and come complete with plug-in cable assembly.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

125mm Size has Spot / flood Beam. Other sizes have spot only.
Dusk-to-dawn piercing light from powerful halogen beams
Stylish and practical design is ideal for medium to large sized boats
Rugged, non-corrosive, triple chrome plated brass construction
Single control panel for on/off, spot/flood and vertical/horiz. movement
Motorized, long life clutch and gear drive is fully enclosed
450 degree horizontal rotation - 70 degree vertical sweep
Supplied complete with water resistant control panel suitable for
fly-bridges and 8 Ft (2.5 metre) wiring cable

J60-109 12 volt Fuse 10 amp 125mm (5") light diameter Jabsco 62026-4002H
		100,000 candlepower spot/ 50,000 CP flood. Spot range 300 metres
J60-111 12 volt Fuse 20 amp 175mm (7") light diameter Jabsco 62040-4002
		
200,000 candlepower - spot only. Spot range 418 metres.
J60-112 24 volt Fuse 10amp 175mm (7") light diameter Jabsco 62040-4006
		
230,000 candlepower - spot only. Range - 418 metres
J60-114 24 volt Fuse 10 amp 200mm (8") light diameter Jabsco 62042-4006
		
500,000 candlepower - spot only. Range - 719 metres
See next page for optional dual station kit, extension cables and spare parts.
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7 - Lighting - Remote Search Lights
Accessories & Parts For Search Lights

Replacement
Standard
Control Panels

Dual Station
Control Kit		

Replacement
Bulbs

J60-099
J60-100
J60-101
J60-102
J60-103
J60-105
J60-106
J60-107
J60-108
J60-109
J60-111
J60-112
J60-114

J65-131
J65-130
J65-131
J65-130
J65-133
J65-131
J65-131
J65-131
J65-132
J65-131
J65-131
J65-132
J65-132

J61-118
J61-118
J61-120
J61-120
J61-119
J61-120
J61-120
J61-120
J61-122
J61-120
J61-120
J61-122
J61-122

J65-100
J65-100
J65-100
J65-122
J65-122
J65-102
J65-102
J65-103
J65-103
J65-104
J65-105
J65-106
J65-108

60020-7014
60020-0000
60020-7015
61050-0012
61050-1224
60080-0012
60080-0024
60010-2012
60010-2024
62026-4002
62040-4002
62040-4006
62042-4006

135SL 12 volt
135SL 12 volt
135SL 24 volt
155SL 12 volt
155SL 12/24V
146SL 12 volt
146SL 24 volt
255SL 12 volt
255SL 24 volt
5" CB 12 volt
7" CB 12 volt
7" CB 24 volt
8" CB 24 volt

43670-0003
60030-0000
43670-0003
60030-0000
43690-1000
43670-0003
43670-0003
43670-0003
60070-0000
43670-0003
43670-0003
60070-0000
60070-0000

43670-0005
43670-0005
43670-0004
43670-0004
64044-0000
43670-0004
43670-0004
43670-0004
18753-0335
43670-0004
43670-0004
18753-0335
18753-0335

18753-0178
18753-0178
18753-0178
18753-0528
18753-0528
18753-0455
18753-0455
18753-0336
18753-0336
67296-0000
67262-0000
18753-0447
98040-0520

Wiring Cable Extension Harnessses
These heavy duty wiring harness extensions allow control
panels to be fitted further away from the searchlight
They have plug-in connectors each end.
J61-123 3 metre (10 Ft) harness Jabsco 43990-0013
J61-124 4.5 metre (15 Ft) harness Jabsco 43990-0014
J61-125 7.6 metre (25 Ft) harness Jabsco 43990-0015
Above wiring harnesses suit ALL searchlights except J60-103
Harnesses below suit only J60-103 155SL deluxe
which has a dual 12/24v electronic remote control.
J61-127 4.5 metre (15 Ft) harness Jabsco 64042-1007
J61-128 7.6 metre (25 Ft) harness Jabsco 64042-1008

Other Jabsco Searchlight Spare Parts
J65-109
J65-110
J65-115
J65-116
J65-200
J65-201
J65-202
J65-203
J65-210
J65-211
J65-212
J65-214
J65-215
J65-220
J65-221
J65-229
J65-230

12v bulb suit old 7" lever lights
24v bulb suit old 7" lever lights
12v bulb suit docking lights
24v bulb suit docking lights
Base for 135SL searchlight
Lower housing 135 searchlight
Upper housing 135 searchlight
Bulb retainer kit
Base & gasket 146/255SL
Upper housing 146SL
Lower housing 146SL
Drive arm/gear 146/255SL
Bulb housing and retainer kit
Motor upper 255SL
Motor 135/146/lower 255SL
Motor & pinion kit horiz CP lights
Motor/pinion kit Vert all CP lights

Jabsco 43990-0048
Jabsco 66165-0000
Jabsco 18753-0287
Jabsco 18753-0462
Jabsco 60027-1000
Jabsco 60024-1000
Jabsco 60023-1000
Jabsco 60035-1000
Jabsco 60088-1000
Jabsco 60086-1000
Jabsco 60072-1000
Jabsco 18753-0457
Jabsco 60083-1000
Jabsco 18753-0458
Jabsco 18753-0350
Jabsco 43990-0079
Jabsco 43990-0078

J65-231
J65-232
J65-233
J65-234
J65-235
J65-236
J65-237
J65-240
J65-241

Motor clutch assy 5" CP lights
Jabsco 43990-0075
Motor clutch assy 7"&8" lights
Jabsco 43990-0076
Clutch/gear kit CP lights
Jabsco 43990-0069
Drive gear CP lights
Jabsco 43933-0000
Gear & clutch assy CP lights
Jabsco 43941-0000
Rubber boot suit 5" CP light
Jabsco 43990-0045
Rubber boot suit 7 & 8" CP lights Jabsco 43990-0046
24v conversion board for J60-101 Jabsco 61039-1224
24v conversion board for J60-103 Jabsco 60101-6224

Some other spare parts for the
search lights are available from
stock or to order from overseas.
Please enquire for availability
and pricing.
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Searchlight		
Prod No. 		
Description
RWB / JABSCO		

7 - Lighting - Flood / Spot Lights
LED Spot & Flood Lights

LED

A range of high quality, very high power, IP67 water resistant LED lights
available in spot, flood or combination spot & flood.
They have a white coated anodised aluminium frame with stainless steel
mounting bracket and 8mm dia. x 25mm stainless mounting bolt.
The swivel mounting brackets allow adjustment vertically and horizontally.
They have ultra bright high Lumen power LED’s with low amp draw.
The lenses are specially designed to give a concentrated light output on
spot lights and a wide spread of light in the flood lights.
Suitable for 9-36 volts so the same light suits both 12 volt and 24 volt.
8 x LED Spot Light
Concentrated light. Power - 11 watts.
Light output 840 lumens
110mm wide x 45mm deep x 120mm
height including bracket
RWB6976

LIGHTING

10 x LED Spot Light
Concentrated light. Power - 13 watts.
Light output 1050 lumens.
110mm wide x 45mm deep x 120mm
height including bracket
RWB6977
12 x LED Flood Light
Wide angle flood light. Power - 13 watts.
Light output 1260 lumens.
110mm wide x 45mm deep x 120mm
height including bracket
RWB6978
10 x LED Spot / Flood Combination Light
Very compact size with ultra bright combination
of spot light and wide angle flood light in one unit.
Power - 14 watts. Light output 1150 lumens.
90mm wide x 70mm deep x 115mm
height including bracket
RWB6979

Floodlights - Jabsco Ultra Bright
Superior quality, compact, attractive, unobtrusive floodlights for deck, cockpit
or boarding point lighting on leisure, commercial or safety craft.
Powerful weatherproof 50 watt sealed tungsten halogen beams with white
housings made from heavy duty corrosion resistant materials.
Blue bulb technology spreads light evenly and sharp cut-off allows accurate
selection of area to be illuminated.

Bracket Mounted Floodlights
Heavy duty non-corrosive housing and adjustable stainless bracket.
Trapezoidal beam pattern spreads light evenly over the surface to be
illuminated and minimises stray light.
2 sizes available. 127mm (5") x 77mm (3") - or - 155mm (6") x 101mm (4")
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J61-109
J61-111

12 volt 4 amp
12 volt 4 amp

J65-119
J65-121

Replacement 12v bulb for J61-109 light
Replacement 12v bulb for J61-111 light

155mm x 101mm
127mm x 77mm

Jabsco 45900-0000
Jabsco 45900-1000
Jabsco 45903-0000
Jabsco 45903-0002
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7 - Lighting - Spreader / Docking / Flood
LED Flood / Docking Lights - Slimline

LED

High quality, high power, waterproof IP68 (NOT for underwater
use) LED lights that can be used as docking lights or cockpit flood
lights Etc. Includes 4 x 3 watt Samsung high power white LED’s
in a slim and compact housing.
2 models are available - flush mounting - or bracket mount which
includes a stainless steel mounting bracket and bolt.
Both models have a smooth gloss white coated anodised cast
aluminium frame and 4 x 3 watt Samsung brand high power white
LED’s with low amp power draw and high 398 Lumen light output.
Both lights are suitable for 8-30 volts so the same light suits both
12 and 24 volt systems.
Power - 9 watts. Light output 398 lumens
150mm wide x 60mm height x 30mm depth - plus S/S bracket.
RWB6984

Bracket mount 4 x LED flood light suits 12 - 24 volt

RWB6985

Flush mount 4 x LED flood light suits 12 - 24 volt

LED

High quality, high power, IP67 water resistant LED light that
can be used as a docking light, cockpit flood light or spot light.
Includes 6 x high power LED’s in a compact housing.
It has a white coated anodised cast aluminium frame with
adjustable stainless steel mounting bracket and 8mm dia.
x 25mm stainless mounting bolt with washer and nut.
It has very bright high lumen power LED’s (937 Lumens)
with 18 watt power draw.
Suitable for 9-36 volts so the same light suits both 12 and 24 volt.
Power - 18 watts. Light output 937 lumens
107mm wide x 53mm deep x 105mm height including bracket.
RWB6983

6 x LED flood light 9 - 36 volt

LED Spreader / Cockpit Flood Light
High quality, high power, IP67 water resistant LED light with a fixed
stainless steel mounting bracket. This light is suitable as a cockpit
flood light or for mounting on yacht spreaders as a deck flood light.
It has a white coated anodised aluminium frame with stainless
steel mounting bracket and waterproof sealed LED unit with a lens
specially designed to give a wide spread of light. The light is fully
wired for use.
The 8 x ultra bright LED's have a total of 920 lumen light output
whilst giving low 16 watt draw.
Suitable for 9-36 volts so it suits both 12 volt and 24 volt systems.
Power - 16 watts. Light output 920 lumens
145mm wide including bracket x 115mm x 55mm deep
RWB6980

LED
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LED Flood / Docking Light

7 - Lighting - LED Cockpit / Exterior Lights
LED Cockpit Lights - Waterproof
Compact attractively designed white plastic LED cockpit
lights that are IP67 waterproof rated. They have a white
RWB5836 polycarbonate frame with a 63mm diameter frosted lens.
5 x 0.5 watt warm white high quality Samsung LED’s with
a total light output of 64 lumens.
Available in either surface mount or flush mount
versions. S/S fastenings included.
12 volt 2 watt. Switch NOT included.

LED

RWB5837

RWB5836

Surface mount LED cockpit light 12v
90mm diameter x 23mm height

RWB5837

Flush mount LED cockpit light 12v
106mm diameter x 10mm height x 12mm depth

LED Cockpit Light - Stainless

LIGHTING

Flush mounting polished 304 grade stainless steel rectangular
LED cockpit light Ideal for general cockpit lighting.
Includes 6 x 0.5 watt cool white LED’s in a sealed light unit,
with a total light output of 140 lumen. 12 volt only.
Supplied complete with a rubber mounting gasket and S/S
fastenings. Fully wired for use. Switch not included.
Dimensions : 131mm L x 85mm W x 28mm depth
RWB1323

LED

LED rectangular cockpit light 12v

LED Cockpit Light - Stainless
Compact flush mounting 304 grade stainless
steel cockpit or transom light with 12v long life
LED’s. Supplied with rubber mounting gasket
and stainless steel screws. Fully wired for use.
No switch supplied. Flush mounting.
12 volt 1.5 watt 90 lumen output.
Diameter : 75mm
Depth : 38mm
RWB5338

LED

LED round cockpit light 12v

LED Waterproof Exterior Dome Lights
High quality, very bright, waterproof LED lights designed for exterior use.
Ideal for helm lighting on open boats or cockpit lighting on larger trailer
boats, yachts or cruisers. Also ideal as interior lighting on larger vessels.
High quality anodised aluminium casing which is white enamel coated.
Ultra bright LED with total 12.5 watt power consumption and huge
639 lumens of light output.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Surface mount or recessed mount versions
Multi-voltage 9-36 volt - suits both 12 and 24 volt systems
High quality anodised aluminium frame, white enamel coated
Fully waterproof for exterior use (not for underwater use)
High power LED with 639 lumens light output
Low 1.02 amp 13 wattage draw
Diffused lens to spread light evenly
Does NOT include a switch
147mm (5 3/4”) diameter

RWB6981
RWB6982
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LED

Surface mount 12 / 24v
Flush recessed mount 12 / 24v
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7 - Lighting - Waterproof LED Strip Lights
LED Waterproof Mini Light
A clear waterprooft light with a single fully
sealed LED unit rated for 50,000 hours use.
This compact light is ideal for low level
exterior courtesy, stairway, livewell or fish
attraction lighting.
Supplied with 180mm wiring, 2 gaskets and
nylon backing nut to secure it.
38mm face diameter. 30mm thread length.
Fully wired for use. 12 volt only.

LED

RWB980

LED Strip Lights - Waterproof

LED

These surface mounted LED strip lights are IP67 waterproof
rated for interior or exterior use. They have a sealed LED
light unit with rubber mounting gasket including wiring channel
and fastening holes on each end of the light housing.
175mm wiring leads & stainless steel fastenings are provided.
Suitable for 12 volt only.

7 - Lighting - Cockpit / Deck Flood

LIGHTING

2 sizes are available - 6 x 0.2 watt LED’s or 15 x 0.2 watt LED’s
RWB7820

6 x LED’s. 12 volt 1.2 watt 73 lumen
107mm L x 20mm W x 17mm H

RWB7821

15 x LED’s. 12 volt 3 watt 176 lumen
207mm L x 20mm W x 17mm H

LED Flexible Waterproof Strip Lights
LED waterproof multipurpose flexible 12v strip lighting.
Supplied with 200mm electrical wires and 3M self adhesive backing.
Ideal for party lighting, courtesy and stair lighting. Flexibility for bends
and corners and waterproof to allow its use just about anywhere.

LED

A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A

LED

Ideal for use in marine, RV, commercial and auto applications
100% Waterproof (IP68) (Not for underwater use) and super flexible
Quality 3M self-adhesive backing tape
60 LED’s per metre. Low current draw. 200mm electrical wires
Can be cut to length (cut only on scissors symbol shown on strip)
off-cut length cannot be re-wired
4 colours available Warm white - mainly interior use or where soft lighting is required
Cool white - bright white light for exterior use
Red - for night vision - or party lighting
Blue - party lighting Etc
3 lengths available. 12 volt only
Clam shell 4 colour retail packaging

RWB6540
RWB6541
RWB6548
RWB6549
RWB6543
RWB6544
RWB6545
RWB6547

600mm length - Cool White
600mm length - Warm White
600mm length - Red
600mm length - Blue
1 metre length - Cool White
1 metre length - Warm White
1 metre length - Blue
2.5 metre length - Cool White
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7 - Lighting - LED Courtesy / Interior
Courtesy Lights - LED

Small Courtesy Light - LED

LED

LIGHTING

LED
Compact IP67 rated 12v flush mounting light with
4 x 0.2 watt LED’s in white or red light.
Concealed fastening holes for sleek appearance,
opaque lens and chrome snap-on facia cover.
Rubber “O” ring seal and integral drain holes
allow for exterior use. 12 volt 0.8 watt.
S/S fasteners provided. Switch not included.
Face diameter : 72mm x 38mm
Depth below		 : 20mm

A compact and economical mini white nylon
courtesy light with 2 x white LED's with
50,000 hour life rating.
Surface mounting splashproof sealed
weather resistant light unit.
Complete with wiring attached.
Neat and compact 45mm x 20mm.
0.23 watt draws less than 0.1 amp.
No switch supplied. 12 volt only.

RWB983
RWB989

RWB982

White light colour 12v
Red light colour 12v

LED Cockpit / Courtesy / Interior Lights
These economically priced flush mounting weatherproof LED cabin lights have extremely low power
consumption, (1/10th of normal bulb), that extends battery life while providing a soft focused light.
Their weatherproof IP67 rating make them ideal for cockpit, stairway or interior cabin lighting.
The 50,000 hour rated LED's provide longer life than an ordinary incandescent globe, they
don't get hot and the recess mounting provides an attractive finish.
Made from non-corrosive materials. Snap-on shroud covers screw holes for a neat finish.
Supplied with "O" ring seal (round light) or rectangular gasket (rectangular light).
Lights are fully wired for use. Switch NOT included. 12 volt only - except for
RWB5742 4 x LED light which suits both 12v and 24 volt.

LED

Circular Light - 3 x LED's

Circular Light - 4 x LED's

Dual - flush mount or can be
surface mounted with surface
mounting spacer supplied with it.
Contains 3 x LED's. 0.22 watts
38 lumen light output.
76mm wide x 20mm depth
Supplied with a white coloured
plastic exterior snap-on shroud.

Flush mounting with white
shroud and white light.
4 x LED's with total 48
lumen light output.
76mm wide x 20mm depth
Suits both 12v & 24v

RWB1870

White 12 volt

Circular - Stainless steel
3 x LED's with S/S facia cover
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RWB5742

White 4 x LED 		
flush mount
Suits 12 & 24v

Rectangular Light - 2 x LED's

3 x LED's 0.22 watts 38 lumen
total light output.
Sealed plastic LED unit with a
mirror polished stainless steel
snap-on surround. 12 volt only.
76mm wide x 20mm depth

Flush mounting with 2 x LED's.
12 volt 0.21 watts.
24 lumen light output.
85 L x 30 W x 20mm deep
Clear plastic exterior finish
with white gasket underneath.
12 volt only.

RWB1877

RWB1874

White light with
polished stainless 		
steel shroud.
12 volt only.

White rectangular
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7 - Lighting - LED Cabin Interior

LED
LED (light emitting diode) cabin lights have extremely low power consumption, typically less than
20% of a conventional bulb, which extends battery life while providing a soft bright focused light.
The LED's provide much longer ife than an ordinary incandescent globe (most are rated to 50,000
hours) they don't get as hot, won't rattle free in a seaway and they are available in a range of colours
as decorative lighting.
Many of the LED's we offer are weatherproof making them ideal for cockpit lighting on open boats,
or as cabin or bunk lighting.
It is extremely difficult to accurately compare an LED light output to a conventional bulb light output
as there is many factors involved.
Prior to the advent of LED cabin lights, standard 12 volt conventional bulb cabin lights normally had
around 6 to 15 watt low voltage conventional style bulbs. This approximately relates to a lumen
rating of 30 to 110 lumens. Our LED lights are rated in lumen output so you can select the llght level
you desire based on the style and type of light and the lumen output.

A surface mount LED light with 4 x warm white LED’s.
Simply push the lens to turn the light on or off.
White plastic body with white light and diffused lens.
NOT weatherproof - for interior use only.
12 volt 0.18 watt 28 lumen output.
Width : 77mm Height : 28mm
RWB5743

LED

12v white with push on / off switch

LED Cabin Light - Push On / Off - 6 LED’s
A surface mount oval shaped LED light with 6 x warm white LED’s.
Simply push the lens to turn the light on or off.
White plastic body with white light and diffused lens.
NOT weatherproof - for interior use only.
12 volt 30 lumen output.

LED

RWB5739

12v white surface mount with push on / off switch
Length : 140mm Width : 93mm Height : 32mm

LED Cabin Lights - Push On / Off 16 LED’s

RWB1878 flush mount

RWB1879 surface mount

White 12v light units with 16 x LED’s giving a bright 180 lumen light
output and low amp draw. NOT weatherproof - for interior use only.
Push-on, push-off operation - simply push in clear centre lens to turn
the light unit on or off. 2 styles : In-ceiling flush mount or surface mount.
Fastening holes are concealed for an attractive finish.
Stainless steel fasteners are provided.
12 volt 1.15 watt 180 lumen light output.
RWB1878

12v flush mount LED light
Face diameter : 100mm
Depth below
: 32mm

RWB1879

12v surface mount LED light
Base diameter : 110mm
Height
: 35mm
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LED Cabin Light - Push On / Off - 4 LED’s

7 - Lighting - LED Cabin Interior
LED Interior Light - Flush Mount
A very sleek flush mount aluminium body LED light.
Includes a single 3 watt Samsung white LED light with
50,000 hour life and brushed anodised aluminium body.
Opaque lens gives a soft pearl-like light.
NOT weatherproof - for interior use only.
12 volt 3 watt 30 lumen
Diameter : 85mm
Depth : 12mm
RWB5792

LED

Brushed anodised aluminium light

LED Cabin Light - 3 X LED's - With Switch

LIGHTING

A surface mounting LED cabin light with an on / off switch
on the base.
50,000 hour LED life and a total light output of 38 Lumen.
NOT weatherproof, for interior use only.
90mm base dia x 26mm height.
12 volt only. 3 x LED’s 0.22 watt 38 lumen light output.
RWB985

LED

12 volt LED light with switch

LED Interior Light - Flush Or Surface Mount
Economically priced LED interior light that includes 6 x warm
white LED’s in a sealed light unit.
50,000 hour LED life and a total light output of 75 lumen.
The white polycarbonate trim ring covers the fastenings
for a smooth exterior finish as a flush mount light.
The light also includes a 16mm height surface mounting
bracket if a surface mount light is required.

LED

Does NOT include a switch. 12 volt 75 lumen.
RWB7829

Light with white PC trim ring and removable			
surface mounting spacer bracket. 12 volt 0.4 watt.
Diameter overall : 77mm Lens diameter : 48mm
Height above : 6.5mm Flush mount Depth : 17mm
Height above : 23mm surface mounted

LED Interior Light - Flush Stainless
Flush mounted LED interior light that includes 6 x warm white
LED’s in a sealed light unit.
50,000 hour LED life and a total light output of 75 Lumen.
Includes 304 grade polished stainless steel trim ring which
covers the fastenings for a smooth exterior finish.
Does NOT include a switch. 12 volt 75 Lumen.
Diameter overall : 72mm
Height above : 5mm
RWB7830
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Lens diameter : 48mm
Depth below : 17mm

Light with stainless steel trim ring 12 volt 0.4 watt
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LED

7 - Lighting - LED - Cabin Interior
LED Interior Lights - Slimline Stainless
High quality sleek and slim stainless steel surface mount LED interior
lights. 3 sizes to choose from - 16, 28 or 40 bright warm white LED's
with high lumen light output and 50,000 hour life rating.
Stainless steel base and surround with clear diffused poly carbonate lens.
Fastens down from inside the base - so no fastenings are visible,
giving a very sleek finish.
Does NOT include a switch. 12 volt only.

LED

RWB5795
			

16 x warm white LED's. Total light output 70 lumen.
Diameter : 94mm Thickness : 11mm

RWB5784
			

28 x warm white LED’s. Total light output 110 lumen.
Diameter : 132mm Thickness : 12mm

RWB5785
			

40 x warm white LED’s. Total light output 156 lumen.
Diameter : 164mm Thickness : 14mm

LED

A very bright low profile stainless steel surface mount LED light.
Includes 9 x high quality Samsung 0.5 watt warm white LED’s with
50,000 hour LED life and a very high light output of 182 lumen in total.
The light has a very slim height of only 10mm and fastens down from the
inside - so no fastenings are visible, giving a very slim and sleek finish.
Stainless steel base and surround with clear diffused polycarbonate
lens. Does NOT include a switch. 12 volt 4.5 watt 182 lumen.
Diameter : 132mm Height : 10mm
RWB7827

12 volt 4.5 watt slimline stainless steel light

Stainless Steel Dome Lights - LED

LED

LED

Polished 304 grade stainless steel dome lights with 20 x 0.2 watt 50,000 hour life LED's in each
light with an effective brightness of 84 lumen. The LED's are closer together in the small light,
giving a more concentrated and focused light. The medium light has the LED's spread a little
more for a wider light range, and the large light has them spread further, giving a much wider
spread of light. Black rocker switch on base. 12 volt only - 84 lumen.

Small

Base diameter : 110mm
Lens diameter : 70mm
Height : 30mm
RWB5830 LED light
SP86
Spare lens

Medium

Base diameter : 140mm
Lens diameter : 95mm
Height : 35mm
RWB5831 LED light
SP87
Spare lens

Large

Base diameter : 160mm
Lens diameter : 110mm
Height : 45mm
RWB5832 LED light
SP748
Spare lens
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LED Interior Light - Slimline Stainless

7 - Lighting - LED - Cabin Interior
Stainless Steel Dome Lights - Standard Bulbs

Small

Economically priced
conventional bulb
Polished 304 grade
stainless steel dome
lights with rocker
switch on base.

Medium

Large

Base diameter : 110mm
Lens diameter : 75mm
Height : 30mm
12 volt 8 watt festoon bulb
RWB211

Base diameter : 140mm
Lens diameter : 102mm
Height : 35mm
12 volt 15 watt globe
RWB212

Base diameter : 170mm
Lens diameter : 123mm
Height : 50mm
12 volt 15 watt globe
RWB214

SP168
SP86

SP168
SP87
SP306

SP168
SP88
SP306

Replacement switch
Replacement lens

Replacement switch
Replacement lens
Replacement 12v bulb

Replacement switch
Replacement lens
Replacement 12v bulb

LED Dome Light - Low Profile Stainless
LIGHTING

LED

An attractive low profile polished stainless steel LED dome light
only 30mm height and includes an on/off toggle switch on the
light housing.
Concealed fastenings for a sleek exterior finish.
Bright 3 watt hi-power Samsung warm white LED with a light
output of 95 Lumen.
304 grade polished stainless steel surround with diffused lens.
Includes an on/off toggle switch. 12 volt 3 watt 98 Lumen.
Diameter : 132mm Height : 30mm
RWB7831
SP749		

12 volt 3 watt stainless steel dome light with switch

Spare lens only

LED Dome Light - Stainless - Red / White

LED

A stainless steel LED dome light which has dual white & red
light for night vision. Includes a 3 way rocker switch on the
light housing for off / white / red lighting.
20 x white LED’s 1.7 watt 78 lumen and 10 x red LED’s for
night vision use. 12 volt only.
304 grade polished stainless steel body with diffused lens.
Diameter : 160mm Height : 35mm
RWB5833
SP748		

12 volt LED red / white light

Spare lens only

LED Slimline Light - Stainless - Red / White

LED

Sleek and slim stainless steel surface mount LED interior
lightwith 12 x white LED's and 4 x red LED's for night vision.
Stainless steel base and surround with clear diffused
polycarbonate lens. Fastens down from inside the base so no fastenings are visible, giving a very sleek finish.
Diameter : 94mm Thickness : 11mm
Dual red / white light without switch.
Requires a 3 position switch to operate.
12 volt 64 Lumen
RWB5798
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Dual red & white light
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7 - Lighting - LED - Cabin Interior
LED Cabin Light Hi - Power 7 Watt
Dual Red / White With Switch & Dimmer

LED

An elegant, high quality, circular surface mount light with a
7 watt warm white LED giving superior 300 lumen light output
whilst using only 1/10 the power of a conventional light.
Also includes 10 x standard Red LED's for night vision.
NEW
Touch pad on / off switch and touch pad dimmer
MODEL
control is located on the light.
The dimmer allows 3 settings of brightness for both the red
and white lights. White plastic body with frosted diffused lens.
Suitable for both 12 volt and 24 volt.
RWB5791

12 / 24 volt hi-power 7 watt 300 lumen LED
includes White & red lights, switch & dimmer
Width : 130mm Height : 25mm

LED Cabin Light Hi - Power 7 Watt

RWB5790

LED

12 / 24 volt 3 watt LED 300 lumen
Width : 130mm Height : 25mm

NEW
MODEL

LED Cabin Light - Fluro Style

LED

A fluro style LED cabin light that has an extremely bright light
output of 430 lumens. Ideal for boats, caravans and RV’s.
Includes 32 x 0.5 watt high quality Samsung warm white LED’s
with 50,000 hour life. Clear diffused lens.
The light is only 23mm height for a slim appearance.
This light suits both 12 volt & 24 volt. 9 Watt. 430 lumen.
On / off switch on end of light. Light is dimmable.
Dimensions : 330mm L x 70mm W x 23mm H
RWB1231

32 x LED’s suits both 12 & 24 volt

LED Cabin Lights - Fluro Style

LED

These Fluro style LED cabin lights have very bright 0.4 watt
warm white LED’s with 50,000 hour life.
Ideal for boats, caravans and RV’s.
They have a very high lumen total output with a diffused lens
to spread the light. These lights suit both 12 volt & 24 volt.
Available in 2 styles A Single style light that has 12 x 0.4 watt LED’s with a single
on / off rocker switch and a total Light output of 142 lumen
A Double style light that has 24 x 0.4 watt LED’s with an off /
on / on rocker switch so you can have 12 x LED’s lit or the
full 24 x LED’s lit. Total Light output of 284 lumen.
Dimensions : 400mm L x 78mm W x 30mm H
RWB1238
RWB1239

Single light - 12 x LED’s suits both 12 & 24 volt
Double light - 24 x LED’s suits both 12 & 24 volt
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An elegant, attractive, high quality circular surface mount light with
a very bright 7 watt warm white LED giving superior 300 lumen
output whilst using only 1/10 the power of a conventional light.
White plastic body with white light and frosted diffused lens.
Switch not included. Suits both 12v & 24v.

7 - Lighting - LED - Interior / Bunk
LED Strip Lights - Waterproof
Surface mounted LED strip lights
are IP67 waterproof rated for
interior or exterior use. They
have a sealed LED unit and are
available in different lengths and
styles - see back on page 127 for
full details of these lights.

LED

LED Bayonet Bulbs

LIGHTING

LED
RWB1218
RWB1217
RWB1219
RWB1220

Halogen Bulb

Super efficient LED bayonet bulbs to replace
conventional bulbs in standard bayonet
sockets of conventional bulb interior lights.
LED bulbs provide soft bright light whilst
using only 10% of the power consumption
of normal bulbs. Light output is 32 lumen.
These bayonet bulbs contain 12 x white
LED’s and are available in 12 volt or 24 volt,
parallel pin or staggered pin.
Total length : 42mm Bayonet dia : 15mm
2 pin parallel 12 volt
2 pin parallel 24 volt
2 pin staggered (non-parallel) 12 volt
2 pin staggered (non-parallel) 24 volt

12 volt 10 watt
G4 style 2 pin
halogen bulb
to suit older style
conventional
halogen lights.
SP275

LED Stainless Steel Bunk Light

LED

Polished 304 grade stainless steel bunk reading light that adjusts
in all directions and has an on / off switch on the base.
Includes a sealed LED unit with 16 x 0.2 watt white LED’s
with a high light output of 154 lumen.
The LED’s have 50,000 hour life.
The light pivots, swivels and adjusts in all directions for ease of use.
12 volt only. 3.2 watt 154 lumen
Light size : Base Dia : 65mm Height : 110mm Depth : 70mm
RWB5838

Stainless steel LED bunk light 12v

LED Bunk Lights

Brass Bunk Lights

Attractive solid brass or stainless steel bunk reading
lights with opal white glass lens. These lights have
a dual swivel action to adjust in any direction.
Supplied with on / off switch on base and bright
powerful 3 watt warm white LED with a high light
output of 100 lumen. 12v only.

Solid brass bunk reading lights
with attractive design in plain
brass or chrome plated brass.
Pivots, swivels and adjusts in
all directions allowing versatile
mounting positions.
White enamel interior reflector.
Toggle switch on base.
12 volt LED bulb includes 12 x
small bright LED cluster with an
output of 32 lumen.
12 volt only.
Base diameter : 85 mm
Shade diameter : 75 mm
Height : 110 mm

RWB5787
RWB5788
RWB5789

RWB971
RWB972
RWB1218

LED
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Plain polished brass
Chrome plated brass
Polished stainless steel NEW

LED

Plain brass light
Chrome brass light
Replacement LED
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7 - Lighting - LED - Interior / Bunk / Chart
LED Bunk Lights

LED

RWB5834

Elegant, attractively designed, high quality bunk reading
lights made of solid chrome plated brass. The solid brass
light housing includes a sealed 12 x 0.2 watt warm white
LED light unit with a total light output of 68 lumen.
The lights have a swivel head and swivel post for easy
adjustment in all directions and they are suitable for wall or
ceiling mount. Concealed fixing screws in the base make
for a neat and clean finish. These lights include an on/off
rocker switch on the back of the light head.
These lights are suitable for both 12 volt & 24 volt.
51mm diameter round base with 82mm total height.
2 attractively designed styles to choose from.

RWB5835

RWB5834

Chrome brass LED bunk light 12 & 24v

RWB5835

Chrome brass LED bunk light 12 & 24v

LED

Chromed brass LED surface mount interior light with a swivel
eyeball style centre to adjust the light to the desired direction.
Bright 1 watt single hi-power white LED with diffused
polycarbonate lens. No switch. Suits both 12v and 24v.
Light output 87 lumen.
Diameter : 78mm. Height : 15mm.
RWB5796

12 + 24 volt. 1 x 1W Hi-Power LED eyeball light

LED Interior Lights - Rotating

LED

LED interior lights that have hand rail style fixed ends with
rotating centre tube that can be turned 180 degrees.
On / off swiitch located on tube. The emitted light is white.
2 housing types are available. 4 x LED white or 8 x LED silver.
RWB5740 12v white body 4 x white LED light 49 lumen
Total length : 175mm
Width : 30mm Height : 30mm

RWB5740

RWB5741 12v silver body 8 x white LED light 98 lumen
Total length : 243mm
Width : 30mm Height : 30mm

RWB5741

LED Flexible Chart Lights With 8 X LED’s

LED

LED flexible chart light with 8 x bright LED’s
and a 400mm chrome flexible arm.
An on / off switch is located on the base.
The base is wired for power connection.
12 volt only.
RWB5736

White LED chart light
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LED Swivel Eyeball Interior light

8 - Ladders & Steps
Non - Skid Self Adhesive Step Pads
White flexible self-adhesive vinyl
step grip pads that conform to the
contour of the placement area.
Can be cut to suit any size.
Size : 310 x 85mm.
Sold in a hang pack of 2 pads.
RWB2794 Pair Step-Mate Pads

Step / Handle

Manufactured from high impact black plastic.
Can be used as a large handle or a transom step.
Length : 160mm
Height : 42mm
Depth : 65mm
RWB1657

Alloy / Plastic Ladders - Deluxe

CHANDLERY

Superior quality anodised aluminium portable boarding
ladders with adjustable length plastic spacer legs and
anti-slip plastic steps. Folds down flat for storage.
Robust construction for long and trouble-free life.
Fits over gunwhales up to 230mm wide.
Supplied complete with stainless steel fastenings.
RWB1036

3 step Length : 880mm

Width : 370mm

RWB1037

4 step Length : 1.2 Mtr

Width : 370mm

SP83
SP84

Pair replacement spacer legs
Replacement plastic step

GENERAL

Alloy / Plastic Ladders - Standard
Standard series portable boarding ladders.
Adjustable spacer legs, vinyl coated hooks and anti-slip plastic steps.
Folds down flat for storage. Available in 2 sizes.
RWB997

3 step Length : 855mm

Width : 370mm

RWB998

4 step Length : 1.14 Mtr

Width : 370mm

Folding Rope Ladder
A 5 step rope ladder that folds up flat
after use for easy storage.
Red polypropylene steps with a dimpled
finish for extra grip. Plastic reinforcing
tube between steps for added boarding
stability. Simply loop the rope eye over
a cleat for boarding.
Total length : 1.5 Mtr
RWB2140

Safety Ladders
Safety ladders by Lalizas and Nuova Rade see safety products section 17 page 375 in
this catalogue for full details.
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Quickly and
easily folds
up after use

8 - Ladders - Stainless Steel
Telescopic Stainless Steel Ladders
A range of telescopic stainless steel boarding ladders in
2 different styles with 2 or 3 steps available in each style.
Compact and efficient telescopic design.
Stainless steel steps have moulded black vinyl tread to facilitate
easy boarding.
The stainless tube diameter is 32 / 25mm diameter for 2 step
and 32/ 25/ 19mm diameter for 3 step.
RWB261 & 262

Horizontal Mount - Top Of Platform
Hinged bracket allows ladder to fold over platform. Ladder
stores on top of platform. Telescopic closure to only 350mm
length for simple storage. Velcro retaining strap included.
RWB261

2 step		 290mm wide 340mm to 590mm length

RWB262

3 step		 290mm wide 395mm to 845mm length

RWB265 & 266

Mounts permanently under platform or recess.
Ladder closes to only 400mm length and slides back into
bracket for permanent under platform mounting.
2 step		 300mm wide 350mm to 640mm length
fixing slide length : 300mm Height : 67mm

RWB266

3 step		 300mm wide 365mm to 890mm length
fixing slide length : 300mm Height : 67mm

All these telescopic ladders are NOT to be used out of water
- on dry land. They are designed for in-water use only.
Read the safety instructions printed on label on the ladder.

Stainless Boarding Ladder - Narrow
Narrow diameter 3 step folding boarding ladder ideal where
transom space is at a premium.
Made from 304 grade stainless steel with black step treads.
Hinged stainless mount brackets make this ladder easy
to fit to most transoms.
Stainless steel legs with soft mount caps.
570mm total length x 225mm width.
315mm length when folded up.
RWB300

3 step folding stainless ladder

SP522
SP523

Replacement mounting hardware
Replacement nylon retaining clip

Stainless Boarding Ladders
These economical folding boarding ladders are manufactured
from marine grade 316 stainless steel.
They are available in 3 or 4 step versions and include
adjustable stainless steel top retaining brackets and
length adjustable stainless bottom legs to allow them to
suit different styles and angles of transoms.
RWB995 3 step folding stainless ladder
Length open : 560mm Length folded : 320mm Width : 260mm
RWB996 4 step folding stainless ladder
Length open : 880mm Length folded : 440mm Width : 260mm
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CHANDLERY

RWB265

GENERAL

Retractable Under Platform Ladder

8 - Ladders - Stainless Steel - Yacht
High Quality Stainless Ladders

These "Manta" brand 316 grade stainless steel ladders are manufactured in New
Zealand to the highest standards. They incorporate functional design and quality
heavy duty materials to offer the best value for money and a lifetime of reliable use.
Manufactured in N.Z from 25mm diameter, heavy gauge 316 grade stainless steel
Electro-polished stainless finish for long life and attractive appearance
Patented non-slip dimpled step treads on all ladders
Black plastic inserts for end pieces, to finish the ladder nicely
Positive, heavy duty black plastic holding clip to fasten the ladder when folded
Supplied complete with tapped 8mm fastening bolt holes for permanent mounting
Some ladders can be removable, clip-on mounted by using RWB275D ladder clips
Large variety for sail or power boats in both straight and angled legs
Bolt-on or clip-on design with a size to suit most applications
Most powerboat ladders are available with straight legs or - with angled legs for inverted transoms. The angled
ladders have shorter top legs with angled mount plates.

Spare Parts For ladders
RWB275D Pair ladder clips (to allow removable use)
SP158
Ladder tube clip - black nylon
SP159
Ladder end plug - black plastic

4 Rung Yacht Ladders

RWB275D

GENERAL

CHANDLERY

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

RWB270A

RWB270B

Versatile 4 rung folding ladder to suit most modern yachts.
Available in 2 styles bolt-on version for permanent mounting
or clip-on version for removable use.
The bolt-on version has 4 round leg plates (2 top, 2 bottom)
with 8mm tapped bolt holes in each.
The clip-on version for removable mounting has 2 x top
round plates and 2 x capped plug ends on the bottom legs.
Use this ladder in conjunction with RWB275D ladder clips
for a secure, but removable finish. Ladder width : 310mm
Length opened : 900mm		Length folded : 545mm
RWB270A Bolt-on 4 rung
RWB270B Clip-on 4 rung
RWB275D Ladder clips (set of 2)

Large Deck Mount Ladders
6 & 7 rung folding ladders
supplied with a tapped
fastening hole on the top
mounting plate - or they can
be mounted using optional
RWB275D mounting clips for
removable use. Bottom legs
have a plastic stopper for soft
mounting against the hull.
Ladder width : 310mm
RWB275B 6 rung
Length opened : 1.34 metres
Length folded : 770mm
RWB275C 7 rung
Length opened : 1.87 metres
Length folded : 1.32 metres
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Yacht Toe Rail Ladder
A 6 rung folding stainless
steel removable ladder
designed specifically for
mounting over the toe rail
of yachts. Black plastic
plugs on top and bottom
mounting legs for soft
mounting against the hull.
Short 90 degree bend on
top mounting to fit over
the toe rail.
Length opened : 1.33 metres
Length folded : 770mm
Total width
: 310mm
RWB275A
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8 - Ladders - Stainless - Powerboat
Open Top Ladders

Open Top Ladders
Standard Style

4 rung folding ladders ideal
when transom space is at a
premium. The ladder is thinner
than standard versions being
only 255mm wide. Mounting
holes (centre to centre) are
only 195mm apart vertically
and 225mm horizontally to
allow mounting in a small area.

4 rung folding ladders with
straight grab handles at the
top for easy step-through
entry. The mounting legs
are close together vertically
(220mm centre to centre
bolt hole) to facilitate fitting
where space is at a
premium.

Length opened : 810mm
Length folded : 515mm
Total width
: 255mm

Length opened : 920mm
Length folded : 570mm
Total width
: 310mm

RWB270D Angled legs
RWB1956 Straight legs

RWB270C Angled legs
RWB1955 Straight legs

Step - Thru Ladder

Step - Thru Ladders

With 2 Legs

4 rung folding ladders with
easy to step-through top.
The top incorporates large
grab handles for easy
climbing.
Angled legs suit inverted
transom - or straight legs.
Ideal for powerboats up to
7 metres in length.

4 rung folding ladder with
easy to step-through top.
The top incorporates large
grab handles that allow for
easier climbing.
2 angled lower legs only
and flat top mounts threaded
for bolts or suits removable
mount plates (275D).

Length opened : 1.02 metres
Length folded : 675mm
Total width		 : 310mm

RWB268

Length opened : 1.04 metres
Length folded : 680mm
Total width		 : 310mm

RWB269B Angled legs
RWB1954 Straight legs

Marlin Board Ladder

Ladder Clip Sets
RWB275D Pair ladder clips

This 3 rung ladder is designed
to hinge over the platform into
the water and then hinge back
over to stow away flat against
the stern on top of the platform.
This deluxe model has a
perfect welded 90 degree right
angled bend for snug fit over
the transom platform.

We

To allow removable use of
ladders. Pair of clips made
from 316 stainless steel.
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Length of top arms : 225mm
Length top to bottom : 700mm
Total width : 310mm

4 rungs
2 angled legs

RWB274
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RWB269B

With 4 Legs

GENERAL

Compact Thin Style

8 - Oars - "Gull" Pine & Sculls
"Gull" Wooden Oars

GENERAL

CHANDLERY

RWB are Australian distributors of the superb quality
range of Gull oars and paddles. These products are
well known for their high quality materials and finish.
The oars and paddles are made from NZ tasman fir and
are heavily varnish dipped. We offer a range of Gull
oars, standard paddles and dragon boat paddles.

These oars are made from beautifully finished, finest quality tasman fir, finely sanded and grain
sealed before varnishing. They are strong, robust and durable, yet lightweight and easy to handle.
Size range from 1.5 Metres (5Ft) to 2.55 Metres (8 1/2Ft).
Available plain or with oar stops fitted. 5 Ft, 5 1/2 Ft & jointed oars are fitted with plain plastic oar stops.
ALL other sizes are supplied with rubber oar stops with lugs, when ordered "with stops". Supplied in pairs.

Plain Oars - Without Stops - Pair

Oars With Oar Stops Fitted - Pair

Code No.

Size

Code No.

Size

1.8 Mtr
1.95 Mtr
2.1 Mtr
2.25 Mtr
2.4 Mtr
2.55 Mtr

RWB3839
RWB3841
RWB3843
RWB3845
RWB3847
RWB3849
RWB3851
RWB3853

1.5 Mtr
1.65 Mtr
1.8 Mtr
1.95 Mtr
2.1 Mtr
2.25 Mtr
2.4 Mtr
2.55 Mtr

RWB3842
RWB3844
RWB3846
RWB3848
RWB3850
RWB3852

(6 Ft)
(6 1/2Ft)
(7Ft)
(7 1/2Ft)
(8Ft)
(8 1/2Ft)

Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain

(5 Ft)
(5 1/2Ft)
(6 Ft)
(6 1/2Ft)
(7Ft)
(7 1/2Ft)
(8Ft)
(8 1/2Ft)

With Stops
With Stops
With Stops
With Stops
With Stops
With Stops
With Stops
With Stops

Buy 10 pair+ assorted oars to receive a discounted price - see price list

Jointed Take - Apart Oars
Ideal where space on board is at
a premium. Tough non-corrosive
nylon snap lock joint to allow the
oar to easily separate for stowage.

RWB3855
RWB4356

1.8 Mtr (6 Ft) - with stops fitted
Replacement coupling set (for one oar)

Alloy / Polyprop Sculls
Silver anodised 35mm diameter aluminium alloy tubing with soft-grip handle,
heavy black polypropylene scull blade and rubber oar stops with lugs.
Easy to use and low maintenance. Available in 4 lengths, sold per PAIR.

RWB
Size
Code		

Bulk
Pack

RWB3901
RWB3902
RWB3903
RWB3904

Carton Pack Size 10 Pr
Carton Pack Size 10 Pr
Carton Pack Size 10 Pr
Carton Pack Size 5 Pr

1.65 Mtr 5 1/2 Ft
1.8 Mtr 6 Ft
1.95 Mtr 6 1/2 Ft
2.1 Mtr 7 Ft

Buy in carton lots to receive a heavily discounted price - see price list
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8 - Oar Accessories - Rowlocks
Galvanised Open Rowlocks

Galvanised Ring Rowlocks

Hot dipped galvanised for a
robust, non-corrosive finish.
Size is diameter of the shaft of
the rowlock. Sold in pairs.
RWB326
RWB327
RWB328

Ring rowlocks with a hot
dipped galvanised finish.
2 sizes available - size is
diameter of the shaft of the
rowlock. Sold in pairs.

Pair 3/8" - 10mm
Pair 7/16" - 11.5mm
Pair 1/2" - 12.5mm

Brass Rowlock Plates

RWB375
RWB376

Pair 3/8" - 10mm
Pair 1/2" - 12.5mm

Chrome Rowlock Plates
Chrome plated cast marine alloy rowlock plates in
either long shank thru-mount type or side mount.
Countersunk holes pre-drilled. Supplied packaged
in pairs. Size shown is the size rowlock that it suits.
RWB371A Pair 3/8" - 10mm
RWB371B Pair 7/16" - 11.5mm
RWB371C Pair 1/2" - 12.5mm

RWB373A Pair 3/8" - 10mm
RWB373B Pair 7/16" - 11.5mm
RWB373C Pair 1/2" - 12.5mm

RWB372A Pair 3/8" - 10mm
RWB372B Pair 7/16" - 11.5mm
RWB372C Pair 1/2" - 12.5mm

Side Mount Plates

Nylon Rowlocks & Plates

Oar Stops

Ivory coloured rowlocks and plates
made from rigid non-corrosive,
UV resistant nylon.
Sold in pairs. Hang packaged.

Solid rubber oar stops with lugs.
2 inside diameter sizes.
Sold in pairs. Hang packaged.
RWB3828

Pair 41mm - 1 5/8"

RWB1767

Pair rowlocks

RWB3829

Pair 43mm - 1 3/4"
Suits Gull timber oars
1.8 Mtr & over.

RWB1798

Pair thru-mount plates

RWB1799

Pair side mount plates

Plain black nylon oar stops.
RWB3835 Pair 40mm - suits Gull
standard oars 1.5-1.65
Mtr and Gull jointed oars.
RWB3836

Pair 44mm - suits all
1.8 Mtr+ size Gull oars

Dinghy Buffer / Fender Strip

RWB382

RWB384

High quality 2 piece UV resistant plastic buffer strip.
The white outer belt screws on to the gunwale and the round
insert is pushed through the centre.
Belt colour - white. Size : 30mm height x 16mm depth. Lip : 8mm
Insert colours - red, blue, black or white - 10mm O.D.
Supplied in 30 metre reels. Belt & insert sold separately.
RWB382

White large outer belt only - 30 metre reel

RWB383
RWB384
RWB385
RWB386

Red round insert only
Blue round insert only
Black round insert only
White round insert only
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- 30 metre reel
- 30 metre reel
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Flat polished brass rowlock plates in 3 sizes.
Countersunk holes drilled. The size shown
is the size rowlock that it suits.
Supplied in pairs. Hang packed.

GENERAL

Thru - Mount Plates

8 - Paddles - Assorted
Wooden Paddles

Superb quality varnished paddles made from the
finest pine with two-tone palm grip handle.
RWB4341 has a yellow plastic hand grip.
RWB4341
RWB4342
RWB4343
RWB4344

1.05 Mtr (3Ft 6") with yellow hand grip
1.2 Mtr (4Ft)
1.35 Mtr (4Ft 6")
1.5 Mtr (5Ft)

GENERAL

CHANDLERY

Palm Grip Paddle

Our most economically priced paddle.
1.2 Mtr (4 Ft) paddle with 25mm diameter
anodised aluminium shaft, easy palm grip
handle and black polypropylene blade.
Buy a box of 20 for a discounted price
RWB1025

Palm grip paddle 1.2 metre

Tee Handle Paddle - Heavy Duty

Dragon Boat Paddle

This strong varnished pine paddle is specifically
made for dragon boat racing. Two-tone handle
with a strong laminated wide blade.
1.2M (4Ft) length.
RWB4354

Dragon boat paddle

Tee Handle Paddle - Standard

1.2 Metre (4 Ft) paddle with 25mm diameter
anodised aluminium shaft, black TEE handle
grip and large reinforced polypropylene blade.
Buy a box of 20 for a discounted price
RWB1026

Tee handle paddle 1.2 metre

Palm Grip Paddle - Telescopic

High quality heavy duty TEE handle paddle.
32mm diameter anodised aluminium shaft,
solid tee handle grip and very heavy duty
polypropylene spoon shaped blade.
Additional padded foam grip area on shaft for
comfortable paddling.
Shaft diameter : 32mm (1 1/4")
Length : 1.2 Mtr - 4 Ft

Our most popular selling paddle.
Ideal where on-board space is restricted.
Paddle telescopes from minimum length of
760mm (30") to max. of 1.07 metres (3 Ft 6").
Simply turn the handle to unlock or lock the
telescoping shaft.
Anodised aluminium shaft with reinforced
polypropylene blade and palm grip handle.

Buy a box of 20 for a discounted price

Buy a box of 18 for a discounted price

RWB3390

RWB907

Heavy duty T handle paddle

Telescopic paddle

Telescopic Paddle - Micro Size
Ideal as an emergency paddle or when space on
board is at a premium. This 3 stage twist-lock
telescopic paddle is only 530mm long collapsed
and extends out to 1.07 metres maximum length.
Anodised aluminium shaft with bright orange
safety blade and tee grip handle.
RWB909
Buy a box of 12 for a discounted price
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8 - Paddles & Paddle / Boat Hooks
Double Blade Paddle - Standard

Double Blade Kayak Paddles

A heavy duty double bladed 7 Ft paddle made
from 30mm dia. anodised aluminium tube with
heavy duty scull type blades.
Fixed straight blades (not offset).
RWB3394

Standard 2.1 Mtr - 7 Ft double
with fixed straight blades
Buy a box of 10 for discounted price

Double Blade Kayak Paddle

Double bladed Kayak paddles with anodised
aluminium shaft and bright mixed colour
assymetrical shaped blades.
The paddle separates into 2 pieces and attaches
with a locking collar.

2.1 metre (7 Ft) with 25mm black
anodised aluminium shaft and
shaped yellow scull type blades.

The paddle has moulded rubber
hand grips and anti-drip guards.

2.2 Metre (7.25 Ft) total length.
RWB3396
RWB3397

Blue / white mixed colour blades
Orange / yellow mixed colour blades

Buy a box of 12 for a discounted price

Boat Hook & Paddle - Standard

RWB1023
Buy a box of 12 for discount price

Telescopic & Detachable Paddle

1.2 metre (4 Ft) combined paddle / boat hook
with 25mm diameter aluminium shaft, reinforced
black polypropylene blade with inbuilt handle,
and boat hook head on the other end.
Shaft diameter : 25mm Length : 1.2 Mtr - 4 Ft
Buy a box of 20 for a discounted price
RWB908

This telescopic paddle / boat hook is ideal where
space is at a premium on small boats or sailing
dinghies as it's minimum length is only 450mm
(18") when dismantled.
The paddle blade unscrews from the shaft,
which is also telescopic.
The working paddle is telescopic from 800mm
to 1.05 metres 3Ft 6".
Anodised aluminium shaft with bright red blade
and red combination hand grip.
This paddle is also supplied with a nylon bag.
RWB905

Telescopic & detachable paddle 		
complete with nylon bag

Boat Hook & Paddle - Heavy Duty

Heavy duty 30mm diameter silver anodised
aluminium shaft with large black polypropylene
paddle blade on one end and a tough double
hook boat hook head on the other end.
Shaft diameter : 30mm
Length : 1.38 Mtr - 4 Ft 6"
RWB915
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This paddle separates into 2 pieces
for easy storage and the paddle
blades can be made straight or
offset configuration by simply
adjusting the locking button.

The paddles include hand grips on the shaft and
drip guards to prevent water running from the
blade onto the shaft.

GENERAL

The locking collar also has 3 button adjustment
which allows for offset of the blades - and to suit
right or left handed paddlers.

8 - Boat Hooks
Boat Hooks Whiteline - Premium
Premium quality, attractive, Italian
made telescopic or fixed boat hook for
the discerning yacht or cruiser owner.
White enamelled 30mm diameter
aluminium tube with grey nylon
heavy duty boat hook head and
soft grey hand grip. The telescopic
version has an additional soft grey
hand grip in the centre for ease of use.
RWB910

Fixed boat hook 1.8 Mtr

RWB911

Telescopic 1.22 Mtr to
to 1.95 Mtr (6Ft 4")

RWB1796		 Replacement hook head 30mm

GENERAL

CHANDLERY

RWB1797		 Replacement hook head 25mm

Boat Maintenance Kit
INCLUDES A
TELESCOPIC
BOAT HOOK
A practical kit to keep on board for cleaning
the boat and for use as a boat hook.
Includes :
A Telescopic anodised aluminium pole
with threaded shaft to attach heads
A Screw-on deck scrub brush head
A Screw-on mop head
A Screw-on boat hook head
RWB2154

Complete maintenance kit

Replacement heads
RWB2156
RWB2157
RWB2158

Spare boat hook head
Spare mop head
Spare deck scrub head

Telescopic Hook - Standard
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Telescopic Hook - Heavy Duty
High quality Italian made
telescopic boat hook.
Silver anodised aluminium tubing
with a large, very solid, black
nylon hook head and soft hand
grip. Simply rotate the shaft to
extend and firmly lock the boat
hook into place.
Shaft dia. : 30mm lower
: 25mm upper
Extends from 1.25 to 2 metres
RWB917		 Heavy duty telescopic
		 boat hook
RWB1797		 Replacement black nylon
		 hook head only 25mm

Long Telescopic Boat Hook
Extra Long Telescopic boat
hook which is ideal for larger
yachts or cruisers.
The long length, up to 3.2 Mtr,
makes it much easier to pick up
a buoy or reach another boat etc.
The modern designed head is
made of robust glass reinforced
nylon and shaped to fit over a
boats gunwale.
It has a soft rubber tipped end
to "push off" without damage.
The shaft is 25mm white
enamelled aluminium with a
rolled grip handle.
RWB293 Telescopic extra long 1.7 Mtr to 3.2 Mtr
SP255

Replacement rubber head tip

Telescopic Boat Hook - TREM

Good quality, economically priced
telescopic boat hook.
Silver anodised aluminium tube
with black nylon head and rolled
grip handle.
Extends from 1.2 to 2.1 metres.
Shaft dia. : 30mm lower
: 25mm upper

Excellent quality Italian made
telescopic boat hook. Reinforced,
ribbed silver anodised aluminium
tube with attractive grey head and
large soft grey hand grip.
Extends from 1.2 to 2 metres.
RWB916

Deluxe telescopic
boat hook

RWB1033

Standard telescopic
boat hook

RWB1795

Replacement hook head only

RWB1797

Replacement hook head only
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8 - Boat Hooks
Standard Fixed Boat Hooks
Fixed standard type boat hooks
made from silver anodised 25mm
diameter aluminium tube with
solid black plastic head and soft
contoured hand grip.
RWB913

1.6 metre - 5 foot

RWB914

1.8 metre - 6 foot

RWB1797

Replacement nylon
hook head

Tenob NZ made heavy duty
anodised aluminium tube fixed
boat hooks with a heavy duty
solid alloy head.
Ideal for rugged use and
commercial applications.
23mm diameter tube.
2 lengths available.
RWB296
RWB297

1.8 metre
2.4 metre

RWB1794

Replacement alloy
head only 23mm I.D

Boat Hook Head - Stainless
Heavy duty stainless steel
construction with 2 pre-drilled
fastening holes.
Fits externally - over the tube.
Length : 185mm
Tapered for 25 to 32mm
wooden pole.

RWB1034

Boat hook

RWB278

RWB278

Replacement
hook head

Boat Hook Head - Alloy

Boat Hook Heads - Nylon

Heavy duty Tenob NZ
made solid aluminium alloy
boat hook head that fits
externally - over the tube.
Length : 135mm
I.D : 23mm
RWB1794

Robustly constructed black
nylon boat hook heads.
They fit externally - over the
aluminium tube or wooden pole.
Length : 215mm. Black colour.
Size is inside diameter of head.
RWB1797

25mm

RWB1796

30mm

Boat Hook Head - Grey Nylon
Grey nylon boat hook head that
fits internally - inside the tube.
Length : 165mm
Suits 23mm I.D tube.
RWB1795
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Heavy duty 30mm diameter
varnished wooden pole with
a solid chrome plated brass
head for an attractive,
traditional appearance and
suitable for robust use.
2.1 metre 7 Ft

GENERAL

Wooden Boat Hook

Heavy Duty Alloy Boat Hooks

8 - Pole Holders & Tube Clips
Adjustable Holder

Boat Hook Holder

Stainless steel adjustable
retaining hook for round lifebuoys or other equipment on
board. Simply bend to adjust
to desired size from 125mm
diameter down.
2 x 6mm countersunk
fastening holes drilled.
Length 190mm

Stainless steel holder to suit boat
hooks or other equipment on board.
Adjustable design suits 25 to 40mm
diameter poles.
2 x 4mm fastening holes pre-drilled.
Length : 100mm Width : 25mm
RWB2818

RWB223

Heavy Duty Tube Clips

GENERAL
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Nylon Tube Clips
Strong black nylon adjustable spring clips for
holding all types of items. 2 fastening holes drilled.
Size shown is the outside diameter size of the
tube that it will hold.
Available bulk each - or in pairs hang packed
in bag with header card.

Australian made "Vulcathene"
heavy duty spring tube clips.
Extra solid base and clip with
one central countersunk
hole ideal for a pop rivet.
RWB3130
RWB3131
RWB3132
RWB3133
RWB3134
RWB3135
RWB3136

Marked 1/2" - suits 16mm tube
Marked 3/4" - suits 25mm tube
Marked 1"
- suits 30mm tube
Marked 1 1/4" - suits 36mm tube
Marked 1 1/2" - suits 44mm tube
Marked 2"
- suits 56mm tube
Marked 3"
- suits 85mm tube

Adjustable Tube Clips
Bulk Pack		
Sold Per Each

Hang Packed -P
Sold In pairs

RWB918
RWB918B
RWB919
RWB920
RWB921
RWB922
RWB923

RWB918-P
RWB918BP
RWB919-P
RWB920-P
RWB921-P
RWB922-P
RWB923-P

15mm Each
20mm
25mm
30mm
35mm
40mm
45mm

15mm Pair
20mm
25mm
30mm
35mm
40mm
45mm

O/B Motor Support Bracket
"MOTO FLEX" deluxe support
bracket for motors up to 150HP.
Supports motor leg while towing.
Heavy gauge plated steel tubing
with shock absorbing spring
steel coil.
The "U" end hooks over the
trailer chassis and the padded
"V" end supports the motor leg.
Supplied complete with rubber
securing strap with end hooks.
Adjustable from 510 - 770mm.

Large adjustable black plastic
spring clips complete with
fastening screws. Packed per
pair on a shop hang display
card of 12 pair.
2 adjustable sizes.
Sold only per card of 12 pair.
RWB1030
RWB1031

Card 12 Pr. 25 to 35mm tube dia.
Card 12 Pr. 40 to 50mm tube dia.

Transom Protector Pad

Heavy black plastic pad that fastens to the
dinghy transom to prevent wear from the
outboard clamps. 270mm x 100mm.
5 x 4mm countersunk fastening holes.
RWB1754

RWB616
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8 - Outboard Accessories - Hydrofoils
Outboard Motor Locks

Motor Start Cord

White plaited nylon cord for rope start motors.
Supplied in 100 metre flanged reels.

Suits most electric trolling motors 		
& small outboard motors to 7.5 HP
Tube length : 200mm
Slot length : 170mm

RWB5472

Suits most outboard motors to 30 HP
Tube length : 255mm
Slot length : 225mm

Outboard Wedges
White epoxy coated
aluminium alloy wedges
used to adjust the mounting
angle of the outboard motor
for increased performance.
Size : 285 x 95mm.
2 angles available.
Sold by the Pair.
RWB3666
RWB3667

3 degree angle - pair
5 degree angle - pair

Hydrofoils - LZ
These gull wing style 2 piece outboard hydrofoils are made
from strong plastic material and are designed to increase an
outboard powered boats performance. LZ hydrofoils include
an adjustable torque control system that ensures the ultimate
in precise and effortless steeering. 2 types are available
for motor sizes 4 to 50 HP and 50 HP plus. Stainless steel
mounting hardware is included and they are colour boxed for
retail display.
LZ hydrofoils offer the following
benefits to the boats perfomance

RWB1856
RWB1857

A Lowers fuel consumption
A Boat planes in faster time
A Straight tracking
A Stops bow rise
A Gives a smoother ride
A Increases stabilty
A Reduces cavitation
A Pulls Skiers up faster
A Lowers min planing speed
A Improves boats performance

Suits OB motors 4-50 HP
Suits OB motors 50 HP+

Outboard Hydrofoils
Economically priced 2 piece outboard hydrofoils. Hydrofoils can
allow a boat to plane faster, save fuel, increase stability, reduce
bow rise and generally improve the performance of smaller craft.
Includes stainless steel fastenings pack. Colour boxed. 2 sizes.
RWB1858
RWB1859

Small - includes side fins suits most motors up to 50 HP
Large - ideally suited to most outboards over 25 HP
but can be used on most motors over 9 HP
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RWB5471

3.5mm x 100 metres
4mm x 100 metres
5mm x 100 metres

GENERAL

Secure your auxilliary outboard motor with these
quality stainless steel motor locks.
Fits over the thumb screws of the motor
attachment clamps, so they can't be undone.
Stainless steel lock and 35mm I.D stainless
steel tube for high corrosion resistance.
Two keys are included. 2 sizes.

RWB3539
RWB3540
RWB3542

8 - Outboard Motor Brackets
"Tenob" Stainless Steel Outboard Motor Brackets
A Lifetime Investment In Quality And Safety
RWB633

RWB279
RWB277

RWB634

GENERAL
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TENOB stainless steel outboard motor brackets are manufactured to the highest standards using extra thick
gauge marine grade 316 stainless steel, top quality varnished mahogany boards and 316 stainless fastenings.
These robust and durable brackets have been widely acclaimed as the best available on the market today.
They will last the life of the boat - giving great value for money. 3 types available.
HP ratings are for 2 strokes. 4 strokes will have a lower HP rating. Check max load figures.

Vertical Mount Adjustable

Horizontal Mount Adjustable Horizontal Mount Fixed

A Powerful springs make lifting easy A Horizontal mount bracket suitable
for mounting on pods and
A Holds motor securely under power

A Horizontal mount fixed

brackets suitable for modern
boats with integral
boarding platforms
stern platforms
A Unique design will fit modern boats
A
A Heavy gauge stainless
with integral stern platforms
A
steel construction
A Adjustable - locks in 4 positions
A
A All stainless heavy duty construction A Rated 25 HP 58 Kg max
A
A Rated to 25 HP - 58 Kg Max load A Mount area : 220 x 280mm
A
A Mounting area : 230 x 270mm
A
RWB634 Standard model
RWB633 Low model - board
RWB279
RWB277
mounts lower to water
Spare Parts For SP50 Set of large stainless springs
TENOB Brackets SP51 Set of small stainless springs
SP52 Replacement mahogany board
and when trailing - no swinging
340mm vertical lift
Adjustable - locks in 4 positions
Sturdy, heavy duty stainless steel
Easy, one hand lift operation
Rated to 25 HP - 58Kg Max load
Mounting area : 215 x 270mm

Aluminium Outboard Motor Bracket

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Anodised marine grade aluminium alloy
15 H.P 2 stroke - MAX 36 KG rating.
Fully adjustable - locks in 4 positions
Strong stainless steel springs to aid lifting
Heavy grey thermoplastic mounting board
Optional locking slide for removable mounting
Mounting area : 220 x 130mm

RWB1000 Aluminium O/B bracket 36Kg max
SP53
SP54

RWB1000A
Slide bracket

Replacement stainless spring (Each)
Replacement mounting board

Slide Bracket - Removable Mounting
Anodised aluminium bracket that bolts onto the transom.
Allows the outboard motor bracket to be locked in place,
then easily and quickly removed from the boat.
Mounting area : 240 x 180mm
RWB1000A Slide bracket only
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8 - Outboard Motor Accessories
Auxiliary Motor Bracket

Rail Mount Outboard Pad
White polypropylene
2 piece bracket
complete with
stainless steel bolts
and nyloc nuts.
Has 2 central holes to
mount onto horizontal
or vertical 25mm (1")
diameter rails.
Has 2 small additional
holes for safety
lanyard tie down.
Suits maximum 8 HP
2 stroke motor.

All stainless steel, spring loaded
adjustable (up or down) auxiliary
outboard motor bracket with solid
polypropylene mounting board.
Rated up to 7.5 HP 2 stroke motor
with max weight of 26 Kg.

A Ideal for smaller powerboats
or yachts.

A Securely locks in either up
or down position

A Stainless steel construction
A Mount area on boat : 145 x 115mm
A Polypropylene board : 270 x 210mm
RWB614 S/S outboard Bracket 26 Kg

RWB617

Replacement S/S Spring

Outboard Motor Extension Handles - Fixed And Telescopic

RWB1942 / 1943

RWB1944 Telescopic

Propeller Safety Flag

A range of anodised aluminium handles which
attach to the outboard motor throttle handle via
a wing nut locking collar.
They allow the operator to sit or stand amidships
of the dinghy to allow better ride and weight
distribution for fuel savings and comfortable use.
Two versions are available Standard (in 2 lengths) or telescopic.
These handles are easily and quickly fitted to
most outboard motors.
RWB1942
RWB1943
RWB1944

Short standard style - length 650mm
Long standard style - length 1 metre
Telescopic 600mm to 1 metre

Kill Switch Keys & lanyard

Simply attaches to the
outboard propeller by the
shockcord sewn into the
fabric.
High visibility bright
orange fabric increases
safety when towing the
boat on a trailer.
300mm x 300mm flag.
RWB6556

Propeller flag

For lots of 500+ these can be screen
printed with your company name or
Logo - delivery approx 2 - 3 months.

Includes 10
Different Keys

Ideal to always keep in the
boat as a spare in case you
break or lose your original
kill switch key - which can
easily ruin your day out on
the water.
Includes 10 spare kill switch
keys to suit all Johnson,
Evinrude, Mercury, Yamaha,
Honda, Tohatsu and Suzuki.
Coiled extendable lanyard
with nylon swivel snap hook
to prevent tangles.
Blister hang packed.
RWB1357
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Great For Dinghies
And Inflatables

GENERAL

SP571

8 - Outboard Accessories
Outboard Motor Trolley

O/B Motor Support Bracket
"MOTO FLEX" deluxe support
bracket for motors up to 150HP.
Supports motor leg while towing.
Heavy gauge plated steel tubing
with shock absorbing spring
steel coil.
The "U" end hooks over the
trailer chassis and the padded
"V" end supports the motor leg.
Supplied complete with rubber
securing strap with end hooks.
Adjustable from 510 - 770mm.

Suits standard 2 stroke motors
to approximately 20 HP - or 4
strokes to a maximum weight
limit of 50Kg.
Plated steel frame with plastic
end caps on all tube ends and
soft rubber hand grips.
Galvanised frame support arms
with 150mm diameter plastic
wheels. Large wooden support
board 390 x 154 x 36mm.
Supplied in kit form which is
quick and simple to assemble.

RWB616

GENERAL
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RWB3875

Outboard Motor Flushers
Small Round Flusher

Large Rectangular Flusher

Round 85mm Diameter PVC muffs with
black epoxy coated spring steel frame.
Suits older style outboard motors.
Quick connect hose tail suits Aust
garden hose fittings.

Large rectangular muffs with 7mm black
epoxy coated spring steel frame.
Quick connect hose tail suits standard
Aust garden hose fittings. Suits most
outboard motors. 122mm x 83mm muffs.

RWB3871

RWB3872

Large Oval Flusher - Standard

Large Oval Flusher - Deluxe

Oval PVC muffs with 7mm black epoxy
coated steel frame. Quick connect hose
tail suits standard garden hose fittings.
110mm x 85mm muffs.

A heavier duty version than our standard motor
flushers. Includes oval solid RUBBER 110 x 85mm
muffs and larger 8mm diameter black EDC coated
spring steel frame to hold the flusher tight against
the motor. Quick connect tail suits standard
Australian garden hose fittings.

RWB4000

RWB4001

Large Double Action Motor Flusher
Sturdy twin intake double flush action
motor flusher ideal for larger motors.
Large 125mm x 82mm rubber muffs.
Black epoxy coated spring steel frame.
Includes Australian garden hose quick
connector for easy water connection.
Clamshell packed for open display.
RWB4002
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8 - Fuel Jerry Cans - Scepter
Scepter Marine Jerry Cans - Approved
Highest quality, virtually indestructable Scepter jerry cans made from
high-density, unbreakable polyethylene that is rustproof, crush-resistant
and completely non-corroding.
New upgraded styles and larger capacity sizes. Flexible self-venting spout
for easier pouring and they have an extra large handle for easier carrying.
Importantly they are complete with child-resistant closure caps.
Australian
Standard

AS2906 Lic 1022
Standards Australia

These plastic jerry cans are fully aproved and have the AS2906
Australian standards approval stamped into each can.

10 Litre Capacity

Red colour suitable for petrol.
Wide body to ensure stability.
Cap with inner sealing cap and
flexible self-venting spout.
250 H x 215 L x 155mm W.

Red colour suitable for petrol.
Wide body to ensure stability.
Cap with inner sealing cap and
flexible self venting spout.
300 H x 285 L x 195mm W.

RWB3454

RWB3455

5 litre red - petrol

25 Litre Capacity
Red colour suitable for petrol.
Squat style - wide body
and short height to ensure
maximum stability.
Cap with inner sealing cap
and flexible self-venting spout.
430 H x 355 L x 240mm W.

Available in red colour for petrol
or yellow colour marked for diesel.
Wide body and short height to
ensure maximum stability.
Cap with inner sealing cap and
flexible self-venting spout.
370 H x 355 L x 240mm W.
RWB3445
RWB3447

RWB3446

20 litre red - petrol
20 litre yellow - diesel

25 litre red - petrol

20 Litre Capacity - Tall Style
Tall thin tank style suits many rack
set-ups on boats, Utes, Caravans
and RV's that have been designed
and made specifically to suit
these Scepter jerry cans.
Virtually indestructible highdensity polyethylene construction.
Rust proof and crush resistant.
Available in red colour for petrol,
yellow colour for diesel - also
prominently marked "diesel fuel",
and blue colour for water only.
Complete with cap, inner sealing
cap, flexible spout and seperate
vented cap.
450 H x 330 L x 185mm W.
RWB3456
RWB3457
RWB3458

20 litre red - petrol
20 litre blue - water
20 litre yellow - diesel

Cap & Spout Set

Replacement cap, inner sealing cap and
spout set including vent cap.
Suits all Scepter jerry cans.
RWB3459

Cap and spout set of 4 pieces

SP516

Vent cap only. Suits 20 		
litre tall style and older style		
Scepter 5l and 10L cans.
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20 Litre Capacity
- Squat Style

10 litre red - petrol

GENERAL

5 Litre Capacity

8 - Fuel Handling Accessories
Scepter Flo-N-Go Universal Siphon Pump
The Scepter Flo-N-Go Maxflo universal siphon pump is the
easy and clean way to re-fuel hard to get at small engine fuel
tanks. Ideal for for boats, ATV’s, tractors, jetskis, lawn mowers,
farm equipment or any small engine refuelling. It can be used
for petrol, ethanol mix, diesel and also for siphoning water.

Does NOT include the Jerry can sold separately. Jerry can shown
for display purposes only.

The Flo-N-Go includes the hand held control piece complete
with child safety lock and handle controller, 1.90 metres of fuel
resistant reinforced flexible hose and 2 x rubber cone adaptors
that fit into the jerry can neck. These adaptors suit Scepter jerry
cans and most other fuel jerry cans on the market.
RWB3444

Scepter Flo-N-Go Maxflo siphon pump kit

Jiggler Siphon - Brass
The jiggler siphon provides a simple and easy way to siphon
many types of liquids including fuel.
No more nasty taste trying to siphon - simply start the flow
of liquid by jiggling the brass end up and down in the vertical
position in the liquid.
The jiggler siphon has many applications around the home,
on the boat, car, RV/caravan, industrial and agricultural use.
This siphon has a brass head for long life and is made from
anti-static hose.

GENERAL

CHANDLERY

The Flo-N-Go includes a hand piece with at-the-handle control
which allows for automatic shut-off and restarts, as well as
clean hassle-free siphon control. Mount the jerry can (sold
separately) above the tank that you are re-fuelling.
It delivers a flow rate of over 7.5 litres per minute (2 gallons)
when in siphon mode.

Supplied retail hang packed including instructions for use.
2 sizes are available - 12mm x 1.75 metre or 20mm x 2 metre.
RWB5680
RWB5681

12mm (1/2”) I.D hose x 1.75 metre length
20mm (3/4”) I.D hose x 2 metre length

Scepter "Neptune" Fuel Tanks
The Scepter "Neptune" range of fuel tanks incorporate many of the
features of the deluxe range, at a more economical price.
Built and tested to Australian standard AS2906 these tanks are made
from tough, lightweight, non-corrosive, high density polyethylene.
They will not crack, chip or corrode and are easy to carry and stow.
2 sizes are available - 3 US gallons (11.7 litre) and 6 US gallons (22.7 litre).
They are supplied with a vented fuel cap and a fuel pick-up / filter assembly.
Suitable for use with petrol, diesel and ethanol blended fuel.
Fuel tank fittings to suit are shown on page 161 & 162.

RWB3448
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RWB3448

11.7 litres (3 US gallons)
430mm L x 260mm W x 200mm H

RWB3449

22.7 litres (6 US gallons)
512mm L x 325mm W x 250mm H

RWB3422
RWB3424

Replacement vented cap
Replacement fuel pickup/filter
assembly suit 11.7L tank
Replacement fuel pickup/filter
assembly suit 22.7L tank

RWB3425

RWB3449
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8 - Outboard Accessories - Fuel Tanks
Scepter Marine Fuel Tanks - Deluxe

		

Highest quality, fully approved marine fuel tanks made
from tough, dent-resistant, lightweight, non-rusting,
high density polyethylene.
Easy to carry, easy to stow, safe and sturdy.
These fuel tanks are fully approved to AS2906 and have
the Australian standard mark stamped into the tank.
Suitable for use with petrol and ethanol blended fuel.
These tanks will also handle Diesel fuel - however if a
diesel return line is required there is no standard
modification available to return the line to the tank.

Australian
Standard

Fuel tank fittings to suit are shown on page 161 & 162.

AS2906 Lic 1022
Standards Australia

25 Litre Fuel Tanks

12 litre (3.2 US gallon) capacity.
Supplied with vented cap and
fuel pickup assembly with filter.
Carried horizontally.
355 L x 255 W x 220mm H.

25 litre (6.6 US gallon) capacity.
Available with built-in fuel gauge
and vented cap (RWB3452) - or
vented cap only (no fuel gauge)
RWB3453.
Supplied with fuel pickup assembly.
Carried vertically.
540 L x 360 W x 220mm H.

RWB3451

12 litre tank

RWB3422

Spare vented cap

RWB3424

Spare fuel pickup Assy

RWB3422

Spare vented cap

RWB3423

Spare fuel gauge (old
cap / gauge type shown)

RWB3426

Bolt-in Gauge / pickup
assembly suit current
type 25L RWB3452 tank.
Not shown.

25 litre with fuel gauge

RWB3453

25 litre with vented cap

RWB3422

Spare vented cap

RWB3426

Complete bolt-in Gauge &
fuel pickup assembly suit
current type RWB3452 tank

RWB3425

Spare fuel pickup assembly
(suits only OLD style
cap/gauge type scepter tank)

Easterner Portable Fuel Tanks
Easterner economically priced portable fuel tanks.
NOT Aust Standard approved - but meets ISO13591
international standards.
Made from strong polyethylene that won’t chip, crack
or rust. These tanks include a pickup tube and
threaded tank fitting that suits standard fuel tank
fittings shown on page 161 & 162. 2 sizes available.

RWB4590

3 US gallon - 11.4 litre tank with vented cap
(no gauge). Complete with carry handle on top.
350mm length x 255mm width x 235mm height.
RWB4590
RWB4593

RWB3418

RWB3419

11.4 litre (3 US gal) tank with vented cap

6 US gallon - 22.7 litre fuel tank with fuel gauge.
Complete with carry handle on end of tank.
590mm length x 290mm width x 230mm height.

RWB3420

RWB4593

22.7 litre (6 US Gal) tank with gauge

RWB3418
RWB3419
RWB3420

Vented fuel cap for tanks
Fuel pickup assembly
Fuel cap & gauge
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Tank Cap / Gauge

RWB3452

GENERAL

12 Litre Fuel Tank

8 - Outboard Accessories - Fuel Tanks
Portable Fuel Tanks
Quality fuel tanks at a reasonable price.
Made by Nuova Rade of Italy, these "HULK"
outboard motor fuel tanks are of robust rotationally
moulded plastic construction and are completely
non-corrosive. They are strong, yet lightweight
and won't crack, dent or rust.
The two largest tanks are supplied complete
with a fuel level gauge.
They are CE approved but NOT approved to
Australian standards.
Not for use with diesel or ethanol blended fuel.

Features :
A Non-corrosive robust construction
A Complete with vented cap with seal
22L & 30L sizes have a fuel gauge
A Supplied complete with standard tank
adaptor which includes a mesh filter
RWB4584
and 8mm barbed fuel hose connector.
RWB4582
(simply unscrew the barbed connector
to fit standard fuel tank fittings)
These tanks use standard fuel tank fittings shown on page 161 & 162.
Tank measurements shown below are when the tank is laid flat & include protrusions - cap etc.
RWB4581 12 litre capacity. With vented cap. No gauge.
Tank size : 400mm L x 250mm W x 180mm H

GENERAL
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RWB4581

RWB4582

22 litre capacity. Complete with vented cap & recessed gauge.
Tank size : 450mm L x 290mm W x 250mm H

RWB4584

30 litre capacity. Complete with vented cap & recessed gauge.
Tank size : 490mm L x 345mm W x 250mm H

SP340
SP341

Replacement vented cap
Replacement Complete fuel pick-up and filter assembly

Fuel Tank Spares & Accessories

Vented Fuel Caps
RWB3422 Scepter
RWB3418 Easterner
SP340		 Nuova Rade

Fuel Gauges Inc Cap
RWB3420 Suit Eastern 23L
RWB3421 Suit Eastern 45L
RWB3423 Suit old Scepter 25L

Fuel Pickup Assemblies
RWB3424 Scepter 12L
RWB3425 Scepter OLD 25L
		 & Neptune 23L
RWB3419 Eastern 11 & 23L
RWB3417 Eastern 45L
SP341		 Nuova Rade

Easterner 45L Fuel Tank
Easterner economically priced 12 US gallon 45 Litre fuel tank.
Made from strong polyethylene that won’t chip, crack or rust.
This tank includes a threaded cap with fuel gauge and seperate
fuel pickup tube with threaded female tank fitting that suits all
standard fuel tank fittings shown on page 161 & 162.
580mm long x 355mm wide x 355mm high Inc cap / gauge.
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RWB4594

45 Litre (12 US gallon) tank with gauge

RWB3417
RWB3421

Replacement fuel pickup assembly
Replacement fuel cap & gauge 270mm long
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8 - Outboard Accessories - Fuel Tanks
Large Capacity Topside Fuel Tanks
USA made injected moulded fuel tanks made from
high-density polyethylene with UV stabilised resin.
Includes vented fuel cap and fuel level gauge.
60, 72 & 98 litre tanks feature a 90 degree, 1/4" NPT fuel
withdrawal elbow that rotates 360 degrees eliminating fuel
hose kinks. A variety of capacities and sizes are available.
Height dimensions shown below include the fuel gauge / cap.
Suitable for use with petrol and ethanol blended fuel.
These tanks will also handle diesel fuel - however if a
diesel return line is required there is no standard
modification available to return the line to the tank.
Fuel tank fittings to suit are shown on page 161 & 162.

34 Litre (9 US Gallon)
580mm long x 355mm wide x 290mm high Inc cap
34 litre tank - tall thin style

RWB3427

Replacement gauge & fuel pickup assembly

GENERAL

RWB3673

45 Litre (12 US Gallon) TALL
Tall, Thin Style
580mm long x 355mm wide x 355mm high Inc cap
45 litre tank - Tall style

RWB3428

Replacement gauge & fuel pickup assembly

CHANDLERY

RWB3677

45 Litre (12 US Gallon) LOW
Wide, Flat, Low Profile Style
615mm long x 455mm wide x 290mm high Inc cap
RWB3678

45 litre tank - low profile style

RWB3427

Replacement Gauge & fuel pickup assembly

60 Litre (16 US Gallon)
Long, Flat, Very Low Profile Style
1090mm long x 380mm wide x 230mm high inc cap
RWB3679

60 litre tank

72 Litre (19 US Gallon)
Rectangular Style
Lightweight yet heavy duty.
710mm long x 380mm wide x 340mm high inc cap
RWB3680

72 litre tank

98 Litre (26 US Gallon)
Rectangular Style
Heavy duty.
740mm long x 480mm wide x 345mm high inc cap
RWB3681

98 litre tank

Fuel Tank Tie-Down Kit
Includes 2 x large plastic wedges with 1.5 Metre strap and cleats.
Suits all large Scepter, Easterner and Diablo tanks.
For better stability on longer tanks use 2 x tie-down kits.
RWB4497 Set
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8 - Diablo Fuel / Water / Waste Tanks
“Diablo” Universal Tanks
Tanks suit petrol, ethanol mix, diesel, freshwater & waste water

Shown with
fuel hatch lid

These “Diablo” tanks by Nuova Rade are made from high density
polyethylene material which can be used as tanks for petrol, ethanol mix,
diesel, drinking water and waste - the same tank can be used for any of
the above - they are non-toxic and fuel resistant and CE approved.
The tank itself is sold separately - and then a tank hatch lid is sold
separately to match the desired usage.
The tanks have a colour coded symbol moulded into them with red for
fuel, blue for fresh water and brown for waste water.
The tanks come in 2 different height sizes with 5 different litre capacities in
each. When matched with the 3 different type tank hatch lids it allows 30
different tank combinations. Blind sealing hatch lid also available.
230MM HEIGHT TANKS (without hatch lid & fittings) x 360MM WIDTH
RWB
CAPACITY
LENGTH
HEIGHT
WIDTH
CODE
LITRES
MM
MM
MM

CHANDLERY

RWB4480
RWB4481
RWB4482
RWB4483
RWB4484

37
48
60
70
82

500
650
800
950
1100

230 + 100
230 + 100
230 + 100
230 + 100
230 + 100

360
360
360
360
360

305MM HEIGHT TANKS (without hatch lid & fittings) x 360MM WIDTH
RWB
CAPACITY
LENGTH
HEIGHT
WIDTH
CODE
LITRES
MM
MM
MM

GENERAL

RWB4486
RWB4487
RWB4488
RWB4489
RWB4490

49
64
78
93
108

500
650
800
950
1100

305 + 100
305 + 100
305 + 100
305 + 100
305 + 100

360
360
360
360
360

RED FUEL HATCH LID - Adds 100mm to the height of the tank suitable for petrol, ethanol mix and diesel.
The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing gasket,
90 deg barbed 38mm fuel inlet, 90 deg x 20mm barbed breather vent
outlet, 90 deg x 10mm barbed fuel suction with 275mm length tank suction
pipe, additional 1/2” threaded fuel suction with 275mm length tank suction
pipe, plus an additional 2 x 3/4” threaded spare ports.
RWB4492 Fuel hatch lid red
BLUE FRESH WATER HATCH LID - Adds 100mm to the height of the
tank - The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing
gasket, 90 deg x 38mm barbed water inlet, 90 deg x 13mm barbed water
outlet, 90 deg x 20mm barbed breather vent outlet. Also includes 2 x tank
suction pipes 1 x 210mm length, 1 x 280mm length.
RWB4493 Fresh water hatch lid blue
WASTE TANK HATCH LIDS - Adds 100mm to the height of the tank
The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing gasket,
2 x 90 deg 25mm & 38mm barbed inlet / outlets with additional 20mm,
25mm & 38mm barbed connectors, 1 x 25mm barbed breather vent outlet
and tank suction pipe.
2 different hatches - 1 for 230mm height tanks and 1 for 305mm height
RWB4494 Waste hatch lid brown - suit 230mm height tanks
RWB4495 Waste hatch lid brown - suit 305mm height tanks
RWB4496 Blind sealing hatch white
RWB4497 Tank tie-down kit - 2 x plastic wedges with 1.5 metre strap.
For better stability on longer tanks use 2 x tie-down kits.
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8 - Diablo Tank Accessories
Spare Parts For Diablo Tanks
SP753

SP761

SP763-765

These spare parts suit the hatch lids of Diablo tanks
shown on previous page.
SP753
SP761
SP763
SP764
SP765
SP766
SP754
SP760
SP762
SP767

SP766

90 deg connector 1 1/2" thread, 38mm hose
90 deg connector 3/4" thread, 20mm hose
90 deg connector 1/2" thread, 10mm hose
SP754/ 760
/762
90 deg connector 3/4" thread, 13mm hose
90 deg connector 1 1/2" thread, 25mm hose
90 deg connectors 1' thread, 20 & 25mm hose (set of 2)
Cap with 1 1/2" thread
Cap with 3/4" thread
SP767
Cap with 1/2" thread
Gasket for tank hatch lids

Tie-Down Kit - Diablo & Fuel Tanks

RWB4497 Set

Fuel / Water / Waste Senders & Gauges

RWB8900-15

Fuel & Water Tank Senders - RWB8900-05 suit European 0-190 Ohm
Impedance and RWB8910-15 suit American 240-33 Ohm Impedance.
CODE		
CODE		
SENDER
0-190 Ohm
240-33 Ohm
LENGTH
RWB8900
RWB8910
150mm Suits Diablo 230mm Height tanks
RWB8901
RWB8911
200mm
RWB8902
RWB8912
250mm Suits Diablo 305mm Height tanks
RWB8903
RWB8913
300mm
RWB8904
RWB8914
350mm
RWB8905
RWB8915
400mm
Waste Tank Senders - suits 240-33 Ohm impedance.
CODE		
SENDER
240-33 Ohm
LENGTH
RWB8920
150mm Suits Diablo 230mm Height tanks
RWB8921
233mm Suits Diablo 305mm Height tanks
RWB8922
350mm
RWB8923
480mm

RWB8930-31

RWB8932-33

RWB8920-23

Gauges - available to suit Fuel, Water or Waste in both European
0-190 Ohm Impedance and American 240-33 Ohm Impedance.
All gauges come complete with wiring loom and suit both 12v
and 24v systems. They all have a 48mm dial size, 61mm
overall width and 52mm cut-out hole size.
They suit panel thickness up to 20mm. Depth behind 40mm.
CODE		
CODE		
SUITS
0-190 Ohm
240-33 Ohm
RWB8930
RWB8931
Fuel
RWB8932
RWB8933
Water
RWB8934-35
RWB8934
RWB8935
Waste
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316 grade stainless electric sender units to suit Diablo tanks shown on
previous page and other brands and sizes of tanks for fuel, water and waste.
RWB8900 to 8915 suit both fuel and water whilst RWB8920 to 8923 suit
waste tank use. All suit both 12v and 24v systems and are supplied with
wiring, gasket and stainless steel fastenings.

GENERAL

Includes 2 x large plastic wedges with 1.5 metre strap and cleats.
Suits all Diablo tanks - and other large plastic fuel tanks
For better stability on longer tanks use 2 x tie-down kits.

8 - Outboard Fuel Accessories
Universal Fuel Sender & Gauge Kit
Scepter universal electric fuel sender & gauge kit.
Sender unit suits any tank depth 100mm (4”) to 675mm (27”)
by adjusting the length of the float arm.
Supplied complete with rubber gasket and all screws and
nuts required.
The fuel gauge has a 57mm diameter overall face size.
RWB3429

GENERAL
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Marine Fuel Stabilizer

Made by Sudbury USA this
Diesel Fuel Conditioner
cleans and lubricates fuel
injectors helping to improve
performance. It prevents
sludge and sediment
formation and removes water
formed from condensation,
preventing microbes and
algae growth. Keeps fuel
fresh during storage.
Goes a long way - as this
946 Ml bottle will treat 378
litres (100 US gal) of diesel
fuel. 1 quart (946 ML) bottle.

RWB1411

RWB1413

Marine Fuel
Stabilizer 473 Ml

Forged brass fuel tank selector
valve allows switching the fuel
supply from one tank to another
in a dual tank installation, or
from main tank to reserve.
3 x 1/4" NPT internally
threaded ports.
See below for 1/4" brass hose
tails to suit.
RWB1198

Brass Hose Tails
NPT male threaded cast brass tails in
two hose barb sizes. 1/4" size suits many
fuel tank threads - and 3 way valve above.
3/8" suits fuel filters on the next page.
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Diesel Fuel Conditioner

Made by Sudbury USA this
Marine Fuel Stabilizer keeps
fuel fresh during storage,
cleans and lubricates fuel
injectors and filters and
protects against engine
corrosion.
Goes a long way - as you use
only 15 Ml per every 4.5 litres
of fuel for storage use - or
15Ml per 9L of fuel for
engine use . Fuel can be
stored for up to 1 year after
adding stabilizer.
1 pint (473 ML) bottle.

Three Way Fuel Valve

RWB1199
RWB1200
RWB1204
RWB1201

Universal fuel sender & gauge kit

1/4" NPT thread x 8mm hose
1/4" NPT thread x 10mm hose
3/8" NPT thread x 8mm hose
3/8" NPT thread x 10mm hose

Sudbury Diesel
Fuel Conditioner

In - Line Outboard Fuel Filter

Compact economical in-line see-thru fuel
filter suitable for outboard motors up to
60 HP. Clear glass body with chrome
brass female threaded end caps.
Filter element is easy to inspect and fast
to clean or replace.
Supplied with a set of 6 hose tails, 2 each
to suit 6mm, 8mm & 10mm fuel line.
Supplied in colour blister pack.
RWB1195

Filter with hose tails

RWB1196

Pack of 3 replacement
filter elements only
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8 - Outboard Accessories - Fuel Filters
Water Separating Fuel Filter
With Clear Bowl And Drain
Complete water separating fuel filters with clear easy-viewing
bowl with screw plug drain and 10 micron spin-on filter element.
3 choices of head types - glass filled nylon polyamide head
which is ideal for aluminium boats and is impervious to fuel
and corrosion, solid stainless steel head or gloss black coated
die-cast aluminium filter head.
The filter media sheds water instead of absorbing it.
The filter head incorporates a mounting bracket.

RWB5340
& 5344

RWB5343

Suitable for 2 stroke and 4 stroke fuel - NOT diesel
Removes 98% of small particles and 99% of water from fuel
Glass filled nylon, die-cast aluminium or stainless steel head
The head incorporates a mounting bracket
Clear easy-viewing bowl with screw drain plug
3/8" ports for maximum fuel flow
10 micron Mercury style spin-on filter element
2 x 3/8" NPT threaded plugs
2 x 3/8" NPT x 10mm hose barbs
Replacement clear bowls and filter elements available

Size overall : 230mm x 110mm x 105mm

RWB5342

Complete filter with black die-cast aluminium head
Complete filter with stainless steel head
Complete filter with black glass filled nylon head

RWB5341
RWB5342
RWB1201
RWB1204

Clear bowl and filter element only suits all above
Replacement filter element only suits all above filters
Additional brass hose tail 3/8" NTP x 10mm hose
Brass hose tail 3/8" NTP x 8mm hose

Water Separating Fuel Filter
Complete filter assembly efficiently separates 99% of water and
removes 98% of small particles from outboard motor fuel. The filter
comes as a complete assembly ready for installation and includes -

A Suits 2 stroke and 4 stroke fuel - NOT diesel
A Choice of glass filled nylon polyamide filter head which is 		
A
A
A
A
A

impervious to fuel and corrosion (avail in Merc type only) or 		
gloss black coated die-cast aluminium filter head in both types
The head incorporates a mounting bracket
3/8" NTP ports for maximum fuel flow
Spin-on 10 micron filter element (2 types - Merc or OMC)
2 x 3/8" NPT threaded plugs
2 x 3/8" NPT x 10mm hose barbs

Size overall : 160mm x 110mm x 105mm
RWB1207
RWB1208
RWB1209

Complete filter with glass filled nylon polyamide		
head and Mercury type filter element, plugs and tails
Complete filter with die-cast aluminium head		
and Mercury type filter element, plugs and hose tails
Complete filter with die-cast aluminium head
and OMC type filter element, plugs and hose tails

RWB1211
RWB1212

Replacement filter element only (Merc type)
Replacement filter element only (OMC type)

RWB1201
RWB1204

Additional brass hose tail 3/8" NTP x 10mm hose
Brass hose tail 3/8" NTP x 8mm hose
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RWB5341

RWB5340
RWB5343
RWB5344

GENERAL

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

8 - Outboard Accessories - Fuel Lines
Outboard Fuel Lines - Deluxe
Quality reinforced UV and petrol resistant 3/8" 10mm fuel line
hoses with high flow large rubber primer bulb and hose clamps.
2.1 metre total length.
Available in five different types to suit various motor brands.
Clamshell packed for open pegboard display.

CHANDLERY

NOT recommended for use with diesel or ethanol blended fuel.
RWB4696

Universal - bulb & hose only
without motor connectors

RWB4697

Suits OMC motors (Johnson / Evinrude)

RWB4698
RWB4699

Suits Yamaha, Mariner and
1989-1998 year Mercury motors
Suits Mercury motors year 1999 & on

RWB4700

Suits Honda motors

Outboard Fuel Lines - Standard

GENERAL

Grey PVC 8mm x 2.1 metre UV and petrol resistant fuel hose with
standard primer bulb and clamps.
Available in three different types to suit various motor brands.
Hang packed for open pegboard display.
NOT recommended for use with diesel or ethanol blended fuel.

Tank Cap / Guage

Vented cap or tank guage
suits most brands of fuel tanks.
RWB3420 Tank gauge suits
Tempo, Pacemaker,
old New Era 25L, 		
Attwood and
Easterner brands.
RWB3423 Tank gauge suits
old 25L Scepter and		
New Era 50 & 75 L.
RWB3422 Vented Cap
Scepter deluxe type
RWB3418 Vented Cap
Easterner economy
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RWB4676

Universal - bulb & hose (without any motor connectors)

RWB4677

Suits BRP OMC motors (Johnson / Evinrude)

RWB4678

Suits Yamaha, Mariner and Mercury motors 1989-1998

Primer Bulbs

Quality fuel primer bulbs.
Clamshell packaged for shelf or
pegboard display.
Two hose sizes available.
Not recommended for use with
diesel or ethanol blended fuel.
RWB4674

Standard size bulb
suits 8mm hose

RWB4675

Premium larger bulb
giving higher flow.		
Suits both 8mm &
10mm fuel hose

Outboard Fuel Hose

Quality reinforced grey PVC fuel
resistant hose in 15 metre reels
in 2 diameters. Suitable only for
outboard fuel lines from portable
or above floor mounted tanks.
NOT for below deck use as
permanent underdeck fuel lines.
NOT for use with fuels
containing Ethanol.
Available in 8mm (5/16") or
10mm (3/8") inside diameter.
RWB4661

8mm x 15 metres

RWB4662

10mm x 15 metres
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8 - Outboard Accessories - Fuel lines
Premium Fuel Lines, Primer Bulbs & Fittings
Top-of-the-line quality in brilliant colour clamshell packaging.
Highest quality materials, built to strict OEM specifications.
The packaging shows the OEM part number and indicates
the appropriate fuel fitting that should be used.
All these Scepter fuel lines and fittings ARE suitable for
use with petrol, diesel and ethanol blended fuels.

Fuel Line Assemblies & Primer Bulbs
Features 10mm I.D UV resistant tough and pliable compounded
hose for long life and high fuel flow. Primer bulb is solvent and
UV resistant with stainless steel clamps and dual internal check
valves to ensure rapid prime while preventing fuel flow back.

RWB4716

Assembly with female fittings suit OMC (Johnson, 		
Evinrude, bombardier)

RWB4717

Assembly with female fittings suit Yamaha motors

RWB4718

Universal assembly. No fittings. 10mm hose.

RWB4721
RWB4722

Primer bulb suit 8mm (5/16”) I.D hose
Primer bulb suit 10mm (3/8”) I.D hose

Fuel Line Fittings

Top-of-the-line quality brass and plastic fittings in brilliant colour
clamshell packaging. The packaging shows the OEM part number
and indicates the appropriate fuel fitting that should be used.

Suit OMC (Johnson / Evinrude / Bombardier)
RWB4725 / 26

RWB4724
RWB4725
RWB4726

RWB4724

Brass male tank connector 1/4” NPT
Female plastic connector suit 8mm (5/16”) hose
Female plastic connector suit 10mm (3/8”) hose

Suit Yamaha Motors
RWB4732 / 33

RWB4731
RWB4732
RWB4733

RWB4731

Brass male tank connector 1/4” NPT
Female plastic connector suit 8mm (5/16”) hose
Female plastic connector suit 10mm (3/8”) hose

Suit Mercury 1999 & Newer Motors

RWB4735 / 36

RWB4734
RWB4735
RWB4736

RWB4734

Brass male 2 prong tank connector 1/4” NPT
Female plastic tank connector suit 10mm hose
Female plastic engine connector suit 10mm hose

Suit Suzuki Motors - Chrome Plated Brass

RWB4727 / 28

RWB4729 / 30

RWB4727
RWB4728
RWB4729
RWB4730

Female quick connector suit 8mm hose
Female quick connector suit 10mm hose
Male tank connector - suits motors under 75 HP
Male tank connector - suits motors over 75 HP

Suit Tohatsu Motors - Chrome Plated Brass
RWB4737

RWB4738

RWB4737
RWB4738

Female tank connector suit 10mm hose. Up to 90 HP
Male tank connector - suits motors up to 90 HP
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CHANDLERY

Assembly with Mercury female fittings to suit
Mercury year model 1998 and newer engines

GENERAL

RWB4715

8 - Outboard Accessories - Tank Fittings
Fuel Tank Fittings & Connectors
These tank fittings are suitable for most brands of fuel tanks, including all the fuel tanks
shown on pages 153 - 155. All fuel fittings are clam blister packed for shop display.
Not recommended for use with ethanol blended fuel.
Male tank fittings with 1/4" NPT thread.
Quick connect fuel line fittings with female
bayonet quickly adapt on to male tank
fittings. Made from chrome plated brass.

RWB4682			

Brass tank fittings with 1/4" NPT thread. Plastic
body female connectors with stainless steel fittings.
They quickly connect into the brass tank fittings.
Sizes shown are I.D hose size the barb suits.

RWB4681

GENERAL

CHANDLERY

Tohatsu Motors
RWB4682
RWB4681

Male fitting - motor end
Female quick connect 8-10mm

RWB4683 & 4708

Suit OMC - Johnson / Evinrude
RWB4683
RWB4708
RWB4684

RWB4693		

RWB4684

Fuel line female connector 8mm 5/16"
Fuel line female connector 10mm 3/8"
Brass tank fitting

RWB4692

Suzuki Above 75 HP Motors
RWB4693
RWB4692

Male tank fitting 13mm
Female quick connect 8mm

RWB4686 & 4706
RWB4695		

RWB4694

Chrysler, Suzuki Below 75 HP
RWB4695
RWB4694

Male tank fitting 11mm
Female quick connect 8mm

RWB4702			

RWB4687

Suit Yamaha Motors & Mariner /
Mercury Motors 89 - 98 Years
RWB4706
RWB4686
RWB4687

Fuel line female connector 8mm 5/16"
Fuel line female connector 10mm 3/8"
Brass tank fitting

RWB4701

Honda Motors
RWB4702
RWB4701

Male tank fitting 13mm
Female quick connect 8-10mm

RWB4703 & 4707
RWB4706 & 4686

RWB4704

Suit NEW Mercury 1999 To Date

Honda Motors
RWB4705
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RWB4707
RWB4703
RWB4706
RWB4686
RWB4704

Tank end female connector 8mm 5/16"
Tank end female connector 10mm 3/8"
Motor end female connector 8mm 5/16"
Motor end female connector 10mm 3/8"
Brass tank fitting

Female quick connector
for motor end 10mm
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8 - Fuel & Exhaust
Old Style Mercury Fittings

Funnel With Filter & Extension

Old Mercury / Mariner style bayonet fittings
made from aluminium alloy and brass.
Orange polyethylene
funnel with large
non-splash rim guard,
built-in mesh filter and
flexible filler extension.
Impervious to fuels.

RWB4689
Line connector
with 8mm hose barb

RWB4690
Tank fitting with
1/4" NPT elbow

RWB1007

Exhaust Waterlocks

RWB1965
RWB1966
RWB1967

Red
Black
Blue

Suits 38mm (1 1/2") hose
Suits 44mm (1 3/4") hose
Suits 50mm (2") hose

Exhaust Guards

Exhaust Outlets

CHANDLERY

Heavy duty black polypropylene construction
suitable for wet exhaust systems only.
These waterlocks prevent water from flowing
back to the engine and they reduce exhaust noise.
They have the facility for either top or side entry
by cutting the desired port. Colour coded.

GENERAL

RWB4691
Motor connector
with 8mm hose barb

Heat and fuel resistant black rubber with
a stainless steel mounting flange.
3 sizes available.
RWB1285
RWB1287
RWB1288

38mm I.D Bore.
Flange dia : 88mm
Dual 50 / 60mm I.D bore.
Flange dia : 115mm
Dual 75 / 90mm I.D bore.
Flange dia : 160mm

"Bilge Mate" Oil Absorbent Mat

Automatically
Cleans Filthy
Bilge Water
Rubber flap guard to prevent sea water flowing
back into the exhaust system.
Adjustable sizing - simply cut rubber flange to
size and clamp to desired size with a hose clamp.
Supplied without hose clamp.
RWB218A Large adjustable - 80 to 105mm
Stainless steel hose clamp to suit - RWB3559
RWB218B Small adjustable - 60 to 80mm I.D
Stainless steel hose clamp to suit - RWB1614

Simply place in the bilge to absorb fuel and oil on
the surface of bilge water. "Bilge Mate" is nontoxic and quickly Bio-degradable when discarded.
"Bilge Mate" is a highly efficient 300 x 180 x
30mm mat which is capable of absorbing 25
times its own weight in fuel or oil but will not
absorb any water.
It simply floats on the bilge water and won't sink
or disintegrate when full.
RWB1422
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8 - Zinc Anodes
Zinc Anode Range - "Cheras"
Superb quality range of Australian made "CHERAS" brand zinc anodes.
These anodes are manufactured from high grade zinc alloy - 99.9% pure and conform to Australian Standard AS2239 and U.S Military spec. 18001J .
They have an excellent clean, presentable finish for open shop display.
Each anode has the Australian Standard number, the weight and the anode
code number stamped into it for easy identification.
A large range of anodes are available to suit most applications.

Propeller Shaft Anodes
2 piece anodes to fit around the propeller shaft. Supplied complete with
2 x large philips head stainless steel bolts and stainless steel nyloc nuts.
The anodes have a recess large enough to get a socket spanner around
the head of the nut for easier disassembly.

GENERAL

CHANDLERY

RWB
Code

Standard 2 Bolt Style

RWB3300
RWB3301
RWB3302
RWB3302B
RWB3303
RWB3304
RWB3304B
RWB3305
RWB3306
RWB3307

Anode
Number

Shaft
Size

ZSA
ZS1
ZS2
ZS25M
ZS3
ZS4
ZS4A
ZS5
ZS6
ZS6B

Weight
Approx.

3/4"
7/8"
1"
25mm Metric
1 1/8"
1 1/4"
1 3/8"
1 1/2"
1 3/4"
2"

0.6 Kg
0.5 Kg
0.5 Kg
0.5 Kg
0.7 Kg
0.8 Kg
0.7 Kg
1.0 Kg
1.2 Kg
1.3 Kg

Bolts
& Nuts
2 - 32mm x 6mm
2 - 32mm x 6mm
2 - 32mm x 6mm
2 - 32mm x 6mm
2 - 32mm x 6mm
2 - 32mm x 6mm
2 - 40mm x 6mm
2 - 40mm x 6mm
2 - 40mm x 6mm
2 - 40mm x 6mm

Large Shaft Anodes With 4 X Hex Head Stainless Bolts

Large 4 Bolt Style

RWB3308
RWB3309
RWB3310
RWB3311
RWB3312

ZS7
ZS8
ZS9
ZS10
ZS11

2"
2 1/4"
2 1/2"
2 3/4"
3"

3.9 Kg
3.6 Kg
4.8 Kg
4.2 Kg
5.3 Kg

4 - 50mm x 8mm
4 - 50mm x 8mm
4 - 50mm x 8mm
4 - 50mm x 8mm
6 - 50mm x 8mm

Rudder Anodes
2 piece anodes for mounting on either side of the rudder. Supplied with
10mm recessed central holes drilled - without mounting bolts. Sold per pair.
RWB3313
RWB3314
RWB3315

ZRD0 Pair
ZRD1 Pair
ZRD2 Pair

65 x 20mm
95 x 20mm
125 x 20mm

0.6 Kg
1.2 Kg
2.3 Kg

Slotted Anodes
Rectangular or large oval block anode with two recessed slotted fixing holes.
RWB3344

RWB3344

ZHST

165 x 70 x 25 mm

1.5 Kg

RWB3345

ZHI6

260 x 145 x 35 mm

6.5 Kg
RWB3345

Mercruiser Anode
RWB3319
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Suits Mercruiser motor

Weight 800 Gm Anode No. ZMC2
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8 - Zinc Anodes

RWB
Code

Anode
Number

Anode Size
L x W x H mm

Length
Iinc. Strap

Weight
Zinc Only

Streamlined Teardrop Anodes - No Strap
RWB3335
RWB3337
RWB3341
RWB3335

RWB3336

ZT4
ZT5
ZT7

100 x 50 x 25
125 x 60 x 30
175 x 75 x 30

N/A
N/A
N/A

0.4 Kg
0.7 Kg
1.6 Kg

Streamlined Teardrop Anodes - With Galv Strap
RWB3336
RWB3338
RWB3340
RWB3342
RWB3343
RWB3343B

ZTS4
ZTS5
ZTS6
ZTS7
ZTS7/S
ZTS8

100 x
125 x
150 x
170 x
175 x
200 x

50 x 25
60 x 30
60 x 30
75 x 30
75 x 35
85 x 35

0.4 Kg
0.7 Kg
1.0 Kg
1.6 Kg
2.2 Kg
2.5 Kg

N/A
N/A
N/A

1.2 Kg
1.8 Kg
3.8 Kg

Block Anodes - No Strap
RWB3347
RWB3351
RWB3353
RWB3347

100 x 75 x 25
150 x 75 x 25
150 x 150 x 25

Block Anodes - With Galvanised Strap
RWB3348
RWB3350
RWB3352
RWB3352B
RWB3354
RWB3356
RWB3358

ZHS1B
ZHS1
ZHS2B
ZHS2C
ZHS3
ZHS4
ZHS5

100 x 75 x 25
100 x 100 x 25
150 x 75 x 25
150 x 75 x 30
150 x 150 x 25
150 x 150 x 27
190 x 150 x 27

190mm
200mm
290mm
290mm
250mm
290mm
300mm

1.2 Kg
1.5 Kg
1.8 Kg
2.4 Kg
3.8 Kg
4.0 Kg
5.0 Kg

Large Oval Anodes - With Galvanised Strap

RWB3360

RWB3360
RWB3362
RWB3364
RWB3365
RWB3366

ZHS3B
ZHS6
ZHS7
ZHS8
ZHS14

180 x 85 x 40
260 x 75 x 32
260 x 145 x 32
450 x 85 x 40
305 x 155 x 45

290mm
410mm
450mm
600mm
460mm

3.0 Kg
3.5 Kg
6.5 Kg
8.0 Kg
14. Kg

Engine Anodes
RWB3375

RWB3372

RWB3375
RWB3376
RWB3372

ZE6
Suits Yanmar. 30mm x 20mm with M8 thread.
ZE7
Suits Bukh. 37mm x 13mm with M5 thread.
ZGPA slimline tapered anode. 125 x 25 x 13 to 5mm taper.
2 x 5mm recessed fastening holes. Weight 0.2 Kg.
Can be used on smaller craft or motor cavitation plates Etc.

Bertram Hull Anode
For replacement of OEM anode on Bertram cruisers or similar craft.
RWB3370
160 x 120 x 60mm. Weight 4 Kg. Anode No. ZHB4.
Integral 70mm x 10mm S/S bolt with S/S nyloc nut.

RWB3370

RWB3325

Solid Round Rod Anodes
RWB3322
RWB3323
RWB3324
RWB3325
RWB3326

ZR1
ZR2
ZR3
ZR4
ZR5

10mm x 300mm
13mm x 300mm
16mm x 300mm
19mm x 300mm
22mm x 300mm

0.17 Kg
0.28 Kg
0.45 Kg
0.65 Kg
0.86 Kg
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CHANDLERY

RWB3348

ZH1B
ZH2B
ZH3

GENERAL

190mm
250mm
250mm
300mm
300mm
310mm

8 - Painting Accessories
Painting Accessories
Economy Brushes

Tradesman's Brushes

Disposable low cost
paint brushes with a
plain wooden handle.

All round good quality
brush with blended bristle.

RWB4263
RWB4264
RWB4265
RWB4266

RWB4267
RWB4268
RWB4269
RWB4270
RWB4271

25mm - 1"
38mm - 1 1/2"
50mm - 2"
75mm - 3"

Standard Paint Roller Kit & Tray

Marine Antifouling Paint Roller Kit

Plastic paint tray complete
with 230mm synthetic cover
and roller frame.

CHANDLERY
GENERAL

25mm - 1"
38mm - 1 1/2"
50mm - 2"
75mm - 3"
100mm - 4"

RWB4260
RWB4298

Superior quality kit with
plastic paint tray, roller
frame and quality 230mm
x 12mm nap cover with
an inner core that is not
affected by solvents.

Standard Kit
Tray Only

RWB4261

Marine antifoul
roller kit

Paint Roller Covers

Twin Pack 230mm

Standard Synthetic

Premium Quality

Pack of 2 x 230mm synthetic
roller covers with solvent
resistant core.

Good quality synthetic roller covers
with 10mm nap and solvent resistant
core in 3 different lengths.
See left for 230mm size.

As supplied in the marine
antifoul paint kit. A short
nap, high quality cover with
an inner core which is not
affected by solvents.

RWB4287

RWB4283
RWB4284
RWB4285

75mm
130mm
180mm

Roller Frames

Paint Scrapers

Metal paint roller frame with
plastic handle which includes
a tapered thread to connect
an extension pole.

Flat paint scrapers.
Stainless steel with
a wooden handle.

RWB4250
RWB4251
RWB4252
RWB4253
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75mm (3')
130mm (5")
180mm (7")
230mm (9")

RWB4291
RWB4292
RWB4293
RWB4294

25mm
50mm
75mm
100mm

RWB4297

230mm 		
premium cover

Masking Tape
Excellent quality masking tape which
is individually wrapped and sealed
for convenience and longer shelf life.
A discount is offered for box quantity
purchases - see price list.
RWB4230
RWB4231
RWB4232

18mm x 50 metre
24mm x 50 metre
36mm x 50 metre
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8 - Cleaning Accessories
Boat Maintenance Kit
A practical kit to keep on board for cleaning
the boat and for use as a boat hook.
Includes :

A Telescopic anodised aluminium pole with

INCLUDES A
TELESCOPIC
BOAT HOOK

threaded end shaft to attach the various heads

A Screw-on deck scrub brush head
A Screw-on mop head
A screw-on boat hook head
RWB2154

Complete maintenance kit

Boat Scrubber

Replacement heads
RWB2156
RWB2157
RWB2158

Boat hook head
Mop head
Deck scrub head

Suction Handle
Holds you against the boat's
hull, while in a dinghy - or
diving, while you clean along
the boats waterline.
Firm suction grip.
Blue cups with yellow handle.
230 x 100mm

RWB2155

RWB2150

RUST, STAIN AND OXIDATION REMOVER
Grunt Emer-Gel has long been a favourite of boaties in New Zealand and
is now available for sale in Australia. It is made in N.Z by Henkel Ltd
(makers of Loctite) and is a high quality product with a multitude of uses
for boats, at home or industrial uses removing rust and stains.
Emer-Gel is a clear gel paste that can be applied to surfaces at any angle
and won’t run or drip like liquid form products. Removes heavy weathering
oxidation and other stains from gel-coat, enamel and lacquer surfaces.

Read the instructions on
the pack before use.
Contains mild acid, the
use of rubber gloves is
recommended.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Rust, stain and oxidation remover
Restores and cleans metal, wood, masonry, fibreglass, gel-coat
Ideal for acid washing gel-coat to remove chalking
Can be used on sail cloth and fabric
Restores stainless steel BBQ’s, wash basins, sinks
Can be applied to most metals (NOT aluminium)
Gel paste form can be applied at any angle
Does not run or drip like liquid products
Available in 500Ml or 1 litre pack sizes

RWB4476
RWB4477

500 Ml pack
1 litre pack

Outer carton qty is 6
Outer carton qty is 6

E-Clean Hand Sanitiser
E-Clean is an instant antiseptic hand cleaner and sanitiser, simply apply
and rub into hands until dry - no water required. Instantly neutralises
stickiness on hands. Excellent to use after handling fish and bait.
Kills germs and removes odours such as fish and bait on the hands.
Use in all industries - marine, retail, after handling cash, ideal for
tradespeople such as plumbers, mechanics Etc.
RWB5757

500 Ml pump pack (carton pack is 6)
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CHANDLERY

Grunt EMER-GEL

GENERAL

Hand held scrubber to
scrub along the waterline,
deck, shower Etc.
Includes synthetic scouring
pad with plastic hand grip.
150 x 90mm

8 - Sudbury Boat Care Products
Elastomeric Marine Sealant

Elastomeric marine sealant is a superior, multi-purpose marine grade sealant.
It can replace the use of many other types of sealants including polyurethanes,
polysulfides and silicone sealants. It also has the advantage of 3 year shelf life.
Sudbury Elastomeric sealant adheres tenaciously to fibreglass, wood, metal, glass,
Lexan plexiglass and other marine plastics.
It is a one part, fast skinning ( Approx. 10 minutes ) product with superior strength,
adhesion, elongation and long life characteristics. It will cure within 1 - 7 days
depending on application and climate - can be wet sanded and painted after curing.
Excellent flexibility & compression capabilities. Twists, bends, expands,compresses.
It is the perfect sealant for heavy duty service above or below the waterline.
It is surface resistant to salt water, teak cleaners, oil, petrol, diesel fuel.
It is not designed to be permanently in contact with fuels
and it is not recommended for wood decking seams.

CHANDLERY

*** FAST SKINNING & CURING *** USE ABOVE OR BELOW WATERLINE ***
*** USE ON PLASTICS *** PAINTABLE & SANDABLE *** 3 YEAR SHELF LIFE

Available in several colours - in an 88 Ml tube or a 295 Ml cartridge.

GENERAL

RWB35C
RWB35W
RWB36C
RWB36W
RWB36B

Clear 88 Ml tube
White 88 Ml tube
Clear 295 Ml cartridge
White 295 Ml cartridge
Black 295 Ml cartridge

Liquid form, penetrating
sealant is ideal for
penetrating narrow joints.
RWB34 Clear 88 Ml tube

Boat Care Products

Fibreglass Restorer & Wax
Restore fresh colour and depth to oxidised fibreglass or painted
finishes with this high quality, easy to apply product.
This two-way cleaner and wax is ultra heavy duty: works better
than simple rubbing compounds, with a fraction of the work.
Simply wipe on with a damp cloth, let dry, then wipe off.
Use it in sun or shade with equal ease. Teamed with Miracle
Coat there's no finer shine. Available in both paste or liquid form.
RWB347
RWB348

Paste form - 300 gram
Liquid form - 473 Ml

Fibreglass Miracle Coat
A major breakthrough in marine fibreglass protection.
Miracle coat goes straight on, or over any wax, to add a
shield of shine that lasts all season long. The durable,
diamond-bright coating protects the wax and seals
the hull finish against dust, dirt, chalking, sunlight,
salt spray, bird droppings and waterline grime Etc.
Won't yellow or smear. Requires only an occasional clean
with a damp cloth. Available in both paste or liquid form.
RWB350
RWB351
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Paste form - 300 gram
Liquid form - 473 ml
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8 - Sudbury Boat Care Products
Boat Care Products

Automatic Bilge Cleaner

Cleans, lubricates and deodorises - keeps all parts
of the marine toilet clean and in efficient working
order. Contains a special non-mineral oil that will
not harm leather, rubber or fittings.
Conditions by impregnating and lubricating rubber
seals and valves.
Eliminates, rather than masks odours.
Non-caustic. For use with salt or fresh water.

Heavy duty, concentrated formula for the
toughest jobs. Protects the hull and bilge fittings
from costly deterioration. Dissolves, emulsifies
and combines grease, oil and scum in the bilge.
Kills bilge odour and saves cleaning and
scrubbing time. Automatically reaches the most
difficult places with the roll of the boat.

RWB1401

946 ml

RWB367
RWB357

946 ml
3.785 litre (1 gallon)

Boat Zoap "Plus"

Hull Stain Remover

Heavy duty liquid cleaner with emulsifiers to
easily remove dirt, scum, smudge, oil and grease
from various surfaces. Ideal for fibreglass will not damage finish or gelcoat surfaces.

Penetrates and instantly removes deep stains,
rust and growth from fibreglass and aluminium
surfaces without scrubbing.
Contains Oxalic Acid.
Strong and efffective - but safe to use.

RWB1408
RWB1409

946 ml
3.785 litre (1 gallon)

RWB1410

946 ml

Aqua Fresh - Water Freshener
Double action cleaner removes stains and restores
soiled areas. Fast acting spray-on, wipe-off formula
in convenient spray pack. 100% biodegradable.
Suitable for all mildew prone areas such as vinyl,
canvas, cushions, seats, shower & fibreglass surfaces.

For fresh tasting, odour free drinking water
from fibreglass, metal or plastic water tanks.
Simply deposit the contents of these handy
individual packets into the water tank.
Absolutely safe and non-toxic.
Each box contains 8 convenient
individual 56 gram sachets.

RWB345

RWB1406

Mildew & Stain Remover

946 ml spray pack
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CHANDLERY

SUITABLE FOR
ALUMINIUM
& FIBREGLASS

GENERAL

Marine Toilet Conditioner

8 - Boat Care Products
Boat Care Products
Aquaviro Hull Cleaner
Non-Acid Barnacle Growth, Rust & Scale Remover & Cleaner
Aquaviro Hull Cleaner is strong and effective, yet non-fuming
and non-corrosive to the skin, is safe on on fibreglass, gelcoat,
paintwork and most metals. It is a liquid compound specially formulated
using an organic salt for cleaning and removal of rust, scale, salt,
yellowing, coral and barnacle bases from hulls, shafts and propellers.
Used neat or diluted depending on the application (instructions for
dilution rates are shown on bottle).

A Apply to hulls, shafts, propellers etc to remove scale deposits, light		

CHANDLERY

A
A
A
A
A
A

rusting and general marine growth including barnacle bases
Excellent gelcoat restorer
Removes yellowing on fibreglass
Ideal for de-scaling and restoring holding tanks and pipework
Removes surface grime and oil
Removes dried concrete splatter
Non-dangerous, non-hazardous formula : fantastic OH & S profile

GENERAL

RWB5761
RWB5762
RWB5763

1 litre
5 Litre
25 Litre

Aquaviro Surface Cleaner & Degreaser
Aquaviro Surface Cleaner & Degreaser is a strong and effective
multi-use cleaner. Safe to use - it is water based with no solvents,
odours or fumes and is biodegradable and food safe.
Cleans bilges, engines, BBQ’s, ovens, de-greases, de-fats and
de-carbonises all at once. Used neat or diluted depending on the
application (instructions for dilution rates are shown on bottle).
RWB5780
RWB5781
RWB5782

1 litre
5 Litre
25 Litre

Aquaviro Professional Clears & Glass Cleaner
Specially formulated for marine clears and glass surfaces. Excellent for
removing tough salt spray and leaves surfaces sparkling clean.
Spray-on-hose-off for easy cleaning in hard to get at areas and on
heavily soiled or salt-caked surfaces.

A
A
A
A

Highly concentrated formula - high dilution rates for economical use
Removes tough salt spray on marine clears and glass
Easy spray-on-hose-off application
Leaves surfaces sparkling clean and streak-free

RWB5771
RWB5772
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1 litre
5 Litre
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8 - Boat Care Products
Boat Care Products
Aquaviro Professional Boat Wash
A professional grade liquid marine shampoo for hand washing of
all boats and other vehicles. The unique “oxide removal formulation”
gently removes and reduces surface oxidation.
Successive washes allows the complete removal of the oxides
and the full brightening effect on the surface and chrome plating
becomes apparent.

A
A
A
A
A
A

Highly concentrated formula - high dilution rates for economical use
Restores lustre without streaking
Use on gelcoat and metal surfaces
Foams in hard or soft water
Reduces and removes surface oxidation
Gives a bright and professional finish
1 litre
5 Litre
25 Litre

GENERAL

RWB5775
RWB5776
RWB5777

Aquaviro Stainless Cleaner & Preparer

RWB5765

CHANDLERY

Aquaviro Stainless Steel Cleaner & Preparer is an easy to apply
cream that cleans and restores any stainless steel surface.
Ideal for cleaning handrails, railings, stainless cleats and fittings,
stainless steel marine BBQ’s and any stainless steel on board.
Also cleans surfaces such as fibreglass and gelcoat extremely well.
Use stainless steel rejuvenator and protector (see below) to protect
the surface and keep it shiny and protected.
Stainless steel cleaner & preparer 500 Ml cream

Aquaviro Stainless Rejuvenator & Protector
Aquaviro Stainless Steel Rejuvenator & Protector is a
natural oil based product that rejuvenates old or dull stainless
steel and lubricates and protects stainless wire rope.
Protects and shines stainless surfaces, handrails etc.
Simply buff to the desired lustre.
Contains a natural oil based solvent which makes the stainless
so much easier to clean next time. A truly superior product.
First use cleaner & preparer (see above) followed by rejuvenator
and protector to keep the stainless steel protected from the elements.
Non-toxic and biodegradable formula.
Use on all marine stainless steel surfaces, ideal for the hospitality
and fast food industry.
RWB5767
RWB5768
RWB5769

250 Ml bottle
750 Ml spray pack
4 litre

E-Clean Hand Sanitiser
E-Clean is an instant antiseptic hand cleaner and sanitiser, simply apply
and rub into hands until dry - no water required.
It Instantly nuetralises stickiness on hands.
Excellent to use after handling fish and bait.
Kills germs and removes odours such as fish and bait on the hands.
RWB5757

500 Ml pump pack (carton pack is 6)
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9 - Pumps - New Models & Styles
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Rule LoPro Bilge Pumps
Rule Brings Pumping Power To Tight Spaces

See Catalogue Page 178 For The NEW
Rule Lo-Pro Bilge Pumps - Manual
And Automatic Models Available

NEW
MODEL

"Rule-Mate" Automatic Bilge Pumps
Rule-Mate 1500 & 2000 GPH Heavy Duty Pumps
See Catalgue Page 180 For
The NEW Model Rule-Mate
Automatic Pumps

Jabsco "Hotshot" 5.0 Deckwash Kit

HIGH FLOW & 70 PSI PRESSURE - 5.0 GPM - 19 LPM

See Catalogue Page 204
For The NEW Hotshot
5.0 Deckwash Pumps

Flexible Drinking Water Tanks
See Catalogue Page 231
For The NEW Flexible
Water Tanks From Lalizas
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9 - Pumps - Rule Bilge Electric

Submersible Bilge Pumps

Rule Pump Performance Chart

Rule Pump Performance Chart
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Rule electric submersible bilge pumps, float switches and accessories are
manufactured to the highest standards.
Rule are world leaders and the innovators in bilge pump design and construction
and have won many industry innovation awards.
Rule pumps have set the standard for the industry for many years and are the first
choice of pleasure boat owners, boat manufacturers and commercial fishermen
throughout the world.
Rule manufacture bilge pumps to suit boats of all sizes from small runabouts to
large yachts and cruisers. Available in automatic or non-automatic versions.
Capacities listed on the following pages are US gallons per hour at open discharge.
Amp draws listed are at 12 volt. Amp draw at 13.6 volts (fully charged battery) will
be higher than shown.
Rule pumps are backed by Rule's 3 year limited warranty on bilge pumps
2 year warranty on float switches except for SuperSwitch which has 5 year warranty.

9 - Pumps - Rule Bilge Electric
Rule 360 Bilge Pump
Compact submersible 360 GPH electric pump for use as a bilge or bait pump
on smaller craft. Totally submersible pump with water cooled, ignition
protected motor, stainless steel shaft and snap-off strainer base.
This pump is extemely efficient, draws low current and offers high capacity
output in a very compact housing, to fit into the smallest available space.
Requires a Rule float switch to operate automatically.
Available in 12 volt only. 3 year limited warranty.

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL

A
A
A
A
A
A

360 US gallons per hour - 23 litres per minute
Compact - 89mm H x 61mm W
Fully submersible
Ignition protected - won't create a spark
12 volt DC - 2.1 amp draw
Hose outlet suits 20mm (3/4") hose

RWB33

12 volt 360 GPH 2.1 amp

SP140

Replacement strainer base

Water Scoop Bracket see Livewell page 201

Rule 500 Bilge Pumps
Compact submersible 500 GPH electric pumps for use as a bilge or bait
pumps on smaller craft. Totally submersible pump with water cooled,
ignition protected motor, stainless steel shaft and snap-off strainer base.
This pump is extemely efficient, draws low current and offers high capacity
output in a very compact housing, to fit into the smallest available space.
Requires a Rule float switch to operate automatically.
Available in both 12 volt and 24 volt versions. 3 year limited warranty.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

500 US gallons per hour - 31 litres per minute
Compact - 89mm H x 61mm W
Fully submersible
Ignition protected - won't create a spark
12 volt DC - low 1.9 amp draw
24 volt DC - low 0.9 amp draw
Hose outlet suits 20mm (3/4") hose

RWB18
RWB112

12 volt 500 GPH 1.9 amp
24 volt 500 GPH 0.9 amp

SP140

Replacement strainer base

Side Mount Bracket
- see page 184

Rule 800 Bilge Pumps - Round Base
Compact, high capacity 800 GPH submersible electric bilge pumps.
Totally submersible pumps with water cooled, ignition protected motors,
stainless steel shaft and snap-off strainer base. These pumps are extemely
efficient, draw low current and offer high capacity output in a very compact
housing, to fit into the smallest available space.
Requires a Rule float switch to operate automatically.
Available in both 12 volt and 24 volt versions. 3 year limited warranty.

A
A
A
A
A
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800 US gallons per hour - 50 litres per minute
Compact - 95mm H x 61mm W
Fully submersible
Ignition protected - won't create a spark
Hose outlet suits 20mm (3/4") hose

RWB109
RWB1380

12 volt 800 GPH 2.8 amp
24 volt 800 GPH 1.3 amp

SP140

Replacement strainer base

S/S mesh debris strainer
- see page 184
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9 - Pumps - Rule Bilge Electric
Rule 800 Bilge Pump - Square Base
High capacity submersible 800 GPH bilge pump in a compact,
modular housing with easy installation features.
This pump has a stainless steel shaft, long wearing seals,
water cooled motor and incorporates an efficient anti-airlock feature.
Requires a Rule float switch to operate automatically.
12 volt only. 3 year limited warranty.

A
A
A
A
A
A

800 US gallons per hour - 50 litres per minute
Ignition protected - won't create a spark
3 piece modular design offering easy multiple installation positions
Compact size : 102mm H x 73mm W
Hose outlet suits 20mm (3/4") hose
12 volt DC - 2.8 amp
12 volt 800 GPH 2.8 amp

SP141

Strainer base

SP142B

White mid section with 20mm (3/4") hose outlet

Rule 1000 Bilge Pump - Square Base
High capacity submersible 1000 GPH bilge pump in a compact,
modular housing with easy installation features.
This pump has a stainless steel shaft, long wearing seals,
water cooled motor and incorporates an efficient anti-airlock feature.
Requires a Rule float switch to operate automatically.
12 volt only. 3 year limited warranty.

A
A
A
A
A
A

1000 US gallons per hour - 63 litres per minute
Ignition protected - won't create a spark
3 piece modular design offering easy multiple installation positions
Compact size : 102mm H x 73mm W
Hose outlet suits 28mm (1 1/8") hose
12 volt DC - 2.9 amp

RWB17

12 volt 1000 GPH 2.9 amp

SP141

Strainer base

SP142

White mid section with 28mm (1 1/8") hose outlet

Rule 1100 Bilge Pumps - Round Base
Compact, high capacity submersible 1100 GPH electric bilge pumps.
Totally submersible pumps with water cooled, ignition protected motors,
stainless steel shaft and snap-off strainer base. These pumps are
extemely efficient, draw low current and offer high capacity output in
a very compact housing, to fit into the smallest available space.
Requires a Rule float switch to operate automatically.
Available in both 12 volt and 24 volt versions. 3 year limited warranty.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

1100 US gallons per hour - 69 litres per minute
Compact - 108mm H x 61mm W
Fully submersible
Ignition protected - won't create a spark
12V DC 3.3 amp
24V DC 1.3 amp
Hose outlet suits 28mm (1 1/8") hose

RWB102
RWB1381

12 volt 1100 GPH 3.3 amp
24 volt 1100 GPH 1.5 amp

SP140

Replacement strainer base
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RWB101

9 - Pumps - Rule Bilge Electric
Rule 1500 Bilge Pumps
These high capacity submersible bilge pumps have double insulated,
dual water / air cooled motors manufactured by Rule specifically for
marine pump use.
The pumps are ignition protected (will not create a spark) and they won't
burn out if run dry for short periods.
Moisture tight wiring, anti-airlock feature, stainless steel shaft and Rule's
exclusive Teflon seals combine to give total reliability and high performance.
These pumps include a snap-on strainer base for easy cleaning and fitting,
stainless mounting screws and a clip to secure a float switch to the pump.
Requires a Rule float switch to operate automatically.
3 year limited warranty.

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL
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1500 US gallons per hour - 94 litres per minute
Compact size - 152mm H x 108mm W
Reliable water / air cooled motor
Fully submersible
Teflon seals and stainless shaft
Ignition protected - won't create a spark
Can run dry for short periods
Hose outlet suits 28mm (1 1/8") hose

RWB16
RWB100

12 volt 1500 GPH 4.8 amps
24 volt 1500 GPH 2.3 amps

SP143

Replacement snap-on strainer base

SP145

Replacement impeller

Rule 2000 Bilge Pumps
These heavy duty pumps are engineered to commercial standards and
are the world's largest selling high capacity submersible DC electric
bilge pumps - the choice of Yachtsmen and commercial fishermen worlwide.
They feature double insulated, dual water / air cooled motors
manufactured by Rule specifically for marine pump use.
They are ignition protected (won't create a spark) and they won't burn
out if run dry for short periods.
Moisture tight wiring, anti-airlock feature, stainless steel shaft and Rule's
exclusive Teflon seals combine to give total reliability and high performance.
These pumps include a snap-on strainer base for easy cleaning and fitting,
stainless mounting screws and a clip to secure a float switch to the pump.
Requires a Rule float switch to operate automatically.
3 year limited warranty.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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2000 US gallons per hour - 126 litres per minute
Compact size - 152mm H x 108mm W
Heavy duty water / air cooled motor
Fully submersible
Teflon seals and stainless shaft
Ignition protected - won't create a spark
Can run dry for short periods
Hose outlet suits 28mm (1 1/8") hose

RWB13
RWB15

12 volt 2000 GPH 8.4 amps
24 volt 2000 GPH 4.1 amps

SP143

Replacement strainer base

SP145

Replacement impeller
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9 - Pumps - Rule Bilge Electric
Rule 3700 Bilge Pumps
Very high capacity extra heavy duty DC electric bilge pumps.
The Rule 3700 pumps a huge 3700 US gallons per hour - 1 gallon
per second at open discharge.
They have extra heavy duty motors and are designed and built to
give years of reliable service.
Ideal pump for surfboats, large pleasure boats and commercial craft.
Super reliable, commercial quality construction and performance.
They include a snap-on strainer base for easy cleaning and fitting,
stainless screws and a clip to secure a float switch to the pump.
Requires a Rule float switch (RWB19 or RWB98) to operate
automatically. 3 year limited warranty.
3700 US gallons per hour - 233 litres per minute
Extra heavy duty water / air cooled motor
Fully submersible
Teflon seals and stainless shaft
Ignition protected - won't create a spark
Can run dry for short periods
Size : 184mm H x 124mm W
Hose outlet suits 38mm (1 1/2") hose

RWB10
RWB12

12 volt 3700 GPH 15.5 amp
24 volt 3700 GPH 6.9 amp

SP144

Replacement snap-on strainer base

SP146

Replacement impeller

Rule 4000 Bilge Pumps
Highest capacity extra heavy duty DC electric bilge pumps
with 50mm (2") hose outlet.
The Rule 4000 pumps a huge 4000 US gallons per hour over 1 US gallon per second at open discharge.
They have extra heavy duty motors and are designed and built to
give years of reliable service.
Ideal pump for surfboats, large pleasure boats and commercial craft.
Super reliable, commercial quality construction and performance.
They include a snap-on strainer base for easy cleaning and fitting,
stainless screws and a clip to secure a float switch to the pump.
Requires a Rule float switch (RWB19 or RWB98) to operate
automatically. 3 year limited warranty.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

4000 US gallons per hour - 252 litres per minute
Extra heavy duty water / air cooled motor
Fully submersible
Teflon seals and stainless shaft
Ignition protected - won't create a spark
Can run dry for short periods
Size : 197mm H x 124mm W
Hose outlet suits 50mm (2") hose

RWB5175
RWB5176

12 volt 4000 GPH 15.5 amp
24 volt 4000 GPH 6.9 amp

SP144

Replacement snap-on strainer base

SP146

Replacement impeller
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9 - Pumps - Rule Lo-Pro Bilge Pumps
Rule LoPro Bilge Pumps
Rule Brings Pumping Power To Tight Spaces
The NEW Rule LoPro (low profile) bilge pumps are small enough
to fit into tight spaces in the bilge - yet they pack real pumping power
at 900 gallons per hour - 3,400 litres per hour - 57 litres per minute.
These new pumps include numerous features for ease of installation,
ease of use and multiple options for use.
2 models available - standard NON-auto or dual sensing AUTOMATIC.

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL
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Up to 900 GPH - 3,400 LPH - 57 litres per minute at open flow
Up to 634 GPH - 2,400 LPH - 40 litres per minute at 1 metre head
Up to 418 GPH - 1,582 LPH - 26 litres per minute at 2 metre head
Maximum head height - 4 metres = 0 flow
Compact 60mm high (port to the side) 60mm wide (port upright)
Length - 195mm RWB5158 Std Model - 245mm RWB5159 Auto
Fully submersible - horizontal or vertical mounting
Ignition protected - won’t create a spark
Thermal cut-out to prevent overheating if run dry
Silicone blocked tinned 16 gauge wiring
Rotating discharge body swivels 180 deg for ease of installation
Threaded discharge nozzle with multiple hose ports included as
standard in the package - 4 different hose ports provided 1 each 20mm, 25mm & 28mm straight & 1 x 20mm 90 deg elbow
Straight discharge ports include a nitrile non-return check valve
(for use on straight ports only - not to be used on 90 deg port)
3 year limited warranty

NON-automatic Standard LoPro Pump

A Includes all features as detailed above
A 12 volt 4 amp use a 7.5 amp fuse
A NON-automatic operation - If automatic required - purchase 		

RWB5159 automatic version below - or use a Rule float switch

RWB5158

NON-automatic Rule LP900D LoPro bilge pump 12volt

AUTOMATIC Operation LoPro Pump
The automatic LoPro includes all features as detailed further above
with the additional benefit of automatic operation in multiple modes
- NO float switch is required.
A High or low water sensing mode - the pump can be set to start
operation at either 33mm or 50mm bilge water height
A Electronic automatic timer mode - The pump can be set to
automatically check for water every 2 1/2 minutes - if water is
present it will continue to run and pump bilge water. This feature
is very handy - however if you leave the boat unattended on a
mooring it may run down the battery over time, if you don’t 		
have solar panels or a wind generator Etc to constantly charge
the battery - in this case set the pump only to high or low mode
A Includes pump test mode
A Includes manual over-ride 3rd wire - requires a Rule 3 way 		
panel switch RWB23 or 107 to operate this feature - see next page
A 12 volt 4 amp use a 7.5 amp fuse
A 12 volt DC only - DO NOT run direct off a 240v-12v transformer
RWB5159 Automatic Rule LP900S LoPro bilge pump 12volt
Replacements / Spares
RWB5194
RWB5195
RWB5184
RWB5182
RWB 5197
RWB 5198
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Spare hose barb straight 20mm
Spare hose barb 90 degree 20mm
Spare hose barb straight 25mm
Spare hose barb straight 28mm
Replacement non-return check valve suit 3/4" 20mm
Replacement non-return check valve suit 1" 25mm & 1 1/8" 28mm
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9 - Pumps - Rule Bilge Automatic
"Rule-Mate" Automatic Bilge Pumps

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Fully automatic all-in-one submersible bilge pump systems
No separate float switch required
Bilge water sensor and pump in one common housing
Pump and sensor are internally common wired for easy installation
No battery drain other than when the pump is in use
Removable strainer and impeller area are accessable to clear debris
Threaded discharge ports for easy installation.
1 each straight and 90 degree hose ports supplied with the pump
A 3rd wire allows for manual over-ride using a Rule switch panel
(see below - RWB23 or 107 12volt, RWB24 or 5188 24volt)
or it can activate an alarm or indicator lamp if desired
Thermal overload protection
Single touch pump check test button feature
3 different capacities 500 - 750 - 1100 gallons per hour

All pumps are oval shaped - base footprint size : 110mm x 70mm.
Overall dimensions Inc straight hose port : 190mm L x 80mm W x 115mm H
RWB1388
RWB1389
RWB1390
RWB1390B

500 GPH
750 GPH
1100 GPH
1100 GPH

SP562
RWB5180
RWB5181
RWB5182
RWB5183

Replacement snap-on strainer base
Spare hose barb straight 20mm
Spare hose barb 90 degree 20mm
Spare hose barb straight 28mm
Spare hose barb 90 degree 28mm

RWB23 12 volt
RWB24 24 volt

31 LPM
50 LPM
69 LPM
69 LPM

12 volt 2 amp 20mm (3/4") hose outlets
12 volt 2.7 amp 20mm (3/4") hose outlets
12 volt 3.4 amp 28mm (1 1/8") hose outlets
24 volt 1.7 amp 28mm (1 1/8") hose outlets

RWB107 12 volt
RWB5188 24 volt

Rule bilge pump control panels - These Rule 3 way control panels
can be used to control and indicate operation of all Rule bilge pumps
and will allow the Rule-Mate pumps to function with a manual over-ride
operation feature using the 3rd wire supplied in the wiring harness of
the pump. See page 182 for full control panel details.
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Rule-Mate fully automatic submersible bilge pumps with Rule's
exclusive "Spongeability" feature.
All-in-one bilge pump & switch - no float switch required.
The innovative design incorporates the bilge pump and water sensor
in a single housing.
Unique Rule "Spongeability" feature leaves the bilge the driest ever when water in the bilge reaches a certain height the solid state sensor
automatically activates and the pump runs until the water is pumped out,
reducing boat weight, saving fuel and minimizing bilge odour.
Pump check feature - simply touch the pump check button on the pump
and hold for a few seconds to test cycle the pump.
These pumps have a threaded discharge port with O ring seal and are
supplied with both 90 degree and straight hose ports - 20mm for 500 & 750
GPH - 28mm for 1100 GPH model. Available in 12 volt or 24 volt (1100 only).
3 year limited warranty.

9 - Pumps - Rule Bilge Automatic
"Rule-Mate" Automatic Bilge Pumps
Rule-Mate 1500 & 2000 GPH Heavy Duty Pumps

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL

NEW
MODEL

These NEW model heavy duty fully automatic pumps have all the
features of the Rule-Mate pumps detailed on the previous page with the addition of very heavy duty Rule commercial motors.
These new models now also incorporate threaded discharge ports
for ease of installation and a single touch test button feature.
They are supplied with 2 x straight threaded outlet ports - 1 x straight
to suit 25mm (1") hose & 1 x straight to suit 28mm (1 1/8") hose.
Both pumps have a base footprint size of 150 x 100mm
Total overall dimensions inc. outlet : 225mm L x 106mm W x 152mm H
These pumps have the 3rd wire feature detailed on previous page and
use the control panels shown on previous page to allow them to run
with manual over-ride operation if desired.
Available in 12 volt & 24 volt (2000 only). 3 year limited warranty.

A Fully automatic all-in-one submersible bilge pump systems
A NEW model incorporates single touch pump check button
A NEW model includes threaded discharge ports - 2 hose sizes
RWB1391 1500 GPH 94 LPM 12 volt 4.8 amp
RWB1392 2000 GPH 126 LPM 12 volt 8.4 amp
RWB1392B 2000 GPH 126 LPM 24 volt 4 amp
SP563
RWB5182
RWB5184
RWB5183

Replacement snap-on strainer base
Spare hose barb straight 28mm
Spare hose barb straight 25mm
Optional hose barb 90 degree 28mm

Rule Automatic Computerised Bilge Pumps
Rule brings the computer age to your boat's bilge!!
These fully automatic pumps differ from the Rule-Mate automatic pumps
in that they automatically check for water every 2 1/2 minutes.
This feature is very handy - however if you leave the boat unattended on
a mooring it may run down the battery over time, if you don't have solar
panels or a wind generator Etc to constantly charge the battery.
The automatic operation works by checking for resistance or drag on the
impeller which senses if water is present.
These automatic pumps are ideal for ski boats where float switches are
not viable for automatic operation due to pounding.
3 year limited warranty.
2 models are available - 500GPG or 1100GPH - both are 12 volt DC only

A Automatic pumping without the need for an external float switch
A Automatically checks the bilge for water every few minutes - if
A
A
A
A
A

water is present the pump will continue to operate until the water
is pumped out - when it will then automatically shut itself off
If no water is detected the pump will wait 2 1/2 minutes before
testing for water presence again
A 3rd wire allows for manual over-ride using a Rule switch panel
(see previous page - RWB23 or RWB107 12volt panels)
or it can activate an alarm or indicator lamp if desired
The automatic pump is in one complete water sealed housing
12 volt DC only - Cannot be run through 240v to 12v transformers
Ideal for ski boats where float switches are not viable due to pounding

RWB2
				
RWB5187
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500 GPH 31 LPM automatic. 12 volt DC 1.9 amp.
Compact size : 102 x 61mm. Suits 20mm (3/4") hose
1100 GPH 69 LPM automatic. 12 volt DC 3.3 amp.
Compact size : 114 x 61mm. Suits 28mm (1 1/8") hose
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9 - Pumps - Rule Float Switches
Rule Automatic Float Switches
Rule Automatic Float Switches are the world's largest selling marine float switches.
They are designed to automatically activate your Non-Automatic bilge pump when water is present.
They are simple, non-mercury, envoironmentally responsible snap switches which have been tested
to over 1 million cycles. All are ignition protected, ultrasonically welded and sealed, to give reliable,
trouble-free service. The wiring is blocked to keep out moisture and exits the top of the switch to
keep them high and dry. Different models are available to suit various pump amperage loads.
No battery drain and no exposed metal to corrode.

Rule - A - Matic Float Switch

RWB22

Rule-A-Matic float switch - to 14 amp

Rule - A - Matic "Plus" Float Switch
The Rule-A-Matic "PLUS" is a compact, sleek,
superior quality non-mercury automatic float switch.
The "plus" switch is the 1st choice of boatbuilders
worldwide. It has a strong, fully integrated cover to
protect against debris and jamming of the switch.
14 gauge highly abrasion resistant blocked wires
exit the top of the switch - to keep them out of the
water and keep wear and tear to a minimum.
Built-in manual test feature allows operational check.
It is suitable for any brand of submersible bilge pump
12v - 24v - 32 volt with a maximum draw of 20 amp.
Suits all models of Rule DC non-automatic pumps.
Base footprint : 135mm x 63mm. Height 72mm.
2 year limited warranty.
RWB98

Rule-A-Matic "Plus" float switch - to 20 amp

Rule SuperSwitch
Designed for the toughest applications and backed
by a Rule 5 year warranty.
Heavy duty double insulated blocked wiring and a wide,
free action float give superior buoyancy and performance.
Removable snap-on base for easy fitting, cleaning and
servicing.
The SuperSwitch is suitable for any brand of submersible
bilge pump 12v - 24v - 32 volt with a maximum draw of
20 amp. It suits all models of Rule DC non-automatic pumps.
Base footprint : 66 x 45mm. 135mm length x 54mm width.
RWB19

Rule SuperSwitch - to 20 amp
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This non-mercury automatic float switch has set the
standard for the marine industry for years.
It has improved blocked wiring for greater durability and
water resistance which has again raised the standard.
Removable snap-on base for easy fitting, servicing
and cleaning.
It is suitable for any brand of submersible bilge pump
12v - 24v - 32 volt with a maximum draw of 14 amp.
It suits all Rule DC non-automatic pumps except the
3700 & 4000GPH 12v pumps.
2 year limited warranty.
Base footprint : 66 x 45mm.
127mm length x 45mm width

9 - Pumps - Bilge Pump Control Panels
"Hydro Air" Bilge Pump Switch
The Jabsco HYDRO AIR bilge switch is an air operated switch which will
automatically activate the bilge pump or bilge level alarm and is designed
to be the most reliable type of bilge switch available.
As water rises in the bilge, air pressure in the bell and air tube increases,
operating a diaphragm switch in the unit and activating the pump.
Electrical components are clear of the water and no sensitive electronics are used.
The diaphragm switch unit can be mounted up to 3 metres above the plastic airbell.
The HYDRO AIR switch is supplied as a complete kit with mercury free switch
head, 10 feet of rubber tubing and air bell.
Pump can still be manually operated via a panel switch.
Turns on at 50mm water level - turns off at 15mm water level. Ignition protected.
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J41-005
J41-006

12 volt - Suits 12 volt pumps up to 20 amps Jabsco 59400-0012
24 volt - Suits 24 volt pumps up to 10 amps Jabsco 59400-0024

Bilge Pump Control Panels

Deluxe 3 Way Switch

Rocker Switch 3 Way Control

High quality black stainless steel panel with
3 position toggle switch (manual, off and
automatic). The "manual" position has Rule's
fail-safe "spring return to off" so you can't
leave your pump running accidentally.
Includes fuse holder, fuse and indicator light
Size : 81 x 50mm. 12 or 24 volt - up to 20 amp

A modern, stylish 3-way rocker panel switch for
controlling bilge pump operation. Features a
moulded black plastic panel, built-in fuse holder
and an internally lit waterproof rocker switch with
3 positions (automatic, off or manual) with Rule's
fail-safe "spring return to off" from the manual
position. Size : 72 x 60mm. 12v or 24v to 20 amp

RWB23
RWB24

RWB107
RWB5188

12 volt
24 volt

3 Way Control Switch

12 volt
24 volt

On / Off Control Switch

High quality black stainless
steel panel incorporating all
the features of the deluxe
panel switch - but without
the fuse holder and red
indicator light.
Size : 56 x 50mm
Suits all voltages to 20 amp
RWB25

High quality black stainless
steel panel. Simple on/off
toggle switch control for
use only with manual
pumping systems.
Size : 56 x 50mm
Suits all voltages
RWB26

Bilge Pump Control Panel
Quality, economically priced panel switch unit to control bilge pump
system operation. Includes modern design black plastic contoured
panel with 3 way rocker switch - automatic / off / manual - with
spring return to off from manual position.
Red LED indicator light and fuse holder with fuse.
Fully wired for use. IP65 splashproof rating. 12 volt only.
Panel size : 82mm x 63mm
RWB2108
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9 - Pumps - Control Panels & Bilge Alarm
Bilge Pump Control Panel

Bilge Pump Switch Panels
Black textured alloy switch panels
for use in controlling bilge pumps.
Three position illuminated
waterproof rocker switch for auto,
off and spring return manual setting.
Suits both 12 and 24 volt systems.
60mm depth required behind panel.

Economical panel switch unit to control
bilge pump system operation.
Includes black aluminium panel with
3 way automatic / off / manual switch,
red (manual) and green (auto) indicator
lights and fuse holder with fuse.
Size : 90 x 50mm.

RWB2111

Vertical panel
50mm x 90mm
Horizontal panel
90mm x 50mm

12 volt

Bilge Alarm & Pump Control Panel
A modern styled moulded panel switch which incorporates a bilge pump
control and alarm. A red alarm light and an audible alarm sounds if a
bilge pump fails on automatic and the water rises to the level of the 2nd
float switch. Includes fuse holder with fuse, LED power light, 3 way
auto / off / manual switch with spring return to off from manual position.
The panel is fully wired for use.
The bilge alarm must be used in conjunction with 2 float switches and 1
pump (purchase all separately). 12 volt only. Panel size : 115 x 63mm
RWB2109

12 volt bilge alarm & pump control

Bilge Alarm & Pump Control Panel
A panel switch which incorporates a bilge pump control and alarm.
A red light and an audible alarm sounds if a bilge pump fails
on automatic and the water rises to the level of the 2nd float switch.
It shows a green safe light when the pump system is functioning
correctly. Includes power light, auto/manual switch and fuse holder.
The bilge alarm must be used in conjunction with 2 float switches and
1 pump (purchase separately). 12 volt only. Panel size : 115 x 63mm
RWB1963

12 volt bilge alarm & pump control

Rule "High Water" Bilge Alarm Kit
The Rule bilge alarm kit consists of a Rule "Plus" float switch
with debris guard and an in-dash gauge that features a visual
and 85 decibel audible alarm to warn of pump system failure.
The float switch should be mounted in the bilge just above the
existing pump system float switch and will activate if water rises
to that level due to the failure of the pump system.
The Rule bilge alarm kit allows an unmanned compartment to
be contstantly monitored.
For additional compartments add another float switch.
Full wiring and installation instructions are supplied with the unit.
Available in 12 volt and 24 volt DC versions.
Gauge size : 62mm wide x 87mm deep.
RWB104

12 volt kit

RWB104B 24 volt kit
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RWB2822

RWB2110

9 - Pumps - Accessories & Jabsco Bronze
Bilge Pump Plumbing Kits
Submersible bilge pump plumbing installation kits
that are Ideal for small craft.
Includes cuffed hose, nylon skin fitting and
2 x stainless steel hose clamps.
2 sizes - for 20mm 3/4” or 28mm 1 1/8” pump outlets.
RWB4500
Clam shell packaged
for shop display

RWB4501

Suits 20mm 3/4”. Includes 5 feet (1.5Mtr) of 20mm 3/4”
cuffed hose, 1 x nylon skin fitting and 2 x S/S hose clamps.
Suits 28mm 1 1/8”. Includes 6 feet (1.8Mtr) of 28mm 1 1/8”
cuffed hose, 1 x nylon skin fitting and 2 x S/S hose clamps.

See plumbing section 12 of this catalogue for full hose & plumbing options
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Side Mount Pump Bracket

Stainless Debris Strainer

Plastic mounting bracket to enable side mounting
of Rule 360, 500, 800 or 1100 round base pumps.
The bracket allows variable direction mounting
positions and can be used to side mount a bilge
pump against a bulkhead or transom when
bottom mounting is not convenient.

Stainless steel mesh strainer that will filter out
excess bilge debris and helps prevent the pump
impeller jamming which can cause premature
pump failure. Suits Rule round based electric
bilge pumps 360 to 1100 GPH.
Size : 51mm dia. Skin packed for open display.

RWB5

RWB37

Side mount bracket only

Stainless mesh debris strainer

Bronze Flexible Impeller Pumps 3/4" & 1"
3/4" Is Ideal As A Ski Boat Engine Cooling Pump
For engine cooling or bilge pump applications. Bronze pedestal pumps with
sealed double row angular contact bearings, stainless steel shaft and flexible
rubber impeller. Engine driven via pulley and belt.
These compact pumps feature low maintenance and the lip seal offers low
cost reliability in medium duty environments.
Self priming up to 5.6 metres. Should NOT be run dry.
Neoprene impeller is fitted as standard.
Litres per hour at 3 metre head @ 1,500 RPM : 3/4" - 2,190 LPH, 1" - 6,400 LPH
2 x female BSP port sizes are available.
J50-118 3/4" BSP
J53-525
J53-526
J55-007
J55-145
J55-170
J55-171
J55-172
J55-173
J55-174
J55-176
J55-254
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52040-2001

Impeller - neoprene 1210-0001
Impeller - nitrile
1210-0003
Service kit neo
SK384-0101
Wear plate
7883-0000
End cover screws X3001-095F
End cover
3992
Gasket
3298-0000
Cam - full
490
Bearing
SP2601-0451
Seal
SP2700-1027B
Shaft
52047-0000

J50-120 1" BSP
J53-515
J53-516
J55-004
J55-122
J55-190
J55-192
J55-193
J55-194
J55-176
J55-180
J55-258

52080-2001

Impeller - neoprene 17937-0001
Impeller - nitrile
17937-0003
Service kit neo
SK406-0001
End cover
3993
End cover screws X3001-147F
Gasket
890
Wearplate
4156-0000
Cam - full
934-0000
Water seal
SP2700-1027B
Bearing
SP2600-06
Shaft
52087-0000
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9 - Pumps - Jabsco Bronze Pedestal
Bronze Pedestal Pump - 1 1/2"
Compact flexible impeller pump for engine cooling or bilge pump applications.
Mechanical seal offers long life and reliability for commercial duty installations.
Double row angular contact bearings allow a compact, short length pump.
Self priming up to 4.5 metre vertical lift. 15,000 litres per hour (3,300 GPH)
capacity at 3 metre total head @ 1,500 RPM.
Pump size : 204mm Lx 150mm W x 120mm H. 1 1/2" female BSP ports.
Supplied with neoprene impeller as standard. Should not be run dry.
J50-125 1 1/2" BSP pump Jabsco 52200-2011
Impeller - neoprene
Impeller - nitrile
Service kit neoprene
Service kit Nitrile
End cover
Gasket
End cover screw
Wearplate

17935-0001
836-0003
SK407-0011
SK407-0003
9336
816-0000
X3001-176FB
2574-0000

J55-227
J55-214
J55-217
J55-181
J55-177
J55-200
J55-245

Seal
Cam - full
Cam screw
Bearing
Oil seal
Seal
Shaft

21849 / 6408-0000
834
SP1005-04
SP2600-04
SP2701-1013B
SP2700-50
52207-0000

Heavy Duty Composite Pumps 1" & 2"
Strong and reliable heavy duty flexible impeller pumps with spaced bearings
allowing faster running speeds and longer bearing life.
Mechanical seal offers long life and reliability for commercial duty applications.
Self priming up to 4.5 metres vertical lift. Supplied standard with neoprene impeller.
Should not be run dry. BSP female ports.
1" pump : 229 L x 120 W x 80mm H. Flow 6,400 LPH at 3mtr head @ 1500 RPM.
2" pump : 276 L x 170 W x 128mm H. Flow 22,000 LPH at 3mt head @ 1500 RPM.
J50-123 1" BSP Jabsco 9710-200

J50-126 2" BSP Jabsco 52270-2011

J53-515
Impeller - neoprene 17937-0001
J53-516
Impeller - nitrile
17937-0003
J55-192
Gasket		
890-0000
J55-226
Seal		
22617-0010
J55-194
Cam - full		
934-0000
J55-122
End cover		
3993
J55-112
End cover screws SP1003-09
J55-120
Seal		
SP2701-21B
J55-175
Bearing		
SP2600-38
J55-183
Seal		
SP2700-47
J55-193
Wearplate		
4156-0000
J55-259
Shaft		
9717
					
					

J53-517
J53-536
J55-006
J55-211
J55-227
J55-215
J55-217
J55-210
J55-212
J55-222
J55-213
J55-228
J55-177
J55-250

Impeller - neoprene
Impeller - nitrile
Service kit -neo
Gasket		
Seal		
Cam - full
Cam screw
End cover
End cover screw
Seal		
Wearplate
Bearing		
Oil seal		
Shaft		

17936-0001
6760-0003
SK408-0011
816-0000
21849 / 6408-0000
6988-0000
SP1005-04
9336
X3001-176F
SP2701-54
2574-0000
SP2601-0458
SP2701-1013B
52277-0000

Heavy Duty Composite Pumps - Flanged Ports
1 1/2" & 2" heavy duty flexible impeller pumps with flanged ports.
Spaced bearings allow faster running speeds and mechanical seal offers long life
and reliability for heavy duty commercial applications. Should not be run dry.
Self priming up to 4.5 metres vertical lift. Supplied standard with neoprene impeller.
1 1/2" pump : 276L x 152W x 146mm H. Flow 15,000 LPH at 3M head @ 1500 RPM.
2" pump : 276L x 170W x 146mm H. Flow 22,000 LPH at 3M head @ 1500 RPM.
J50-130 1 1/2" flanged

52220-0011

J53-513
J53-520
J55-005
J55-008
J55-227
J55-222
J55-228
J55-249

17935-0001
J53-517
836-0003
J53-536
SK407-0011
J55-006
SK407-0003
J55-211
21849 / 6408
J55-227
SP2701-54
J55-250
SP2601-0458
52227-0000		

Impeller - neoprene
Impeller - nitrile
Service kit neoprene
Service kit nitrile
Seal
Oil seal
Bearing
Shaft

Other parts are the same as for J50-125
pump shown at top of this page

J50-134 2" flanged 52270-0011
Impeller - neo
Impeller - nitrile
Service kit -neo
Gasket		
Seal		
Shaft		

17936-0001
6760-0003
SK408-0011
816-0000
21849 / 6408
52277-0000

Other parts are the same as for J50-126
pump shown directly above
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J53-513
J53-520
J55-005
J55-008
J55-210
J55-211
J55-212
J55-213

9 - Pumps - Jabsco Bronze With Clutch
Bronze Pumps - With Electromagnetic Clutch

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL

A range of bronze pumps with flexible impellers and electrically operated clutches
(12 or 24 volt). These high capacity, reliable pumps are suitable for bilge, deckwash,
ballast transfer or fire fighting applications on leisure or commercial craft.
The pumps are belt driven from the main engine via the aluminium pulley supplied
(single "B" or double "A" section) with the pump.
The electro-magnetic clutch allows the pumps to be remote controlled
(clutch engaged or disengaged) via a switch from anywhere outside the engine room.
Bilge debris presents no problem to these robust bronze bodied flexible impeller
pumps and they are easily serviced and maintained.
These pumps should not be run dry - electromagnetic clutches can be operated
remotely via float switches (RULE various), Hydro-Air switches (Jabsco J41-005/006)
whilst fitting a vacuum switch (Jabsco J41-011) eliminates all risk of dry running
damage. All pumps are supplied with neoprene impellers fitted as standard.

Series 50080 1" BSP Port Electric Clutch Pumps
1" BSP female ports. 12 or 24 volt clutch. Single B or double A section pulley.
Self priming to 4.5 metres vertical lift.
Flow rate
: 6,400 litres per hour (1,408 GPH) at 3 metre head @ 1,500 RPM
Pump size : 160mm L x 120mm W x 178mm H
Fuse size : 12 volt - 5 amp fuse
24 volt - 2.5 amp fuse.
J50-140
J50-141
J50-142
J50-143
J53-515
J53-516
J55-004
J55-192
J55-176
J55-122
J55-190
J55-194
J55-243
J55-180
J55-260

12 volt 1B pulley
24 volt 1B pulley
12 volt 2A pulley
24 volt 2A pulley
Impeller - neoprene
Impeller - nitrile
Service kit - neoprene
Gasket
Water seal
End cover
End cover screws
Cam - full
Cam screw
Bearing
Shaft

Jabsco 50080-2201
Jabsco 50080-2301
Jabsco 50080-2001
Jabsco 50080-2101
17937-0001
17937-0003
SK406-0001
890-0000
SP2700-1027B
3993
X3001-147F
934-0000
SP1004-09
SP2600-06
50087-0000

J55-198
J55-197
J55-193
J55-212
J55-224
J55-230
J55-231
J55-232
J55-233
J55-204

Refer to Jabsco owners manual
or Jabsco catalogue for parts
breakdown diagrams
Seal
Slinger
Wearplate
Clutch screw
Washer
12v clutch
24v clutch
1B pulley
2A pulley
Circlip

SP2700-48
3180-0000
4156-0000
X3001-176FB
X3083-291F
SP2300-63FC
SP2300-64FC
SP2300-63RA
SP2300-61RA
SP1700-247

Series 50200 1 1/2" BSP Port Electric Clutch Pumps
Very heavy duty pump with long life mechanical seal. 1 1/2" BSP female ports.
12 or 24 volt clutch. Single B or double A section pulley. Self priming to 4.5 metres.
Flow rate		 : 15,000 litres per hour (3,300 GPH) at 3 metre head @ 1,500 RPM
Pump size : 239mm L x 153mm W x 178mm H
Fuse size		 : 12 volt - 5 amp fuse
24 volt - 2.5 amp fuse.
J50-144
J50-145
J50-146
J50-147
J53-513
J53-520
J55-005
J55-008
J55-212
J55-202
J55-224
J55-230
J55-231
J55-232
J55-233
J55-234
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12 volt 1B pulley
24 volt 1B pulley
12 volt 2A pulley
24 volt 2A pulley
Impeller - neoprene
Impeller - nitrile
Service kit - neoprene
Service kit - nitrile
Clutch screw
Circlip
Washer
12v clutch
24v clutch
1B pulley
2A pulley
Clutch adaptor

Jabsco 50200-2211
Jabsco 50200-2311
Jabsco 50200-2011
Jabsco 50200-2111

17935-0001		
836-0003		
SK407-0011		
SK407-0003		
X3001-176F		
SP1700-245 55
X3083-291F		
SP2300-63FC
SP2300-64FC
SP2300-63RA
SP2300-61RA
52201-0200B		

J55-200
J55-219
J55-213
J55-211
J55-227
J55-210
J55-212
J55-214
J55-217
J55-181
J55-223
J55-244

Refer to Jabsco owners manual
or Jabsco catalogue for parts
breakdown diagrams
Seal
Slinger
Wearplate
Gasket
Water seal
End cover
End cov screws
Cam - full
Cam screw
Bearing
Screw
Shaft

SP2700-50 / 817
3181 -0000
2574-0000
816-0000
21849 / 6408-0000
9336
X3001-176F
834 / 834-0001
SP1005-04
SP2600-04
X3001-180C
50207-0000
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9 - Pumps - Jabsco Bronze With Clutch
Series 50270 2" BSP Port Electric Clutch Pumps
Very heavy duty spaced dual bearing composite pumps with mechanical seals for
long life in heavy duty commercial applications.
12 or 24 volt clutch. Single B or double A section pulley. Self priming to 4.5 metres.
Flow rate : 22,000 litres per hour (4,840 GPH) at 3 metre head @ 1,500 RPM
Pump size : 264mm L x 170mm W x 178mm H
Fuse size : 12 volt - 5 amp fuse
24 volt - 2.5 amp fuse
J50-148		
J50-149		
J50-150		
J50-151		

Impeller - neoprene
Impeller - nitrile
Service kit - neoprene
Gasket
Water seal
Washer
End cover screws
Cam - full
Cam screw
Bearing
Screw
Shaft

Jabsco 50270-2211
Jabsco 50270-2311
Jabsco 50270-2011
Jabsco 50270-2111
17936-0001
6760-0003
SK408-0011
816-0000
21849 / 6408
X3083-291F
SP1095-0640
6988
SP1005-04
SP2601-0458
X3001-180C
50277-0000

Refer to Jabsco owners manual
or Jabsco catalogue for parts
breakdown diagrams

J55-222
J55-196
J55-213
J55-212
J55-210

Seal
Slinger
Wearplate
Clutch screw
End cover

SP2701-54
X4020-324A
2574-0000
X3001-176F
9336

J55-230
J55-231
J55-232
J55-233
J55-234
J55-208

12v clutch
24v clutch
1B pulley
2A pulley
Clutch adapt
Circlip

SP2300-63FC
SP2300-64FC
SP2300-63RA
SP2300-61RA
52201-0200B
Y5026-08

Series 50220 & 50270 Flanged Electric Clutch Pumps
1 1/2" & 2" flanged pumps. Very heavy duty spaced dual bearing composite pumps
with mechanical seals for long life in heavy duty commercial applications.
24 volt clutch (12v optional). Single B pulley (2A optional). Self primes to 4.5 metres.
Flow rate 1 1/2" : 15,000 litres per hour (3,300 GPH) at 3 metre head @ 1,500 RPM
Flow rate 2" pump : 22,000 litres per hour (4,840 GPH) at 3 metre head @ 1,500 RPM
J50-154
J50-158

1 1/2" flanged 24 volt 1B pulley Jabsco 50220-0311
2" flanged 24 volt 1B pulley
Jabsco 50270-0311

12 volt and 2A pulley pumps are also available from stock on request.
J50-166
J50-168

Spare 1 1/2" bronze outlet port (Each) Jabsco K1-200
Spare 2" bronze outlet port (Each)
Jabsco K2-200

Impellers, service kits and most parts are the same as equivalent size
BSP thread clutch pumps. Refer to Jabsco owners manual or Jabsco
catalogue for complete parts list and breakdown diagrams.

Bronze Pump - With Manual Clutch
A Bronze flexible impeller pump engine driven via a belt and pulley.
Manually operated clutch does not allow remote operation, however manual clutch
pumps can operate as long as the engine is still running, providing added security
when operating as an emergency bilge pump. Electric clutch pumps will only
engage as long as electrical power is available.
2" BSP female port size.
Flow rate
: 22,000 litres per hour (4,840 GPH) at 3 metre head @ 1,500 RPM
Clutch pulley supplied will accommodate both A & B type pulley belts.
J50-163

2" manual clutch pump

Jabsco 51270-2011

Impellers, service kits and most parts are the same as equivalent size
BSP thread electric clutch pumps. Refer to Jabsco owners manual or
Jabsco catalogue for complete parts list and breakdown diagrams.
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J53-517
J53-536
J55-006
J55-211
J55-227
J55-224
J55-209
J55-215
J55-217
J55-228
J55-223
J55-248

12 volt 1B pulley
24 volt 1B pulley
12 volt 2A pulley
24 volt 2A pulley

9 - Pumps - Jabsco Flexible Impeller
Bronze Pump Head Kits
Jabsco bronze flexible impeller pump head kits.
Allows close coupled connection to 240 or 415 volt motors for
bilge or fire fighting pumps on larger or commercial vessels.
Please enquire for price of complete unit with motor voltage of
your choice. Available in 1 1/2” and 2” port size.
The pump heads can be purchased on their own, and then a
motor added - or we can quote and make up the complete
finished unit including motor, coupling unit and pump head.
1 1/2” Port Pump
11,700 litres per hour @ 3 metre head @ 1500 RPM
2” Port Pump
16,300 litres per hour @ 3 metre head @ 1500 RPM

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL

Head Kits Only - WITHOUT Motors
J50-165
Bronze head kit only 1 1/2"
J50-167
Bronze head kit only 2"
J50-166
J50-168

Jabsco 22880-2401
Jabsco 22890-2001

Spare 1 1/2" bronze outlet port (Each) Jabsco K1-200
Spare 2" bronze outlet port (Each)
Jabsco K2-200

Vacuum Switch
Prevents dry running damage to electromagnetic clutch pumps.
The vacuum switch automatically shuts off the power to the pump when
the bilges are clear of water, saving the impeller from dry running damage.
A Suitable for 12 volt or 24 volt DC pumps up to 15 amp
A The pump can be started manually with lever on switch or remotely
A Simply mounts on suction side of pump between bilges and pump
A Some pumps have an integral mounting point for the vacuum switch
J41-011 Vacuum switch Jabsco 4732-0000

Vacuum switch is NOT ignition protected (can spark) - do NOT
install in bilge area or where flammable vapours are present.

Replacement Flexible Impellers

Genuine JABSCO flexible impellers are subject to rigorous quality testing to ensure reliability and high
Performance. Impellers should be replaced at least once every year or sooner depending on engine duty.
Always carry a spare!
Neoprene is the most commonly used material and is the toughest, longest wearing compound.
However it is suitable for use only when a small amount of oil or diesel is present in the water.
Nitrile offers better resistance to oil and diesel fuel, however performance and life is reduced by about 10%.
Many Jabsco impellers are packed as kits and include gaskets and end cover screws. The packaging also
shows helpful impeller size and type identification. The Jabsco trade catalogue also has impeller identification
charts for easy reference. Impeller identification mats are available from RWB on request.
Use the chart above and sizing on next page to help identify impellers.
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9 - Replacement Jabsco Impellers
Jabsco Replacement Flexible Impellers
Genuine JABSCO impellers are subject to rigorous
quality testing to ensure reliability and performance.
See the shaft type identification chart on previous
page and then use the information shown below to
identify your impeller. Most Jabsco impellers are
packed as kits and can include lubricant,
gaskets and end cover screws. The packaging
also has helpful impeller size and type identification.
Jabsco
Code

Impeller
Material

J53-564
J53-528
J53-529
J53-567
J53-530
J53-500
J53-501
J45-183
J53-503
J53-504
J53-505
J53-506
J53-522
J53-523
J53-511
J53-549
J53-519
J53-520
J53-535
J53-536
J53-551
J53-569
J53-541
J53-543
J53-532
J53-533
J53-568
J53-559
J53-515
J53-516
J53-570

1414-0003
4528-0001
4528-0003
22405-0001
22799-0001
6303-0001
6303-0003
6303-0007
7273-0001
7273-0003
4598-0001
4598-0003
920-0001
920-0003
5915-0001
17018-0001
836-0001
836-0003
6760-0001
6760-0003
18786-0001
18789-0001
9200-0003
9200-0023
18673-0001
18673-0003
18653-0001
17954-0001
17937-0001
17937-0003
17956-0001

Nitrile
Neoprene
Nitrile
Neoprene
Neoprene
Neoprene
Nitrile
Urethane
Neoprene
Nitrile
Neoprene
Nitrile
Neoprene
Nitrile
Neoprene
Neoprene
Neoprene
Nitrile
Neoprene
Nitrile
Neoprene
Neoprene
Nitrile
Nitrile
Neoprene
Nitrile
Neoprene
Neoprene
Neoprene
Nitrile
Neoprene

Number Drive
Of Blades Type

Impeller
Diameter

Impeller
Depth

Shaft
Dia

Insert
Type

6
6

4
1 or 2

32mm
40mm

12mm
19mm

8mm
10mm

Brass
Brass

6
6
6

1
3
4

40mm
51mm
51mm

19mm
22mm
22mm

12mm
13mm
8mm

Brass
Brass
Plastic

6

4

51mm

22mm

8mm

Plastic

8

3

65mm

51mm

16mm

Brass

8

7

65mm

51mm

16mm

Brass

8
8
9

7
7
7

65mm
65mm
95mm

51mm
76mm
63mm

16mm
16mm
25mm

Brass
Brass
Brass

9

7

95mm

89mm

25mm

Brass

9
9
10
10
10

5
7
4
4
1 or 2

118mm
118mm
40mm
40mm
51mm

89mm
89mm
19mm
19mm
22mm

25mm
25mm
8mm
8mm
13mm

Plastic
Brass
Plastic
Brass
Brass

10
10
10

1
4
7

51mm
65mm
65mm

22mm
51mm
51mm

13mm
19mm
16mm

Brass
Brass
Brass

10

6

65mm

51mm

16mm

Brass -

								
Extended

J53-571
J53-566
J53-508
J53-509
J53-545
J53-546
J53-525
J53-526
J53-555
J53-572
J53-538
J53-557
J53-513
J53-517
J53-547
J53-561

18327-0001
18777-0001
4568-0001
4568-0003
5929-0001
5929-0003
1210-0001
1210-0003
13554-0001
18838-0001
18948-0001
18958-0001
17935-0001
17936-0001
17370-0001
31500-0061

Neoprene
10
3
65mm
51mm
16mm
Neoprene
10
7
57mm
51mm
16mm
Neoprene
12
3
57mm
32mm
16mm
Nitrile
Neoprene
12
6
57mm
32mm
13mm
Nitrile						
Neoprene
12
7
57mm
32mm
16mm
Nitrile
Neoprene
12
7
57mm
49mm
16mm
Neoprene
12
3
62mm
32mm
16mm
Neoprene
12
3
65mm
41mm
16mm
Neoprene
12
3
84mm
74mm
21mm
Neoprene
12
7
95mm
63mm
25mm
Neoprene
12
7
95mm
89mm
25mm
Neoprene
12
5
95mm
89mm
25mm
Neoprene
12
7
127mm
102mm
35mm
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Brass
Brass
Brass

Brass Extended

Brass

Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Plastic
Brass
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9 - Pumps - Jabsco - Accessories & Parts
Impeller Removal Tool
These quality tools provide an easy way of removing flexible
impellers from a pumps impeller bore, especially when
the pump is mounted in tight or cramped conditions.
Cast aluminium and stainless steel. 3 sizes.
J51-199
J51-200
J51-201

Super Compact version for use in extremely
tight work spaces. Jabsco 50070-0080. Suits impellers
up to 57mm overall diameter.
Small - Jabsco 50070-0040. Suits impellers with
overall diameter 40mm to 65mm.
Large - Jabsco 50070-0200. Suits impellers with
overall diameter 65mm to 118mm.

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL

Impeller Lubricant
2.5 Ml single-use sachet of impeller lubricant to grease a
replacement flexible impeller when fitting it into a bronze pump.
J51-210

2.5 Ml impeller lubricant

Jabsco 43000-0802

Spare Parts For Jabsco Bronze Pumps
We stock a wide range of spare parts for Jabsco bronze flexible impeller pumps.
Gaskets, end covers, screws, shafts, seals, bearings, cams, wearplates Etc.
Many of these parts are listed under the pumps in the preceding pages.
We also stock many parts that are not listed.
See our price list in the series J55-XXX near the front of the price list to see
many of the parts that are not listed. The price list shows the original Jabsco
part number to match up against our product number.
Some Jabsco part numbers have changed, or been superceded, so please
contact us if you require a part that you cannot find.

Alloy Pulley - Fynspray
Quality aluminium pulley wheel
suitable for engine / pump
coupling via a pulley belt.
Suits 16mm shaft size.
120mm diameter.

Dimensions - Fynspray Impellers
Impeller to suit RWB77A 3/8" pump.
6 blades. Overall diameter : 53mm
Depth : 22mm. Shaft hole dia : 8mm
RWB77B Held to shaft by 2 screws
RWB77B

RWB2677

Lip Seal Assembly - Fynspray
New style bronze all-in-one lip
seal assembly that has been
fitted to all 1/2" & 3/4" Fynspray
flexible impeller pumps since
year 2012. Replaces the old
stye gland nut and gland packing.
Can be easily retro-fitted to old
style Fynspray 1/2" & 3/4" pumps
made prior to 2012. Simply
screw on in place of gland nut.
SP582
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Lip seal assembly

RWB78C

RWB2674 / 2675

RWB79B

Impellers suit RWB78A,78B,2670/71.
6 blades. Overall diameter : 58mm
Depth : 32mm. Shaft hole dia : 16mm
RWB78C Suits RWB78A & 78B
Held to shaft by a 1/2 forward keyway
RWB2674 Suits RWB2670/71 pumps
Has a special oval shaped central
shaft insert.
Impellers to suit RWB79A & 2672.
8 blades. Overall diameter : 65mm
Depth : 51mm. Shaft hole dia : 16mm
RWB79B Suits RWB79A pump
Held to shaft by a 1/2 forward keyway
RWB2675 Suits RWB2672 pump
Has a special oval shaped central
shaft insert.

QUALITY MARINE PRODUCTS - www.rwbmarine.com.au

9 - Pumps - Fynspray Flexible Impeller
Flexible Impeller Pumps

OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF THE FLEXIBLE IMPELLER PUMP
A vacuum is created
as the flexible impeller
blades straighten upon
leaving the cam, thus
drawing liquid into the
pump chamber.

The rotating impeller
carries liquid from the
inlet to the outlet port.
As a consequence of
their design, flexible
impeller pumps can
pass fairly large solids.

When the flexible
impeller blades
regain contact with
the cam, they bend
and the liquid is
discharged from
the pump in a
uniform flow.

Fynspray flexible impeller pumps are made in New Zealand
and sold worldwide. They are very robust engine driven
pumps with a pressure gunmetal bronze body, stainless steel
shaft and a flexible neoprene impeller. They run off a marine
engine when coupled via a belt and pulley wheel system.
Flexible impeller pumps are mainly used as ski boat engine
cooling pumps, however they may be used for bilge pumping,
deck washdown or virtually any purpose where a self priming,
high volume, engine driven pump is required.
They can also be used in many industrial applications as the
flexible neoprene impeller is odourless, tasteless, non-toxic
and in many cases more acid resistant than natural rubber.
Available in 2 different styles and various sizes pumps with 1 or 2 plain bearings that require greasing.
See plain bearing pumps below.

A Ball Bearing Pumps - compact pumps that will
PLAIN BEARING
PUMPS

BALL BEARING
PUMPS

run at higher speeds for longer periods, with less wear
and low maintenance - do not require greasing.
These have 2 self contained ball race bearing units.
See next page for ball bearing pumps.

All Fynspray flexible impeller pumps are extremely robust,
reasonably priced and are instantly self priming.
A complete range of spare parts are held in stock.
RWB77A & 78A
single plain bearing

RWB78B & 79A
double plain
bearing pumps

Plain Bearing Flexible Impeller Pumps

These pumps have either 1 or 2 plain bearings that require greasing.
Sizes are the internal female BSP size of the inlet / outlet ports.
1/2" & 3/4" sizes include the new all-in-one lip seal assembly.
RWB77A 3/8" single plain bearing. Shaft dia. 12.5mm
Pump size : 130mm L x 78mm W x 83mm H
RWB78A 1/2" single plain bearing. Shaft dia. 16mm
Pump size : 162mm L x 95mm W x 90mm H
RWB78B 1/2" double plain bearing. Shaft dia. 16mm
Pump size : 170mm L x 95mm W x 90mm H
RWB79A 3/4" double plain bearing. Shaft dia. 16mm
Pump size : 200mm L x 103mm W x 98mm H

Replacement Impellers
RWB77B Impeller for RWB77A 3/8" pump
RWB78C Impeller for RWB78A & 78B 1/2" pumps
RWB79B Impeller for RWB79A 3/4" pump
See previous page for impeller dimensions.
Full spare parts drawings - see 2 pages further on.

Pump Output Specifications
Based On Pumping water

RPM
Pump
Size

500

1000

1500

1750

3/8" 1/2" 3/4" 3/8" 1/2" 3/4" 3/8" 1/2" 3/4" 3/8" 1/2" 3/4" 3/8" 1/2" 3/4"

GPH 48 144 250
HP
1/6 1/3 1/2
10 GPH 17 115 250
PSI HP
1/6 1/3 3/4
15 GPH - 24 200
PSI HP
- 1/2 3/4
- 180
20 GPH 1
PSI HP

Open

750

75
1/6
40
1/6
-

220
1/3
180
1/3
160
1/2
90
1/2

400
1/2
400
3/4
360
1
300
1

90
1/6
60
1/4
30
1/4
-

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

300
1/3
240
1/3
210
1/2
180
1/2

480
1/2
480
3/4
420
1
400
1

100
1/4
80
1/4
60
1/3
32
1/3

400
1/2
380
1/2
380
1/2
300
3/4

650
3/4
650
1
650
1
650
1

108
1/4
82
1/4
66
1/3
48
1/3

480
1/2
450
1/2
420
3/4
360
3/4

690
1
690
1
690
1
690
1
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A Plain Bearing Pumps - standard type lower cost

9 - Pumps - Fynspray Flexible Impeller
Ball Bearing Flexible Impeller Pumps

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL

These flexible impeller pumps have 2 self-contained ball race bearing units.
They are more compact than the plain bearing pumps, require very little
maintenance (do not require greasing) and can run for longer periods at
higher speeds giving greater output and less wear and tear on the pump.
The pump body is manufactured from pressure gunmetal bronze with
stainless shaft, 2 x ball race bearings units and flexible neoprene impeller.
Sizes referred to are the internal female BSP size of the inlet / outlet ports.
RWB2670

1/2" double ball bearing pump. Shaft dia. 16mm
Pump size : 120mm L x 96mm W x 83mm H
Base has 2 drilled fastening holes.
Output up to 48 litres per minute at 2400 RPM

RWB2671

3/4" double ball bearing pump. Shaft dia. 16mm
Pump size : 120mm L x 96mm W x 83mm H.
Base has 4 drilled fastening holes.
Output up to 56 litres per minute at 2400 RPM

RWB2672

1" double ball bearing pump. Shaft end dia. 16mm
Pump size : 150mm L x 108mm W x 92mm H
Base has 4 drilled fastening holes.
Output up to 120 litres per minute at 2400 RPM

RWB2677

Aluminium pulley wheel suits engine / pump coupling
Suits 16mm shaft size. 120mm diameter.

RWB2674
RWB2675

Impeller only for RWB2670 1/2" & 2671 3/4" pumps
Impeller only for RWB2672 1" pump

RWB2677
Alloy pulley

Replacement
Impellers

See below for impeller dimensions.
Full spare parts drawings - see next page over.

Dimensions - Flexible Impellers

Bronze Gear Pumps

Impeller to suit RWB77A 3/8" pump.
6 blades. Overall diameter : 53mm
Depth : 22mm. Shaft hole dia : 8mm
RWB77B Held to shaft by 2 screws
RWB77B

RWB78C

RWB2674 / 2675

RWB79B
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Impellers suit RWB78A,78B,2670/71.
6 blades. Overall diameter : 58mm
Depth : 32mm. Shaft hole dia : 16mm
RWB78C Suits RWB78A & 78B
Held to shaft by a 1/2 forward keyway
RWB2674 Suits RWB2670/71 pumps
Has a special oval shaped central
shaft insert.
Impellers to suit RWB79A & 2672.
8 blades. Overall diameter : 65mm
Depth : 51mm. Shaft hole dia : 16mm
RWB79B Suits RWB79A pump
Held to shaft by a 1/2 forward keyway
RWB2675 Suits RWB2672 pump
Has a special oval shaped central
shaft insert.

These pumps are made from pressure gunmetal
bronze with a long stainless steel shaft and
bronze gears as the impellers.
They are generally used in industrial applications
where a low volume, high pressure or circulating
pump is required.
They will handle most liquids including acids
and fuels of various viscosity. They need to be
engine driven via a belt and pulley wheel system.
Sizes referred to are the female BSP port sizes.
RWB72
RWB73
RWB74
RWB75

3/8" gear pump Fynspray WS33
1/2" gear pump Fynspray WS32
3/4" gear pump Fynspray WS31
1" gear pump Fynspray WS30

QUALITY MARINE PRODUCTS - www.rwbmarine.com.au

9 - Pumps - Fynspray Flexible Impeller
Parts For Fynspray Flexible Impeller Pumps
Prices for impellers are shown in our standard price list.
All other parts with WS numbers are on separate price sheets.
These are available on request.
Parts for RWB 77A 3/8"

Parts for RWB 78A / 78B 1/2"

SP582 Lip
seal assembly
replaces old
style gland
nut & packing

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL

Parts for RWB 79A 3/4"

Parts for RWB 2670 / 2671

SP582 Lip
seal assembly
replaces old
style gland
nut & packing

Part #

All parts for
RWB2670
& 2671 ball
bearing pumps
are the same
except for the
pump bodies
which have
different bases.

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

Qty Description

WS 3813-1

1

WS 3813-2

1

WS 3813-3

2

WS 3813-4

1

Shaft

Internal circlip

External circlip
Body

Bearings

WS 3813-5

2

WS 3813-6

1

RWB2674

1

WS 3813-8

1

WS 3813-9

1

Thrower ring

WS3813-10

1

WS3813-11

6

Gasket

Cover Plate
Impeller
Lip Seal
Screws
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9 - Pumps - Jabsco Manual Bilge
Jabsco Manual Bilge Pumps
A high quality range of manually operated bilge pumps made from corrosion
resistant materials with nitrile rubber diaphragms and removable stainless
steel handles.
Ideal for bilge pumping, toilet holding tank pump out or many general pumping
applications across many industries.

Amazon Warrior Pumps
High capacity double action dual diaphragm pump for mounting on deck, or
through deck (with optional through deck kit and optional underdeck bracket).

A Robust heavy duty design suited to workboats or large leisure craft
A Manufactured from marine grade aluminium polyester coated, with 		

non-corrosive hardware, double action diaphragms and stainless handle

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL

A High output up to 136 litres per minute (34 GPM) self primes to 5.5 Mtr
A Double diaphragms (includes valves & seals all in one piece) gives
maximum efficiency, quick diaphragm change ability and added safety

A 38mm (1 1/2") ports for large solids handling ability
J30-101 Amazon warrior manual pump

Jabsco 29280-0000

J31-125
J31-120
J35-102
J35-105
			
J35-115

Jabsco 29289-0000
Jabsco 29279-0000
Jabsco 29286-1000
Jabsco 29284-1000

Under deck mounting bracket
Through deck sealing kit & cover
Diaphragm service kit (2 diaphragms)
Rocker service kit (rocker arm,
con-rods & diaphragm plates)
Replacement 450mm stainless steel handle

Jabsco 29287-1000

Amazon Universal Pump
High capacity pump for mounting on bulkhead, through bulkhead, on deck or
through deck (with optional through deck kit) - or for holding tank pumpout.

A Rugged, corrosion resistant plastic body with stainless hardware & handle
A High output up to 100 litres per minute (25 GPM) self primes to 3 metres
A Unique safety feature allows operation from both inside and outside the
cabin (with optional through deck kit)

A Push-fit inlet / outlet elbow swivels 360 degrees for ease of installation
A Quick release diaphragm clamp gives fast access for blockage clearance
A 38mm (1 1/2") ports give excellent solids handling ability
J30-103 Universal pump with 1 x push-fit elbow Jabsco 29270-0000
J31-126
J31-120
J35-103
J35-104
J35-109
J35-116

Additional push-fit 38mm elbow
Through deck sealing kit & cover
Diaphragm & valves service kit
Rocker arm, clamp ring & plates kit
Ports & inlet / outlet valves kit
Replacement 300mm stainless handle

Jabsco 29266-1000
Jabsco 29279-0000
Jabsco 29276-1000
Jabsco 29272-1000
Jabsco 29275-1000
Jabsco 29267-1000

Amazon Bulkhead Pump
Medium capacity pump for mounting on bulkhead or deck - portable toilet
pump out and other general pumping applications.

A
A
A
A
A
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Non-corrosive polypropylene body with stainless hardware and handle
Up to 48 litre per minute (12 GPM) output
Self primes to 4 metres
Repositionable ports & body offer 96 installation variations
25mm (1") inlet & outlet ports

J30-104 Amazon bulkhead pump 25mm

Jabsco 29240-0000

J35-100
J35-106
J35-116

Jabsco 29246-1000
Jabsco 29243-1000
Jabsco 29267-1000

Diaphragm & valves service kit
Rocker arm, clamp ring & diaphragm plates kit
Replacement 300mm stainless steel handle

QUALITY MARINE PRODUCTS - www.rwbmarine.com.au

9 - Pumps - Manual & Accessories
Amazon Thru - Deck Pumps
Medium capacity pumps for mounting through deck or through bulkhead.
Supplied complete with through deck installation kit.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Non-corrosive polypropylene body with stainless hardware and handle
Compact low profile pump with 16 port variations for ease of installation
Up to 50 litres per minute (13 GPM) output
Self priming up to 5 metres
Loosening just one screw gives access to clear blockages or rotate body
Excellent solids handling ability for use with holding tanks
Sleekly styled thru-deck kit and white cover
Two versions - suit 25mm (1") hose or 38mm (1 1/2") hose

J30-105 38mm (1 1/2") pump with thru-deck kit Jabsco 29250-0010
J30-106 25mm (1") pump with thru-deck kit
Jabsco 29250-0000
Replacement through deck kit
Diaphragm & valves service kit
Rocker arm assembly & diaph plate kit
Clamp ring assembly kit complete
Replacement 300mm stainless handle

Bilge Strainers
Non-corrosive plastic strumbox
- combined bilge strainer with
non-return valve.
Repositionable outlet port allows
horizontal, vertical or sideways
hose connection.
Strainer plate is easily removable
for cleaning.
Suits 2 hose sizes.

Non - Return Valves
In-line non-return valves fit to
suction hose to aid priming and
prevent backflow of water into
the bilge. Corrosion resistant
polypropylene with stainless
steel hardware. 3 sizes.
J31-127

Suits 20mm (3/4") hose
Jabsco 29295-1011

J31-121

25mm (1") hose 		
Jabsco 29290-1000

J31-123

Suits 25mm (1") hose
Jabsco 29295-1000

J31-122

38mm (1 1/2") hose
Jabsco 29290-1010

J31-124

Suits 38mm (1 1/2") hose
Jabsco 29295-1010

"Y" Valve
Heavy duty corrosion and chemical
resistant polypropylene with
stainless hardware.
For use with bilge pumps or toilet
systems. Can be padlocked.
Ports can be rotated 90 degrees
for ease of installation to allow
hose to run in any direction.
3 sturdy mounting feet.
Easy access to valve for servicing.
Can be operated through a bulkhead using
the optional handle extension kit.
Supplied with 3 x 40mm (1 1/2") ports fitted
- with additional 25mm (1") straight port.
J11-120 "Y" valve Jabsco 45490-0000
J11-121
J11-131
J11-132
J11-133

Jabsco 29279-0000
Jabsco 29256-1000
Jabsco 29254-1000
Jabsco 29252-1000
Jabsco 29267-1000

Service kit Jabsco 45488-0000
Replacement handle only Jabsco 45493-0000
Handle extension kit Jabsco 45500-1000
Ports kit (3x40, 1x25mm) Jabsco 18753-0661

Bailing Scoops
Non-corrosive plastic hand bailers.
Large - Deluxe
Strong, shaped plastic design
with large reinforced handle.
Size mm: 225 L x 145 W x 150 H
Approx 2 litre capacity
RWB1008
Large - Economy
2 litre capacity. 240mm Length
x 136mm Width x 127mm Height
RWB6975
Small - Light Duty
Smaller, economical flexible
plastic bailer with hand grip.
Size mm: 185 L x 140 W x 125 H
Capacity: Approx. 1.5 litres
RWB2710

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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J31-120
J35-101
J35-107
J35-108
J35-116

9 - Pumps - Plastimo Manual Bilge
Plastimo Compact Manual Bilge Pumps
The Plastimo 925C and 1038C are recess mounted
manual bilge pumps with 360 degree swivelling inlet /
outlets allowing installation where space is limited.
The integrated cover / handle gives stylish looks to the
cockpit and means the pump is easily accessible and
always ready to pump (no looking for missing handle).
An added safety feature is that in case of a leaking or
punctured diaphragm, the water will be ejected into the
cockpit (not bilge) making it easy to notice immediately.
The diaphragm can be removed in seconds, allowing
fast replacement or easy maintenance.
The pump is manufactured from non-corrosive
composite materials with high UV resistance.
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2 inlet / outlet sizes are available. 38mm hose size
gives larger pumping capacity.
RWB8265
		
		

Plastimo 925C manual bilge pump
25mm (1”) inlet / outlets.
0.9 Litres per cycle, 40.5 litres per minute

RWB8266
		
		

Plastimo 1038C manual bilge pump
38mm (1 1/2”) inlet / outlets.
1 Litre per cycle, 45 litres per minute

The Plastimo 1038 manual bilge pump has all the
features of the pumps shown above - plus the added
feature of a telescopic handle for more efficient and
comfortable pumping.
RWB8262
		
		
		

Plastimo 1038 manual bilge pump
complete with telescopic handle.
38mm (1 1/2”) inlet / outlets.
1 Litre per cycle, 45 litres per minute

Spare Parts For 925 & 1038 Plastimo Bilge Pumps
SP715
SP716
SP717
SP718
SP719
SP720

Inlet valve
Outlet valve
Fastening clips set
Elbow fittings kit 25mm (1”)
Elbow fittings kit 38mm (1 1/2”)
Diaphragm

Manual Bilge Pump Thru - Deck Mount
Manual bilge pump for under deck or through bulkhead
mounting that is supplied complete with a through-deck
seal and opening cover plate.
The pump is made of nylon with stainless steel
fastenings and concealed rubber diaphragm.
The handle is removable to allow closure of the cover plate.
The pump has dual size hose ports to suit 25mm 1” or 38mm
1 1/2” hose. Capacity : Up to 50 litres per minute
RWB2205
SP769
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Bilge pump with through deck installation kit
Spare diaphragm
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9 - Pumps - Manual Bilge
Fixed Handle Bilge Pump

35 litres per
minute capacity

Removable Handle Bilge Pump

Economical manual bilge
pump offering great value
for money.
This self priming pump will
deliver approximately
35 litres of water per minute.
Fixed handle with rubber
hand grip.
Inlet / outlet ports Suit
25mm (1") hose.

Manually operated bilge pump
of good quality, high output
and economical price.
Black nylon construction with
removable stainless steel handle.
This self priming pump will
deliver up to 55 litres of water
per minute.
Dual size inlet / outlet suits both
25mm and 38mm I.D hose.

RWB2202

RWB2201

Pump

Replacement diaphragm
Set of inlet/outlet valves
Replacement handle
Set of diaphragm plates

55 litres per
minute capacity

SP206
SP207
SP208

Pump

Replacement diaphragm
Set of inlet & outlet valves
Replacement S/S handle

Multi Purpose Pump Kit
Pumps Oil - Diesel Fuel - Water
The Beckson pump kit is designed to handle all the routine pumping
jobs - plus the unusual ones.
This versatile pumping kit can pump water from the bilge, diesel fuel
from one tank to another and sump oil from an engine.
It is made entirely of marine plastic - will not rust or corrode,
is non-sparking for safety and is self priming.

A
A
A
A
MADE IN USA

Pump size : 400mm (16") length x 40mm (1 1/2") diameter
Pumps approximately 5 Gallons (20 Litres) per minute
Supplied on hanging display pack for open shop display
Kit contains : 1 x Pump, 1 x length of 50mm flexible discharge hose
for water, 1 x adaptor foot, one 1 metre x 12mm dip stick tube,
one 1 metre x 6mm dip stick tube, and 1 x red rigid discharge hose for oil.
RWB2796

Beckson multi-purpose pumping kit

Portable Bilge Pumps

Sea Kayak Pump

These portable manual
bilge pumps are ideal for
small boats or as a backup
pump. They are constructed
of durable non-corrosive
plastic and supplied in a
colour hang pack complete
with 800mmdischarge hose
and clip-on thru-floor
adaptor with hose.
2 size lengths available.
RWB1019
RWB1020

350mm (14")
550 mm (22")

Top quality barrell style bilge
pump specially designed for
use with canoes & sea kayaks.

A Non-corrosive heavy duty
plastic construction.

A Flotation sleeve so pump

floats if dropped overboard

A Aluminium reinforcing

shaft which prevents pump
flexing in a rolling sea and
won't affect a compass.

Pumps 30 litres
per minute.
550ML per stroke

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

457mm (18") length
RWB2797
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SP81
SP81B
SP420
SP421

9 - Pumps - Rule Livewell
Tournament 1600 Dual Port Livewell Pump
Very heavy duty, high capacity livewell pump for the serious fisherman,
engineered to withstand the rigours of tournament fishing.
This high capacity 1600 GPH (6,050 litre per hour) model features
a heavy duty long-life motor, anti-airlock feature and a strong
glass-filled nylon dual port base for optional washdown pump
connection (only 1 x skin fitting required).
1” NPT female intake underneath base (not shown in photo at left)
with 1/2” female washdown pump inlet connector and 28mm
(1 1/8”) hose discharge outlet. 12 volt only.
Includes threaded plug for washdown intake port.
3 year limited warranty.
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RWB55

Tournament dual port pump 1600 GPH

Tournament 400 Dual Port Livewell Pumps
Rule’s tournament 400 series dual port thru-hull Livewell cartridge pumps are
built on Rule’s unsurpassed quality and leadership in design and technology.
Installation and plumbing is made easier with rotatable base & outlet.

A 3 Styles available - angled inlet, straight inlet, 3/4" thread valve mount
A 3 Gallon per hour sizes available - 500 GPH, 800 GPH, 1100 GPH
A All styles have an additional 1/2" threaded plugged inlet port to allow 		

Straight Thru-Hull
Inlet Style

inlet connection of a deckwash pump if desired

A 360 degree rotatable inlet base + outlet for easier installation
A Supplied with threaded rotatable glass filled nylon hose barbs -

Angled Thru-Hull
Inlet Style

A
A
A
A

1 each straight & 90 deg (20mm in 500 & 800, 28mm in 1100)
Easy-grip rubber overmould spring loaded removable motor cartridge
Long lasting and powerful RULE motors (12 volt only)
Rugged glass filled nylon pick-up tube
12 volt only. 3 year limited warranty

RWB
Style
GPH
Code			
Threaded Valve Inlet
Style

RWB27
RWB28
RWB56
RWB52
RWB53
RWB57
RWB5185
RWB5186
RWB58

Straight thru-hull inlet
Angled thru-hull inlet
3/4” thread valve inlet
Straight thru-hull inlet
Angled thru-hull inlet
3/4” thread valve inlet
Straight thru-hull inlet
Angled thru-hull inlet
3/4” thread valve inlet

Hose Barb
Size

500		
500		
500		
800		
800		
800		
1100		
1100		
1100		

20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
20mm
28mm
28mm
28mm

Fuse
Size
2.5 amp
2.5 amp
2.5 amp
5 amp
5 amp
5 amp
6 amp
6 amp
6 amp

Spare / Replacement Parts
RWB5177
RWB5178
RWB5179
RWB38

Replacement cartridge 500GPH		
Replacement cartridge 800GPH		
Replacement cartridge 1100GPH
Optional Inlet debris strainer		

RWB5180
RWB5181
RWB5182
RWB5183

Hose Barb straight 20mm
Hose barb 90 degree 20mm
Hose barb straight 28mm
Hose barb 90 degree 28mm

Motor Cartridges For Old Model Livewell Pumps
Replacement motor cartridges to suit old series 200 Rule livewell
cartridge pumps (2009 and prior) and gentle-flow pump on next page.
Old Style
Livewell
Pump
Page 198

RWB1393B 12v 500 GPH motor cartridge
RWB1393C 12v 700 GPH motor cartridge
RWB1393D 12v 1100 GPH motor cartridge
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9 - Pumps - Rule Livewell & Oxygenator
Portable Aerator Kit
A 12 volt portable aerator kit that can be used to turn a bucket,
esky or chest into a portable livewell system.
The pump attaches easily with suction cups to any non-porous
surface via the suction cups on the base.
The foam filtration system keeps the water sparkling clean and
the fully adjustable spray head increases or reduces the water flow.
3 year limited warranty.
The kit includes -

Does not include
bucket or chest

A Rule 360 GPH 12v pump
A 225mm (9") spray tube
A Alligator battery clips & wiring
RWB1387

A Suction cups and foam filter
A Aerator spray head

Portable aerator kit 12 volt

High performance live bait aerator that circulates and revitalises
livewell water. Works on the same principal as the air infusor
oxygenator system below. Millions of microfine air bubbles are
infused into the livewell water to keep your bait and catch healthy
and alive - in a smaller amount of water.
Suction cups hold the submersible pump to the base of the tank.
Foam filtration system on base keeps the water sparkling clean.
Complete kit with pump and extra long pump wiring, air intake hose,
alligator battery clips and air control valve.
12 volt only.
RWB5153

500 GPH (1,890 litres per hour)

- suits 5Kg of bait

Gentleflow Livewell Oxygenator System
Patented Air Infusor Technology
The Rule infusor technology livewell system is a patented system
which introduces air into the base of the livewell pump through the
“air control centre” to produce millions of microfine air bubbles.
Because these bubbles are so small they remain suspended in the
water longer, providing more aeration to keep your delicate bait
and catch alive and healthy - in a smaller amount of water,
allowing a smaller livewell tank to be used, if desired.
The gentleflow discharge allows the microfine bubbles to pass
gently into your livewell tank reducing harmful turbulence.
The air control valve allows simple adjustment of the
air / water mixture.
Suits most standard or custom livewell setups. 12 volt only.
The gentleflow system comes as a complete kit and includes a Rule 12v livewell thru-hull
pump with air intake, gentleflow directional discharge fitting, S/S mesh intake strainer,
air hose, one-way air valve and air/water control valve.
RWB5150
			

Gentleflow kit with 700 GPH pump - ideal for up to 12 Kg of bait
Pump and directional discharge suit 20mm (3/4”) hose.

RWB1393C Replacement 12v 700 GPH motor cartridge
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Livewell Oxygenator System

9 - Pumps - Rule Livewell Accessories
Livewell Circulation Pumps
We have many pumps that are suitable for larger boat
livewell circulation applications. Jabsco cyclone circulation
pumps, Rule general purpose pump, Shurflo baitmaster pump
& other Jabsco Par-Max pumps can be suitable for livewell
applications. Jabsco waste system pumps are also suitable
for emptying tanks and macerating left over bait - see below.
See later on in next catalogue section 10 for these pumps in
both deck washdown and general purpose pump section.

PUMPS - BILGE / ENG / LIVEWELL

Livewell Evacuation Pump
The Jabsco toilet macerator pump is also ideal for evacuation of
live bait systems and fish boxes in larger installations.
It macerates the leftovers into a slurry and evacuates it quickly
and efficiently at up to 46 litres per minute.
For full details see section 11 of this catalogue.
J11-110
J11-111

12 volt 16 amp macerator pump
24 volt 8 amp macerator pump

Jabsco 18590-2092
Jabsco 18590-2094

Livebait Tank Installation Accessories
Oxygenator Spray Valve

Variable Flow Valve

When used in conjunction with a
Rule pump this unique spray valve
will restore oxygen to static water
in a livebait tank.
Five variable flow jets provide
directional control of water.
On / off valve control.
Suits 20mm hose.

Installed at the base of the
livebait tank, this fully adjustable
valve controls water and oxygen
flow from the pump to the tank.
It prevents water loss when
underway and controls water
flow while fishing. To empty the
tank simply turn off the pump
and open the control valve.

RWB32

RWB30

Livewell Aerator Spray Heads

RWB5172

Quality black nylon aerator spray heads complete with
adjustable shut-off valve.
For use with any 20mm (3/4”) discharge livewell pumps.
Oxygenates the livewell water by agitating the surface
and infusing oxygen into the water.
These spray heads are available in angled or straight hose
connection and are complete with adjustable shut-off valves.
RWB5172

Straight spray head

RWB5173

90 degree angled spray head

RWB5173
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9 - Pumps - Rule Livewell Accessories
Livewell Automatic Controller
A handy controller from T.H marine in the USA.
Allows automatic control of livewell / aerator pump systems.
Can be easily fitted to existing systems.
Moulded black plastic panel with quality switches, wiring and
components.
Features a solid state timer with adjustable on / off run times.
3 way switch for off, manual and auto control.
10 amp unit allows for high capacity pump draw.
83mm x 83mm front panel. 12 volt.
RWB6942

Livebait Pump Debris Strainer

With Integral Water Scoop
Australian made stainless steel
solidly constructed bracket with
an integral water scoop to feed
water to the pump.
The bracket has 2 x 6mm holes
drilled for attachment to the boat
transom and 2 x 5mm holes to
attach the pump to the bracket.
This bracket is made specifically
to suit standard Rule 360 & 500
pumps and the pump mounting
holes (when pump strainer base
is removed) line up with the
mounting holes on the stainless
mounting bracket.
Pump is NOT included.
RWB3618

Stainless steel mesh
strainer with 3/4" female
threaded insert.
Suitable for Rule cartridge
thru-hull livewell pumps
shown a few pages earlier.
Simply screws onto the
threaded inlet of the bait
pump to protect and
prevent the pump clogging
with debris.
Size : 55 x 32mm.
3/4" female thread.
RWB38

S/S bracket only

Bait Tank Water Pickup - Stainless
A cast 316 grade stainless steel, transom mounted, high speed
water pickup for livewell and bait tank systems. This quality heavy
duty water pickup can be used to feed water to the bait tank whilst
the boat is underway.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Solid 316 grade stainless steel construction
The main head of the pickup installs through the transom
above the waterline
3/4 BSP thru-transom fitting can be fitted with a 3/4 ball valve
Rubber insert in the cast head secures tube - and allows		
removal for cleaning
Cast S/S tube retaining mount with rubber insert secures tube
Stainless steel tube can be cut to any desired length
Tube retaining mount can be fitted at any desired height
Tube has an angled cut in the bottom to pick up water
330mm total length. 55mm total width on transom
Long 100mm length threaded thru-hull connection

RWB3669

Water pickup system 3/4" BSP stainless steel
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Bait Pump Bracket

10 - Pumps - Jabsco Deck Washdown

Deck Washdown Pumps

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

Livewell and deck washdown pump setup using a
Rule DUAL port livewell pump with a Jabsco
Par-Max washdown pump. The Rule dual port
pump (shown on page 198) allows the washdown
pump to draw water through the same inlet as the
livewell pump - so only 1 x thru-hull skin fitting is
required. Rule dual port pumps include threaded
plugs if washdown option is not required.
JABSCO deck washdown pumps have splash
resistant motors - that is - they will withstand
some spray and the occasional splash - but
they are NOT WATERPROOF and should be
subject to minimal external water contact.
They should be mounted in the driest location
possible and always follow the manufacturers
installation instructions.
Warranty is void if the motor is waterlogged and if a strainer is not used.

15 Litre Par-Max 4.0 High
							

Pressure Deckwash Kit

The Jabsco Par-Max 4.0 automatic deck washdown kit includes a
3 chamber diaphragm pressure pump which supplies a constant
saltwater flow with quiet operation.
High pressure 60 PSI jet is ideal for removing mud from anchoring
hardware and blasting decks and fishing platforms clean with ease.
Additional or different size snap-in port kits are available.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

60 PSI high pressure cut out
The motor has thermal overload protection
The motor is Ignition protected - won't create a spark
Self priming to 3 metres (10 ft)
Up to 15 litre (4.0 GPM) per minute flow rate
Diaphragm design can run dry for extended periods
Spray resistant motor coating - NOT waterproof
Sealed pressure switch extends pump life
Includes pump, 12mm inlet filter, hose trigger nozzle,
standard Australian garden hose connector, USA GHT connector
to suit HoseCoil hoses, 1 x 12mm straight hose barb port,
1 x 12mm 90 degree hose barb port, 1 x snap-in port for direct
connection to HoseCoil USA threaded hose.

J20-138
J20-139

12 volt 12 amp Par-Max 4.0 Jabsco 32605-7001
24 volt 6 amp Par-Max 4.0 Jabsco 32605-7004

Pump With 20mm (3/4") hose port connections.
J20-137
		
		
		
		

12 volt 12 amp Par-Max 4.0 Jabsco 32605-7003
Includes 20mm inlet filter, 1 x 20mm 90 deg port and
1 x hose gun with USA hosecoil connector.
Does NOT include Aust garden hose connector.
Optional Aust connector J21-118.

See next page for pump kit with coiled hose
3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Motor is not waterproof and should not be subject to external water
contact. Accessories - see page 211-214 Spare parts - see page 215
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10 - Pumps - Jabsco Deck Washdown
Par-Max 4.0 Deck Washdown Kit & Hose
Our most popular deck washdown pump kit.
Pump specifications as per Par-Max 4.0 on previous page - with
the addition of a 7.5 metre (25 foot) HoseCoil delivery hose.
Complete washdown system kit in colour box retail packaging
complete with HoseCoil coiled hose and extras as below.
Includes Jabsco Par-Max 4.0 fully automatic pump delivering 4 GPM
(15 litres per minute) at 60 PSI pressure to blast decks and anchors
clean with ease.
Also includes universal plug-in salt water filter, 7.5 metre (25 Ft)
HoseCoil coiled hose with brass fittings, hose gun,
hose gun connector and snap-in port adaptor to connect to HoseCoil
hose, 2 x 20mm (3/4") straight snap-in hose fittings and 1 x 20mm
(3/4") 90 degree snap-in hose fitting.
J20-162

12 volt Par-Max 4.0 deckwash kit Jabsco 32900-0092

3 YEAR WARRANTY

19 Litre Par-Max 5.0 High Flow Deckwash Kit
Jabsco Par-Max 5.0 high flow saltwater deck washdown pump kit.
Heavy duty, high capacity, 50 PSI, 5 GPM 19 Litres per minute flow.
The Par-Max 5.0 is a four chamber automatic salt water pressure
diaphragm pump with coated heavy duty motor and sealed 50 PSI
pressure switch. The motor is spray resistant only - NOT waterproof.
The high pressure, high flow jet blasts mud and silt from anchors,
chain and deck and fishing areas with ease.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Up to 19 litres per minute flow
High pressure 50 PSI shut-off automatic pressure switch
Coated spray resistant motor (NOT waterproof)
Diaphragm pump design gives smooth operation and dry run ability
4 chamber pump for high flow rate
Self primes to 3 metres
Can be installed vertically or horizontally
Thermal overload protection
Ignition protected motor - won't create a spark

The kit Includes - the pump, universal plug-in inlet filter,
hose trigger nozzle, standard Australian garden hose connector,
USA GHT connector to suit HoseCoil hoses, 2 x 20mm straight
hose barb ports, 1 x 20mm 90 degree hose barb port, 1 x snap-in
port for direct connection to a HoseCoil USA threaded hose.
J20-140 12 volt Par-Max 5.0 kit
J20-141 24 volt Par-Max 5.0 kit

Jabsco 32700-0392
Jabsco 32700-0394

Motor is not waterproof and should not be subject to external water
contact. Accessories - see page 211-214 Spare parts - see page 215
3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Motor is not waterproof and should not be subject to external water
contact. Accessories - see page 211-214
Spare parts - see page 215

10 - Pumps - Jabsco Hotshot 5.0 Deckwash
Jabsco "Hotshot" 5.0 Deckwash Kit
HIGH FLOW & PRESSURE - 5.0 GPM - 19 LPM - 70 PSI

3 YEAR WARRANTY

The new Jabsco HOTSHOT 5.0 series automatic deckwash pumps offer high
water flow and very high pressure to blast the deck, cockpit or fishing areas
clean with ease. These robust 5 chamber diaphragm pumps have a sealed
pressure switch, a patented injection moulded diaphragm and large heavy
duty motor brushes which significantly extends the pump life by up to 50%.
The HOTSHOT comes complete with strainer, plug-in ports and a powerful
and accurate adjustable hose nozzle with USA garden hose adaptor
connection to connect directly onto coiled Hose-Coil hoses.
An Australian garden hose adaptor fitting is available as an optional extra.
These pumps are also available as a pump & hose kit including 7.6 metre
(25 foot) of coiled hose including brass end fittings.

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

A
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A
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Modern design very efficient high pressure pump
Automatic operation at the squeeze of the trigger gun nozzle provided
High capacity up to 19 litres per minute flow
High pressure up to 70 PSI for blasting anchors & fishing areas clean
Suitable for use with salt water
Sealed pressure switch and injection moulded diaphragm
Self priming up to 3 metres
3 year limited warranty
Improved larger noise dampening rubber feet on the pump base
Larger and more efficient motor brushes for extended life
Adjustable spray nozzle for powerful and accurate operation
Standard 3/4" port size plug-in port pack of 3 x 20mm (3/4”) assorted
hose ports included plus 1 x USA graden hose thread adaptor
Plug-in pump strainer included
Hose nozzle with USA garden thread adaptor included
Australian garden hose adaptor for nozzle is available (see below)
Also available as a kit including 7.6 metre coiled hose (see below)

Pump kit including pump, 3 x assorted plug-in 20mm hose ports, USA GHT
thread connector, universal plug-in strainer, hose nozzle with USA adaptor.
J20-148 12 volt 16 amp Hotshot 5.0 Pump
J20-149 24 volt 8 amp Hotshot 5.0 Pump

Jabsco 82505-0092
Jabsco 82505-0094

Pump & hose kit including ALL the above mentioned items and also a
7.6 metre (25 foot) coiled hose with brass end fittings.
J20-150 12 volt 16 amp Hotshot 5.0 Pump & hose kit

Jabsco 82905-0092

Optional extra - adaptor to convert the hose gun to Australian garden hose
connection - required if connecting to standard Australian garden hose fittings.
J21-118 Australian garden hose click-in adaptor
Due to the high volume and pressure of these Hotshot series pumps they
are NOT designed for direct hoseCoil connection to the pump outlet port.
The ideal system is to use one of the optional fittings shown left as below
for permanently plumbed water supply and easy outlet hose connection.
Optional extras - Washdown connector fittings to quickly connect the deck
wash pump supply and coiled delivery hose. J27-122 or J27-124 stainless
steel connector or RWB6940 or 6941 plastic connector.
See pages 211 & 212 in this catalogue for full details.
Motor is not waterproof and should not be subject to external water
contact. Accessories - see page 211-214 Spare parts - see page 215
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10 - Pumps - Jabsco Hotshot 6.0 Deckwash
Jabsco “Hotshot” 6.0 Deckwash Pump
HIGH FLOW & PRESSURE - 6.0 GPM - 22.7 LPM - 70 PSI

3 YEAR WARRANTY

The new Jabsco HOTSHOT series of automatic deckwash pumps offer high
water flow and very high pressure to blast the deck, cockpit or fishing areas
clean with ease. These robust 5 chamber diaphragm pumps have a sealed
pressure switch, a patented injection moulded diaphragm and large heavy
duty motor brushes which significantly extends the pump life by up to 50%.
The HOTSHOT comes complete with strainer, plug-in ports and a powerful
and accurate adjustable hose nozzle with USA garden hose adaptor
connection to connect directly onto coiled Hose-Coil hoses.
An Australian garden hose adaptor fitting is available as an optional extra.
These pumps are also available as a pump & hose kit including 7.6 metre
(25 foot) of heavy duty black coiled hose including brass end fittings.

A
A
A
A

Automatic operation at the squeeze of the trigger gun nozzle provided
High capacity up to 22.7 litres per minute flow
High pressure up to 70 PSI for blasting anchors & fishing areas clean
Suitable for use with salt water
Sealed pressure switch and injection moulded diaphragm
Self priming up to 3 metres
3 year limited warranty
Improved larger noise dampening rubber feet on the pump base
Larger and more efficient motor brushes for extended life
Large adjustable spray nozzle for powerful and accurate operation
Large size 23mm diameter plug-in ports - pack of 4 x 20mm (3/4”)
diameter assorted hose ports included
Plug-in pump strainer included
Large and powerful hose nozzle with USA garden thread adaptor included
Australian garden hose adaptor for nozzle is available (see below)
Also available as a kit including 7.6 metre coiled hose (see below)

Pump kit including pump, 4 x assorted plug-in 20mm hose ports, universal
plug-in strainer, hose nozzle & USA adaptor.
J20-152 12 volt 18 amp Hotshot 6.0 Pump
J20-153 24 volt 9 amp Hotshot 6.0 Pump

Jabsco 82605-0092
Jabsco 82605-0094

Pump & hose kit including ALL the above mentioned items and also a
7.6 metre (25 foot) heavy duty black coiled hose with brass end fittings.
J20-154 12 volt 18 amp Hotshot 6.0 Pump & hose kit
J20-155 24 volt 6 amp Hotshot 6.0 Pump & hose kit

Jabsco 82906-0092
Jabsco 82906-0094

Optional extra - adaptor to convert the hose gun to Australian garden hose
connection - required if connecting to standard Australian garden hose fittings.
J21-118 Australian garden hose click-in adaptor
Due to the high volume and high pressure of these Hotshot series pumps
they are NOT designed for direct hose connection to the pump outlet port.
The ideal system is to use one of the optional fittings shown left as below
for permanently plumbed water supply and easy outlet hose connection.
Optional extras - Washdown connector fittings to quickly connect the deck
wash pump supply and coiled delivery hose. J27-122 or J27-124 stainless
steel connector or RWB6940 or 6941 plastic connector.
See pages 211 & 212 further on in this catalogue for full details.
Motor is not waterproof and should not be subject to external water
contact. Accessories - see page 211-214 Spare parts - see page 215
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10 - Pumps - Shurflo Deck Washdown
Shurflo Deck Washdown Pumps
Important Information On The Use Of Shurflo Deckwash Pumps

See
Page
214

Shurflo USA have a variety of automatic deck washdown kits available from the standard "Blaster" through to the premium "Pro-Blaster 5.0".
The standard blaster series should not be exposed to external splashed water.
The higher end models will withstand a small amount of spray and splashed
water - however these pumps are NOT waterproof and warranty is void if the
motor is waterlogged. With any series of deck wash pumps, the pumps life
will be extended if mounted in a dry area.
Always read and follow the installation and usage instructions provided with
the pump. Mount the pump in the driest location possible.
Only genuine Shurflo hose connection fittings should be used - see page 214.
They are threaded especially for Shurflo pumps.
Don't use thread tape. Warranty is void if hose connection fittings other than
genuine shurflo fittings are used - see page 214.
An inlet strainer should always be used with any raw water washdown pump to
avoid pump damage due to debris - they are supplied with all deckwash pumps except RWB5914. Warranty is void if a strainer is not used - see page 212-213.

See
page
212
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See page
213

Shurflo 3.5 Blaster 2 Deckwash Pumps
NEW Shurflo 4238 quad series fully automatic deck washdown
pumps. These 4 chamber pumps have a unique over-moulded
single-piece diaphragm assuring long life and top performance.
They are self priming up to 1.8 metres vertical lift and will deliver
up to 3.5 gallons (13.2 litres) per minute at pressure up to 45 PSI.
The "Blaster 2" incorporates a water resistant pressure switch unit
- so water is supplied and shut off automatically - at the squeeze of
the hose nozzle supplied.
The "Blaster 2" is ignition protected, can run dry without damage,
has a thermal overload breaker to protect the motor and is suitable
for salt or fresh water use.

NEW
MODEL
2 YEAR WARRANTY
These NEW Shurflo 4238 pumps
replace old series 3901 Blaster
3.5 pumps RWB2940 / 41 12 volt
and RWB2942 24 volt

SPARE PARTS
SP770
SP741
SP771
SP744

Upper assembly & pressure switch
Valve assembly kit
Diaphragm & drive assembly
Check valve

RWB2954
RWB2957
RWB2965
RWB2964
RWB2967

Replacement hose gun
Replacement strainer 1/2” threaded
USA garden thread fitting
Straight hose fitting 1/2” x 20mm barb
90 deg hose fitting 1/2” x 20mm barb
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Fully automatic operation at the sqeeze of the hose nozzle
Capacity - up to 3.5 gallons (13.2 litres) per minute flow
Self priming up to 1.8 metres vertical lift
Water resistant pressure switch to 45 PSI
Ignition protected & thermally protected motor with auto restart
Can run dry for short periods without damage
Powerful high pressure flow

The "Blaster 2" washdown kit includes a pump, pistol grip hose
nozzle, 2 x straight hose connection fittings to suit 20mm hose and
a USA garden thread connector to suit HoseCoil coiled hose.
1/2” male threaded inlet & outlet ports - use only standard Shurflo
hose fittings - and DON'T use thread tape.
Colour boxed retail packed pump kit
RWB5915 12 volt 7.5 amp pump kit Shurflo 4238-121-E07
RWB5916 24 volt 3.0 amp pump kit Shurflo 4238-141-E07
Bulk packed pump only - ideal for OEM's - or as replacement pumps
RWB5914 12 volt 7.5 amp max - pump only (bulk) no fittings
or nozzle. Shurflo 4238-121-A07.
You MUST add an inlet straner and Shurflo fittings
RWB2954 Pistol grip adjustable hose gun only
Motor is not waterproof and should not be subject to external
water contact. See information at the top of this page re use of
strainers and hose fittings. Accessories - see page 212 - 214
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Shurflo 4.0 Pro Blaster 2 Deckwash Pumps
Shurflo’s NEW 4248 series Pro Blaster 2 automatic deckwash
pumps are 4 chamber 4 gallon per minute (15 LPM) pumps
that deliver high performance and pressure up to 60 PSI to
blast the grimiest decks and fishing platforms clean.
They have a unique over-moulded single piece diaphragm,
heavy duty electro-coated motor with O ring sealed end bell
and sealed wire entries on the motor shell and pressure switch.

2 YEAR WARRANTY

These pumps have 1/2” male thread NPT ports and include
an inlet strainer, hose gun, 2 x 3/4” (20mm) straight hose barb
fittings and a USA GHT fitting to connect to HoseCoil hose.

SP743
SP741
SP742
SP744

Upper assembly & pressure switch
Valve assembly kit
Diaphragm & drive assembly
Check valve

RWB2954
RWB2957
RWB2965
RWB2964
RWB2967

Replacement hose gun
Replacement strainer 1/2” threaded
USA garden thread fitting
Straight hose fitting 1/2” x 20mm barb
90 deg hose fitting 1/2” x 20mm barb

Fully automatic operation at the squeeze of the trigger
4 GPM (15 LPM) flow with 60 PSI shut-off pressure
2 year limited warranty
Self Priming to 1.8 metres (6 ft) vertical lift
Corrosion resistant seamless electro-coated motor casing
Sealed pressure switch unit and motor end bell
Ignition protection and thermal overload protection
Santoprene Diaphragm with EPDM valves & seals
Includes strainer, hose gun, 2 x 20mm 3/4” barbed hose
fittings & USA garden hose fitting

RWB5908

12 volt 10 amp

Shurflo 4248-153-E09

RWB5909

24 volt 6 amp

Shurflo 4248-163-E09

These NEW Shurflo 4248 series pumps replace old series
4901 Pro Blaster 4.0 pumps RWB2989 12v or RWB2990 24v

Shurflo 5.0 Pro Blaster 2 Deckwash Pumps
Shurflo’s NEW 4258 series Pro Blaster 2 ULTIMATE automatic
deckwash pumps are 4 chamber 5 gallon per minute (19 LPM)
pumps that deliver high performance and pressure up to
60 PSI to blast the grimiest decks and fishing platforms clean.
They have heavy duty electro-coated motors with O ring
sealed end bells and sealed wire entries on the motor shell
and pressure switch.

2 YEAR WARRANTY

These pumps have 1/2” male thread NPT ports and include
an inlet strainer, hose gun, 2 x 3/4” (20mm) straight hose barb
fittings and a USA GHT fitting to connect to HoseCoil hose.

SPARE PARTS
SP743
SP741
SP742
SP744

Upper assembly & pressure switch
Valve assembly kit
Diaphragm & drive assembly
Check valve

RWB2954
RWB2957
RWB2965
RWB2964
RWB2967

Replacement hose gun
Replacement strainer 1/2” threaded
USA garden thread fitting
Straight hose fitting 1/2” x 20mm barb
90 deg hose fitting 1/2” x 20mm barb

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Fully automatic operation at the squeeze of the trigger
5 GPM (19 LPM) flow with 60 PSI shut-off pressure
2 year limited warranty
Self Priming to 1.8 metres (6 ft) vertical lift
Corrosion resistant seamless electro-coated motor casing
Sealed pressure switch unit and motor end bell
Ignition protection and thermal overload protection
Santoprene Diaphragm with EPDM valves & seals
Includes strainer, hose gun, 2 x 20mm 3/4” barbed hose
fittings & USA garden hose fitting

RWB5910

12 volt 14 amp

Shurflo 4258-153-E09

RWB5911

24 volt 7 amp

Shurflo 4548-163-E09

These NEW Shurflo 4258 series pumps replace old series 5901
Extreme Pro Blaster 5.0 pumps RWB2985 12v or RWB2986 24v
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SPARE PARTS
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10 - Deck Washdown Pumps & Hoses
Shurflo 4.0 Pro-Baitmaster 2 Premium Pumps
Shurflo’s NEW series 4648 Pro-Baitmaster 2 are livewell or
washdown pumps designed for heavy duty applications.
They can run for long periods as a livewell pump (with no
pressure at open flow).
They can also be used as heavy duty automatic deckwash
pumps. The 4 chamber 4 gallon per minute (15 LPM) pumps
deliver high performance and pressure up to 45PSI.

2 YEAR WARRANTY

They have heavy duty electro-coated motors with O ring
sealed end bells and sealed wire entries on the motor shell
and pressure switch.

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

These pumps have 1/2” male thread NPT ports and include an
inlet strainer, 2 x 3/4” (20mm) straight hose barb fittings and a
USA GHT fitting to connect to a hose gun or a Hose-Coil hose.

SPARE PARTS
SP747
SP741
SP742
SP744

Upper assembly & pressure switch
Valve assembly kit
Diaphragm & drive assembly
Check valve

RWB2957
RWB2965
RWB2964
RWB2967

Replacement strainer 1/2” threaded
USA garden thread fitting
Straight hose fitting 3/4” 20mm barb
90 deg hose fitting 3/4” 20mm barb

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

4 GPM (15 LPM) flow with 45 PSI shut-off pressure
2 year limited warranty
Self Priming to 1.8 metres (6 ft) vertical lift
Corrosion resistant seamless electro-coated motor casing
Sealed pressure switch unit and motor end bell
Ignition protection and thermal overload protection
Santoprene Diaphragm with EPDM valves & seals
Includes strainer, 3/4” 20mm fittings & USA garden fitting

RWB5912

12 volt 8 amp

Shurflo 4648-153-E07

RWB5913

24 volt 5 amp

Shurflo 4648-163-E07

These NEW Shurflo 4648 series Pumps replace old series
4901 Bait-Master 4.0 pumps RWB2943 12v or RWB2944 24v

HoseCoil HP Washdown Hose
HoseCoils New HP hose is the ideal deck washdown hose.
It is made from top-of-the-line high performance new Polyether
material for high strength, durability, re-coil memory & improved
resistance to salt and UV.
It also has “flex relief” on the end of the hose to eliminate
any hose strain.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Flex relief
and solid
brass end
fittings
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New HP high performance Polyether hose
Lightweight - easy to use
High strength & durability
Salt & UV resistant
10mm diameter self-coiling hose - easy to stow
Excellent “memory” for retractability
Flex relief end to eliminate hose strain
85-90% usable length - excellent hose extendibility
Solid brass end fittings - USA garden hose threaded
Hose allows up to 22 litres per minute flow rate
A variety of high pressure hose guns available seperately
Excellent full colour clamshell retail packaging

J27-113
J27-114

4.5 Mtr (15 ft) Blue HP hose
7.6 Mtr (25 ft) Blue HP hose
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HoseCoil HP Hose & Storage System

HoseCoils new storage system is the compact and organised
way to store your HoseCoil washdown hose and spray nozzle.
Made from HoseCoils NEW polyether material for high strength,
durability, re-coil memory & improved resistance to salt and UV.
Large bore 12mm (1/2") hose suitable for high capacity deckwash pumps.
They also have “flex relief” on BOTH ends of the hose to eliminate any hose strain.
Has ALL the features of the new HP hose - as detailed on previous page
large bore 12mm 1/2" diameter hose suits large capacity deckwash pumps
Includes flex relief on BOTH ends of hose
Includes storage bag - hang up in bag after use to drain & retain hose “memory”
Includes high quality hoze nozzle with adjustable spray pattern
Includes swivel fitting & brass quick release fitting
2 size lengths available

J27-136
J27-134

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

12 Mtr (40 ft) x 12mm dia Blue HP hose with bag, nozzle, swivel & quick release
18 Mtr (60 ft) x 12mm dia Blue HP hose with bag, nozzle, swivel & quick release

HoseCoil Thumb Lever Hose Gun
High quality hose gun with thumb lever on / off
and flow rate control. Adjustable spray pattern by
turning the ribbed nozzle. Soft contoured rubber
grip for easy and comfortable handling.
The inlet is USA GHT threaded to screw straight
onto the HoseCoil hoses without the need for an
adaptor. Colour retail packaging.
J27-139

HoseCoil thumb lever hose gun

HoseCoil Power Lever Hose Gun
High quality high pressure hose gun with power
lever on / off and flow rate control. Adjustable spray
pattern from a powerful stream to a wide flood
pattern by turning the fire hose style nozzle.
Ideal for high flow rate applications. Soft contoured
rubber grip for easy and comfortable handling.
The inlet is USA GHT threaded to screw straight onto
the HoseCoil hoses without the need for an adaptor.
Colour clamshell retail packaging.
J27-140

HoseCoil power lever hose gun

HoseCoil Fire Hose Nozzle
High quality, high pressure, heavy duty fire hose
nozzle made from brass and thermoplastic..
Adjustable spray pattern from a powerful stream to a
wide flood pattern. Positive on / off
and flow control by twisting the fire hose nozzle.
The inlet is USA GHT threaded to screw straight onto
the HoseCoil hoses without the need for an adaptor.
J27-141

HoseCoil fire hose nozzle
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HoseCoil Washdown Systems
A range of high quality deckwash hose storage systems from HoseCoil USA.
The self coiling hoses are constructed from strong and highly flexible blue
polyether material - see previous pages for all the features of HoseCoil hose.
All enclosure kits are made from highly durable UV stabilised materials and come
with either a quality hose nozzle or a brass trigger spray gun for effective anchor
and deck washdown.

Side Mount Enclosure

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

The HoseCoil side mount enclosure is designed for cockpit
mounting - or in any convenient location.
It neatly stores the hose in an easy to reach location and
comes supplied with 4.5 Mtr coiled hose with brass fittings
and threaded adaptors.
Also includes a quality trigger spray gun.
Clamshell colour packaged for open display.
375mm height x 200mm wide x 125mm deep
J27-101

Side mount enclosure

Horizontal Mount Enclosure
Horizontally mounted enclosure in durable UV resistant
materials. Can be mounted in a convenient location
while still remaining out of the way and allowing easy
use of the washdown hose & system.
Supplied with with 7.6 metres of coiled washdown hose
and high quality brass variable flow hose spray nozzle.
Also includes 7.6 metres of water feeder hose.
Supplied in colour clamshell open display packaging.
515mm length x 240mm height x 125mm depth
J27-104

Horizontal mount 7.6 Mtr kit

Flush Mount Hatch Enclosure
The HoseCoil hatch enclosure mounts flush into the deck
or bulkhead. The twist lock lid has a waterproof O ring
seal and completely removes from the enclosure for easy
access to the hose.
The hatch is fully enclosed underneath in a clear plastic
casing for easy inspection and is fitted with a hose tail for
water drainage and a brass water inlet fitting.
The kit includes 7.6 metres of HoseCoil hose and a high
quality variable flow brass trigger nozzle.
Supplied in colour clamshell retail packaging.
200mm diameter x 300mm deep. Requires a 170mm
cutout hole and 330mm clearance below deck.
J27-107
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Flush mount kit with 4.5 mtr hose
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Deckwash System - Standard

RWB6900

Complete system

Blue polyurethane spring coiled hose ideal for
deck washdown use. Supplied complete with
an adjustable 7 pattern spray nozzle fitted.
These hose coils are fitted with an Australian
garden hose click-in connector.
RWB6903
RWB6904
RWB6902

Trigger Spray Gun Kit
This spray gun features adjustable
spray/squirt for rinsing or washdown
applications. The water flow rate of
the gun is suited to Jabsco washdown
pumps. A trigger lock is included for
hands free use. Made from corrosion
resistant thermoplastic with a stainless
steel spring for prolonged use with salt
water. Suits Jabsco washdown pumps.
Choice of Aust garden hose connection
or USA GHT thread for HoseCoils.

Trigger Spray Gun
As supplied standard in with
shurflo deckwash pump kits.
Quality adjustable trigger spray
gun has a contoured hand grip
handle. The inlet is USA garden
hose threaded threaded to screw
onto HoseCoil hose without the
need for an adaptor. Made from
thermoplastic with stainless
spring to resist corrosion.
RWB2954 Standard spray gun
USA GHT thread

Large Spray Gun

Large size heavy duty Claber
spray nozzle as supplied in
the Jabsco Hotshot 6.0 deck
washdown pumps.
Heavy duty fully adjustable
nozzle with ergonomic trigger
grip handle.
J21-120

Large spray gun

4.5 metre (15 Ft) hose with spray gun
7.6 metre (25 Ft) hose with spray gun
Spray gun only 7 pattern adjustable

J21-115 Spray nozzle with Australian garden hose
12mm quick connect. Jab 30704-1000
J21-116 Spray nozzle with USA GHT thread end,
suits HoseCoils. Jabsco 30703-1000
J21-117 Snap-on connect only USA GHT thread
J21-118 Snap-on connect only Aust garden hose

Deck Washdown Connectors
Designed for easy connection
and disconnection of deck
wash pump supply and
delivery hose. Ideal for
aluminium boats. Black
polypropylene non-corrosive
thru-deck or bulkhead fitting
complete with on / off valve.
Available with straight barbed tail or 90 degree
barbed tail fitting. The straight type has a large
flange with fastening holes. The 90 deg type has
a small flange and a backing nut to hold it in place.
20mm (3/4”) hose barb tail with 3/4” male thread
and external sealing cap with retainer.
RWB6940
RWB6941

With straight barbed tail
With 90 deg barbed tail
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Complete horizontal mount hose
storage and deckwash system.
Includes white moulded storage
housing, 7.6 metre coiled hose
with adjustable hose nozzle,
deck wash connection hose and
required connection fittings and
hose clamps.
473mm wide x 255mm height
x 150mm depth.

Coiled Hose With Gun - Standard

10 - Accessories - Deck Washdown Pumps
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Stainless Deck Washdown Connectors

Diameter : 73mm
Length : 83mm
Cut out : 35mm

Designed for quick and easy
connection and disconnection of
a deck wash pump supply and
delivery hose.
Styled much like a deck filler, this
heavy duty quick connector is made
from cast 316 stainless steel
and clearly labeled “WASHDOWN”.
The S/S deck fitting includes its
own stop valve to shut the water off
when the hose adaptor is removed.
The hose adaptor simply twist locks
into the deck recepticle and the
double ‘O’ rings assure a positive
seal. A non-return valve located in
the hose adaptor prevents water
from spraying out when the adaptor
is removed from the deck fitting.
The adaptor has a USA garden
hose thread on the end so
HoseCoil self-coiling hoses screw
straight onto it.
The S/S deck fitting has a 1/2” BSP
female threaded water inlet.
Available in 2 styles - with straight
hose adaptor - or 130 degree
angled hose adaptor. The angled
adaptor makes it easier to use
with the hose - and makes it much
easier to unscrew the adaptor from
the stainless steel base.

J27-122
Complete S/S
Connector with
130 deg angled
hose adaptor.
Much easier to
remove adaptor
J27-124
Complete S/S
Connector with
straight hose
adaptor
J27-128
Spare straight hose adaptor
fitting. USA GHT threaded
hose end. Includes integral
non-return valve.
J27-127
Spare 130 deg angled hose
adaptor. USA GHT threaded
hose end. Includes integral
non-return valve.
J27-129
Service kit.
Includes all wearing parts
rubber O rings etc

Deck Washdown Pump Control Panel
Economical panel switch unit to control Deck Washdown pump system
operation. Includes modern design black plastic contoured plastic panel
with “Wash Down” printed on it, on / off rocker switch with red indicator
light and fuse holder with fuse.
Fully wired for use. IP65 splashproof rating.
12 volt only 20 amp.
Panel size : 82mm x 63mm
RWB2107

Wash Down pump control panel

Raw Water Intake Strainers
Shurflo's in-Line raw water strainers protect your bait tank, livewell,
washdown pump, or heat exchanger from harmful debris.
Rugged nylon housing with one hand easy twist off clear polymide bowl,
integral "O" ring and removable stainless steel screen.
1/2" & 3/4" sizes suit Shurflo "Blaster & "Pro-Blaster" washdown pumps.
All sizes have female threaded inlet & outlet ports.
RWB2979
RWB2980
RWB2981
RWB2982
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1/2" ports
3/4" ports
1" ports
1 1/4" ports

Fine 50 mesh screen
94mm W x 135mm H
Fine 50 mesh screen
94mm W x 135mm H
Fine 50 mesh screen
130mm W x 160mm H
Coarse 20 mesh screen 130mm W x 180mm H
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Shurflo Twist-On Filters

These genuine Shurflo filters suit all Shurflo
pumps EXCEPT old model Extreme plug-in
style pumps.
They screw directly onto the inlet side of
1/2" threaded pressure pumps.
They can eliminate unnecessary pump repairs
by keeping debris and particles out of the pump
Transparent in-line filters with 50 mesh stainless
screen & screw-apart disassembly for cleaning.
3 models - all have 1/2" female thread to screw
onto pump inlet - and either 1/2" male thread or
12mm hose barb inlet.

Pump-Guard Strainers

J21-107
J21-108
J21-109
J21-110
J21-111
J21-112

Plug-In with 12mm hose barb 46400-0012
Plug-In with 20mm hose barb 46400-0010
Plug-In with 1/2" male thread 46400-0014
2 x 12mm hose barbs Jabsco 46400-0002
2 x 1/2" male thread Jabsco 46400-0004
2 x 20mm hose barbs Jabsco 46400-0000

RWB2956

RWB2955

Filter with 12mm hose barb inlet

RWB2956

Filter with 1/2" male thread inlet

RWB2957

Filter with 1/2" male thread inlet
and 1/2" female swivel nut
As supplied in the box with many
current styles of Shurflo pumps

Snap-In Port Kits - Standard
These Jabsco port kits allow
Jabsco Par-Max 2.9, Par-Max
3, Par-Max 4, Par-Max 5, old
model Par-Mate pumps and
Jabsco accumulator tanks to
adapt to different sizes of hose
and plumbing. The plug-in port
part measures 19mm (3/4")
diameter and simply snaps-in
for easy change or replacement.
Supplied in pairs.
Straight Ports - PAIRS
J25-140 12mm (1/2”) I.D hose
Jabsco 30654-1000
J25-141

1/2” male threaded
Jabsco 30649-1000

J25-142

20mm (3/4”) I.D hose
Jabsco 30653-1000

90 Deg Elbow Ports - PAIRS
J25-143

12mm (1/2”) I.D hose
Jabsco 30651-1000

J25-144

20mm (3/4”) I.D hose
Jabsco 30642-1000

J25-146

1/2" male threaded
Jabsco 30655-1000

Pump-Guard Strainers
Jabsco UNIVERSAL style plug-in
filters. Same features as the Jabsco
strainers shown above, except
these plug-in strainers also have a
plug-in inlet port that uses the Jabsco
snap-in ports to connect to your inlet
water supply hose. This allows a
larger selection of fitting options.
J21-114 Suits standard size 		
Jabsco snap-in ports 		
shown right. 46400-9500
J21-113 Suits LARGE size 23mm
Jabsco snap-in ports shown
on next page. 46400-0711

RWB2957

Washdown Hose Port - PAIR
Optional snap-in port kit with
thread to suit HoseCoil hose end
fitting. These fittings snap directly
into the ports of a Jabsco or
Flojet washdown pump enabling
the HoseCoil hose to be attached
directly to the pump.
J25-145
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Jabsco inlet strainers protect
all electric diaphragm pumps
from pump breakdown due
to particles in the water.
Transparent housing screws
off to allow easy inspection
and servicing to clear debris.
Size : 120 x 70 x 60mm
Straight in-line type with
mounting bracket and either
hose barb or thread - and
plug-In types which plug
directly into Jabsco Par-Max
and Flojet pump inlet ports.
6 types available.

RWB2955

10 - Accessories - Deck Washdown Pumps
Snap-In Port Kits - Large

Swivel Hose Fittings

These large size Jabsco port
kits allow Hotshot 6.0 Par-Max
Plus 6.0 and old Jabsco Par-Max
7 models to adapt to different
sizes of hose and plumbing. The
plug-in port part measures 23mm
diameter and simply snaps-in for
easy change or replacement.
Supplied in pairs.

RWB2963
RWB2964

These high quality nylon Shurflo
hose fittings have a wing nut for
easy hand tightening.
All have 1/2" female thread to
screw straight on to the inlet or
outlet ports of Shurflo pumps.
They are available with either
12mm (1/2") or 20mm (3/4")
hose ends in both straight or
90 deg. swivelling elbow type.
DON'T use thread tape with
Shurflo hose fittings.
Straight - suits 12mm hose
Straight - suits 20mm hose

RWB2966
RWB2967

Elbow - suits 12mm hose
Elbow - suits 20mm hose

RWB2965

Straight - threaded to suit
USA garden hose thread GHT
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Straight Ports - PAIRS
J25-175

25mm (1”) I.D hose
Jabsco 50640-1000

J25-176

20mm (3/4”) I.D hose
Jabsco 50642-1000

J25-177

1/2” male threaded
Jabsco 50644-1000

90 Deg Elbow Ports - PAIRS
J25-178

25mm (1”) I.D hose
Jabsco 50641-1000

J25-179

20mm (3/4”) I.D hose
Jabsco 50643-1000

J25-180

1/2" male threaded
Jabsco 50645-1000

Shurflo Micro Switch
Shurflo Micro switch
only to suit shurflo pump
pressure switches. Suits
most old and new model
Shurflo marine pumps.
SP230

Micro switch only

Pump Filters & Strainers
We stock a large range of pump debris filters and
strainers to suit Jabsco & Shurflo pressure pumps
and engine cooling water inlet. We also stock a
full range of non-return valves, strainers and other
pump accessories to suit all types of pumps.
These are all detailed in the PLUMBING section
further on in the catalogue.

Spare Parts For OLD Model Shurflo Washdown Pumps
3901, 4901, 4903, 5901 Series Deck Washdown Pumps
Current
RWB
Code

Shurflo
Pump
Code

Switch
Assembly
Kit - 1

Upper
Housing
Kit - 2

RWB2940
RWB2941
RWB2942
RWB2943
RWB2944
RWB2953
RWB2989
RWB2990
RWB2985
RWB2986

3901-2204
3901-2214
3901-3214
4901-6212
4901-7212
4903-4282
4901-4282
4901-5282
5901-2212
5901-3212

SP540
SP541
SP540
SP541
SP540
SP541
SP545
SP546
SP545
SP546
SP545
SP546
SP545
SP546
SP545
SP546
SP550		
SP550		

Valve
Assembly
Kit - 3

Diaphragm
Assembly
Kit - 4

SP542
SP542
SP542
SP547
SP547
SP547
SP547
SP547
SP551
SP551

SP543
SP543
SP543
SP548
SP548
SP548
SP548
SP548
SP552
SP552

The motor is NOT available as a spare part as it basically costs as much as a complete
new pump. If a motor is required, purchase a new pump and keep the old pump for parts.
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Spare parts - Jabsco Old And New Style Deckwash Pumps
Suit Jabsco Deck Wash, Bilge & General Purpose Diaphragm Pumps

J40-100 / 101
J20-138 / 139
J20-162
J20-140 / 141
J20-148 / 149
J20-150
J20-152 / 153
J20-154
J20-166 / 167

Jabsco
Pump
Code

Upper
Housing
Kit (1)

Lower
Housing
Kit (4)

30621-XXXX
		
30631-XXXX
		
30700-XXXX
		
31605-XXXX
J25-157
J25-162
31610-XXXX
J25-159
J25-165
31631-XXXX
J25-159
J25-165
31700-XXXX
J25-157
J25-162
31705-XXXX
J25-159
J25-165
31900-XXXX
J25-157
J25-162
32605-XXXX
		
32900-XXXX
		
32700-XXXX
J25-157
J25-162
82505-XXXX			
82905-XXXX			
82605-XXXX			
82906-XXXX			
52700-XXXX		
J25-194

Pressure
Switch
Kit (5)

Valve
Assy Kit
(2)

J25-117		
N/A		
J25-116		
J25-116
J25-160
N/A
J25-163
N/A
J25-163
J25-116
J25-160
N/A
J25-163
J25-116
J25-160
J25-192
J25-170
J25-192
J25-170
J25-193
J25-160
J25-203
J25-207
J25-203
J25-207
J25-203
J25-207
J25-203
J25-207
J25-195
J25-199

Diaph
Service
ragm
Kit
Kit (3)		

Pump
Head
Kit

J25-161
J25-172
J25-164
J25-164
J25-161
J25-172
J25-164
J25-161
J25-161		
J25-161
J25-161
J25-172
J25-206
J25-206
J25-206
J25-206

J25-173

Other Spare Parts For Jabsco Pressure Washdown Pumps
J25-153
J25-154
J25-155
J25-171
J25-197
J25-205
J25-198

Rubber feet grommets (Pkt 4) suit triplex pumps
Rubber feet grommets (Pkt 4) suit quad pumps
Port retainer clips (Pair) suit quads J20-140/141
Port retainer clips (Pair) suit Triplex J20-138/139
Port retainer clips (Pair) suit Hotshots & Ultra 7
Switch cover and gasket kit suit Hotshot 5 & 6
Cover and seal kit suit Ultra 7 - J20-166/167

Jabsco 20717000
Jabsco 92900-0380A
Jabsco 30648-1000
Jabsco 30647-1000
Jabsco 18753-5021
Jabsco 18753-8002
Jabsco 18753-5030

For parts breakdown on pumps not listed refer to owners manual or
Jabsco catalogue or www.jabsco.com
To cross reference Jabsco part numbers to RWB J- part numbers see
cross reference in the RWB price list.
Motors are NOT available as a spare part as it basically costs as much as a
complete new pump.
If a motor is required, purchase a new pump and keep the old pump for parts.
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RWB
Code

10 - Pumps - Jabsco Fresh Water Pressure
Fresh Water Automatic Pressure Pumps
We stock a wide range of JABSCO Par-Max and SHURFLO automatic fresh
water pressure demand pumps. These 2 brands are the largest selling
pressure pumps for boats and RV's in the USA and worldwide.

FLOJET®

These pumps will supply fresh water automatically - you turn on the tap or the
shower - the pressure in the line drops and the pump pressure switch cuts in.
This turns the pump on and pumps the water from your on-board water tank.
You turn off the tap - the pressure in the line increases and the pumps pressure
switch then turns the pump off.
We stock various sizes to suit from 1 to 6 outlets simultaneously.
From 4.3 litres per minute to 28 litres per minute output to suit boats of all
sizes, caravans, mobile homes, camper trailers Etc.
Although most of these freshwater pumps are NOT supplied with a filter - it is
highly recommended that an inlet filter be installed with the pump. many new and
old water tanks have debris and foreign particles in them. See page 221 for filters.
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Warranty on Shurflo pumps is void if hose fittings other than original shurflo
fittings are used. Don't ever use thread tape with Shurflo fittings.
Always mount the pump in the driest location possible.
Always read and follow the installation and usage instructions that are provided
in the box with every pump.
Motors are NOT waterproof and should not be subject to external water contact.

FLOJET Caravan / RV Freshwater Pump

FLOJET®
RV Caravan Pump

Flojet triplex 3 chamber 2.9 GPM (11 Litres Per
Minute) Caravan / RV freswater pressure pump.
Bulk packed OEM version pump. Ideal for automatic
freshwater delivery in caravans, campers, RV’s Etc
and will accommodate up to 3 outlets.
Triplex diaphragm design with built-in bypass to
decrease water pulsation. 12 volt only.
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Flow Rate (11 LPM / 2.9 GPM)
50PSI Pressure Switch
Self-Priming to 2 metres
Soft Noise Absorbing Mounts
4 x plug-in hose port fittings included
Built-in Bypass valve : Less Pulsation
Reduces need for accumulator tank
Corrosion Resistant Materials
Can run dry for short periods without damage
Meets ISO 8846 (Ignition protection)
Thermal overload protection
2 year warranty
12 volt
Amp draw 4.4 amp @10PSI : 7.5Amp @ 50PSI

FJ100
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Flojet 2.9 12v Caravan / RV pump
Bulk packed OEM version
Outer box size 12 units
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4 Litre Par-Max 1 Freshwater Pressure Pumps
Extremely reliable miniature multi-outlet water pressure pumps that will
serve one or maximum two low volume outlets.
10mm (3/8”) barbed inlet & outlet - also supplied with 2 adaptor bushes
to convert the inlet / outlet barbs to 1/2" 12mm barbs.
Available in automatic demand (with 35 PSI pressure switch) or manual
model (no pressure switch, turn it on or off by a separate switch).
Ideal for small boats, caravans and campervans.
Ignition and thermal overload protection with auto restart.

A
A

1.1 GPM (4.3 litres) at open flow
Self priming to 1.2 metre (4 ft)

2 chamber diaphragm operation
Can be run dry without damage

A
A

J20-098
J20-099

12v manual pump 1.9 amp			
12v automatic pump 1.9 amp

J25-150
J25-151

Service kit suits both
Pressure switch

Jabsco 42631-2900
Jabsco 42630-2900

Jabsco 42632-0000
Jabsco 42634-0000

11 Litre Par-Max 2.9 Freshwater Pressure Pump

3 YEAR WARRANTY

A 11 litres per minute 50 PSI		
A Can be run dry for extended periods
A Built-in bypass lowers pulsation

A Quiet operation
A Self primes to 2 metres (6 ft)
A No need for an accumulator

J20-102
J20-105

12 volt Par-Max 2.9 50PSI
24 volt Par-Max 2.9 50 PSI

Jabsco 31395-0092
Jabsco 31395-0094

J25-167

Optional 25 PSI low pressure switch kit		

Filters and accessories- see page 221

Jabsco 18916-1025

Spare parts - see page 225

13 Litre Par-Max 3.5 Freshwater Pressure Pump
The Par-Max 3.5 32600 series pumps are powerful 3 chamber automatic
pressure pumps capable of serving 3 x 12mm outlets simultaneously with
its 3.5 GPM 13.2 litres per minute capacity and 40 PSI pressure.
The Par-Max 3.5 gives very smooth water flow even at low demand due
to it’s built-in pulsation dampening by-pass valve which controls unwanted
cycling and reduces noise.
Supplied with 2 x 1/2” male thread and 2 x 12mm barbed straight snap-in ports.
Pressure switch : cut in 20 PSI - cut out 40 PSI.

A
A
A
A
3 YEAR WARRANTY

Up to 13.2 litre per minute flow			
A
Self primes to 3 metres (10 ft)			
A
Can be run dry for extended periods
A
Thermal overload & ignition protection			

Snap-in ports included
Soft noise absorbing mounts
Built-in by-pass recirculates
back pressure to reduce cycling

J20-108
J20-109

12 volt Par-Max 3.5 40 PSI
24 volt Par-Max 3.5 40 PSI

J25-167

Optional 25 PSI low pressure switch kit Jabsco 18916-1025

Filters and accessories- see page 221

Jabsco 32600-0092
Jabsco 32600-0094
Spare parts - see page 225
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Our most popular freshwater pressure pump - the ideal pump for providing
freshwater on pleasure craft up to approximately the 9 metre range.
Triplex 3 chamber automatic pressure pump gives flow up to 2.9 Gallons
per minute (11 litres per minute) and pressure to 50 PSI.
Serves up to 3 x 12mm outlets including galley, shower and additional faucet.
The Par-Max 2.9 gives very smooth water flow even at low demand due
to it’s built-in pulsation dampening by-pass valve which controls unwanted
cycling and reduces noise.
Corrosion resistant motor, soft rubber mounts and plug-in hose ports are
included - 2 x 12mm barbed for hose, 2 x 1/2” male thread.
12 or 24 volt. 25 PSI cut-in, 50 PSI cut-out pressure.

10 - Pumps - Jabsco Par-Max Fresh Water
13 Litre Ultra-Max Freshwater Pressure Set
Fully assembled, wired and plumbed ready for use - simplifies installation
for both the professional and amateur installer.
Par-Max 3.5 automatic fresh water pressure pump provides up to 13.2
litres per minute flow which will adequately serve 3 x 12mm (1/2") outlets
in standard installations.

A Fully mounted pump system provides up to 13.2 litres per minute flow
A Diaphragm pump gives smooth and quiet operation and dry run ability
A Includes solid plastic mounting board, accumulator tank, filter,
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A
A
A
A
A

plug-in hose ports, wiring connection studs all pre-fitted
Self primes to 3 metres
Can be installed vertically or horizontally
Ignition protected motor
Thermal overload protection with auto re-start
Pressure switch cuts in at 20PSI - cuts out at 40PSI

The Ultra-Max set consists of a Par-Max 3.5 40PSI diaphragm pressure
pump, pre-filter and 1 litre pressurized bladder accumulator tank, wired,
plumbed and mounted on a sturdy plastic mounting board (322 x 328mm)
with rubber feet.
3 YEAR WARRANTY

Simple one-step electrical connection and snap-in ports for connection to
12mm (1/2") I.D hose.
J20-122

12 volt Ultra-Max

Jabsco 59451-1012

Filters and accessories- see page 221

Spare parts - see page 225

16 Litre Par-Max 4.3 Freshwater Pressure Pump
The Par-Max 4.3 is a high capacity 40 PSI four chamber automatic fresh
water pressure diaphragm pump with a water flow rate of up to 16.3 litres
per minute (4.3 GPM).
Capable of serving up to 4 x 12mm (1/2”) outlets simultaneously in typical
boating installations.
The tried and proven 4 piston diaphragm provides quiet operation and
exceptionally smooth water flow.
Features and Benefits -

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Up to 16.3 litres 4.3 gallons per minute flow
Serves up to 4 x 12mm (1/2”) outlets simultaneously
4 piston diaphragm gives smooth flow and quiet operation
Self primes to 3 metres (10 feet)
Can be installed vertically or horizontally
Can run dry for a short period without damage
Powerful ignition protected motor
Thermal overload protection with auto re-start

Pressure switch - cut in 20PSI - cut out 40PSI
Straight snap-in hose ports included : 2 x 1/2" male threaded,
2 x 12mm hose connector
3 YEAR WARRANTY

J20-110
J20-111

12 volt Par-Max 4.3 40 PSI
24 volt Par-Max 4.3 40 PSI

J25-118

Optional 20 PSI low pressure switch kit Jabsco 44814-1000

Filters and accessories- see page 221
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Jabsco 31620-0092
Jabsco 31620-0094
Spare parts - see page 225
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10 - Pumps - Jabsco Par-Max Fresh Water
19 Litre V-Flo 5.0 Variable Speed Freshwater Pump
The Jabsco V-FLO 5.0 constant pressure pump is powered by a variable
speed motor control that delivers the exact amount of water flow needed
to perform its variety of onboard delivery tasks - giving ultra smooth and
consistent water delivery similar to mains type at home.
The motor speeds up as water demand increases to automatically
increase the water flow and will serve up to 5 outlets at one time.
The pump constantly monitors water flow and electrical current and
automatically adjusts itself as needed, ensuring that your systems
are operating at peak efficiency. This reduces power usage and
drastically reduces pump cycling meaning no accumulator tank is needed.
Features and Benefits Up to 19 Litres per minute (5 G.P.M) with ultra smooth flow
Variable speed motor increases water flow as required
Up to 50% less power consumption
Quiet running - no pump cycling & water hammer
No need for an accumulator tank
Operating pressure 40 PSI - shut-off pressure 60PSI
4 chamber positive displacement diaphragm pump
Self-priming up to 3 metres suction lift
Ignition protection and thermally protected motor

The pump kit includes the V Flo constant pressure pump, plug-In
universal strainer and a variety of 12mm (1/2”) plug-In port hose fittings.
J20-170
J20-171

12 volt 12 amp V Flo 5.0 pump
24 volt 6 amp V Flo 5.0 pump

J21-114

Replacement inlet strainer

Filters and accessories- see page 221

Jabsco 42755-0092
Jabsco 42755-0094

Jabsco 46400-9500

Spare parts - see page 225

19 Litre Par-Max PLUS 5.0 Freshwater Pressure Pump
The new Jabsco Par-Max PLUS 5.0 Fresh Water pumps offer
high pressure up to 60PSI with 19 litres per minute water flow and
consistent water pressure to easily handle the demand of up to 5
onboard faucet and shower outlets at the one time.
These 5 chamber Par-Max PLUS pumps use the latest technology
in design and construction to offer exceptional life and service backed by Jabsco’s 3 year limited warranty.
3 YEAR WARRANTY

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

High capacity flow up to 19 litres per minute (5 GPM)
Sealed automatic pressure switch 60 PSI
Co-moulded diaphragm eliminates leak paths
High pressure and flow serves up to 5 on-board outlets
Large improved soft rubber noise dampening mounting feet
Large heavy duty motor brushes extend pump life by up to 50%
Self priming up to 3 metres
Ignition protected motor - 12v 15 Amp max - use a 20 amp fuse
3 year Jabsco limited warranty
Standard 19mm size plug-in hose ports included - 2 each 1/2”
straight threaded, 1/2” 90 degree threaded and 12mm hose barbs
An inlet pump strainer should be fitted (not included) see page
221 for full details. Always read the installation instructions.

J20-180 12 volt Par-Max PLUS 5.0 60PSI Jabsco 82500-0092
J20-181 24 volt Par-Max PLUS 5.0 60PSI Jabsco 82500-0094
Filters and accessories- see page 221

Spare parts - see page 225
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10 - Pumps - Jabsco Par-Max Fresh Water
22.7 Litre Par-Max PLUS 6.0 Freshwater Pressure Pump
The new Jabsco Par-Max PLUS 6.0 Fresh Water pumps offer high
pressure 60PSI with exceptional 22.7 litres per minute flow and
consistent water pressure to easily handle the demand of multiple
onboard faucet and shower outlets at one time.
These Par-Max PLUS pumps use the latest technology in design and
construction to offer exceptional life and service - backed by Jabsco’s
3 year limited warranty.
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3 YEAR WARRANTY

A
A
A
A
A
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A
A
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High capacity flow up to 22.7 litres per minute (6 GPM)
Sealed automatic pressure switch 60 PSI
Co-moulded diaphragm eliminates leak paths
High pressure and flow serves up to 5 on-board outlets
Large improved soft rubber noise dampening mounting feet
Large heavy duty motor brushes extend pump life by up to 50%
Self priming up to 3 metres
Ignition protected motor - 12v 17 amp Max - use a 20 amp fuse
Large 3/4” port size plug-in hose ports included - 2 each 1/2”
straight threaded and 1/2” 90 degree threaded ports
An inlet pump strainer should be fitted (not included) see
page 221 for full details. Fully read the instructions inside the
pump box prior to installation and use

J20-184 12 volt Par-Max PLUS 6.0 60PSI Jabsco 82600-0092
J20-185 24 volt Par-Max PLUS 6.0 60PSI Jabsco 82600-0094
Filters and accessories- see page 221

Spare parts - see page 225

28 Litre Dual-Max 7.5 Freshwater Pressure System
High capacity integrated 2 stage dual pump system for larger
vessels where water demand may be high at multiple outlets.
It combines 2 x Par-Max 4 quad diaphragm automatic pressure pumps
complete with moulded base, integrated accumulator tank, filters, hoses
and all plumbing connections fully fitted ready to go in 1 complete unit.
The 2 stage pump system operates automatically via a pressure switch
when a faucet is opened or closed.
Under low demand conditions only the primary pump operates delivering
up to 14.3 litres per minute with low amp draw.
Under high demand the secondary pump is activated and the flow will
increase up to 28.4 litres per minute (7.5 GPM).
Under maximum demand the total current draw is only 15 amps at
12v or 7.5 amps at 24v.
The accumulator tank with bladder smooths out the water flow and
reduces on/off cycling of the pump by lessening the pressure variation.
It also gives better control of hot water temperature for showers.

3 YEAR WARRANTY
Spare Parts For Dual-Max
J20-110
J20-111
J21-101
J21-108
J25-117
J25-118
J25-160
J25-161
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12v complete pump 31620-0092
24v complete pump 31620-0094
Accumulator tank 30573-0000
Inlet filter
46400-0010
40PSI press switch 37121-0010
20PSI press switch 44814-1000
Valve kit for pump 18911-7030
Diaphragm kit
18912-3040

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Up to 28 litres per minute flow - serves up to 6 outlets
Cut-in Pressure 20 PSI : Cut-out 40 PSI
Versatile 2 stage dual pump system lowers amp draw
Ignition protected and thermal overload protection
Heavy duty moulded plastic base housing
Incorporates accumulator tank to reduce pump cycling
Includes filters, hoses and 20mm (3/4”) connections
Fully electrically wired including waterproof fuse holders
Self primes to 1.5 metres (5 feet)

J20-128 12 volt Dual-Max System
J20-129 24 volt Dual-Max System
Filters and accessories- see page 221

Jabsco 31670-0092
Jabsco 31670-0094
Spare parts - see page 225
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10 - Pumps - Jabsco Strainers & Port Kits
Pump-Guard Strainers
Jabsco inlet strainers protect
all electric diaphragm pumps
from pump breakdown due
to particles in the water.
Transparent housing screws
off to allow easy inspection
and servicing to clear debris.
Size : 120 x 70 x 60mm
Straight in-line type with
mounting bracket and either
hose barb or thread - and
plug-In types which plug
directly into Jabsco Par-Max
and Flojet pump inlet ports.
6 types available.
Plug-In with 12mm hose barb 46400-0012
Plug-In with 20mm hose barb 46400-0010
Plug-In with 1/2" male thread 46400-0014
2 x 12mm hose barbs Jabsco 46400-0002
2 x 1/2" male thread Jabsco 46400-0004
2 x 20mm hose barbs Jabsco 46400-0000

Snap-In Port Kits - Large
These large size Jabsco port kits
allow Par-Max Plus 6.0, Hotshot
6.0 and old Jabsco Par-Max
7 models to adapt to different
sizes of hose and plumbing. The
plug-in port part measures 23mm
diameter and simply snaps-in to
the pumps inlet and outlet ports
for easy change or replacement.
Supplied in pairs.

Jabsco UNIVERSAL style plug-in
filters. Same features as the
Jabsco strainers shown left, except
these plug-in strainers also have a
plug-in inlet port that uses the Jabsco
snap-in ports to connect to your inlet
water supply hose. This allows a
larger selection of fitting options.
J21-114 Suits STANDARD size
Jabsco snap-in ports 		
below. 46400-9500
J21-113 Suits LARGE size 23mm
Jabsco snap-in ports shown
left below. 46400-0711

Snap-In Port Kits - Standard
These Jabsco port kits allow
Jabsco Par-Max 2.9, Par-Max 3,
Par-Max 4, Par-Max 5, old
model Par-Mate pumps and
Jabsco accumulator tanks to
adapt to different sizes of hose
and plumbing. The plug-in port
part measures 19mm (3/4")
diameter and simply snaps-in
for easy change or replacement.
Supplied in pairs.
Straight Ports - PAIRS
J25-140 12mm (1/2”) I.D hose
Jabsco 30654-1000
J25-141

1/2” male threaded
Jabsco 30649-1000

J25-142

20mm (3/4”) I.D hose
Jabsco 30653-1000

Straight Ports - PAIRS

90 Deg Elbow Ports - PAIRS

J25-175

25mm (1”) I.D hose
Jabsco 50640-1000

J25-143

12mm (1/2”) I.D hose
Jabsco 30651-1000

J25-176

20mm (3/4”) I.D hose
Jabsco 50642-1000

J25-144

20mm (3/4”) I.D hose
Jabsco 30642-1000

J25-177

1/2” male threaded
Jabsco 50644-1000

J25-146

1/2" male threaded
Jabsco 30655-1000

90 Deg Elbow Ports - PAIRS
J25-178

25mm (1”) I.D hose
Jabsco 50641-1000

J25-179

20mm (3/4”) I.D hose
Jabsco 50643-1000

J25-180

1/2" male threaded
Jabsco 50645-1000

Washdown Hose Port - PAIR
Optional snap-in port kit with
thread to suit HoseCoil hose end
fitting. These fittings snap directly
into the ports of a Jabsco or
Flojet washdown pump enabling
the HoseCoil hose to be attached
directly to the pump.
J25-145
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Washdown ports USA
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J21-107
J21-108
J21-109
J21-110
J21-111
J21-112

Pump-Guard Strainers

10 - Pumps - Shurflo Fresh Water Pressure
Fresh Water Automatic Pressure Pumps
We stock a wide range of SHURFLO and JABSCO Par-Max automatic fresh
water pressure demand pumps. These 2 brands are the largest selling
pressure pumps for boats and RV's in the USA and worldwide.
These pumps will supply fresh water automatically - you turn on the tap or the
shower - the pressure in the line drops and the pump pressure switch cuts in.
This turns the pump on and pumps the water from your on-board water tank.
You turn off the tap - the pressure in the line increases and the pumps pressure
switch then turns the pump off.

FLOJET®

We stock various sizes to suit from 1 to 6 outlets simultaneously.
From 4.3 litres per minute to 28 litres per minute output to suit boats of all
sizes, caravans, mobile homes, camper trailers Etc.
Some of these freshwater pumps are NOT supplied with a filter - it is highly
recommended that an inlet filter be installed with the pump. many new and
old water tanks have debris and foreign particles in them. See page 224 for filters.
Warranty on Shurflo pumps is void if hose fittings other than original shurflo
fittings are used. Don't ever use thread tape with Shurflo fittings.
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Always mount the pump in the driest location possible.
Always read and follow the installation and usage instructions that are provided
in the box with every pump.
Motors are NOT waterproof and should not be subject to external water contact.

11 Litre Shurflo 3.0 Freshwater Pressure Pumps
Shurflo’s NEW series 4138 Aquaking 2 automatic freshwater
pressure pumps are 4 chamber 3 gallon per minute (11.3 LPM)
pumps with pressure up to 55 PSI for multi-fixture applications
of up to 3 outlets - shower, galley Etc.
The quad design gives very low noise and the built-in adjustable
by-pass valve gives top performance and smooth flow without
rapid pump cycling and without the need for an accumulator.
These pumps have 1/2” male thread NPT ports and include 2 x
1/2” (12mm) straight hose barb fittings (Boxed retail version only).

Shurflo inlet filter.
NOT supplied with
pump. See twist-on
filters page 224.

NEW
MODEL

3 YEAR WARRANTY
These NEW Shurflo 4138 pumps
replace old series 3901pumps
RWB2932/34 12V and 2935 24V

SPARE PARTS
SP772
SP741
SP773
SP744

Upper assy & pressure switch
Valve assembly kit
Diaphragm & drive assembly
Check valve

RWB2957 Strainer 1/2” threaded
RWB2963 Straight hose fitting 1/2” x 12mm barb
RWB2966 90 deg hose fitting 1/2” x 12mm barb
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Smooth flow 4 chamber co-moulded diaphragm
3 GPM (11.3 LPM) flow with 55 PSI shut-off pressure
Very quiet operation and no rapid cycling
Corrosion resistant seamless electro-coated motor casing
Self priming to 1.8 metres (6 ft) vertical lift
Sealed pressure switch unit and motor casing
Ignition protection and thermal overload protection
Santoprene Diaphragm with EPDM valves & seals
Can run dry for periods without damage

RETAIL COLOUR BOXED VERSIONS
2 x 12mm barbed straight hose fittings included.
RWB5904

12 volt 6.5 amp

Shurflo 4138-111-E65

RWB5906

24 volt 3.8 amp

Shurflo 4138-131-E65

OEM MODEL BULK PUMP ONLY - NO BOX & NO FITTINGS
RWB5905

12 volt 6.5 amp

Shurflo 4138-111-A65

Use ONLY Shurflo genuine swivel hose fittings. Don't use thread tape.
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10 - Pumps - Shurflo Fresh Water Pressure
15 Litre Shurflo 4.0 Freshwater Pressure Pumps
Shurflo’s NEW series 4148 Aquaking 2 automatic freshwater
pressure pumps are 4 chamber 4 gallon per minute (15 LPM)
pumps that deliver ultra smooth “just like home” performance
for multi-fixture applications (up to 4) - shower, galley Etc.
A built-in mechanical bypass function enables these pumps to
vary the flow rate for any on-demand condition, including low
flow, without cycling and without the need for an accumulator.
They have heavy duty motors with O ring sealed end bells and
sealed wire entries on the motor shell and pressure switch.
These pumps have 1/2” male thread NPT ports and include an
inlet strainer and 2 x 1/2” (12mm) straight hose barb fittings.

SPARE PARTS
SP740
SP741
SP742
SP744

Upper assy & pressure switch
Valve assembly kit
Diaphragm & drive assembly
Check valve

RWB2957 Replacement strainer 1/2” threaded
RWB2963 Straight hose fitting 1/2” x 12mm barb
RWB2966 90 deg hose fitting 1/2” x 12mm barb

Smooth flow 4 chamber diaphragm with quiet operation
4 GPM (15 LPM) flow with 55 PSI shut-off pressure
Can operate at low flow conditions without cycling
3 year limited warranty
Self priming to 1.8 metres (6 ft) vertical lift
Corrosion resistant seamless electro-coated motor casing
Sealed pressure switch unit and motor casing
Ignition protection and thermal overload protection
Santoprene Diaphragm with EPDM valves & seals
Can run dry for periods without damage

RWB5900

12 volt 10 amp

Shurflo 4148-153-E75

RWB5901

24 volt 5 amp

Shurflo 4148-163-E75

Use ONLY Shurflo genuine swivel hose fittings. Don't use thread tape.

19 Litre Shurflo 5.0 Freshwater Pressure Pumps
Shurflo’s NEW series 4158 Aquaking 2 SUPREME automatic
freshwater pressure pumps are 4 chamber 5 gallon per minute
(19 LPM) pumps that deliver ultra smooth “just like home”
performance for multi-fixture applications (up to 4) - shower,
galley, head Etc.
A built-in mechanical bypass function enables these pumps to
vary the flow rate for any on-demand condition, including low
flow, without cycling and without the need for an accumulator.
They have heavy duty motors with O ring sealed end bells and
sealed wire entries on the motor shell and pressure switch.
These pumps have 1/2” male thread NPT ports and include an
inlet strainer and 2 x 1/2” (12mm) straight hose barb fittings.

3 YEAR WARRANTY
SPARE PARTS
SP740
SP741
SP742
SP744

Upper assy & pressure switch
Valve assembly kit
Diaphragm & drive assembly
Check valve

RWB2957 Replacement strainer 1/2” threaded
RWB2963 Straight hose fitting 1/2” x 12mm barb
RWB2966 90 deg hose fitting 1/2” x 12mm barb

A
A
A
A
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A
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A
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Smooth flow 4 chamber diaphragm with quiet operation
5 GPM (19 LPM) flow with 55 PSI shut-off pressure
Can operate at low flow conditions without cycling
3 year limited warranty
Self priming to 1.8 metres (6 ft) vertical lift
Corrosion resistant seamless electro-coated motor casing
Sealed pressure switch unit and motor casing
Ignition protection and thermal overload protection
Santoprene Diaphragm with EPDM valves & seals
Can run dry for periods without damage

RWB5902

12 volt 13 amp

Shurflo 4158-153-E75

RWB5903

24 volt 7 amp

Shurflo 4158-163-E75

Use ONLY Shurflo genuine swivel hose fittings. Don't use thread tape.
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10 - Pumps - Shurflo Accessories & Parts
Shurflo Twist-On Filters

These filters suit all Shurflo pumps EXCEPT
old model Extreme 5.7 plug-in style pumps.
They screw directly onto the inlet side of 1/2"
threaded pressure pumps.
They can eliminate unnecessary pump repairs
by keeping debris and particles out of the pump.
Transparent in-line filters with 50 mesh stainless
steel screen & they screw-apart for cleaning.
3 models - all have 1/2" female thread to screw
onto the pump inlet port - and either 1/2" male
thread or 12mm hose barb inlet.

RWB2955

RWB2956

RWB2957

RWB2955

Filter with 12mm hose barb inlet

RWB2956

Filter with 1/2" male thread inlet

RWB2957

Filter with 1/2" male thread inlet
and 1/2" female swivel nut
As supplied in the box with many
current styles of Shurflo pumps
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Swivel Hose Fittings

These high quality nylon Shurflo swivel hose
fittings have a wing nut for easy hand tightening.
All have 1/2" female thread to screw straight
on to the inlet or outlet ports of Shurflo pumps.
They are available with either 12mm (1/2") or
20mm (3/4") hose ends in both straight or
90 degree angled swivelling elbow type.

RWB2963

Straight - suits 12mm hose

RWB2964

Straight - suits 20mm hose

RWB2966

Elbow - suits 12mm hose

RWB2967

Elbow - suits 20mm hose

DON'T use thread tape with
these Shurflo hose fittings.
Spare Parts For OLD Model 3901, 4901, 5901
Shurflo Freshwater Diaphragm Pressure Pumps
SP230 Micro
switch only

Old
RWB
Code

Shurflo
Pump
Code

RWB2932
RWB2934
RWB2935
RWB2939
RWB2987
RWB2983
RWB2984

3901-0216
SP540
SP541
3901-0206
SP540
SP541
3901-1216
SP540
SP541
4901-4212
SP545
SP546
4901-0211			
5901-0211			
5901-1211			
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Switch
Assembly
Kit- 1

Upper
Housing
Kit - 2

Valve
Assembly
Kit - 3

Diaphragm
Assembly
Kit - 4

SP542
SP542
SP542
SP547
SP547
SP551
SP551

SP543
SP543
SP543
SP548
SP548
SP552
SP552

The motor is NOT available as
a spare part as it basically costs
the same as a complete new
pump. If a motor is required,
purchase a new pump and
keep the old pump for parts.
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10 - Pumps - Jabsco Replacement Parts
Spare Parts For Jabsco Fresh Water Pumps - Old And New Styles

Jabsco
Pump
Code

Upper
Housing
Kit (1)

Lower
Housing
Kit (4)

Pressure
Switch
Kit (5)

Valve
Assy Kit
(2)

Diaph
ragm
Kit (3)

Ser
vice
Kit

J20-098
42631-2900			
N/A			J25-150
J20-099
42630-2900			
J25-151			
J25-150
J20-102 / 105 31395-00XX			
J25-168
J25-170			
31395-02XX			
J25-167
J25-170
31595-00XX
J25-158		
J25-117
J25-160
J25-161
31595-02XX
J25-156		
J25-118
J25-160
J25-161
31600-00XX
J25-158
J25-162
J25-117
J25-160
J25-161
J25-172
31600-02XX
J25-156
J25-162
J25-118
J25-160
J25-161
J25-172
31631-XXXX
J25-158		
J25-117
J25-160
J25-161
J20-108 / 109 32600-00XX
		
J25-200
J25-170			
J20-110 / 111 31620-00XX
J25-158
J25-162
J25-117
J25-160
J25-161
J25-172
31620-02XX
J25-156
J25-162
J25-118
J25-160
J25-161
J25-172
J20-128/129
31670-00XX
Upper Pump		
J25-158
J25-162
J25-117
J25-160
J25-161
J25-172
Lower Pump		
J25-156
J25-162
J25-118
J25-160
J25-161
J25-172
31750-0000
J25-188
J25-162
N/A
J25-160
J25-161
J25-172
31755-0000
J25-189
J25-162
N/A
J25-160
J25-161
J25-172
Upper pump
31765-XXXX
J25-189
J25-162
N/A
J25-160
J25-161
J25-172
Lower pump
31765-0092
J25-158
J25-162
J25-117
J25-160
J25-161
Lower pump
31765-0094
J25-156
J25-162
J25-117
J25-160
J25-161
J25-172
J20-170 / 171 42755-00XX
				
J25-161
J25-172
46010-XXXX			
J25-131			
J25-130
J20-114 / 115 52600-00XX		
J25-194
J25-201
J25-199
J20-180 / 181 82500-00XX
		
J25-192
J25-207
J25-206
J20-184 / 185 82600-00XX
		
J25-192
J25-207
J25-206

Pump
Head
Kit

J25-169

J25-174

J25-190
J25-191
J25-191

J25-208

Other Spare Parts We Stock For Jabsco Freshwater Pressure Pumps
J25-153
J25-154
J25-155
J25-171
J25-197
J25-202
J25-205

Rubber feet grommets (Pkt 4) suit Triplex pumps J20-102/105 and J20-108/109. Jabsco 20717000
Rubber feet grommets (Pkt 4) suit all pumps except Triplex above. Jabsco 92900-0380A
Port retainer clips (Pair) suit ALL freshwater pumps EXCEPT J20-102/105 and J20-108/109. Jabsco 30648-1000
Port retainer clips (Pair) suit J20-102/05 Jabsco 31395 series and J20-108/09 32600 series. Jabsco 30647-1000
Port retainer clips (Pair) suit Par-Max 5.0. 6.0 & Ultra 7. Jabsco 18753-5021
40 PSI pressure switch suit Par-Max Ultra 7
Jabsco 18753-5033
Switch cover and gasket kit suit Par-Max 5.0 & 6.0 Jabsco 18753-8002

For parts breakdown on pumps not listed refer to owners manual or Jabsco catalogue or www.jabsco.com
To cross reference Jabsco part numbers to RWB J- part numbers see cross reference in RWB price list.
The motor is NOT available as a spare part as it basically costs as much as a complete new pump.
If a motor is required, purchase a new pump and keep the old pump for parts.
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10 - Pumps - Fresh Water Accessories
Jabsco Accumulator Tanks
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Accumulator tanks improve the performance and lengthen the pump life in most
pressurised water systems. The accumulator tank holds a store of pressurised
water to decrease pump cycling, pulsation and water hammer to give smoother,
quieter water flow. Can be fitted to new or existing pump system installations.

Compact Pressurised 600 Ml

Pressurised 8 Litre Tank

600 Ml (0.6 litre) pressurized tank with
internal bladder and mounting bracket.
Non-corrosive nylon outer casing.
Compact length 180mm - 180 x 120 x
110mm fits into tight areas. Supplied
with integral mount bracket and straight
snap-in port kits to suit 12mm hose.
Other optional port kits see page 221.

Large capacity pressurised metal tank
for larger vessels with multi-outlets.
Rubber inner membrane eliminates
maintenance.
Mounting bracket allows universal
vertical or horizontal mounting.
330mm length x 220mm width.
50 PSI max. 3/4" BSP connections.

J21-103 600 Ml Jabsco 30573-0003

J21-105 8 litre Jabsco 23240-2000

Pressurised 1 Litre Tank

Pressurised 22 Litre Tank

Our most popular accumulator tank.
Non-corrosive nylon outer casing.
Pressurised tank with internal rubber
membrane eliminates maintenance
and allows universal mounting.
340 x 120 x 110mm. Supplied with
integral mount bracket and straight
snap-in port kits for 12mm I.D hose.
Other optional port kits see page 221.

Coated metal tank holds a large store
of water for large vessels systems
with large pumps and many outlets.
Internal membrane eliminates
maintenance. Integral pump mount
bracket and tank mounting feet.
50 PSI max. 3/4" BSP connections.
J21-106 22 litre Jabsco 23250-0000

J21-101 1 litre Jabsco 30573-0000
J25-185

Spare adaptor clip 30648-0000

Shurflo 1 Litre Accumulator Tank

1/2" (12mm) in-line male thread.
Complete with integral mounting
bracket and pump to accumulator
dual swivel adaptor/spacer fitting.

When used in a water pressure system the Shurflo Accumulator
tank smoothes water faucet pulses and eliminates pump cycling
and "water hammer" giving smoother water flow, quieter
operation, longer pump life and lower battery drain.
Shurflo's non-corrosive nylon accumulator tank incorporates a
butyl rubber diaphragm to maintain pressure for years.
Pre-pressurised to 30 PSI.
Size : 232mm x 121mm x 97mm.
RWB2959

Shurflo accumulator tank 1 litre
Shurflo model 182-200

Water Pressure Regulator
Protects your boats water system from damaging pressures of
unregulated city water connections.
Limits inlet water pressure to 45 PSI and maintains regulated
pressure at various flow rates.
Flush mounted , white colour, with removable strainer and swivel
elbow outlet with 1/2" male thread for connection to tank plumbing.
Max inlet pressure : 150 PSI.
115mm x 115mm face. Total depth behind : 78mm inc. outlet.
J21-135
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White flush mount 45 PSI

Jabsco 44411-1045
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10 - Pumps - Fresh Water Accessories
Aqua-Filta Drinking Water Filter
The Jabsco "Aqua Filta" fits in-line into the drinking water system.
The head unit stays permanently and the removeable cartridge can be easily
changed. It is a silver impregnated activated carbon water filter that removes
chlorine, unpleasent smells, foul tastes and discolouration from the water for
clean, fresh tasting, crystal clear drinking water.
It uses silver impregnated carbon to cleanse the water and inhibit bacterial
growth while retaining beneficial mineral salts. It is NOT a water purifier.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Tough moulded plastic components give 60 PSI pressure capability
Head unit includes Integral wall mounting bracket
Initial flow capacity up to 14 litres per minute
Screw-on replaceable 200 gram filter cartridge
Snap-in 90 degree ports rotate through 180 deg for ease of installation
Ports accept 1/2" BSP male, 13mm hose, 15mm JG & Whale fittings
Size : 230mm high x 130mm deep x 95mm wide

J21-131 Replacement 200 gram filter cartridge Jabsco 59100-0000
		

Buy 8 to receive a discount and counter display box

"Waterguard" Drinking Water Filters
Shurflo's Waterguard filter is an easy to install disposable in-line filter with
carbon activation for fresh tasting drinking water.
The waterguard filter ensures fresh tasting clean and healthy water.
Significantly reduces water odour, cloudiness and any foul taste, arsenic,
mercury, chlorine and many other unwanted elements.
Compact all-in-one design to fit into tight spaces.
The filter is rated to 125 PSI and has 13mm barbed hose connectors each end.
279mm length x 65mm diameter. Max flow rate 10 litres per minute.
Filters up to 22,700 litres of water.
RWB2971

Aqua Fresh - Water Freshener
For fresh tasting, odour free drinking water from
fibreglass, metal or plastic water tanks.
Simply deposit the contents of these handy individual
packets into the water tank.
Absolutely safe and non-toxic. 100% biodegradable.
Each box contains 8 convenient individual 56 gram sachets.
RWB1406

Aquafresh 448 gram box

Jerry Can "Water"
Heavy duty, light weight jerry can is non-toxic and excellent
for storing or carrying drinking water.
Made from UV stabilised plastic for durability.
Coloured blue indicating water.
RWB3457

20 litre blue "Water"
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J21-130 "Aqua Filta" complete Jabsco 59000-1000
		
Supplied in single display box - or buy 4 to receive a discount and counter display box

10 - Fresh Water Tanks - Diablo
“Diablo” Universal Rigid Poly Water Tanks
Tanks suit freshwater, petrol, ethanol mix, diesel & waste water

Shown with
fuel hatch lid

These “Diablo” tanks by Nuova Rade are made from high density
polyethylene material which can be used as tanks for petrol, ethanol mix,
diesel, drinking water and waste - the same tank can be used for any of
the above - they are non-toxic and fuel resistant and CE approved.
The tank itself is sold separately - and then a tank hatch lid is sold
separately to match the desired usage.
The tanks have a colour coded symbol moulded into them with red for
fuel, blue for fresh water and brown for waste water.
The tanks come in 2 different height sizes with 5 different litre capacities in
each. When matched with the 3 different type tank hatch lids it allows 30
different tank combinations. Blind sealing hatch lid also available.
230MM HEIGHT TANKS (without hatch lid & fittings) x 360MM WIDTH
RWB
CAPACITY
LENGTH
HEIGHT
WIDTH
CODE
LITRES
MM
MM
MM

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

RWB4480
RWB4481
RWB4482
RWB4483
RWB4484

37
48
60
70
82

500
650
800
950
1100

230 + 100
230 + 100
230 + 100
230 + 100
230 + 100

360
360
360
360
360

305MM HEIGHT TANKS (without hatch lid & fittings) x 360MM WIDTH
RWB
CAPACITY
LENGTH
HEIGHT
WIDTH
CODE
LITRES
MM
MM
MM
RWB4486
RWB4487
RWB4488
RWB4489
RWB4490

49
64
78
93
108

500
650
800
950
1100

305 + 100
305 + 100
305 + 100
305 + 100
305 + 100

360
360
360
360
360

BLUE FRESH WATER HATCH LID - Adds 100mm to the height of the
tank - The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing
gasket, 90 deg x 38mm barbed water inlet, 90 deg x 13mm barbed water
outlet, 90 deg x 20mm barbed breather vent outlet. Also includes 2 x tank
suction pipes 1 x 210mm length, 1 x 280mm length.
RWB4493 Fresh water hatch lid blue
RED FUEL HATCH LID - Adds 100mm to the height of the tank suitable for petrol, ethanol mix and diesel.
The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing gasket,
90 deg barbed 38mm fuel inlet, 90 deg x 20mm barbed breather vent
outlet, 90 deg x 10mm barbed fuel suction with 275mm length tank suction
pipe, additional 1/2” threaded fuel suction with 275mm length tank suction
pipe, plus an additional 2 x 3/4” threaded spare ports.
RWB4492 Fuel hatch lid red
WASTE TANK HATCH LIDS - Adds 100mm to the height of the tank
The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing gasket,
2 x 90 deg 25mm & 38mm barbed inlet / outlets with additional 20mm,
25mm & 38mm barbed connectors, 1 x 25mm barbed breather vent outlet
and tank suction pipe.
2 different hatches - 1 for 230mm height tanks and 1 for 305mm height
RWB4494 Waste hatch lid brown - suit 230mm height tanks
RWB4495 Waste hatch lid brown - suit 305mm height tanks
RWB4496 Blind sealing hatch white
RWB4497 Tank tie-down kit - 2 x plastic wedges with 1.5 metre strap.
For better stability on longer tanks use 2 x tie-down kits.
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10 - Fresh Water Tank Accesories
Spare Parts For Diablo Tanks
SP753

SP761

SP763-765

These spare parts suit the hatch lids of Diablo tanks
shown on previous page.
SP753
SP761
SP763
SP764
SP765
SP766
SP754
SP760
SP762
SP767

SP766

90 deg connector 1 1/2" thread, 38mm hose
90 deg connector 3/4" thread, 20mm hose
90 deg connector 1/2" thread, 10mm hose
SP754/ 760
/762
90 deg connector 3/4" thread, 13mm hose
90 deg connector 1 1/2" thread, 25mm hose
90 deg connectors 1' thread, 20 & 25mm hose (set of 2)
Cap with 1 1/2" thread
Cap with 3/4" thread
SP767
Cap with 1/2" thread
Gasket for tank hatch lids

Tie-Down Kit - Diablo Tanks

RWB4497 Set

Water / Fuel / Waste Senders & Gauges
316 grade stainless electric sender units to suit Diablo tanks shown on
previous page and other brands and sizes of tanks for fuel, water and waste.
RWB8900 to 8915 suit both fuel and water whilst RWB8920 to 8923 suit
waste tank use. All suit both 12v and 24v systems and are supplied with
wiring, gasket and stainless steel fastenings.

RWB8900-15

Fuel & Water Tank Senders - RWB8900-05 suit European 0-190 Ohm
Impedance and RWB8910-15 suit American 240-33 Ohm Impedance.
CODE		
CODE		
SENDER
0-190 Ohm
240-33 Ohm
LENGTH
RWB8900
RWB8910
150mm Suits Diablo 230mm Height tanks
RWB8901
RWB8911
200mm
RWB8902
RWB8912
250mm Suits Diablo 305mm Height tanks
RWB8903
RWB8913
300mm
RWB8904
RWB8914
350mm
RWB8905
RWB8915
400mm
Waste Tank Senders - suits 240-33 Ohm impedance.
CODE		
SENDER
240-33 Ohm
LENGTH
RWB8920
150mm Suits Diablo 230mm Height tanks
RWB8921
233mm Suits Diablo 305mm Height tanks
RWB8922
350mm
RWB8923
480mm

RWB8930-31

RWB8932-33

RWB8920-23

Gauges - available to suit Fuel, Water or Waste in both European
0-190 Ohm Impedance and American 240-33 Ohm Impedance.
All gauges come complete with wiring loom and suit both 12v
and 24v systems. They all have a 48mm dial size, 61mm
overall width and 52mm cut-out hole size.
They suit panel thickness up to 20mm. Depth behind 40mm.
CODE		
CODE		
SUITS
0-190 Ohm
240-33 Ohm
RWB8930
RWB8931
Fuel
RWB8932
RWB8933
Water
RWB8934-35
RWB8934
RWB8935
Waste
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Includes 2 x large plastic wedges with 1.5 metre strap and cleats.
Suits all Diablo tanks - and other large plastic fuel tanks
For better stability on longer tanks use 2 x tie-down kits.

10 - Flexible Water Tanks - Plastimo
Flexible Drinking Water Tanks - Heavy Duty

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

HIGH QUALITY - HEAVY DUTY - WITH TOUGH NYLON OUTER COVER

These Plastimo flexible water tanks are strong and reliable and
a practical low cost solution to fresh water storage on board.
They are flexible, lightweight and form-fitting and so can be
installed in compartments where it would not be possible to
fit a rigid tank.
The inner water bladder can be easily removed from the outer
covering for routine cleaning and inspection and replacement
inner bladders are available, if required.
The tanks include tie-down loops on the corners and all tanks
have a 38mm (1 1/2”) hose inlet fitting on the upper side of the
tank and a 12mm (1/2”) hose outlet fitting on the underside.
The exception is the triangular bow tank where both fittings
are located on the upper side.

Double envelope - a water
chamber inside a tough
nylon outer. Consists of a
welded non-porous tasteless
NON-BPA PVC water
chamber (inner bladder)
inside a tough nylon outer.
Completely waterproof and
highly resistant to tearing
and abrasion.

When filled with water all tanks
are approx 250mm depth.

Supplied In Full
Colour Retail
Display Box
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RWB8200
RWB8201
RWB8202
RWB8203
RWB8204

Tank 50 litre 700 x 700mm
Tank 100 litre 1.05 Metre x 700mm
Tank 150 litre 1.40 Metre x 700mm
Tank 200 litre 1.75 Metre x 700mm
Tank 120 litre Tri 1.05 x 1.15 Metre

SP700
SP701
SP702
SP703
SP704
SP705

Spare parts & accessories
Inner bladder only 50 litre
Inner bladder only 100 litre
Inner bladder only 150 litre
Inner bladder only 200 litre
Inner bladder only 120 litre
Spare inlet / outlet fittings kit
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10 - Flexible Water Tanks - Lalizas
Flexible Drinking Water Tanks - Standard

Lalizas flexible water tanks can solve the problem
of storing water on your boat as they are strong
and flexible and can be fitted into compartments
where it would be impossible to install a rigid tank.
These flexible tanks do NOT have an outer nylon
cover like the Plastimo tanks on previous page - they
have a strong single layer of PVC.
They are made of non-toxic PVC so they are suitable
for drinking water. These tanks are supplied with the
inlet and outlet fitting loose - so you can install them
in a desirable location on the tank. Installing the
fittings is a relatively simple task and full instructions
are included with the tanks on how to do that.

Outlet
Fitting

Tap

Pump

PVC

Valve

Outlet
Fitting

Inlet
Fitting

RWB8800
RWB8801
RWB8802
RWB8803
RWB8804
RWB8805

55 litre
75 litre
100 litre
120 litre
150 litre
200 litre

600mm x 740mm
840mm x 740mm
1 metre x 740mm
1.2 metre x 740mm
1.5 metre x 740mm
1.7 metre x 740mm

Triangular Shaped Tanks

Hose
40mm
Inlet
Fitting

Flexible
Tank

Rectangular Shaped Flexible Tanks

Supplied In
Colour Retail
Display Box

RWB8806
RWB8807

55 litre
100 litre

860 x 210 x 930mm
1080 x 210 x 1080mm

Spare Parts For Tanks
SP755		

Outet fitting 16mm hose

SP756		

Inlet fitting 40mm hose

SP757		 Valve

Mini Taps / Faucets - Chrome Brasss
A range of quality Italian single and
mixer taps in chrome plated brass.
Single or double mixer taps made
from chrome plated brass with
chromed handles. Supplied with
brass adaptors for both 3/8" and
Mini Shower Tap
1/2" plumbing connections.
Hot
and cold water mixer taps
Height above bench - 170mm
made from chrome plated brass.
RWB2185 Single tap
Suits both 3/8" and 1/2"
inlet connections. 1/2" shower
RWB2186 Double mixer tap
hose attachment in centre.
RWB1421B

Additional 1/2" x 3/8" M/F
brass reducers

RWB2187
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Shower mixer tap
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These tanks are supplied with a valve fitted and
have tie-down points built into the edge of the tank.
Available in a variety of shapes and sizes.
Supplied colour boxed for open retail display.

10 - Pumps - Accessories - Faucets / Taps
Mixer Faucet Sets

Shower Mixer Set
Chrome plated brass
mixer tap shower set
mixes hot and cold water
using an easy single
lever action handle.

Stylish chrome plated brass "flick" mixer sets mix
hot and cold water using easy single lever action.
Includes flexible reinforced hose with dual 3/8" &
1/2" male thread connections.
Standard or long spout swivel faucet.

Pull out chrome shower
handset has an on / off
control button on the
head and 1.2 metres of
stainless outer flexible
hose for easy use.

RWB2182
Standard spout
length - 140mm

RWB2184 Complete
shower mixer set

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

RWB2183
Long spout
length - 200mm

RWB2188
RWB2272

Under bench plumbing
includes braided hoses
and brass adaptors to
allow both 3/8" & 1/2"
threaded connections.

Shower head only
S/S flexible shower
hose only - 1.2 mtr

Folding Taps - Chrome Brass
Solid chrome plated brass taps with a foldable spout that allows
the faucet height to be only 38mm above the bench when folded.
The spout swivels and adjusts in all directions. Single or twin
mixer faucet and both are supplied with 3/8” x 1/2” brass adaptor
bush - so they can suit both 3/8” and 1/2” connections.
RWB2178

Folding single faucet with short reach spout
Height above : 180mm Width : 95mm
Spout reach : 65mm
Height above folded down : 38mm
Length when folded down : 178mm

RWB2179

Folding mixer faucet with long reach spout
Height above : 210mm Width : 152mm
Spout reach : 165mm
Height above when folded down : 38mm
Length when folded down : 185mm

Shurflo Plastic Galley Faucets
Stylish galley faucets made from rugged ABS plastic with a high quality finish.
2 versions available - Single manual faucet - Single 12v electric faucet

faucets swivel
360 degrees in
3 directions.

A
A
A
A

Superior valve design to allow easily adjustable flow rates
Rotates 360 degrees in 3 directions for full functional use
Operating temperature : up to 80 C. Pressure up to 60 PSI
One year warranty. Suits 10mm hose.

Single Electric Faucet Designed to be wired in-line with non-automatic 12v galley
pumps to automatically activate the pump when faucet is activitated.
RWB2972 White faucet with 12 Volt 4 Amp switch
Single Manual Faucet For use with automatically operated galley pressure pumps.
RWB2974 White single manual faucet (no switch)
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10 - Pumps - Accessories - Faucets / Sinks
Galley Faucet

Galley Faucet

Bronze Chromed

Alloy Telescopic

High quality solid bronze
faucet in chrome plated finish.
Very robust, swivels 360
degrees and looks great.
Suits 13mm hose.
Height above bench : 115mm
Spout length : 135mm
RWB62B

Black plastic base and nozzle
with aluminium spout.
Telescopic, swivels 360 degrees
& has adjustable on / off nozzle
head. Suits 12mm (1/2") hose.
RWB518

Alloy faucet

Chrome bronze

Stainless Steel Sinks - Mirror Polished
MIRROR POLISHED
STAINLESS STEEL

Sphere Shaped Sinks
Shallow type sink ideal for bathrooms.
RWB5280
RWB5281
RWB5282

260mm wide x 130mm deep
300mm wide x 140mm deep
360mm wide x 180mm deep

Cylindrical Shaped Sinks
RWB5286
RWB5287
RWB5288

260mm wide x 180mm deep
300mm wide x 180mm deep
350mm wide x 180mm deep

Large Oval Shaped Sink
RWB5284

510mm long x 390mm wide x 160mm deep

Plug & Waste
High quality stainless and plastic construction with
large 25mm (1’) I.D hose outlet. The straight outlet has
dual 20mm & 25mm hose barb.
RWB5295
RWB5296
		

90 degree elbow suit 25mm 1" hose
Straight outlet suits 20mm & 25mm hose

Stainless Steel Sinks - Rectangular

			

Italian sinks manufactured from the finest 18/10 food
grade stainless steel with bright polished finish.
Supplied without plug and waste. Order plug and waste
separately, as shown below, straight or 90 degree waste.
RWB5291
RWB5292

320mm long x 260mm wide x 150mm deep
350mm long x 320mm wide x 150mm deep

Plug & Waste
Suit 25mm (1’) I.D hose. Straight outlet is dual 20 & 25mm
RWB5295 90 degree elbow suit 25mm 1" hose
RWB5296 Straight outlet suits 20mm & 25mm hose
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Italian made mirror polished stainless steel sinks.
Beautifully finished sinks made from the finest 18/10
food grade stainless steel highly polished for corrosion
resistance, long life and easy cleaning.
Various shapes and sizes available.
Supplied without plug and waste. Order plug and waste
separately, as shown below, straight or 90 degree waste.
Sizes are inside measurements of sinks.

10 - Pumps - Fynspray Manual Galley Pumps
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Fynspray hand operated galley pumps are made in New Zealand and sold world-wide.
They are of high quality and there is a pump to suit most budgets and applications.
They range from lower priced efficient plastic bodied pumps to traditional style
bronze pumps. These self priming pumps are suitable for supplying water on boats,
caravans, campers, for portable toilet sinks and many other varied applications.

Quick-Stroke Rocker Pump
A Non-corrosive plastic body
A Easy back and forward action
A Chrome brass handle & spout
A Suits fresh or salt water
A Self priming
A Solid and reliable
A Fynspray model WS63

"Ultra" Vertical Pump
A Non-corrosive plastic body
A Compact double action

RWB63
RWB64

RWB60B Black
RWB60W White

Black pump
White pump

SP200		 Service kit

A
A
A
A

vertical stroke pump
S/S barrel and Chrome spout
Suits fresh or salt water
Self priming
Fynspray model WS67

SP201

A
A

with chrome brass top

A Robust and durable
A Double action vertical stroke
A Ideal where a compact longlife pump is required

A Fynspray model WS60VC
RWB67

Chrome brass pump

SP201

Service kit

Service kit

Brass Lever Style
A Attractive traditional style

Brass Vertical Style
A All solid brass construction
A Smooth, high capacity
A
A

Chrome Top Vertical
A Solid brass construction

in high quality solid brass

A Up / down lever action
A Long lasting - looks great
A Large spout pumps directly

vertical stroke
Attractive and very strong
Large spout pumps directly
into centre of basin
Polished or chrome brass
Fynspray model WS610

into centre of basin

A Polished or chrome brass
A Fynspray model WS62

RWB69A
RWB69B

Polished brass
Chrome brass

RWB70A
RWB70B

Polished brass
Chrome brass

SP204

Service kit

SP734
SP733
		
		

Service kit
Conversion kit - required
in addition to service kit 		
for pumps prior June 2011

Fynspray Pump Specifications
Strokes
Required
Per Litre

Hose
Diameter

Barrel
Diameter

Extension
Below
Counter

RWB60

15.5

13 - 16mm

25mm

241mm

121mm

203mm

RWB63/64

15.5

13 - 16mm

51mm

121mm

152mm

152mm

RWB67

13

13 - 16mm

25mm

241mm

127mm

260mm

RWB69

11

13 - 16mm

29mm

171mm

146mm

292mm

RWB70

12

13 - 16mm

41mm

76mm

216mm

298mm

Product
Number
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Extension Above
Counter Top
Min
Max
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10 - Pumps - Fynspray Spare Parts
Parts For Fynspray Galley Pumps
Prices for service kits (SP No.s) are shown in our price list.
Prices for all other parts (WS No.s) are available on request.

Parts For RWB63/64 - WS63 Rocker Pump

SP201 Service kit - washer, "O" ring and seal

SP200 Service kit - rubber washer and gland packing

Parts For RWB70 - WS62 Brass Pump
Parts For RWB69 - WS61 Brass Pump
SP204 Service kit - Washer and gland packing

Pumps manufactured prior to June 2011 require a
conversion kit - and a service kit. Now nitrile washer.
SP733 Conversion kit for pumps prior to June 2011
SP734 Service kit including nitrile cup washer

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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Parts For RWB60 - WS67 "Ultra" Pump

10 - Pumps - Galley & Shower Drain
In - Line Galley Pump

Galley Foot Pump

Economical TMC 12 volt galley
pump system supplied complete
with mounting bracket and
chrome plated 12 volt electric
faucet - so pump can be
automatically activated by the
toggle switch on the faucet.
The pump is not self priming,
so it must be mounted below
the water tank or have a one-way
valve installed in the line.
Delivers up to 6.3 litres per
minute at 2 metre head.
Suits 10mm hose.

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

RWB1330
RWB1331

Pump only 12v
Pump & faucet kit

Manual Foot Pump

Economically priced, manual
foot pedal operated, self
priming galley pump which
can be floor or bulkhead
mounted. Non-corrosive
construction with rotatable
hose connections for ease
of installation.
Delivers up to 9 litres of
water per minute.
Suits 12mm (1/2") hose.
Pump body size mm: 155 W x 95 deep x 125 H
Pedal protrudes 120mm
RWB519

Galley foot pump

SP82

Repair kit - rubber wearing parts

RULE Multi-Purpose Pumps

Top quality self priming
manually operated diaphragm
foot pump, for transfering fresh
or salt water.
Ideal for pumping water to galley
sink outlet and has applications
in portable toilet installations.
Compact size for floor mounting
in tight situations.
Made from tough non-corrosive
materials with neoprene
diaphragm and stainless clamp.
Supplied with 13mm hose barbs.
Size : 101mm x 140mm inc tails
Capacity : 100 ml per stroke
RWB65

Rule (formerly LVM) multi-purpose in-line and
submersible pumps are ideal for many applications
including as an in-line galley pump, shower pump fresh or salt water, diesel transfer pump and many
other uses. See page 245 of this catalogue in the
general purpose pump section for full details of
these versatile pumps.

For Old Model 37202
Shower Drain Pump

fast and reliable
ide a
v
ser
o
vic
pr
e

The old model 37202 shower
drain pump was a huge seller
worldwide and hundreds of
thousands are still in use.
It has now been replaced by
the new version 50880 shower
drain pump shown on next
page. Parts are still available
for the old model 37202 pump.

e

W

Spare Parts

J21-112
J45-100
J45-101
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Replacement 20mm strainer Jabsco 46400-0000
Major service kit
Jabsco 50095-1000
Connecting rod kit
Jabsco 50097-1000
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10 - Pumps - Shower Drain
Shower Sump Drain Kit
Compact, full capacity automatic shower sump draining kit that turns
on and shuts off automatically as required. Includes Rule 800 GPH - 50 litre
per minute pump and Rule "PLUS" automatic float switch with debris guard.
These kits feature :

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Rule 800 GPH (50 LPM) pump with 20/25/28/38mm multi-size inlet ports
Wide inlet manifold for large capacity flow
Clear screw-down cover over quality white rigid plastic shower box
Compact one way check valve to prevent back siphoning
High quality Rule-A-Matic Plus float switch with debris guard
Removable wide screen filter to trap debris
Single 20mm discharge port.

RWB97		
RWB1399

Replacement box for RWB97/1399 with multi-size inlet ports
Replacement box for OLD single inlet 500GPH model
Clear lid only for shower box
Replacement large mesh strainer
Replacement rubber check valve only

Remote Shower Drain Pump
New model single chamber diaphragm pump ideal for shower drain, sink
drain or remote bilge pumping applications.
Fits on exact footprint of old Jabsco model 37202 shower drain pump.
Flexible installation - head rotates 360 degrees and also revolves around
the motor joint so inlet and outlet ports can be set at any desired angle.
A very robust pump that won't clog and requires no filter.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Flexible installation - head rotates
360 degrees and also revolves
around motor joint so ports can
be set at any desired angle.

4.2 GPM - 16 litres per minute output. Self priming to 3 metres
Compact size and simple design, capable of extended dry running
Quiet running, ignition protected motor
Multi-position head and ports can be rotated allowing flexible installation
Corrosion resistant parts
Low maintenance - non-clogging joker valves and no filter required
Inlet and outlet ports suit 20mm (3/4”) I.D hose
Compact size 254mm long x 156mm wide x 127mm high

J40-106
J40-107

12 volt 7 amp shower drain pump
24 volt 5 amp shower drain pump

Jabsco 50880-1000
Jabsco 50880-1100

J45-102
J45-104

Service kit. Includes most wearing parts
Joker valve. (included in J45-102 kit)

Jabsco SK880
Jabsco 50885-0000

Par-Max 4 Multi-Purpose Diaphragm Pump
Shower drain, Bilge, diesel fuel or livewell circulation pump.
Fully serviceable diaphragm design allows dry running for periods.
Ideal as a remote mounted shower drain pump. This pump also has
"Buna" diaphragms and valves making it capable of transferring diesel fuel.

A
A
A
A
A
A
Spare parts see page 215

Self priming up to 3 metres (10Ft) allows mounting above wet bilges
4.3 GPM - 16.3 litres per minute capacity at open flow
Continuously rated motor with thermal overload protection
Can run dry without damage
Buna diaphragm & valves capable of transferring diesel fuel
Hose connections suit 20mm (3/4") hose. 20mm Inlet strainer included

J40-100 12 volt 6 amp Par-Max4 Jabsco 31705-0092
J40-101 24 volt 3 amp Par-Max4 Jabsco 31705-0094
J21-112

Replacement 20mm strainer Jabsco 46400-0000
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SP152
SP150
SP154
SP151
SP153

12 volt 800 GPH drain kit. Multi-size inlet. 206 x 280 x 137mm
24 volt 800 GPH drain kit. Multi-size inlet. 206 x 280 x 137mm

10 - Transom Shower Sets - Premium
Premium Compact Transom Shower Sets
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Nuova Rade Italian made "Premium" transom shower sets incorporate stylish design, durability
and functionality. A “click” confirms the hinged cover is tightly closed, preventing the shower
hose from uncoiling and potentially getting caught in the propeller. Available with white
or chrome covers, the housing fits snugly in any deck or transom to give a neat, clean look.
The single housing sets include the cover with shower symbol, 3 metre shower hose,
shower spray head and cover - or the housing with tap symbol and chrome brass mixer tap
with 200mm 3 hose connections to allow both hot and cold water.
Installation is relatively simple and they are made from durable UV resistant ASA plastic
material with a 316 stainless hinge pin for long and maintenance free life.
Your existing galley pressure pump can be used to supply the water.
They are available in single or twin housing in either white or chrome, in different configurations.

Chrome brass mixer tap with
200mm 3 hose connections.
As supplied in RWB8272 &
8273 mixer tap set.
Single Housing Shower Or Mixer Tap Complete Sets
RWB8270
RWB8271
RWB8272
RWB8273

Shower set. White housing, white shower spray head and 3 metre shower hose
Shower set. Chrome housing, chrome shower spray head and 3 metre shower hose
Mixer tap set. White housing, chrome brass mixer tap & 200mm 3 hose connections
Mixer tap set. Chrome housing, chrome brass mixer tap & 200mm 3 hose connections

Replacement Single Housing Containers Only
RWB8276
RWB8278

White housing only for shower set
White housing only for mixer tap

RWB8277 Chrome housing only for shower set
RWB8279 Chrome housing only for mixer tap

Shower & Mixer Tap Combined Sets
Combines the shower hose and head, and the mixer tap in
1 single housing. Can be mounted vertically or horizontally.
RWB8282

White housing, white shower spray head, 3 metre
shower hose and chrome brass mixer tap with
200mm 3 hose connections

RWB8283

Chrome housing, chrome shower spray head,
3 metre shower hose and chrome brass mixer
tap with 200mm 3 hose connections

Replacement Combination Housings Only
RWB8280
RWB8281
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White twin housing only
Chrome twin housing only

RWB8284 Chrome brass mixer
tap with 200mm 3 hose connections.
As supplied in RWB8282 and
RWB8283 mixer tap sets.
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10 - Transom Shower Sets
Transom Shower Kit - Compact
Italian made transom shower kit in a neat and
compact unit only 180 x 155mm box face size.
Concealed fastening holes for a neat finish
Flush mounting aft deck swim shower kit includes -

A
A
A
A
A

White nylon container with hinged door and catch
Quality chrome brass hot & cold water mixer tap
Plumbing hoses and fittings
Adjustable flow shower head
3 metre shower hose with chrome fittings

RWB2260

Compact transom shower kit

Transom Shower Kits - Standard
Flush mounting aft deck swim shower kits includes White nylon container with hinged door and catch
Quality chrome brass hot & cold water mixer tap
Adjustable flow shower head
3 or 5 metre shower hose with chrome fittings
Concealed fastening holes for a neat finish

RWB2261
RWB2265

Transom shower kit with 3 metre hose
Transom shower kit with 5 metre hose

Container With Mixer Tap
White nylon flush mounting container supplied
complete with hot and cold water mixer tap.
Matches with shower units on following page.
The container has a hinged door and an O ring seal.
Chrome plated brass Italian made mixer tap with
simple mix control. Complete with 3 x braided
connection hoses ready for installation.
95mm square face. 55mm depth below.
RWB2266

Container with mixer tap

Spares For Transom Shower Sets
RWB2268 Adjustable
shower head - white
RWB2283 Adjustable
shower head - chrome
Chrome brass hot & cold water
mini mixer tap set complete
with 3 x 180mm reinforced
hoses and mounting hardware.
Suits all Nuova Rade &
Plastimo shower sets.
RWB8284

Mixer tap set

White nylon reinforced
flexible hose with 1/2"
chrome fittings in either
3 or 5 metre length.
Suits all shower kits.
RWB2269
RWB2270

3 metre
5 metre
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RWB2279 On / off
lever control shower
head - white
RWB2284 On / off
lever control shower
head - chrome
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A
A
A
A
A

10 - Hand Shower Sets
Mixer Tap Set For Deck Showers
Quality chrome brass hot & cold water mini mixer
tap set complete with 3 x 180mm reinforced hoses
and mounting hardware.
Threaded hose ends include adaptor bushes to
suit both 3/8” and 1/2” thread.
Suits all Nuova Rade & Plastimo shower sets.
RWB8284

Mixer tap set

Hand Shower Sets
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Italian made white hand shower sets which are ideal
as a transom shower unit.
The moulded plastic shower head has a lever action
on / off switch and a moulded eye to hang it up.
The set comes complete with either a 3 metre or
5 metre reinforced PVC hose that has female
chrome connection fittings and rubber washers.
RWB2280
RWB2282

Complete shower with 3 Mtr hose
Complete shower with 5 Mtr hose

RWB2279
RWB2284

Shower head only - white
Shower head only - Chrome

Hand Shower Heads
Stylish Italian made non-corrosive plastic shower
heads with simple lever action. An integral eye is
provided to hang the shower after use.
Chrome or white finish in 2 types.
Match with shower hoses shown below
Standard Shower Heads - lever action on / off control
RWB2279
RWB2284

RWB2279
RWB2284

White
Chrome

RWB2268
RWB2283
RWB2188

White
Chrome
Chrome

Standard on/off - white
Standard on/off - chrome

Adjustable Shower heads - allows variable water flow
and positive on / off control.
RWB2268
RWB2283

Adjustable - white
Adjustable - chrome

Push button on / off control on head
RWB2188

Chrome

Hand Shower Hoses
White nylon reinforced flexible hoses fitted with 1/2"
chrome fittings in either 3 metre or 5 metre length.
Match with any of the shower heads shown above
to make a complete hand shower.
RWB2269
RWB2270
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3 metre hose with chrome fittings
5 metre hose with chrome fittings
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10 - Shower Holders & Galley Shower Mixers
Container For Hand Shower - Deluxe
Flush mounting container for hand showers.
Ideal for transom swim platform mounting.
White nylon container has a hinged door with
positive snap-lock cover and an "O" ring seal.
Can be mounted vertically or horizontally.
Suits hand sets shown previous page.
95mm square face. 75mm depth below.
RWB2267

Deluxe hinged container only

Container For Hand Shower - Round

Depth 70mm Width 90mm I.D 63mm
RWB2278

Round shower container

Container For Hand Shower - Oval

White nylon oval shaped recessed shower
storage holder with push-in soft PVC cap.
Suits Nuova Rade hand shower sets shown
previous page.
RWB2281 Oval shaped shower container

Shower Mixer Set

Mini Shower Taps

Chrome plated brass body shower
mixer tap set mixes hot and cold
water using an easy single lever
action handle.
Pull out chrome shower handset has
an on / off control button on the head
and 1.2 metres of stainless outer
flexible hose for easy use.
Under bench plumbing includes
braided hoses and brass adaptors
to allow both 3/8" & 1/2" threaded
connections.
RWB2184 Complete shower mixer set
RWB2188
RWB2272

Hot and cold water mixer taps made
from chrome plated brass.
Suits both 3/8" and 1/2" BSP
inlet connections. 1/2" shower hose
attachment in centre.
RWB2187

Shower mixer taps

Shower head only
S/S flexible shower
hose only - 1.2 mtr
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Round flush mounting container for hand shower.
White plastic contruction with white PVC push-in
sealing cap and mounting gasket.

10 - Pumps - Diesel Transfer / Oil Change
Diesel Fuel Transfer Vane Pumps - High Volume
A range of high quality, high volume, heavy duty sliding vane pumps with
continuously rated motors for fast fuel transfer.
Vane pump operation is impervious to diesel and oils.

A Suitable for diesel, kerosene, paraffin and hydraulic oils up to 50 centi stokes
A Suitable for diesel transfer on boats and other equipment such as excavators,
cranes, pavers, tractors, generators, agricultural machines etc.

Model 23870 35 LPM Capacity

A
A
A
A

35 litres per minute at 3 metre head
Suitable for tanks to 300 litres
6 metre maximum total head
1/2" BSP threaded ports

J40-156
J40-157
J45-156

12 volt Jabsco 23870-2200
24 volt Jabsco 23870-2300

A Continuous duty cycle 35 minutes
A Self priming up to 2.7 metres vertical
A On/off switch on motor
Bronze hose adaptors shown are not
included - sold separately. RWB1475

Service Kit Jabsco SK399-0101
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Model VRO50 50 LPM Capacity

A 50 litres per minute at 3 metre head A Self priming up to 3 metres vertical
A Continuously rated up to 3 Mtr head A Suitable for tanks 300 - 600 litres
A 8 metre maximum head
A 3/4" BSP threaded ports
					
A On / off switch on motor
J40-146
J40-147
J45-157

12 volt Jabsco VR050-2022
24 volt Jabsco VR050-2122
Service kit Jabsco SK421-0000

Bronze hose adaptors shown are not
included - sold separately. RWB1476

Model VR100 100 LPM Capacity

A 100 litres per minute at 3 metre head A 20 minutes rated at 3.4 Mtr head
A Suitable for tanks 400 - 1500 litres
A Self priming up to 5 metres vertical
A 10 metre maximum head
A 1" BSP threaded ports. No switch.
J40-149
J45-158

24 volt Jabsco VR100-2120
Service kit Jabsco SK422-0001

Bronze hose adaptors shown are not
included - sold separately. RWB1477

Vane-Puppy Rotary Vane Pumps
Self priming rotary sliding vane pumps designed for medium duty
pumping of diesel fuel and light oils.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Ideal for pumping diesel fuel from tanks or drums etc.
Rotary vanes are impervious to diesel fuel and oils
6 GPM - 23 litres per minute capacity at 3 metre head
Self priming to 1 metre (3 Ft) vertical
6 metre maximum total head
Will transfer a 55 gallon drum of diesel in less than 10 minutes
Motor has a 30 minute duty cycle at 3 metre head
Bronze pump head
Dual 1/2" female & 1" hose connections

Standard Vane-Puppy Pumps
J40-126 12 volt 8 amp Vane-Puppy
J40-127 24 volt 5 amp Vane-Puppy

Jabsco 18680-0920
Jabsco 18680-0940

Reversible Vane-Puppy Pump
Has switch on motor to reverse flow - ideal for changing engine oil.
J40-130 12 volt 8 amp reversible Vane-Puppy Jabsco 18680-1000
J45-154
J45-155
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Service Kit suit new 18680 series Vane Puppy pumps
Service Kit suit old 45710 series Vane Puppy pumps

Jabsco 90200-0001
Jabsco 90200-0000
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10 - Pumps - Diesel Transfer / Oil Change
Gear-Puppy Pumps
The Jabsco Gear Puppy pumps are robust pumps suitable for pumping
oil, diesel and mild oil based chemicals. All moving parts within the bronze
pumphead are manufactured from brass for durability and corrosion
resistance. Supplied with inlet filter and 12mm barbed hose ports.
The brass gears ensure reliability for pumping both hot or cold liquids
up to a viscosity of 150 centi stokes. 15 minute duty rating.

A
A
A
A

Self priming to 1 metre
25 litres per minute output at open flow
13 litres per minute output at 5 metre head
Brass components resist corrosion

J40-173
J40-174

12v Gear-Puppy
24v Gear-Puppy

Jabsco 23230-2012
Jabsco 23230-2024

Oil Change System Kit

J40-165
J40-166

12 volt oil change kit
24 volt oil change kit

J45-185
J45-186
J53-543

Additional 12mm ball valve
Jabsco 98024-0000
Service Kit - Impeller, seal, gasket & screws Jabsco 90061-0053
Replacement nitrile impeller Jabsco 9200-0023

Jabsco 17820-0012
Jabsco 17820-0024

Portable Engine Oil Extractor System
Quick, clean and compact complete DC electric system for removing
engine oil. No mess and no effort makes changing engine oil a breeze.
Includes a 13 litre leak-proof slimline plastic container with handle, screw
cap and pouring spout, which is sufficient to empty the sump of most
petrol and diesel engines up to 4 cylinder, including 4 stroke outboards.
Compact design enables use in tight spaces and allows for easy
stowage and subsequent disposal of oil.
Powered by a Jabsco Triplex 12 volt electric diaphragm pump which is
impervious to oils, is self priming and has the ability to run dry.
Simply attach the 1.8 metre leads which include alligator clip
connections to the boats battery, insert the 2.4 Mtr oil & heat resistant
dipstick suction tube and flick the built-in on-off switch.
Pumps out a typical sump in less than 10 minutes.
NEW
Tank size : 483mm x 305mm x 165mm

MODEL

J40-182

12 volt system

J45-121		
J45-120		

Replacement pump only Jabsco 17869-2012 - suits above model
Replacement pump only Jabsco 17869-0012 - suits old model Pmax1 pump

Jabsco 17860-2012
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A completely self contained permanently mounted kit to change engine
and transmission oil on board. The Jabsco oil change system consists of
a robust self priming flexible impeller pump mounted to an easy to install
base with cover and coupled to a five port manifold, factory fitted with
three x 12mm full flow ball valves.
The system should be installed in the vessels engine room permanently
plumbed to the engines oil pans or transmission oil sump. The five port
manifold allows an additional two ball valves to be fitted, if desired, to
drain up to five oil reservoirs. The system can be used to remove the old
oil and then by using the integral reversing switch, pump a measured
amount of new oil back into the engine or transmission.
The system includes a hinged cover for easy accessibility and an added
safety measures is that the valve cover will not close after an oil change
unless all valves are securely closed.
Total size : Length 276mm Width 260mm Height 159mm

10 - Pumps - Oil Sump
Vacuum Sump Oil Extractor Kits

Engine Oil Sump Pump

Sump oil extraction kits
which work via manual pump
operation which creates a
vacuum to automatically
extract the sump oil into the
sealed container.
Automatic shut-off valve will
stop the flow of liquid when
the tank is full, even when
under vacuum.
Can also be used for other
thin lubricants and bilge water.
Includes base support bracket
and a variety of dipstick tubes.
2 tank capacity sizes.
Includes base support bracket.
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RWB6950
RWB6951

4 Litre tank
500mm height
6.5 litre tank
650mm height

High quality, heavy duty, compact
brass manual pump for draining
oil from engine sumps or
transferring diesel fuel.
Heavy duty construction for long
and reliable service.
Optional flexible copper dipstick
tube which screws into the
bottom of the pump and fits down
the dipstick hole. The pump is
supplied complete with brackets
for permanent mounting.
Fynspray pump model WS280.
RWB82A
RWB82B
RWB82C

Chrome plated brass pump
Plain brass pump
Copper dipstick tube

SP209

Service kit - Viton plunger "O" ring
suits current Model WS280 pump

SP584

Conversion kit - required for old WS28
with leather washer to convert to new viton

Engine Oil Sump Pump

Jiggler Siphon - Brass

Economy priced medium duty pump
for pumping light engine sump
oil through the engine dipstick,
for diesel fuel transfer or general
pumping applications.
Manufactured from brass tube
with black plastic top, base
and handle.
Supplied complete with plastic hose
for dipstick inlet and oil outlet hose.
Inlet : 8mm x 600mm hose
Outlet : 12mm x 240mm hose
RWB2798

The jiggler siphon provides an
easy way to siphon many types
of liquids including fuel.
No more nasty taste trying to
siphon - simply start the flow
of liquid by jiggling the brass
end up and down in the vertical
position in the liquid.
This siphon has a brass head for long life and
is made from anti-static hose.
RWB5680
RWB5681

12mm I.D hose x 1.75 metre length
20mm I.D hose x 2 metre length

Pumps Oil - Diesel Fuel - Water
Multi-Purpose Pump Kit
The Beckson pump kit is designed to handle all the routine pumping
jobs - plus the unusual ones.
This versatile pumping kit can pump water from the bilge, diesel fuel
from one tank to another and sump oil from an engine.
It is made entirely of marine plastic - will not rust or corrode,
is non-sparking for safety and is self priming.

A
A
A
A
MADE IN USA
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Pump size: 400mm (16") length x 40mm (1 1/2") diameter
Pumps approx. 5 Gallon (20 Litres) per minute
Supplied on hanging display pack for open shop display
Kit contains: 1 x Pump, 1 x length of 50mm flexible discharge hose for water
1 x adaptor foot, 1 x 1 metre x 12mm dip stick tube,
1 x 1 metre x 6mm dip stick tube, and 1 x red rigid discharge hose for oil.
RWB2796

Beckson multi-purpose pumping kit
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10 - Pumps - Rule (LVM) General Purpose
"RULE" Multi-Purpose Electric Pumps
This range of "Rule" (formerly LVM) centrifugal, dual fully submersible & in-line pumps
have many applications in the boating, caravan, industrial, agricultural and general fields.
They offer the following features and wide variety of uses -

A

Boating:

In-line freshwater pump - snap off strainer for hose connection
Emergency bilge pump - long leads and slimline design
Salt water deck wash / shower pump - simply lower overboard
Rapid diesel refuelling and transfer pump (not petrol)

General:

Portable pump with long electrical leads for many applications
Will pump many types of chemicals
Diesel fuel transfer - (except RWB 2620) slimline design
allows it to enter a 20 litre drum
Caravan / camping - freshwater delivery from tank or stream

		
		
		

A

		
		
		
		

IL500P "Congo" High Volume Pump
A Water or Diesel transfer
A Continuously rated motor - not to be run dry for long periods
A Powerful 32 litres per minute capacity - 14 PSI - 9 metre head
A Dual use - submersible or 20mm (3/4") hose inline pump
A Includes 4 metres of wiring cable with alligator battery clips
A Slimline body size : 166 x 41 mm
RWB2621
RWB2622

12 volt 6 amp
24 volt 3 amp

RULE IL500P
LVM111 Congo
RULE IL500P-24 LVM112 Congo

IL280P "Amazon" Deluxe Pump
A Water or Diesel transfer
A Continuously rated motor - not to be run dry for long periods
A 18 litres per minute capacity - 14 PSI - 9 metre head
A Dual use - submersible or 13mm (1/2") hose inline pump
A Includes 4 metres of wiring cable with alligator battery clips
A Slimline body size : 166 x 38 mm
RWB85
RWB85B

12 volt 4.5 amp RULE IL280P
LVM105 Amazon
24 volt 2.5 amp RULE IL280P-24 LVM117 Amazon

IL200 "Niagara" Economy Pump
Suitable for Water only. Intermittently rated motor.

A
A
A
A
A
A

Water transfer only
Intermittently rated motor
12 litres per minute capacity - 14 PSI - 7.5 metre head
Dual use - submersible or 13mm (1/2") hose inline pump
Includes 1 metre of wiring cable
Extra slim body size : 130 x 36 mm

RWB2620

12 volt 2.8 amp RULE IL200
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LVM141 Niagara
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These RULE (formerly LVM) pumps are not self priming. They must be gravity fed or a
one way valve used in line (if used as in-line hose to hose) or fully submersed (if used
with the strainer). They all have a clip-on, clip-off strainer which, when removed, reveals
a hose connection end for in-line pumping applications. Their super slim size allows
them to fit into very small spaces and they easily fit into the filling hole of a 20 litre drum.
There are 3 pump sizes in the range offering various flow rates and features.		

10 - Pumps - Jabsco "Puppy" General Purpose
"PUPPY" Range - DC Flexible Impeller Pumps
The Jabsco "WATER PUPPY" range of flexible impeller pumps have 12/24 volt
DC motors for many applications including bilge pumping, deck wash, shower
drain and many other general purpose applications.
These pumps have bronze head units, continuously rated motors, have high
discharge heads and are self priming.
They should NOT be run dry (with the exception of the utility puppies) and the
motors should NOT be subject to external water or spray. Bilge debris presents
no problem to these robust pumps. Choice of capacities, applications & duties.

Mini-Puppy Pumps - Compact Low Flow Pumps
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A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Suitable for oil changing, bilge pumping or general purpose applications
5.5 litres per minute - 330 litres per hour at 3 metre (10 Ft) head
Self priming up to 1.5 metre (5 Ft) vertical lift
Maximum head 8 metres
Compact continuously rated low flow pump
Supplied as standard with nitrile impeller for oily bilge water
Ports are dual 3/8" BSP female and barbed to suit 25mm (1") I.D hose

J40-122 12 volt 5 amp Mini-Puppy
J40-123 24 volt 3 amp Mini-Puppy
J45-153
J53-564
J45-171

Jabsco 23620-4003
Jabsco 23620-4103

Service kit nitrile
SK374-0003 includes nitrile impeller, "O" ring, seal and cover screws
Impeller nitrile
1414-0003
J55-243 End cover screws SP1004-09
"O" ring 18753-0660 (X5251-049)
J45-177 Seal SP2701-52

Junior-Puppy Pumps - High Pressure Medium Flow
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Suitable for pressure deckwash or high discharge head applications
Very high maximum head capacity of 23 metres
Good flow with high pressure available simply by restricting hose inlet
15 litres per minute - 900 litres per hour output at 3 metre (10 FT) head
Self priming up to 1.5 metre (5 Ft) vertical lift
Supplied as standard with nitrile impeller for oily bilge water
Ports are dual 3/8" BSP female and barbed to suit 25mm (1") I.D hose

J40-118 12 volt 13 amp Junior-Puppy
J40-119 24 volt 8 amp Junior-Puppy
J45-152
J53-543
J55-243

Jabsco 23670-4003
Jabsco 23670-4103

Service kit nitrile
SK400-0023 includes nitrile impeller, "O" ring, seal and cover screws
Impeller - nitrile
9200-0023
J45-177 Seal SP2701-52
End cover screws SP1004-09
J45-171 "O" ring 18753-0660 (X5251-049)

Water-Puppy Pumps - Commercial Duty
High Flow Heavy Duty Continuously Rated Pumps
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Suitable for bilge, deckwash or general purpose use
32 litres per minute - 1920 litres per hour output at 3 metre (10 Ft) head
Self priming up to 1.2 metre (4 Ft) vertical lift
Maximum head 6 metres
Continuously rated pump with lip seal
Supplied as standard with nitrile impeller for oily water
Ports are dual 1/2" BSP female and barbed to suit 25mm (1") I.D hose

J40-110 12 volt 13 amp Water-Puppy 2000 Jabsco 23680-4003
J40-111 24 volt 8 amp Water-Puppy 2000 Jabsco 23680-4103
J45-150
J53-501
J53-500
J55-243
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Service kit nitrile
SK224 includes nitrile impeller, "O" ring, seal and end cover screws
Impeller - nitrile
6303-0003
J45-171 "O" ring 18753-0660 (X5251-049)
Impeller - neoprene 6303-0001
J45-177 Seal SP2701-52
End cover screw SP1004-09
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10 - Pumps - Jabsco "Puppy" General Purpose
"PUPPY" Range - DC Flexible Impeller Pumps
Utility-Puppy 2000 Pumps
High Flow Heavy Duty Run-Dry Pumps
Specifications similar to Water Puppy on previous page except the Utility
Puppy can be run dry for around 10 minutes.
This allows the bilge to be sucked completely dry.
3/4" female BSP threaded ports. Supplied with nitrile impeller for oily bilge water.

A
A
A
A

Can be run dry for approximately 10 minutes
Allows the bilge to be sucked completely dry
32 litres per minute - 1920 litres per hour at 3 metre head
Self primes to 1.2 metre (4 Ft) vertical lift. Max head 6 metres

J40-112 12 volt 13 amp Utility-Puppy 2000 Jabsco 23920-2403
J40-113 24 volt 8 amp Utility-Puppy 2000 Jabsco 23920-2503
Impeller - nitrile
6303-0003
End cover screws X3001-147F
Seal
SP2701-52

J53-500
J45-175

Impeller - neoprene 6303-0001
"O" ring
X4020-257A

Maxi-Puppy 3000 Pumps
Very High Flow Heavy Duty Continuously Rated Pumps
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Suitable for bilge, deckwash or general purpose use
Deckwash - high flow floods decks and fishing cockpit to clear debris
44 litres per minute - 2640 litres per hour output at 3 metre (10 Ft) head
Self priming up to 2.4 metre (8 Ft) vertical lift
Heavy duty high flow continuously rated pump
Supplied as standard with nitrile impeller for oily bilge water
Cannot be run dry
Port size : 1/2" BSP internal - 25mm (1") hose external

J40-114 12 volt 18 amp Maxi-Puppy 3000		 Jabsco 23610-3003
J40-115 24 volt 10 amp Maxi-Puppy 3000		 Jabsco 23610-3103
J45-151
J53-504
J45-171
J45-177

service kit nitrile
Impeller - nitrile
"O" ring
Seal

SK224-01 includes nitrile impeller, gasket/"O" ring, seal and screws
7273-0003
J53-503 Impeller - neoprene 7273-0001
X5251-049
J55-243 End cover screw
SP1004-09
SP2701-52

Utility-Puppy 3000 Pumps
Very High Flow Mechanical Seal Run-Dry Pumps
Specifications similar to the Maxi Puppy above except the Utility Puppy can be
run dry for around 10 minutes allowing the bilge to be sucked completely dry.
It also has a heavy duty mechanical seal for long life.
3/4" female BSP threaded ports. Supplied with nitrile impeller for oily bilge water.

A
A
A
A
A

Heavy duty mechanical seal for long life
Can be run dry for approximately 10 minutes
Allows the bilge to be sucked completely dry
43 litres per minute - 2580 litres per hour at 3 metre head
Self primes 2.4 metre (8 Ft) vertical lift. Max head 12 metres

J40-116 12 volt 21 amp Utility-Puppy 3000 Jabsco 23920-2213
J40-117 24 volt 11 amp Utility-Puppy 3000		Jabsco 23920-2313
J53-504
J55-190
J45-176

Impeller - nitrile
7273-0003
End cover screws X3001-147F
Mechanical seal kit SP-8021-0301B

J53-503
J45-175

Impeller - neoprene 7273-0001
"O" ring X4020-257A
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J53-501
J55-190
J45-177

10 - Pumps - General Purpose / Circulation
Electric Impeller Pump
A medium duty bronze body 12 volt general purpose pump suitable
for salt or fresh water.
This pump has a flexible rubber impeller, bronze body, in-line
fuse holder with 10 amp fuse and a coated base plate with rubber
vibration dampening grommets.
Ports are dual threaded 1/2" female inside - 3/4" male outside.
Suction height : 2 metres Capacity : 25 LPM
RWB2253

12 volt 8 amp

SP79
SP80

Repacement gasket
Replacement rubber impeller

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

"CYCLONE" Circulation Pump - Stainless Head

3 YEAR WARRANTY

Robust, high flow, quiet running, long life pumps for hot water and
heating systems and many other circulation applications.
This heavy duty centrifugal pump has a stainless steel head and an open,
no-clog stainless steel impeller to easily handle small debris and high
temperatures up to 95 degrees C.
3,500 hour rated heavy duty motor.
Suitable for fresh or salt water, bilge water, anti-freeze and mild chemicals.
NOT self priming - install below the liquid source.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Stainless steel head and no-clog S/S impeller
29 GPM - 110 litres per minute flow
3,500 hour rated heavy duty motor
Long life mechanical seal
Flooded suction required - 2 metre suction lift possible when wet
Centrifugal design moves liquids quickly and efficiently
3/4" BSP female threaded ports
3 year limited warranty - subject to motor usage hours

J40-167 12 volt 9 amp Cyclone pump Jabsco 50840-2012
J40-168 24 volt 4.5 amp Cyclone pump Jabsco 50840-2024
J45-179

Mechanical seal kit

Jabsco 50835-0000

Magnetic Drive Circulation Pump
Compact, low amp draw, centrifugal seal-less pumps with magnetically
driven impeller. Designed primarily as a hot water circulation pump for
marine and automotive use and for many other circulation purposes.
Magnetically driven impeller allows it to handle small debris with ease and
there is no seal to wear out and removes the chance of any leaks.
Pumphead handles antifreeze and high temperatures to 100 degrees.
Not self priming - must be installed below the liquid source.

A
A
A
A
A

Up to 24 litres per minute open flow - 12.5 LPM at 1 metre (3 Ft) head
Ignition protected continuous duty longlife brushless motor
Will handle engine antifreeze and high temperatures to 80 deg C
Quiet running no-clog magnetic drive design
Ports are barbed to suit 20mm (3/4") hose

J40-142 12 volt 1.2 amp mag-drive pump Jabsco 59510-0012
J40-143 Dual 12 volt & 24 volt DC max 1.8 amp Jabsco 59530-0000
This dual 12 / 24v model also incorporates a simple 5 speed
control on the motor end for variable flow rate control
Page 248
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10 - Pumps - General Purpose
Bronze Gear Pumps
These pumps are made from pressure gunmetal bronze with a stainless
steel shaft and bronze gears as the impellers.
They are generally used in industrial applications where a robust, low
volume, high pressure or circulating pump is required.
They will handle most liquids including acids and fuels of various viscosity.
They need to be engine driven via a belt and pulley wheel system.
Sizes referred to are the BSP female port sizes.
RWB72
RWB73
RWB74
RWB75

3/8" gear pump WS33
1/2" gear pump WS32
3/4" gear pump WS31
1" gear pump WS30

General Purpose Pump

The Rule general purpose
pump must be mounted
below the waterline.
It is NOT self priming it will push water up,
once water is fed to it,
but it will not lift water
up to the pump.
The Rule general purpose pump is a very
high capacity DC electric pump with a
rotatable base for multiple mounting positions.
It is designed for use as a washdown pump
and / or to circulate water to a livewell tank.
It pumps lots of water, but not at any pressure
and it will not lift water.
Heavy duty construction with continuously rated
air / water cooled, permanently lubricated ball
bearing motor for long life and high performance.
Suitable for commercial or pleasure craft.

A
A
A
A

12v model - 3800 GPH - 240 litres per minute
24v model - 3700 GPH - 233 litres per minute
Inlet & outlet suits 38mm - 1 1/2" hose
NOT self-priming

RWB8A
RWB8B

12 volt 15.5 amp 3800 GPH
24 volt 7.0 amp 3700 GPH

SP146
SP147

Replacement impeller
Replacement mounting base

Par-Max 4 Multi-purpose Diaphragm Pump
Shower drain, Bilge, diesel fuel or livewell circulation pump.
Fully serviceable diaphragm design allows dry running for periods.
Ideal as a remote mounted shower drain pump. This pump also has
"Buna" diaphragms and valves making it capable of transferring diesel fuel.

A
A
A
A
A
A
Spare parts see page 215

Self priming up to 3 metres (10Ft) allows mounting above wet bilges
4.3 GPM - 16.3 litres per minute capacity at open flow
Continuously rated motor with thermal overload protection
Water resistant coated motor resists corrosion
Diaphragm design allows dry running for short periods
Hose connections suit 20mm (3/4") hose. 20mm Inlet strainer included.

J40-100 12 volt 6 amp Par-Max4 Jabsco 31705-0092
J40-101 24 volt 3 amp Par-Max4 Jabsco 31705-0094
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High Capacity
Up To 3800
GPH -240 Litres
Per Minute

10 - Pumps - General Purpose
Diaphragm Bilge / Shower Drain Pump

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

A very robust, non-clogging single chamber diaphragm pump ideal for
shower drain, sink drain or remote bilge pumping applications.
Fits on exact footprint of old Jabsco model 37202 shower drain pump.
Flexible installation - head rotates 360 degrees and also revolves around
the motor joint so inlet and outlet ports can be set at any desired angle.
A very robust pump that won't clog and requires no filter.

Flexible installation - head rotates
360 degrees and also revolves
around motor joint so ports can
be set at any desired angle.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

4.2 GPM - 16 litres per minute output
Self priming to 3 metres
Capable of extended dry running
Compact size and simple design for long trouble-free life
Quiet running, ignition protected motor
Multi-position head and ports can be rotated allowing flexible installation
Corrosion resistant parts
Low maintenance - non-clogging joker valves
No inlet filter required
Inlet and outlet ports - dual size suits 20mm (3/4”) and 25mm (1") hose
Compact size : 254mm long x 156mm wide x 127mm high

J40-106
J40-107

12 volt 7 amp shower drain pump
24 volt 5 amp shower drain pump

Jabsco 50880-1000
Jabsco 50880-1100

J45-102
J45-104

Service kit. Includes most wearing parts
Joker valve (included in J45-102 kit)

Jabsco SK880
Jabsco 50885-0000

High Speed Dinghy Inflator / Deflator
This RULE (formerly LVM) hi-speed
12 volt air pump will inflate or deflate
a typical 4 man inflatable boat in
around 1 to two minutes.
Much faster and easier than most
other electric or manual air pumps.
When deflating, It removes every
ounce of air quickly for easy storage.
It is lightweight, yet powerful. Simple
to use with the built-in trigger switch.
It has a temperature sensitive air
release valve that protects the motor
from overheating and from
over-inflating the boat.
Supplied with 3 metre cable with
alligator clips for direct connection
to a 12 volt battery.

A Rapidly inflates or deflates a typical
4 man inflatable in 1 to 2 minutes

A Inflates or deflates at 20 Cubic feet
(550 litres) of air per minute

A Easy trigger action on / off switch
A Complete with 3 metre wiring cable
and alligator battery clips

A Supplied with a set of 9 adaptor
A

nozzles and fittings to suit most
inflatables and valve types
Over-inflation protection

RWB86
		
		

12 volt 25 amp inflator kit
Rule model ID20
LVM model 110

SP565

Spare adaptor fittings kit

Drill Pump Kit
6mm shaft fits into to any
standard drill chuck.
The drill pump has a
variety of fluid tranfer
uses including freshwater,
saltwater, diesel & light oil.
Many uses onboard
or at home including
emptying sinks, waterbeds,
aquariums Etc. Changing
oil on small machinery.
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A
A
A
A
A
A

Glass filled polyester housing. 3/4" ports.
"Buna" rubber flexible impeller
Capacity up to 3.3 GPM - 12.5 Litres min.
Self primes to 2.5 metre vertical
Discharges up to 7 metre vertically
Pumps liquids 4 deg C to 48 deg C

RWB2947
		
		

Drill pump kit - includes pump,
0.9 Mtr x 12mm discharge hose
and 0.6 Mtr x 6mm oil probe.
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10 - Pumps - Water Ballast Pumps
Wakeboard / Ski Boat Ballast-PUPPY Pump Kit

J40-132

12 volt 11.5 amp ballast pump Jabsco 18220-1127

J45-115

Replacement switch kit Jabsco 18753-0095

J45-182

Service Kit Jabsco 90061-0007. Includes impeller, lip seal,
3 x end cover screws and "O" ring cover seal

J45-183

Green Impeller kit 6303-0107-J Jabsco 6303-0007P
Clam packaged - includes impeller, O ring and impeller lubricant

Wakeboard / Ski Boat Ballast-KING Pump Kit
The "Big Brother" to the Ballast-Puppy pump shown above.
The "Ballast KING" pump is a higher flow 12 volt flexible
impeller pump specifically manufactured for wakeboard and
ski boats for water ballast transfer.
This quick and convenient kit will help custom shape the
boats wake to suit any boarder's style - faster than ever.
The pump is capable of transferring approx 57KG (57 litres)
of water ballast per minute at 1.5 metre head - filling or
emptying a 200 litre ballast tank in under 4 minutes.
The pump is fully reversible to both fill and empty ballast
tanks in even quicker time, simply and easily.
Self priming to 1.2 metres (4 feet), won't airlock and has
exclusive run dry protection and ignition protected motor.
Supplied with a special red polyurethane compound
impeller that handles reversing with ease.
Supplied with high quality dash mount switch unit marked
"Ballast" fill and empty, complete with fitted connectors and
long heavy duty electrical wiring.
Pump size : 204mm length x 121mm wide x 92mm high
Hose connection ports - dual 1/2" NTP internal female thread
and 25mm external hose barb.
J40-134

12 volt 19 amp ballast KING

J45-115

Replacement switch kit Jabsco 18753-0095

J45-187

Red polyurethane Impeller kit
Clamshell packaged
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This 12 volt flexible impeller pump is specifically manufactured
for wakeboard and ski boats for water ballast transfer.
This quick and convenient kit will help custom shape the
boats wake to suit any boarder's style.
The pump is capable of transferring approx 34KG (34 litres)
of water ballast per minute at 1.5 metre head - filling or
emptying a 200 litre ballast tank in just under 6 minutes.
The pump is fully reversible to both fill and empty ballast
tanks in quick time, simply and easily.
Self priming to 0.9 metres (3 feet), won't airlock and has
exclusive run dry protection and ignition protected motor.
Supplied with a special green polyurethane compound
impeller that handles reversing with ease.
Supplied with high quality dash mount switch unit marked
"Ballast" fill and empty, complete with fitted connectors and
long heavy duty electrical wiring.
Pump size : 181mm length x 121mm wide x 92mm high
Hose connection ports - dual 1/2" NTP internal female thread
and 25mm external hose barb.

10 - Pumps - General Purpose / Waste
53040 Series 240 Volt AC Utility Pump
Medium volume heavy duty bronze head pump with nitrile
rubber impeller and high quality 230V AC motor for use
with 240 volt mains power.
Continuously rated general utility pump for dockside waste
pump out or general pumping duties where a mains power
pump is required.
This pump is suitable for many applications on larger craft.

PUMPS - DIAPHRAGM & ASSTD

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

528 GPH - 2000 litres per hour at 3 metre (10 Ft) head
230 volt 50 hz continuous duty motor
4 pole single phase 250 watt
Robust bronze pump head
Primes from dry up to 3 metres
Built-in run dry run protection for 30 minutes after initial prime
Complete with carry handle
Simple design means few wearing parts and easily serviced
Handles hard and soft solids without clogging
1" female BSP port connections
Supplied with nitrile impeller for oily based water or waste.
Neoprene impeller service kit for water is available as an option.

J40-140 230 volt AC mains power utility pump Jabsco 53040-2003
J45-145
J45-146

Service kit complete with NEOPRENE impeller Jabsco SK409-0021
Service kit complete with NITRILE impeller
Jabsco SK409-0003

53080 Series 240 Volt AC Utility Pump
High volume heavy duty bronze head pump with nitrile rubber
impeller and high quality 230V AC motor for use with 240 volt
mains power.
Continuously rated general utility pump for dockside waste
pump out or general pumping duties where a mains power
pump is required.
This pump is suitable for many applications on larger craft.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

1056 GPH - 67 LPM - 4000 litres per hour at 3 metre head
230 volt 50 hz continuous duty motor
4 pole single phase 550 watt
Robust bronze pump head
Primes from dry up to 3 metres
Built-in run dry run protection for 30 minutes after initial prime
Complete with carry handle
Simple design means few wearing parts and easily serviced
Handles hard and soft solids without clogging
1 1/2" female BSP port connections
Supplied with nitrile impeller for oily based water or waste
Neoprene impeller service kit for water is available as an option.

J40-144 230 volt AC mains power utility pump Jabsco 53080-2063
J45-147
J45-148
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Service kit complete with NEOPRENE impeller Jabsco SK411-0001
Service kit complete with NITRILE impeller
Jabsco SK411-0003
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11 - Jabsco Toilets & Waste Systems
Jabsco Toilets & Waste Systems
Jabsco are the world leaders in marine toilets & waste systems
for small craft supplying leading boatbuilders and stockists worldwide.
From the Jabsco Twist-N-Lock manual toilet to the top of the range
Deluxe Silent-Flush electric toilets - Jabsco have a toilet to suit and
a waste pump or macerator to complete your system.
Jabsco product is available in over 150 countries - so if you need
a spare you can find it just about anywhere.
Jabsco Manual Twist-N-Lock Marine Toilets
The worlds most popular and reliable manual marine toilet.
The Jabsco 3000 Twist-N-Lock manual marine toilet is now safer,
stronger, performs better, is better looking and easier to maintain.
The twist-n-lock action handle locks the system and guards against
siphoning, flooding and waste backflow with an easy turn of the handle.
See catalogue page 264
Jabsco Premium Electric Marine Toilets

Jabsco Quiet-Flush Marine Toilets
The Quiet-Flush system is an electric toilet system that dramatically
reduces the noise level of the flush pump to make life on board more
comfortable for all the crew, even those sleeping off watch!
See catalogue page 268
Jabsco Deluxe Silent-Flush Marine Toilets
Modern elegant space saving design - heavy duty and virtually silent
operation - with the very quiet, non-clogging large bore centrifugal
macerating pump. Jabsco have optimised all design aspects to give
style, comfort, virtually silent operation, minimal water usage, one touch
control pad, non-clogging pump unit, low amp draw (less than 1 amp /
hour per day), no “dirt traps”, compact footprint, concealed wiring and
plumbing, and much more.
See catalogue pages 270 - 271
Jabsco 18590 Macerator Pump
The ideal answer to simple holding tank pump-outs.
Also ideal for macerating and evacuating livewell and fish box tanks.
This heavy duty self-priming macerator pump includes a patented
run-dry protection device, heavy duty corrosion resistant triple sealed
motor and a powerful 4 blade stainless steel chopper to further reduce
the possibility of clogging.
Now includes upgraded stainless steel motor / body bolts.
See catalogue page 255
Jabsco 50890 Electric Waste Pump
Virtually bullet-proof, robust and extremely reliable single chamber
diaphragm pump passes solids easily and is particularly effective
in emptying waste holding tanks.
Flexible installation - the head can be rotated 360 degrees and also
revolves around the motor joint so inlet / outlet ports can be set at
any desired angle. See next page 254
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Heavy duty, top quality electric marine toilets with many features for
high performance, comfort, easy cleaning and attractive appearance.
The ease & convenience of electric operation at an affordable price.
See catalogue page 266

11 - Jabsco Waste Pumps
50890 Series Electric Waste Pump
This very robust and extremely reliable single chamber diaphragm
pump passes solids easily and is particularly effective in emptying
waste holding tanks.
Flexible installation - the head can be rotated 360 degrees and also
revolves around the motor joint so the inlet / outlet ports can be set
at any desired angle.

TO I L E T S & WA S T E S Y S T E M S

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Flexible installation - head rotates
360 degrees and also revolves
around motor joint so ports can
be set at any desired angle.

5 GPM - 19 litres per minute output
Self priming to 3 metres vertical
Quiet running - and capable of extensive dry running
Compact size and simple design
Ignition protected motor with run dry capability
Multi-position head & ports can be rotated for flexible installation
Corrosion resistant parts
Low maintenance - non-clogging joker valves
Passes solids easily - no filter required

Inlet and outlet ports suit 38mm (1 1/2”) I.D hose
Compact size : 277mm long x 161mm wide x 131mm high max
J11-116
J11-117

12 volt 10 amp waste pump
24 volt 5 amp waste pump

J17-154		

Service kit Jabsco SK890 includes diaphragm, ports, joker valves, screws Etc

Jabsco 50890-1000
Jabsco 50890-1100

Parts - OLD Series 59090 Electric Waste Pump
The 59090 series of electric diaphragm waste pumps were
superceded by the series 50890 waste pumps shown above in 2009.
OLD series
59090 pump

Spare parts for the old model 59090 pumps are still available as listed below.

New series
50890 pump

J17-150
J17-151
J17-152
J17-153
J35-108
J35-109

Diaphragm & plates
Diaphragm & valves service kit
Connecting rod service kit
Body kit
Clamp ring kit
Ports & valves kit

Jabsco 29277-1000
Jabsco 90220-0000
Jabsco 59095-1000
Jabsco 59091-1000
Jabsco 29252-1000
Jabsco 29275-1000

Manual Waste Pump
Universal pump with 38mm (1 1/2") ports and excellent solids handling
capability for manual holding tank or waste pumpout.

A Rugged corrosion resistant plastic body
A
A
A
A
A

with stainless hardware & handle
High output up to 100 litres per minute (22 GPM).
Self primes to 3 metres
Push-fit elbow swivels 360 deg for ease of installation
Quick release clamp gives fast access for blockage clearance
38mm (1 1/2") ports give excellent solids handling ability

J30-103 Universal pump with 1 x push-fit elbow Jabsco 29270-0000
J31-126
J31-120
J35-103
J35-104
J35-109
J35-116
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Additional push-fit 38mm elbow
Through deck sealing kit & cover
Diaphragm & valves service kit
Rocker arm, clamp ring & plates kit
Ports & inlet / outlet valves kit
Replacement 300mm stainless handle

Jabsco 29266-1000
Jabsco 29279-0000
Jabsco 29276-1000
Jabsco 29272-1000
Jabsco 29275-1000
Jabsco 29267-1000
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11 - Jabsco Macerator Pumps
Run-Dry Electric Macerator Pump
This heavy duty self-priming macerator pump includes a patented run-dry
protection device, heavy duty corrosion resistant triple sealed motor and
a powerful 4 blade stainless steel chopper to further reduce the possibility
of clogging. Includes new upgraded stainless steel motor / body bolts.
The Jabsco macerator is the ideal answer to simple holding tank pump-outs.
Also ideal for macerating and evacuating livewell and fish box tanks.
Flow rate of 46 litres per minute empties a 120 litre holding tank in only
3 minutes. Heavy duty motor discharges up to 1,000 litres in one operation.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

46 litres per minute output - 38 litres per minute at 3 metre head
Self priming up to 1.2 metres vertical lift
Triple sealed ignition protected motor to prevent corrosion
Run-dry protection sensor device
Stainless steel motor / body bolts - 5/16" 8mm diameter
4 blade stainless steel chopper reduces clogging even further
Macerates and discharges air, water and waste mixtures

Connections : Inlet 1 1/2" male thread and 38mm hose
			 : Outlet 25mm 1" hose
12 volt 16 amp macerator pump
24 volt 8 amp macerator pump

Jabsco 18590-2092
Jabsco 18590-2094

J17-100

Service kit - suits all 18590 series macerators Jabsco 18598-1000
Includes: impeller, impeller housing / discharge body with shaft seal,		
small wearplate & gasket kit. Does NOT include bolts - see J17-106 below

J16-330
J16-357
J53-501
J16-311
J16-313
J17-102
J17-103
J17-104
J17-105
J17-106

Chopper & nut (OLD 2 blade style)
Chopper & nut (NEW 4 blade style)
Impeller - nitrile rubber
Motor shaft seal
Slinger for motor shaft
Macerator inlet housing 1 1/2"
Wearplate - large
Wearplate - small
Gasket (kit of 2)
Stainless bolt kit (2 x 75mm, 2 x 95mm)
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J11-110
J11-111

Jabsco 37056-1000
Jabsco 37056-2000
Jabsco 6303-0003
Jabsco 1040-0000
Jabsco 6342-0000
Jabsco 18594-1000
Jabsco 18597-1000
Jabsco 12316-1002
Jabsco 18596-1000
Jabsco 17288-1000

110 / 240 Volt Macerator Pump
This heavy duty macerator pump is self priming and has a dual
voltage 110 / 240 volt 50 Hz AC motor making it ideal for heavy
duty commercial applications on larger craft - or for dockside
waste pumpout. 53LPM capacity at open flow empties waste
tanks in a short time.
Inlet port size
: 38mm Barbed and 1 1/2" NPT threaded
Discharge port : 25mm (1") hose Barb

A
A
A
A

Self primes to 4 ft (1.2m)
53 litres per minute flow (14 GPM) at open flow
44 litres per minute flow (12 GPM) at 3 metre head
Thermal overload protected motor

J11-113

Dual 110 / 240 Volt

Jabsco 22130-2721

J53-504
J17-103
J17-104
J17-105
J16-311
J16-313
J16-357

Replacement impeller
Wearplate - large
Wearplate - small
Gasket kit
Motor shaft seal
Slinger		
Chopper & nut 4 blade

Jabsco 7273-0003
Jabsco 18597-1000
Jabsco 12316-1002
Jabsco 18596-0000
Jabsco 1040-0000
Jabsco 6342-0000
Jabsco 37056-2000
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10 - Waste Holding Tanks - Diablo
“Diablo” Universal Rigid Poly Waste Tanks
Tanks suit Waste, petrol, ethanol mix, diesel & fresh water

Shown with
fuel hatch lid

These “Diablo” tanks by Nuova Rade are made from high density
polyethylene material which can be used as waste tanks or for petrol,
ethanol mix, diesel or drinking water - the same tank can be used for any
of the above - they are non-toxic and fuel resistant and CE approved.
The tank itself is sold separately - and then a tank hatch lid is sold
separately to match the desired usage.
The tanks have a colour coded symbol moulded into them with red for
fuel, blue for fresh water and brown for waste water.
The tanks come in 2 different height sizes with 5 different litre capacities in
each. When matched with the 3 different type tank hatch lids it allows 30
different tank combinations. Blind sealing hatch lid also available.
230MM HEIGHT TANKS (without hatch lid & fittings) x 360MM WIDTH
RWB
CAPACITY
LENGTH
HEIGHT
WIDTH
CODE
LITRES
MM
MM
MM

TO I L E T S & WA S T E S Y S T E M S

RWB4480
RWB4481
RWB4482
RWB4483
RWB4484

37
48
60
70
82

500
650
800
950
1100

230 + 100
230 + 100
230 + 100
230 + 100
230 + 100

360
360
360
360
360

305MM HEIGHT TANKS (without hatch lid & fittings) x 360MM WIDTH
RWB
CAPACITY
LENGTH
HEIGHT
WIDTH
CODE
LITRES
MM
MM
MM
RWB4486
RWB4487
RWB4488
RWB4489
RWB4490

49
64
78
93
108

500
650
800
950
1100

305 + 100
305 + 100
305 + 100
305 + 100
305 + 100

360
360
360
360
360

BLUE FRESH WATER HATCH LID - Adds 100mm to the height of the
tank - The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing
gasket, 90 deg x 38mm barbed water inlet, 90 deg x 13mm barbed water
outlet, 90 deg x 20mm barbed breather vent outlet. Also includes 2 x tank
suction pipes 1 x 210mm length, 1 x 280mm length.
RWB4493 Fresh water hatch lid blue
RED FUEL HATCH LID - Adds 100mm to the height of the tank suitable for petrol, ethanol mix and diesel.
The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing gasket,
90 deg barbed 38mm fuel inlet, 90 deg x 20mm barbed breather vent
outlet, 90 deg x 10mm barbed fuel suction with 275mm length tank suction
pipe, additional 1/2” threaded fuel suction with 275mm length tank suction
pipe, plus an additional 2 x 3/4” threaded spare ports.
RWB4492 Fuel hatch lid red
WASTE TANK HATCH LIDS - Adds 100mm to the height of the tank
The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing gasket,
2 x 90 deg 25mm & 38mm barbed inlet / outlets with additional 20mm,
25mm & 38mm barbed connectors, 1 x 25mm barbed breather vent outlet
and tank suction pipe.
2 different hatches - 1 for 230mm height tanks and 1 for 305mm height
RWB4494 Waste hatch lid brown - suit 230mm height tanks
RWB4495 Waste hatch lid brown - suit 305mm height tanks
RWB4496 Blind sealing hatch white
RWB4497 Tank tie-down kit - 2 x plastic wedges with 1.5 metre strap.
For better stability on longer tanks use 2 x tie-down kits.
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10 - Diablo Tank Accesories
Spare Parts For Diablo Tanks
SP753

SP761

SP763-765

These spare parts suit the hatch lids of Diablo tanks
shown on previous page.
SP753
SP761
SP763
SP764
SP765
SP766
SP754
SP760
SP762
SP767

SP766

90 deg connector 1 1/2" thread, 38mm hose
90 deg connector 3/4" thread, 20mm hose
90 deg connector 1/2" thread, 10mm hose
SP754/ 760
/762
90 deg connector 3/4" thread, 13mm hose
90 deg connector 1 1/2" thread, 25mm hose
90 deg connectors 1' thread, 20 & 25mm hose (set of 2)
Cap with 1 1/2" thread
Cap with 3/4" thread
SP767
Cap with 1/2" thread
Gasket for tank hatch lids

Tie-Down Kit - Diablo Tanks
Includes 2 x large plastic wedges with 1.5 metre strap and cleats.
Suits all Diablo tanks - and other large plastic fuel tanks
For better stability on longer tanks use 2 x tie-down kits.
RWB4497 Set

316 grade stainless electric sender units to suit Diablo tanks shown on
previous page and other brands and sizes of tanks for fuel, water and waste.
RWB8900 to 8915 suit both fuel and water whilst RWB8920 to 8923 suit
waste tank use. All suit both 12v and 24v systems and are supplied with
wiring, gasket and stainless steel fastenings.

RWB8900-15

Fuel & Water Tank Senders - RWB8900-05 suit European 0-190 Ohm
Impedance and RWB8910-15 suit American 240-33 Ohm Impedance.
CODE		
CODE		
SENDER
0-190 Ohm
240-33 Ohm
LENGTH
RWB8900
RWB8910
150mm Suits Diablo 230mm Height tanks
RWB8901
RWB8911
200mm
RWB8902
RWB8912
250mm Suits Diablo 305mm Height tanks
RWB8903
RWB8913
300mm
RWB8904
RWB8914
350mm
RWB8905
RWB8915
400mm
Waste Tank Senders - suits 240-33 Ohm impedance.
CODE		
SENDER
240-33 Ohm
LENGTH
RWB8920
150mm Suits Diablo 230mm Height tanks
RWB8921
233mm Suits Diablo 305mm Height tanks
RWB8922
350mm
RWB8923
480mm

RWB8930-31

RWB8932-33

RWB8920-23

Gauges - available to suit Fuel, Water or Waste in both European
0-190 Ohm Impedance and American 240-33 Ohm Impedance.
All gauges come complete with wiring loom and suit both 12v
and 24v systems. They all have a 48mm dial size, 61mm
overall width and 52mm cut-out hole size.
They suit panel thickness up to 20mm. Depth behind 40mm.
CODE		
CODE		
SUITS
0-190 Ohm
240-33 Ohm
RWB8930
RWB8931
Fuel
RWB8932
RWB8933
Water
RWB8934-35
RWB8934
RWB8935
Waste
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Waste / Fuel / Water Senders & Gauges

11 - Toilets - Electric Conversion Sets
Water / Waste Holding Tanks
A range of quality holding tanks in various sizes made from food grade
non-corrosive polypropylene material. Three sizes are available and all
tanks come with moulded fitting outlets on two facets so the tank can
be fitted in either orientation.
Each face is fitted with 25mm (1”) and 38mm (1 1/2”) threaded ports.
Blank off plugs and pickup straw are NOT included.
RWB4200
RWB4202
RWB4204

635mm x 325mm x 225mm
700mm x 350mm x 250mm
800mm x 375mm x 275mm

40 litre capacity
55 litre capacity
75 litre capacity

Pickup Straw

The pickup straw is used where pump-out via deck waste fitting is required.
It is made from polypropylene with a threaded collar to securely
screw into either of the 38mm outlets in the holding tank.
May be cut to length to suit tank orientation and capacity.
RWB4210

Pickup straw

Base Mounted Electric Conversion Kit
TO I L E T S & WA S T E S Y S T E M S

Converts Jabsco and many other brands of manual toilets to the ease and
convenience of electric operation. The flush pump rinses the bowl and is
self-priming to 1.8 metres vertical lift, the powerful macerator pump grinds
waste as it pumps. A built-in backflow preventer is included in the discharge
housing. This conversion kit utilises the plumbing connections, the bowl,
and the seat and lid of the existing manual toilet. It can also be used as a
major upgrade kit to renew old electric toilets of various brands.
Converts most toilets with 4 bolt fixing bowls and bolt centres on a 95mm
dia. circle including all type Jabsco manual toilets, Par Mk1 & 2, Brydon Boy
and most older types of RM69, TMC, Groco, Raritan, Wilcox Critenden,
Mansfield and Sealand.
The comprehensive conversion kit includes the complete base, motor and
macerator assembly and all other necessary parts such as motor cover,
heavy duty push button switch, base gasket, hose adaptors,
hose and clamps, stainless steel fastenings and fastening covers.
J11-100 12 volt 16 amp base conversion kit
Jabsco 37010-0092
J11-101 24 volt 9 amp base conversion kit
Jabsco 37010-0097

Quiet-Flush Electric Conversion Kits
Converts standard electric or manual toilets to the comfort and convenience
of QUIET-FLUSH electric operation. Very quiet operation in comparison
to standard electric toilets. See catalogue page 268 for full "Quiet-Flush"
description. Includes control panel. Salt or freshwater flush versions.

Salt Water Bowl Rinse Version
Includes Par-Max 4 electric diaphragm pump for salt water intake and
other components required, ready to bolt on to your existing toilet bowl.
J11-128 12 volt salt water kit
Jabsco 37255-0092
J11-129 24 volt salt water kit
Jabsco 37255-0094

Fresh Water Bowl Rinse Version
Includes solenoid valve with siphon breaker which positively eliminates
any backflow from the toilet to the boats fresh water system, and other
components required, ready to bolt on to your existing toilet bowl.
J11-126 12 volt fresh water kit
Jabsco 37055-0092
J11-127 24 volt fresh water kit
Jabsco 37055-0094
Page 258
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11 - Toilets - Electric Conversion Set
Upright Electric Conversion Kit
Extra heavy duty upright electric flush pump converts all Jabsco manual
marine toilets to the ease of electric operation. Simply utilises the existing
toilet base and plumbing.
It can be re-converted to manual operation (keep your existing manual pump)
inside 15 minutes in the event of a power failure.
Simple rotary control, vigorous 20 litre per minute flush rate
for rapid flushing, typically less than 10 seconds.
Dual flush self-priming pump for below or above waterline use, macerates
waste as it pumps. Power consumption of only 1 amp/hour each day.
J11-102 12 volt 24 amp conversion
J11-103 24 volt 13 amp conversion

Jabsco 29200-0120
Jabsco 29200-0240
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Spare Parts

Service Kits
Kit

RWB
Number

Description

Jabsco
Number

A

J16-230

Service Kit

29101-0000

B

J16-231

Hardware Kit

29109-0000

C

J16-232

Waste &
Flush Pump
Bodies

29116-1000

Using the key from the diagram above,
locate the required part(s) from the table
on the right. The parts are contained in
the relevant service kit as indicated at right.
If there is no RWB or Jabsco part number
shown - that part is only available in a kit.

Key

RWB Part
Description
Number		

2

J16-334

3		
4
J16-341
5		
6
J53-501
7
J16-340
8		
9
10
J16-330
11		
12
J16-331
13		
14
J16-342
15
J16-332
16		
17
J16-336
18		
19
J16-337
20
J16-338
21
J16-339
22		
23		
24		
25
J16-333
26		
28
J16-343
29
J15-244
30		

Jabsco
Number

Service Kit Type
A
B
C

Motor 12 volt
29108-0120				
					
Slinger		
1
Seal
18753-0384
2		 2
Waste Pump Body				
1
Impeller
6303-0003
2
Gasket (Paper)
18753-0167
2
2
2
Wearplate S/S			
1
Spring Washer		
1
Chopper & Lock Nut
37056-1000
Mounting Screw		
1		
1
Base Gasket
29072-1000
Screw (Waste Pump)			
4
'O' Ring
18753-0169
1		
1
Macerator Housing Kit
29071-1000
Screw (Control Knob)		
1
1
1
Control Knob
29077-1000
Screw (Flush Pump Cover)		
1
7
1
Flush Pump Cover Kit
29081-1000
Flush Pump Gasket Cork
29075-1000
1		
1
Control Valve Assy
29083-1000
Wearplate Brass			
1
Screw Flush Pump		
1
2
1
Flush Pump Body				
1
Switch Assy Kit
29103-1000
1
Switch Spring				
1
Cable Assy (without Fuse)
29106-1000
Joker Valve
29092-1000			
Bleed hose		
1		
1
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11 - Toilets - Accessories
"TMC" Electric Conversion Set

Jabsco Manual Toilet Pump
This complete Twist-N-Lock
Jabsco pump unit bolts straight
on to the existing marine toilet
and is ideal for full replacement
of tired old pump units.
This unit includes all parts
except the stainless steel
fastening bolts and the base
valve - use your existing parts
or purchase separately.
Suits all types of Jabsco
manual toilets manufactured
from 1986 to current.
Upgrade your manual now !

SP192 / SP193

J15-205 Jabsco 29040-3000
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SP196 / SP197

Service Kits - Jabsco Toilets

Convert your TMC manual toilet to
the comfort and convenience of
electric operation - or replace your
old TMC electric unit.
This complete electric motor and macerator
pumping unit simply bolts straight on to your
existing TMC porcelain bowl.
Includes all parts required - except switch box
unit (SP196 / SP197 sold separately)
and stainless steel base fastenings.
When converting a TMC manual or electric
toilet made prior to 2001, it will be necessary
to alter the inlet water plumbing to 25mm (1")
from it's existing 20mm hose.

We stock service kits and parts to suit all
Jabsco toilets - manual and electric.
For full details see further on in this catalogue
where all parts and kits are detailed.
JABSCO MK2 Manual
Toilet (1986-1997)
J15-201 Jabsco 29045-0000
JABSCO 2000 Manual
Toilet (1998-2007)
J15-200 Jabsco 29045-2000

Water inlet and waste outlet connections both
suit 25mm (1") I.D hose.

JABSCO Twist-N-Lock 3000
Manual (2008 + Onwards)
J15-202 Jabsco 29045-3000

See pages 273 - 275 for full details of TMC
toilet kits and parts.

JABSCO 37010 Standard Electric
J16-221 Jabsco 37040-0000

Available in 12 volt or 24 volt versions.
SP192 12 volt TMC conversion set
SP193 24 volt TMC conversion set
SP196 12 volt switchbox unit
SP197 24 volt switchbox unit

JABSCO Quiet - Flush Electric
J16-220 Jabsco 90197-0000
JABSCO Deluxe Silent - Flush Electric
J16-400 Jabsco 58100-2000

E-Clean Hand Sanitiser
E-Clean is an instant antiseptic hand cleaner and sanitiser,
simply apply and rub into hands until dry - no water required.
It Instantly nuetralises stickiness on hands.
Excellent to use after handling fish and bait.
Kills germs and removes odours such as fish and bait on the hands.
Use in all industries - marine, retail, after handling cash, ideal for
tradespeople such as plumbers, mechanics Etc.
RWB5757
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11 - Toilets - Accessories
Vented Loops - Black

High quality tough corrosion proof marelon material.
Essential component on inlet and discharge
plumbing of toilets installed below the static or
heeled waterline.
Simple valve system ensures water cannot siphon
over inlet and discharge hose loops.
Available for 3 hose I.D sizes.
J11-123
J11-124
J11-125

20mm (3/4") hose
25mm (1") hose
40mm (1 1/2") hose

J11-134

Spare valves For vented loops (Pair) 29015-1000

Jabsco 29015-0000
Jabsco 29015-0020
Jabsco 29015-0010

Vented Loops - White

RWB6945
RWB6946
RWB6947
SP620

20mm (3/4") hose
25mm (1") hose
38mm (1 1/2") hose
Replacement cap and valve kit

"Y" Valve - Heavy Duty
Heavy duty corrosion and
chemical resistant polypropylene
with stainless hardware.
For use with bilge pumps or toilet
systems. Can be padlocked.
Ports can be rotated 90 degrees
for ease of installation to allow
hose to run in any direction.
3 sturdy mounting feet.
Easy access to valve for servicing.
Can be operated through bulkhead using
optional handle extension kit.
Supplied with 40mm (1 1/2") ports fitted
- with 1 x additional 25mm (1") straight port.
J11-120 "Y" Valve
Jabsco 45490-1000
J11-132
J11-121
J11-131
J11-133

Handle extension kit Jabsco 45500-1000
Service kit (rubber parts) Jabsco 45488-0000
Replacement handle only Jabsco 45493-0000
Ports kit (4 ports)
Jabsco 18753-0661

This solenoid vacuum valve is
required where electric toilets are
installed below the waterline and
a Jabsco vented loop (shown left)
is installed in the inlet pipework.
The extra suction of the electric
toilet will open the valve in vented
loops and prevent the flush pump
from priming. The solenoid valve
is wired into the toilets on/off switch.
It closes when the toilet is operated
ensuring pump prime.
J11-122 Solenoid valve 		
Jabsco 37068-2000

Non-Return Valve
Some toilet installations, both
manual and electric, where the
toilet is a long way from the water
inlet can benefit from fitting a
one-way check valve to ensure
rapid toilet pump priming.
J31-127 Suits 20mm (3/4") hose
Jabsco 29295-1011

Toilet Pumpguard
Pre-filter installs into inlet line to
protect manual or electric toilets
from malfunction due to debris.
Transparent housing and screw top
allows quick inspection & servicing.
J21-112 Suits 20mm 3/4" hose

'Y' Valves - Bulkhead Mount

Bulkhead mount 'Y' valves made
from reinforced nylon with stainless
steel fastenings.
Ideal for toilet or bilge pump diversion.
Two hose sizes available.
RWB1456
RWB1457

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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Economically priced white polypropylene vented
loops. Essential component on inlet and discharge
plumbing of toilets installed below the static or
heeled waterline.
Simple valve system ensures water cannot siphon
over inlet and discharge hose loops.
Available for 3 hose I.D sizes.

Vented Loop Solenoid Valve

11 - Toilets - Accessories
E-Treat Concentrate
E-TREAT professional grade is a very concentrated treatment for
waste holding tanks, marine toilets, portable toilets, building site toilets,
caravans Etc.
The concentrated formula goes a long way, making it very cost effective
against less concentrated formulas - it has a high dilution rate 1 Ml to 1
litre of tank capacity = 500 Ml does a 500 litre tank.
It is a non-staining formula and has been specifically formulated to
comprehensively treat waste, sanitise and deodorise.
E-TREAT concentrate is biodegradable and compatible with pump-out
systems and municipal waste water treatment services.
E-TREAT is formaldehyde-free and phosphate-free.
Simply add to the toilet bowl. Fresh blue colour.
Use in conjuction with E-SOFT toilet tissue for best results.
RWB5750
RWB5751
RWB5752

1 Litre - incorporates a measurer (Carton pack is 12)
5 Litre - (carton pack size is 4)
25 Litre
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Eco-Soft Toilet Tissue
Eco-Soft toilet tissue is especially suited to marine toilet and holding tank
systems, all portable toilets and sceptic systems.
Use in conjuction with E-TREAT concentrate for best results.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Breaks down 5 times faster than normal supermarket toilet tissue
Helps eliminate bad tank odours
Reduces clogging of toilet and ensures easier maceration
Super-soft feel with texture
400 sheet 2 ply rolls - 100 x 110mm sheets
Longer lasting and less roll changing
Individually wrapped with flushable wrapper

RWB5754

Eco-Soft toilet roll

(bulk carton pack is 48 for a discount)

Toilet Roll Recessed Holder
White ABS plastic recessed box with full cover
snap-lock opening door and rubber seal on 3 sides.
Recess in bottom side of box allows the paper to
easily be withdrawn from the box.
Face Dia
Cut-out
Inside Dia
Depth

:
:
:
:

168 x 166mm
135 x 125mm
130 x 120mm
120mm

RWB5120

Covered Toilet Roll Holder
White plastic toilet roll holder with a hinged full cover to
stop the toilet paper getting wet in the bathroom.
Can be fastened to any flat surface by screws - or it comes with
a strong adhesive backing tape on it to stick it onto the wall.
Width : 143mm
Height : 150mm
Depth : 145mm
RWB5137
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Marine Toilet Conditioner

Camlock Pump-Out Adaptors

Essential in maintaining the
marine toilet. Cleans, lubricates
and deodorises - keeps all parts
of the marine toilet clean and in
efficient working order.
Contains a special non-mineral
oil that will not harm leather,
rubber or fittings.
Conditions by impregnating
and lubricating rubber seals
and valves.
Eliminates, rather than masks
odours. Non-caustic.
For use with salt or fresh water.
RWB1401

This fitting is used to connect
to shore based waste pump
out stations.
It screws into the boats "Waste"
deck outlet - RWB126 or 1983
shown below are suitable.
The camlock fitting of the
pump-out station then couples
over this fitting.
Camlock type 40F suits 40mm
(1 1/2").
Available in bronze material or
black polypropylene.
RWB1420
RWB1421

946 ml

Bronze
Polypropylene

"Waste" Deck Outlet

Aluminium Alloy

Cast Stainless Steel

Top quality "waste" deck
outlet made from LM6
anodised aluminium alloy.
The top of the unit is clearly
marked "Waste".
It has a 40mm female thread
inside the cap to suit the
camlocks shown above which screw straight into it.
It has a 38mm 1 1/2" hose
outlet and the cap has a
rubber "O" ring seal.
RWB126

Suits 38mm hose

SP261

Replacement cap
with "O" ring

Marine Toilet Plaques

RWB446 - FP3
Engraved plastic fun
signs with message
on the use of the
marine toilet.
140mm x 70mm
with self-adhesive
backing.
RWB446 - FP7

Quality "waste" deck outlet
made from cast 316 grade
stainless steel.
The top of the unit is clearly
marked "Waste".
It has a 40mm female
thread inside the cap to suit
the camlocks shown above which screw straight into it.
The cap has a rubber
"O" ring seal.
RWB1983

Suits 38mm I.D hose

SP325

Replacement key

White Sanitation Hose

This heavy duty white suction hose is specifically
made for marine toilet installations.
It is a flexible helix reinforced pressure hose with
a smooth internal bore - so it won't hold waste or
odours and the solid white exterior is opaque and
looks good in toilet installations.
Available in 20 metre reels or cut length per metre.
RWB3650
RWB3650C
RWB3651
RWB3651C
RWB3653
RWB3653C

20mm (3/4") x 20 metre reel
20mm (3/4") cut length per metre
25mm (1") x 20 metre reel
25mm (1") cut length per metre
40mm (1 1/2") x 20 metre reel
40mm (1 1/2") cut length per metre
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"Waste" Deck Outlet

11 - Marine Toilets - JABSCO Manual
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JABSCO 3000 Twist 'N' Lock Manual Marine Toilet

The world's best selling marine toilet is now even better!
The JABSCO 3000 TWIST 'N' LOCK manual marine
toilet is now safer, stronger, performs better, is better
looking and easier to maintain.
The twist 'n' lock action handle locks the system
and guards against siphoning, flooding and waste
backflow with an easy 90 deg turn of the handle.
The white enamelled wooden seat and lid is more
comfortable and durable than ever.
Jabsco are the world's largest manufacturer of small
craft marine toilet systems supplying major
boatbuilders throughout the world.
All their experience has been applied to refining the
Jabsco 3000 toilet to be the best performing and
easiest to maintain available.
2 sizes are available - standard compact bowl or
large bowl and seat which gives you the comfort
you are used to at home.
J10-100

Standard compact bowl toilet 29090-3000
450mm wide x 410mm deep x 340mm high

J10-102

Large bowl manual toilet 29120-3000
470mm wide x 480mm deep x 350mm high
Both marine toilets have connections for 20mm (3/4")
I.D inlet hose and 38mm (1 1/2") outlet hose.

1

Twist 'n' lock safety handle prevents
accidental backflow and flooding
2 Powerful swirl action for efficient flushing
3 Full sized external seal housing allows
quick access to pump cylinder for servicing
4 Pure white easy clean vitreous china bowl
5 2 bowl sizes -standard (compact) or large
6 Constant 38mm bore waste pipe
7 Crevice free contours and smooth plastic
mouldings for easy cleaning and hygiene
8 Reversible pump mounting for choice of
right or left handed installation
9 Stylish luxury wooden seat & lid
with tough baked enamel finish
10 Automatic vacuum breaker - easy pumping
11 Powerful self-priming pump for above
or below waterline installation
12 Angled pump housing and long stroke
for ease of operation
13 Multi-angle discharge elbow for easy install
Corrosion resistant materials are used
throughout the toilet for reliable service with
salt water. All fastenings face towards the
front or top of toilet for ease of maintenance.

Replacement Parts For Older JABSCO / PAR MK2 & JABSCO 2000 Toilets
ALL replacement parts for Par / Jabsco Mk2 toilets manufactured from 1986 to 1997
and the Jabsco 2000 toilet manufactured from 1998-2007 are compatible with the
Jabsco 3000 toilet parts shown on the next page - except for the following items.
Parts Suit Only JABSCO / Par Mk2 Toilet 1986-1997
J15-201
J15-203
J15-235

Service kit for MK2 toilet
Pump seal assy for MK2
Base plug (Screw-In)

Jabsco 29045-0000
Jabsco 29044-0000
Jabsco 29028-1000

Parts & Kits Suit Only 2000 Toilet 1998-2007
J15-200
J15-239
J15-235
J15-246

Service kit for 2000 toilet
Jabsco 29045-2000
Pump seal assy for 2000
Jabsco 29044-2000
Base plug (Screw-In) <2003 Jabsco 29028-1000
Base plug (Bayonet) >2003 Jabsco 29028-2000

Parts for models older than 1986 (Par Mk1 and Brydon
Boy) are no longer available. It is suggested that you
purchase a new Jabsco 3000 toilet.
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The Jabsco replacement
pump unit is compatible with
ALL Jabsco manual models
since 1986 and is a simple
and convenient upgrade.
J15-205 Complete pump unit
Jabsco 29040-3000
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11 - Marine Toilets - JABSCO Manual
JABSCO 3000 Manual Toilet Replacement Parts

Suitable for ALL Jabsco manual toilets, standard and large bowl, manufactured from 1986 and
onwards with the exception of the plugs, seal assemblies and service kits shown on the previous page.
Match the numbers from the diagram above to the key below - and the service kits at right.

Spare Parts
Key
1
2
3
5&6
7-9
8&9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

RWB Part
Number
J15-220
J15-221
J15-225
J15-226
J15-230
J15-231
J15-233
J15-234
J15-246
J15-236

J15-237
J15-204
J15-240

J15-241
J15-242
J15-243
J15-244
J15-245

Jabsco
Number

Description
Standard Toilet Bowl
Large Toilet Bowl
Seat, Lid & Hinges standard
Seat, Lid & Hinges large
Hinge set - standard bowl
Hinge set - large bowl <2011
Bowl Spud & Elbow
Base & Plug Assy
Plug & 'O' Ring - Bayonet
'O' Ring for Bowl
Bolt stainless steel
Nut stainless steel
Washer stainless steel
Washer Nylon
Cap
Base Valve Gasket
Handle
Seal Assy
Top Valve Seat
Cam
Top Valve Gasket
'O' Ring (Flush Lever)
Flush Control Lever
Screw (Flush Lever)
Buffer washer
Screw (Valve Cover)
Valve Cover
Pump Cylinder
Piston, Rod & 'O' Ring Assy
'O' Ring (Piston)
Screw for Pump Cylinder
Discharge Flange
Joker Valve
Discharge Elbow
Valve Spring (from 1998 on)

A

B

C

D

29096-0000
29126-0000
29097-1000
29127-1000
29098-1000
29098-2000
58107-1000
29041-1000
29028-2000
44101-1000

29043-0000

2
1

29044-3000

1
1

29042-0000

1
1
1
1
1

29046-3000
29017-1000
29091-1000
29092-1000
29029-1000

Service Kits

Service Kit Type

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
6
1

1

1
1
3
1
1
1
1

Kit

RWB
Number

Description

Jabsco
Number

A

J15-202

Major Service Kit

29045-3000

B

J15-205

Complete Pump Unit 29040-3000

C

J15-208

Valve Cover Assy

29094-3000

D

J15-209

Pump Cylinder Assy

29051-2000

E

J15-210

Bowl Hardware kit

29047-0000

E

1
4
4
4
4
4

Electric Conversions
These manual toilets can be converted
at a later date to an electric unit in
either one of two ways.
a) by using the upright conversion kit
J11-102 12 volt system
J11-103 24 volt system
b) by using the base conversion kit.
J11-100 12 volt system
J11-101 24 volt system
Both kits come with all necessary
parts to complete the installation.
Full details on page 258-259.
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Parts - JABSCO Twist-N-Lock Manual Toilets

11 - Toilets - JABSCO Premium Electric
JABSCO Premium Electric Toilets - Series 37010
Heavy duty, premium quality electric marine toilets with many features for high
performance, comfort, easy cleaning and attractive appearance.
Gives the ease and convenience of electric operation at an affordable price.

A Pure white vitreous china bowl, contoured base, covered motor and 		

fastening covers all contribute to easy cleaning and attractive appearance

A Standard compact sized bowl where space is at a premium or large
household type bowl with large seat & lid for at-home type comfort

A Heavy duty dual flush pump self-primes up to 1.2 metres vertical lift
A
A
A
A

and grinds waste as it pumps, with stainless macerator
May be mounted 1 metre below the waterline
Equally suitable for overboard or holding tank discharge
Built-in backflow preventer in discharge housing
Stainless steel and bronze fastenings for reliable salt water service

TO I L E T S & WA S T E S Y S T E M S

Supplied complete with heavy duty push button switch.
Plumbing connections suit both 16mm (5/8") & 20mm (3/4") inlet hose
and both 25mm (1") and 38mm (1 1/2") outlet hose.
Standard compact bowl or large bowl toilets in both 12 volt and 24 volt.
For installations below the static or heeled waterline vented loops should
be fitted - also use a solenoid valve (J11-122) - see page 261 for details.

Standard Compact Bowl Electric Toilet
Size : 352mm wide x 450mm deep x 350mm high
J10-105 12 volt 16 amp standard bowl Jabsco 37010-0090
J10-106 24 volt 9 amp standard bowl Jabsco 37010-0096

Large Bowl Electric Toilet With Large Seat & Lid
Size : 380mm wide x 490mm deep x 370mm high
J10-107 12 volt 16 amp large bowl
J10-108 24 volt 9 amp large bowl

Jabsco 37010-1090
Jabsco 37010-1096

Typical Installation Using Holding Tank

'Y' valve can be
set to dump waste
into a holding
tank or straight
overboard.
Check local law
Jabsco Marine Toilet
J10-100 Manual
J10-105 Electric

'Y' Valve
J11-120

Waste Tank
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Ball Valve
RWB1505

Bronze Skin Fitting
RWB1474 40mm
40mm

Cam Lock Fitting
RWB1420 Bronze
RWB1421 Polypropylene

Macerator Pump
J11-110 12 volt
J11-111 24 volt

'Waste' Deck Filler
RWB1983
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11 - Toilets - JABSCO Premium Electric
Replacement Parts - JABSCO Premium 37010 Electric Toilets

Kit

RWB
Number

Spare Parts
Jabsco
Number

Description

Key
1

A

J16-221

Service Kit

37040-0000

B

J16-222

Base & Elbow Kit

37004-1000

1A

C

J16-223
J16-224

12v Motor & Macerator Assy
24v Motor & Macerator Assy

37041-0010
37041-0011

2
3&4
7

8

KIT C - Complete replacement motor &
macerator units.
J16-223 12 volt unit Jabsco 37041-0010
J16-224 24 volt unit Jabsco 37041-0011

Electric Toilet Bases

There have been two types of electric
toilet bases. Both bases are compatible in
every respect except for the seal that goes
between the base and the toilet bowl.
Old style upright base
uses a rubber gasket.
J16-318 Gasket only
37017-0000
New style contour base
uses a rubber 'O' ring.
J15-236 'O' Ring only
44101-1000

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
34
35

RWB Part
Number
J15-225
J15-226
J15-230
J15-231
J15-220
J15-221
J15-233
J16-316
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F
J16-318
J15-236
J16-222
J16-315
J16-312
J16-314
J16-330
J16-320
J16-321
J16-322
J16-323
J16-325
J16-326
J16-327
J16-328
J16-329
J16-310
J53-501
J16-309
J16-311
J16-313
J16-210
J16-211
J16-207
J16-317
J16-356

Description
Seat and Lid Standard
Seat and Lid Large
Hinge Set - Standard bowl
Hinge set - Large bowl <2011
Bowl - Standard compact
Bowl - Large
Bowl Spud and Elbow
Bowl Install Hardware Kit Inc.
Philips Head Screw
Washer - starlock
Hex nut
Washer - plastic
Washer - stainless steel
Plastic nut cap
Bowl Gasket (Old Style)
Bowl "O" ring (New Style)
Base Assembly (Kit B)
Hose Adaptor 38mm
Joker Valve
Discharge Port 25mm
Screw Discharge Port
Chopper Plate & Lock Nut
Macerator Housing
Centrifugal Impeller
Set Screw
'O' Ring
Sealing Sleeve See J16-328
Screw
Screw
Washer (Plastic)
Wearplate Kit - Inc #18 & #19
Lock Washer
Screw
Gasket (Paper)
Impeller Nitrile Rubber
Pump Body
Seal & Retainer
Slinger
Motor 12 volt
Motor 24 volt
Switch and Plate
Motor Cover
Screw Cover kit (pack of 2)
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Jabsco
Number
29097-1000
29127-1000
29098-1000
29098-2000
29096-0000
29126-0000
58107-1000
18753-0637

37017-0000
44101-1000
37004-1000
98023-0080
44106-1000
44107-1000
96050-0568
37056-1000
37014-0000
37006-0000
91084-0320
43990-0066
91009-0096
91010-0130
35445-0000
37018-0000
91027-0011
12558-0000
6303-0003
12554-0000
1040-0000
6342-0000
37064-0000
37065-0000
37020-0000
43990-0051
37003-1000

Service Kit Type
A
B
C

4
4
4
4
8
4
1

1
1

1

1
1
3

1

2

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
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Service Kits

11 - Marine Toilets - JABSCO Quiet Flush
JABSCO Quiet-Flush Toilets
QUIET-FLUSH marine toilets are an innovation from Jabsco to improve the performance, comfort and
appearance of electric marine toilets and make life on-board more comfortable.
The QUIET-FLUSH system is an electric toilet system that dramatically reduces the noise level of the
flush pump to make life on board more comfortable for all the crew, even those sleeping off watch!
The QUIET-FLUSH system basically works the same way and includes the same features as premium
electric Jabsco toilets, with some important additional features.
2 styles of water intake
available
Diaphragm
pump

Salt water intake : Utilises a very quiet electric Par-Max 4 diaphragm
pump to draw salt water into the toilet for flushing and rinsing of the bowl.
This pump can be remotely mounted in a convenient position.
It replaces the noisy impeller driven flush pump that is normally housed in
he base of the electric toilet.
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Fresh water intake : Utilises the boats existing fresh water pressure 		

Solenoid valve &
siphon breaker assy
All Jabsco QUIET-FLUSH
toilets include >>>>>>>>

pump, which must be capable of a flow rate of 13.5 litres per minute or more.
The fresh water kit includes a solenoid valve and siphon breaker assembly
to prevent any backflow from the toilet to the fresh water system.
Fresh water flush systems are much cleaner and carry less odour than salt
water flush systems. Fresh water flush is more ideal, as long as your fresh
water pump is large enough and your fresh water tanks are large enough to
accomodate the additional usage.
Powerful macerator discharge pump that breaks up waste and evacuates the
toilet. A modern 3-way control panel that allows you to select a normal flush
and drain cycle or to raise or lower the water level. 2 metres of white hose
to connect to either the solenoid valve or the salt water intake pump.
All toilets have connections for 20mm (3/4") intake hose and both 25mm
(1") and 38mm (1 1/2") outlet hose.
Includes hygenic vitreous china marine toilet bowl in either standard 		
compact size or larger household type bowl giving additional comfort.
Includes contoured base, motor cover, fastening covers and stylish white		
enamelled wood seat & lid for easy cleaning and sleek appearance.

Quiet-Flush Toilets - SALT Water Flush
Includes a Par-Max 4 electric diaphragm pump, in-line pump filter, 2 metres
of white 20mm connection hose and a modern 3-way toilet control panel.
Standard Compact Bowl Quiet-Flush Salt Water Toilet
Toilet size : 350mm wide x 450mm deep x 350mm high
J10-125 12 volt
J10-126 24 volt

Jabsco 37245-0092
Jabsco 37245-0094

Large Bowl Quiet-Flush Salt Water Toilet
Toilet size : 370mm wide x 500mm deep x 370mm high
J10-127 12 volt
J10-128 24 volt

Jabsco 37245-1092
Jabsco 37245-1094

Quiet-Flush Toilets - Fresh Water Flush

Includes solenoid valve and breaker assembly to prevent backflow
into the fresh water system and a modern 3-way control panel.
Standard Compact Bowl Quiet-Flush Fresh Water Toilet
Toilet size : 350mm wide x 450mm deep x 350mm high
J10-121 12 volt

Jabsco 37045-0092 (24volt available on request)

Large Bowl Quiet-Flush Fresh Water Toilet
Toilet size : 370mm wide x 500mm deep x 370mm high
J10-123 12 volt
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Jabsco 37045-1092 (24volt available on request)
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11 - Marine Toilets - JABSCO Quiet Flush
Replacement Parts - Jabsco Quiet Flush Electric Toilets

Key
1
2
3&4
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

RWB Part
Number
J15-225
J15-226
J15-220
J15-221
J15-233
J16-317
J16-316
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F
J16-318
J15-236
J16-222
J16-315
J16-312
J16-314
J16-330
J16-320
J16-321
J16-322
J16-323
J16-311
J16-327
J16-355
J16-329
J16-313
J16-212
J16-213
J16-215
J16-216
J16-202
J16-356

Service Kit
Description

Seat and Lid Standard
Seat and Lid Large
Bowl Standard
Bowl Large
Bowl Spud and Elbow
Motor Cover
Bowl Hardware kit - includes
Plastic nut cap
Hex nut
Washer (Plastic)
Washer (Stainless Steel)
Washer
Bolt
Bowl Gasket (Old Style)
Bowl Gasket (New Style)
Base Assembly Kit
Discharge Port Adapt 38mm
Joker Valve
Discharge Port 1" 25mm
Screw Discharge Port
Chopper Plate & Lock Nut
Macerator Housing
Centrifugal Impeller
Set Screw
'O' Ring
Seal
Screw
Washer
Seal Housing
Lock Washer (S/S)
Screw
Slinger
Motor 12 volt
Motor 24 volt
Salt Water Intake Pump 12v
Salt Water Intake Pump 24v
Flush Control Switch
Screw Cover Pack of 2

Jabsco
Number
29097-1000
29127-1000
29096-0000
29126-0000
58107-1000
37042-1000
18753-0637

37017-0000
44101-1000
37004-1000
98023-0080
44106-1000
44107-1000
96050-0568
37056-1000
37014-0000
37006-0000
91084-0320
43990-0066
1040-0000
91010-0144
35445-0000
37043-1000
91027-0011
6342-0000
18753-0554
18753-0555
31631-1092
31631-1094
37047-2000
37003-1000

Service
Kit

RWB
Number
J16-220

Description
Service Kit

Jabsco
Number
90197-0000

Quiet-Flush Motor
& Macerator Units
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
1*
*
1*
*
*

1
1
2

*

* Indicates parts included in base assembly
J16-222 Base assembly 37004-1000
J16-202 Switch panel
Jabsco
37047-2000
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Complete motor and
macerator unit assembled.
Basically all below-bowl
components other than the
base unit and motor cover.
J16-227 12 volt unit
Jabsco 37072-0092
J16-228 24 volt unit
Jabsco 37072-0094

Solenoid Valve &
Siphon Breaker Assy
J16-200 12volt unit
Jabsco 37038-1012
J16-201 24 volt unit
Jabsco 37038-1024

Quiet-Flush Complete
Conversion Sets
Complete kits to convert a
standard electric toilet to the
convenience of quiet flush either salt water or fresh
water flush versions.
See page 258 for full details
on these conversion sets.
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Spare Parts

11 - Marine Toilets - JABSCO Silent-Flush
Parts - JABSCO Designer Series Quiet Flush Electric Toilets
The Designer bowl series of Quiet-flush
toilets were discontinued many years ago
- replaced by the deluxe silent flush series
shown below. Spare parts are still available.

Spare Parts
Key
1
2
3
4
6
7

RWB Part
Number
J15-226
J16-350
J16-353
J16-354
J16-202
J16-200
J16-201

Seat and Lid
Designer Bowl 14"

Jabsco
Number
29127-1000
37076-0010

Bowl Spud
Discharge Elbow
Flush Control Switch
Solenoid Valve 12 volt
Solenoid Valve 24 volt

18753-0609
37077-1000
37047-2000
37038-1012
37038-1024

Description

J16-220 Service Kit

Jabsco 90197-0000
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For all other parts refer to Jabsco Quiet Flush
series toilets shown on previous page.

Deluxe Silent-Flush Electric Toilets
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Vertical Back Model

The Jabsco deluxe silent flush electric toilet range is Jabsco's top end
offering to the electric toilet market. Jabsco have optimised all design
aspects to give style, comfort, virtually silent operation, minimal water
usage, one touch control pad, heavy duty non-clogging pump unit, low
amp draw (less than 1 amp / hour per day), no “dirt traps”, compact
footprint, concealed wiring and plumbing, and more.
All Jabsco deluxe silent flush toilets have a “quick flush” which uses only
1.5 litre of water and “flush” which rinses and empties the bowl twice and
uses 2.5 litres of water from “dry bowl”. They also include a Jabsco touch
pad controller with 3 metre cable and a “sealed for life” controller box.
The one touch control pad offers four options - fill, quick flush, flush
or empty. In addition the owner can set the control at any time for wet
bowl or dry bowl. The dry bowl setting minimises water usage.
Even if the bowl is left dry there is an anti-odour water lock in the pump
housing. If water usage is not a concern the wet bowl setting adds one
litre of water after flushing, ready for the next user.

Touch Pad
Controller

Slanted Back Model
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Modern elegant space saving design - Virtually silent operation
Very quiet, non-clogging large bore centrifugal macerating flush pump
Household height 425mm bowl or compact height 350mm bowl 		
Straight vertical back or slanted back style bowls
Comfortable household sized seat and lid in both bowl heights
Fresh water or salt water intake, 12v 25 amp or 24v 15 amp models
Pump out head 1.8 metres (6 Ft)
Choice of flush cycles for minimal water usage (1 litre)
Wiring and plumbing concealed within high gloss vitreous china bowl
Crevice-free contoured bowl for maximun hygiene and easy cleaning
Multifunction one-touch control pad offering 4 rinse and flush options
Maximum discharge height - 2 metres above base of toilet

See Next Page For Full Details Of The Range Available
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11 - Marine Toilets - JABSCO Silent-Flush
Deluxe Silent-Flush Electric Toilets
Vertical Back Models - Vertical straight back bowl allows
snug fitting against a vertical bulkhead.

Slanted Back Models - Has a small base footprint and

makes it easy to mount against a sloping surface, or in a corner.

Household Height Bowl Models - Full 425mm bowl

height - 445mm including seat for comfort you are used to at home.

Compact Height Bowl Models - 350mm bowl height -

370mm including seat - seat is still full household size for comfort.

Salt Water Flush Models - Includes a silent running,
Compact Height Model

remote mounted, self-priming Jabsco electric diaphragm
pump to bring in ocean salt water to rinse the bowl.
Includes a pump-guard strainer and touch pad control.

Fresh Water Flush Models - The most ideal system as
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it eliminates smell from salt water. Uses the boats existing fresh
water pressure pump (Must be 11 LPM or higher) to pump rinse
water from the boats fresh water tank. Supplied with touch pad
control and a solenoid valve and siphon breaker assembly to
ensure there is no backflow into the fresh water system.

Slanted Back Fresh Water Rinse
J10-140
J10-141
J10-131
Household Height Model J10-132

12 volt Compact height
24 volt Compact height
12 volt Household height
24 volt Household height

Jabsco 58060-1012
Jabsco 58060-1024
Jabsco 58020-1012
Jabsco 58020-1024

Slanted Back Salt Water Rinse
J10-142
J10-143
J10-133
J10-134

12 volt Compact height
24 volt Compact height
12 volt Household height
24 volt Household height

Jabsco 58260-1012
Jabsco 58260-1024
Jabsco 58220-1012
Jabsco 58220-1024

Vertical Back Fresh Water Rinse
J10-144
J10-145
J10-135
J10-136

12 volt Compact height
24 volt Compact height
12 volt Household height
24 volt Household height

Jabsco 58080-1012
Jabsco 58080-1024
Jabsco 58040-1012
Jabsco 58040-1024

Vertical Back Salt Water Rinse

Dimensions

of

Toilets

J10-146
J10-147
J10-137
J10-138

12 volt Compact height
24 volt Compact height
12 volt Household height
24 volt Household height

Jabsco 58280-1012
Jabsco 58280-1024
Jabsco 58240-1012
Jabsco 58240-1024

Replacement Parts
All plumbing connections are
for 20mm (3/4”) I.D inlet hose
38mm (1 1/2”) outlet hose.

J16-200

12v solenoid valve assembly 37038-1012

J16-201 24v solenoid valve assembly 37038-1024

J16-217

12v salt water intake pump

31331-0092

J16-218 24v salt water intake pump

31331-0094

J16-400

Major service kit			

58100-2000

J15-244

Joker valve			

29092-1000

J16-411 Controller kit and panel

58029-1000

J16-406

12v toilet pump assembly		

58103-1012

J16-407 24v toilet pump assembly

58103-1024

J16-412

Seat and lid set			

58104-1000

J16-413 Seat hinge kit (pair)

58105-1000

J16-415

Slanted bowl only - household 58028-1000

J16-416 Vertical bowl only - household 53038-1000

J16-417

Slanted bowl only - compact 58048-1000

J16-418 Vertical bowl only - compact

58068-1000

J31-124

Non-return valve Household 29295-1010

J15-233 Intake seal & elbow

58107-1000

J16-419

Non-return valve compact

J21-114 Pumpguard strainer universal 46400-9500

58109-1000
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11- Marine Toilets - JABSCO Lite-Flush Elec
JABSCO Lite-Flush Electric Toilets
Lightweight space-saving contempory design electric toilet to give your
bathroom a modern stylish look. This toilet is lighter duty than the
"Deluxe Silent Flush" models on previous page and is for use on
recreational craft only - not for use on commercial craft and hire boats Etc.
The toilet has a high quality plastic outer casing with a ceramic inner bowl.
The innovative design offers low power usage and low water consumption
to maximise holding tank capacity.
They have an extremely quiet, virtually silent, integral raw water rinse
pump and a non-clogging, macerating, waste pump system housed
wholly within the toilet, to save space on board.
The lite-flush has the same mounting footprint, fixing points and hose
attachment as the Jabsco manual toilet for ease of installation and retro-fit.
2 models are available -

A Base Footswitch Model - left or right fitting.

Uses an integral footswitch to control the operation of the toilet

A Control Panel Model - uses a wall mounted multi-function one 		
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touch control pad for fill or flush

Some of the features of the Lite-Flush toilet are -

Slow Close Lid
Won't Bang Shut

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Lightweight (11 Kg) and compact, space-saving stylish design
Efficient Jabsco technology gives virtually SILENT operation
Efficient, very quiet, Jabsco electric diaphragm water intake pump
Non-clogging large bore centrifugal flush pump macerates waste
Can use as little as 1.2 litres of water per flush
Crevice-free contours for hygiene and easier cleaning
Slow-close seat and lid won't bang shut
Anti-odour water lock in pump housing
Low power consumption - less than 1 amp/hour per day
Easy retro-fit if replacing a Jabsco manual toilet
Toilet discharges up to 1.5 metres above the base of the toilet
Water intake pump self primes up to 2.4 metres
Easy access to flush and rinse pumps for servicing
3/4" 19mm water inlet - 1 1/2" 38mm discharge outlet
Compact size : 373mm height, 402mm depth, 342mm / 401mm width

Lite-Flush Toilet With Wall Mount Control Panel

Control Panel
Operated Model

Includes complete Lite-flush electric toilet with a wall mounted control
panel with 3 metre link cable, fitted quick connector and heat shrink seal.
The control panel has easy one-touch setting.
J10-150
J10-151

12 volt Lite-Flush with control panel
24 volt Lite-Flush with control panel

Jabsco 58500-1012
Jabsco 58500-1024

Lite-Flush Toilet With Foot Switch Control
Includes complete Lite-Flush electric toilet with an integral foot operated
switch. Simply press down once to add water to the bowl and press again
to flush and discharge. 12 volt only.
Foot
Switch
Model

Please refer to installation
and operating instructions
prior to installation and use
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J10-152

12 volt Lite-Flush with foot switch

Jabsco 58500-0012

Replacement Parts
J16-217

12v salt water intake pump

31331-0092

J16-218 24v salt water intake pump

31331-0094

J16-431

Waste pump assembly 12V

58540-1012

J16-432 Waste pump assembly 24V

58540-1024

J16-433

Control panel (foot model)

58555-1000

J16-434 Control panel (panel model) 58552-1000

J16-430

Hose Kit - inlet & outlet hose 58550-1000

J16-435 Pulley & belt kit

58541-1000

J15-436

Seat & lid assembly			

58530-1000B

J16-437 Top bowl seal

58514-1000

J16-419

Non-return valve compact

58109-1000

J15-244 Joker valve

29092-1000
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11 - Toilets - TMC Electric
TMC Electric Marine Toilets
TMC electric toilets offer the ease and convenience of push
button electric operation.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Supplied complete with wired switch box unit
White vitreous china bowl with plastic seat & lid
Strong motor & macerator unit
Simple push button operation
12 volt and 24 volt available
Full range of spare parts stocked
Choice of standard size or large comfortable bowl

Standard Size Bowl
Dimensions :
Standard
Front to back : 440mm including motor
Bowl
Total width : 350mm
Height : 345mm
Inlet hose size : 25mm (1")
Outlet hose size - adaptor supplied for 25 and 38mm
Standard Bowl 12 volt 20 amp electric toilet

RWB2323

Standard Bowl 24 volt 10 amp electric toilet

Large Size Bowl
More like the comfort you are used to at home - higher and wider
bowl with larger more comfortable seat area.
Dimensions :
Large
Front to back : 490mm including motor
Bowl
Total width : 370mm
Height : 370mm
Inlet hose size : 25mm (1")
Outlet hose size - adaptor supplied for 25 and 38mm
RWB2324

Large Bowl 12 volt 20 amp electric toilet

RWB2325

Large Bowl 24 volt 10 amp electric toilet

Spare Parts
See next page for the full range of TMC spare parts.
Main spare part items are:
SP190
SP191
SP192
SP193
SP196
SP197
SP198
SP199
SP610
SP611

12 volt motor only
24 volt motor only
12 volt complete motor & macerator base set
24 volt complete motor & macerator base set
12 volt complete switch box
24 volt complete switch box
Replacement large seat and lid assembly
Replacement standard seat and lid assembly
Standard porcelain bowl only
Large porcelain bowl only

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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RWB2322

11 - Marine Toilets - TMC Spare Parts
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TMC Electric Toilet Spare Parts & Service Kits

if an item does not have an rwb
sp product number

- match item

number to a service kit on the
following page

Key RWB NO.
1
SP610
2
3
SP199
4
Complete
5
Seat
Assy
6
Small
7
8
1-1
SP611
2-1
3-1
SP198
4-1 Complete
5-1
Seat
Assy
6-1
Large
7-1
8-1
11
SP602
12
Bowl
13
Elbow
14
Kit
15
16
SP612
17
18
SP613
19
SP614
20
21
22
SP615
23
Base Kit
24
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Description
Standard Porcelain Bowl
Seat Base
Seat Top Lid
S/S Rect Washer
Square Neck S/S Bolt
Seat Support Bracket
Seat Support Packing
Wing Nut For Seat
Large Porcelain Bowl
Seat Base
Seat Top Lid
S/S Rect Washer
Square Neck S/S Bolt
Seat Support Bracket
Seat Support Packing
Wing Nut For Seat
Plastic Joint
Joint Packing
Flat Washer
Joint Nut
Bowl elbow 25mm (1")
Wearplate only - Stainless
Sleeve
Plastic Impeller
Macerator Housing
Chopper Plate Cutter S/S
Rubber Gasket
Base Unit
Flap Valve
Discharge Port

Qty
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
55
57
58
65
69

SP616
SP606
SP607
Kit
SP190
SP191

SP617
SP618

SP196
SP197
SP192
SP193

Hose Adaptor 25 - 38mm
Slinger (Rubber Washer)
Pump Body Inc shaft seal
Gasket
Rubber Impeller
12 volt Motor
24 volt Motor
S/S Screw (Short)
S/S Screw (Long)
'O' Ring
S/S Set Screw
Flat Washer S/S
S/S Flat Washer
S/S Spring Washer
S/S Hex Nut
S/S Screw
S/S Spring Washer
S/S Screw
S/S Flat Washer
Base To Bowl Gasket
Hex Bolt
Plastic Washer
Hose - 25mm x 400mm
Motor Cover
S/S Flat Washer
S/S Spring Washer
Rubber Washer
Switch Box 12 volt
Switch Box 24 volt
12 v Motor & Macerator kit
24 v Motor & Macerator kit
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1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
4
4
1
4
4
4
3
4
1
4
4
1
1
1
1
4
1
1

11 - Marine Toilets - TMC Spare Parts
TMC Electric Toilet Service Kits

SP600 Hinge set (Pair)
Standard bowl
S/S Rect Washer
Square Neck S/S Bolt
Seat Support Bracket
Seat Support Packing
Wing Nut For Seat

4
5
6
7
8

SP601 Hinge set (Pair)
Large bowl
2
2
2
2
2

4-1
5-1
6-1
7-1
8-1

SP607 Impeller kit
28 Gasket
2
29 Rubber Impeller 1

23
24
37
39
42

1
1
1
4
1
4
4
4
1
1

17
21
26
28
32
33
34
40
41
43
65

Sleeve Kit
Rubber Gasket
Slinger (Rubber Washer)
Gasket
S/S Screw (Short)
S/S Screw (Long)
'O' Ring
S/S Screw
S/S Spring Washer
S/S Flat Washer
Rubber Washer

Flap Valve
Discharge Port
S/S Flat Washer
S/S Hex Nut
S/S Screw

1
1
3
3
3

SP606 Pump Body kit
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
4
4
4
4

Complete motor, macerator and
base assemblies to suit 12 or 24
volt TMC toilets. Simply bolt-off
and then bolt-on the replacement.
SP192 12v Motor & Macerator
SP193 24v Motor & Macerator

21
26
27
28
29

Rubber Gasket
Slinger (Rubber Washer)
Body Inc. Shaft Seal
Gasket
Rubber Impeller

1
1
1
2
1

SP608 Base Gasket kit
36
44
45
46
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Flat Washer S/S
Base To Bowl Gasket
Hex Bolt
Plastic Washer

4
1
4
4
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Chopper Plate Cutter S/S
Rubber Gasket
S/S Set Screw
S/S Flat Washer
S/S Spring Washer
S/S Hex Nut
S/S Screw
S/S Spring Washer
S/S Flat Washer
S/S Spring Washer

2
2
2
2
2

SP605 Gasket kit

SP604 S/S Chopper kit
20
21
35
37
38
39
40
41
57
58

S/S Rect Washer
Square Neck S/S Bolt
Seat Support Bracket
Seat Support Packing
Wing Nut For Seat

SP603 Base Port kit

12 - Plumbing - Marine Hose
Rubber Self - Amalgamating Tape
Speed seal your electrical or water leakage problems with this high
quality elastic self-bonding rubber tape.
Seals leaking hoses - waterproofs electrical wiring - can be used to
make grommets or washers.
Temperature range -40 deg C to +90 deg C.
Ideal for emergencies - a really handy product. Individual hang packed.
RWB1110
RWB1111

Black 19mm x 5 metre
White 19mm x 5 metre

Bilge Pump Plumbing Kits

HOSE

Submersible bilge pump plumbing installation kits that are clam shell
packaged ideal for shop display.
Includes black cuffed bilge hose, nylon skin fitting and 2 x stainless
steel hose clamps.
2 sizes - for 20mm 3/4” or 28mm 1 1/8” pump outlets.
RWB4500

Suits 20mm 3/4”. Includes 5 feet (1.5Mtr) of 20mm 3/4”
cuffed hose, 1 x nylon skin fitting and 2 x S/S hose clamps.
Suits Rule 360, 500, 800 pumps

RWB4501

Suits 28mm 1 1/8”. Includes 6 feet (1.8Mtr) of 28mm 1 1/8”
cuffed hose, 1 x nylon skin fitting and 2 x S/S hose clamps.
Suits Rule 1000, 1100, 1500, 2000 pumps

Bilge Pump Hose - Cuffed

PLUMBING

&

Black polyethylene plastic bilge pump discharge hose which has hose clamp
cuffs every foot for easy hose clamping.
The 1 1/8" (28mm) hose is especially suitable for Rule 1100, 1500 & 2000
pumps with 1 1/8" outlets which are sometimes difficult to fit with 25mm hose.
3/4" (20mm) suits Rule 360 / 500 / 800
1 1/8" (28mm) suits Rule 1000 / 1100 / 1500 / 2000
Sold only in 15 metre (50 foot) reels.
Size
I.D
20mm - 3/4"
28mm - 1 1/8"

Product Code
15 Metre reel
RWB1440
RWB1442

Hose Clamp
Standard
RWB1603
RWB1605

To Suit
Safety Collar
RWB3551
RWB3553

Marine-Flex Smooth Bore Bilge Pump Hose
Quality Australian made black spiral reinforced suction hose with excellent
flexibility and smooth internal bore. It's flexibility makes it ideal for
installations requiring tight bends. This hose is suitable for suction lines,
bilge pump discharge, toilet installations and many other applications.
NOT suitable for use with fuels or drinking water.
Supplied in 20 metre reels or in cut lengths per metre in sizes 32mm to 50mm only.
Size shown is the inside diameter of the hose.

Cut Lengths Of Hose
Are NOT Returnable
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Size
I.D

Product Code
20 Mtr Reel

Product Code
Cut Per Mtr

20mm - 3/4"
25mm 1"
28mm - 1 1/8"
32mm - 1 1/4"
38mm - 1 1/2"
50mm 2"

RWB3595		
RWB3596		
RWB3594		
RWB3597
RWB3597C
RWB3598
RWB3598C
RWB3599
RWB3599C

Hose Clamp To Suit
Standard
Collared
RWB1603
RWB1605
RWB1605
RWB1606
RWB1607
RWB1610
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RWB3552
RWB3553
RWB3553
RWB3553
RWB3554
RWB3555B

12 - Plumbing - Marine Hose
Clear Vinyl Tubing - CVT
Economical all purpose clear hose that is not reinforced and therefore it is not
recommended for suction lines.
This hose is non-toxic food grade AS2080 and is suitable for fresh water delivery,
drain outlets and many other applications. It is not to be used for fuels.
Supplied in 30 metre reels or in cut lengths in sizes 32mm and 40mm only.
Size shown is the inside diameter of the hose.

Cut Lengths Of Hose
Are NOT Returnable

Size
I.D

Product Code
30 Mtr Reel

Product Code
Cut Per Mtr

5mm - 3/16"
6mm - 1/4"
8mm - 5/16"
10mm - 3/8"
12mm - 1/2"
16mm - 5/8"
20mm - 3/4"
25mm 1"
32mm - 1 1/4"
40mm - 1 1/2"

RWB3565		
RWB3566		
RWB3567		
RWB3568		
RWB3569		
RWB3570		
RWB3571		
RWB3572		
RWB3573
RWB3573C
RWB3574
RWB3574C

Hose Clamp To Suit
Standard
Collared
RWB1600
RWB1600
RWB1600
RWB1601
RWB1603
RWB1604
RWB1605
RWB1606
RWB1608
RWB1609

RWB3548
RWB3550
RWB3550
RWB3551
RWB3552
RWB3553
RWB3554
RWB3555

Reinforced Hose For Water

RWB1600
RWB1600
RWB1601
RWB1603
RWB1604
RWB1605
RWB1606
RWB1608
RWB1609
RWB1611

RWB3548
RWB3550
RWB3550
RWB3551
RWB3552
RWB3553
RWB3554
RWB3555
RWB3555B

White Flexible Sanitation Hose
This heavy duty white suction hose is specifically made for marine toilet
installations. It is a flexible, reinforced pressure hose with a smooth internal bore
- so it won't hold waste or odours and the solid white exterior is opaque and looks
fine in toilet installations. Size shown is the inside diameter of the hose.
Available in 20 metre reels or in cut lengths per metre.

Cut Lengths Of Hose
Are NOT Returnable

Size
I.D

Product Code
20 Mtr Reel

Product Code
Cut Per Mtr

Hose Clamp To Suit
Standard
Collared

20mm - 3/4"
25mm 1"
38mm - 1 1/2"

RWB3650
RWB3651
RWB3653

RWB3650C
RWB3651C
RWB3653C

RWB1605
RWB1606
RWB1609
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RWB3552
RWB3553
RWB3555
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RWB3576		
RWB3577		
RWB3578		
RWB3579		
RWB3580		
RWB3581		
RWB3582		
RWB3583
RWB3583C
RWB3584
RWB3584C
RWB3585
RWB3585C

&

Cut Lengths Of Hose
Are NOT Returnable

6mm - 1/4"
8mm - 5/16"
10mm - 3/8"
12mm - 1/2"
16mm - 5/8"
20mm - 3/4"
25mm 1"
32mm - 1 1/4"
38mm - 1 1/2"
50mm 2"

PLUMBING

Multi-purpose food contact pressure hose with a UV stabilised blue tint PVC
inner and outer layer, with polyester mesh reinforcing for strength and durability.
Safe and non-toxic for use with drinking water - made to Australian Standard
AS2554 & AS2070. Non toxic - but can leave a taste.
Suitable for short term use with oil and petrol based products - but NOT to be
used for permanent fuel lines.
Suitable for pump suction lines, bilge pump outlet, toilet installations, drains
and many other applications.
Supplied in 20 metre reels or in cut lengths per metre in size 32mm to 50mm only.
Size shown is the inside diameter of the hose.
Size
Product Code
Product Code
Hose Clamp To Suit
I.D
20 Mtr Reel
Cut Per Mtr
Standard
Collared

12 - Plumbing - Marine Hose
Drinking Water Hose

This hose is ideal for use on galley pump
freshwater lines and supplying water to a boat
or caravans water tank from a fixed tap.
It is reinforced white suction hose which is food
grade non-toxic and also tasteless - so it will
not taint the water with a foul taste.
It is also UV resistant for use outdoors.
12mm I.D. Supplied in 20 metre coil only.
RWB3655 12mm x 20 metre coil
Stainless hose clamps to suit RWB1603 Standard RWB3550 Safety collared

Flexible Vent / Blower Hose

White, extremely flexible, UV resistant vinyl hose
used to supply or extract air. Made in USA.
Corrosion resistant wire support frame.
Fire resistant hose - will not support a flame.
2 inside diameter sizes and 2 pack lengths.
RWB1260
RWB1261
RWB1264
RWB1265

Rubber Deck Filler Hose

HOSE

Flexible, extendable, fuel resistant
black neoprene rubber hose.
Extends 300 - 600mm.
Suits 38mm diameter fittings.
RWB1344

Deck fill hose

PLUMBING

&

Stainless hose clamps to suit
RWB1606 Tridon standard
RWB3554 Tridon safety collar

Outboard Fuel Hose

75mm (3") x 3 Mtr (10Ft) hang pack
75mm (3") x 15 Mtr (50Ft) bulk pack
100mm (4") x 3 Mtr (10Ft) hang pack
100mm (4") x 15 Mtr (50Ft) bulk pack

Nylon Tube Clips
Strong black nylon adjustable spring clips for
holding all types of items. 2 fastening holes drilled.
Size shown is the outside diameter size of the
tube that it will hold.
Available bulk each - or in pairs hang packed
in bag with header card.

Bulk Pack		
Sold Per Each

Hang Packed
Sold In Pairs

RWB918
RWB918B
RWB919
RWB920
RWB921
RWB922
RWB923

RWB918-P
RWB918BP
RWB919-P
RWB920-P
RWB921-P
RWB922-P
RWB923-P

15mm Each
20mm
25mm
30mm
35mm
40mm
45mm

15mm Pair
20mm
25mm
30mm
35mm
40mm
45mm

Heavy Duty Tube Clips
Quality reinforced grey PVC fuel resistant hose in
15 metre reels in 2 inside diameters.
Suitable only for outboard fuel lines from portable
or above floor mounted tanks.
NOT for below deck use as permanent underdeck
fuel lines. NOT for use with Ethanol fuels.
Available in 8mm (5/16") or 10mm (3/8") I.D.
RWB4661

8mm x 15 metres

RWB4662

10mm x 15 metres
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RWB3130
RWB3131
RWB3132
RWB3133
RWB3134
RWB3135
RWB3136

Australian made "Vulcathene" heavy
duty polypropylene tube clips. Extra
solid base and clip with one central
countersunk fastening hole ideal for
a pop rivet or large fastening screw.
Marked 1/2" - suits 16mm tube
Marked 3/4" - suits 25mm tube
Marked 1"
- suits 30mm tube
Marked 1 1/4" - suits 36mm tube
Marked 1 1/2" - suits 44mm tube
Marked 2"
- suits 56mm tube
Marked 3"
- suits 85mm tube
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12 - Plumbing - Hose Clamps
Stainless Steel Hose Clamps

Standard Stainless Clamps
Australian made stainless steel perforated band
worm drive hose clamps in 14 sizes ranging from
6mm clamping area to 102mm clamping area.
They have a band width of 12mm - except the 2
smallest sizes which are 8mm band width.
They are sold and priced per each clampthe box quantity is 10 clamps.

Safety Collar Stainless Clamps
Australian made stainless steel hose solid band
clamps in sizes to suit all applications. These
worm drive hose clamps feature a removeable
blue safety collar to prevent screwdriver slip.
They have a band width of 12mm - except for the
3 smallest sizes which are 9mm width. Sold and
priced per each - the box quantity is 10 clamps.

Product
Number

Clamp
Number

Clamping Area
MIN
MAX

Product
Number

Clamp
Number

RWB1600
RWB1601
RWB1603
RWB1604
RWB1605
RWB1606
RWB1607
RWB1608
RWB1609
RWB1610
RWB1611
RWB1613
RWB1614
RWB1616

MAH004P
MAH006P
HAS008P
HAS012P
HAS016P
HAS020P
HAS024P
HAS028P
HAS032P
HAS036P
HAS040P
HAS048P
HAS052P
HAS056P

6mm
11mm
13mm
18mm
21mm
21mm
27mm
33mm
40mm
46mm
52mm
65mm
71mm
78mm

RWB3548
RWB3550
RWB3551
RWB3551B
RWB3552
RWB3552B
RWB3553
RWB3554
RWB3554B
RWB3555
RWB3555B
RWB3556
RWB3556B
RWB3558
RWB3559
RWB3560
RWB3561
RWB3562

SMPC000P
9mm
SMPCM00P 11mm
SMPC00P
13mm
SMPC0AP
16mm
SMPC0P
16mm
SMPC1AP
22mm
SMPC1P
22mm
SMPC1XP
30mm
SMPC2AP
35mm
SMPC2P
35mm
SMPC2XP
40mm
SMPC3P
52mm
SMPC4P
65mm
SMPC5P
85mm
SMPC6P
105mm
SMPC7P
130mm
SMPC8P
155mm
SMPC9
180mm

Australian made all stainless steel T bolt hose clamps
for extra heavy duty applications where large tightening
forces are required. They have a solid band with a
rolled edge to prevent hose damage and are tightened
via a hi-tensile 316 grade stainless hex head bolt.
These clamps feature extra solid construction with
easy installation and tightening.
RWB5880 to 5885 have a band width of 20mm with
0.7mm band thickness and M6 x 55mm bolt.
RWB5886 to 5895 have a band width of 24mm with
1.0mm band thickness and M8 x 80mm bolt.
RWB5896 & over have a band width of 26mm with
1.2mm thickness and M10 x 105mm bolt.

Product
Number
RWB5880
RWB5881
RWB5882
RWB5883
RWB5884
RWB5885
RWB5886
RWB5887
RWB5888
RWB5889
RWB5890
RWB5891
RWB5892
RWB5893
RWB5894
RWB5895
RWB5896
RWB5897
RWB5898

Clamp
Number
TTBS40-43P
TTBS44-47P
TTBS48-51P
TTBS52-55P
TTBS56-59P
TTBS60-63P
TTBS64-67P
TTBS71-76P
TTBS77-82P
TTBS83-88P
TTBS89-94P
TTBS95-100P
TTBS101-107P
TTBS108-116P
TTBS117-125P
TTBS126-134P
TTBS140-148P
TTBS149-161P
TTBS162-174P
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Clamping
MIN
40mm
44mm
48mm
52mm
56mm
60mm
64mm
71mm
77mm
83mm
89mm
95mm
101mm
108mm
117mm
126mm
140mm
149mm
162mm

Area
MAX
43mm
47mm
51mm
55mm
59mm
63mm
67mm
76mm
82mm
88mm
94mm
100mm
107mm
116mm
125mm
134mm
148mm
161mm
174mm
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T Bolt Stainless Hose Clamps

&

12mm
16mm
20mm
24mm
27mm
32mm
38mm
42mm
48mm
53mm
57mm
70mm
90mm
110mm
130mm
155mm
180mm
205mm

PLUMBING

16mm
22mm
25mm
32mm
38mm
44mm
51mm
57mm
64mm
70mm
76mm
89mm
95mm
102mm

Clamping Area
MIN
MAX

12 - Plumbing - Hose Connectors
"Vultail" Plumbing Fittings
Black Plastic Plumbing Fittings That Are Ideal For All Water Connections

Barbed Hose Joiner

Tee Barbed Hose Joiner

Male / Barbed Elbow

Straight Barbed hose Joiners for Tee barbed hose joiner to join
joining 2 hoses of equal diameter. 3 hoses of equal diameter.

Elbow joiner - male (external) BSP
thread to barbed hose tail.

RWB3001
RWB3002
RWB3003
RWB3004
RWB3005
RWB3006

RWB3052
RWB3053
RWB3054
RWB3055
RWB3056
RWB3057

RWB3040
RWB3041
RWB3042
RWB3043
RWB3044
RWB3045

1/2"
3/4'
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

x
x
x
x
x
x

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

Barbed Hose Reducers

Male / Barbed Tail

Male / Barbed Tee

Straight barbed hose reducers
for joining 2 hoses of different
diameter.

Straight male (external) BSP thread
end to barbed hose tail.

Tee joiner - male BSP thread
to 2 x barbed hose ends of
equal diameter.

RWB3013
RWB3014
RWB3015
RWB3016
RWB3017
RWB3018
RWB3019
RWB3020

PLUMBING

HOSE

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

&

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

3/4"
1"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
1 1/2"
2"

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1/2"
1/2"
3/4"
3/4"
1"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"

RWB3021
RWB3022
RWB3023
RWB3024
RWB3025
RWB3026

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

x
x
x
x
x
x

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

Male / Barbed Reducer

Barbed Elbow Joiner
Elbow barbed hose joiner to join
2 hoses of equal diameter.
RWB3007
RWB3008
RWB3009
RWB3010
RWB3011
RWB3012
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1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

x
x
x
x
x
x

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

RWB3046
RWB3047
RWB3048
RWB3049
RWB3050
RWB3051

1/2"
3 /4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

Female / Barbed Reducer

Male (external) BSP thread to reduced Female (internal) BSP thread
or increased barbed hose end.
to hose tail of Increased or
decreased size.
Male Thread
Hose Size
RWB3027 1/2"
x 3/4"
Female Thread
Hose Size
RWB3028 1/2"
x 1"
RWB3071 1/2"
x 3/4"
RWB3029 3/4"
x 1/2"
RWB3072 1/2"
x 1"
RWB3030 3/4"
x 1"
RWB3073 3/4"
x 1/2"
RWB3031 3/4"
x 1 1/4"
RWB3075 3/4"
x 1"
RWB3032 1"
x 1/2"
RWB3076 1"
x 1/2"
RWB3033 1"
x 3/4"
RWB3077 1"
x 3/4"
RWB3034 1"
x 1 1/4"
RWB3079 1 1/4" x 1"
RWB3035 1"
x 1 1/2"
RWB3081 1 1/4" x 1 1/2"
RWB3036 1 1/4" x 1"
RWB3082 1 1/2" x 1"
RWB3037 1 1/4" x 1 1/2"
RWB3083 1 1/2" x 1 1/4"
RWB3038 1 1/2" x 1"
RWB3039 1 1/2" x 1 1/4"
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12 - Plumbing - Hose Connectors
"Vultail" Plumbing Fittings
Black Plastic Plumbing Fittings That Are Ideal For All Water Connections

Female / Barbed Tail

Female Standard Coupling Male Hex Nipples

Female (internal) BSP thread to
straight barbed hose tail.

Female (internal) BSP threads of
equal size both ends.

RWB3070
RWB3074
RWB3078
RWB3080
RWB3084

RWB3085
RWB3086
RWB3087
RWB3088
RWB3089
RWB3090

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"

x
x
x
x
x

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1/1/4"
1 1/2"

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

x
x
x
x
x
x

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

Female (internal) BSP threads with
a different size each end.

RWB3154
RWB3155
RWB3156
RWB3157
RWB3158
RWB3159

RWB3160
RWB3162
RWB3163
RWB3164
RWB3165

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

x
x
x
x
x

Male End Plugs

RWB3175
RWB3176
RWB3177
Reduction bushes. Male outer thread
RWB3178
with a smaller internal female thread.
RWB3179
RWB3180
MALE
FEMALE

Male / Female Bushes

RWB3140
RWB3141
RWB3142
RWB3143
RWB3144
RWB3145
RWB3146
RWB3147
RWB3148
RWB3149
RWB3150

3/4"
1"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/4"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
1 1/2"
1 1/2"
1 1/2"
2"

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1/2"
1/2"
3/4"
1/2"
3/4"
1"
1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

Female End Cap

1/2"
1/2"
3/4"
1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

These high quality
white nylon fittings
have a wing nut for
easy tightening.
All have 1/2" female
thread with either
1/2" or 3/4" hose
end outlet.
Straight or 90 deg.
swivelling elbow.

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"

Male (external) BSP threaded
end sealing plug.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

RWB2963
RWB2964

Straight 1/2" x 1/2"
Straight 1/2" x 3/4"

RWB2966
RWB2967

Elbow
Elbow

1/2" x 1/2"
1/2" x 3/4"

Female (internal) BSP threaded
end sealing cap.

Double Ended
Hose Connector

RWB3181
RWB3182
RWB3183
RWB3184
RWB3185
RWB3186

Double ended thru bulkhead
fitting for bulkheads or tanks.
Made from white polypropylene.
125mm overall length.
Suits 20mm (3/4") hose.

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

RWB1439
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Female (internal) BSP threads of
equal size both ends.

1/2"
3/4"
3/4"
1"
1"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

&

Female Reducing Coupling

RWB3166
RWB3167
RWB3168
RWB3169
RWB3170
RWB3171
RWB3172
RWB3173
RWB3174

PLUMBING

Female / Female Elbow

Male (external) thread both
ends with the same or
reduced diameter.

12 - Plumbing - Skin Fittings
Bronze Skin Fittings
Heavy duty, superior quality, polished genuine gunmetal bronze with
a tapered outer head to lower drag, a solid backing nut and a long shaft
for easy valve connection.
These high quality skin fittings are ideal for long term thru-hull connection.
The size shown is the male BSP thread size.
RWB1470
RWB1471
RWB1472
RWB1473
RWB1474
RWB1474B

1/2" BSP thread
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

Skin Fittings - 316 Stainless

Skin Fittings - 316 Stainless

BSP threaded to screw directly
into a valve. Cast 316 grade
stainless steel with internal
lugs to hold the fitting during
installation. Stainless steel
lock nut included.
Size shown is BSP thread size.

&

HOSE

RWB1622
RWB1623
RWB1624
RWB1625
RWB1626
RWB1627

Barbed hose tail end to connect
directly to hose. Extra long
length cast 316 grade stainless
steel with lock nut.
Complete with internal lugs
to hold the fitting during
installation. The size shown is
the hose I.D size that it suits.

1/2" BSP thread
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

RWB1594
RWB1595
RWB1596
RWB1597
RWB1598

12mm hose barb
19mm
25mm
32mm
38mm

PLUMBING

Composite / Stainless Skin Fittings
Attwood’s composite / stainless steel capped skin fittings are
made from high strength, engineered composite plastic bodies,
with non-corrosive highly polished stainless steel caps.
Attwood are so confident of the quality, they offer a lifetime warranty.
To create a consistent look, Attwood has designed it’s skin fittings
with a common exterior surface diameter : 20mm to 28mm has
48mm diameter and 32mm to 38mm has 60mm dia exterior surface.
Always keeping the boatbuilder in mind, Attwood’s design team has
incorporated several different types of assembly features that allow
for “single operator” installation.
Size shown is the hose I.D size that they suit.
These fittings are suitable for installation above water line only.
Straight Stainless Steel Capped Skin Fittings
RWB7870
RWB7871
RWB7872
RWB7873
RWB7874

19mm
25mm
28mm
32mm
38mm

3/4”
1”
1 1/8”
1 1/4”
1 1/2”

90 Degree Stainless Steel Capped Skin Fittings
RWB7877
RWB7878
RWB7879
RWB7880
RWB7881
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19mm
25mm
28mm
32mm
38mm

3/4”
1”
1 1/8”
1 1/4”
1 1/2”
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12 - Plumbing - Skin Fittings / Hose Tails
Acetal Skin Fittings - Nairn

Polypropylene Skin Fittings

High quality Australian made "Nairn" white acetal
nylon skin fittings. They have a tapered outer
head to lower drag and a dual connection barbed tail for hose and a BSP male thread.
Barbed tail can be cut off if threaded male
connection is to screw into valve.

White polypropylene plastic skin fittings
in a range of sizes. Barbed hose tail and
theaded BSP male. The barbed tail can be
cut off and the male threaded connection
can then screw into a valve if desired.
Size shown is hose I.D size.

RWB1486
RWB1487
RWB1488
RWB1489
RWB1492
RWB1490
RWB1491

Hose Tails - 316 Stainless

13mm- 1/2"
Dual size
25mm - 1” &
28mm - 1 1/8”
20mm (3/4”)
38mm (1 1/2”)

Hose Tails - Bronze
Heavy duty straight bronze
hose tails. Male (external)
BSP thread to barbed hose tail.

RWB1628
RWB1629
RWB1630
RWB1631
RWB1632
RWB1633
RWB1634

RWB1475
RWB1476
RWB1477
RWB1478
RWB1479
RWB1479B

3/8"
1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

13mm barb
13mm
20mm
25mm
32mm
40mm
50mm

16mm (5/8")

RWB1437

20mm (3/4")

RWB1438

Dual size - Suits
both 25mm (1")
and 28mm
(1 1/8") hose

Double Ended Hose Connector

Double ended thru bulkhead fitting provides
watertight transition through bulkheads or tanks.
Made from white polypropylene plastic.
125mm overall length. Suits 20mm (3/4") hose.

13mm barb
20mm
25mm
32mm
40mm
50mm

Bronze Elbows
Heavy duty, superior quality
genuine gunmetal bronze
90 degree elbow hose tails.
Male (external) BSP threaded
to barbed hose tail end.
RWB1493
RWB1495
RWB1496
RWB1498
RWB1500

3/4" BSP
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

x
x
x
x
x

20mm barb
25mm
32mm
40mm
50mm

Swivel Hose Fittings
These high quality nylon Shurflo
swivelling hose fittings have a
wing nut for easy hand tightening.
All have 1/2" female thread with
either 12mm (1/2") or 20mm
(3/4") hose ends.
DON'T use thread tape with
Shurflo hose fittings.
RWB2963
RWB2964
RWB2966
RWB2967
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Straight - 12mm hose
Straight - 20mm hose
Elbow - 12mm hose
Elbow - 20mm hose
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RWB1436

x
x
x
x
x
x
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White plastic polypropylene threaded fittings with
a 90 degree barbed hose connection for fitting
through the hull or through bulkhead connections.
Suits hose I.D sizes as shown below.

1/2"
3/4"
1"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"
2"

PLUMBING

316 grade stainless steel hose tails.
BSP threaded to screw into a valve,
with hose barb on the other end.

Plastic Elbow Fittings

RWB1439

RWB5140
RWB5143
			
			
RWB5142
RWB5144

13mm - 1/2"
16mm - 5/8"
20mm - 3/4"
25mm - 1"
28mm - 1 1/8"
32mm - 1 1/4"
40mm - 1 1/2"

12 - Plumbing - Scoops / Valves
Water Scoop Strainer
Bronze strainer mounts over a through hull
inlet fitting to scoop and strain water.
Size : 110mm x 68mm
RWB1452

Scoop Skin Fitting - Stainless

Scoop Skin Fitting - Bronze

316 grade stainless steel
combined thru-hull skin
fitting, water scoop and
hull strainer.
Size shown below is the
BSP thread size.

Combined thru-hull skin
fitting, water scoop and
hull strainer in various
male BSP sizes.
Size shown below is the
BSP thread size.

RWB1617
RWB1618
RWB1619
RWB1620

RWB1507
RWB1508
RWB1509

(1/2”) 13mm
3/4" (20mm)
1" (25mm)
1 1/2" (38mm)

Ball Valves - Bronze

HOSE

Ball Valves - 316 Stainless

With Stainless
Handle, Ball
And Spindle

&
PLUMBING

3/4" (20mm)
1" (25mm)
1 1/2" (38mm)

Quality, non-corrosive investment cast 316 grade
stainless steel ball valves with 316 S/S ball, stem
and handle with teflon gland packing and seals.
Full bore parallel female BSP threaded ports.

Quality, non-corrosive genuine bronze ball
valves with a stainless steel ball, spindle and
handle and teflon gland packing and seals.
Full bore parallel female BSP threaded ports.

RWB1445
RWB1446
RWB1447
RWB1448
RWB1449
RWB1450

RWB1501
RWB1502
RWB1503
RWB1504
RWB1505
RWB1506

1/2" - 13mm
3/4" - 20mm
1"
- 25mm
1 1/4" - 32mm
1 1/2" - 40mm
2"
- 50mm

Ball Valves - PVC
Compact style non-corrosive
grey PVC ball valves with
large easy to use handle.
The size shown is the female
port thread size.
RWB1480
RWB1481
RWB1482
RWB1483
RWB1484
RWB1485
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1/2" - 15mm
3/4" - 20mm
1"
- 25mm
1 1/4" - 32mm
1 1/2" - 40mm
2"
- 50mm

1/2" - 13mm
3/4" - 20mm
1"
- 25mm
1 1/4" - 32mm
1 1/2" - 40mm
2"
- 50mm

Small Plastic Valves

Polypropylene taps with large easy grip
on / off handles and barbed hose tail ends.
Available in 3 sizes to suit hose.
RWB3119
RWB3120
RWB3121

13mm - 1/2" hose
20mm - 3/4" hose
25mm - 1" hose
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12 - Plumbing - Valves
Two Way Valves

'Y' Valves

2 way plastic shut-off "Y" valves with two
independently operated outlets which allows
for full flow or diversion to either line.
2 barbed sizes to suit hose.

Bulkhead mount 'Y' valves made from
reinforced nylon with stainless steel
fastenings. Ideal for toilet or pump
diversion. Two hose sizes available.

RWB3115
RWB3116

RWB1456
RWB1457

13mm (1/2") hose
20mm (3/4") hose

"Y" Valve - Heavy Duty

25mm (1") hose
40mm (1 1/2") hose

Three Way Fuel Valve

1/4" NPT male threaded
brass tails in two hose
barb sizes.
Blister hang packed.
Suits 3 way valve shown
above. The size shown is
the hose barb size it suits.
RWB1199
RWB1200

Handle extension kit Jabsco 45500-1000
Service kit (rubber parts) Jabsco 45488-0000
Replacement handle only Jabsco 45493-0000
Ports kit (4 ports)
Jabsco 18753-0661

Oxygenator Spray Valve
When used in conjunction with
a Rule pump this unique spray
valve will restore oxygen to
static water in a livebait tank.
Five variable flow jets provide
directional control of water.
On / off valve control.
Suits 20mm hose.
RWB32

Fuel valve

8mm hose
10mm hose

Variable Flow Valve
Installed at the base of the
livebait tank, this fully adjustable
valve controls water and oxygen
flow from the pump to the tank.
It prevents water loss when
underway and controls water
flow while fishing. To empty tank
simply turn off the pump and
open valve.
RWB30
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J11-132
J11-121
J11-131
J11-133

RWB1198

&

Heavy duty corrosion and chemical resistant
polypropylene with stainless hardware.
For use with bilge pumps or toilet systems.
Can be padlocked. Ports can be rotated 90
degrees for ease of installation to allow hose to
run in any direction.
3 sturdy mounting feet.
Easy access to valve for servicing.
Can be operated through bulkhead using
optional handle extension kit.
Supplied with 40mm (1 1/2") ports fitted
- with 1 x additional 25mm (1") straight port.
J11-120 "Y" Valve Jabsco 45490-1000

PLUMBING

Forged brass fuel tank
selector valve allows
switching the fuel supply
from one tank to another
in a dual tank installation,
or from main tank to reserve.
3 x 1/4" NPT internally
threaded ports.

12 - Plumbing - Non-Return Valves
Plastimo Non-Return Valve

A quality multi-size non-return valve for use
with manual bilge pumps.
Prevents back flow of water into the bilge.
The valve should be mounted as close as
possible to the inlet strainer.
Suitable for both 25mm (1”) and 38mm
(1 1/2”) hose.
Simply cut off the 25mm ends if not required.
RWB8267

A compact dual size non-return valve made
from re-inforced nylon with neoprene valves
and stainless steel fasteners.
Dual barbed ports size suits 25mm (1") and
38mm (1 1/2") hose.

HOSE

Non-Return Valve - Dual Size

&

Non-Return Valves

In-line non-return valves fit to suction hose to aid
priming and prevent backflow of water into bilge.
Corrosion resistant polypropylene with neoprene
valves and stainless hardware. 3 hose barb sizes.
J31-127

Suits 20mm (3/4") hose

29295-1011

J31-123

Suits 25mm (1") hose

29295-1000

J31-124

Suits 38mm (1 1/2") hose 29295-1010

PLUMBING

Non-return valve 25 & 38mm

RWB1424

Non-Return Valves - Multi Size
Black nylon non-return valves with rubber
one-way flap and stainless steel screws.
Each valve has 3 hose barb sizes which
can be cut off to meet required hose size.
RWB1423A 13 / 20 / 25mm
1/2" / 3/4" / 1"
RWB1423B 25 / 32 / 38mm
1" / 1 1/4" / 1 1/2"

Non-Return Valve
A compact, non-corrosive, plastic in-line check
valve to prevent back surge (up to 100 PSI) in
water pressure pump installations.
Also ideal where a valve is required with pumps
that do not self prime. Has 12mm barbed hose
end connections. Total size: 110 x 50mm
RWB2958
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12 - Plumbing - Drains & Scuppers
Scuppers & Cockpit Drains

Scupper Valve

Thru - Hull Scupper Cockpit Drain

White polypropylene
material with rubber flap
valve that opens to let
water out then seals to
prevent water entering.
70mm O.D diameter.
Supplied with S/S
fastening screws.

White polypropylene thruhull with scupper valve.
Suits 38mm (1 1/2") hose.
Max hull thickness : 75mm.
Total length : 157mm
Cut out hole : 45mm
Supplied with S/S
fastening screws.

Attwood brand - tough
white plastic material
with removable strainer.
Narrow flange allows
recessed installation.
Suits 38mm hose.
Total length : 105mm
Cut out hole : 45mm

RWB1431

RWB1430

RWB1432

Scupper - Stainless Capped

RWB5296

Straight suits 20 & 25mm hose

Scupper Drains - Aluminium Alloy
Excellent quality Australian made aluminium alloy
transom drain scuppers - or can be used as vents.
Spring loaded with strong stainless spring and
watertight sealing gasket.
Available in 2 sizes and 2 finishes - plain aluminium
alloy or white enamelled alloy version.

Plain Aluminium Alloy
RWB3710
RWB3711

Small - 167 x 112mm
Large - 240 x 147mm

White Enamelled Alloy
RWB3712
RWB3713

Small - 167 x 112mm
Large - 240 x 147mm
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Service Kits

Includes stainless spring
and sealing gasket.
SP330

Service kit for small size

SP331

Service kit for large size
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50mm Thru-hull scupper valve

&

RWB7883

These are large size sink plug & wastes - but
can easily double as cockpit drains - as they
have large 25mm (1") hose tails.
Italian made from quality non-corrosive
plastics and stainless steel.
RWB5295 90 deg elbow suits 25mm 1" hose

PLUMBING

Attwood composite plastic / stainless steel
capped straight thru-hull scupper.
Completely non-corrosive and the stainless
steel exterior capping looks great.
Incorporates a one-way check valve.
High draining ability - suits 50mm 2” hose.

Stainless / Plastic Drains

12 - Plumbing - Filters / Strainers
Raw Water Intake Strainers
Italian made "Osculati" raw water strainers ideal for straining particles on the
engine water intake line. Black ABS plastic with clear cover and nylon filter
element. Non-corrosive throughout and easily disassembled for cleaning the
filter element. Female threaded intake and outlet ports.
RWB2180

20mm (3/4") female ports. Complete with integral mounting bracket.
150 litres per minute capacity. 157mm Dia x 120mm total height

RWB2181

40mm (1 1/2") female ports. 300 litres per minute capacity
Size : 145mm Dia x 180mm total height
Replacement Parts

SP336
SP337
SP338
SP339

Clear lid - suits both sizes
Strainer basket for small RWB2180
Strainer basket for large RWB2181
"O" ring top seal - suits both sizes

Raw Water Intake Strainers

HOSE

Raw water strainers ideal for straining debris on the engine
water intake line. These non-corrosive strainers have hose
connections, integral mounting bracket, clear cover for easy
debris inspection, nylon filter element and an "O" ring seal.
There are 2 body sizes and 6 hose sizes in total.
Small body suits 12, 16 or 20mm hose. Size : 130mm height x 135mm depth
Large body suits 25, 32 or 40mm hose. Size : 170mm height x 185mm depth
The size shown is the hose I.D size that it suits.

PLUMBING

&

RWB1892
RWB1893
RWB1894
RWB1895
RWB1896
RWB1897

Replacement Parts

12mm (1/2") hose
16mm (5/8") hose
20mm (3/4") hose
25mm (1") hose
32mm (1 1/4") hose
38mm (1 1/2") hose

SP573
SP574
SP575
SP576
SP577
SP578

Clear lid only suit 1892-1894 strainer
Clear lid only suit 1895-1897 strainer
Strainer basket only suit 1892-1894 strainer
Strainer basket only suit 1895-1897 strainer
"O" ring only suit 1892-1894 strainer
"O" ring only suit 1895-1897 strainer

Raw Water Intake Strainers
Shurflo's in-Line raw water strainers protect your bait tank, livewell,
washdown pump, or heat exchanger from harmful debris.
Rugged nylon housing with one hand easy twist-off clear polymide bowl,
integral "O" ring and removable stainless steel screen.
1/2" & 3/4" sizes suit Shurflo "Blaster & "Pro-Blaster" washdown pumps.
All sizes have female threaded inlet & outlet ports.
RWB2979
RWB2980
RWB2981
RWB2982

1/2" female ports
3/4" female ports
1" female ports
1 1/4" female ports

Fine 50 mesh screen
Fine 50 mesh screen
Fine 50 mesh screen
Coarse 20 mesh screen

94mm W x 135mm H
94mm W x 135mm H
130mm W x 160mm H
130mm W x 180mm H

Bilge Strainers
Non-corrosive plastic strumbox - combined bilge strainer with
non-return valve. Repositionable ports allow horizontal, vertical
or sideways hose connection. Strainer plate underneath is
easily removable for cleaning. Suits 2 hose sizes.
J31-121 25mm (1") hose Jabsco 29290-1000
J31-122 38mm (1 1/2") hose Jabsco 29290-1010
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12 - Plumbing - Filters / Strainers
Pump-Guard Strainers

Water Strainers

Jabsco prefilters protect all
electric diaphragm pumps
from pump breakdown due
to particles in the water.
Transparent housing screws
off to allow easy inspection
and servicing to clear debris.
Size : 120 x 70 x 60mm
Straight in-line type with
mounting bracket and either
hose barb or thread - and
plug-In types which plug
directly into Jabsco Par-Max
and Flojet pump inlet ports.
6 types available.
J21-107
J21-108
J21-109
J21-110
J21-111
J21-112

Plug-In with 12mm hose barb
Plug-In with 20mm hose barb
Plug-In with 1/2" male thread
2 x 12mm hose barbsJabsco
2 x 1/2" male thread Jabsco
2 x 20mm hose barbsJabsco

Prefilter with integral mounting
bracket and stainless steel
mesh strainer to help protect
electric diaphragm pumps
from breakdown due to debris
in the water.
Transparent housing allows
easy inspection and cleaning.
These strainers have hose
barb connections and are
supplied with a coarse mesh
stainless steel screen.
Height
: 90mm
Diameter : 100mm ( inc. barbs)
RWB1425 12mm hose barb
RWB1426 20mm hose barb

46400-0012
46400-0010
46400-0014
46400-0002
46400-0004
46400-0000

SP395
SP396
SP397

Twist-On Filters

PLUMBING

Pump-Guard Strainers

Clear top housing only
Coarse mesh screen only
Fine mesh screen only

Universal Style

RWB2955
RWB2956
RWB2957

12mm hose barb inlet
1/2" male thread inlet
1/2" male thread inlet and swivel nut

In-Line Cartridge Filters
These in-line filters have a transparent casing
for easy filter inspection.
They have a 50 mesh plastic filter screen
and have hose barb ends to suit
3 different hose sizes.
Total length : 230mm.
Cartridge dia : 32mm
RWB3124
RWB3125
RWB3126
RWB3127

Suits 12mm (1/2" ) hose
Suits 20mm (3/4") hose
Suits 25mm (1") hose
Replacement 50 mesh filter only
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J21-114 Suits STANDARD size
Jabsco snap-in ports.		
Jabsco 46400-9500
J21-113 Suits LARGE size Jabsco
Par-Max 6 snap-in ports
Jabsco 46400-0711

Transparent in-line filters with 50 mesh stainless
steel screen. These filters are designed to screw
directly onto the inlet side of 1/2" threaded pressure
pumps. They can eliminate unnecessary pump
repairs by keeping debris and particles out of the
pump. Easy screw-apart disassembly for cleaning.
All have 1/2" female thread to screw onto the pump
- and 1/2" male thread or 12mm hose barb inlet.

&

Jabsco UNIVERSAL style plug-in
filters with a universal inlet port that
accomodates Jabsco snap-in hose
port connectors.
All the features of the Jabsco filters
shown above - with the additional
ability to choose the type of inlet
hose connection required.
See pump section for full details of
Jabsco snap-in ports.

12 - Plumbing - Drains & Bungs
Drain Cover - S/S

Short Drain
Applications - Anchor well drain
- Motor well drain
- Locker vent
- Bait tank overflow
"Knock - in" design has barbs that
grip the edge of the drilled hole.
No need to fit an additional cover
over anchor well drain.
Quick and simple to fit - just drill a
20mm (3/4") hole - saves labour !
RWB1588

Stainless steel pressed 304 grade
mini clam vent or commonly used
as a cover for anchor well drains.
2 sizes available.
RWB1731 40 L x 44 W x 13mm H
RWB1732 53 L x 54 W x 25mm H

White

Nylon Drain Cover / Water Scoop

PLUMBING
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HOSE

Quality UV stabilised marine grade nylon in two colours.
Applications - Ventilation or water scoop
- Cover for exit of engine control cables
- Cover for exit of anchor well drains

Medium Size

Large Size

Dimensions at Base
Length : 60mm
Width : 55mm
Height : 20mm

Dimensions at base
Length : 85mm
Width : 78mm
Height : 30mm

RWB1740 Medium Black
RWB1741 Medium White

RWB1742
RWB1743

Nylon Well Drains

White nylon fine threaded drain
with push-on grip flanged end
fitting. Can be used for
draining motor or anchor wells.

Bungs - Wood

Simply cut to length required.

Tapered soft wood bung plugs
in 3 sizes. Suitable for plugging
skin fittings or any hole sizes
from 13mm to 55mm.
Required for YA regulations.

2 sizes -

RWB1912

100mm length
Tapers 32 - 13mm
Suits 3/4" and 1"
skin fittings.

RWB1913

150mm length
Tapers 45 - 20mm
Suits 1 1/4 & 1 1/2"
skin fittings.

Total length : 58mm
Cut-out hole : 25mm
RWB1435
Total length : 83mm
Cut-out hole : 25mm
RWB1433
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RWB1914

150mm length
Tapers 57 - 32mm
Suits 2" skin fitting

Large Black
Large White

Bungs - Rubber

Black tapered rubber bungs
suitable for plugging hole sizes
ranging from 12mm to 25mm.
Available bulk per each at lowest
price (bag qty is 25) or header
card hang packaged in pairs.

Supplied Bulk - Per Each
RWB3974
RWB3974B
RWB3975
RWB3976
RWB3977

11 - 13mm No.3
13 - 16mm No.5
16 - 19mm No.7
19 - 23mm No.9
22 - 27mm No.10

Hang Packed In Pairs
RWB3974-P
RWB3974BP
RWB3975-P
RWB3976-P
RWB3977-P
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11 - 13mm No.3
13 - 16mm No.5
16 - 19mm No.7
19 - 23mm No.9
22 - 27mm No.10

12 - Plumbing - Drain Plugs & Bungs
Automatic Self Bailer

Self Bailer Bungs

TENOB large nylon self bailers feature a nitrile one-way diaphragm
which is unaffected by petrol, diesel or oil. It also includes a bung
sealing plug. The self bailer is available in 2 versions.
External mount - mounts externally outside the boat as with normal
drain plugs for standard self-bailing.
Internal mount - mounts internally on the boat : ideal for cockpit
draining and for dinghies and inflatables as plug is readily accessible.
Flow rate - 500 litres per hour. Colour - black.
35mm I.D drain hole. Drill a 41mm mounting hole.
RWB1570
RWB1572
RWB645

Internal mount
External mount
Replacement plug only

Rubber one-way flap
with coarse threaded
nylon nipple.
Screws into coarse
thread standard size
bung bases such as
RWB1946, RWB1950
& RWB1951 shown
on following catalogue
page 292.
RWB1568

Self bailer

Large Drain Plugs - TENOB

RWB635
RWB636
RWB645
RWB646

RWB635-P
RWB636-P
RWB645-P
RWB646-P

Black complete drain plug
White complete drain plug
Black plug only
White plug only

Black complete drain plug
White complete drain plug
Black plug only - each
White plug only - each

Medium Drain Plugs - TENOB
Original TENOB brand high quality medium size drain plugs manufactured
in New Zealand from UV resistant nylon material with a neoprene "O" ring
seal and the unique "TENOB" full flow retainer ring design.
This medium 25mm internal flow size gives 50% larger drain capacity
than standard sized 17mm internal flow drain plugs.
25mm internal flow size. 30mm cut-out hole.
2 x 4mm countersunk fastening holes.
Available loose (bulk) no packaging - or also available retail hang packaged.
Black or white colour.
BULK (LOOSE)

HANG PACKED

RWB1745
RWB1747
RWB1746
RWB1748

RWB1745-P
RWB1747-P
RWB1746-P
RWB1748-P

Black complete drain plug
White complete drain plug
Black plug only
White plug only
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Black complete drain plug
White complete drain plug
Black plug only - each
White plug only - each
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HANG PACKED
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BULK (LOOSE)

PLUMBING

Original TENOB brand high quality large size drain plug manufactured
in New Zealand from UV resistant marine grade nylon.
It features a large 35mm internal flow size with unique full flow retainer
ring design and neoprene "O" ring seal.
Large enough to allow prawn heads etc to pass through.
35mm internal flow size. Requires a 40mm cut-out hole.
4 x 4mm countersunk fastening holes.
Available loose (bulk) no packaging - or also available retail hang packaged.
Black or white colour.

12 - Plumbing - Drain Plugs & Bungs
Drain Plug Chrome Brass Body
Coarse thread standard size drain plug with chrome
plated brass body, coloured washer and plastic plug
with retainer lug. Available loose (bulk) no packaging
at a lower price - or also available retail hang packaged.
Internal flow size : 17mm
Hole cut-out size : 25mm
BULK (LOOSE) EACH

HANG PACKED

RWB1950 Complete drain plug
RWB1952 Plug & washer only

RWB1950-P Complete drain plug Each
RWB1952-P Plug & washer only PAIR

Drain Plugs Standard Plastic - Economy

HOSE

Economically priced coarse thread standard size complete
plastic drain plugs and spare plugs & washers.
Available loose (bulk) each at low prices with a large
discount for a 100 buy - or also available retail hang packaged.
Internal flow size : 17mm
Hole cut-out size : 25mm
BULK (LOOSE) EACH

HANG PACKED

RWB1951 Complete drain plug
RWB1952 Plug & washer only

RWB1951-P Complete drain plug Each
RWB1952-P Plug & washer only PAIR

Drain Plugs Standard Plastic - Deluxe

PLUMBING
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High quality Australian made all plastic drain plugs
complete with coloured plastic washer and retainer lug.
Coarse thread complete drain - and coarse and fine
thread plugs & washers only. Available loose (bulk)
at lower prices - or also available retail hang packed.
Internal flow size : 17mm
Hole cut-out size : 25mm
BULK (LOOSE) EACH

HANG PACKED

RWB1946
RWB1947
RWB1949

RWB1946-P Coarse thread drain plug Each
RWB1947-P Coarse plug & washer only PAIR
RWB1949-P Fine plug & washer only PAIR

Coarse thread drain plug
Coarse plug & washer only
Fine plug & washer only

Bailing Scoops
Non-corrosive plastic hand bailers.
Large - Deluxe TREM
Strong, shaped plastic design
with large reinforced handle.
Size mm: 225 L x 145 W x 150 H
Approx 2 litre capacity
RWB1008

2 litre capacity. 240mm Length
x 136mm Width x 127mm Height

Smaller, economical flexible
plastic bailer with hand grip.
Size mm: 185 L x 140 W x 125 H
Capacity: Approx. 1.5 litres

RWB6975

RWB2710

Large - Standard
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Small Standard Bailer
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13 - Fishing Accessories - Bait Stations
Deluxe Jet Ski Bait Station
This universal mount bait station suits all
models of jet skis. 316 grade stainless
steel frame with 3 x rod holders, handles
& mount brackets. Includes an excellent
quality insulated marine version ice box.
Fits on the back of any jet ski including
Yamaha, Honda, Kawasaki, Sea-Doo
and more.
N.Z made - Manta-Pro top quality with
2 year warranty.
Height 512mm Width 680mm
Depth 420mm
RWB1995

Pro jet ski bait station

MANTA “BINIT” Jet Ski Bait Station

The New Jet Ski
Fishing Kit From
Manta Marine
Stainless

Fits virtually any jet ski with a rear deck
Mounting feet can be cut to any angle to suit contour of jet ski deck
Large 55 litre ice box made from UV stabilised polyethylene
Closed cell interior keeps it cool and won’t allow bacteria to breed
Accessories come in kit form easy to install
Supplied with 2 x 316 grade stainless rod holders and turnbuckle
Supplied with fastenings, hardware and retaining straps (not shown)
Supplied with instructions and template for cutting to contour of deck
Very strong yet lightweight - only 7.5 Kg total including all fittings
Width : 605mm Depth : 355mm Height : 555mm

RWB1997

Manta “Binit” jet ski bait station

Round Clamp-On Bait Station
Quality 316 grade stainless steel bait station for ski pole mounting
or rail mounting elsewhere on the boat.
Comes complete with heavy duty stainless steel mounting collar
that clamps on up to 51mm (2”) O.D ski poles or rails.
Complete with 2 x angled stainless steel rod holders and 330mm
inside diameter nylon cutting board.
The round design makes the most use of available space on board.
The cutting board has a high 30mm lip surround at the back.
Total diameter : 480mm wide x 420mm depth
RWB1998

Round clamp-on baitstation
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ACCESSORIES

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

FISHING

The Manta “BINIT” jet ski bait station is a very strong yet lightweight
(7.5 Kg total) fishing kit designed specifically to suit a wide range of
jet ski applications. Made in New Zealand from high quality materials.
Everything is supplied with the kit to allow fitting to virtually any type of
jet ski with a rear deck as the mounting feet can be cut to any angle to
suit the contour of the deck.

13 - Fishing Accessories - Bait Stations
Clamp - On Bait Station
Quality, economically priced 316 grade stainless steel bait station
for ski pole mounting or rail mounting elsewhere on the boat.
Comes complete with heavy duty stainless steel mounting collar.
The collar clamps to 51mm (2”) O.D ski poles, or other rails.
The nylon bait board has a high lip surround and a recess in the
board which has a moulded drain barb on the underside.
Total size : 570mm wide x 420mm deep (490mm inc clamp)
RWB1992 Clamp-on bait station
RWB1968

Spare cutting board only 570mm x 390mm

Bait Station - Ski Pole Mount
Quality, heavy duty 316G stainless steel frame with wing nut
collar to attach bait table to a ski pole, allowing easy removal
and storage. The frame includes 2 x stainless steel rod holders
and the cutting board is made from white nylon with a large lip
surround. Collar suits 51mm (2”) O.D tube.
Total size : 600mm x 440mm
Cutting board : 460mm x 345mm
RWB1970
RWB1964

Ski pole bait station

Spare cutting board only 460 x 345mm

ACCESSORIES

Heavy duty stainless steel locking collar welded to
stainless steel frame. Large wing nut allows fast
and easy removal or repositioning of the bait table.

Extra Heavy Duty - Large Folding Bait Station

FISHING

Extra heavy duty bait station ideal for larger boats and cruisers.
32mm diameter 316G stainless steel frame with legs that fold up for
easy removal and storage. The 40mm diameter legs fit into standard
vertical stainless steel rod holders (optional) for mounting.
Includes 6 x rod holders and 1 x drink holder welded to the frame.
The large cutting board is made from white nylon with large lip
surround. Top quality New Zealand made from marine quality
stainless steel with heavy duty welds to give long and rugged service.
Total size : 1020mm x 450mm
Cutting board : 830mm x 310mm
RWB1993
RWB1969
RWB1979

Large folding bait station

Spare cutting board only 830 x 310mm
Straight 316 grade stainless flush rod holder
to mount bait station. Sold per each. 2 required.

RWB1979
Rod Holder

Cutting Boards For Bait Stations
Quality white nylon cutting boards as replacements for the Manta
bait stations shown on these pages - or for general use.
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RWB1968
		

570mm x 390mm with high lip and moulded recess with
moulded drain barb. Suits RWB1992 clamp-on station.

RWB1964
		

460mm x 345mm with large lip surround.
Suits RWB1970 and 1991 bait stations.

RWB1976
		

575mm x 390mm with large lip surround.
Suits RWB1971, 1975 and 1977 bait stations.

RWB1969
		

830mm x 310mm with large lip surround.
Suits RWB1993 large bait station.
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13 - Fishing Accessories - Bait Stations
Bait Station Fish Tables

These heavy duty bait stations are made in
New Zealand from 316 grade stainless steel
with heavy duty welds and will give rugged
service in the harsh marine environment
The legs fold up underneath and the bait
stations can be easily and completely
removed from the boat.

Deluxe Stainless Bait Station

Incorporates two stainless steel rod holders
angled towards the stern and a removable
nylon cutting board for easy cleaning.
The station can be completely removed for
easy storage or relocation. The legs fold up
underneath for storage and fit into standard
40mm ID vertical rod holders - see below.

Incorporates four stainless steel rod holders,
a conveniently placed drink holder and a
quality removable nylon cutting board for
easy cleaning. The bait station can be
completely removed for easy storage.
The legs fold up underneath for storage & fit
into standard 40mm ID vertical rod holders.

RWB1975

Standard folding bait station

RWB1976

White nylon cutting board only
575 x 390mm Suits both bait stations

RWB1979

Straight 316 grade stainless flush rod
holder to mount bait station.
Sold per each. 2 required for mounting.

Overall Height
Width
Depth
Leg centres
RWB1977

650mm
650mm
520mm
305mm

Deluxe folding bait station

Bait Stations - Folding - Socket Mount

Large Size
Top View

Total size : 725mm x 420mm
Cutting board : 575mm x 390mm
Socket mounting requires 300mm centre to centre
Socket depth below : 96mm
RWB1971
RWB1976
SP580

Large folding stainless bait station

Spare cutting board only 575 x 390mm
Spare flush mount socket (Each)

Small Size

Bottom View
With Legs
Folded Up

2 x Flush
Mounting
Sockets
Included

Total size : 600mm x 395mm
Cutting board : 460mm x 345mm
Socket mounting requires 300mm centre to centre
Socket depth below : 96mm
RWB1991
RWB1964
SP580

Small folding stainless bait station

Spare cutting board only 460 x 345mm
Spare flush mount socket (Each)
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ACCESSORIES

Quality, heavy duty 316 grade stainless steel frame with legs that fold
up for easy removal and storage. Comes complete with 2 x flush
mount stainless steel sockets that the stepped folding legs slot into.
These sockets need to be flush mounted into the boat.
The frame includes 2 x rod holders and the cutting boards
are made from white nylon with large lip surround.
Top quality New Zealand made from marine quality
stainless steel with heavy duty welds for rugged service.

FISHING

Standard Stainless Bait Station

13 - Fishing Accessories - Bait Boards
Polyethylene Bait Boards
A range of quality, injection moulded, UV stabilised, high density
polyethylene bait boards in various sizes with rail or rod holder
mounting options. The legs are made from anodised aluminium.
A measurement scale in both Centimetres and inches is moulded
into each board and all boards include 2 x recessed tackle/bait
holders and a large recessed draining tray.
Small Bait Boards RWB5481 Rod
Holder Mount

RWB5480 Rail Mount

Overall size : 515mm wide x 355mm deep.
Cutting area : 500 x 275mm.
The board features moulded measurement scales, 2 x recessed
tackle/bait holders and large recessed draining tray with a 10mm
hose barb below.
Available with a single adjustable aluminium leg for rod holder
mounting or with a rail mount to suit 25mm diameter rails.
RWB5480
RWB5481

Rail mount bait board with 1 x 25mm rail mount
Rod holder mount bait board with 1 x adjustable leg

Large Bait Boards -

ACCESSORIES

RWB5484 Rail Mount

RWB5485
Rod Holder
Mount

Overall size : 720mm wide x 475mm deep.
Cutting area : 705 x 370mm.
Mounting width of the legs is adjustable by sliding the mounts
along the rail underneath the bait board - minimum mounting
width 225mm, maximum width 635mm.
The board features moulded measurement scales, 2 x recessed
tackle / bait holders and large recessed draining tray.
Available with 2 x fore & aft ratchet adjustable aluminium legs
for rod holder mounting or with 2 x rail mounts to suit 25mm
diameter rails.
RWB5484
RWB5485

Rail mount bait board with 2 x 25mm rail mounts
Rod holder mount bait board with 2 x adjustable legs

FISHING

Large Bait Board - With 2 x Rod Holders
Overall size including rod holders : 925mm wide x 475mm deep
Bait board outside size : 720mm wide x 475mm deep.
Cutting area : 705 x 370mm.
Mounting width of the legs is adjustable by sliding the mounts
along the rail underneath the bait board - minimum mounting
width 225mm, maximum width 635mm.
The board features moulded measurement scales, 2 x recessed
tackle / bait holders and large recessed draining tray.
2 x fore & aft adjustable aluminium legs for rod holder mounting
and 2 x rod holders. Optional rail mounts available - see below.
RWB5488

Rod holder mount bait board with 2 x adjustable
legs and 2 x rod holders

Accessories & Spare Parts
RWB5494
RWB5496
RWB5497
RWB5498
RWB5499
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Rail mount bracket - suits 25mm 1” rails
Complete leg only
Rod holder only
Tapered collar only - suits leg & rod rest
Knob tri-head with 8mm nut
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13 - Fishing Accessories - Rod Racks
Rod Storage Rack

Vertical mount 3 rod storage rack for on-board or home use.
Includes tube slots to support the reel and flared tube tops.
Unique easy to fit clip together design.
Includes slots on the bracket for knife and tool storage.
Low maintenance UV inhibited white plastic construction.
RWB2805

3 rod storage rack

Rod Storage Racks
Ideal for fishing rod storage at home or on board.
Black ABS plastic frame with durable closed cell foam inserts
which are slit and holed for tight and secure storage.
Base has moulded fastening holes and fasteners are provided.
Packaged in pairs in colour box for open retail display.
Available in 3 or 5 rod rack in a style to store rods either
vertically or horizontally.

RWB1193

Pair 5 rod racks horizontal mounting
290mm Length x 50mm Wide x 63mm High
6 x 4mm countersunk fastenings

RWB1194

Pair 5 rod vertical mounting
1 with recess for butt end and 1 for rod end.
290mm Length x 50mm Wide x 63mm High
6 x 4mm countersunk fastenings

ACCESSORIES

Pair 3 rod racks horizontal mounting
190mm Length x 63mm Wide x 74mm High
4 x 4mm countersunk fastenings

FISHING

RWB1192

6 Rod Storage Racks

RWB1205

Closed cell foam structure supports rods securely
without damage.
Plastic housings can be secured to any surface.
Vertical rod holder has dished base to support
butt of rods.
Black coloured frame.
4 x mounting screws supplied.
310mm L x 30mm W x 60mm H
Hang packed in sets.
Stores 6 fishing rods.
RWB1205

Horizontal mount Pair

RWB1206

Vertical mount Pair
RWB1206
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13 - Fishing Accessories - Hatch / Rod Holders
Standard Style Tackle Box Hatch
A Made from durable, UV inhibited ASA plastic
A Complete with lid seal for a splashproof finish in
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

vertical installations.
Ideal recessed box for all your tackle storage
See cat pages 44 - 47 for full details of style
Opening door is fully hinged for 180 degree opening
Single recessed turn latch handle
7 colour coded trays
3 trays - 57 x 47 x 120mm
2 trays - 93 x 47 x 120mm
2 trays - 195 x 47 x 120mm

RWB2396

White standard style

Deluxe Tackle Box Hatch
A Made from durable, UV inhibited ASA plastic
A Complete with lid seal for a splashproof finish in

FISHING

ACCESSORIES

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

vertical installations.
Deluxe style hatch - door covers screw holes for a neat finish
Complete with colour coded sliding tackle storage trays
Opening door is fully hinged for 180 degree opening
Hatch lid completely covers mounting screws
Single recessed turn latch handle
7 colour coded trays
3 trays - 57 x 47 x 120mm
2 trays - 93 x 47 x 120mm
2 trays - 195 x 47 x 120mm

RWB2335

White deluxe style

Heavy Duty Rod / Game Pole Holders
All Stainless Steel Construction
Packed In Colour Retail Display Boxes

Adjustable Ratchet Mount
High quality, heavy duty cast stainless steel base
with twin ratchet adjustment for up / down and
360 degree swivel options.
45mm ID tube with soft rubber insert and gimbal.
RWB1316

Removable Mount

Heavy duty, mirror polished stainless
steel construction. Can be removed from
mounting bracket. 45mm ID tube with soft
rubber insert and gimbal.
RWB1317

Rail Mount - Stainless Steel

Adjustable ratchet
clamp allows the
rod holder to mount
at any desired angle
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Quality, heavy duty polished stainless steel rod holder
complete with rail mount clamp attachment bracket that suits
both 22mm (7/8”) and 25mm (1”) diameter rails.
Ratchet adjustment on clamp allows mounting at any angle.
Complete with lining, plastic rod saving insert on top and rod
gimbal in base.
RWB1315
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13 - Fishing Accessories - Rod Holders
Rail Mount Rod Holders - Stainless Steel
These superb quality, versatile rod holders are ideal for yachts, cruisers or any rail mount
applications. The innovative design allows mounting on vertical stanchions, posts and
on horizontal rails. It takes only a few minutes to mount the rod holders and they can
easily be made to stand vertically or angled by turning the mounting clamps.

A
A
A
A
A
A

Made from extra tough 50mm electro-polished 316 grade stainless steel tube
Mounting clamps are UV resistant nylon with stainless steel fastenings.
Mounting clamps have inserts to suit 20mm, 22mm & 25mm diameter rails
Use on yacht stanchions or horizontal rails
Use on cruisers or sportfishing boats on any rails
Quickly make rocket launcher sets using 2 horizontal rails
Ideal To Make Rocket
Launcher Sets

Angled Rail Mount - Vertical Rail Mount - Versatile Mounting Positions

2 size lengths of rod holders are available
Standard model - 260mm length. Supplied per each.
Long model
- 375mm length. Supplied per each.

Rail Spacing
			
		
		

- Standard model 55 to 195mm apart - centre to centre
- Long model 55 to 310mm apart. Ideal for yachts.
The upper mounting clamp can be slid up and down
the tube to suit the desired rail spacing.

Versatile mounting positions for
power or sail boats. Ideal to make
up rocket launcher sets.

RWB2190

RWB2191

RWB2192

RWB2193

Robustly constructed "Eastern" brand black ABS plastic rod holder with full ratchet
style adjustment both up / down and side to side.
It has a recess for the rod reel to sit in and a clip to lock the rod into the rod holder.
It comes complete with a side mounting socket.
Optional rail mount and flush mount brackets are available as shown above.
The rod holder is easily removable when not in use.
Blister packed for open display.
RWB2190

Rod holder complete with side mount bracket

RWB2191

Side mount bracket only

RWB2192

Rail mount adaptor - use this in conjunction with the standard side
mount socket supplied with the rod holder

RWB2193

Flush deck mount socket
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ACCESSORIES

Ratchet Adjustable Rod Holder

FISHING

RWB630
RWB631

13 - Rod Holders - Flush Mount Stainless
Rod Holder - Standard
304 grade stamped polished stainless steel flush mounting.
Spot welds holding the head to the shaft.
Complete with PVC shaft insert, black rubber mounting gasket
and solid stainless rod gimbal pin through shaft.
3 x 8mm countersunk fastening holes.
Head size : 120 x 95mm Length : 210mm Shaft I.D : 40mm
Cut out hole size : 50mm
Shaft is angled 30 degrees. Supplied per each.
RWB512
SP125

Stainless steel rod holder
Replacement PVC shaft insert

Rod Holder - Standard & Sealing Cap
304 grade stamped polished stainless steel flush mounting.
Spot welds holding the shaft to the head.
Complete with plug type hinged black PVC sealing cap and rubber
mounting gasket and stainless rod gimbal pin through shaft.
3 x 8mm countersunk fastening holes.
Head size : 120 x 95mm Length : 210mm Shaft I.D : 38mm
Cut out hole size : 50mm
Shaft is angled 30 degrees. Supplied per each.

ACCESSORIES

RWB511

Stainless with black cap

Rod Holder - Medium Duty Cast & White Cap

FISHING

Thin cast stainless steel oval shaped head solidly welded to the
shaft all the way around the shaft to give added strength.
Flush mounting for non-obtrusive installation.
White PVC sealing cap and rod insert with PVC mounting gasket
and stainless gimbal pin through shaft.
3 x 6mm countersunk fastening holes.
Head size : 110 x 87mm Length : 210mm Shaft I.D : 38mm
Cut out hole size : 50mm
Shaft is angled 30 degrees. Supplied per each.
RWB2194

Cast stainless with white cap

Rod Holder - Heavy Duty Cast & Black Cap
Stainless steel flush mount rod holder with a heavy cast 316 grade
head which incorporates a solid shaft collar that is welded all the
way around the shaft of the rod holder to give maximum strength.
Angled stainless shaft, folding black PVC moulded sealing cap and
full length rubber liner insert. Solid stainless rod gimbal pin through
shaft. Rubber mounting gasket included.
3 x 6mm countersunk fastening holes.
Head size : 110 x 80mm Length : 210mm Shaft I.D : 40mm
Cut out hole size : 60mm
Shaft is angled to 30 degrees. Supplied per each.
RWB2195
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Cast stainless with black cap
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13 - Rod Holders - Stainless
Rod Holders - Slimline Head
Robustly constructed high quality 316 grade stainless steel rod
holders with slimline 60mm diameter head with rolled top for
elegant flush mounting. Stainless rod gimbal pin through shaft.
Choice of 30 degree angle shaft or straight 90 degree shaft.
4 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes.
Head Size
60mm x 80mm
Length
215mm
Bore Size
40mm
Cut Out Size 45mm
Supplied per each.
RWB1972
RWB1979
Angled shaft	Straight shaft

RWB1972
RWB1979

Angled shaft
Straight shaft

Extension Rod Holder

RWB1978

Extension rod holder

Rod Master - Extension & Dual Rod Holders

Total length : 570mm
Pole diameter : 40mm
RWB1989

Rod Master extension

Rod Holder - Side Mount
Polished stainless steel side mounted rod holder with
stainless steel mounting brackets and rod gimbal in base.
Can be mounted vertically or at any desired angle.
Rubber insert in top saves rod from wear.
4 x 6mm fastening holes.
Length : 257mm
Shaft I.D : 40mm
Supplied per each.
RWB2806

Side mount stainless rod holder
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ACCESSORIES

Very high quality 316 grade stainless steel rod holder extension
manufactured by MANTA in New Zealand.
Complete with 2 x rod holders welded onto it - 1 straight & 1 angled.
Enables a single rod holder to be used as a dual extended rod holder.
Locks into most standard stainless steel rod holders with gimbal pin.

FISHING

High quality 316 grade stainless steel, angled gimbal lock rod holder
extension. Enables the rod to be easily extended and angled over
the side or stern of the boat.
Also useful where only straight rod holders have been installed.
Locks into most standard stainless steel rod holders
with a bore size of 38mm or larger. 42mm I.D bore at top.
Extends 450mm past the top of the rod holder that it
is inserted into. Supplied per each.

13 - Rod Holders - Assorted
Rod Holders - Inclined Port & Starboard
Robustly constructed high quality polished 316 stainless steel with
slimline 60mm diameter head and a shaft that is solidly welded on
an incline to the head - so that the rod is directed away from the boat.
Shaft angled 30 degrees and inclined to port and starboard with rod
gimbal in base of shaft.
4 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes.
Head size : 80 x 60mm Length : 195mm
Shaft I.D : 40mm
Cut out hole size : 45mm
Supplied in pairs - 1 x port incline - 1 x starboard incline
RWB299

Pair port & starboard inclined rod holders

Premium Quality Nylon Rod Holder
Super strong UV stabilised engineering grade nylon construction
with narrow oval shaped head and 30 degree angled shaft.
As strong and tough as metal and totally non-corrosive.
The base of the rod holder includes a moulded rod gimbal and
a 10mm hose barb drain hole to eliminate wet side pockets,
also ideal for kayaks. Includes a bonus rod / reel cord securing lug.

ACCESSORIES

Rod Holder - Narrow Plastic - Angled Shaft

FISHING

3 x 6mm countersunk fastening holes.
Head size : 58mm x 98mm
Shaft I.D : 40mm
Cut out hole size : 48mm
Length : 235mm
10mm hose barbed drain connection.
Available in black only. Sold per each.

4 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes.
Head size : 87 x 58mm
Cut out hole size : 48mm
Length : 225mm
Shaft I.D : 40mm
Available in white or black. Sold per each.

RWB2804

Black

Narrow head rod holders made from UV stabilised polypropylene.
Flush mount with bevelled edge on head, 30 degree angled shaft
and moulded rod gimbal in the shaft base.
Slimline 58mm diameter head is ideal for narrow gunwhales.

RWB1776
RWB1777

White
Black

Rod Holder - Narrow Plastic - Straight Shaft
Narrow head rod holders made from UV stabilised polypropylene.
Flush mount with bevelled edge on head, straight shaft and moulded
rod gimbal in base.
Slimline 58mm diameter head is ideal for narrow gunwhales.
4 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes
Head size : 87mm x 58mm		 Shaft I.D : 43mm
Cut out hole size : 48mm		 Length : 225mm		
Available in black or white. Sold per each.
RWB1788
RWB1789
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Straight shaft - white
Straight shaft - black
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13 - Rod Holders - Assorted
Rod Holder - Large Plastic Oval Head
Robust UV stabilised polypropylene rod holders with a large
oval shaped head. Shaft is angled 30 degrees and has a
moulded rod gimbal in the shaft base.
3 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes.
Head size : 105 x 84mm
Length : 240mm
Shaft I.D : 43mm
Cut out hole size : 50mm
Available in white or black. Sold per each.
RWB2808
RWB2809

Black
White

Rod Holder - Large Oval Head & Sealing Cap
Large oval head rod holders complete with a PVC sealing cap.
The sealing cap hinges from the integral mounting base gasket.
Made from robust UV stabilised polypropylene.
Angled shaft design with moulded rod gimbal in base.
3 x 5mm countersunk fastening holes.
Head size : 105 x 84mm
Length : 240mm
Shaft I.D : 43mm
Cut out hole size : 50mm
Available in white or black colour.
Sold per each.

FISHING

RWB5146
RWB5147

Black with sealing cap
White with sealing cap

Rod Holder - Plastic Side Mount

ACCESSORIES

Robust side mount rod holder made from UV stabilised
polypropylene with moulded rod gimbal in base.
Integral mounting bracket allows it to be mounted
vertically or at any desired angle.
6 x 5mm fastening holes.
Mounting bracket : 135 x 77mm
Length : 235mm
Shaft I.D : 42mm
Available in white or black. Sold per each.
RWB1786
RWB1787

White
Black

Rod Holder Inserts - Nylon
High quality UV stabilised nylon inserts for rod holders in two sizes.
Ideal for rocket launcher racks etc. Finishes the aluminium or stainless
steel tube neatly and saves the rod from damage.
RWB641 Black 2" imperial suits 2" (50.8mm) O.D imperial tube.
Max tube wall thickness 1.5mm
RWB643 Aqua blue 50mm metric suits metric thick wall aluminium tube.
Fits inside 50mm O.D tube. Max tube wall thickness 3mm.
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13 - Fishing Accessories - Assorted
Transducer Brackets - Aluminium
Adjustable brackets made from anodised
aluminium alloy.
They attach to the boats transom to allow
the transducer unit of the fish finder to be
quickly adjusted on the sliding 200mm track.
Angled bracket can also be used for mounting
bait pumps. 3 mounting types / sizes available.
RWB2152
RWB2151

RWB2151
RWB2152
RWB2153

Small flat vertical mount
Large flat vertical mount
90 deg angle horizontal mount

Size : 48 L x 32 W x 9mm H
Cable opening : 17 x 5mm
Mounting holes 4mm dia.
38mm centre to centre.

Ideal for covering cable entries on transoms and
instrument panels, fish finder transducer cables,
electrical lighting cables etc.
It can cover holes up to 28mm diameter.
Manufactured in New Zealand from UV resistant
nylon material making it ideal for use on
aluminium or glass boats.
The cable cover comes as a kit complete with
a nylon thru-hull snap bushing to protect cables
from sharp edges of the hole.
RWB1574
RWB1575

Black kit
White kit

Bait Tank Pumps & Accessories

We have a wide range of Rule livewell and bait tank
pumps and accessories to make up systems.
Aerators and spray heads, valves and water pickups.
See section 9 of this catalogue - pages 198 - 201.

FISHING

ACCESSORIES

Transducer Cable Covers
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RWB2153

14 - Ski Poles
Ski Poles - Stainless Steel - Detachable
Quality TENOB range of detachable ski poles made from
polished stainless steel with a non-corrosive composite base.
The base has a spring loaded quick release pin for fast and
easy pole removal.
2 types and mounting styles are available.

A
A
A
A
A

Standard pole - 1.5mm wall thickness - single skier only
Heavy duty pole - 2mm wall thickness (for twin sking)
All poles are 1.2 Metres in length and 2" 51mm O.D
Transom / bulkhead mount type - includes pole, base and		
U bolt bracket. Collars prevent U bolt from clamping hard 		
up, allowing fast pole removal.
Thru-deck mounting type - includes pole, base and 			
rectangular stainless steel flat plate.

Important safety information - the “U” bolt bracket or
mounting plate must be located NO lower (must be higher)
than 480mm from the top of the pole. (Refer to label on pole)

Transom / Bulkead Mount Type
Includes 1.2 metre pole (standard or heavy duty) spring
loaded non-corrosive base and “U” bolt bracket.
Maximum transom thickness 35mm for “U” bolt mount.

Spring loaded
base for fast
pole removal.
102mm diameter.
SP625 Spare base

Flat base for
thru-deck
mounting
85 x 67mm

Standard pole - single skier only
Heavy duty pole - for twin sking

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

RWB5190
RWB5191

Thru-Deck Mount Type
Includes 1.2 metre pole (standard or heavy duty)
spring loaded base and rectangular flate plate.
RWB5192
RWB5193

Standard pole - single skier only
Heavy duty pole - for twin sking

Bait Stations - Ski Pole Mount

Top quality 316 grade stainless steel
bait stations for ski pole mounting or
rail mounting elsewhere on the boat.
Comes complete with heavy duty
stainless steel mounting collar that
clamps onto 51mm (2") O.D ski poles
as per above. See fishing section 13
- pages 293 & 294 for full details of
these ski pole mount bait stations.
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14 - Rope - Ski Ropes & Reels
Ski Rope Reels

Fluorescent Ski Rope
High quality hollow braided
polyethylene floating ski
rope in bright fluorescent
multi-coloured finish.
Italian made by TREM.
7.5mm diameter.
200 metre flanged reels.

Quality, floating, hollow braided, multi-coloured
polyethylene ski rope.
Supplied on a flanged reel.
Multi-coloured rope - combinations vary.

RWB2096 Mainly red
with green and white fleck

RWB2168
RWB2098
RWB2099
RWB2100

RWB2097 Mainly yellow
with red and green fleck

7.5mm x 200 metre
8mm x 200 metre
10mm x 150 metre
12mm x 100 metre

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

Ski Ropes - Standard Range

RWB2295

RWB2291

Fully assembled 23 metre (75 Ft) ski line.
Recreational quality for beginner to intermediate.
Made of multi-coloured 7.5mm floating ski rope
with cushioned handle and end caps.
Complete with hanging storage strap.
RWB2295

Single handle ski rope

RWB2291

Double handle ski rope

Ski Bridles

RWB1216

RWB1214

Standard Style
8mm floating rope, pulley block,
S/S shackle and large
                    red / white float.
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Fully assembled 23 metre (75 Ft) ski line.
Quality ski line made with strong multi-coloured
8mm floating rope with cushioned aluminium core
and textured easy grip handle with end caps and
finger guards.
Complete with hanging storage strap.
RWB2294

Single handle ski rope

RWB2298

Moulded handle only - with end caps

Ski Tube Tow Ropes

RWB1216

RWB1214

Ski Rope - Sport Range

Deluxe Style
10mm heavy duty floating
rope, pulley block, S/S shackle
and black foam float.

RWB2296

RWB2297

Supplied with hanging storage strap.
Made from strong buoyant multi-coloured rope for
towing inflatable ski tubes.  2 load strength sizes.
RWB2296

Suitable for 1 or 2 Person load.
15 metre x 8mm diameter rope with
quick connector and hanging strap.

RWB2297

Suitable for 3 or 4 Person load.
18 metre x 12mm diameter rope with
large foam float and hanging strap.
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14 - Ski Hooks & Mirrors
Ski Mirror - Chrome

Ski Mirror - Large

Shatterproof highly chromed alloy
with polished convex lens.
Universal adjustable dash and
windscreen mounting brackets
included. Adjustable multi-position
locking mechanism.
Colour boxed for open display.
RWB600

Rope Float

Large convex lens for wide
angle viewing. Moulded plastic
frame with wide angle convex
glass lens. Universal adjustable
dash and windscreen mounting
brackets included. Adjustable
multi-position locking mechanism.
Colour boxed for open display.

180mm x 83mm

RWB601

Stainless Steel Ski Hook

Ring Diameter : 65mm
Hull Thickness : 60mm
Protrusion out : 47mm
RWB1940

RWB1766

300mm x 100mm

Stainless Steel Ski Hook

Traditional style ski hook with stainless steel
shaft and chrome bronze base.  
Keeper retains ski rope within hook.
10mm diameter shaft complete with washer
and nyloc nut.
Total length
Thread length

: 125mm
: 55mm

RWB1945

YachtSpec 3000 High Strength Rope
A Highest tensile strength of rope per weight
A Wire rope replacement cord
A Stronger than wire rope and weighs only 12%
A
A
A
A
A

of the weight of wire rope
Includes an anti-abrasion heat treated coating
Non-kinking, very low elongation (less than 5%)
Floats and UV resistant
Nil water absorption
Ideal for trailer winches, yachting control lines,
flagpoles, hauling rope for mining, or wherever
a small diameter, high strength rope is required
3 mm
6 mm
8mm

YachtSpec3000 is a 100% Ultra high molecular
weight polyethylene fibre (UHMWPE) 12 plait
cord with anti-abrasion coating.
Extremely strong, Dyneema type rope.
Colour - dark grey
Size range - 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm
RWB
Diameter
Code			

Reel
Length

Break
Load

RWB4820
RWB4822
RWB4824
RWB4826
RWB4828

100 Mtr
100 Mtr
100 Mtr
100 Mtr
100 Mtr

750 Kg
1550 Kg
2200 Kg
3400 Kg
5300 Kg

3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
8mm

Longer Reel Lengths Are Available To Order
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All 316 grade stainless
steel ski hook.
Anti-snag ring prevents
catching of ropes and
clothing. 10mm diameter
stainless complete with
S/S nuts & washers.

Small orange float
for ski ropes or other
lines.
75mm x 45mm with
10mm central hole.

14 - Rope - Double Braid Yacht

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

Polyester Double Braid Yacht Rope - Flecked

Superb quality, strong and durable Australian
made double braid polyester yacht rope.
This rope is made with 100% polyester
plaited jacket and polyester core.
It is very strong, flexible and easy to handle
making it ideal for use as a sheet rope, for
halyards, control lines or many general uses.
It is colour coded for easy identification - white
background with five different colour flecks.
It has a soft bright sheen finish to slide easily
through blocks and make it easy to handle.
Supplied in flanged reels in different standard
reel lengths as shown at right.
Size range :
Colour flecks :
Jacket plait :		
		

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16mm
Red, blue, green, gold & black
6 to 10mm - 16 plait
12 to 16mm - 24 plait

Longer Reel Lengths Are Available To Order

Product
Code

Colour

RWB4750
RWB4751
RWB4752
RWB4753
RWB4754
RWB4755
RWB4756
RWB4757
RWB4758
RWB4759
RWB4760
RWB4761
RWB4762
RWB4763
RWB4764
RWB4765
RWB4766
RWB4767
RWB4768
RWB4769
RWB4770
RWB4771
RWB4772
RWB4773
RWB4774
RWB4775
RWB4776
RWB4777
RWB4778
RWB4779

White / Red
White / Blue
White / Green
White / Gold
White / Black
White / Red
White / Blue
White / Green
White / Gold
White / Black
White / Red
White / Blue
White / Green
White / Gold
White / Black
White / Red
White / Blue
White / Green
White / Gold
White / Black
White / Red
White / Blue
White / Green
White / Gold
White / Black
White / Red
White / Blue
White / Green
White / Gold
White / Black

Dia.
mm
6
6
6
6
6
8
8
8
8
8
10
10
10
10
10
12
12
12
12
12
14
14
14
14
14
16
16
16
16
16

Polyester Double Braid Rope - Solid Colours
Quality double braid polyester rope in solid colours.
This rope is made with 100% polyester plaited jacket and polyester core.
Usage and rope properties as per flecked double braid rope above.
Solid colour double braid has a lower breaking strain than the flecked.
Size range :
6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16mm
Solid Colour : Red, blue, white & black
Jacket plait : 6 to 10mm - 16 plait
12 to 16mm - 24 plait
Size
mm X Mtr

Solid Colour							
Blue
Red
White
Black

6 x 200
RWB8500
RWB8501
RWB8502
8 x 200
RWB8505
RWB8506
RWB8507
10 x 100
RWB8510
RWB8511
RWB8512
12 x 100
RWB8515
RWB8516
RWB8517
14 x 100					
16 x 100							

RWB8503
RWB8508
RWB8513
RWB8518
RWB8519B
RWB8560

Break
Load
770 Kg
1525 Kg
1600 Kg
2600 Kg
3400 Kg
4000 Kg

Longer Reel Lengths Are Available To Order
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Rl Size
Metres

Breaking
Load Kg

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

948
948
948
948
948
1525
1525
1525
1525
1525
2200
2200
2200
2200
2200
3200
3200
3200
3200
4500
4500
4500
4500
4500
4500
5100
5100
5100
5100
5100

14 - Rope - Spectra / VB Cord
SPECTRA Racing Rope
High strength, high performance, lightweight, very low
stretch rope.  Australian made from the finest materials
- 100% polyester jacket with extremely low stretch
spectra core. Ideal for halyards, sheets, control lines
Etc where low stretch and high strength is required.
Variety of bright attractive solid colours - all with black trace.
Size range 2mm - 12mm in 100 metre flanged reels.
Longer reel lengths are available to order
Size
mm x Mtr

Solid Colour (with black trace)			
Red
Blue
Green
Gold
Black

Breaking
Load

2
3
4
5
6
8
10
12

RWB4780
RWB4785
RWB4790
RWB4795
RWB4800
RWB4805A
RWB4806A
RWB4807A

280 Kg
400 Kg
850 Kg
970 Kg
1650 Kg
3150 Kg
4650 Kg
5400 Kg

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

RWB4781
RWB4786
RWB4791
RWB4796
RWB4801
RWB4805B
RWB4806B
RWB4807B

RWB4782
RWB4787
RWB4792
RWB4797
RWB4802
RWB4805C
RWB4806C
RWB4807C

RWB4783
RWB4788
RWB4793
RWB4798
RWB4803
RWB4805D
RWB4806D
RWB4807D

RWB4784
RWB4789
RWB4794
RWB4799
RWB4804
RWB4805E
RWB4806E
RWB4807E

Eight Plait Dinghy Line

Size
mm x Mtr

Solid Colour			
White
Black

4 x 400
5 x 250
6 x 250
8 x 200

RWB8532
RWB8535
RWB8538
RWB8539

RWB8531
RWB8534
RWB8537

Solid colours - red, blue, green, & gold are available to
order at same price - approx 2 weeks delivery time.

VB Cord - Solid Colours

VB Cord - White Polyester

3mm diameter 8 plait
solid colour UV treated
polypropylene VB cord.
100 or 500 metre reels.

Solid
Colour

100 Mtr
Reel

500 Mtr
Reel

Red
Blue
Green
Gold
Black

RWB8520
RWB8521
RWB8522
RWB8523
RWB8524

RWB8525
RWB8526
RWB8527
RWB8528
RWB8529

White 8 plait polyester
cord for lashing and
other uses on board.
Supplied on a flanged
reel in 100 or 500
metre lengths.

RWB3525
RWB3527
RWB3528
RWB3530
RWB3534
RWB3536

2mm
2mm
2.5mm
2.5mm
3mm
3mm
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Australian made 8 plait braided sheen finish rope in natural white or black colour.
White rope is made from polyester, black is made from UV treated polypropylene.
Ideal for dinghy control lines, flag halyards Etc

14 - Sailmakers Accessories
Sail Makers Sewing Palms

Sail Palm - Standard

Sail Palm - With Buckle

Sail Palm - Heavy Duty

Light duty, quality leather
palm made in the U.K.
Riveted joint with small
hide-covered thimble.
Left or right hand.

Medium duty leather sail palm
with adjustable buckle.
Riveted and stitched thimble with
lining support. Made in the U.K.
Left or right hand.

RWB333R Right hand
RWB333L Left hand

RWB334R Right hand
RWB334L Left hand

Heavy duty leather roping palm
with adjustable buckle and large
thumb guard. Riveted and
stitched thimble with full lining
support. Made in the U.K.
Right hand only.
RWB335R Right hand

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

Sail Repair Kit

Sail Needles - Tube Of 10

Ideal handyman's kit for any yacht - Comprises:
1 x standard right hand sail palm
1 x plastic tube of 5 asstd sail needles
1 x reel of waxed sewing thread and beeswax
Supplied in blister display pack.
RWB336

Convenient plastic weatherproof
storage tube containing 10 assorted
of the most popular size sail needles.
2 each No. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18.
RWB337

Tube of 10 asstd needles

Sail Needles - Packets
10
95

12
81

13
75

14
70

15
63

16
60

17
56

18 GAUGE
53 Length mm

Two types of sail repair needles
supplied in packets of 25.
Both types are made in the U.K
from high quality hand forged steel.
10 gauge 3 3/4" 95mm length
to 18 gauge 2 1/8" 53mm length.
10 gauge is only available in the
premium quality needle range.

Standard Sail Needles

Premium Quality Sail Needles

Forged steel with triangular point.
Red packet - type 213.
Size range: 12 to 18 gauge

High quality forged steel with sharp
reduced edge triangular point and
long eyes. Green packet - type 209.
Size range: 10 to 18 gauge

RWB338
Pkt of 25
Please specify gauge size
when ordering.
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RWB381
Pkt of 25
Please specify gauge size
when ordering.
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14 - Sailboat Accessories - Wind Indicators
Clip-On Wind Indicators
Perfectly suited to laser and other small sail craft.
2 sizes - suit 60mm mast or 45-50mm Dia. mast.
Simply and securely clips onto the mast with the
integral clip-on bracket provided, for fast and
accurate wind direction readings - 100% accurate
in wind over 2 knots. 200mm vane length.
Made in New Zealand from quality UV
stabilised acetal plastics.
RWB183

Suits 60mm diameter mast - Laser

RWB185

Suits 45 - 50mm diameter masts
Starling, Optimist, Blokart landsailer

Wind Indicators - Windward
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

High quality wind direction indicators at affordable prices
Accurately balanced for instant response to wind change
100 % accurate in only 2 knots of wind
Lightweight, tough, durable UV stabilised acetal plastic
Excellent open display packaging
Supplied complete with deck and mast mount brackets
4 models available

Economy Dinghy Model

It is priced per each and supplied only in counter display
packs of 10 wind indicators. Order 10 to get 1 box of 10.

RWB182

RWB182 Economy dinghy model - 200mm vane arm length

Dinghy Racing & Offshore Models
RWB179 / 180

Their lightweight, high quality construction gives long life and
accurate performance. Supplied complete with reference
arms, mast top mount and foredeck mount bracket.
RWB179 Dinghy racing model - 200mm vane arm length
RWB180 Offshore racing model - 285mm vane arm length
Supplied with reflective tape for night viewing

Ocean Racing Wind Indicator
RWB181

Very high quality and performance with robust construction.
This highly accurate wind indicator is supplied complete with
reference arms with reflective tape for night viewing,
large arrow and tail for easy sighting and an anodised
aluminium mast mount bracket. Suits yachts over 8 metres.
RWB181 Ocean racing model - 400mm vane arm length
Colour box
retail display
packaging
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The Windward 200E is supplied without reference arms.
It is ideal for small racing dinghies and is 100% accurate
in winds over 2 knots.

14 - Sailboat Accessories
SELMA Splicing Fids

Standard Splicing Fids

Superb quality Norwegian made “SELMA” stainless
steel hollow tube splicing fids.  Ideal for splicing all
types of ropes, in particular double braid and 3 strand
ropes. They have a tapered end for easy use. These
sets Include complete instructions with easy to follow
diagrams in a very handy sealed storage tube.
2 Pack Sizes Available.

Stainless steel hollow groove splicing
fids with a solid plastic handle.
Used to assist in splicing rope.
RWB1655
RWB1656

RWB8577 Set of 4 fids.  4, 5.5, 7.5 & 10mm inside
diameter. Suitable for double braid rope 4mm to
12mm and 3 strand rope to 20mm diameter.

170mm (7") length
280mm (11") length

RWB8578 Set of 5 fids.  4, 5.5, 7.5, 10 & 13mm
inside diameter. Suitable for double braid 4mm
to 16mm and 3 strand rope to 28mm diameter.

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

Aluminium Sheet Winch Handles

Winch Handle Pocket

RWB2212			RWB2213

Lightweight anodised aluminium alloy construction for use
as an emergency sheet winch handle or general light duty
use. Plastic hand grip with lock-in handle mechanism.
RWB2212
RWB2213

250mm total length
285mm total length

Large winch handle holder made from
white flexible PVC.  Suits up to 290mm
handles. Length : 300mm Width : 90mm
Supplied with Stainless fastenings.
RWB2206

Sail Anti-Chafe Covers

42 Knots Card

White PVC split covers that fit onto
spreader ends to enclose end and
rigging wire to protect sails from
damage.  Size shown is the
spreader diameter that it suits.

Laminated, double sided colour
card complete with 2 x 750mm
lengths of coloured rope.
This card shows how to tie
42 of the most popular knots.
Ideal for boating, Scouting Etc.
215 x 135mm

Strong grey nylon with
snap-lock closure.
Ideal for storing ropes,
boat hooks, ladders Etc.
Mounting size : 83 x 57mm
Storage area I.D : 55mm
Complete with 4 x S/S screws

RWB419

RWB1758

RWB2728
RWB2729
RWB2730
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14 - Rope - Accessories & Netting
Rope Tidy Bags
Australian made from open mesh polyester fabric with
two brass eyelets for attachment. Cream colour with
shockcord sewn in across the front to tension and close
the bag. Ideal for stowing rope tails to reduce tangles or for stowing many other onboard items.  2 sizes.
RWB2208
RWB2209

Small 350 x 265mm
Large 475 x 315mm

Storage Nets - With Rigid Frame
Storage nets with a rigid plastic frame, very strong woven
polyester netting and shockcord threaded through the top
for spring action retention. Ideal for use on bulkheads or
seat backs.  3 sizes available in black and white colour.
RWB5372
RWB5373
RWB5374
RWB5375

Black 295mm x 165mm
Black 375mm x 180mm
White 375mm x 180mm
Black 415mm x 210mm

Elastic Bunk / Cupboard Net

Small Elastic Securing Net

Polyester woven nets with elastic shockcord all
round and nylon securing hooks on each corner.
Ideal for securing cupboards, lockers, storing
items in open cupboards or shelving and many
other on-board uses.

RWB1093

RWB1095
		

400mm x 200mm netting with
shockcord and corner securing hooks

RWB1094
		

700mm x 400mm netting with
shockcord and corner securing hooks

2 metres x 600mm netting with
shockcord and corner securing hooks

Polyester Lifeline Netting
Manufactured from strong, diamond mesh,
salt water resistant polyester fibre.
Ideal for securing the deck area of yachts and
many other on-board uses.
The length quoted is at a height of 200mm (8").
The netting can be extended to a height of 600mm
(24") and so the length reduces accordingly.
2 different reel lengths are available.
RWB1090
RWB1091

30 metre
100 metre
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Large size woven polyester netting with elastic
shockcord all round and nylon corner securing
clips. This versatile elastic netting can be used
for securing bunks or open cupboards, as lifeline
netting or many other onboard uses.

14 - Shockcord Reels & Straps
Shockcord - Reels
Superior quality New Zealand made marine grade shockcord featuring
polyester yarn outer covering & pure natural latex rubber ribbon interior.
This quality shockcord has high stretch capability, UV resistance,
is extremely durable, colourfast and won't absorb water.
Shockcord is NOT bungy cord. It has no break strain rating. Do not overstretch.
Features
A High quality polyester yarn outer cover
A White with coloured fleck or plain black
A Pure latex rubber ribbon interior
A High stretch capability
A High UV resistance and durability
A Colourfast & won't absorb water
A Supplied in 100 metre flanged reels

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

White With Colour Fleck
100 Metre Flanged Reels
RWB2310
RWB2311
RWB2312
RWB2313
RWB2314
RWB2315
RWB2316
RWB2316A

Solid Black Colour
100 Metre Flanged Reels

3mm white / blue fleck
4mm white / red fleck
  5mm white / black fleck
6mm white / blue fleck
7mm white / red fleck
  8mm white / black fleck
10mm white / blue fleck
12mm white / red fleck

Ocky Straps - Marine Grade

RWB2311B
RWB2312B
RWB2313B
RWB2314B
RWB2315B

4mm black
5mm black
6mm black
7mm black
8mm black

Rubber Tie Down Straps

Black natural rubber straps with high stretch
(70 - 80%) and durability. Supplied complete
with zinc plated hooks and "warning" stickers.
RWB2615
RWB2616
RWB2617
High quality elastic straps with all stainless steel
end hooks. Full natural latex rubber ribbon interior
gives high strength and high stretch capability.

375mm - 15"
525mm - 21"
775mm - 31"

Canopy / Tarp Eyelets

Non-corrosive stainless steel hooks are ideal for
marine use and have a no-scratch plastic end cap.
All our ocky straps are fitted with "warning"
stickers as per Government regulations.
Made from 7mm diameter shockcord.
A discount is offered for buying pack sizes of 10.
RWB2301
RWB2302
RWB2303
RWB2304
RWB2305

400mm - 16"
500mm - 20"
600mm - 24"
800mm - 32"
1metre - 40"

RWB2307

Stainless steel end hook only
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Blue PVC eyelets for canvas,
tarpaulins, tents, canopies Etc.
2 piece eyelets - simply clip over
the material and lightly tap with
hammer to fasten together.
35mm total diameter.
15mm diameter eye hole size.
Supplied per open display card
of 12 eyelets.
RWB1051

Card of 12 eyelets
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14 - Shockcord Hooks & Accessories
Shockcord Hooks - Standard

Shockcord Clips

Nylon shockcord hooks with spring clip. Simply
thread the shockcord through the recessed end hole
and tie a knot. White colour or black in 6 & 8mm.
A discount is offered for buying bulk (loose) in pack
sizes of 50.  Available bulk loose per each at lowest
price or hang packed in pairs.
DIA. is the size shockcord it suits.
DIA.

COLOUR

BULK EA

PACKED PR

White
White
Black
White
Black
White

RWB1900
RWB1901
RWB1904
RWB1902
RWB1905
RWB1903

RWB1900-P
RWB1901-P
RWB1904-P
RWB1902-P
RWB1905-P
RWB1903-P

3 - 4mm
5 - 6mm
5 - 6mm
7 - 8mm
7 - 8mm
10mm

Fully adjustable quick release "olive" clip made
from bright coloured plastic. Adjusts easily and
locks tight.  Available in 3 different sizes as the
clip only or as a complete assembly with 1
metre of shockcord fixed to the clip.
Use as a sail tie or other lashing applications.
RWB1032 Pink clip
- suits 4 & 5mm cord
RWB1032B Purple clip - suits 5 & 6mm cord
RWB1032C Red clip
- suits 7 & 8mm cord
RWB1049
RWB1050

Clip assembled with 1Mtr x 4mm
shock cord
Clip assembled with 1Mtr x 5mm
shock cord

Strong black nylon hooks with a spring clip and easy quick connect
feature to secure the shock cord in place.
Simply insert the shockcord and slip the locking cover up for a neat,
secure and quick assembly.
A discount is offered for buying bulk (loose) in pack sizes of 50.  
Available bulk loose per each at lowest price or hang packed in pairs.
DIA. is the size shockcord it suits.
DIA.

COLOUR

4 - 5mm
5 - 6mm
6 - 7mm

Parrel Beads

Bright coloured plastic balls with central hole
that takes up to 5mm shockcord. Hollow on one
side to place the knot of cord back inside the ball.
RWB483A
RWB483B
RWB483C
RWB483D
RWB483E

White
Green
Blue
Red
Black

Black
Black
Black

BULK EACH

PACKED PAIR

RWB1906
RWB1907
RWB1908

RWB1906-P
RWB1907-P
RWB1908-P

Sail Ties - Assembled

2 strands of 4mm shockcord with plastic balls
on each end. Simple to use and eliminates
snags encountered when using straps with
open hooks. Quality TREM schockcord.
Supplied In hang Packs Of 4 sail Ties
RWB1041 Small - 400mm length (pack of 4)
RWB1042 Medium - 500mm length (pack of 4)
RWB1043 Large - 600mm length (pack of 4)
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Shockcord Hooks - Quick Connect

14 - FENDRESS Fender Covers
Fender Covers - SINGLE Thickness
Fendress fender covers are high quality covers made in France to exacting
standards. Manufactured from premium quality loop knit acrylic material
which is non-abrasive and UV and salt water resistant. Protect your fender and the boats gelcoat with these high quality fender covers.
This range of fender covers is made from single thickness material (see
below for double thickness) and are hang packed and priced in PAIRS.
They have an elastic loop knitted into the fabric on one end to hold the cover
tightly onto the fender. Tip - fit the cover before inflating the fender.
These fender covers are available in navy blue or black colour and are
sized specifically to exactly fit our MAJONI fenders shown on next page.

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Made in France from high quality materials
100% loop knot acrylic material - single thickness
Non-abrasive material with very high UV and salt water resistance
Machine washable for easy maintenance
Elastic loop knitted into the fabric on one end for exact fit
Sized specifically to exactly fit our range of MAJONI fenders
Hang packed in PAIRS (2 covers) and priced per PAIR
2 colours available - navy blue and black

RWB Code
BLACK
PAIR

RWB Code
NAVY BLUE
PAIR

Suits RWB Majoni Fenders		 Fender Size

RWB5511
RWB5513
RWB5515
RWB5517
RWB5519

RWB5510
RWB5512
RWB5514
RWB5516
RWB5518

RWB1524
RWB1525
RWB1526
RWB1527
RWB1528

RWB1541
RWB1542
RWB1543
RWB1544
RWB1545

580 x 150mm
600 x 180mm
620 x 210mm
700 x 240mm
900 x 300mm

Fender Covers - DOUBLE Thickness
This range of premium quality fender covers includes all
the features of the standard fender covers shown above with the additional benefit of DOUBLE thickness material.  
These covers are reversible for longer wear and added
resistance to shock and abrasion.
This range of fender covers are hang packed and priced
per EACH cover.
Tip - fit the cover before inflating the fender.
These fender covers are available in navy blue, black
and grey colour and are sized specifically to exactly fit
our range of larger sized MAJONI fenders shown next page.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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NEW GREY
COLOUR

Made in France from high quality materials
100% loop knot acrylic material - DOUBLE thickness and also reversible for longer life
Machine washable for easy maintenance
Elastic loop knitted into the fabric on one end for exact fit
Non-abrasive material with high UV and salt resistance
Sized specifically to exactly fit our MAJONI fender range
Hang packed per EACH and priced per EACH cover
3 colours available - navy blue, black, grey

RWB Code
BLACK
EACH

RWB Code
NAVY BLUE
EACH

RWB Code Suits RWB
GREY
Majoni Fenders
EACH		

Fender Size
millimetres

RWB5523
RWB5525
RWB5527
RWB5529

RWB5522
RWB5524
RWB5526
RWB5528

RWB5532
RWB5533
RWB5534
RWB5535

620
700
900
1100

RWB1526 / 1543
RWB1527 / 1544
RWB1528 / 1545
RWB1529 / 1546
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x 210
x 240
x 300
x 350

14 - MAJONI Inflatable Fenders
Heavy Duty Fenders - White With Blue Ends
Blue Reinforced
Star Pattern Head

Top quality heavy duty inflatable fenders, made in Holland.
Manufactured from UV resistant white PVC with BLUE
reinforced star pattern heads in the classic European style.
These fenders are commercial quality at a very
realistic price.
A large range of sizes are available to suit small runabouts
up to large yachts and cruisers.
Available as fender only - or complete with silver rope
lanyards spliced onto the eye of the fender, ready to use.
Inflate fenders with an air compressor or use a bike
pump adaptor fitting - see SP379 below.
Fender		
size
RWB code
Length x dia
Fender Only
450 x 120mm
580 x 150mm
600 x 180mm
620 x 210mm
700 x 240mm
900 x 300mm

RWB1540
RWB1541
RWB1542
RWB1543
RWB1544
RWB1545

RWB code
Fender With
Lanyard

Lanyard
Rope Size
Dia x length

RWB1540-L
RWB1541-L
RWB1542-L
RWB1543-L
RWB1544-L
RWB1545-L

8mm x 2 Mtr
8mm x 2 Mtr
10mm x 2 Mtr
10mm x 2 Mtr
12mm x 2 Mtr
12mm x 2 Mtr

Large Boat Fenders White / Blue
1100 x 350mm - 44" x 14"
1400 x 450mm - 56" x 18"
1600 x 600mm - 64" x 24"

SP380
SP379

Replacement brass valve
suits all Majoni fenders
Inflation adaptor - fender
to bike pump

Heavy Duty Fenders - White With Black Ends
Black Reinforced
Star Pattern Head

As per Majoni fenders above but made from white
UV resistant PVC with BLACK reinforced star
pattern heads in the classic European style.
Available as fender only - or complete with silver rope
lanyards spliced onto the eye of the fender, ready to use.
See next page for the larger sizes of these fenders
available with black polyester double braid lanyards.
Inflate fenders with an air compressor or use a bike
pump adaptor fitting - see SP379 below.
Fender		
size
RWB code
Length x dia
Fender Only
450 x 120mm
580 x 150mm
600 x 180mm
620 x 210mm
700 x 240mm
900 x 300mm

RWB1523
RWB1524
RWB1525
RWB1526
RWB1527
RWB1528

RWB code
Fender With
Lanyard

Lanyard
Rope Size
Dia x length

RWB1523-L
RWB1524-L
RWB1525-L
RWB1526-L
RWB1527-L
RWB1528-L

8mm x 2 Mtr
8mm x 2 Mtr
10mm x 2 Mtr
10mm x 2 Mtr
12mm x 2 Mtr
12mm x 2 Mtr

Large Boat Fenders White / Black
RWB1529
RWB1530
RWB1531

1100 x 350mm - 44” x 14”
1400 x 450mm - 56” x 18”
1600 x 600mm - 64" x 24"

SP380
SP379

Replacement brass valve
suits all Majoni fenders
Inflation adaptor - fender
to bike pump
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RWB1546
RWB1547
RWB1548

14 - Inflatable Fenders & Fender Baskets
Fenders With Double Braid Lanyards
Majoni heavy duty UV resistant PVC inflatable fenders - white
with BLACK ends - as per bottom of previous page.
Supplied complete with a BLACK polyester double braid rope
lanyard spliced to the fender, with the rope whipped and stitched
Looks great, performs well and enhances the appearance.
RWB9943-L 620 x 210mm fender 14mm x 2 Mtr black lanyard
RWB9944-L 700 x 240mm fender 14mm x 2 Mtr black lanyard
RWB9945-L 900 x 300mm fender 14mm x 2 Mtr black lanyard
RWB9946-L 1100 x 350mm fender 14mm x 3 Mtr black lanyard
RWB9947-L 1400 x 450mm fender 14mm x 3 Mtr black lanyard

Inflatable Centre-Hole Fenders

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

These tough blue, UV resistant PVC inflatable fenders have a
central hole through the length of the fender.
This central hole offers additional mounting options making it
easier to tie banks of fenders together and the fenders tend to roll
easier when in use, to give better protection and longer fender life.
The splicing of a lanyard to the fender is also not necessary as
the rope can simply be knotted at one end.
Inflate fenders with an air compressor or use a bike
pump adaptor fitting - see SP379 below.
RWB1534
RWB1535
RWB1536

300mm (12") x 100mm (4")
430mm (17") x 150mm (6")
550mm (22") x 200mm (8")

SP380
SP379

Replacement brass valve - suits all Majoni fenders
Inflation adaptor - fender to bike pump

Stainless Fender Basket System
A quality modular fender storage system featuring fusion welded
stainless baskets and nylon / stainless rail clamps.
The rail clamps suit 22mm (7/8"), 25mm (1") & 30mm (1 1/4") rails.
These clamps allow the baskets to be mounted to vertical, horizontal
or inclined rails to easily adapt to any mounting positions required.
A stainless steel fender basket clamp is also available to hold
baskets together rigidly if a bank of baskets is required.

A
A
A
A

Modular mounting system suits most rail sizes and angles
Rail mount suits 22mm (7/8"), 25mm (1"), 30mm (1 1/4") rails
3 basket sizes to suit different brands and sizes of fenders
A basket clamp is available to tie together a bank of baskets

The fender baskets are supplied on their own (basket only) - the
rail mount clamps and joining clamps must be ordered seperately.

RWB2005
Stainless steel
basket clamp
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RWB2006
Nylon / stainless
rail mount clamp

Product
Code

Basket
I.D

Basket
Length

Suits RWB
MAJONI Fenders

RWB1999
RWB2001
RWB2003

195mm
215mm
250mm

433mm
443mm
560mm

RWB1542 / 1525
RWB1543 / 1526
RWB1544 / 1527

RWB2006
RWB2005

Rail mounting clamp (each)
Basket joining clamp (each)
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Suits Polyform
Fenders

F2 to F4

14 - Multi-Fender & Mooring Buoys
Multi-Fender
The Multi-Fender from Majoni of
Holland is a multi-purpose fender for
many applications on the boat or
dockside.  The inflated cushioned
pattern is stong and shock absorbent.
The flexible characteristics allow it
to cover a multitude of uses.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

600mm long x 300mm wide x 75mm thick
White UV resistant vinyl material
10mm rope eye holes all around the edges
Can be lashed to multiple multi-fenders
to make larger sizes
Various uses as a fender on the boat
Can use as an aid for rafting boats together
Many uses dockside to cover steel beams
poles, dock corners Etc

RWB1512

Majoni Multi-Fender

Top quality Australian made buoys, manufactured from high density UV stabilised polyethylene for long
life and rugged service. Foam filling (where provided) is closed cell polyurethane foam which will allow the
buoy to float even if the outer skin is damaged. They are available in yellow colour for standard pleasure
boat moorings or red colour on larger buoys, which signifies a commercial vessels mooring.

Marker Buoys

10" Mooring Buoy

15" Mooring Buoy

24" Mooring Buoy

150mm (6") round
with lug. Hollow.
Yellow colour.
Supports 2 Kg

Conical shaped buoy used
for standard moorings.
Available hollow or foam
filled.  Yellow or red.
Max width : 267mm
Height W/O handle : 356mm
Supports 7 Kg

Heavy duty conical shaped
buoy available in hollow or
foam filled styles.
Yellow or red colour.
Max width : 366mm (15")
Height W/O handle : 571mm
Supports 15 Kg

RWB3462
RWB3462B
RWB3463
RWB3463B

RWB3464
RWB3464B
RWB3465
RWB3465B

Extra large heavy duty
foam filled mooring
buoy. Has a central hole
right through the buoy approx 35mm diameter.
Yellow or red colour.
Height : 610mm - 24"
Max width : 508mm -20"
Supports 37 Kg

RWB3460
200mm (8") with lug
and handle.
Hollow yellow.
Supports 2.5 Kg
RWB3461

Hollow yellow
Hollow red
Filled yellow
Filled red

Hollow yellow
Hollow red
Filled yellow
Filled red
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RWB3466 Yellow
RWB3466B Red
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Mooring And Marker Buoys

14 - Teardrop Fenders & Buoys
Inflatable Teardrop Fenders
Top quality UV resistant white PVC teardrop style
inflatable fenders / buoys with heavy duty blue
reinforced eye.
They have applications for use as fenders on
pleasure or commercial vessels or as float buoys.
Inflate fenders with an air compressor or use a
bike pump adaptor fitting - see below.
White with blue reinforced eye end.
RWB1562
RWB1563
RWB1564
RWB1565
RWB1566

350mm Dia x 480mm length
450mm Dia x 620mm length
550mm Dia x 730mm length
650mm Dia x 880mm length
850mm Dia x 1.05 Mtr length

SP380
SP379

Replacement brass valve
Inflation adaptor - fender to bike pump

Blue reinforced
eye end

Inflatable Teardrop Float Buoys

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

Orange PVC heavy duty teardrop style inflatable
buoys with black reinforced head complete with
stainless steel eye thimble for additional strength.
These buoys have applications for the commercial
fishing industry, general commercial marine and
pleasure boats.
They can be used as float buoys, net floats,
marker buoys or as fenders on larger boats.
Inflate fenders with an air compressor or use a
bike pump adaptor fitting - see below.
Bright orange with black reinforced eye end with
solid stainless steel thimble.
RWB1554
RWB1555
RWB1556
RWB1557
RWB1558

350mm Dia x 480mm length
450mm Dia x 620mm length
550mm Dia x 730mm length
650mm Dia x 880mm length
850mm Dia x 1.05 metre length

SP380
SP379

Replacement brass valve
Inflation adaptor - fender to bike pump

Reinforced eye
with stainless
steel thimble

Inflatable Float Buoys
Bright orange inflatable floats made in Holland
from UV resistant durable PVC.
Complete with a solid moulded eye and a brass
inflation valve.  
Ideal as a general purpose float or marker buoy
or for marking ski lanes, rowing lanes etc.
Many other colours are available - to indent order.
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RWB1559
RWB1560
RWB1561

150mm diameter x 200mm length
210mm diameter x 280mm length
260mm diameter x 360mm length

SP380
SP379

Replacement brass valve
Inflation adaptor - fender to bike pump
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14 - Fender Covers - Teardrop
Fender Covers - SINGLE Thickness
SUITS TEARDROP STYLE FENDERS & BUOYS
Manufactured from premium quality loop knit acrylic material which is
non-abrasive and UV and salt water resistant.
Protect your fender or buoy - and the boats gelcoat with these high
quality fender covers.
This range of fender covers is made from Single thickness material
(see below for double thickness) and are hang packed and priced in PAIRS.
They have an elastic loop knitted into the fabric on one end to hold the
cover tightly onto the fender. Tip - fit the cover before inflating fender.
These covers suit Majoni teardrop buoys & fenders shown on previous
page and also some sizes of Polyform buoys.
A
A
A
A
A
A

Made in France from high quality materials
100% loop knot acrylic material - SINGLE thickness
Non-abrasive material with very high UV and salt water resistance
Machine washable for easy maintenance
Elastic loop knitted into the fabric on one end for exact fit
BLACK only - hang packed in PAIRS (2 covers) and priced per PAIR

RWB Code
Suits Majoni Buoys / Fenders Suits
BLACK PAIR
Polyform Fender Size
RWB1554
RWB1555
RWB1556
RWB1557

RWB1562
RWB1563
RWB1564
RWB1565

A2
A3
A4
A5

350 x 480mm
450 x 620mm
550 x 730mm
650 x 880mm

Fender Covers - DOUBLE Thickness
SUITS TEARDROP STYLE FENDERS & BUOYS
This range of premium quality fender covers includes all the features of
the fender covers shown above - with the additional benefit of DOUBLE
thickness material. These double thickness covers are reversible for
longer wear and added resistance to shock and abrasion.
They have an elastic loop knitted into the fabric on one end to hold the
cover tightly onto the fender. Tip - fit the cover before inflating fender.
These covers suit Majoni teardrop buoys & fenders shown on previous
page and also some sizes of Polyform buoys.
This range of fender covers are hang packed and priced per EACH cover.
A
A
A
A
A
A

Made in France from high quality materials
100% loop knot acrylic material - DOUBLE thickness - and reversible
Non-abrasive material with very high UV and salt water resistance
Machine washable for easy maintenance
Elastic loop knitted into the fabric on one end for exact fit
BLACK only - hang packed per EACH and priced per EACH cover

RWB Code
Suits Majoni Buoys / Fenders Suits
BLACK EACH
Polyform Fender Size
RWB5545
RWB5546
RWB5547
RWB5548
RWB5549

RWB1554
RWB1555
RWB1556
RWB1557
RWB1558

RWB1562
RWB1563
RWB1564
RWB1565
RWB1566
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A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

350 x 480mm
450 x 620mm
550 x 730mm
650 x 880mm
850 x 1.05Mtr
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RWB5540
RWB5541
RWB5542
RWB5543

14 - Regatta Mark Buoys
Lalizas Regatta Mark Buoy
The Lalizas regatta race mark buoy is well constructed, economically
priced and has been designed specifically to meet the demands of
yacht racing. It is made of bright yellow high visibility UV resistant
PVC in a cylinder shape 1.5 metres x 900mm.
It features one inflation / deflation valve and a large transparent plastic
pocket (690mm x 580mm) that can be used to insert advertising material.
There are 4 attachment points for the anchor line and the buoy is fitted
with a mesh elastic net to help absorb the forces of the wind and waves.
A
A
A
A

Cylinder shape 1.5 metres high x 900mm wide. Weight 4kg
Includes a special net that absorbs pulling forces of anchor line
Large transparent pocket fitted for advertising : 690 x 580mm
No special ballast required & no special maintenance necessary

RWB8829

Lalizas cylindrical regatta buoy
Transparent
plastic
pocket

Inflation /
deflation
valve

Attachment
points
for the
anchor line

Plastimo Regatta Mark Buoys

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

Large inflatable regatta mark buoys manufactured from bright
yellow UV treated PVC.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Includes a special net that absorbs pulling forces of anchor line
Fitted with carrying handles & 2 x inflation / deflation valves
Large transparent pocket(s) fitted for advertising : 690 x 600mm
Supplied with a repair kit including PVC patch and adhesive
No special ballast required & no special maintenance necessary
UV resistant treated yellow PVC
2 types - cylinder or spherical (nearly round) shape

RWB8210
RWB8211
SP710
SP711
SP712
SP713

Cylinder shape. 1.5 metre high x 900mm wide
Weight 4 Kg. 1 x transparent advertising pocket.
Sphere shape . 1.6 metres high x 1.5 metre wide
Weight 8 Kg. 2 x transparent advertising pockets.
Spare bung
Additional repair kit
Spare net for RWB8210 cylinder buoy
Spare net for RWB8211 spherical buoy

Regatta Training Buoy
The ballast pouch
with velcro
fastening can
contain up to 14
kg (recommended
weight) of stones
and pebbles.
The pouch is also
handy for storing
the mooring line
When the buoy is
used as a traditional
regatta buoy, the
mooring line is
fastened to the grab
handle on the lower
section of the buoy.
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Developed by Plastimo in cooperation with the French Tornado
Olympic team.  This buoy is specifically designed for the training
of top regatta racers, speed challenges and sailing school training
lessons. It can be used either as a drifting buoy, or as a traditional
regatta buoy with the advantage of small dimensions and ease of use.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Very sturdy and strong 1100 Decitex PVC material
Bright yellow colour for high visibility
Easy to carry - small dimensions when folded
Fitted with 4 grab handles making it easy to hoist back on board
Little drifting in the wind : the buoy stands vertically thanks to
the ballast bag at the bottom and long 520mm immersed section
Quick inflating and deflating - valve accomodates most pumps
Length 1.8 metres : diameter 260mm : weight 2.7 Kg empty

RWB8212

Regatta training buoy

SP714

Repair kit
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14 - Dock Fenders & Wheel
MAJONI Dock Fender - Small

Flexes at 4
separate points
to allow for
bends or corners

This versatile dock fender has a ribbed front buffer design
and can be used as a straight dock fender or for corners
and other bends as it flexes at 4 points.
Manufactured from white UV stabilised polymer materials
for durability and long life.
Supplied lightly inflated - can be further inflated using
an air compressor or bike pump adaptor - see below.
1 metre long x 120mm wide x 70mm thick.
8 x 8mm pilot fixing holes are drilled.
RWB1552W White
SP380
SP379

Replacement brass valve suits all Majoni fenders
Inflation adaptor - fender to bike pump

MAJONI Dock Fenders - Medium

RWB1550B Dark blue
RWB1550W White
SP380
SP379

Replacement brass valve
Inflation adaptor - fender to bike pump

MAJONI Dock Fenders - Large
These large straight dock fenders are a very heavy duty buffer
system for use on marinas, docks, pontoons and wharf decking.
They can be permanently mounted or temporarily secured using
the integral moulded fixing eyes provided.
Supplied lightly inflated - can be further inflated using an air
compressor or bike pump adaptor (see below) to provide
additional buffering for heavier boats - yet they are unobstrusive.
Manufactured in Holland by Majoni from UV stabilised polymer
materials for durability and long life.
1.1 Metre Length x 240mm x 240mm
RWB1551B Dark blue
RWB1551W White
SP380
SP379

Replacement brass valve
Inflation adaptor - fender to bike pump

Dock Wheel
White UV stabilised PVC wheel complete with robust composite
plastic mounting bracket. Mounts on dock corners to protect
the hull of boats against damage.
300mm wide x 150mm high.
RWB1553

Dock wheel
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Dual use - straight
dock fender or as a
corner type fender
as it hinges in
2 places.

These dock fenders are a heavy duty and versatile buffer system
for use on Marinas, docks, pontoons and wharf decking.
They can be used as a straight fender - or for bends and corners
as they flex at 2 points.
They can can be permanently mounted or temporarily secured
using the integral moulded fixing eyes provided.   
Supplied lightly inflated - can be further inflated using an air
compressor or bike pump adaptor - see below.
Manufactured in Holland by Majoni from UV stabilised polymer
materials for durability and long life.
1 Metre Length x 190mm x 190mm

14 - Mooring Compensators
Dinghy Buffer / Fender Strip

RWB382

High quality 2 piece UV resistant plastic buffer strip.
The white outer belt screws on to the gunwale and the round
insert is pushed through the centre.
Belt colour - white.  Size : 30mm height x 16mm depth.  Lip : 8mm
Insert colours - red, blue, black or white - 10mm O.D.
Supplied in 30 metre reels. Belt & insert sold separately.

RWB384

RWB382

White large outer belt only - 30 metre reel

RWB383
RWB384
RWB385
RWB386

Red round insert only
Blue round insert only
Black round insert only
White round insert only

- 30 metre reel
- 30 metre reel
- 30 metre reel
- 30 metre reel

Mooring Compensators - FORSHEDA
Genuine original FORSHEDA brand Swedish made mooring
compensators. The No.1 choice of Marinas and Yachtsmen
worldwide for protecting the boat and fittings when moored.
Forsheda compensators absorb shock and stress on the
mooring lines and boat fittings to give safe and secure mooring.
They are made from long lasting EPDM rubber compound which
is far more durable and UV resistant than natural rubber and is
highly resistant to severe temperatures and weather conditions.

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

Forsheda compensators include a unique integral moulded rope
lock for increased strength and secure locking of mooring lines,
without the need for additional hardware or accessories.
4 sizes are available to suit rope from 10mm to 24mm diameter.
The length of stretch of the compensator
can be varied by changing the number
of times the mooring line is wrapped
around it, so you can adjust for narrow
mooring spaces.
1 turn allows the least extension, 3 turns
allows the most extension. In exposed
moorings 3 turns should always be used.

Easy To Fit - the
mooring line is
simply threaded
through the
moulded-in lock

Size
Unique moulded-in rope
lock for added strength
and ensures secure and
effective locking of the
mooring line.

RWB
Code
RWB4595
RWB4596
RWB4597
RWB4598
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FORSHEDA
Size Number
No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4

Length Of The
Compensator
425mm
500mm
575mm
630mm

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4

Length of the compensators Max force with 3
movement in mm.
turns of line.
Number of rope turns.
Newton/Kiloponds
1 Turn
50
120
175
200

Suits Rope
Diameter
10 - 12mm
14 - 16mm
18 - 20mm
22 - 24mm

2 Turns
150
225
300
335

3 Turns
250
325
425
470

2000N
2500N
3500N
5000N

203kp
254kp
356kp
509kp

Forsheda compensators are also
ideal for use as an anchor line
dampener to relieve shock loading.
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14 - Mooring Springs / Snubbers
Mooring Springers / Shock Absorbers
These heavy duty rubber mooring
springers are ideal to reduce jarring
and cushion your boats shock load.
Simply weave your mooring rope
through all the holes in the mooring
spring making sure that the rope enters
and exits the spring via the scalloped
cut-outs on either end of the spring.
For larger boats the springs can be
banked two to three in-line to increase
the elasticity of the mooring line.
Supplied hang packed with full
instructions for use.
The maximum load is approximately
equal to the breaking strain of your
mooring rope.  2 sizes available.
RWB1375 220mm x 40mm
Suits rope size 8 - 14mm.
This spring extends the line length
approx 150mm at 100 Kg load.

RWB1377 330mm x 50mm
Suits rope size 12 - 18mm.
This spring extends the line length
approx 200mm at 100 Kg load.

MINI SNUBBER Suits
10mm to 12mm Rope
FORSHEDA “Mini Snubbers” are made in Sweden from quality EPDM synthetic rubber
compound which is extremely durable and UV resistant.
They can prevent line breakage, relieve stress on deck fittings and compensate for
sudden jolting and excess stretching of lines caused by wind, waves, and wakes.
Maximum force load 1500 Newtons. Suits rope diameters 10 to 12mm.
Snubber size : 200mm x 35mm
A
A
A

High quality material - Swedish made
Suits 10 - 12mm rope diameter
Maximun force load 1500 Newtons

Ideal For A Mooring lines on smaller boats
A Anchor Rodes
A Dock Lines
A Drift anchors & small drogues
A Dinghy towing lines
A Marker buoys
A Large fender ropes
No tools needed to install. Simply thread your rope through the Mini Snubber as per the picture above.
“Mini Snubbers” are not recommended for use on permanent mooring or docking equipment.
For use on permanent mooring or docking equipment please see the range of FORSHEDA
Mooring Compensators on previous page.
RWB4599

Forsheda Mini Snubber - suits 10mm to 12mm rope.
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Forsheda Mini Snubber

14 - Bathiscopes / Rope Protector Socks
Bathiscope - Deluxe

Check Anchor
And moorings
Just break the water surface with the lens of the bathiscope
and look through the soft rubber face piece for a view as far
as the water clarity permits.

A
A
A
A
A

Dismantles into 4 sections that fit
inside each other for easy storage.

Check your mooring, anchor, cray pots or traps
Search for fish
View coral reefs
Simply use to see what's below
Dismantles into four pieces for ease of storage

High quality, heavy duty orange plastic construction with
all round handle and soft flexible rubber face seal.
This bathiscope quickly and easily dismantles into four
pieces which fit inside each other for easy storage.  
510mm x 360mm total size assembled.
RWB3796

Bathiscope - deluxe

SP283

Replacement rubber face seal

Bathiscope - Standard

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

Economically priced Bathiscope made from plastic
with a rubber viewing face.
Check your mooring or anchor, cray pots, look for
fish, search the bottom.
Simply place the bathiscope in the water and view
through the soft rubber face protector.
410mm height.
170 x 200mm diameter
RWB3682

Bathiscope - standard

Rope Socks - Rope Protectors
Rope Protector socks to minimise chafing and wear of
fender and mooring lines.
These quality rope socks are hand made in France from
quality UV stabilised acrylic fabric.
Full length heavy duty velcro fastening enables the rope
sock to remain in place in difficult conditions.
500mm length gives a good coverage.
Available in 3 colours - grey, navy blue or black colour.
Fender
is not
included
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Suits up to 18mm rope.
Sold hang packed in Pairs.
RWB5500
RWB5501
RWB5502

Black - pair
Navy blue - pair
Grey - pair
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14 - SPIROLL Rope Chafe Guards
SPIROLL Anti-Chafe Guards

Protect your boat and ropes with the latest
Anti-Chafe technology direct from the USA.
SPIROLL is a rugged polyurethane wrap to protect
all types of rope.
This quality product is made in the USA and has
excellent colour hang packaging.
Fast and easy to apply, Spiroll rope protectors
self-wrap around a rope several times to give a snug
and firm fit and fully protect the rope from chafe and
abrasion. They protect painted and delicate surfaces
from “rope rub”.
Spiroll resists rot, grime and UV and will not streak
the boat.
They are easily placed anywhere on the rope and
can then be sllid into the desired location - once
secured they will not slide down a rope.

Spiroll is easily removable again at any time.
Use Spiroll wherever there is the potential for rope
damage from wear and abrasion - mooring and
dock lines, anchor rodes, tie-down cords Etc.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Rugged polyurethane construction
Fast application - and removal if desired
Securing instructions are detailed in the packet
Self-wraps around the line for a snug and firm fit
Resists rot, grime and UV
Will not streak
2 sizes to suit rope from 8mm to 24mm dia
2 colours available - black or safety orange
Excellent hang pack colour retail packaging

Spiroll is available in either black or safety orange.
Spiroll is available in 2 sizes Small size suits rope 8 - 16mm and is sold per PAIR
Large size suits rope 16 - 24mm and is sold per EACH.
Simply wrap the Spiroll polyurethane around
a rope several times and secure.
Spiroll fits tightly around a rope for a snug
and firm fit.
When Spiroll is positioned correctly on the
rope, tightly wrap each end with professional
grade electrical tape or RWB Isobond
self-amalgamating tape to secure it.
See instructions in the packet for
correct procedure.

RWB3865

Small 8 - 16mm BLACK - PAIR

RWB3866

Large 16 - 24mm BLACK - EACH

RWB3867

Small 8 - 16mm ORANGE - PAIR

RWB3868

Large 16 - 24mm ORANGE - EACH
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When Spiroll is positioned correctly on the rope tightly
wrap each end with professional grade electrical tape
or RWB Isobond self-amalgamating tape to secure it.
See instructions in the packet for correct procedure.

14 - Rope - Docking / Mooring
3 Strand Polyester Docking / Mooring Rope

Top Quality
RWB
Code
RWB8600
RWB8601
RWB8602
RWB8603
RWB8604
RWB8605
RWB8606
RWB8607
RWB8608

Breaking
Strain
1000 Kg
1500 Kg
2700 Kg
3000 Kg
4200 Kg
5000 Kg
6000 Kg
9000 Kg
11000 Kg

Dia
MM

Length
Metres

10
12
14
16
18
20
24
28
30

200
200
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Superb quality, very strong, low
stretch 3 strand double twisted
BLACK polyester rope.
Made in Italy - sold worldwide.
Easily spliceable and is ideal for
docking lines, mooring lines or
high quality anchor rope.
UV stabilised, exceptionally soft
on the hands, yet it is extremely
strong and abrasion resistant.

Sold only in full
reel lengths

Black colour medium tenacity.

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

Plaited Polyester Docking / Mooring Rope

Quality, high strength, plaited double braid
polyester rope in BLACK colour. This rope
is made with 100% polyester plaited jacket
and polyester core. Very soft and easy to
handle. Suitable for mooring or docking
lines - or fender lines on larger fenders.
Size range : 10, 12, 14, 16mm
Solid Colour : Black

RWB
Code

Breaking
Strain

Dia
MM

Length
Metres

RWB8513
RWB8518
RWB8519B
RWB8560

1600 Kg
2600 Kg
3400 Kg
4000 Kg

10
12
14
16

100
100
100
100

Sold only in full reel lengths

Black Nylon Dock Lines

Black Polyester Dock Lines
Heavy duty, high
quality 16mm diameter
double braided polyester
dock lines with a large
eye spliced into one end.
Both rope ends are
whipped and sewn for
added strength.
Ideal for use on yachts
and cruisers in the 40 52 Ft range.
Breaking strain 3700 Kg

Top Seller

Quality solid BLACK
braided nylon rope with
a 300mm eye spliced
into one end.
Made up ready to use
- no splicing or braiding
required. Great elasticity
and abrasion resistance.
Supplied complete with
a handy rope storage
hanger.
Available in various
diameters and lengths.
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RWB
Code

Size

RWB6954
RWB6955

10mm x 6 metre
10mm x 10 metre

RWB6956
RWB6957

12mm x 6 metre
12mm x 10 metre

RWB6958
RWB6959

14mm x 10 metre
14mm x 15 metre

RWB6960
RWB6961

16mm x 10 metre
16mm x 15 metre

RWB6962
RWB6963

18mm x 10 metre
18mm x 16 metre

RWB6964

20mm x 16 metre

RWB9960
RWB9961
RWB9962

16mm x 6 metre
16mm x 10 metre
16mm x 15 metre
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14 - Docking / Anchor Ropes
Dock Lines - Silver Rope

Dock Lines - Nylon Rope

Quality white polyethlene staple "silver" rope
with a large soft eye splice on one end to throw
over a cleat or bollard.
RWB3813
RWB3814
RWB3815

White laid nylon rope which is ideal as a dock line
as it is easy to handle, has great elasticity, good
abrasion resistance and high strength.
This dock line has a large soft eye splice on one
end to throw over a cleat or bollard.

10mm dia. x 5 metres silver
10mm dia. x 10 metres silver
12mm dia. x 10 metres silver

RWB3811
RWB3810

We can supply these in other diameters and
lengths.  Please enquire if other sizes are required.

10mm dia. x 6 metres nylon
12mm dia. x 6 metres nylon

Silver Rope

Product
Code

Dia
mm

RWB1800A
RWB1801
RWB1802
RWB1803
RWB1804
RWB1805
RWB1806
RWB1807
RWB1808
RWB1809
RWB1810
RWB1811
RWB1812A
RWB1812
RWB1813
RWB1815
RWB1816
RWB1818
RWB1819
RWB1820
RWB1821A
RWB1821B
RWB1822
RWB1823
RWB1824
RWB1825
RWB1827

6
6
6
8
8
8
10
10
10
12
12
12
14
14
14
16
16
18
18
20
20
22
24
24
28
32
36

Length
Metres
100
250
330
100
200
330
100
150
250
100
100
250
80
125
250
125
250
125
250
125
250
125
125
250
125
125
125
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Pack
Type

Min Break
Force Kg

Coil
Reel
Coil
Coil
Reel
Coil
Coil
Reel
Coil
Coil
Reel
Coil
Reel
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil

375
375
375
620
620
620
915
915
915
1260
1260
1260
1640
1640
1640
2450
2450
2800
2800
3500
3500
4250
5300
5300
6690
8850
10800
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ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

Silver rope (polyethylene staple) is a versatile, UV resistant, strong
and abrasion-resistant rope which is mainly used as anchor rope
or docking / mooring rope. It is ideally suited to general marine
and fishing industry uses.  It can be easily spliced and heat sealed.
Available in various sizes from 6mm to 36mm diameter in flanged
reels or coils.  Colour - white.  Sold only in full reel sizes.

14 - Nylon Rope & Spliced Anchor Ropes
Spliced Silver Anchor Ropes
Spliced anchor ropes made from polyethylene "Silver" rope which
is strong, UV resistant and flexible making it an ideal general
purpose anchor rope.
These ropes are spliced with a stainless steel thimble ready to use.

RWB3798

RWB3803

RWB3798
RWB3798B
RWB3800
RWB3799
RWB3799B
RWB3801
RWB3801B
RWB3801C
RWB3802
RWB3802B
RWB3802C
RWB3803
RWB3803B

6mm x 15 metres
6mm x 30 metres
6mm x 40 metres
8mm x 15 metres
8mm x 30 metres
8mm x 40 metres
8mm x 50 metres
8mm x 100 metres
10mm x 40 metres
10mm x 50 metres
10mm x 100 metres
12mm x 50 metres
12mm x 100 metres

Nylon Rope - 3 Strand Laid

ROPE / FENDERS / MOORING

This white nylon 3 strand rope is nearly twice as strong as silver rope.
This allows a smaller diameter rope to be used which proves cost
effective. Nylon rope is the strongest and most elastic synthetic
fibre UV resistant rope.  It is easy to handle, has great elasticity,
shock absorbtion and abrasion resistance.
Nylon rope is ideal for mooring lines, towing slings, commercial
fishing applications and as high quality, easy to handle anchor rope.
Product
Code

Dia
mm

RWB2124
RWB2125A
RWB2125
RWB2126A
RWB2126
RWB2127A
RWB2127
RWB2128
RWB2129
RWB2130
RWB2131
RWB2134

6
8
8
10
10
12
12
14
16
18
20
24

Length
Metres
250
100
200
100
200
100
200
100
100
100
100
100

Pack
Type

Min break
Force Kg

Reel
Reel
Reel
Reel
Reel
Reel
Reel
Reel
Reel
Reel
Coil
Coil

735
1320
1320
2040
2040
2940
2940
3890
5050
6290
7650
10500

Spliced Nylon Anchor Ropes
High quality 3 strand laid nylon rope which has nearly double the
strength of silver rope - meaning a smaller diameter can be used.
Nylon rope is easy to handle, has great elasticity and good abrasion
resistance. These hanks are spliced with a stainless steel thimble
ready to use and supplied in a plastic hang display bag.
RWB3804
RWB3808
RWB3809
RWB3812
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8mm
10mm
12mm
14mm

x
x
x
x

50 metres nylon spliced
50 metres nylon spliced
50 metres nylon spliced
50 metres nylon spliced

Top Quality
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15 - Anchor - Lifting Device
"Ezy Lift" Anchor Lifting Device

The Fastest And Easiest
Anchor Retrieval System
Say goodbye to back pain and sore hands that can be caused
from pulling up heavy anchors and chain from the bottom.
Pulling up anchors is never enjoyable - it's always the time
you find out about your crew's chronic back problem or arthritis.
With the "Ezy Lift Anchor Clip" you use the power of the boat
along with the buoyancy and drag of a float buoy in the
water to bring that heavy anchor to the surface automatically it's that simple !

A Made in Australia from durable,
high quality stainless steel

A Helps stop back strain & sore hands
A Especially suitable for people with 		
arthritis or chronic back problems

A Suits all types of anchors
A No anchor winch required
A Eliminates the danger of standing
up in small craft

A Saves your back, time & money
1. SETTING YOUR ANCHOR

2. RETRIEVING YOUR ANCHOR

1. Once anchor is firmly set, simply attach the
clip (with buoy attached by rope to the clip)
to the anchor rope any distance from the boat.
3. RETRIEVING YOUR ANCHOR

2. When ready to leave the anchorage,
simply motor towards the buoy and pass
it on either the port or starboard side.
4. RETRIEVING YOUR ANCHOR

used on powered craft up to
approximately 40 feet in length
and on all types of anchors.
The clip can be purchased on
its own or supplied spliced to the
buoy with 12mm Dia. silver rope.
If you purchase the clip on its
own and use your own buoy you must securely attach the
buoy with rope 300mm from
the clip and be certain that
the buoy is of sufficient size
to easily support your anchor
and chain on the water surface.

3. Run past the buoy at 6-8 knots. This will
cause anchor to rise to surface through the
special one-way "Ezy lift clip" due to friction
/ drag and the inherint buoyancy of the buoy.

4. When the anchor has risen to the surface
the buoy will begin to bob and plane along
the surface of the water.

5. RETRIEVING YOUR ANCHOR

5. At this point slowly motor back towards the
buoy retrieving the loose rope as you go - be
careful not to entangle the rope in the prop.
The "Ezy Lift Clip" will not allow the anchor
to drop down as the clip will only allow the
rope to pass in one direction. Simply lift out
the buoy and anchor in one easy motion.
Simple - and easy on the back !

RWB2890 Small Ezy Lift clip only - suits 8 & 10 mm anchor rope
RWB2893 Small clip, complete with 300mm buoy with spliced rope
RWB2891 Large Ezy Lift clip only - suits 12mm anchor rope
RWB2894 Large clip, complete with 300mm buoy with spliced rope
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ACCESSORIES

The "Ezy Lift Clip" can be

&

is Australian made and invented
and has many years of proven
operation on thousands of boats
throughout Australia & overseas.
It is made of robust, durable
stainless steel and comes in two
sizes to suit rope from 8-12mm.

ANCHORS

"Ezy Lift Anchor Clip"

15 - Anchors - Lalizas Sea Anchors
Sea Anchors - Standard
Sea anchors are an essential part of the boats
safety equipment. They can be used to slow
down the boat when facing strong winds and
heavy seas - in addition - they ensure the boat
turns to head into or away from the waves to
avoid broaching.
They reduce drift, acting like a break when
fishing offshore or just resting in waters too
deep to consider a normal anchor.
Made from tough PVC material reinforced
with webbing for additional strength.
RWB8730
		

Small 500mm (20”) suits
boats to 4.5 Mtr (15ft) length

RWB8731
		

Medium 650mm (26”) suits
boats to 6 Mtr (20Ft) length

RWB8732
		

Large 1.25 Mtr (50”) suits
boats to 7.5 Mtr (25Ft) length

RWB8733
		

Extra Large 1.35 Mtr (54”) suits
boats to 9 Mtr (30Ft) length

The anchor rope should be 5 times the boat
length for best results.
4 diameter sizes to suit average boats up to 9
metres length in average conditions.
Folds up for easy stowage.
Supplied in retail display hang pack.
Anchor sizes and boat sizes given are
a general guide only and there may be
variations based on boat weight or type
and the prevailing conditions.

Sea Anchors - Professional Heavy Duty
ACCESSORIES

Lalizas professional heavy duty sea anchors or
drogues are designed for use on larger boats
and under harsher conditions.
NOT supplied with swivel
- shown for display only

They are an essential part of the boats safety
equipment. They can be used to slow down the
boat when facing strong winds and heavy
seas - in addition - they will ensure the boat
turns to head into or away from the waves to
avoid broaching.

ANCHORS

&

Lalizas professional sea anchors are immensely
strong - made from 200D polyester fabric coated
on both sides with 0.45mm PVC and reinforced
with 40mm webbing.
The anchor rope should be 5 times the boat
length for best results.
3 sizes to suit average boats from 14 metres
up to 20 metres length in average conditions.
RWB8735
		
		

2 metre dia x 1.65 metre length
plus 1.5 metre straps - suits
boats to 14 Mtr (45ft) length

RWB8736
		
		

2.5 metre dia x 2.1 metre length
plus 1.8 metre straps - suits
boats to 17 Mtr (55ft) length

RWB8737
		
		

3 metre dia x 2.5 metre length
plus 2.3 metre straps - suits
boats to 20 Mtr (65ft) length
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Supplied in safety yellow colour packaged in
a handy tough PVC storage bag.
Folds up flat for easy stowage in the bag.
Anchor sizes and boat sizes given are
a general guide only and there may be
variations based on boat weight or type,
keel weight, the prevailing conditions
or intended use. Your choice should not
be made based on the guide alone.
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15 - Anchors - Sand
Sand Anchors
Very popular high holding power sand anchors solidly constructed from hot dipped
galvanised steel for safe and sure anchoring. Ideally suited to sandy or muddy
bottoms. They lay flat for easier stowage.

Product
Code

Suggested boat size for anchors is intended
as a guide only for average boats in general
usage in average conditions.
The actual size should be selected based
on intended usage and conditions.
Chain should be used in the anchor warp.

RWB7220
RWB7221
RWB7222
RWB7223
RWB7224
RWB7225
RWB7226
RWB7227
RWB7228
RWB7229
RWB7230
RWB7231

Weight
Pounds

Weight
KG

3
4
6
8
10
13
16
22
27
40
55
66

1.5
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
12
18
25
30

Suggested
Boat Size
2 metres
3 metres
4 metres
5 metres
6 metres
7 metres
8 metres
9 metres
11 metres
13 metres
14 metres
15 metres

Complete Sand Anchor Kits

ANCHORS

Complete packaged sand
anchor kits including a hot
dipped galvanised
sand anchor, silver rope
hank spliced with stainless
steel thimble,
2 metres of general link
galvanised chain and 2 x
galvanised shackles.

&

Anchor

Rope

Chain

Shackles

Suits Boat

RWB3686

4 lb - 2 kg

6mm x 40M

6mm x 2M

2 x 8mm

To 3 metre

RWB3687

6 lb - 3 kg

6mm x 40M

6mm x 2M

2 x 8mm

4 metre

RWB3688

8 lb - 4 kg

8mm x 50M

8mm x 2M

2 x 10mm

5 metre

RWB3689

10 lb - 5 kg

8mm x 50M

8mm x 2M

2 x 10mm

6 metre

RWB3690

13 lb - 6 kg

10mm x 50M

8mm x 2M

2 x 10mm

7 metre

ACCESSORIES

Code

Anti - Snag Anchors
Anti-snag slip ring type anchors made from steel
plate with a hot dipped galvanised finish.
These anchors are popular for smaller powerboats
and hireboat operations as the slip ring design aids
reverse recovery if the anchor gets snagged.
RWB7215
RWB7216
RWB7217
RWB7218

Anti snag
Anti snag
Anti snag
Anti snag
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- 2 Kg (4 Lb) approx
- 3 Kg (6 Lb)
- 4 Kg (8 Lb)
- 5 Kg (10 Lb)
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15 - Anchors - Plough & Grapnel
Galvanised Plough Anchors
"STANDFAST" galvanised plough anchors are made from steel plate with a hot
dipped galvanised finish. They include a reverse recovery eye and a lead filled head.
The Plough anchor is classed as a high holding power anchor and have long been
favourites of cruising yachts and craft of all type. Weights are approximate.
Product
Code

Suggested boat size for anchors is intended as
a guide only for average boats in general usage
in average conditions. The actual size should be
selected based on intended usage and conditions.
Chain should be used in the anchor warp.

Weight
Pounds

Weight
KG

10
15
20
27
35
45
60

4.5
6.7
8.9
12
16
20
27

RWB7265
RWB7266
RWB7267
RWB7268
RWB7270
RWB7271
RWB7272

Suggested
Boat Size
6 metres
7 metres
8 metres
9 metres
11 metres
13 metres
15 metres

Stainless Plough Anchors
Polished cast 316 grade stainless steel anchor for a classy look on the bow of the boat.
Plough anchors have long been favourites of cruising yachts and craft of all type. Ideal for
anchoring in mud and sand. Includes an eye for reverse retrieval of anchor if snagged.

ACCESSORIES

Product
Code
RWB7315
RWB7316
RWB7317
RWB7318
RWB7319
RWB7320

Weight
KG
5 Kg
7 Kg
9 Kg
12 Kg
16 Kg
22 Kg

Weight
LB approx
10 Lb
15 Lb
20 Lb
27 Lb
35 Lb
48 Lb

Folding Grapnel Anchors

ANCHORS

&

Hot dipped galvanised steel anchors that fold easily
after use and include a locking collar.
Ideal for canoes and kayaks, inflatable boats and jet
skis as they are compact and have few sharp edges.
RWB7254
RWB7255
RWB7256
RWB7257
RWB7258

0.7 Kg folding grapnel - suits canoe / kayak
1.5 Kg folding grapnel - to 3 metre boat
2.5 Kg folding grapnel - to 4 metre boat
3.2 Kg folding grapnel - to 5 metre boat
4.0 Kg folding grapnel - to 6 metre boat

Grapnel Anchor Kits
Folding grapnel anchors as above, complete with silver rope
coil spliced with S/S thimble, galvanised chain and shackles.
Code
RWB7260
RWB7261
RWB7262
RWB7263
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Anchor		Rope
1.5 Kg
2.5 Kg
3.2 kg
4.0 kg

6mm x 30M
8mm x 30M
8mm x 40M
10mm x 50M

Chain

Shackles

6mm x 2M
6mm x 2M
6mm x 2M
8mm x 2M

2 x 8mm
2 x 8mm
2 x 8mm
2 x 10mm
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15 - Anchors - Reef & Chain
Standard Reef Anchors
Popular fisherman's rock anchor. Made from hot dipped
galvanised steel. Supplied with 4 straight prongs which must be
bent for use. Size quoted is diameter of the prongs.
Boat size is approximate for average boats in average conditions.
RWB7240
RWB7241
RWB7242
RWB7243

6mm
8mm
10mm
13mm

- 1/4"
- 5/16"
- 3/8"
- 1/2"

- to 3 metre boat
- 3 to 4 metre
- 4 to 5 metre
- 5 to 6 metre

Lay - Flat Folding Reef Anchors
Ideal For Safe And Simple Storage
Twist design 4 prong reef anchors that lay flat after use for
safe and easy stowage. To use - simply twist head and lock in.
Made from hot dipped galvanised steel.
The size is the diameter of the prongs. Boat size is approx.
RWB7247
RWB7248

8mm - 5/16" folding reef - to 4 metre boat
10mm - 3/8" folding reef - 4 to 5 metre boat

General Link Galvanised Chain

Cut Lengths Of
Chain Are NOT
Returnable

6mm (1/4") chain - cut length per metre
6mm (1/4") chain - 50 Kg drum = approx 61 metres
6mm (1/4") chain - 500 Kg drum = approx 610 metres

RWB3693
RWB3696
RWB9901

8mm (5/16") chain - cut length per metre
8mm (5/16") chain - 50 Kg drum = approx 37 metres
8mm (5/16") chain - 500 Kg drum = approx 370 metres

RWB3694
RWB3697
RWB9902

10mm (3/8") chain - cut length per metre
10mm (3/8") chain - 50 Kg drum = approx 24 metres
10mm (3/8") chain - 500 Kg drum = approx 240 metres

Hot dipped galvanised
short link chain.
Generally used for
anchor windlasses and
mooring applications.
Sold per metre - or in
500 Kg metal drums.

RWB3644
RWB9905

6mm (1/4") short link chain - cut length per metre
6mm (1/4") short link chain - 500Kg = approx 570 Mtr

RWB3645
RWB9906

8mm (5/16") short link chain - cut length per metre
8mm (5/16") short link chain - 500Kg = approx 335 Mtr

RWB3646
RWB9907

10mm (3/8") short link chain - cut length per metre
10mm (3/8") short link chain - 500Kg = approx 210 Mtr

RWB3647
RWB9908

13mm (1/2") short link chain - cut length per metre
13mm (1/2") short link chain - 500Kg = approx 150 Mtr

Chain & Shackle Kits
General link hot dipped galvanised chain in 2 metre lengths
complete with a galvanised Dee shackle each end.
Hang packed for open display.
RWB3683
RWB3684
RWB3685

6mm x 2 metre with 2 x 8mm shackles
8mm x 2 metre with 2 x 10mm shackles
10mm x 2 metre with 2 x 10mm shackles
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ACCESSORIES

Short Link Galvanised Chain

&

RWB3694B 12mm (1/2") chain - cut length per metre
RWB3698 12mm (1/2") chain - 50 kg drum = approx 17 metres

ANCHORS

Hot dipped galvanised standard
general link chain for general
purpose and anchor chain.
Sold per metre, or in 50 Kg plastic
drums, or 500 KG metal drums.

RWB3692
RWB3695
RWB9900

15 - Chain & Anchor Accessories
Chain Split Links

Stainless Chain Joining Links

Hot dipped galvanised steel
chain joining links.
Size is diameter of material.

316 grade Stainless steel 2 piece
links for joining standard link chain.
Simply hammer together and dolly
over for a quick and solid join.
4 sizes - size is chain diameter
size that they suit.

RWB330A 6mm (1/4")
RWB330B 8mm (5/16")
RWB330C 10mm (3/8")

RWB329A 6mm (1/4") set
RWB329B 8mm (5/16") set
RWB329C 10mm (3/8") set
RWB329D 13mm (1/2") set

Anchor Chain Claws - Stainless Steel
These chain claws can be used to stop the anchor chain grinding on
the bow roller when moored overnight.
The claw is fitted to the chain below the bow roller and a line is then
attached from the eye of the claw to a bollard, holding the chain in
place. Made from 316 grade stainless steel. 2 chain sizes.
RWB5577

Suits 6 - 8mm chain

RWB5578

Suits 10 - 12mm chain 160mm length x 95mm width

122mm length x 65mm width

ACCESSORIES

Anchor - Chain Swivel Connectors - 316 Stainless Steel
Single swivel or dual swivel anchor to chain connectors made from 316
grade stainless steel. Prevents chain and anchor from twisting when
setting and retrieving anchor. Slides over bow rollers for easy retrieval.
An allen key is provided with each swivel to remove the pins to attach the
anchor and chain. Safe working load (SWL) is stamped into each swivel.
The smaller size suits 6 - 8mm chain and has an 850 Kg SWL.
The larger size suits 8 - 10mm chain and has an SWL of 1,350 Kg.
RWB5570

ANCHORS

&

RWB5570
RWB5571

RWB5571

RWB5572

RWB5573

Single swivel 850 kg SWL suits 6 - 8mm chain

Pin diameters : 7 & 9mm Length : 90mm
Fork widths : 15mm & 10mm

Single swivel 1,350 kg SWL suits 8 - 10mm chain		
Pin diameter : 11mm
Length : 114mm Width : 36mm
Fork widths : 19mm & 14mm
Double swivel 850 kg SWL suits 6 - 8mm chain

Pin diameters : 7 & 9mm Length : 120mm Width : 27mm
Fork widths : 15mm & 10mm

Double swivel 1,350 kg SWL suits 8 - 10mm chain

Pin diameter : 11mm
Length : 163mm Width : 36mm
Fork widths : 19mm & 14mm

RWB5573
RWB5572
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Width : 27mm
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16 - Swivels & Joining Links
Quicklinks - Stainless
316 grade stainless steel.
An alternative to shackles
or snaps allowing quick S
entry via a threaded
hexagon locking nut.

D

Stainless "C" Links

D

L

AB

L
L1

B

RWB
Code

D

L
S
B
Millimetres		

S.W.L
Kg

RWB2566
RWB2567
RWB2568
RWB2569
RWB2570

4
5
6
8
10

32
39
52
58
70

230
300
400
700
1000

6
7
8
10
12

12
13
14
18
22

Heavy duty cast 316 grade stainless
steel "Sister Clip" style joining
links. Sold per each link.
RWB
Code

Size mm				
S.W.L
D
A
B
L L1
Kg

RWB2665
RWB2667

10
13

S.W.L (suggested working load) is
approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

15
20

36
48

40 60
52 78

250
590

S.W.L (suggested working load) is
approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Mooring Swivels - Galvanised
Hot dipped galvanised heavy duty eye & bow mooring swivels.
Size is the diameter of the metal.
RWB
Size
Eye Dia
Code		I.D mm			
RWB320A
RWB320B
RWB320C
RWB320D
RWB320E

10mm - 3/8"		
13mm - 1/2"		
16mm - 5/8"		
19mm - 3/4"		
25mm - 1"		

Total
Length

15		 100
16		 120
22		 148
24		 180
30		 225

RIGGING

Swivels - Stainless Steel Eye & Eye
C

316 grade stainless steel eye and eye swivels.

A

D

B

Size (D)

RWB2453
RWB2454
RWB2455

6mm
8mm
10mm

L

A

B

C

S.W.L

65
90
115

15
22
27

26
35
44

15
20
24

335 Kg
500 Kg
875 Kg

H A R D WA R E

L

Code

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Swivels - Stainless Steel Jaw & Jaw
316 grade stainless steel with jaw & shackle pin
each end for simple and easy connection.
Code

Size (D)

L

B

C

S.W.L

RWB2467
RWB2468
RWB2469
RWB2470

6mm		
8mm		
10mm		
13mm		

66
94
118
152

12
16
20
26

11
16
22
28

300 Kg
500 Kg
875 Kg
1250 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load
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16 - Shackles - Steel
Yellow Pin Rated Shackles
Forged steel US type hot dipped galvanised shackles with a yellow pin.
They have the working load limit stamped into the body of each shackle
and they are 6x rated meaning they have a built-in safety factor of 6 to 1.
E.G working load limit (WLL) 750Kg - Breaking Load 4,500 Kg.
All these shackles have a larger pin diameter than the bail diameter.
The size stamped into them is the bail diameter in inches - see size code
below - and the working load limit stamped into each shackle should not
be exceeded. CE mark is stamped into each shackle.
Available in 7 sizes in both Dee and Bow styles.
RWB
CODE

SHACKLE
TYPE

SHACKLE
SIZE CODE

BAIL
DIA MM

PIN
DIA

RWB6600
RWB6601
RWB6602
RWB6603
RWB6604
RWB6605
RWB6606

DEE
DEE
DEE
DEE
DEE
DEE
DEE

1/4”
5/16”
3/8”
1/2”
5/8”
3/4”
1”

6mm
8mm
10mm
13mm
16mm
20mm
25mm

8mm
10mm
11mm
16mm
19mm
22mm
28mm

500 Kg
750 Kg
1000 Kg
2000 Kg
3250 Kg
4750 Kg
8500 Kg

3000 Kg
4500 Kg
6000 Kg
12000 Kg
19500 Kg
28500 Kg
51000 Kg

RWB6608
RWB6609
RWB6610
RWB6611
RWB6612
RWB6613
RWB6614

BOW
BOW
BOW
BOW
BOW
BOW
BOW

1/4”
5/16”
3/8”
1/2”
5/8”
3/4”
1”

6mm
8mm
10mm
13mm
16mm
20mm
25mm

8mm
10mm
11mm
16mm
19mm
22mm
28mm

500 Kg
750 Kg
1000 Kg
2000 Kg
3250 Kg
4750 Kg
8500 Kg

3000 Kg
4500 Kg
6000 Kg
12000 Kg
19500 Kg
28500 Kg
51000 Kg
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Shackles - Galvanised Dee

RIGGING

Hot dipped galvanised steel
commercial dee shackles for
many general uses.
Code

Pin Diameter

RWB316A
RWB316B
RWB316C
RWB316D
RWB316E
RWB316F
RWB316G
RWB316H

5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
16mm
20mm
25mm

- 3/16"
- 1/4"
- 5/16"
- 3/8"
- 1/2"
- 5/8"
- 3/4"
1"

Shackles - Black Dee
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WORKING BREAKING
LOAD LIMIT
LOAD

Shackles - Galvanised Bow
Hot dipped galvanised steel
commercial bow shackles
ideal for anchor to chain
connections.
Code

Pin Diameter

RWB317B
RWB317C
RWB317D
RWB317E
RWB317F
RWB317G
RWB317H

6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
16mm
20mm
25mm

- 1/4"
- 5/16"
- 3/8"
- 1/2"
- 5/8"
- 3/4"
1"

Shackles - Black Bow

Black (Self colour) plain steel
commercial dee shackles
for mooring or continuous
underwater use.

Black (Self colour) plain
steel commercial bow
shackles for mooring or
continuous underwater use.

Code
RWB314A
RWB314B
RWB314C
RWB314D

Code
RWB314Y
RWB314Z
RWB315A
RWB315B
RWB315C

Pin Diameter
12mm - 1/2"
16mm - 5/8"
20mm - 3/4"
25mm - 1"

Pin Diameter
10mm - 3/8"
12mm - 1/2"
16mm - 5/8"
20mm - 3/4"
25mm - 1"
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16 - Shackles - Stainless Steel
Sinox Marine Stainless Steel
Our range of SINOX MARINE stainless steel shackles, snap
hooks and rigging hardware is high quality hardware, made in
THAILAND from genuine 316 grade stainless steel.
Each batch of stainless steel material is made with a computer
controlled mix of ingredients and each batch is tested to be
exactly 316 grade material.
It is made to proper working loads and polished to minimise
corrosion and tea staining.
Wherever you see the SINOX MARINE logo throughout
our following rigging hardware pages you will be assured of
receiving the highest quality product at very reasonable and
competitive prices.
Ideal for marine or balustrading use, sail shades or any outdoor
areas that require corrosion resistant materials.

Shackles - Standard Stainless Dee
316 grade stainless steel. Solid round standard screw pin.

D
L
D
B

Code

Size (D)

L

B

S.W.L

RWB2595
RWB2596
RWB2597
RWB2598
RWB2599
RWB2408
RWB2422

5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
16mm
19mm

18
21
28
35
42
52
66

10
12
16
20
24
32
38

275
450
800
1200
1700
2400
3000

Kg
Kg
Kg
Kg
Kg
Kg
Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

316 grade stainless steel dee shackles with a special captive
pin - so the pin cannot fall out or be fully removed.

D

D2
B

Size (D)

D2

L

B

S.W.L

RWB2402
RWB2403
RWB2404
RWB2405
RWB2406
RWB2407

4mm
5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm

4
4
5
7
9
11

12
18
22
28
36
43

8 210 Kg
10 260 Kg
12 400 Kg
16 750 Kg
20 1000 Kg
24 1550 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Long Dee Shackles - Stainless Steel
316 grade stainless steel with round screw pin and long body.

L

D
D
B

Code

Size (D)

L

B

S.W.L

RWB2426A
RWB2426B
RWB2427
RWB2428
RWB2429

5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm

40
48
64
80
96

10 315 Kg
12 450 Kg
16 750 Kg
20 1000 Kg
24 1600 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load
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L

Code

RIGGING

Shackles - Captive Pin Stainless Dee

16 - Shackles & Wire Rope Grips
Bow Shackles - Stainless Steel
D

316 grade stainless steel. Solid round screw pin BOW shackles.
Code

Size (D)

L

B

S.W.L

L

RWB2532
RWB2533
RWB2534

8mm
10mm
12mm

37
45
55

16
20
24

800 Kg
1200 Kg
1750 Kg

A

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Twisted Shackles - Stainless Steel
316 grade stainless steel with standard round screw
pin and 90 degree twist in body.
Code

Size (D)

L

B

S.W.L

D

RWB2437
RWB2438

8mm
10mm

34
40

16
20

800 Kg
1150 Kg

B

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

L

Shackle Key
A quality shackle key made from 316 grade
stainless steel with a blue plastic covering for easy grip.
8 functions including flat screwdriver, 8, 10 & 13mm
spanner, shackle key and bottle opener.
RWB2609

Shackle key

H A R D WA R E

Wire Rope Grips - Galvanised
Electro-galvanised wire rope grips in a range of sizes from 3.2mm
(1/8") to 13mm (1/2"). The size shown is the size wire that it suits.

RIGGING

RWB321A 3mm - 1/8"
RWB321B 5mm - 3/16"
RWB321C 6mm - 1/4"
RWB321D 8mm - 5/16"
RWB321E 10mm - 3/8"
RWB321F 13mm - 1/2"

Wire Rope Grips - Stainless Steel
316 grade stainless steel in a range of sizes to suit wire rope
diameter from 2mm to 12mm.
Code
RWB2502
RWB2503
RWB2504
RWB2505
RWB2506
RWB2508
RWB2510
RWB2512
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Size
2mm - 3/32"
3mm - 1/8"
4mm - 5/32"
5mm - 3/16"
6mm - 1/4"
8mm - 5/16"
10mm - 3/8"
12mm - 1/2"
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16 - Thimbles - Galv, Nylon & Stainless
Thimbles - Galvanised Steel
Hot dipped galvanised rope thimbles.
The size is the diameter of the rope that it suits.
RWB319A
RWB319B
RWB319C
RWB319D
RWB319E
RWB319F

RWB319G
RWB319H
RWB319I
RWB319J
RWB319K
RWB319L

6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
14mm
16mm

20mm
22mm
24mm
28mm
32mm
38mm

Thimbles - White Nylon
Non-corrosive white nylon rope thimbles.
The size is the diameter of the rope that it suits.
RWB2701
RWB2702
RWB2703
RWB2704

8mm
10mm
12mm
14mm

RWB2705
RWB2706
RWB2707
RWB2708

16mm
18mm
20mm
24mm

Wire Rope Thimbles - Stainless Steel
316 grade stainless steel thimbles with a wire rope groove.
They are also fine for use with fibre rope.
The size shown is the diameter of the rope that it suits.

W

2mm - 5/64"
3mm - 1/8"
4mm - 5/32"
5mm - 3/16"
6mm - 1/4"
8mm - 5/16"
10mm - 3/8"

L

W

25
29
33
36
40
51
58

10
12
13
16
17
23
26

H A R D WA R E

L

RWB2687
RWB2688
RWB2689
RWB2690
RWB2691
RWB2692
RWB2692B

Size

RIGGING

Code

10mm size also suits 12mm silver / nylon rope

Wire Rope Thimbles - Stainless Steel
Australian made 304 grade stainless steel thimbles
with a wire rope groove. The size shown is the
diameter of the wire that it suits.
RWB4448
RWB4449
RWB4450
RWB4451
RWB4452
RWB4453

1.5 & 2mm - 1/16 & 5/64"
2.5mm - 3/32"
3mm - 1/8"
4mm - 5/32"
5mm - 3/16"
6mm - 1/4"
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16 - Wire Rope - 316 Stainless
Stainless Steel Wire Rope - Grade 316
Top quality Korean made 316 grade stainless steel
wire rope. Very strong, non-corrosive and cuts well.
Available in a range of sizes (imperial) in 305 metre reels.
Product
Code
1 x 19 rigid wire stretches
the least and is the strongest
wire rope for it's size.
It is not flexible and is used
mainly for standing rigging.

Grade
S/S

Dia
Inch

Reel
Metres

Breaking
Strain Kg

Wire Rope - Stainless Steel 1 X 19 Rigid
RWB4060
RWB4061
RWB4062
RWB4063
RWB4064

316
316
316
316
316

5/64"
3/32"
1/8"
5/32"
3/16"

305
305
305
305
305

363
544
953
1497
2132

Wire Rope - Stainless Steel 7 X 7 Semi-Flexible
RWB4037
RWB4038
RWB4040
RWB4041
RWB4042

7 x 7 semi-flexible wire is
ideal for balustrading wire.

316
316
316
316
316

1/16"
5/64"
3/32"
1/8"
5/32"

305
305
305
305
305

218
295
417
798
1089

RIGGING
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Wire Rope - Stainless Steel 7 X 19 Flexible

7 x 19 flexible wire rope is the
most flexible but has the least
strength. Used mainly for
running rigging.

RWB4069
RWB4070
RWB4071
RWB4072
RWB4073

316
316
316
316
316

5/64"
3/32"
1/8"
5/32"
3/16"

305
305
305
305
305

295
417
722
1120
1678

Swages - For Stainless Wire Rope
Hand swages for stainless steel wire.
Choice of plain copper or high quality nickel plated copper.
RWB4467 - 4472
Plain copper swages

RWB4460 - 4464
nickel plated copper

Plain
Copper

Nickel		
Plated		

RWB4467
RWB4468
RWB4469
RWB4470
RWB4471
RWB4472

RWB4460
RWB4460
RWB4461
RWB4462
RWB4463
RWB4464

Suits
Wire Size

}

1.5mm - 1/16"
2.0mm - 5/64"
2.4mm - 3/32"
3.2mm - 1/8"
4.0mm - 5/32"
4.8mm - 3/16"

Turnbuckles - Galvanised Steel
Hot dipped galvanised cast frame turnbuckles - hook & eye.
RWB324A
RWB324B
RWB324C
RWB324D
RWB324E
RWB324F
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5mm - 3/16"
6mm - 1/4"
8mm - 5/16"
10mm - 3/8"
12mm - 1/2"
16mm - 5/8"
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16 - Turnbuckles - Stainless Steel
Turnbuckles - Open Body Stainless Steel
316 grade stainless steel open body turnbuckles with lock nuts.
Choice of eye & eye, hook & hook, hook & eye or jaw & jaw ends.
All styles have a METRIC thread and lock nuts.

Eye & Eye Stainless Steel
316 grade stainless steel with welded eyes and lock nuts.

L2
L1
D

A

Code
Size (D) A
L1
L2
				 Min

L2
Max

RWB2497
RWB2498
RWB2499
RWB2500
RWB2501
RWB2580

170		 200 Kg
215		 375 Kg
290		 575 Kg
350		 795 Kg
470		
1100 Kg
600		
2025 Kg

5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm
16mm

8
10
14
16
19
22

70
90
120
150
200
250

120
155
202
248
325
390

S.W.L

Hook & Hook Stainless Steel
316 stainless steel with hook ends. Metric thread with lock nuts.

A

Code
Size (D) A
L1
L2
				 Min

L2
Max

S.W.L

RWB2680
RWB2681
RWB2682
RWB2683
RWB2684

170
215
290
350
470

105 Kg
210 Kg
325 Kg
450 Kg
750 Kg

5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm

8
10
11
12
14

70
90
120
150
200

124
170
207
265
335

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

316 grade stainless steel with a hook on one end and an
eye on the other end. Metric thread with lock nuts.
L2
Max

S.W.L

RWB2538
RWB2539
RWB2540
RWB2541
RWB2542

170
215
290
350
470

105 Kg
210 Kg
325 Kg
450 Kg
750 Kg

5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm

8
10
11
12
14

70
90
120
150
200

124
162
204
255
330

Jaw & Jaw Stainless Steel
316 grade stainless steel jaw & jaw open body turnbuckles with
lock nuts and metric thread.

L2
L1
A

D

Code
Size (D) A
L1
L2
				 Min

L2
Max

S.W.L

RWB2590
RWB2591
RWB2592
RWB2593
RWB2594

170
210
270
350
460

200 Kg
375 Kg
575 Kg
860 Kg
1250 Kg

5mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm

6
7
10
12
14

70
90
120
150
200

114
137
180
220
290

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load
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A

Code
Size (D) A
L1
L2
				 Min

RIGGING

Hook & Eye Stainless Steel

16 - Rigging Screws / Terminals
Rigging Screws - Stainless Steel Jaw & Jaw
316 grade stainless steel jaw & jaw full body turnbuckles
complete with lock nuts. Metric thread.

L2
A

D

L1

H

F

Code

Size
A
F H
L1 L2 L2
(D)					Min Max

RWB2600
RWB2601
RWB2602
RWB2603
RWB2604

5mm 6 5
6mm 7 6
8mm 11
8
10mm 12 9
12mm 14 12

9
10
11
14
21

80
90
105
125
150

120
144
160
200
245

S.W.L

180 200 Kg
210 400 Kg
250 580 Kg
300 860 Kg
380 1250 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Rigging Screws - Jaw & Swage Terminal
316 grade stainless steel body. Metric thread - complete with
lock nuts. Terminal end suits imperial size wire rope.

L

D1

A

D2

C

D1

D2

L

L

A

C

S.W.L

RWB2037
RWB2038
RWB2039
RWB2040
RWB2041
RWB2042

M5
M5
M6
M6
M8
M8

3/32"
1/8"
1/8"
5/32"
5/32"
3/16"

150
155
170
180
195
205

210
215
235
240
275
300

6.5
6.5
7.5
7.5
11
11

5
5
6
6
8
8

180 Kg
180 Kg
275 Kg
275 Kg
450 Kg
450 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Fork Terminals
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RIGGING

Code

316 grade stainless steel roll swage terminals.
Fork end with removeable pin. Suits imperial size wire rope.
Code

L1

L2

A

D

RWB2031
RWB2032
RWB2033
RWB2034
RWB2035

D

A

C

L1

L2

Uni Die

3/32" - 2.4
1/8" - 3.2
5/32" - 4.0
3/16" - 4.8
1/4" - 6.4

8
8
10
12
14

5
6
8
8
12

60
68
77
88
110

34
36
42
52
63

3
4
5
6
8

C

Eye Terminals
316 grade stainless steel roll swage terminals.
Suits imperial size wire rope.
Code

A E
L1
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L2

D

RWB2025
RWB2026
RWB2027
RWB2028
RWB2029

D

A

E

L1

L2

Uni Die

3/32" - 2.4
1/8" - 3.2
5/32" - 4.0
3/16" - 4.8
1/4" - 6.4

12
13
18
22
28

5.5
55
6.5
62
8.5
75
10.5 88
13
108

34
36
42
52
63

3
4
5
6
8
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16 - Terminals / Pelican Hooks
Tensioner - Allen Key Head

Button Head Terminal

Neat M6 female end adjuster for
balustrading. Fits through metal
posts and then swage terminal screws
into the female threaded end of the
tensioner. Suits all M6 threaded swage
studs. 316 grade stainless steel.
Length 35mm.
Allen key head for tensioning.

Fits through metal posts for neat
balustrading end.
Terminal swage end suits 1/8”
imperial wire rope.
316 grade stainless steel.
45mm shaft length.
RWB2571

RWB2573

Swage Terminals - Metric Thread
316 grade stainless steel METRIC threaded swage stud
terminals. Suits imperial size wire rope.

D1

D2

L2

L1

L3

Code

D1

RWB2018
RWB2017
RWB2019
RWB2020
RWB2021
RWB2022
RWB2023

M5
M6
M6
M6
M8
M8
M10

D2

THREAD

WIRE " - MM

1/8"
3/32"
1/8"
5/32"
5/32"
3/16"
1/4"

- 3.2
- 2.4
- 3.2
- 4.0
- 4.0
- 4.8
- 6.4

L1

L2

L3		

Uni Die

85
72
90
112
112
115
155

31
30
36
42
42
52
63

40		
30		
40		
50		
50		
50		
80		

4
3
4
5
5
6
8

Swage Terminals - Whitworth Thread

Code

D1

D2

L1

L3

D2

WIRE " - MM

3/16" 3/32" - 2.4
3/16" 1/8" - 3.2
1/4" 5/32" - 4.0
5/16" 3/16" - 4.8
3/8"
1/4" - 6.4

L1

L2

L3

Uni Die

72
90
108
115
157

30
36
42
52
63

30		
40		
50		
50		
75		

3
4
5
6
8

Pelican Hooks
Quick release and tensioning hook for stanchion lifelines.
Made from cast 316 stainless steel with quick release pin.
This pelican hook body is used in conjunction with swage
terminal studs, which are sold separately.
See previous page for full size details of swage studs.
2 thread sizes and 4 possible wire sizes.

Pelican hook body and wire
rope terminal are sold separately

RWB2605
RWB2017
RWB2019
RWB2020

Body with 6mm thread
6mm terminal - suits 3/32" wire
6mm terminal - suits 1/8" wire
6mm terminal - suits 5/32" wire

RWB2606
RWB2021
RWB2022

Body with 8mm thread
8mm terminal - suits 5/32" wire
8mm terminal - suits 3/16" wire
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L2

RWB2010
RWB2011
RWB2012
RWB2013
RWB2014

D1

THREAD

RIGGING

316 grade stainless steel WHITWORTH threaded swage
stud terminals. Suits imperial size wire rope.

16 - Screw Eyes / Eye Bolts
Screw Eyes - Stainless Steel
Cast 316 grade stainless steel with an eye and a screw thread.
Ideal for balustrade ends into wood - and other applications.

D

E

L1

Code

Size (D) x

RWB2525
RWB2526
RWB2527
RWB2528
RWB2529

6mm
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm

L1

L

E

40
55
60
80
100

30
33
40
55
65

6.5
6.5
8.4
10.5
12.5

Stainless Lag Screw Terminal
316 grade stainless steel with wood screw thread one end
and swage stud on the other end. Threaded left or right
handed so tension is gained while screwing in.
Suits 1/8” imperial wire. Total length 90mm.
RWB2047
RWB2048

1/8” Left hand
1/8” right hand

Eye Bolts - Stainless - Standard
316 grade stainless steel with welded eye and metric thread.
2 x stainless steel washers and 1 x stainless steel hex nut.

H A R D WA R E

Code

L1
L

RWB2581
RWB2582
RWB2583
RWB2584

L2

Size (D) x L1
M6
M8
M10
M12

60
80
100
120

L2

L

85 55
112
72
145 90
170 107

B

S.W.L

13
17
21
25

250 Kg
400 Kg
600 Kg
825 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

RIGGING

D
Eye Bolts - Stainless - Collared
High quality eyebolt made from 316 grade stainless steel with
a heavy duty cast eye.
For use as a lifting eye bolt, as a bow eye or other applications.
Metric thread. Supplied with stainless washer and hex nut.

A
B
C

E

D

Code

Size (D) x A

RWB2585
RWB2586
RWB2587
RWB2588

M6
M8
M10
M12

60
80
100
120

B

C

54 5
70 6
88 8
105 10

E

S.W.L

16
19
24
30

275 Kg
425 Kg
650 Kg
850 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load
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16 - Eye Nuts / U Bolts
Ring Bolts - Stainless Steel
304 grade stainless steel with metric thread.
Supplied with 1 x stainless steel washer and
1 x stainless steel hex nut.

D
L

Code
T H

RWB2464
RWB2466

Size (D) x
M6
M10

H

L

T

S.W.L

75
110

35
50

60
95

250 Kg
600 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

D

Eye Nuts - Stainless Steel
A

Cast 316 grade stainless steel with a female metric thread.
For balustrade ends, lifting purposes and other applications.

C

Code

B
L

D

RWB2520
RWB2521
RWB2522
RWB2523

Size (D)

L

A

B

C

S.W.L

M6
M8
M10
M12

30
39
45
57

26
32
41
50

15
20
25
30

5
6
8
10

275 Kg
325 Kg
650 Kg
850 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Stepped Stainless Steel "U" Bolts

D2
D1

L

RWB2695
RWB2696
RWB2697
RWB2698

L

L1

D1

D2

76
90
115
140

32
47
47
47

8
8
8
8

10
10
10
10
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L1

Code

RIGGING

304 grade stainless steel "U" bolts with a stepped
shaft giving a solid bearing surface for the bearing
plate for added strength.
All have 8mm thread and 10mm diameter material.

"U" Bolts - Stainless Steel

L1

304 grade stainless steel with crimped shaft and
metric shaft thread. Supplied with 1 x cross plate,
2 x washers and 2 x hex nuts.

D

L
L2

B
A

Code

Size (D) x L

L1

L2

A

B

RWB2413
RWB2409
RWB2410
RWB2411
RWB2412

6mm
8mm
8mm
10mm
12mm

30
35
40
55
75

45
45
60
75
75

35
35
35
53
60

40
40
48
55
60

80
80
100
130
150
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16 - Eye Plates - Stainless Steel
Eye Plates - Stainless Steel

A

H

304 grade stainless steel with welded eye and 4 x
countersunk fastening holes drilled.
Code

G

B

D

W

RWB2420
RWB2421

Size (D)

A

B

H

W

G

S.W.L

6mm
8mm

35
40

40
50

26
33

18
20

5
5

250 Kg
400 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Ring Plates - Stainless Steel
A

H

G
D

B

L
D

304 grade stainless steel plate with welded eye and welded
ring attached. 4 x countersunk fastening holes drilled.
Code
RWB2418
RWB2419

Size (D)

A

B

H

L

G

S.W.L

6mm
8mm

35
40

40
50

26
33

40
50

5
5

250 Kg
400 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Folding Eye Plates - Stainless Steel

H A R D WA R E

304 grade stainless steel eye plates with 2 piece body
and dee ring that folds down and is only 14mm high,
when not in use. 2 dee ring material diameter sizes.
Total size : 65mm x 50mm.
RWB2424
RWB2425

Plate with 6mm x 40mm dee ring
Plate with 8mm x 40mm dee ring

Folding Pad Eyes - Cast 316 Grade Stainless

RIGGING

Cast 316 grade stainless steel pad eyes that fold down
after use. 2 piece construction - cast base with 3 x
countersunk fastening holes - and cast folding dee ring.
RWB2618
		
		

6mm diameter dee ring
45mm x 45mm overall size 				
Only 12mm height. 3 x 5mm C/S

RWB2619
		
		

8mm diameter dee ring
60mm x 60mm overall size				
Only 15mm height. 3 x 6mm C/S

Mini Hook & Eye
Small 316 grade polished stainless steel fittings with
many uses on board for lashing and tying.
2 x 4mm countersunk fastening holes.
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RWB2220

Eye 30 x 30mm Inside eye dia : 10mm

RWB2221

Hook 27 x 27mm
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16 - Saddles / Buckles - Stainless
Saddles - Solid Stainless Steel
304 grade solid stainless steel with countersunk
fastening holes.
Code
G

D
G

W
L2
L1

H

RWB2415
RWB2416
RWB2417

Size (D) L1
5mm
6mm
8mm

50
60
65

L2

H

W

38
45
50

18
22
25

11
14
14

4
5
6

Webbing Buckles - Stainless
Polished 304 grade stainless steel buckles in 2
sizes to suit 40mm and 50mm diameter webbing.
RWB2612

Suits 40mm webbing.
Diameter - 50mm x 32mm
Webbing slot size - 40mm x 6mm

RWB2613

Suits 50mm webbing.
Diameter - 64mm x 32mm
Webbing slot size - 50mm x 6mm

Webbing Buckle - Sliding Bar - Stainless

RWB2614

RIGGING

Polished 316 grade heavy duty stainless steel
buckle with grip pattern sliding bar to suit 50mm
diameter webbing.
Suits 50mm webbing.
Diameter - 67mm x 36mm
Webbing slot size - 51mm x 21mm

Our range of SINOX MARINE stainless steel shackles, snap
hooks and rigging hardware is high quality hardware, made
in THAILAND from genuine 316 grade stainless steel.
Each batch of stainless steel material is made with a
computer controlled mix of ingredients and each batch
is tested to be exactly 316 grade material.
It is made to proper working loads and polished to
minimise corrosion and tea staining.
Wherever you see the SINOX MARINE logo throughout
our following rigging hardware pages you will be assured
of receiving the highest quality product at very reasonable
and competitive prices.
Ideal for marine or balustrading use, sail shades or any
outdoor areas that require corrosion resistant materials.
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Sinox Marine Stainless Steel

16 - Rings & Snap Shackles - Stainless
"S" Hooks - Stainless Steel
D

304 grade polished solid stainless steel.

A

Code

B

L

RWB2515
RWB2516
RWB2518

Size (D) x
6mm
8mm
9mm

L

A

B

S.W.L

60
75
85

12
16
18

11 50 Kg
15 100 Kg
17 163 Kg

Round Rings - Stainless Steel
Strong 304 grade stainless steel. Argon welded non-corrosive.

H

D

Code

Size (D) x H

S.W.L

RWB2439
RWB2440
RWB2441
RWB2443
RWB2444
RWB2445
RWB2450
RWB2451

4mm
5mm
6mm
6mm
8mm
8mm
10mm
12mm

240 Kg
450 Kg
650 Kg
650 Kg
1100 Kg
1100 Kg
1800 Kg
2400 Kg

25
40
40
50
50
75
100
120

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Dee Rings - Stainless Steel
Strong 304 grade stainless steel. Argon welded non-corrosive.
Code
H

D

H A R D WA R E

L

RWB2561
RWB2562
RWB2563
RWB2564
RWB2565

Size (D) x L
4mm
5mm
6mm
6mm
8mm

25
25
40
50
50

H

S.W.L

22
22
35
43
43

200 Kg
250 Kg
450 Kg
450 Kg
700 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Fixed Snap Shackles - Stainless Steel

RIGGING

A
L
B

Rugged 316 grade stainless steel construction.
Fixed eye with stainless steel pull release ring.
Code

Size (L)

A

B

S.W.L

RWB2478
RWB2480
RWB2482

55mm
70mm
100mm

12
16
22

12
14
16

275 Kg
500 Kg
875 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Swivel Snap Shackles - Stainless Steel
B
L
A

Rugged 316 grade stainless steel construction.
Swivel eye with stainless steel pull release ring.
Code

Size (L)

A

B

S.W.L

RWB2484
RWB2485
RWB2488

70mm
90mm
130mm

12
16
22

12
16
22

275 Kg
500 Kg
875 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load
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16 - Snap Hooks - Brass & Stainless Steel
Brass Swivel Eye Snap

Brass Swivel Eye Bolt Snaps

Solid brass with a stainless steel
spring. Quick and easy wide
scissor opening action.
Swivel head.
Length : 65mm
Eye dia : 15mm

Solid brass with stainless steel
spring. Swivel eye with trigger
bolt action.
RWB877

Length : 78mm
Eye dia : 20mm

RWB867

Cargo / Trailer Hooks

Stainless Swivel Eye Bolt Snap

Cast 316 grade stainless steel with
safety latch spring opening.
For light duty lifting work
or as a trailer winch snap hook Etc.
Code
RWB2489
RWB2490

316 grade stainless steel.
Swivel eye and trigger bolt
action opening.
Length : 90mm
Eye dia : 20mm
S.W.L : 170 Kg

Length Eye I.D S.W.L
100mm 19mm 188 Kg
120mm 28mm 250 Kg

RWB2514

S.W.L (suggested working load) is
approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

S.W.L (suggested working load) is
approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Fixed Eye Snap Hooks - Brass
Solid brass with a stainless steel spring and a fixed top eye.
Code
Brass

L
W

S

D

L

D

E

S

W

53
73
81

4
4.5
5

10
16
19

6
11
14

23
30
38

No.

0
1
2

RIGGING

E

RWB868
RWB869
RWB870

Size

Fixed Eye Snap Hooks - 316 Stainless

Code

Stainless

L
E

W

S

D

RWB2446
RWB2447

Size

L

D

E

S

W

S.W.L

0
1

53
73

4
4.5

10
16

6
11

23
30

50 Kg
100 Kg

No.

H A R D WA R E

Solid cast 316 grade stainless steel with a fixed
top eye. Safe working load shown.

S.W.L (suggested working load) is approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Swivel Eye Snap Hooks - Brass
Solid brass with a stainless steel spring and a swivel eye.
Code

H
D

A
L

S

W

RWB873
RWB874

Size

L

D

A

H

S

W

1
2

85
98

4.5
5

18
21

18
19

11
12

30
37

No.
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16 - Snap Hooks - Stainless Steel
Swivel Eye Snap Hooks - Stainless
Solid cast 316 grade stainless steel with a stainless steel
spring and a swivel eye.
Code

H
D

A

W

S

L

RWB2493
RWB2494

Size

L

D

A

H

S

W

S.W.L

1
2

85
99

4.5
5

18
21

18
19

11
12

30
37

50 Kg
75 Kg

No.

S.W.L (suggested working load) is
approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Snap Hooks With Eye - Stainless Steel
316 grade stainless steel spring snap hook with a
ferrule rope eye fixed into the formed eye.
B

L
E
D

Code

Size (L) x

D

B

E

S.W.L

RWB860
RWB861
RWB862
RWB863
RWB864
RWB865

50mm
60mm
70mm
80mm
100mm
120mm

5
6
7
8
10
11

7
7
8
11
13
16

7
8
9
10
13
17

100 Kg
125 Kg
175 Kg
220 Kg
290 Kg
320 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is
approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Asymmetric Snap Hook - Stainless Steel
H A R D WA R E

316 grade stainless steel assymetric shape with formed
eye and strong spring opening action.
Code

L
C

RIGGING

A

W

Size (L) x

RWB2458 60mm
RWB2459 80mm
RWB2460 100mm
RWB2462 120mm

D

A

C

W

S.W.L

6
8
10
12

8
12
15
18

12
18
24
30

35
46
58
70

188 Kg
440 Kg
575 Kg
910 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is
approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

D

Cast Snap Hook - Stainless Steel
Cast 316 grade stainless steel.
Streamlined sleek design for snag-free operation.

S

D

L
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W

Code

Size (L)

D

S

W

S.W.L

RWB2430
RWB2433
RWB2436

50mm
70mm
100mm

8
12
16

10
11
16

25
32
50

80 Kg
150 Kg
250 Kg

S.W.L (suggested working load) is
approx 25% of ultimate breaking load
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17 - Safety - Life Jacket Lights & Whistle
LED Life Jacket Light - Safelight 2
Fully SOLAS approved LED life jacket light - Safelight 2.

LED

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

SOLAS certified LSA code
Very economically priced Life jacket light
Auto-On automatically activates in water
Functions only when in water
Manual-Off (in-water function only) can be turned
off when in use in-water to save the battery
Manual-On (in-water function only) can be switched 		
on again manually when in water
Powerful bright LED light technology for low power
consumption giving longer battery life in-water
Lithium battery with 5 years life from date and
8 hour life when in use in water
Waterproof ultrasonically welded and sunk in epoxy resin
Very compact (37 x 23 x 26mm) and very lightweight
Can be used with all inflatable or foam life jackets
Quick and easy fitting to 20-40mm dia. jacket webbing
Available in bulk pack - no packaging (cheaper option)
Available in attractive blister colour retail packaging

RWB8700

Bulk packaged (no packaging) Safelight 2
There is a large discount for bulk buy box of 20

RWB8701

Retail blister packaged Safelight 2
There is a bulk discount for a 12 buy
Very compact size
only 37 x 23 x 26mm.
Only 43mm long
when fitted with
webbing grip clip.

Webbing belt clip
suits 20-40mm
jacket webbing.

SOLAS approved LSA code 2.2.3.
5 year life from date lithium battery.
RWB3515

Sea Flash life jacket light
Light shown fitted in oral tube
mount bracket for inflatable jackets

Pealess Whistle
Plastic pealess whistle in orange safety colour.
Required for many life jackets and other safety products.
Complete with jacket attachment clip and hole for a lanyard.
RWB584

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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PRODUCTS

LED

The Axis UML sea flash life jacket light is an extremely bright LED
flashing life jacket light. It automatically activates when the sensor
makes contact with water. It can also be activated manually
(both on and off) whilst in the water.
It is supplied with an oral tube mounting bracket for inflatable jackets and can also be used with any life jackets as it also has a fixing clip
for webbing attachment on standard style foam jackets.
Very compact size and versatile easy fitting.

SAFETY

LED Life Jacket Light - Sea Flash

17 - Safety - Foam Life Jackets
STANDARD L100 Jackets - Adult & Child
Fully approved (AS4758) 100 Newton block style life jackets
available in both multi-fit adult or child / junior size.
Yellow nylon outer fabric with closed cell foam inner flotation.
Both jackets are complete with whistle, reflective tape
patches and webbing belt with snap-lock buckle.
The jacket is split at front and head hole for easy donning.
The child / junior size jacket has a webbing crotch strap.
Multiple discounts apply for quantity buys - please
see our price list. Box quantities of adult size are 20.

Child Life Jacket - complete with crotch strap
Suitable for body weight range 15-40 Kg.
RWB7000

Child / Junior standard jacket

Adult Multifit Life Jacket
Suitable for body weight 40 Kg +
RWB7005

Adult multifit standard jacket

L150 Coastal Life Jacket
150 Newton coastal jacket approved for use on commercial
vessels in coastal waters. Closed cell foam with a tough
orange nylon outer covering. Supplied with whistle, reflective
tape patches, light attachment point and securing straps.
Compact design for minimal storage area.
AS4758.1 approved.
Adult multifit size for 40Kg+
RWB7009

150N coastal jacket Adult multifit

SAFETY

PRODUCTS

SOLAS Life Jackets
This series of SOLAS Life jackets fully comply with all SOLAS
LSA Code 2010 and IMO resolutions. Designed for use on all
commercial and ocean going vessels worldwide.
These closed cell foam jackets have red nylon safety outer fabric,
comfort fit neck, adjustable webbing belts and plastic buckles.
Retro-reflective tape, whistle, lifting loop and orange nylon
buddy line are standard on all jackets.
RWB8740/41/42 are very economically priced jackets and are
NOT foldable. RWB8744 is a foldable jacket to save a little space.
Available in 3 sizes - Infant, child and multifit adult.
It is recommended that a life jacket light is also used with
these jackets - see Lalizas Safelight 2 on previous page.

RWB8740
Infant 0-15Kg
RWB8742
Adult Multifit

RWB8744
Open
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RWB8744
Folded

RWB8740

Infant 0 -15 Kg
Size : Length 380mm Width 320mm Depth 120mm

RWB8741

Child / Junior 15-43 Kg.
Size : Length 510mm Width 280mm Depth 100mm

RWB8742

Adult Multifit 43Kg+
This jacket will fit chest size up to 175cm.
Size : Length 530mm Width 360mm Depth 130mm

RWB8744

Adult Multifit 43Kg+ Foldable jacket. To 175cm chest.
Size open - L 620mm Width 350mm Depth 130mm
Size folded - L 420mm Width 320mm Depth 270mm
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17 - Safety - Foam Life Jackets
Bambino L100 Foam Child Jackets
Designed specifically for children 1 to 4 years of age, the Bambino
life jacket is the ideal safe and secure foam jacket for small children.
It has a large buoyant collar fitted with reflective patches and a lifting
handle to pull a child out of the water.
The jacket is secured with 25mm webbing straps.
The wide neoprene adjustable crutch support gives a comfortable
and secure fit and prevents the child from falling out of the jacket.
All jackets are Australian standard AS4758 approved.
XXS is Level 100S, the other 2 are level 100.
Top Seller

RWB7012
RWB7010
RWB7011

XXS Child size
XS Child size
Small Child size

5 - 10 Kg
10 - 15 Kg
15 - 25 Kg

L100 SeaMaster Foam Jackets
100N foam inner life jackets that are very comfortable to wear
and have an attractive safety colour combination of yellow and
red nylon outer. Approved to Australian standard AS4758.
Elasticized waist with zipper and adjustable buckled waist strap.
Full padded collar to support the neck and head.
Includes whistle, reflective tape patches and snap-lock buckles.
Child sizes includes a grab handle and crotch strap.
Safety colour combination of yellow and red.
Large size range to get the ideal fit - especially in the
child & junior ranges.
Child - extra small
Child - small
Junior - small
Junior - large
Adult - small
Adult - medium
Adult - large
Adult - extra large

10 - 15 Kg
12 - 25 Kg
15 - 40 Kg
25 - 40 Kg
40 - 60 Kg +
50 - 70 Kg +
70 Kg +
70 Kg +

Child sizes include
a grab handle and
crotch strap

PRODUCTS

L50 AquaSport Vests
These economically priced L50 Aquasport vests feature
soft and comfortable foam buoyancy with a nylon outer,
moulded anti-lock zipper and 2 x 25mm diameter belts.
These L50 vests are for use in sheltered waters only.
The multi-fit design and large size range ensures
there is a size to suit most wearers. AS4758 approved.
Supplied in attractive safety colour combination of yellow
with red pattern and black belts.
RWB7110
RWB7111
RWB7112
RWB7113
RWB7114
RWB7115

Child
Junior
Small Adult
Medium Adult
Large Adult
XL Adult

15 - 25 Kg
25 - 40 Kg
40 - 60 Kg
70 + Kg
70 + Kg
70 + Kg

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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RWB7030
RWB7031
RWB7029
RWB7032
RWB7033
RWB7034
RWB7035
RWB7036
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17 - Safety - L50 Foam Jackets
L50 AquaSport Mk2 Vests
These very attractively designed L50 vests feature soft
and comfortable shaped foam buoyancy with a colourful
nylon outer, moulded anti-lock zipper and 2 x 25mm
diameter webbing belts.
These L50 vests are for use in sheltered waters.
The multi-fit design ensures there is a size to suit
most wearers. Approved to AS4758.
Supplied in colour combinations of yellow with
red/grey pattern and black belts.
RWB7041
RWB7042
RWB7043
RWB7044
RWB7045

Junior
Small - medium Adult
Large Adult
XL Adult
XXL Adult

25 - 40 Kg
40 - 60 Kg
60 + Kg
60 + Kg
60 + Kg

L50S Cyclone Nylon Vests
Cyclone 2 belt L50S ski vests offer comfortable fit at a
budget price. Multi-fit design suitable for junior to XXL
adult. AS4758 approved L50S.
Blue/black or red/black colour combination.
RWB7065
RWB7066
RWB7067
RWB7068

Junior
Small adult
Med -large Adult
XL - XXL Adult

25 - 40 Kg
40 - 60 Kg
70 + Kg
70 + Kg

L50S Child & Junior Nylon Vests

PRODUCTS

Great looking nylon outer jackets in attractive bright
colour combinations.
Multiple thin layers of foam for great comfort and fit.
Ideal jacket for waterskiing, jetskiing, canoeing Etc.
These child size L50S jackets are suitable for any
watersports in enclosed sheltered waters.
3 adjustable belts. Various colour combinations.
Approved to AS4758 L50S.

SAFETY

Colours & patterns may
vary from those shown

RWB7120
RWB7121

Child
Junior

15 - 25 Kg
25 - 40 Kg

L50S Adult Nylon Vests
Great looking nylon outer jackets in bright colour combinations.
Multiple thin layers of foam to give great comfort and fit.
Ideal jacket for waterskiing, jetskiing, canoeing Etc.
These L50S adult jackets are suitable for any watersports
in enclosed sheltered waters.
3 adjustable belts. Various colour combinations.
Sizes up to XXXL. Approved to AS4758 L50S.

Colours & patterns may
vary from those shown
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RWB7125
RWB7126
RWB7127
RWB7128
RWB7129

Small - medium Adult
Large Adult
XL Adult
XXL Adult
XXXL Adult

40 - 60 Kg
60 + Kg
60 + Kg
60 + Kg
60 + Kg
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17 - Safety - L50 Foam & Neo Jackets
L50S NEOPRENE Jackets - Child & Junior
Great looking neoprene outer L50S jackets offering superior
comfort and style in 2 attractive colour combinations.
Great for most watersports in enclosed sheltered waters.
Ideal jacket for waterskiing, jetskiing, canoeing Etc.
Multi-layered foam inner for greater comfort and fit.
Various colours in 4 x child & junior sizes to get the best fit.
2 x adjustable waist straps. AS4758 approved L50S.
Child pink
back view

RWB7097
RWB7098
RWB7099
RWB7100

Colours & patterns may
vary from those shown

Small child
Child
Small junior
Junior

10 - 15 Kg
15 - 25 Kg
25 - 40 Kg
25 - 60 Kg

L50S NEOPRENE Jackets - Adult
Great looking neoprene outer L50S jackets offering superior
comfort and style in bright attractive colour combinations.
Great for most watersports in enclosed or sheltered waters.
Ideal jacket for waterskiing, jetskiing, canoeing Etc.
Multi-layered foam inner for greater comfort and fit.
Various colour combinations in 6 sizes to get the best fit.
2 x adjustable waist straps. AS4758 approved L50S.

Grey back view

RWB7106
RWB7105
RWB7101
RWB7102
RWB7103
RWB7104

XS Adult
Small Adult
Medium Adult
Large Adult
XL Adult
XXL Adult

40 - 70 Kg
60 - 70 Kg
70 + Kg
70 + Kg
70 + Kg
70 + Kg

Colours & patterns may
vary from those shown

L50 "Kayaka" Jackets

RWB7080
RWB7081
RWB7082
RWB7083

Junior
Small Adult
Med - Large Adult
XL - XXL Adult

PRODUCTS

Padded
comfort
back

SAFETY

2 x zippered
front pockets

Designed specifically for kayaking, canoeing and sailing.
This jacket offers very comfortable fit and the large arm
holes allow great mobility for kayakers and dinghy sailors.
It has a body-wrapping ergonomically shaped torso
and cross-chest harness to eliminate ride-up and fit
the vest lower on the torso. These features give the
jacket even greater mobility, buoyancy and comfort.
Nylon outer with foam inner. AS4758 approved.
Also features a foam padded back and 2 x large
zippered pockets on the front. 4 multifit sizes.
25 - 40 Kg
40 - 70 Kg
70 + Kg
70 + Kg

Doggy PFD’s
A buoyancy aid for dogs to give added security to you and
your pet. Padded for comfort and includes a lifting grab
handle and webbing attachment straps.
Bright yellow/blue colour with doggy paw print pattern.
RWB7076
RWB7077
RWB7078
RWB7079

Small dog
Medium dog
Large dog
XL dog

4.5 Kg or under
4.5Kg to 16Kg
16 to 34 Kg
34kg +
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17 - Safety - Axis Inflatable Jackets
AXIS Inflatable PFD Jackets
AXIS PFD’s are proud to release our fully Australian designed range of inflatable
PFD’s. This comprehensive range of jackets caters to the needs of all Australian
boaters today. From use in a small tinny on a river or lake, to an offshore power
boat or the largest maxi yacht whilst blue water cruising.

Certified Product

This new range is designed and tested to the new Australian standard AS4758.1
and all jackets are certified by S.A.I Global and carry the 5 ticks logo.
In designing and manufacturing this range we sourced the best materials and
components from around the world. Inflators from the UK and Sweden,
heavy duty buckles from the UK and materials from Taiwan.

Australian
Standard
AS4758

We are proud to be the first Australian inflatable manufacturer authorised to
install the Hammar hydro-static automatic inflation system.
Our cutting edge designs and selection of top class materials ensure that our
jackets are made to last and keep you safe at sea.
INFLATION SYSTEMS
Manual operation - Inflate the jacket by pulling the manual inflation tag which triggers
a CO2 cylinder to inflate the jacket. Also includes a backup oral tube inflator.
Axis jackets use UML mini or pro-sensor manual inflator systems.
Lowest priced inflation system but will NOT inflate if the wearer is unconscious and
unable to pull the inflation tag. Ideally suited for use on powerboats.
Standard automatic operation - Inflates the jacket automatically on contact with water.
Includes backup oral inflation tube. Axis jackets use UML pro-sensor automatic
inflator systems. Lower priced auto system than the HAMMAR inflation system.
The downside of this system is that the jacket can be inadvertently inflated in wet
conditions including heavy humidity, rain, splashes or heavy spray of water on deck.
Ideal for power boating and coastal sailing and racing.

PRODUCTS

HAMMAR automatic operation - Inflates the jacket automatically with unique
Hydrostatic valve that operates only by the change in pressure when the jacket is
submersed in water. This system is NOT affected by splashed water, spray or humidity.
Ideal for ocean yacht racing and cruising or when working in very wet conditions.
Includes backup manual operation. Longer time (5 years) before replacement required.
Single point indicator shows the jacket is ready for use. The gas cylinder is located
inside the lifejacket bladder, protected from corrosion and any snagging hazard.
Ideally suited for ocean racing sailors and blue water cruising.
SERVICING THE JACKETS

SAFETY

To ensure the long life and reliability when called
upon, all AXIS inflatable PFD’s should be serviced
at least every 12 months. For complete servicing
details see www.axispfds.com.au
Recreational use: Jackets used for recreational
purposes can be self-serviced by the owner yearly see www.axispfds.com.au for full details on how to
self-service your jacket. We recommend that each
jacket is serviced by an authorised service centre
every third year.
Commercial or professional use: Jackets used
commercially or for any use that involves reward
(E.G hire) or under any regulation of Yachting
Australia (YA) for racing must be serviced yearly
by an authorised service centre.
Life span: Please note that regardless of use, the
UML automatic cartridge must be replaced every
3 years and the Hammar cartridge every 5 years.
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17 - Safety - Axis Inflatable Jackets
Rebel 100 Junior Manual
The “Rebel 100” manual jacket has been designed to fit the
active young power boater that requires freedom of movement
and wearer comfort, along with safety.
The jacket includes a neoprene crotch strap as standard.

Manual

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Designed for 25 - 50 Kg weight (Junior to XS adult)
Manual inflation - UML mini
Includes removable neoprene crotch strap
Soft neoprene collar for maximum comfort
Velcro closure
100 Newtons of buoyancy
Ergonomic shape and compact size for ease of wear
Tough 600 denier cover for durability
Australian standard approved AS4758.1
2 colour choices - Red or blue

RWB7340
RWB7341

Red manual
Blue manual

Rebel 100 Junior Automatic
The “Rebel 100” automatic jacket has been designed to fit the
active young power boater that requires freedom of movement and
wearer comfort, along with the added safety of automatic operation.
The jacket includes a neoprene crotch strap as standard.
Designed for 25 - 50 Kg weight (Junior to XS adult)
Automatic inflation - UML Mk5
Includes removable neoprene crotch strap
Soft neoprene collar for maximum comfort
Velcro closure
100 Newtons of buoyancy
Ergonomic shape and compact size for ease of wear
Tough 600 denier cover for durability
Australian standard approved AS4758.1

RWB7343

SAFETY

Automatic

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Red automatic

Waist Belt 100N Manual Inflatable Jacket

Manual

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Designed to suit most average sized Adults
Manual inflation - UML mini manual inflation system
25 gram gas cylinder
Oral back up inflation tube
100 Newtons of buoyancy
Ultra lightweight for ease of wear
Reflective tape & whistle with lanyard included
Australian standard approved AS4758.1

RWB7368

Axis waist belt 100 manual - Adult mult-fit

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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PRODUCTS

The Axis waist belt 100N manual inflatable jacket is a compact
inflatable jacket designed to be worn around the waist for easy
movement whilst boating or fishing - ideal for maximum freedom
of movement and wearer comfort.
Please note - this jacket is only classed as a PFD when wearing
it over the head - not when it is still in the waist belt pouch.
To operate - pull jacket out of bag, place over head, secure the
jacket and inflate with the manual pull cord.

17 - Safety - Axis Inflatable Jackets
Offshore 100 Manual Inflatable Jacket
Ideal For Kayakers and Inshore Sailors
The Axis Offshore 100 jacket is a 100N manual inflatable jacket in a
very compact length which is ideal for both kayakers and inshore
sailors to give maximum freedom of movement and wearer comfort.
A
A
A
A
A

Manual

A
A
A
A

Multi-fit - designed to suit most average sized Adults
Compact design and ergonomic shape for ease of wear
Lay back soft collar for maximum comfort during active use
Zipped utility pocket on front of jacket
Manual inflation - UML pro-sensor complete with window for 		
visual checking of the arming status
Oral back up inflation tube
100 Newtons of buoyancy
Australian standard approved AS4758.1
Available in 2 colours - Royal blue or red

RWB7369
RWB7370

Royal blue Offshore 100 jacket
Red Offshore 100 jacket

Offshore 150 Manual Jackets
Our most popular range of inflatable jackets.
The “Offshore 150” jackets are a full length, generously sized,
manually inflated jacket that is suitable for all Adult boaters.
Comfortable and safe to wear. Range of colours including
camouflage and new ladies pink.

PRODUCTS

Manual

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Designed to suit all Adults - full length design
Manual inflation - UML mini system
Oral back up inflation tube
Tough 600 denier outer cover with velcro closure
Neoprene comfort collar
150 Newtons of buoyancy
Reflective tape patches
Australian standard approved AS4758.1
Packed in retail display pack / storage bag
4 colour choices - Red, Grey, Outdoors Camo or Pink
Red
Grey
Outdoor - camouflage pattern
Pink - Ladies jacket

SAFETY

RWB7002
RWB7004
RWB7375
RWB7376

RWB7002 Red
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RWB7004 Grey

RWB7375
Camouflage

RWB7376 Pink
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17 - Safety - Axis Inflatable Jackets
Offshore Pro 150 MK2 Manual
The “Offshore Pro 150 MK2” manual is a new upmarket jacket
with additional features such as the shaped soft neoprene collar
for ultimate comfort, a handy pocket and visual arming window.
It is a compact length jacket that has been designed for the
active Adult boater who wants maximum freedom of movement
and wearer comfort.
A
A
Manual

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Designed to suit most average sized Adults
Manual inflation - UML pro-sensor complete with window for 		
visual checking of the arming status
Compact design and ergonomic shape for ease of wear
Soft neoprene collar for maximum comfort during active use
Handy front utility pocket for PLB's, strobes Etc
Velcro closure
150 Newtons of buoyancy
Reflective piping for night time visibility
D buckle attachment at back - for fitting optional crotch strap
Australian standard approved AS4758.1
3 colours - black, red or blue - all have a colour trim highlight

RWB7345
RWB7346
RWB7347

Blue with black trim
Red with black trim
Black with grey trim

Offshore Pro 150 MK2 Manual - With Harness
The “Offshore Pro 150” with harness has all the comfort features
of the Pro 150 listed above - and is also complete with an
AS2227 approved integrated safety harness ideal for racing or
crusing sailors. A quality and comfortable harness jacket.
A

RWB7351

Red manual with integrated safety harness

The “Ocean 150” auto is a full length, comfortable, generously
sized automatic jacket that is ideal for use on yachts or
powerboats. It includes a UML pro-sensor automatic inflator
complete with a front sighting window for visual status of arming.
Zippered front utility pocket for PLB's, lights, keys Etc.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Automatic

Automatic inflation - UML pro-sensor with sighting window
Tough 600 denier outer cover with velcro closure
150 newtons of buoyancy. Reflective tape patches
Zippered front pocket for PLB's, lights, keys Etc.
Neoprene neck lining for maximum comfort
38mm wide webbing on waist, shoulder and grab straps
Strong and functional buckle with self-adjusting belts
Australian standard approved AS4758.1

RWB7006

Ocean 150 Auto inflatable red / grey
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PRODUCTS

Ocean 150 Automatic - Full Length

SAFETY

Manual

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Manual inflation - UML pro-sensor complete with window for 		
visual checking of the arming status
Compact design and ergonomic shape for ease of wear
Soft neoprene collar for maximum comfort during active use
Reflective piping for night time visibility
150 Newtons of buoyancy
Heavy duty buckle with D ring for safety life line tether
Australian standard approved AS4758.1 jacket
Integrated safety harness AS2227 approved

17 - Safety - Axis Inflatable Jackets
Offshore Pro 150 Auto HAMMAR

Automatic

HAMMER

The “Offshore Pro 150 HAMMAR” includes HAMMAR MA1
hydrostatic automatic inflation system (see page 358 for details).
Ideally suited for ocean going yachts as the jacket won't inflate
from large amounts of spray as a normal automatic jacket may
do in wet conditions. It is a compact length jacket that has
been designed for the active Adult boater who wants maximum
freedom of movement and wearer comfort.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

HAMMAR hydrostatic automatic inflation system (see page		
358) with window for visual checking of the arming status
Velcro closure. 150 Newtons of buoyancy
Compact design and ergonomic shape for ease of wear
Soft neoprene collar for maximum comfort during active use
Reflective piping for night time visibility
D buckle attachment at back - for fitting optional crotch strap
Australian standard approved AS4758.1

RWB7352

Black with grey trim

Ocean Pro 200 Automatic - With Harness
The “Ocean Pro 200 AUTO” features extra buoyancy (200N)
to cope with heavy wet weather clothing as well as an integral
approved AS2227 harness and double crotch straps.
The compact design is both light and comfortable and allows
maximum freedom of movement and ease of wear.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

PRODUCTS

Automatic

Ideal Yachtsman’s jacket - includes integrated harness
Automatic inflation - UML pro-sensor with sighting window
Meets all Yachting Australia race category requirements
Compact design and ergonomic shape for ease of wear
NEW Axis burst-open zip closure and neoprene neck lining
200N buoyancy. Reflective tape patches
Heavy duty buckles with D ring for life line attachment
Integrated harness with comfort back + double crotch strap
Australian standard approved AS4758.1

RWB7361

Red / lime Ocean Pro 200 Auto

SAFETY

Ocean Pro 200 Auto HAMMAR - With Harness

Automatic

HAMMER

The “Ocean Pro 200 HAMMAR” is the top of the range jacket for
ocean going Yachtsmen. It includes HAMMAR MA1 hydrostatic
automatic inflation system (see page 358), extra buoyancy (200N)
to cope with heavy wet weather clothing, an integral AS2227
approved safety harness and double crotch straps.
Ideal for ocean racing sailors working in very wet conditions.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Top of the range racing Yachtsman’s jacket - inc harness
HAMMAR hydrostatic auto inflation system (see page 358)
Compact design and ergonomic shape for ease of wear
NEW Axis burst-open zip closure and neoprene neck lining
200N buoyancy to cope with heavy wet weather gear
Heavy duty buckles with D ring for life line attachment
Integrated safety harness with comfort back
Double crotch strap - meets all YA race regulations
Reflective patches & reflective piping for night visibility
Australian standard approved AS4758.1

RWB7364
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Blue / lime Ocean Pro 200 Auto Hammar
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17 - Safety - Axis Inflatable Spares
Inflatable Jacket Re-Charge Kit - Universal
A universal re-charge kit for 150N manual inflatable PFD’s.
This colour clamshell packaged kit includes a 33 gram CO2
cylinder with 1/2” UNF thread and 3 different safety clips that
will suit 80% of the 150N inflatable jackets sold in Australia.
The kit suits the following brands - Axis, Hutchwilco, Marlin,
Ultra, Safety Marine Australia, PFD Australia, Yamaha,
Mercury, Evinrude, BBB Essentials - plus any other jacket
using UML (UK) or Halkey Roberts (USA) inflation system.
Simply use the clip you require - and discard the other 2.
RWB7151

Universal manual 33 gram re-charge kit

Gas Cylinders For Inflatable Jackets
A full range of service parts and spares are available for the
AXIS range of inflatable jackets. Replacement CO2 gas
cylinders are listed below. These have 1/2” UNF thread.
RWB7154
RWB7153
RWB7155

25 gram cylinder - suits 100N jackets
33 gram cylinder - suits 150N jackets
38 gram cylinder - suits 200N jackets

Re-charge Kit For Automatic Jackets
Replacement automatic firing mechanism to suit UML Mk5 or
pro-sensor auto inflators.
This also requires a gas cylinder for full re-fit. The gas cylinder
is sold separately - pick the cylinder size above that you require.
RWB7152
		

Automatic re-charge kit UML pro-sensor auto.
Also requires cylinder only - refer above for size

SAFETY

Re-Charge Kit For HAMMAR Jackets

RWB7156
RWB7157
RWB7158

PRODUCTS

Re-arming kits for HAMMAR hydrostatic auto inflators.
Suits all Axis HAMMAR jackets and any other brand jackets
using HAMMAR MA-1 type inflators.
The kit includes a HAMMAR hydrostatic head and a CO2
cylinder fitted with a new backing plate.
3 x CO2 cylinder sizes are available.
With 33 gram cylinder - suits 150N jackets
With 38 gram cylinder - suits 200N jackets
With 60 gram cylinder - suits 275N jackets

Crotch Straps
Webbing belt with soft neoprene comfort cover (junior sizes only)
and snap buckles. 3 different models available.

RWB7381
& 7382

RWB7383

RWB7381
RWB7382

Junior model - suits inflatable jackets
Adult model - suits inflatable jackets

RWB7383
		
		

Junior model - suits foam traditional style jackets just loop through the belt at the front and rear of 		
jacket. Suits most brands of child foam jackets.

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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17 - Safety - Tethers & Harnesses
Safety Tethers

RWB8717
2 hook

Lalizas Life-Link safety tethers are fully approved
to ISO 12401 standard as required in Australia.
They are made from 25mm diameter webbing with
overload indication and double action stainless
steel hook that prevents accidental opening,
whilst still offering superb single handed operation.
The safety tethers are clam shell colour packaged
for retail display and are available in 3 configurations.
RWB8717

2 hook line 1.85 metre length

RWB8718

3 hook line 2 metre length

RWB8719
		

2 hook line elasticized - stretches
from 1 Mtr to 1.8 metre length

RWB8720
		
		
		

Safety hook only. Stainless steel
double action prevents accidental 		
opening. Approved to ISO 12401
and ISO 9227

RWB8719
2 hook
Elasticized

RWB8720
Safety
hook only

RWB8718
3 hook

Safety Harnesses

SAFETY

PRODUCTS

Lalizas Life-Link safety harnesses are fully approved to ISO 12401
standard as required in Australia.
They are designed to be robust and durable, yet comfortable to wear.
These harnesses feature a heavy duty stainless steel interlocking
buckle for waist adjustment and S/S dee ring to connect the safety
tether line.
They have 50mm diameter polyester webbing with double stitching.
Available in child and adult size.
RWB8721
		

Child harness. Suits 20 - 50 Kg weight.
Adjustable - suits 60cm to 90cm waist

RWB8722
		

Adult harness. Suits 50kg + weight
Adjustable - suits 70cm to 150cm waist.

Fire Extinguisher Box - Standard

White moulded box for recessed storage of
a fire extinguisher. UV resistant white ABS
plastic. The box flush mounts into a panel
allowing storage - without the extinguisher
protruding into a cabin area.
Suits most standard 0.9 & 1 Kg fire
extinguishers.
370 x 120mm inside size
RWB2376
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420

Standard recessed
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17 - Safety - Fire Extinguishers
Fire Extinguisher Boxes - Deluxe
Recessed with fully hinged door and clip-lock closure.
Quality UV stabilised white ASA plastic with a smooth gloss finish.
Available with white (1 Kg size only) or transparent hinged door to
suit most 1 Kg and 2 Kg fire extinguishers. May not suit all types.
Suit 1Kg Fire Extinguishers
Outside dimensions including door Length : 434mm Width : 196mm
Inside Dimensions Length : 370mm
Cut-out size : 374 x 124mm
RWB2377
RWB2394

Depth : 105mm
Width : 120mm

With White hinged door
With Transparent hinged door

Suit 2Kg Fire Extinguishers

RWB2377

RWB2394 / 95

Outside dimensions including door Length : 484mm Width : 226mm
Inside Dimensions Length : 420mm
Cut-out size : 424 x 154mm
RWB2395

Depth : 120mm
Width : 150mm

With Transparent hinged door

Fire Extinguishers
Fire Extinguisher Class Ratings

A range of fire extinguishers from 1Kg to 4.5 Kg.
All our fire extinguishers are fully approved to the
relevant Australian standards and all are rated A:B:E
meaning they are suitable for A, B & E class fires.

A Class Fire : Wood, Cloth, Paper
B Class Fire : Liquids
E Class Fire : Electrical

RWB3510
RWB3523

1 Kg extinguisher
Box Quantity 6
Service tag (optional)

4.5 Kg extinguisher
Service Tag (optional)

RWB3511
RWB3523

For freighting purposes all fire
extinguishers are classed as
"dangerous goods" and must be
freighted separately from other
goods. A dangerous goods
freight surcharge will apply if
purchasing in less than the box
quantity packs as shown above.
Also - a large discount is offered
for box quantity purchase - see
our price list for full details.

DANGEROUS
GOODS

W

Fire Blanket
Made from woven glass fibre to quickly
cover and extinguish a small fire without
the mess associated with the use of a
fire extinguisher. 1 metre x 1 metre size.
Supplied in hang pack.

2 Kg extinguisher
Box Quantity 6
Service tag (optional)

e

vi
pro

fast and reliable
de a
ser
v

ice

RWB3521
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PRODUCTS

4.5 Kg re-chargeable dry powder
extinguisher rated 4A:40B:E
Brass head with strong coated metal
casing and handle, pressure gauge
and rubber extension hose.
535 x 130 x 210mm.
RWB3524
RWB3523

2.0 Kg dry powder extinguisher
rated 2A:40B:E. Brass head
with strong coated metal casing,
handle and attachment bracket.
Supplied with pressure gauge
and rubber extension hose.
395 x 110 x 135mm inc bracket.

SAFETY

1.0 Kg dry powder extinguisher
rated 1A:20B:E.
Supplied with non-corrosive
plastic mounting bracket and
pressure gauge.
360 x 90mm inc bracket.

17 - Safety - M.O.B Systems & Lifebuoys
Lifelink M.O.B Rescue System
The Lalizas Lifelink M.O.B rescue system is designed to be permanently
mounted to the pushpit or rails and includes a soft easy-clean PVC bag.
The bags design allows it to be mounted to the rails without the need for
any additional mounting brackets.
The kit contains 50 metres of floating rope attached to 		
a sturdy buoyant PVC life sling with webbing belts and
snap buckles.
The bright and visible PVC bag includes instructions for
use printed on it.
RWB8711

Lalizas Lifelink M.O.B rescue system

Lifelink MINI M.O.B Rescue System
The Lalizas Lifelink MINI M.O.B rescue system is the smallest and
lightest of the Lalizas Lifelink range.
The bright and visible yellow kit bag features useful printed
instructions for use on it and contains 20 metres of floating retrieval
rope linking the survivor to the rescuer.
The rope features a grab loop at either end and the resuers loop has
a cover to enable a firm grasp.
The system also includes a rope float.
The kit can be mounted on any type of rails or in fender holders Etc.
and deployed quickly in the event of of a man overboard situation.
RWB8710

Lalizas Lifelink MINI M.O.B rescue system

PRODUCTS

Horseshoe Lifebuoy
Flexible horseshoe lifebuoy with bright orange PVC zippered
cover, closed cell foam inner, webbing straps with snap
buckle, reflective tape and whistle.
600mm diameter.

SAFETY

RWB6554

Decorative Ring Lifebuoys
Closed cell foam lifebuoys with white PVC cover.
Available with red or blue bands & poly rope.
650mm (26") diameter lifebuoy for pleasure
craft, pool or decorative purposes.
NOT approved for commercial or
offshore use.
RWB590
RWB591
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White with red bands
White with blue bands
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17 - Safety - Lifebuoys & Reflective Tape
SOLAS Lifebuoys - 720mm (28")
SOLAS approved 720mm (28”) diameter foam filled orange
plastic lifebuoys complete with retro-reflective tape and poly rope.
Approved for commercial and pleasure craft in Australian or
International waters.
Cross-linked polyethylene safety orange outer shell that is
unaffected by extreme weather conditions.
Includes 8 x retro-reflective patches 110mm x 50mm each
on the lifebuoy and white poly rope all around.
Diameter : 720mm outer. 440mm inside hole.
2 types are available.
RWB8705

Standard - 2.5 Kg weight

RWB8706

Heavy - 4 Kg weight. Required for
automatic launching on larger ships

SOLAS Lifebuoy - 750mm (30")
SOLAS approved 750mm (30”) diameter foam filled orange
plastic lifebuoy complete with retro-reflective tape and poly rope.
Approved for all commercial and pleasure craft in Australian or
International waters.
Cross-linked polyethylene safety orange outer shell that is
unaffected by extreme weather conditions.
Includes retro-reflective patches and white poly rope all around.
Diameter : 750mm outer. 440mm inside hole.
RWB5000

750mm diameter - 2.5 Kg weight

SAFETY

Retro - Reflective Tape

RWB8725

40 metre x 50mm wide reel

RWB3625

Cut length per metre

RWB8726

Retail hang pack 6 pieces 100mm x 50mm

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

PRODUCTS

SOLAS approved 50mm diameter self-adhesive
retro-reflective tape. This silver coloured tape has
extremely high reflective intensity and high durability
to weather exposure.
Various items are required by law to have
retro-reflective tape on them - Lifebuoys,
Lifejackets, foul weather clothing Etc and
general safety gear.
The tape is self-adhesive, however it may require
sewing onto cloth surfaces such as lifejackets.
Available in a 40 metre roll, cut length per metre
or a convenient retail hang pack containing
6 pieces of tape 100mm long x 50mm wide.
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17 - Safety - Lifebuoy Lights
SOLAS Lifebuoy Light LED

LED

SOLAS approved, very compact floating lifebuoy
light with long life, high visibility, low power usage,
LED light which requires only 1 battery to operate.
It includes an "O" ring lens seal.
Requires 1 x "D" cell 1.5V Duracell or Energiser
ALKALINE batteries only (not included).
Use ONLY Alkaline batteries such as Duracell or
Energiser. Do NOT use standard D cell batteries.
Must be stored upside down - light activates when
facing up in water.
Compact size : 160 x 80 x 80mm
Weight : 90 gram (without battery)
High emission LED with blinking frequency of 60
impulses per minute.
RWB570
RWB569

LED SOLAS lifebuoy light
Nylon rail mount support bracket to suit.
Does NOT include fastenings

SOLAS Lifebuoy Light LED

PRODUCTS

LED

SOLAS approved LED lifebuoy light by TREM of Italy.
Must be stored upside down - light activates automatically when facing
up in water. Includes an “O“ ring lens seal and rope lanyard.
The 6 volt 1 watt LED bulb gives a continuous bright white light of 2
candela intensity. Operated by 4 D cell Alkaline batteries (not included).
Use ONLY Alkaline batteries such as Duracell or Energiser Alkaline.
Do NOT use standard D cell batteries.
RWB567

LED SOLAS lifebuoy light

RWB582

S/S rail mount bracket for light

SP583

Replacement LED unit

RWB582

SOLAS Lifebuoy Light - Traditional Bulb Style

SAFETY

SOLAS approved traditional bulb type lifebuoy
light that meets all YA regulations. Operates via
a mercury switch and is very economically priced.
Must be stored upside down - light activates
automatically when facing UP in the water.
Includes dual “O” ring lens seals and requires
4 x “D” cell alkaline batteries (not included) to
operate the light.
Use ONLY Alkaline batteries Duracell or Energiser
type. Do NOT use standard type “D” cell batteries.
Fully approved for use on commercial vessels or
pleasure craft. Shows a continuous bright white
light when floating upright in the water.
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RWB8715

Lifebuoy light - SOLAS approved

RWB8716

Holder for lifebuoy light

SP758

Replacement bulb 4.8 volt

Black polycarbonate
holder designed to
store the light upside
down and provide
easy removal when
required for use
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17 - Safety - Lifebuoy Light & Holders
SOLAS Lifebuoy Light - Traditional Bulb Style
Traditional bulb style lifebuoy light activated by an automatic
switch. Must be stored upside down - light activates when
upright in water. It includes an "O" ring lens seal and
requires 4 x "D" cell alkaline 1.5V batteries (not included).
Use ONLY alkaline batteries such as Duracell or Energiser.
Do NOT use standard type "D" cell batteries.
Fully approved for use on commercial vessels or
pleasure craft. Shows a continuous bright white
light when floating upright in the water.
RWB582

RWB580

SOLAS Lifebuoy light

RWB582

S/S rail mount bracket for lifebuoy light

SP102

Replacement bulb

Lifebuoy Light Holder

Stainless steel with black nylon rail clamps.
Suitable to hold most styles of lifebuoy
lights. Supplied complete with rail mount
bracket to suit 22 & 25mm diameter rails.
RWB582

Rail Mount Bracket

Bracket as supplied with lifebuoy and light holders.
Can be used to attach to various items to make
them rail mount. Black nylon brackets with
stainless bolts & nuts.
Suits both 22mm (7/8") and 25mm (1") rails.
Bracket with fastenings

SAFETY

RWB2144

Lifebuoy Holders - Stainless Steel

PRODUCTS

Economy priced stainless
steel holder for ring or
horseshoe lifebuoys.
Supplied complete with
retaining cord and rail
mount bracket suitable
for both 22mm (7/8")
& 25mm (1") rails.

Stainless steel lifebuoy
holder complete with
integral bracket to hold
a lifebuoy light.
Supplied with retaining
cord and 2 x rail mount
brackets suit 22mm &
25mm O.D rails.

RWB578

RWB576

Stainless steel holder
complete with bracket
for lifebuoy light and
rail mount bracket
suitable for both 22mm
& 25mm rails.
Specifically designed
to snugly hold
horseshoe lifebuoys.
RWB577

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

Adjustable retaining
hook for round lifebuoys made from 304
grade stainless steel.
Simply bend to adjust
to desired size.
2 x 6mm countersunk
fastening holes drilled.
RWB223
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17 - Safety - Signal Horns
"Super Sonar" Gas Air Horn

Mini Gas Air Horn
Hand held pressure pack
horn giving a loud blast.
Only 125mm x 44mm,
small enough to keep in
a hand bag to use as a
personal safety device.
50 Ml cannister with
red plastic horn top.

Hand held and operated gas air horn giving
a loud blast. Friendly to the environment does not contain any gas harmful to the
ozone layer.
250 Ml cannister with plastic horn top.
RWB1003

Complete horn - blister
packed for open display
Box Quantity 6

RWB1004

250 Ml cannister only
Box Quantity 12

RWB1005

Plastic mounting bracket

RWB999
Complete horn
with 50 Ml cannister

Plastic Fog Horn

RWB1003
DANGEROUS
GOODS

RWB1004

RWB1005

For freighting purposes the 1003 horn and 1004 cannister are
classed as "dangerous goods" and must be freighted separately
from other goods. A dangerous goods freight surcharge will
apply if purchasing in less than the box quantity packs as
shown above. Also - a large discount is offered for box
quantity purchase - see our price list for full details.

Blow your own - mouth
operated horn.
All plastic complete with
an attachment hole to tie
a rope lanyard, if desired.
Length : 320mm
RWB1750

ECOBLAST HORN
RWB6905

ECOBLAST is a rechargeable AIR horn - just pump in new AIR with
a bicycle hand pump, a compressor or at your local service station.
This quality product is made in Canada to high standards and is
suitable for marine use, industrial safety, sporting events Etc.
A
A
A
A
A

SAFETY

PRODUCTS

Ecoblast Rechargeable Horn

A
A
A
A
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Uses plain normal AIR - not gas. Easily rechargeable for FREE
Safe for the environment - uses AIR only, no harmful gas
Never have to buy a refill cannister
Recharges via a recessed valve in the base of the horn
Easily refills with the mini air pump included in the kit, any bicycle
pump, air compressor or tyre pump at your local service station
Horn has a plastic base cover to prevent any rust rings on surfaces
Powerful 115 decibel blast
Can be safely stored - no harmful or dangerous gas. Just AIR.
Operates in all weather and temperature extremes

RWB6906

The horn is delivered without air in the cannister. Ecoblast is available
as the complete horn or as a kit which includes a mini hand pump.

RWB6907

RWB6905
RWB6906
RWB6907
RWB1005

Ecoblast horn
Ecoblast kit - includes horn and mini pump blister packed
Mini hand pump only
Plastic mounting bracket
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17 - Safety - Torches & Bags
"Soft-Mate" Air Horn Holder
The Beckson Soft-Mate holder suits air horns RWB1003 TREM and
RWB6905 / 6906 ECOBLAST horns shown on previous page. Made in
the USA from high quality marine vinyl to withstand sun, salt and impact.
Includes stainless steel mounting screws as well as a drain hole.
Measures - I.D - 120mm H x 70mm
RWB2203

Drink holder

Waterproof Floating Torch
A floating waterproof torch similar to a mini “Dolphin” style torch.
It has a bright krypton bulb and fresnel lens to focus the light
output. Easy grip handle and recessed push button switch.
This torch runs on 4 x AA batteries that are supplied
complete with the torch. Package for retail display.
Length : 145mm
RWB6550

Height : 110mm

Width : 95mm

Waterproof floating torch - including 4 x AA batteries

LED Waterproof Floating Torch
An LED floating waterproof torch similar to a mini “Dolphin” style torch.
It has 9 x powerful LED’s lighting up to 5 times brighter than the regular
krypton bulb . Easy grip handle and recessed push button switch.

LED

This torch runs on 4 x AA batteries that are supplied
complete with the torch. Package for retail display.
Length : 145mm
RWB6562

Height : 110mm

Width : 95mm

LED waterproof floating torch - including 4 x AA batteries

SAFETY

PVC Safety Grab Bag - Medium

PRODUCTS

A durable heavy duty PVC woven bag with a waterproof moulded
EVA base. Inside mesh pocket and 2 x zippered end pockets.
Easy grip zipper zips around 3 sides of the bag for wide opening.
Soft grip carry handle with padded shoulder strap.
Can be used as a gear bag or safety grab bag.
Medium size - 610mm x 300mm base. 55 litre capacity.
RWB6561

PVC Safety Grab Bag - Large
A durable heavy duty PVC woven bag with a waterproof moulded
EVA base. Inside mesh pocket and 2 x zippered end pockets.
Easy grip zipper zips around 3 sides of the bag for wide opening.
Soft grip carry handle with large padded shoulder strap.
Can be used as a gear bag or safety grab bag.
Large size - 750mm x 360mm base. 90 litre capacity.
RWB6555

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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17 - Safety Items - Assorted
Safety "V" Sheets

Signal Mirror

Regulation size orange PVC
sheet with large black "V".
Four corner eyelets complete
with rope lanyards.
Supplied in plastic pouch.
RWB1645

Made from non-corrosive plastic
material which is highly chrome
plated to provide maximum reflectivity.
Includes a central sighting hole.
Has an eye for a rope lanyard.
Instructions on reverse side.
Diameter : 85mm

Standard

RWB1752

"Echo - Power" Radar Reflectors
Tubular style multiple reflective radar reflectors. These aluminium radar
reflectors offer high reflective capability in a compact, lightweight size.
Normally attached to the shroud of yachts. A universal mounting kit is
available which includes shroud attachment brackets and adjustable
base for deck or cabin top mounting.
RWB1760
RWB1761
RWB1768

600mm x 50mm radar reflector
Range : 2.5 nautical miles
600mm x 100mm radar reflector
Range : 5 nautical miles.
Universal mounting kit. Includes
adjustable nylon base and shroud
attachment bracket.

Fold - Down Radar Reflectors

SAFETY

PRODUCTS

Standard type octahedral
radar reflectors which lay flat
or quickly re-assemble.
Aluminium alloy complete
with black nylon corner caps.
Increases the radar range at
which a boat can be detected.
RWB1755

Large 460mm size
meets AYF regs

RWB251

Medium 400mm

Propeller Safety Flag
Simply attaches to the
outboard propeller by the
shockcord loop sewn into
the fabric.
High visibility bright
orange fabric increases
safety when towing the
boat on a trailer.
300mm x 300mm flag.
RWB6556
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Propeller flag

Black Nylon Signal Shapes

Black nylon shapes of two piece construction
that slot together when in use and then fold
down for flat easy storage. Required as day
signals for some vessels. Combinations of
different shapes have a variety of meanings.
2 cones can be used to make a diamond shape.
RWB3518
RWB3519

Black Ball 350mm diameter
Black Cone 460mm x 330mm

Large Flare Container
Rigid plastic waterproof container.
Large enough to hold parachute
rockets and offshore flare kits up to 12 flares.
Ideal for safely stowing many
other safety items all in the one
container on board. O ring lid
seal and lanyard holes provided.
370mm H x 245mm W
130mm I.D top opening.
RWB573
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17 - Safety - Binoculars & Flags
Plastimo Binoculars
7 x 50 Water-Repellent Marine Binoculars
Marine binoculars with highly resistant metalic body, impact resistant
armoring and non-slip grip. Water-repellent (NOT waterproof).
7x magnification with 50mm diameter multi-coated lenses for clearer
colours improved brightness and contrast. BAK-7 standard prism.
122 metre field of view with central eye focus and fold down eye cups.
850 grams. 170 mm height.
Supplied complete with neck strap, flexible case and cleaning cloth.
RWB8246

Plastimo 7 x 50 water-repellent marine binoculars

7 x 50 Waterproof Marine Binoculars
Waterproof and fog proof binoculars for optimum reliability.
7x magnification with 50mm diameter multi-coated green lenses and
superior quality BAK-4 optics giving brighter crisper images with 30%
more light entering the binoculars.
116 metre field of view with central eye focus and fold down eye cups.
Waterproof and fog proof with ergonomic design and non-slip grip.
990 grams. 200 mm height.
Supplied complete with neck strap, flexible case and cleaning cloth.
RWB8247

Plastimo 7 x 50 waterproof marine binoculars

Floating Lanyard For Binoculars
Nylon outer with foam inner slips over the neck strap to assist in
keeping binoculars afloat.
RWB8248

Floating lanyard for binoculars

International Code Flags - Complete Set

PRODUCTS

RWB8810

SAFETY

Complete set of 40 international
code flags made from UV treated
knitted polyester with reinforced
polyester header and 3.5mm
diameter nylon tie line.
Supplied in roll-up storage bag.
26 x letters 300mm x 200mm
11 x pennants 430mm x 150mm
3 x substitutes 300mm x 150mm
Complete set of 40 code flags

Code Flags - Individual
Nylon code flags 300 x 400mm (12” x 16”)
and divers below flag.
RWB8254
		

“C” Yes or affirmative
Change of course (sailing regatta)

RWB8255
		

“N” No or negative
Abandonment and re-sail (sailing regatta)

RWB8256

“Q” Request clearance into port

RWB8257

“A” Divers flag. Keep clear diver below

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA
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17 - Safety Items - Assorted
Marine Bucket - Heavy Duty Vinyl
A 7 litre heavy duty bucket specifically designed for
marine use. Flexible black vinyl material with a large
extra heavy duty handle with a roller centre for a lanyard
and for easy holding of the bucket when full and heavy.
The heavy duty handle won’t break if the bucket is being
hauled in full of water - and the flexible vinyl material
won’t damage the boats deck or topsides.
Capacity - 7 litres.
225mm height x 340mm width including handle.
RWB1510

Marine heavy duty bucket

Bailing Scoops
Large - Deluxe - Strong, shaped flexible plastic design with large
reinforced handle. Size mm: 225 L x 145 W x 150 H.
Approx 2 litre capacity. TREM brand.
RWB1008
Large - Economy - Strong shaped plastic with moulded handle.
240mm L x 136mm W x 127mm H. Approx 2 litre capacity.
RWB6975
Small Light Duty - Smaller, economical flexible plastic bailer with
hand grip. Size mm: 185 L x 140 W x 125 H
Approx. 1.5 litre capacity
RWB2710

SAFETY

PRODUCTS

Bungs - Wood

Tapered soft wood bung plugs
in 3 sizes. Suitable for plugging
skin fittings or any hole sizes
from 13mm to 55mm.
Required for AYF regs.
RWB1912

100mm length
Tapers 32 - 13mm
Suits 3/4" and 1"
skin fittings.

RWB1913

150mm length
Tapers 45 - 20mm
Suits 1 1/4 & 1 1/2"
skin fittings.

RWB1914
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150mm length
Tapers 57 - 32mm
Suits 2" skin fitting

Bungs - Rubber

Black tapered rubber bungs
suitable for plugging hole sizes
ranging from 12mm to 25mm.

Oars & Paddles
We have a large range of
both aluminium / plastic and
wooden oars and paddles in
all types and sizes.
See general chandlery section
pages 140 - 143 for full details
of the range available.

Available bulk per each at lowest
price (bag qty is 25) or header
card hang packaged in pairs.

Supplied Bulk - per Each
RWB3974
RWB3974B
RWB3975
RWB3976
RWB3977

11 - 13mm No.3
13 - 16mm No.5
16 - 19mm No.7
19 - 23mm No.9
22 - 27mm No.10

Hang Packed In Pairs
RWB3974-P
RWB3974BP
RWB3975-P
RWB3976-P
RWB3977-P

11 - 13mm No.3
13 - 16mm No.5
16 - 19mm No.7
19 - 23mm No.9
22 - 27mm No.10
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17 - Safety - Safety Ladders
Safe-Up Safety Ladder
The Lalizas “Safe-Up” safety ladder is a waterproof and
lightweight 5 step safety ladder for M.O.B rescue.
It has the dimensions of a small handbag and mounts
easily to any rails on board via the 3 x adjustable fixing
straps with buckles.
In the event of an M.O.B situation it can be quickly and
easily deployed by simply pulling on the strap which
opens the velcro secured flap.
It is made of durable materials and features 5 steps
made of webbing straps which are connected together
via extra-safe stitching, whilst the additional intermediate
vertical strap ensures the complete vertical support of
the steps whilst climbing.
Retaining bag size - 380mm x 230mm
Total length when deployed - 1.85 metres
RWB8712

Lalizas Safe-Up safety ladder

Safety Ladder - Flush Mount

SAFETY

This flush mount safety ladder is fitted as
standard equipment to many European built
yachts these days.
It can also be readily fitted to most yachts
at any stage as its basically like installing
a skin fitting.
It is suitable for use as a swim ladder or
as a safety ladder as you can get back on
board without any external help, by simply
turning the cap and releasing the ladder to
climb back on board.
The ladder itself consists of woven rope
with 3 x polypropylene steps and 1 x
stainless steel handle. Total length of
ladder when deployed is 1.1 metres.
The ladder is contained in a polyamide
tube with a polypropylene cap for optimum
protection and waterproof qualities.
The tube should be installed above the
waterline ideally on the transom.

PRODUCTS

Ladder length 1.1 metres
Retaining tube - 48mm x 235mm
RWB8713

Flush mount safety ladder
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18 - Engine Control Cables
Engine Control Cables
Measuring Controls Cables
For a new installation, measure A & B distance from the control
box along an unobstructed route to throttle or clutch connection
on the motor. For outboard engines add a further three feet to
allow for engine movement.
Round this dimension up to the next whole foot.
For replacement cables, measure the existing cable from tip to
tip in feet and round up to next whole foot. Any cable bends
should always have a minimum diameter of 8” 200mm.
The MULTIFLEX range of engine control cables are made
from non-corrosive materials. Lubricated stainless steel
inner cable for maximium efficiency, stainless steel or
brass end fittings with reinforced outer poly jacket.
Suits sterndrives, inboards and outboards.
Minimum bend radius 150mm.

Red Jacket Universal Control Cables
A universal cable with red jacket similar to Morse 33C type cable.
8.5mm diameter outer jacket.
10-32 UNF stainless steel threaded ends.
Suits inboard and outboard motor applications.
For very long or complex runs use premium cables below.
Size range 6 feet (1.83 Mtr) to 25 feet (7.62 Mtr) RWB7500-7519.

Premium Universal Control Cable

STEERING & ENGINE CONTROL

Very flexible and very strong ensuring minimum friction
and maximum efficiency. Ideal for long or complex runs with tight
radius bends. Blue outer jacket with 10-32 UNF stainless steel
threaded ends. Large size range from 8 feet (2.44 Mtr) to
40 feet (12.19 Mtr) RWB7530 - 7562.

OMC Type Control Cable - Pre 1979 Motors

Standard cable with 7mm dia outer jacket. Suits OMC Johnson/
Evinrude outboard motors PRE 1979. Exceeds engine
manufacturers specifications. Size range 12 feet (3.66 Mtr) to
16 feet (4.88 Mtr) RWB7402 - 7406.

OMC Type Control Cable - After 1979 Motors
Standard cable with 7mm dia outer jacket. Non-corrosive brass
and plastic ends. Suits OMC Johnson/Evinrude/BRP motors
1979 to current. Exceeds engine manufacturers specifications.
Size range 8 feet (2.44 Mtr) to 20 feet (6.1 Mtr) RWB7412-7424.

Mercury Type Control Cable

Standard cable with 7mm dia outer jacket. Non-corrosive brass
and plastic ends. Suits Mercury/Mercruiser motors 1965 to date
(except Gen 11). Exceeds engine manufacturers specifications.
Size range 8 feet (2.44 Mtr) to 20 feet (6.1 Mtr) RWB7432-7444.

Generation 11 Mercury Type Control Cable
Standard cable with 7mm diameter outer jacket.
Non-corrosive 1.9mm stainless steel wire and plastic ends.
Suits Mercruiser and Mercury Generation 11 motors.
Exceeds engine manufacturers specifications.
Size range 8 feet (2.44 Mtr) to 20 feet (6.1 Mtr) RWB7452 - 7464.
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18 - Engine Control Cables
Engine Control Cables
Refer to previous page for more information and description of
the styles of Multiflex engine control cables available.
Refer to table below for RWB product numbers relating to styles
and lengths. TSK Supaflex control cables shown on next page.
Length

Universal

Universal

OMC

OMC

Mercury

Mercury

Feet /

Cable

Premium

Type

After

Type

GEN 11

Metres

Red Jacket

Cable Blue

Pre 1979

1979		

Type

FT MTR
1.83

RWB7500					

7

2.13

RWB7501					

8

2.44

RWB7502

RWB7530		

RWB7412

RWB7432

RWB7452

9

2.74

RWB7503

RWB7531		

RWB7413

RWB7433

RWB7453

10

3.05

RWB7504

RWB7532		

RWB7414

RWB7434

RWB7454

11

3.35

RWB7505

RWB7533		

RWB7415

RWB7435

RWB7455

12

3.66

RWB7506

RWB7534

RWB7402

RWB7416

RWB7436

RWB7456

13

3.96

RWB7507

RWB7535

RWB7403

RWB7417

RWB7437

RWB7457

14

4.27

RWB7508

RWB7536

RWB7404

RWB7418

RWB7438

RWB7458

15

4.57

RWB7509

RWB7537

RWB7405

RWB7419

RWB7439

RWB7459

16

4.88

RWB7510

RWB7538

RWB7406

RWB7420

RWB7440

RWB7460

17

5.18

RWB7511

RWB7539		

RWB7421

RWB7441

RWB7461

18

5.49

RWB7512

RWB7540		

RWB7422

RWB7442

RWB7462

19

5.79

RWB7513

RWB7541		

RWB7423

RWB7443

RWB7463

20

6.10

RWB7514

RWB7542		

RWB7424

RWB7444

RWB7464

21

6.40

RWB7515

22

6.71

RWB7516

23

7.01

RWB7517

24

7.32

RWB7518

25

7.62

RWB7519

26

7.92 			

RWB7548

28

8.53 			

RWB7550

30

9.14 			

RWB7552

32

9.75 			

RWB7554

34 10.36 			

RWB7556

36 10.97 			

RWB7558

38 11.58 			

RWB7560

40 12.19			

RWB7562

STEERING & ENGINE

6

RWB7544
RWB7546

CONTROL
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18 - Engine Control Cables & Accessories
“TSK” Superflex Engine Control Cables

High quality, high performance “TSK” Japanese
made “Superflex” universal engine control cables.
The most flexible and strongest cable available
on the market, for it’s size.
Extremely low friction cable makes them ideal for
long cable runs or complex installations with tight
radius turns.
The extreme flexibility is achieved by winding
smaller cables over the solid core. The inner is
then covered with a ribbed nylon coating to
ensure minimum friction and maximum efficiency.
The spiral wire outer is then impregnated and
coated by oil and covered by a blue UV and oil
resistant polyethylene outer jacket with S/S ends.
Suitable for outboard, inboard and sterndrive
engines. Large size range from 10 Ft to 50 Ft.

RWB
Code

Total
Length

RWB
Code

Total
Length

RWB5656
RWB5657
RWB5658
RWB5659
RWB5660
RWB5661
RWB5662
RWB5663
RWB5664
RWB5665
RWB5666
RWB5666B

10 Ft
11 Ft
12 Ft
13 Ft
14 Ft
15 Ft
16 Ft
17 Ft
18 Ft
19 Ft
20 Ft
22 Ft

RWB5667
RWB5668
RWB5668B
RWB5669
RWB5670
RWB5671
RWB5672
RWB5673
RWB5674
RWB5675
RWB5676

24 Ft
26 Ft
28 Ft
30 Ft
32 Ft
34 Ft
36 Ft
38 Ft
40 Ft
45 Ft
50 Ft

Accessories For Engine Controls And Cables
Dual Station
Selector Unit

Neutral Safety Switches

For use with single lever
engine controls in dual
station applications.
Enables independent control
over throttle and shift from
either steering locations.

STEERING & ENGINE CONTROL

Used in conjunction with engine controls
to prevent in-gear starting.
RWB5620
RWB5621

Model X12 Suits RWB5609
5610, 5611 Ultraflex controls
Model X43 suit RWB1268
& 1269 engine controls

Cable Clamp Block

Cable clamp suits most
control cables.

RWB5628

RWB5625

Stainless steel with 10-32
UNF thread suits most
common control cables.
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Shim & Clamp Block

Stainless steel cable clamp
suits most control cables.

Ball Joint

RWB5626

RWB5623

Cable End Fitting

Clevis

Suits most common control
cables. Stainless Steel.

10-32 UNF connects most
standard cables to controls.

RWB5627

RWB5630
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18 - Engine Controls
Single Action Chrome Engine Controls
Single action engine controls in side or top mount
configuration with single or dual levers.
Heavy duty chrome plated brass body and levers
complete with plate, clamps and all mounting
hardware required.

RWB1267

RWB1269

These controls suit most standard brands of engine
control cables.
Single control - use for either gear or throttle control.
Dual control - one for gearbox and one for throttle.
RWB1266
RWB1267

Side mount - dual control
Side mount - single control

RWB1268
RWB1269

Top mount - dual control
Top mount - single control

RWB5621

Neutral safety switch
model X43 (see previous page)
suits RWB1268 & 1269
engine controls

SP210
SP211

RWB1268

Replacement red control knob
Replacement black control knob

RWB1266

STEERING & ENGINE

Dual Action Side Mount Engine Controls
These attractively designed Ultraflex brand dual action
side mount controls allow both gear shift and throttle to
be controlled by a single lever for ease of use.
Made from black coated non-corrosive marine grade
plastic and aluminium.

A Suits any type of boat with outboard, inboard

RWB5610

or inboard/outboard power plants

A Horizontal or vertical installation on the
starboard or port side

A Positive lock in neutral to prevent accidental
gear engagement
engine warm up

RWB5609 / 5611

A Built in friction to avoid throttle creep
A Single lever operation makes boat easier and safer to manoeuver
A 3 models available - powerboat / + trim control and sailboat model
RWB5609

Powerboat model - controls both throttle and gears in one engine

RWB5611

Powerboat model - as above - but with additional trim control

RWB5610

Sailboat model - controls both throttle and gears in one engine

RWB5620

X12 neutral safety switch (optional) see previous page
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A Suits most popular brands of control cables
A Handle can disengage shift mechanism for

18 - Steering - Cables & Boxed Kits
Multiflex Boxed Steering Kits - Planetary Gear Helm
Cable steering kits packaged complete in a display box.
Includes a quality planetary geared helm for smoother
steering, 90 degree bezel kit with all mounting hardware,
and quick connect steering cable with stainless steel ends just choose cable length required.
Kits are available in cable lengths from 8 foot (2.43 metre)
to 22 foot (6.70 metre). See below to find how to measure
cable length required. Kit does not include steering wheel.
See 4 pages further on for our steering wheel range.
Code

Total Length

RWB7652
RWB7653
RWB7654
RWB7655
RWB7656
RWB7657
RWB7658
RWB7659
RWB7660
RWB7661
RWB7662
RWB7663
RWB7664
RWB7665
RWB7666

8 foot (2.43 Mtr) kit
9 foot (2.73 Mtr) kit
10 foot (3.03 Mtr) kit
11 foot (3.35 Mtr) kit
12 foot (3.66 Mtr) kit
13 foot (3.96 Mtr) kit
14 foot (4.27 Mtr) kit
15 foot (4.57 Mtr) kit
16 foot (4.88 Mtr) kit
17 foot (5.18 Mtr) kit
18 foot (5.49 Mtr) kit
19 foot (5.79 Mtr) kit
20 foot (6.10 Mtr) kit
21 foot (6.40 Mtr) kit
22 foot (6.71 Mtr) kit

Multiflex Steering Cables

STEERING & ENGINE CONTROL

Measuring Steering Cables
Add A + B + C and subtract 100mm for each
90 degree bend in the cable.
For installation through the engine tilt tube,
add 305mm (1 ft) to the measure calculated
above (When measuring cable length in
millimetres (mm) divide by 305 to convert to feet)
and then round up to the next whole foot.

Multiflex steering cables are quick connect steering cables with stainless steel ends which
enable the cable to be attached directly to the tilt tube on all popular brands of engines.
It has a minimum bend radius of 200mm and a stroke length of 228mm.
These cables are compatible with most Teleflex and Ultraflex helms and cables, and other brands.
Code

Total Length

Code

Total Length

RWB7600
RWB7601
RWB7602
RWB7603
RWB7604
RWB7605
RWB7606
RWB7607
RWB7608

8 foot
9 foot
10 foot
11 foot
12 foot
13 foot
14 foot
15 foot
16 foot

RWB7609
RWB7610
RWB7611
RWB7612
RWB7613
RWB7614
RWB7615
RWB7616
RWB7617

17 foot
18 foot
19 foot
20 foot
21 foot
22 foot
23 foot
24 foot
25 foot
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2.44 Mtr
2.74 Mtr
3.05 Mtr
3.35 Mtr
3.66 Mtr
3.96 Mtr
4.27 Mtr
4.57 Mtr
4.88 Mtr

5.18 Mtr
5.49 Mtr
5.79 Mtr
6.10 Mtr
6.40 Mtr
6.71 Mtr
7.01 Mtr
7.32 Mtr
7.62 Mtr
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18 - Steering - Helm & Accessories
Steering Helm - Planetary Gears
Quick connect single cable helm with a planetary gearing
system for smoother steering and minimal feedback, in a
compact affordable unit.
Suitable for outboard, inboard and sterndrives boats up to
around 9 metres and max speed of 50 MPH (80 KPH).
The helm is made from non-corrosive cast alloy and can be
mounted at 90 or 20 degrees using the appropriate bezel kit,
sold separately. Suitable for Multiflex cables and also suits
most Ultraflex and Teleflex quick connect steering cables.
RWB7630

Steering Helm - planetary gear

The helm does not include a shaft key & nut. The key & nut
is in the bezel kit - see bezel kits in 20 or 90 degree below or available on its own - RWB7642 below left.

Spare Parts For Multiflex Helm

Key & nut for RWB7630
Multiflex helm

Spent tube for RWB7630
Multiflex planetary helm

Cable lock bolts (pair) for
RWB7630 Multiflex helm

RWB7642

RWB7645

RWB7646

Pair

Mounting Bezel Kit
Bezel kit suitable for RWB7630 helm above. Includes bezel,
mounting bracket, key & nut for helm and all bezel mounting
hardware. 90 degree or 20 degree angle.
20 degree

RWB7636

90 degree

Transom Mount Kits

Tiller Arm Kits
Tiller link arm kits are
used for connecting
steering cable to engine
where the cable is fed
through the tilt tube.
Stainless steel material.
2 types are available.

Both sizes have 285mm
length tubes but different
length clamps.

Swivel ball joint type for
easier connection.
Fixed length : 290mm

Standard clamp : Length
103mm. 52mm end to tube.
RWB7644

RWB7643

Long clamp : Total length
163mm. 102mm end to tube.
RWB7639

RWB7640
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RWB7643
Adjustable length type.
Length adjusts from
325mm - 350mm
RWB7640
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Swivel clamp blocks are
used to support steering
cable when it is mounted
to the back of the transom.
Made from marine grade
aluminium and powder
coated steel.
2 sizes are available.

STEERING & ENGINE

RWB7635

18 - Steering - Accessories
Steering - Splashwell Kit
Mounting kit used to
support steering cable when
mounted to the side of the
splashwell.
Made from marine grade
materials aluminium and
stainless steel.
RWB7638

Swivel Clevis Assembly

Drum Steering Cable

Stainless steel swivel
assembly to suit transom
mount and splashwell
installations.
Allows for motor
movement and tilt
without damaging
the cable.

For use with old style cable /
drum steering systems and
other uses such as brake
cable on older trailers.
Quality 6 x 7 galvanised wire
with a blue PVC coating.
3mm galvanised wire inner
with 5mm PVC covered outer.

RWB7637

RWB3640

100 metre reel

Rigging Flange Kit

STEERING & ENGINE CONTROL

For covering and protecting cables and wiring
such as outboard engine control cables and
steering cables.
Includes 800mm of 50mm I.D flexible and durable
spiral hose complete with threaded flange and
end cap.
The flange can be surface or recess mounted.
RWB4474

Rubber Trim Rings

Black rubber grommets with
grooved lip to finish off the
cable hole through outboard
motor well.
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RWB1382

Round 90mm dia.

RWB1384

Oval 135 x 82mm

Cable rigging flange and hose kit

Rubber Slop Stoppers

Black rubber boots with grooved lip
to prevent chafe and finish off cable
hole through outboard motor well.
RWB1383

Round. Dia : 90mm
Depth below : 45mm
Cut out : 56mm

RWB1385

Oval. 135 x 82mm
Depth below : 45mm
Cut out : 106 x 56mm
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18 - Steering - Outboard Hydraulic
Multiflex Hydraulic Steering Kits
Multiflex front mount hydraulic outboard motor
steering systems are engineered to exacting
standards to provide reliable service.
Various models are availble to suit outboard
motors up to 300 HP.
There is a choice of standard lower cost
model - with the hydraulic cylinder made from
aluminium - or - heavy duty models with the
cylinder made from brass.
All the systems are made from marine grade
materials and include quality seals.
Multiflex hydraulic steering is supplied in a
boxed kit including front mount helm pump
(5 turns lock to lock), front mount outboard
cylinder, 2 x 24Ft (7.2 metre) hydraulic hoses
fitted with brass connectors and 2 x 1 litres
of hydraulic oil.
The hydraulic hoses supplied have a swaged
fitting one end and a re-usable fitting the other
end - so, if desired, you can shorten the length
of the hoses provided in the kits.
90 HP Standard Duty kit - Aluminium Cylinder
Includes helm pump, front mount outboard cylinder,
2 x 24 Ft (7.2 metre) hoses and 2 x 1 litres hydraulic oil.
RWB7902
115 HP Standard Duty kit - Aluminium Cylinder

STEERING & ENGINE

Includes helm pump, front mount outboard cylinder,
2 x 24 Ft (7.2 metre) hoses and 2 x 1 litres hydraulic oil.
RWB7905
150 HP Standard Duty kit - Aluminium Cylinder
Includes helm pump, front mount outboard cylinder,
2 x 24 Ft (7.2 metre) hoses and 2 x 1 litres hydraulic oil.
RWB7908
150 HP HEAVY Duty kit - Brass Cylinder
Includes helm pump, front mount outboard cylinder,
2 x 24 Ft (7.2 metre) hoses and 2 x 1 litres hydraulic oil.
RWB7900

CONTROL

300 HP Standard Duty kit - Aluminium Cylinder
Includes helm pump, front mount outboard cylinder,
2 x 24 Ft (7.2 metre) hoses and 2 x 1 litres hydraulic oil.
\

RWB7912
300 HP HEAVY Duty kit - Brass Cylinder
Configurations of some
kits may vary due to
manufacturer changes.

Includes helm pump, front mount outboard cylinder,
2 x 24 Ft (7.2 metre) hoses and 2 x 1 litres hydraulic oil.
RWB7910
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RWB7920
1 Litre oil
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18 - Steering Wheels - Plastic
Sports Wheels “Alpha” 3 Spoke
Our most popular steering wheels for smaller
power boats. Quality, economical, 3 spoke
wheels in 3 different colours.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

3 spoke - 340mm (13 1/2”) diameter
Soft-grip wheel easy to hold and use
Attractive sports styling
Aluminium hub with tapered bore
Non-magnetic - will not affect the compass
3 colours available - Black, white or grey
Supplied in open faced retail box packaging

RWB7723
RWB7724
RWB7725

Black
White
Grey

Sports Wheel “Sigma” 3 Spoke
Quality, economical, modern styled, 3 spoke
sports wheels ideal for smaller powerboats.
A
A
A
A
A
A

3 spoke - 280mm (11”) diameter
Soft-grip wheel easy to hold and use
Attractive sports styling
Aluminium hub with tapered bore
Non-magnetic - will not affect the compass
Supplied in open faced retail box packaging

RWB7726

Black 280mm “Sigma” wheel

STEERING & ENGINE CONTROL

Plastic 3 Spoke
USA made 3 Spoke
black thermo-plastic
steering wheel.
Strong and attractive
well priced wheel.
325mm diameter.
RWB7720

Plastic 4 Spoke
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Stylish 3 Spoke
Italian made “RIVIERA”
3 Spoke black plastic
steering wheel with
centre cap. Relatively
economical, yet looks
great and performs well.
350mm diameter.
RWB7700

“Leather Look” 4 Spoke

USA made 4 Spoke
black thermo-plastic
steering wheel.
Economical, yet
looks good looks and
has high strength.
345mm diameter.

USA made thermoplastic wheel with
leather look finish.
Soft outer grip 4 spoke
black steering wheel.
Strong and attractive.
345mm diameter.

RWB7721

RWB7722
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18 - Steering Wheels - Aluminium
Aluminium 3 Spoke

Aluminium 3 Spoke
Italian made “MANTA”
sports wheel.
Silver aluminium centre
with black “leather look”
soft grip rim.
Strong and looks great!
355mm diameter.

Italian made “MANTA”
sports wheel.
Black aluminium centre
with grey “leather look”
soft grip rim.
Strong and looks great!
355mm diameter.

RWB7708

RWB7709

Silver / black

Aluminium 3 Spoke

Black / grey

Aluminium 3 Spoke

Italian made “DELFINO”
black aluminium sports
wheel with soft easy
grip rim.
Very strong construction
and looks great!
310mm diameter.

Italian made “DELFINO”
black aluminium sports
wheel with soft easy
grip rim.
Very strong construction
and looks great!
340mm diameter.

RWB7704

RWB7705

GAMMA Aluminium Sports Wheel

A
A
A
A
A
A

3 spoke - 350mm (14”) diameter
Flat bottom for additional leg room
Leather-look soft-grip rim
Moulded hand grips
Attractive sports styling
Black anodised aluminium with tapered bore

RWB7728

GAMMA sports wheel 350mm

ZETA Carbon Sports Wheel

A
A
A
A
A
A

CONTROL

Attractive modern steering wheel with carbon fibre
look insert, polyurethane leather look soft grip outer
and brushed blackened aluminium centre and hub.
300mm (12”) diameter with tapered bore.
3 spoke - 300mm (12”) diameter
Carbon fibre look insert on base and sides
Leather-look soft-grip outer rim
Moulded hand grips
Attractive sports styling
Black anodised aluminium with tapered bore

RWB7727

ZETA sports wheel 300mm

R W BASHAM PTY LTD AUSTRALIA

STEERING & ENGINE

Quality black anodised aluminium 350mm steering wheel with
textured leather-look polyurethane rim and moulded hand grips.
It has a flat bottom to provide additional leg room for the skipper.
Aluminium hub with standard tapered bore.
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18 - Steering Wheels - Stainless Steel
Stainless 6 Spoke With Easy Grip Rim
Italian made “TIMONE” stainless steel steering
wheels with a soft easy grip thermo-plastic
covering on the rim.
6 spoke, dished, standard 3/4 tapered bore.
Looks good, feels and performs well.
RWB7712
RWB7713

360mm
400mm

Stainless Powerboat Wheels
Stainless steel rim and spokes with machined aluminium
hub and black plastic dress cap.
5 20 degree dished spokes. Standard 3/4 tapered bore.
Size shown is overall diameter.
3 diameter sizes to choose from.
RWB667
RWB592
RWB594

388mm - 15 1/2"
455mm - 18"
510mm - 20"

Stainless Wheels - With Control Knob
Stainless steel with finger grips and speed control knob feature A
A
A
A
A

Built-in finger grips all around the wheel rim for excellent grip
Speed control knob for fast and easy turning of the wheel
20 degree dished
Standard 3/4 tapered bore
2 diameter sizes to choose from

STEERING & ENGINE CONTROL

RWB670
RWB668

340mm (13 1/2")
388mm (15 1/2")

Stainless Sports Wheels - With Control Knob
These all 316 grade stainless steel sports wheels feature A
A
A
A
A
A

Built-in finger grips all around the wheel rim for excellent grip
Control knob for fast and easy turning of the wheel
20 degree dished
Standard 3/4 tapered bore
Attractive sports styling
2 diameter sizes to choose from

RWB7730
RWB7731

340mm 13 1/2”
388mm 15 1/2”

Speed Control Knob
Stainless steel speed knob attaches to steering wheels
allowing faster and easier steering control.
Integral stainless bracket simply attaches to the rim of
the steering wheel. Suits most types of wheels.
RWB669
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19 - Boat Seats - Tinnie / Runabout
Tinnie Seat Cushions
Fully upholstered seat cushions designed to suit tinnie seat benches.
Can also be used as bench seat cushions on any type of powerboat
or yacht Etc.
Quality marine grade UV stabilised vinyl with 50mm thick comfort
foam padding.
The vinyl upholstery has contrast colour piping sewn around all sides.
Chrome brass press studs are included on both long sides of the
cushions to fasten them to the seat bench - and to allow for easy
removal of the cushion at any time.
2 colours available - light grey with charcoal piping
		
- dark blue with white piping
2 widths available - 300 and 380mm
2 lengths available - 600 and 1200mm
CODE
RWB5010
RWB5011
RWB5012
RWB5013
RWB5014
RWB5015
RWB5016
RWB5017

COLOUR

LENGTH

WIDTH

THICKNESS

Grey
Blue
Grey
Blue
Grey
Blue
Grey
Blue

600mm
600mm
600mm
600mm
1200mm
1200mm
1200mm
1200mm

300mm
300mm
380mm
380mm
300mm
300mm
380mm
380mm

50mm
50mm
50mm
50mm
50mm
50mm
50mm
50mm

Folding Seat Shell
Basic folding medium duty moulded seat made from UV
stabilised materials. Vinyl press stud strap retains seat
in folded position when not in use.
The base of the shell is pre-drilled to suit a variety
of seat swivels, clamps and pedestals.
Width : 520mm Depth : 450mm Height : 390mm
RWB6500

Grey folding seat

See pages 398 to 400 for seat swivels and clamps

Padded Folding Seats

RWB6510

RWB6511

Seat base is pre-drilled to suit a variety of
seat swivels, clamps and seat pedestals.
Available in a variety of colour combinations.
Vinyl outer pads have stainless steel staples.
RWB6512

Width : 520mm Depth : 450mm Height : 390mm
RWB6510
RWB6511
RWB6512
RWB6513

Grey seat shell - Blue / White pad
Grey seat shell - Grey Padding
Grey seat shell - Charcoal / Grey pad
White seat shell - Blue / White pad

See pages 398 to 400 for seat swivels and clamps
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RWB6513
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Basic folding padded seats for small
runabouts made from durable moulded
UV stabilised plastic seat shells.
The back is hinged and a vinyl press stud
strap retains the seat in the folded position.

19 - Seating - Powerboat Seats
Stand - Up Pro Seat
Grey marine grade vinyl with thick contoured foam padding
and threaded inserts in base with S/S screws provided.
Ideal for fishing in inland waterways.
Use in conjunction with pin pedestal seating system
shown on page 397.
Width : 390mm Depth : 300mm Height : 140mm
RWB5048

Grey with black piping

“ENSIGN” Folding Upholstered Seats
Low cost fully padded and upholstered folding seats Ideal for
small runabouts. Comfortable generous foam padding and
marine grade vinyl upholstery. Aluminium non-pinch hinges
and a vinyl retaining strap with press stud.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Folding seats with aluminium non-pinch hinges
Comfortable seat, economically priced
Reinforced plastic base
Generous foam padding for comfort
Marine grade vinyl upholstery
Vinyl retaining strap with press stud closure
Includes S/S screw pack to mount a seat swivel
Width : 400mm Depth : 480mm Height : 450mm
3 colour combinations available

RWB5088
RWB5089
RWB5090

Ivory white with dark blue trim
Dark blue with ivory white trim
Light grey with grey trim

See pages 398 to 400 for seat swivels and clamps

“BOSUN” Folding Upholstered Seats
Comfortable, generously sized and padded folding seats
fully upholstered with marine grade vinyl upholstery.
Aluminium non-pinch hinges and a vinyl retaining strap
with chrome brass press stud.

S E AT I N G

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Folding seats with aluminium non-pinch hinges
Comfortable seat, economically priced
Generous foam padding for comfort
Reinforced moulded plastic base
Aluminium frame and hinge
Marine grade vinyl upholstery
Vinyl retaining strap with chrome brass press stud closure
Includes stainless steel screw pack to mount a seat swivel
Width : 400mm Depth : 480mm Height : 450mm
2 colours available with contrast centre piping

RWB5020
RWB5021

Dark Blue with white centre piping
Light Grey with charcoal centre piping

See pages 398 to 400 for
seat swivels and clamps
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19 - Seating - Powerboat Seats
“CAPTAIN” Folding Padded Seats

Top Seller
RWB5092

Comfortable, generously sized, moulded plastic folding
seats with double thickness foam padding for comfort.
Upholstered in heavy duty marine grade vinyl.
Very strong interlocking hinge mechanism and mesh
storage pocket on seat back.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

RWB5094

Folding seats with strong interlocking hinges
Double thickness foam seat padding for comfort
All moulded plastic non-corrosive frame
Double stitched upholstery for longer life
Marine grade vinyl upholstery
Mesh storage pocket on seat back 260mm x 210mm
Includes S/S screw pack to mount a seat swivel
Width : 470mm Depth : 485mm Height : 440mm
3 colour combinations available

RWB5092
RWB5093
RWB5094
Includes mesh
storage pocket
on seat back

Dark blue / grey / dark blue
Charcoal / grey / charcoal
Charcoal / carbon fibre look / charcoal

New Colour

See pages 398 to 400 for seat swivels and clamps

RWB5093

“BLUEWATER” Deluxe High Back Seats
Deluxe high back folding seats with thick shaped
foam padding, marine grade vinyl upholstery and
heavy duty anodised aluminium frame and hinges.
Folds down with anodised aluminium hinges
High back cushion for great back support
Moulded heavy duty seat base
Thick shaped foam padding for comfort
Marine grade heavy duty vinyl upholstery
High level of comfort and support
Vinyl retaining strap with press stud closure
Includes S/S screw pack to mount a seat swivel
Width : 430 Depth : 530 Height : 520mm
2 colour combinations available

RWB5085
RWB5086

S E AT I N G

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Charcoal / grey / charcoal
Dark blue / ivory white / dark blue

See pages 398 to 400 for seat swivels and clamps
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19 - Seating - Flip-Flop / Helmsman
Flip-Back Deluxe Seats
Padded and upholstered seats that have a double
sided back cushion and slides back and forward
on aluminium hinges. Perfect for 2 sided use.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Seat back slides back and forward
Double sided shaped back cushion
Moulded heavy duty seat base
Thick shaped foam padding for comfort
Marine grade heavy duty vinyl upholstery
High level of comfort and support
Width : 420 Depth : 570 Height : 460mm
2 colour combinations available

RWB5082
RWB5083

Ivory white with dark blue piping
Dark blue with ivory white piping

“COMMODORE” Helmsman Seat

S E AT I N G

Commodore seat
shown fitted to a
pedestal & seat
slide.
NOT included sold separately.

Very comfortable padded and upholstered
bucket style seats. Stylish design and colour
pattern. Heavy duty rotationally moulded base
frame for strength and support.
Thick closed cell foam padding with marine
grade vinyl upholstery.
Attractively designed seat with colour accents.
These premium seats require a seat slide for
mounting - they cannot be mounted directly
to a swivel or swivel pedestal top.

Page 390

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Heavy duty rotationally moulded base
Thick foam padding for comfort & support
Marine grade heavy duty vinyl upholstery
Compact bucket style seat
Width : 520 Depth : 640 Height : 600mm
2 colour combinations available
Designed for mounting to a seat slide only

RWB5060
RWB5061

White with Red
Light grey with dark blue
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19 - Seating - Deluxe Helmsman Seats
“ADMIRAL” Compact Helmsman Seats
Very comfortable padded and
upholstered bucket style seats
in a relatively compact overall
size. Heavy duty rotationally
moulded base frame for
strength and support.
Thick closed cell foam
padding with heavy duty
marine grade vinyl upholstery.
These premium seats require
a seat slide for mounting.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Heavy duty rotationally moulded base
Thick foam padding for comfort & support
Marine grade heavy duty vinyl upholstery
Relatively compact size for a bucket style seat
Width : 520 Depth : 640 Height : 600mm
2 colour combinations available
Designed for mounting to a seat slide only

RWB5095
RWB5096

Charcoal and light grey
Dark Bue and light grey

“ADMIRAL” Compact Flip-Up Helmsman Seats

RWB5097
RWB5098
RWB5099

Charcoal and light grey
Dark Blue and white
Black and very light grey

RWB5057

Seat shell with flip-up
mechanism (No foam or vinyl)

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Flip-up hinged and padded thigh support
Heavy duty rotationally moulded base
Thick foam padding for comfort & support
Marine grade heavy duty vinyl upholstery
Relatively compact size for a bucket style seat
Width : 520 Depth : 670 Height : 560mm
3 colour combinations available
Designed for mounting to a seat slide only
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Very comfortable padded and upholstered
bucket style seats in a relatively compact
overall size. Bolster thigh support for comfort
when seated - and then flips up on aluminium
hinges to give great support when standing
in the helm position. Heavy duty rotationally
moulded base frame for strength and support.
Thick closed cell foam padding with marine
grade vinyl upholstery. These premium seats
require a seat slide for mounting.

19 - Seating - Deluxe Helmsman Seats
“OCEANSTAR” Deluxe Flip-Up Helmsman Seat
Very comfortable padded and upholstered seat with heavy duty
rotationally moulded base frame. Generously sized seat with integral
arm rests. Bolster thigh support for comfort when seated - and then
flips up on aluminium hinges to give great support when standing in
the helm position. Large mesh storage pocket on seat back.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Flip-up hinged and padded thigh support
Heavy duty rotationally moulded base
Thick foam padding for comfort & support
Marine grade heavy duty vinyl upholstery
Mesh storage pocket on back 630 x 250mm
Generously sized seat with integral arm rests
Width : 570 Depth : 650 Height : 620mm
Designed for mounting to a seat slide only

RWB5075
RWB5076

White and dark blue
Light grey and charcoal

RWB5056

Seat shell with flip-up
mechanism (No foam or vinyl)

Includes large mesh
storage pocket on
seat back 630 x 250mm

Deluxe Captains Chairs
Very comfortable, high quality, generously sized helm seats with thick
foam padding and weather resistant heavy duty vinyl upholstery.
Complete with comfortable padded arm rests. Solid moulded plastic
base with anodised aluminium arms and back supports.

S E AT I N G

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Padded arm rests for superior comfort
Generously sized wide body seat
Thick foam padding for comfort & support
Marine grade heavy duty vinyl upholstery
Anodised aluminium frame for strength and support
Strong moulded plastic substructure base
Stainless staples and mounting hardware
Suitable for seat swivel or slide mounting
440mm wide (590mm Inc arms) x 540mm depth x 470mm height
2 colours available

RWB5058
RWB5059
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White with white piping
Dark Blue with white piping
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19 - Seating - Deluxe Helmsman Seats
"Mini-Mojo" Deluxe Helm Seats
A more economical and slightly scaled down version of our
top-of-the-line Mojo helm seat shown below.
This quality helm seat has a very generous sized seat base
area with a comfortable high back and padded arm rests.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Does NOT include
pedestal or slide.
They must be
purchased
separately.

Padded arm rests for superior comfort
Seat frame doubles as a large handle at the back
Generously sized wide body seat with high back
Thick foam padding for comfort & support
Marine grade heavy duty vinyl upholstery
Double stitched seams for durability
Anodised aluminium frame for strength and support
Strong moulded plastic substructure base
440mm wide (580mm Inc arms) x 600mm depth x 620mm height
Designed for seat slide mounting only

RWB5024
RWB5025
RWB5026

Ivory white
Dark blue with white contrast
Charcoal with mid grey contrast

Frame
doubles
as a large
handle at
the back

“MOJO” Deluxe Helmsman Seat
High quality, very comfortable deluxe Helmsmans
seat with full 316 grade stainless steel frame,
padded 316 S/S arm rests and fully upholstered
with heavy duty marine grade vinyl - featuring

Top Quality

Heavy duty rotomoulded base 20mm thick
316 grade stainless steel frame
Thick foam padding for comfort
Marine grade heavy duty vinyl upholstery
Stainless steel arm rests - padded & upholstered
High level of comfort and support
Generously sized wide and deep seat
Width : 590 Depth : 690 Height : 630mm
Designed for mounting to a seat slide only

RWB5078
RWB5079
RWB5080

Ivory white
Dark blue
Black

These Mojo seats come flat packed for
transport. They are quick and easy to
assemble with fastenings provided.
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A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

19 - Foot Rests / Seat Pedestals
Folding Footrests
Heavy duty grey powder coated aluminium footrests
for added comfort at the helm.
2 sizes to suit 2 tube diameters of seat pedestals 2 7/8” (73mm) or 3 3/8” (87mm).
They simply clamp onto the tube of the pedestal
and easily fold up out of the way when not required.
RWB3933

Suits 73mm 2 7/8” O.D tube - suits most 		
seat pedestals - other than gas assisted below

RWB3934

Suits 87mm 3 3/8” O.D tube
suits gas assisted pedestals below

Gas Adjustable Pedestal & Slide Sets
Complete pedestals and seat slide sets with gas assisted lift and gas
suspension to give more comfortable seating whilst underway.
Corrosion resistant anodised aluminium base and heavy duty pole.
Swivel top allows 360 degree movement and adjustable seat slide
allows 125mm of fore & aft travel lockable every 12.5mm.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Gas assisted lift and suspension for easier ride (400 Newton)
Swivelling aluminium seat slide for adjustment in all directions
Allows 360 degree swivel &125mm (5”) of fore & aft travel
87mm dia x 4mm thick wall anodised aluminium outer post
Inner post has 4 x ribs for added strength 73mm diameter
Simple slide and height adjustment with levers on seat slide
Slide suits most seat base hole patterns
Base diameter 228mm
2 height adjustable sizes are available

RWB3931
RWB3932

430mm (17”) to 610mm (24”) height
530mm (21”) to 710mm (28”) height

Adjustable Pedestals With Seat Slide

S E AT I N G

High quality corrosion resistant adjustable pedestal sets
complete with a 360 degree swivel and seat slide fitted.
The swivel is lockable in any position of the 360 degrees with
the tightening knob. The seat slide allows approx 125mm fore
and aft travel and is lockable in 10 positions - every 12.5mm.
The pedestals come in 2 size heights and are both easily
height adjustable with the height locking lever.
The height locking ring is made from anodised aluminium
for superior strength and durabilty.

RWB3940

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Swivelling aluminium slide for adjustment in all directions
Seat slide allows 360 deg swivel & 125mm fore & aft travel
Thick wall anodised aluminium outer post - 73mm O.D
60mm O.D diameter inner pole. Base diameter 228mm
Simple slide and pedestal height adjustment with levers
Slide suits most seat base hole patterns
Anodised aluminium height locking ring
RWB3940 has an additional height tightening knob

RWB3939
RWB3940
Page 394

Adjustable height 300mm (12”) to 400mm (16”)
Adjustable height 435mm (17”) to 635mm (25”)
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19 - Seat Pedestals
Adjustable Height Seat Pedestals
Adjustable height seat pedestals with lockable 360 degree swivel top.
Cast anodised 228mm diameter aluminium base with anodised
aluminium post and cast aluminium powder coated 360 degree seat
swivel top.
The seat swivel top is lockable in any position of the 360 degrees
with the tightening knob and it suits most seat patterns.
The pedestal height adjusts with a positive locking lever handle.
2 adjustable height sizes are available.
RWB3958
RWB3959

Adjustable height pedestal - 280mm to 400mm
Adjustable height pedestal - 415mm to 635mm

RWB3967

Spare 360 deg lockable swivel top 60mm (2 3/8") I.D

“Bellisimo” Adjustable Seat Pedestal
Economical manual adjustable seat pedestal adjusts from
325mm (13”) to 430mm (17”) height.
Corrosion resistant anodised aluminium with powder
coated base seat mount. The seat mount swivels
360 degrees and is lockable in any position over the
360 degrees with the hand tightening knob on the swivel.
Height is adjustable with simple lever locking control.
60mm diameter pedestal post. 255mm diameter base.
RWB5070
RWB3967

"Bellisimo" adjustable pedestal
Spare 360 deg lockable swivel top 60mm (2 3/8") I.D

Fixed Seat Pedestals With Swivel Top
Anodised aluminium seat pedestals with powder
coated aluminium 360 degree swivelling tops.
Cast 228mm diameter base with strong 73mm
(2 7/8”) diameter anodised post.
The top can be fixed or swivelling by adjusting
the hand wheel.
These pedestals suit most brands of seats and
are available in three fixed height sizes
450mm (18") pedestal
600mm (24") pedestal
750mm (30") pedestal

RWB3968

Spare 360 deg swivel pedestal
top - 73mm (2 7/8") I.D

RWB3968

Seat Box Pedestals
Low height pedestals ideal for mounting on a seat box.
Heavy duty 228mm diameter anodised aluminium base with
73mm diameter anodised post.
Strong powder coated cast aluminium 360 degree swivel top
which is lockable and suits most seat base patterns.
Height shown is the total height including the swivel top.
RWB3954
RWB3955

135mm height pedestal
190mm height pedestal

RWB3968

Spare 360 degree lockable swivel top
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RWB3962
RWB3963
RWB3964

19 - Seat Pedestals & Bases
Seat Pedestals - Fixed
Basic economically priced black EDC coated steel fixed
height seat pedestals suit most brands of seats and
175mm (7") seat swivels.
RWB3792
RWB3793

175mm (7") height
325mm (13") height

Plug-In Pedestal System
These plug-in pedestals allow quick and easy removal
of the entire pedestal and seat system.
With the addition of an extra base the entire system
can be easily and quickly relocated allowing for
multiple seat positions on board.
These pedestals feature a unique grooved post
that provides security against rotation in seat
mount and base.
They have a 60mm diameter anodised aluminium
post (Adjustable is 60mm bottom with 73mm top)
and 228mm diameter anodised aluminium base.
The 360 degree under seat swivel mount is made
of strong powder coated aluminium.
Available in 3 fixed height sizes and adjustable
height telescopic size.
RWB3945
RWB3946
RWB3947

325mm (13") fixed height
450mm (18") fixed height
600mm (24") fixed height

RWB3948

Adjustable 325mm (13") - 475mm (19") height

RWB3950
RWB3967
RWB3968

Spare round plug-in anodised aluminium base
Spare 360 deg swivel top 60mm dia. suits fixed height
Spare 360 deg swivel top 73mm dia. suits adjustable

RWB3948 Adjustable

Bases For Plug-In Pedestals

S E AT I N G

Top quality cast anodised spare aluminium
bases for the plug-in pedestal systems above.
Both bases suit 60mm (2 3/8”) post diameter.
228mm diameter round base and 228mm x
180mm Dee shape base for use where floor
space may be tight.
RWB3950
RWB3951

Round base
Dee shape base

Swivels - Pedestal Top
Heavy duty powder coated cast aluminium seat swivels
as fitted to all our ESM seat pedestals.
These swivel 360 degrees and are lockable with the tightening
handle included.
2 sizes are available to suit the 2 pedestal post diameters
used on the ESM seat pedestals.
RWB3967
RWB3968
Page 396

Suits 60mm (2 3/8”) diameter pedestal posts
Suits 73mm (2 7/8”) diameter pedestal posts
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19 - Hi-Lo Pin Pedestal System
Hi-Lo Pin Pedestal Seating System
The Hi-Lo pin pedestal system can be used in 2 ways - with a pedestal post inserted - for high
position when fishing - or remove the pedestal post and have the seat mount slotted straight into
a base for a low sitting position when the boat is underway.
This seating system is quickly and easily assembled and disassembled.
It utilises bases which are mounted into the floor of the boat.
The pin posts then slot straight into the base and the seat mount slots into the top of the pin posts.
The top of the seat mount bolts directly onto a 175mm 7" seat swivel mounted on the seat base.

Seat Mount
Low mount - the seat
mount is inserted
directly into the floor
mounted base

Black EDC steel, spring loaded.
The pin slots into the top of the
pin pedestal posts or the floor
mounted base.
The seat swivel mounts directly
to the top of the seat mount.
RWB3935

Pin Pedestal Posts
Made of sturdy, high strength
anodised aluminium. Fixed
length or adjustable length.
RWB3927
RWB3928

280mm (11") fixed 		
pin post
Telescopic adjustable
560mm (22") to 		
780mm (31")

Pin Pedestal Bases

This system matches with
RWB5048 pro seat - see
page 388 for details.

RWB3938

175mm square
stainless steel

RWB3943

200mm round
cast aluminium

High mount - the pedestal
post is inserted between
the seat mount and the
floor mounted base
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Floor mounted bases.
A choice of cast aluminium
round base or square solid
stainless steel base.
The bases are bushed and
are suitable for pin pedestal
posts or the seat mount above.

19 - Seat Slides & Swivels
Seat Slide & Swivel Top
Use to convert a standard seat pedestal into a slide system.
Includes a high strength aluminium slide and a lockable powder
coated aluminium 360 degree swivel pedestal top.
The seat slide allows approx 125mm of fore & aft travel and is
lockable in 10 positions - every 12.5mm along the length of travel.
2 sizes are available to suit 2 diameters of pedestal posts.
RWB3960
RWB3961

Slide & swivel suits 73mm (2 7/8”) dia. pedestal post
Slide & swivel suits 60mm (2 3/8”) dia. pedestal post

Universal Seat Slide
This high strength universal anodised aluminium seat slide
fits virtually any seat or pedestal.
The finger tip lever control allows approx 125mm of fore &
aft travel for the seat and is lockable in 10 positions - every
12.5mm along the length of travel.
Fits under the seat on top of the pedestal, seat box or deck.
RWB3930

Seat Swivel & Slides - Heavy Duty
High quality CAST aluminium alloy extra heavy
duty seat swivels complete with seat slide fitted available in standard or locking type swivel.
The locking swivel allows the seat to be locked in
8 different positions (every 45 degrees) over the
360 degree radius.
The seat slide allows approx 125mm of fore & aft
travel and is also lockable in 10 positions - every
12.5mm along the length of travel.
Extremely strong and durable construction.
Fits most seat base patterns.

S E AT I N G

RWB5042
RWB5043

Seat slide & standard swivel
Seat slide & locking swivel

Seat Swivels - Heavy Duty
High quality CAST aluminium alloy extra heavy
duty 360 degree seat swivels available in standard
or locking type. The locking type allows the seat
to be locked in 8 different positions (every 45
degrees) over the 360 degree radius.
Extremely strong and durable construction.
175mm diameter - fits most seat base patterns.
RWB5040
RWB5041
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Standard swivel
Locking swivel
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19 - Seat Swivels
Seat Swivel - Quick Release
A totally non-corrosive seat swivel made from very strong grey
UV stabilised polypropylene material.
The swivel is made in 2 pieces and has a locking tab which
allows the swivel top with seat to be released and easily
removed from the swivel base.
It can also allow the same seat to be used in various locations
on board with the addition of further quick release bases only RWB3789. 175mm diameter. Suits most seat base patterns.
RWB3788
RWB3789

Seat Swivel - Aluminium

175mm (7”) anodised aluminium seat swivel.
Very strong and non-corrosive with large
slotted universal hole size.
Suits most popular brands of seats.
Ball bearing runners inside.
RWB3795

Aluminium

Seat Swivel - Standard

RWB3791

Seat Swivel - Stainless

175mm (7”) stainless steel seat swivel.
Large slotted hole universal type suits
most popular brands of seats.
Ball bearing runners inside.
RWB3794

Stainless steel

Seat Swivel - Locking

Black EDC coated steel seat swivel with
12 way locking mechanism.
175mm (7") diameter with large universal
slotted holes to suit most seats.
RWB5073

S E AT I N G

175mm (7") seat swivel made from black
EDC coated steel with ball bearing runners.
These seat swivels are economically priced
and have large slotted universal holes to suit
most seat brands including Action, B & M,
Eastern, Wise and Springfield seats.

Quick release seat swivel
Base only for QR seat swivel

12 way locking seat swivel

Black EDC coated steel 175mm

Seat Swivels - Pedestal Top
Heavy duty powder coated cast aluminium seat swivels
as fitted to all our ESM seat pedestals.
These swivel 360 degrees and are lockable with the tightening
handle included.
2 sizes are available to suit the 2 pedestal post diameters
used on our ESM seat pedestals.
RWB3967
RWB3968

Suits 60mm (2 3/8”) diameter pedestal posts
Suits 73mm (2 7/8”) diameter pedestal posts
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19 - Seat Clamps / Tables & Pedestals
Seat Clamp & Swivel - Stainless & Aluminium
Corrosion resistant seat clamp and swivel.
Made from stainless steel rod with non-slip PVC
covering and a 175mm (7") aluminium seat swivel.
The seat clamp allows quick and easy removal
or re-positioning of most brands of seats.
Wing nuts on the clamp allow quick adjustment
from 200mm to 400mm bench seat diameter.
RWB3797

Stainless and aluminium

Seat Clamp & Swivel - EDC Coated Steel
Adjustable boat seat clamp complete with 175mm
(7") seat swivel fitted. Allows quick and easy
removal or re-positioning of most brands of seats.
The clamp has non-slip covers over black plated
steel frame with ball bearing swivel.
Wing nuts on the clamp allow quick adjustment from
approx 200mm to 400mm bench seat diameter.
RWB3790

Black EDC coated steel

Table & Pedestal Sets
Table and pedestal complete packaged sets available with oval
or round table and fixed or adjustable length pedestal.
The thread-lock pedestal system allows the table and pedestal
pole to be quickly and easily removed from the base for storage.
The thread lock also includes a ratchet lock mechanism for very
steady and secure mounting.
The tables are made from UV stabilised high impact plastic and
the pedestals are silver anodised aluminium.
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A

Fast and easy
thread-lock
assembly and
disassembly
Page 400

Oval or round table - fixed or adjustable pedestal
Quickly and easily dismantles for storage
The pedestal base is surface mounted on deck
Unique locking system ensures the pedestal is secure
Reinforced table fits snugly over pedestal top
Push the quick release button on pedestal base and
un-thread pedestal pole for fast and easy storage
UV stabilised high impact plastic tables
Silver anodised aluminium pedestals
Both tables include 4 x recessed cup holders
Fixed height pedestals are 685mm height
Adjustable pedestals adjust from 500mm to 710mm.
Base diameter - 180mm
Base height - 16mm
Round table is 610mm (24”) diameter
Oval table is 765mm (30”) long x 460mm (18”) wide

RWB4900
RWB4901
RWB4902
RWB4903

Round table with adjustable pedestal
Oval table with adjustable pedestal
Round table with fixed height pedestal
Oval table with fixed height pedestal

RWB4905
		
		

Base only for table pedestal
(fitting additional base allows table			
to be moved to multiple places)
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20 - Boat Wheelers & Movers
Boat Wheeleze - Dinghy Mover
Australian made BOAT WHEELEZE allows one person to launch
boats up to 3.6 metres length without any dragging or heavy lifting.
It works on road, grass, sand, mud or gravel.
It is easy to fit, and of strong and durable marine grade construction.
Once the boat is launched the wheels lock firmly into place above
the waterline to eliminate any drag. Unique, efficient and durable.
BOAT WHEELEZE makes dinghy launching a breeze.

BOAT

RWB3741

RWB3740

The weight of the boat locks
the slotted leg into place in
the wheeling position.
The Boat Wheeleze

When afloat, the legs drop down
to the bottom of the slots.
Simply swing the legs around the
pivot pins to the retracted position.
is made from marine grade materials

-

Allow the legs to drop down
into the slots, locking them in
position, out of the way, and
eliminating any water drag.

the transom bracket is

marine grade aluminium , with galvanised steel legs , stainless steel axle and

40mm

semi - pneumatic rubber wheels .

Stainless

Two versions of the BOAT WHEELEZE are available.
Double wheel version as pictured above for heavier
boats over sand, roads, gravel, mud and grass.
Single wheel version is lower priced, but is only
recommended for lighter boats over solid surfaces
or firm sand. Sold per pair.
RWB3740
RWB3741

200mm

x

steel mounting hardware is included .

Single wheel version - pair
Double wheel version - pair

Replacement Parts
SP174
SP175
SP176
SP177
SP178

Replacement 200mm wheel
Leg only - galvanised steel
Axle only for single version
Axle only for dual version
Transom bracket - aluminium

Supplied
in PAIRS

With 200mm Pneumatic Wheels
These imported dinghy mover wheels allow one person to launch
boats up to 4 metres in length without any dragging or heavy lifting.
It works on road, grass, sand, mud or gravel.
It is made of strong and durable heavy gauge marine grade anodised
aluminium with S/S fastenings and 200mm (8”) pneumatic wheels to
make it easier to wheel the boat on all surfaces.
They are easy to fit and simply bolt on to the stern of the dinghy.
Once the boat is launched the wheels can be retracted and locked
firmly into place above the waterline to eliminate any drag.
RWB3742

PAIR retractable dinghy mover wheels - pneumatic

200mm (8")
pneumatic tyres
The weight of the boat locks
the slotted leg into place in
the wheeling position.

When afloat, the legs drop down
to the bottom of the slots.
Simply swing the legs around the
pivot pins to the retracted position.
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Allow the legs to drop down
into the slots, locking them in
position, out of the way, and
eliminating any water drag.
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Dinghy Mover Wheels

20 - Boat Wheelers & Movers
Dinghy Mover Wheels
Allows you to move your boat across sand and all firm
surfaces including the parking lot and boat ramps.
All non-corrosive construction with self-lubricating
wheels and no maintenance required.
Retractable - locks in up or down position.
Suitable for all wooden, fibre glass, aluminium and
inflatable boats with a solid, fixed transom.
Retail colour box packaged in pairs.

Down Locked
Position

Retracted Up
Position

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

All non-corrosive construction with S/S metal parts
Maintenance-free self-lubricating wheels
Retracts and locks in up or down position
Spring loaded locking mechanism
Simple installation
Suitable for all wooden, fibre glass, aluminium
and inflatable boats with a solid, fixed transom
Move your boat across sand and all firm surfaces
including the parking lot and boat ramps
Retail colour box packaging in pairs

2 VERSIONS ARE AVAILABLE STANDARD DINGHY WHEELS -

A 90mm x 140mm wheels
A Suits boat weight to max 113 Kg fully laden
RWB2647

PAIR dinghy wheels 113 kg max

HEAVY DUTY DINGHY WHEELS -

A Large 105 x 135mm wheels
A Suits boat weight to 200 Kg fully laden
B O AT M O V E R S & T R A I L E R

RWB2648

PAIR dinghy wheels 200 Kg max

"Boat Cart" Dinghy Mover
A simple and economical mover for small dinghies.
Simply clamps on to the dinghy stern to
move it to and from the water (upside down).
Adjustable transom clamp with wide 160mm
ABS wheels and double poly tyres for easier
moving on sand.
The frame is made from steel tube which is
black EDC coated.
RWB618
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Boat cart
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20 - Boat Rollers - Inflatable
Inflatable Boat Rollers - Standard
For moving small dinghies across sand or beaches Etc.
At least 2 rollers should be used, depending on the type,
length and weight of the boat.
2 models are available that are suitable for a range of
dinghies and small craft to a maximum of either 200Kg or
450 Kg weight when fully laden including all onboard
articles and outboard motor, if applicable.
Inflate with a small air compressor.
Light Duty - Made from light vinyl material
200 Kg maximum weight.
1.1 metres x 250mm when inflated
RWB1028

200 Kg max

Medium Duty - Heavier duty vinyl material
450 Kg maximum weight.
1.25 metres x 250mm when inflated
RWB1029

450 Kg max

Inflatable Boat Rollers - Heavy Duty

Heavy Duty PVC (Short) - Tough thick red PVC material.
500 Kg maximum weight.
780mm x 260mm when inflated.
RWB931

500 Kg max

Heavy Duty PVC (Long) - Tough thick red PVC material.
650 Kg maximum weight.
NEW
1.1 metres x 260mm when inflated.
MODEL
RWB932
650 Kg max
SP380
SP379

Replacement brass valve
Bike pump Inflation adaptor
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Majoni "Roll-A-Boat" boat rollers made in Holland from
thick heavy duty PVC material.
For moving boats across sand or beaches Etc.
At least 2 rollers should be used, depending on the type,
length and weight of the boat.
2 models are available that are suitable for a range of craft
from small boats to surf boats and other craft to a maximum
of either 500Kg or 650Kg weight when fully laden including
all onboard articles and outboard motor, if applicable.
Inflate with an air compressor - or a bike pump adaptor is
available listed below.

20 - Trailer - Manual Winches
Stainless Steel Trailer Winches

Single gear
drive winch

Ideal for trailers, docks, pontoons and other general lifting
applications (not for lifting humans).
High quality rust and corrosion resistant marine hand winches
made from 304 grade stainless steel.
Features include solid gear design, internally lubricated drum
and pinion gear bushings and stainless steel handle with
moulded roller grip.
Available in single gear drive or dual gear drive for additional
lifting capacity.
Winch cable not included - see next 2 pages.
RWB895 380 kg Single Ratio 3.5:1 Base 125 x 85mm

Dual gear
drive winch

RWB896 540 kg Dual

Ratio 3.5:1 Base 125 x 85mm

RWB897 720 kg Single Ratio 4.1:1 Base 135 x 88mm
RWB898 900 kg Dual

Ratio 4.1:1 Base 135 x 88mm

Standard Manual Trailer Winches
A range of manually operated winches for trailer boat use and
many other general lifting applications (Not for lifting humans).
These winches feature shaft and gears of stamped high tensile
alloy steel with internally lubricated drum bushing and pinion
gear shaft bearings for increased life and ease of operation.
The frame has formed reinforcements for added strength and
the winch is supplied with smooth turning roller grip handle.
These winches are supplied with a black EDC corrosion
resistant finish and are priced to suit the average budget.
They are supplied without a winch cable - these must be
ordered separately - see next 2 pages.

RWB2903

380KG (840LB) Capacity
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3.2 to 1 gear ratio. One way single ratchet operation and
freespool.
Base size : 95 x 88mm. 5 possible fastening positions.
RWB2903
SP214

Winch 380 Kg
Replacement handle only

RWB2905

545KG (1200LB) Capacity
4 to 1 gear ratio. Two way ratchet operation (winds mechanically
both in and out) - and freespool operation.
Base size : 135 x 88mm. 5 possible fastening positions.
RWB2905
SP215

Winch 545 Kg
Replacement handle only

635KG (1400LB) Capacity
RWB2906

4 to 1 gear ratio. Two way ratchet operation (winds mechanically
both in and out) - and freespool operation.
Base size : 135 x 88mm. 5 possible fastening positions.
RWB2906
SP215
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Winch 635 Kg
Replacement handle only
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20 - Trailer - Winch Ropes
Hi-Tech Trailer Winch Ropes
These trailer winch ropes are made from space age high strength,
low stretch HPP (high performance polypropylene) fibre.
Made in New Zealand by Tenob from quality materials.
Up to 15 times higher strength than wire rope - and no more rusting
wire or metal splinters from wire rope.
The manufacturer is so confident of the product that they offer a 3 year
replacement guarantee against rope breakage.
Available with either a stainless steel S hook or a galvanised snap hook.
The stainless steel S hook is a special super-strong cold forged S hook
which is 30% stronger than a normal stainless S hook
2 rope diameters -

A 5mm which has 2,000Kg breaking strain
A 7mm which has 3,600Kg breaking strain.
Super-Strong
cold forged
stainless
"S" hook

Winch Ropes With Forged Stainless “S” Hook
RWB6520
RWB6521
RWB6522

5mm x 5 Metre with S hook
5mm x 6 Metre with S hook
7mm x 6 Metre with S hook

Winch Ropes With Galvanised Snap Hook
RWB6523
RWB6524

7mm x 7 Metre with snap hook
7mm x 8 Metre with snap hook

High Strength Winch Wire Replacement Rope

3 mm

Size range - 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm
Sold in 100 metre reels

6 mm
8mm

A Highest tensile strength of rope per weight
A Wire rope replacement cord
A Stronger than wire rope and weighs only 12%
A
A
A
A
A

of the weight of wire rope
Includes an anti-abrasion heat treated coating
Non-kinking, very low elongation (less than 5%)
Floats and UV resistant
Nil water absorption
Ideal for trailer winches, yachting control lines,
flagpoles, hauling rope for mining, or wherever
a small diameter, high strength rope is required

RWB
Diameter
Code			

Reel
Length

Break
Load

RWB4820
RWB4822
RWB4824
RWB4826
RWB4828

100 Mtr
100 Mtr
100 Mtr
100 Mtr
100 Mtr

750 Kg
1550 Kg
2200 Kg
3400 Kg
5300 Kg

3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
8mm

Longer Reel Lengths Are Available To Order
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This high quality Australian made winch rope
is a 100% Ultra high molecular weight
polyethylene fibre (UHMWPE) 12 plait cord
with an anti-abrasion coating.
Extremely strong, Dyneema type rope.
Colour - dark grey

20 - Trailer - Winch Wires & Straps
Trailer Winch Wires

Easier to use than wire winch cables as
the webbing reels onto the drum more
evenly. 50mm wide nylon webbing with
corrosion resistant snap hook or stainless
steel "S" hook. Supplied with a fastening
bolt to connect webbing to the winch drum.

Galvanised steel cable complete
with either a galvanised snap
hook or stainless steel “S” hook
to suit manual trailer winches.
Winch Wires With Snap Hook
RWB2921
RWB2922
RWB2923

5mm x 6 Mtr with snap hook
5mm x 7.6 Mtr with snap hook
5mm x 9 Mtr with snap hook

Winch Wires With S
RWB2924
RWB2925
RWB2927
RWB2928

hook

4mm x 4.5 Mtr with 8mm “S” hook
4mm x 6 Mtr with 8mm “S” hook
5mm x 6 Mtr with 9mm “S” hook
5mm x 8 Mtr with 9mm “S” hook

Stainless S Hooks
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Trailer Winch Webbing Straps

Webbing Straps With Snap Hook
RWB1167
RWB1168
RWB1169

4.5 Mtr with snap hook
6 Mtr with snap hook
7.5 Mtr with snap hook

Webbing Straps With S Hook
RWB1162
RWB1164
RWB1165

4.5 Mtr with 8mm stainless “S” hook
6 Mtr with 9mm stainless “S” hook
7.5 Mtr with 9mm stainless “S” hook

Stainless Snap Hooks

304 grade stainless steel
in 3 sizes.
Material diameter x total
length.

316 grade stainless steel with
safety latch spring opening.
For light duty lifting work or ideal
as a trailer winch snap hook.

RWB2515
RWB2516
RWB2518

Code
Length Eye I.D S.W.L
RWB2489 100mm 19mm 188 Kg
RWB2490 120mm 28mm 250 Kg

6mm x 60mm
8mm x 75mm
9mm x 85mm

S.W.L (suggested working load) is
approx 25% of ultimate breaking load

Hex Winch Handle - 7/8"
Black EDC coated steel
handle with strong plastic
handle grip.
7/8" hexagonal internal
slot to suit many popular
trailer winches.
Length : 215mm (8 1/2")

Trailer Rego Label Holder
Rectangular plastic
rego holder suits most
states rego stickers.
Label area size :
110 x 70mm
RWB1108

RWB1197
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20 - Trailer - Shackles & Accessories
Yellow Pin Rated Trailer Shackles
Ideal trailer shackles, off road vehicles, 4WD's Etc.
Forged steel US type hot dipped galvanised shackles with a yellow pin.
They have the working load limit stamped into the body of each shackle
and they are 6x rated meaning they have a built-in safety factor of 6 to 1.
E.G working load limit (WLL) 750Kg - Breaking Load 4,500 Kg.
All these shackles have a larger pin diameter than the bail diameter.
The size stamped into them is the bail diameter in inches - see size code
below - and the working load limit stamped into each shackle should not
be exceeded. CE mark is stamped into each shackle.
Available in 7 sizes in both Dee and Bow styles.
RWB
CODE

SHACKLE
TYPE

SHACKLE
SIZE CODE

BAIL
DIA MM

PIN
DIA

RWB6600
RWB6601
RWB6602
RWB6603
RWB6604
RWB6605
RWB6606

DEE
DEE
DEE
DEE
DEE
DEE
DEE

1/4”
5/16”
3/8”
1/2”
5/8”
3/4”
1”

6mm
8mm
10mm
13mm
16mm
20mm
25mm

8mm
10mm
11mm
16mm
19mm
22mm
28mm

500 Kg
750 Kg
1000 Kg
2000 Kg
3250 Kg
4750 Kg
8500 Kg

3000 Kg
4500 Kg
6000 Kg
12000 Kg
19500 Kg
28500 Kg
51000 Kg

RWB6608
RWB6609
RWB6610
RWB6611
RWB6612
RWB6613
RWB6614

BOW
BOW
BOW
BOW
BOW
BOW
BOW

1/4”
5/16”
3/8”
1/2”
5/8”
3/4”
1”

6mm
8mm
10mm
13mm
16mm
20mm
25mm

8mm
10mm
11mm
16mm
19mm
22mm
28mm

500 Kg
750 Kg
1000 Kg
2000 Kg
3250 Kg
4750 Kg
8500 Kg

3000 Kg
4500 Kg
6000 Kg
12000 Kg
19500 Kg
28500 Kg
51000 Kg

Blue Poly Trailer Strip

WORKING BREAKING
LOAD LIMIT
LOAD

Trailer Rescue Kit

Blue poly trailer rubbing strip.
Very smooth and durable, low friction
rubbing strip. Includes a central groove
to countersink the fastening screws.
1.5 metre x 50mm wide.
A discount is offered for a 10 buy.
RWB4660

RWB5465

Suits HOLDEN
hub / bearings

RWB5466

Suits FORD
hub / bearings

Propeller Safety Flag
Required when towing a boat with motor on a trailer.
Simply attaches to the outboard propeller by the shockcord
loop sewn into the fabric.
High visibility bright orange fabric increases safety when
towing the boat on a trailer. 300mm x 300mm flag.
RWB6556

Propeller flag
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Avoid being stranded with a
flat tyre or seized bearings
- Trailer Rescue is a spare
wheel and hub/disc holder in
an easy to fit all-in-one unit.
Can be mounted on winch
post or draw bar and has a
hot dipped galvanised finish.
Includes all components,
U-bolts, nuts, washers (does
not include wheel or hub).

20 - Trailer - Rollers / Brackets
Trailer Bow Wedges
Heavy duty black rubber Vee wedges.
Both have 12mm central bolt hole.
RWB3970

RWB3971

Medium size
Base : 63 x 50mm
Length : 90mm
Width at end of vee : 120mm

Poly Wobble Rollers

Extra large
Base : 103 x 96mm
Length : 96mm
Width at end of vee : 150mm

Wobble Roller Assemblies
Single Wobble Assembly
Available as a bracket only or as a
complete assembly with black poly
wobble roller. Hot dipped galvanised
bracket with 19mm pin diameter.

Hard wearing, non marking polyurethane.
100mm x 75mm RIBBED Roller
25mm (1") central hole
RWB4601 Grey poly
RWB4316 Blue poly
RWB4317 Red poly

Bracket only

RWB4629

Complete single assembly

Double Wobble Assembly - Poly

100mm x 100mm PLAIN (no tread)
With 20mm (3/4") central hole
RWB4605 Black poly
100mm x 100mm PLAIN (no tread)
With 25mm (1") central hole
RWB4606 Black poly
RWB4608 Red poly
RWB4610 Blue poly
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RWB4628

Trailer Roller Brackets

Available as a bracket only or a complete assembly with
black poly rollers. 19mm (3/4") or 22mm (7/8") pin dia.
RWB4630
RWB4632

Bracket only with 19mm pin
Bracket only with 22mm pin

RWB4631
RWB4633

Double poly wobble assembly 19mm
Double poly wobble assembly 22mm

Trailer Roller Brackets & Pins

RWB
4634
RWB
4635

RWB
4636

Brackets for wobble roller assemblies.
RWB4635

Weld-on bracket for stem - ZP

RWB4636

Bolt-on bracket for stem - Galv

RWB4634

8' wood yoke - 200mm x		
19mm dia solid square bar 		
galvanised Stem bracket.
52mm diameter top opening.
Complete with bolt & nut.
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Hot dipped galvanised trailer roller brackets and pins.
Brackets
Suit size roller x pin size

Pins
Suit bracket x pin diameter

RWB3748
RWB3750
RWB3750B
RWB3751
RWB3752B
RWB3752
RWB3758

RWB3753
RWB3754
RWB3754B
RWB3755
RWB3756B
RWB3756
RWB3757

75 x 16mm
100 x 16mm
113 x 16mm
150 x 16mm
200 x 16mm
200 x 20mm
300 x 24mm
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75 x 16mm
100 x 16mm
113 x 16mm
150 x 16mm
200 x 16mm
200 x 20mm
300 x 24mm

20 - Trailer - Rollers
Trailer Rollers - Rubber

Roller Assemblies

A range of economically priced, non-marking,
natural black rubber trailer rollers.
Natural black rubber with plain central hole
(not bushed).
RWB4613

75mm (3") bow roller
75mm L x 62mm W
Suits 16mm pin

RWB4614

100mm (4") keel roller
103mm L x 60mm W
Suits 16mm pin

RWB4625

113mm (4 1/2") round bilge
113mm L x 70mm W
Suits 16mm pin

RWB4617

150mm (6") sydney keel
roller. 152mm L x 62mm W
Suits 16mm pin

RWB4622

200mm (8") dogbone
196mm L x 68mm W
Suits 20mm pin

RWB4623

300mm (12") HD concave
300mm L x 93mm W
Suits 24mm pin

Red Polyurethane Rollers

Convenient and economical : black rubber
roller, bracket & pin in complete assemblies.
Size shown is the length of the roller.
RWB4641
RWB4642
RWB4643
RWB4644

100mm (4") cotton reel
113mm (4 1/2") Bushed
150mm (6") Sydney
200mm (8") Bushed

Keel Rollers - With Bush

Very hard wearing rollers. Heavy duty
72mm diameter black natural rubber
rollers with a 17mm I.D nylon central bush.
RWB4616
RWB4619
RWB4621

113mm (4 1/2") bushed
152mm (6") bushed
200mm (8") bushed

Blue Poly Rollers
Suits Alloy Boats

Soft compound, hard wearing, non-marking, red colour
polyurethane rollers suitable for fibreglass boats.

Hard wearing and non-marking blue
polypropylene rollers suitable for
aluminium boats.
Suits 16mm pin size.

RWB4645

75mm bow roller x 17mm bore

RWB4646

100mm keel roller x 17mm bore

RWB4647
RWB4648
RWB4650

113mm keel roller x 17mm bore
150mm keel roller x 17mm bore
200mm keel roller x 17mm bore

RWB4649

150mm sydney x 17mm bore

RWB4651

200mm concave x 20mm bore

RWB4653
RWB4654

150mm self-centreing x 17mm
200mm self-centreing x 17mm
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RWB3619

75mm (3")

RWB3610

100mm (4")

RWB3611

150mm (6")

RWB3617

200mm (8")
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Suits Fibreglass Boats

20 - Trailer - Tie Downs
Roof Rack Tie - Downs
Standard Tie-Down
Can be used to secure sailboards, surfboards, canoes,
surf skis Etc. to roof racks. Adjustable snap-in buckle lock.
25mm x 2.5 metre webbing.
Lashing Capacity - 50 Kg. Sold per pair - hang packed.
RWB1171

Pair 25mm x 2.5 metre MTD1

Cam Buckle Tie-Down
Quick tensioning metal cam buckle for fast loading and
unloading. High quality 25mm x 3.5 metre webbing.
Lashing capacity - 75 Kg. Sold per pair - hang packed.
RWB1172

Pair 25mm x 3.5 metre MTD3

Tie - Downs - Across Boat - Ratchet
Medium Duty - 250 Kg lashing capacity
25mm diameter x 4.3 metre webbing with easy ratchet action.
Plated metal or stainless steel hardware. Sold per each.
RWB1174
RWB1173

Metal ratchet with PVC coated "J" hooks MTD5
With stainless steel ratchet and stainless steel
"S" hooks. MTD5 SS.

Heavy Duty - 550 Kg lashing capacity
50mm diameter polyester webbing x 5.5 metre length.
Quick, easy and powerful ratchet action.
Choice of Plated metal or stainless steel hardware.
Sold per each - hang packed.
RWB1175
RWB1176

Metal ratchet with PVC coated "J" hooks MTD6
Stainless steel ratchet and stainless "S" hooks

B O AT M O V E R S & T R A I L E R

Across Boat - Over Lever Action Buckle Tensioner
Medium Duty over lever action buckle tensioner
Across boat tie downs with coated "J" hooks each end.
Australian made from high quality, heavy duty 50mm
webbing with plated steel hardware.
Sold per each - hang packed.
RWB1187

50mm x 4.5 metre MTD31
Lashing capacity - 250 Kg

Heavy Duty Stainless Steel over centre buckles
Heavy duty across boat tie downs with adjustable
stainless steel over centre buckle that has a spring
loaded lock and PVC coated "J" hooks on each end.
Heavy duty polyester webbing.
Sold per each - hang packed.
RWB1182
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20 - Trailer - Tie Downs / Straps
Ski Hook Transom Tie - Downs
High quality webbing with PVC covered "J" hooks
each end and over centre buckle tensioner.
Sold per pair - hang packed.
Light Duty 150Kg
RWB1181

Pair 25mm x 1.5 metre MTD14
Lashing capacity - 150 Kg

Heavy Duty 250 Kg overlever strap tensioner.
RWB1186

Pair 50mm x 1.8 metre MTD17
Lashing capacity - 250kg

Boat Tie - Down Protection Pads
A range of pads to protect the boat from tie-down straps,
buckles and ratchets.
RWB1183

Set of 2 pads as pictured left. These have
internal padding and the straps fit through
the centre of the pads. Accepts webbing		
straps up to 60mm wide. Pad length 450mm.

RWB1184

Single large wide pad with internal padding
and velcro tabs to hold ratchet of tie-down.
Protects boat from ratchet and buckles.
100mm wide x 250mm long.

RWB1185

Set of 3 webbing pads with sleeves sewn in
for straps to slide in, to protect boat.
250mm long x 75mm wide.

RWB1184

RWB1183
Tie-downs
not included

RWB1185

Ocky Straps - Marine Grade

Rubber Tie Downs

High quality straps with stainless steel end hooks.
Full natural latex rubber ribbon interior gives high
strength and high stretch capability.
Non-corrosive stainless steel hooks are ideal for
marine use and have a no-scratch plastic end cap.
All our ocky straps are fitted with "warning"stickers
as per Government regulations. Made from 7mm
diameter shockcord.
A discount is offered for buying in pack
sizes of 10.

375mm
525mm
775mm

Outboard Support Bracket

RWB2301
RWB2302
RWB2303
RWB2304
RWB2305

400mm - 16"
500mm - 20"
600mm - 24"
800mm - 32"
1 metre - 40"

"MOTO FLEX" deluxe support
bracket for motors up to 150HP.
Supports motor leg while towing.
Heavy gauge plated steel tubing
& shock absorbing spring steel coil.
The "U" end hooks over the trailer
chassis and the padded "V" end
supports the motor leg.
Supplied complete with rubber
securing strap with end hooks.
Adjustable from 510 - 770mm.

RWB2307

Stainless steel end hook only

RWB616
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Black natural rubber straps
with high stretch (70 - 80%) RWB2615
and durability. Supplied
RWB2616
complete with zinc plated
RWB2617
hooks and "warning" stickers.

20 - Trailer - Jockey Wheels
Trailer Jockey Wheels
Quality trailer jockey wheels with the choice of 3 styles and 3 types of wheels in each style.

A With Standard bolt-on / weld-on fixing clamp
A With convenient swivel bolt-on/weld-on clamp - allows you to twist and lock jockey wheel to horizontal
A Easy fit "U" bolt fixing swivel clamp. Also allows you to twist and lock jockey wheel to horizontal
A 150mm (6") dia. rubber and plastic wheel - for basic applications on firm surfaces
A 250mm (10") dia. solid rubber wheels - heavy duty long wearing wheel - easier to manoeuvre
A 250mm (10") dia. pneumatic tyre - much easier to move in sand - disadvantage of possible puncture
Jockey Wheel &
Standard Clamp

Jockey Wheel & Swivel
Bolt-On / Weld-On Clamp

Fully adjustable for height.
Supplied complete with
standard bolt-on / weld-on
retaining clamp.

Supplied with bolt-on swivel
clamp which allows you to twist
and lock the complete unit to
horizontal after use.
Fully adjustable for height.

RWB4080

With 150mm (6")
rubber wheel

RWB4084
RWB4092

RWB4081

With 250mm (10")
solid rubber wheel

With 150mm (6")
rubber wheel

RWB4085

With 250mm (10")
pneumatic tyre

With 250mm (10")
solid rubber wheel

RWB4093

With 250mm (10")
pneumatic tyre

RWB4080

RWB4085

Jockey Wheel & U-bolt
Fixing Swivel Clamp

B O AT M O V E R S & T R A I L E R

Supplied with swivel clamp which
allows you to twist and lock the
complete unit to horizontal after
use. The clamp has holes to
allow fixing to the frame with U
bolts. Fully height adjustable.

RWB4094

RWB4079

With 150mm (6")
rubber wheel

RWB4083

With 250mm (10")
solid rubber wheel

RWB4094

With 250mm (10")
pneumatic tyre

Replacement Parts
RWB4086
RWB4087
RWB4088
RWB4095
RWB4089

Bolt-on / weld-on clamp only
150mm (6") rubber wheel
250mm (10") solid rubber wheel
250mm (10") pneumatic wheel
Handle for Jockey wheel

"Ezimove" Ratchet Jockey Wheel
Easy to operate ratchet drive jockey wheel for moving medium sized
trailer boats over slight grades. Capable of manoeuvering a caravan
or boat / trailer up to 2 tonne on an even surface with minimal effort.
250mm solid rubber wheel and robust lever ratchet action
with long 810mm handle makes moving trailers easy.
4 function ratchet - forward - reverse - sideways - wheel stop lock.
Includes swing-away swivel wih U-bolt fixing clamp and hard wearing
250mm solid rubber wheel.
Static load capacity : 350kg
RWB4091
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20 - Trailer - Hubs & Bearings
"Hub Mate" Wheel Bearing Protectors
CLAM SHELL PACKAGED
INCLUDES FREE COVERS
Fits over standard 1 3/4" (45mm) hubs.
Spring loaded mechanism with grease nipple
to supply grease to the bearing and inner hub.
Keeps dirt and water out of the trailer wheel hub.
Chrome plated steel construction.
Clamshell packaging ideal for open retail
display. Includes 1 Pr (2) "Hub Mates" with
soft plastic covers.
RWB1190

Pair - including covers

Marine Wheel Bearing Kits
These bearing kits include a marine
grade waterproof seal with a stainless
steel housing.
The complete kit includes waterproof
seal, small and large bearings and
split pin to suit trailer axle.
Two types available.
RWB5412

Holden type bearing
suits 39mm round & 40mm
square trailer axle

RWB5413

Ford type (slim line) bearing
suits 45mm square trailer axle

Bearing Dust Covers

Standard zinc plated steel dust
cover protects bearings from dust.
Supplied in blister pack of 2 covers.
RWB5414

Pair

Trailer - Square "U" Bolts

B O AT M O V E R S & T R A I L E R

2

Zinc plated square U bolts for fixing to box section trailer
frame. Complete with spring washers and hex nuts.
Thread diameter of all U bolts is 13mm (1/2").
Measurement A & B is inside diameter of bolt and total length.
Supplied hang packed in pairs.
A
B
B
RWB5455 Pair
50 mm 90 mm
A
RWB5456 Pair
75 mm 90 mm
RWB5457 Pair 100 mm 90 mm

2

Galvanised Hub Sets
Galvanised machined hub sets to suit popular
wheel stud patterns. Supplied complete with -

A
A
A
A

Inner and outer bearing
Waterproof bearing seal
Galvanised dust cap
Standard wheel nuts

Ideal for all vehicle drawn trailers and caravans.
Sets do not include brakes. Sold per each.
RWB5416
RWB5417
RWB5418
RWB5419

HT Holden 6"
HT Holden 51/2"
HQ Holden 6"
Ford 6"

All sets include bearings,
dust caps and nuts.
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20 - Trailer - Grease / Tow Balls
Lubrimatic Marine and Trailer Grease

RWB1635

RWB1638

RWB1636

Lubrimatic marine greases and lubricants are made in the
USA to the highest standards.
This special marine grease is a water-insoluble formula with
corrosion inhibitors. It provides excellent corrosion protection
against severe operating conditions caused by salt water,
salty air and atmospheric chemicals.
Ideal for use in trailer wheel bearings, including disc brake
wheel bearings and to protect swivel hinges, pins, winches,
pumps Etc against corrosion.
Available in a variety of different packages.
RWB1635

454 gram (1 lb) tub

RWB1636

397 gram (14 oz) cartridge

RWB1638

Mini grease gun kit with 1 x grease cartridge.
85 gram (3 oz) lever action grease gun complete
with coupling and 1 x grease cartridge.
Blister hang packed for open display.

RWB1639

Twin pack of spare 85 gram (3 oz) cartridges.
2 x cartridges blister hang packed.

RWB1639

Tow Balls And Towing Accessories
Tow Ball - Chrome
Heavy duty 3.5 ton 50mm tow
ball with 7/8" x 51mm shank.
Towing capacity 3,500 kg.
Complies to Australian standards.
Chrome plated. Blister packed.
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RWB5402

Chrome tow ball

Tow Ball Cover

Shin Protector

Chrome cover with spring clips.
Suits 50mm and 1 7/8" tow balls.
Blister packed.

No more bruised shins !
Made from soft black rubber
and fits securely over the tow
bar tongue. Blister packed.

RWB5409

RWB5405

Chrome cover

Quick Release Coupling
Quick release
coupling with a
2,000 kg rating.
Has adjustable
screw and
padlock facility.
Pre-drilled 2
hole standard.
RWB5415

Protector

Tow Bar Hitch Pin Lock
Security lock for tow bar hitch.
Can be used with or without
lock. 80mm x 5/8" diameter
for use with 2" x 2" class 4
receiver. Suitable for hitches
65mm to 80mm.
Very solid lock with 2 keys
provided. Spring clip provided
for added security.
Tow rating : 3,500 Kg.
RWB5467
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20 - Trailer - Locks
Large Trailer Coupling Lock
Strong galvanised steel coupling lock can secure the trailer against theft by locking
the coupling of the trailer alone or when connected to the car.
The solidly welded steel tongue inserts up into the trailer coupling and the bar locks
down onto the top of the coupling. Made from solid 6mm (1/4") thick galvanised steel.

Large 2 way Coupling lock - With padlock
A Secures the coupling to both a stand alone trailer or
when a parked car is attached to a trailer.

A The lock has 2 slots for the securing bar

A
A

- bottom slot for trailer only
- top slot secures the coupling and trailer ball while 		
attached to the vehicles tow bar
Supplied complete with a 50mm brass body padlock.
Width : 150mm Height : 205mm Depth : 50mm

RWB2901

Large lock complete with brass padlock

Trailer Cop - Trailer Lock

Trailer Cop protects the boat
and trailer, caravan, box trailer
Etc. from unauthorised towing.
A simple one minute operation
secures the trailer against theft.
Trailer Cop simply expands
inside the trailer coupling where
it cannot be removed and so the
trailer can't be towed away by
normal means.

A One minute operation to fit
A Non-corrosive robust
A
A

RWB2693

Trailer Cop

Insert the allen key
provided, turn
clockwise to expand
Trailer Cop
inside the coupling.
Tighten firmly.
Replace barrel lock
and remove key.
Trailer Cop is now
there to stay.
It cannot be removed
without your key.

"Lock Jaw" Trailer Wheel Lock
Secure your trailer or ATV anywhere with this robust wheel lock.

A
A
A
A
A
A

Multiple position jaw adjusts to most size wheels
Hardened steel resists cutting
Suits tyres 140mm to 245mm
Anti-pick lock
Rubber coated arms to protect wheel finish
2 keys included

RWB5468

"Lock Jaw" wheel lock
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Trailer Cop fits straight
into the trailer coupling.
A simple one minute
operation protects the
boat / trailer from
unauthorised towing.

aluminium alloy casting
Special shape fits all popular
trailer couplings
Comes complete with allen key
and barrel keys.

Fit Trailer Cop
into coupling, remove
barrel lock and key

20 - Trailer - Lights
Submersible LED Trailer Lights
High quality, full size, waterproof, submersible LED trailer lights.
Fully wired with totally sealed connections.
Includes stop / tail light, indicator light, reflector, and 1 light has
a licence plate lamp.
Vibration resistant, high powered, energy efficient 12 volt LED’s.
Sold in PAIRS - clamshell hang packed for open shop display.
Stainless fastenings included.
Each light is 210mm x 94mm x 33mm depth.
RWB5470

Pair (2 lights)

LED

LED Trailer Lights
Waterproof LED trailer lights colour clam packed for shop display.
12v left and right hand versions with stop / tail / indicator and
number plate light.
Compact sized 110 x 98 x 35mm.
Fully wired and complete with stainless steel mounting studs.
3 year warranty
RWB6536
RWB6537

Left hand
Right hand

LED
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LED Trailer Light Boards

LED

LED trailer light boards. 2 x LED trailer lights mounted on 1.5 metre
board length complete with 8 metre cable with choice of 7 pin flat,
7 pin small round or 7 pin large round plug.
RWB6533
RWB6534
RWB6535

With 7 pin flat plug
With 7 pin small round plug
With 7 pin large round plug

Standard Trailer Light Boards

Economically priced standard bulb trailer light boards.
2 x trailer lights mounted on 1.5 metre board length complete with
8 metre cable with choice of 7 pin flat or 7 pin small round plug.
RWB6530
RWB6531
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20 - Trailer - Lights / Plugs / Adaptors
Combination Lamp

Reflectors

This rear combination lamp is made from high
impact resistant plastics and includes
5 functions : stop / tail, indicator, license plate
and inbuilt reflector. Complete with 12v globes,
wire connectors and mounting nuts.

Self-adhesive reflectors made from non-fade
plastic. 85mm x 22mm. Blister packed.
RWB5431
RWB5432
RWB5433
RWB5434

RWB5420 Complete lamp
RWB5421

Spare lens

Red (Pack of 2)
Amber (Pack of 2)
Clear (Pack of 2)
Pack of 4. 2 x Red 2 x Amber

Trailer Plugs And Sockets

Plastic sockets and plugs in a
variety of styles to suit both car
and trailer.
All items are blister packed.
RWB3472

Trailer Sockets
RWB3472
RWB3473

RWB3473

7 pin small round
7 pin flat

Trailer Plugs
RWB3480

RWB3480
RWB3481

7 pin small round
7 pin flat

RWB3481
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Trailer Socket / Plug Adapters
Quality plastic adapters with brass connectors that
connect differing socket / plug combinations on
vehicle and trailer.
All items are blister packed for open display.
Code

Suits Vehicle
Socket

Suits Trailer
Plug

RWB3482
RWB3483
RWB3484

7 pin flat
7 pin flat
7 pin small round

7 pin small round
6 pin small round
7 pin flat

RWB3482 & 3483

RWB3484
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20 - Rego Letters / Boat Labels
Registration Letters

REGO

LETTERS

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Self adhesive letters & numbers in 50mm (2") or 150mm (6") height. Sold only in packs of 10.

2" - 50mm Self-Adhesive
A Black or white
A Supplied & charged per Packet of 10

6" - 150mm Self-Adhesive
A Black colour only
A Supplied & charged per packet of 10

RWB457B BLACK 50mm - pack of 10
RWB457W WHITE 50mm - pack of 10

RWB462

BLACK 150mm - packet of 10

When Ordering - please nominate the part number - AND the letter or
number required. E.G 1 Pkt each RWB462 No.1, No.4, A, L, G Etc

Display Stand Complete - 50mm Letters
50mm (2") letter / number display stand
complete with 360 letters & numbers
(1 Pkt of 10 of each letter and number)
RWB458B

Stand with 360 Black letters

RWB457B

RWB462
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Boat Labels

Boat Accessories Label

Switch Panel Label

International Code Label

White on black vinyl stick-on
instrument / accessory label.
24 individual 41mm x 8mm
labels. Blower, wiper Etc.
RWB449

White on black stick-on switch
panel instrument / accessory
label. 28 individual oval shaped
labels each measure 25 x 8mm.
SP354

Stick-on lightweight vinyl.
White label with coloured
international code flags.
167 x 122mm
RWB455

General Notice
Due to the ever changing marine industry, product sizes and specifications may change
from time to time, and / or upgraded models or new products may be released to replace
old models. We have endeavoured to provide the most up-to-date information in this
catalogue on items current at the time of printing.
We accept no liability for any product changes in size or specification that may occur
during the life of this catalogue - or to possible incorrect product sizes or specifications
shown in this catalogue.
For our full trading terms and conditions including warranty and our retention of title
claim - see the inside of the back cover of this catalogue and our credit application form.
Possession of this catalogue does not guarantee the right of supply of goods.
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